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Generalized Lie algebras or color algebras, as we shall call them, are described by an Abelian 
grading group r and a commutation factor E defined on r. In this paper r is assumed to be finite. 
It is shownthat color algebras with the pair (r,E) can also be considered as color algebras with the 
different pair (r ',E') and that as a result a canonical pair (rc,Ec) is possible. It is further shown 
that, in fact, a unique "minimal" (rc,Ec) can be used for all algebras with the pair (r,E). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Color alg~bras are a generalization of superalgebras and 
were introduced, from a physical point of view, by Ritten
berB and Wyler I in 1978. Part of the motivation was to throw 
some light on generalized methods offield quantization.2 In 
1979 Scheunert3 studied the algebras from a rigorous math
ematical viewpoint and succeeded in proving generalizations 
ofthe Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt and Ado theorems. Perhaps 
the most important result he obtained was that there is a 
unique "canonical" superalgebra for every color algebra. 
Moreover this correspondence carries over to the represen
tation theory and a simple generalization of the Klein trans
formation4 allows one to obtain all representations of color 
algebras from the representations of the canonical superalge
bra (see Kleemans for details). 

A color algebra A is firstly a graded algebra. That means 
one assigns elements of the Abelian grading group r to each 
element of A and then supposes that the algebra satisfies 

aaobp =ca+ p, a,per. (1.1) 

One further supposes that there is a commutation factor 
E:r X r _C, which satisfies 

E(a, P)E( p,a) = 1, 

E(a +p,y) = E(a,Y)E(p,y), 

E(a,p + y) = E(a,p)E(a,y). 

(1.2) 

The definition of the color algebra is completed by sup
posing that its elements further satisfy 

~ E(y,alaao(bpocy ) = O. 
cycl(a. P.y) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

The last equation being a generalization of the Jacobi identi
ty of Lie algebras. 

In order to introduce the notion of a representation of a 
color algebra one considers graded vector spaces 

V= $ Va (1.5) 
aer 

and graded linear maps upon such spaces, i.e., 

ga(VP)~ Va+P' (1.6) 

The color algebra gI( V,E) is then the set of such maps with a 
color algebra product defined by 

(1.7) 

Usage of (1.2) confirms that this product satisfies (1.3) and 
(1.4). A representation is then a homomorphic map of a color 
algebra A into the color algebra gl( V,E). 

It is fairly clear from the above discussion that a color 
algebra A has two essential elements: namely its grading 
group r and its commutation factor E. The basic philosophy 
of this paper is contained in the observation that for a given 
color algebra it may also be possible to consider it as a color 
algebra with a different grading group r' and commutation 
factor E'. If we add the condition that the representations of 
A with (r,E) are also representations with (r' ,E') then there 
seeIlls no reason to prefer (r,E) over (r',E'). The essential 
result of this paper is that when r is finite there is a canonical 
set of (rc,Ee), which will serve as grading groups and com
mutation factors for all color algebras. The Ee are almost 
determined by the re-hence the expression canonical. We 
shall further show that for all color algebras with (r,E) there 
is a unique (re,Ee) able to replace (r,E). The uniqueness 
will be in the sense that any other (r; ,E;) able to replace 
(r,E) will satisfy r; ~re' 

It should be noticed that the scenario described above 
has already been carried through by Scheunert in the case 
that r is a vector space as well. The vector space property 
enabled him to use certain standard results on canonical 
forms on vector spaces. As we shall see below the extension 
to the more general case requires a somewhat more basic 
approach. 

To clarify the above abstract discussion it may be help
ful to discuss a concrete example. 

To this end we consider a color algebra which is graded 
by the group Z4 $ Z4 $ Z2 $ Z2' Let us assume further that 
this color algebra has the commutation factor 

E(a,p) = (- l)~(a,p), 

where rfJ (a, P) is a bilinear form given by 

rfJ(a,p) =a'M[3. 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

The "vectors" a and [3 are the decomposition of a andpwith 
respect to the direct sum decomposition of the grading 
group. In other words a has the form 

a = (a l,a2,a3,a4 ), 

with a I E Z4, a 2 E Z4' a 3 E Z2' and a4 E Z2' 
The matrix M we shall assume to take the following 

form: 
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1 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o (1.10) 

Now as a consequence of the results in Secs. III and IV it 
shall be possible to grade our color algebras by the new grad
ing group Z2 al Z2 al Z2 al Z2 and to have a new commutation 
factor defined on the algebra. This factor will have the same 
basic form as (1.8) and (1.9) except that Mwill be altered to 
the simpler M' given by 

M'~(~ ~ ~ ~) 1 . 

o 

(1.11) 

II. COMMUTATION FACTORS 

We can immediately deduce from (1.2) a number of basic 
results: 

E(a,a) = ± 1, 

E(a,O) = E(O,a) = 1, (2.1) 

E(a,n/3) = E(na, /3 ) = €'(a, /3 ). 
These will be used repeatedly below. 

Consider now a finite Abelian grading group r. The 
very well known and old result6 concerning such groups is 
that they have a unique, up to isomorphism, decomposition 
into p-groups: 

r = rp, al rp, al ... al rpn , (2.2) 

with the Pi being distinct primes. These p-groups have a 
further unique decomposition into cyclic groups of prime 
power order, 

rpo =Z( )" alZ( )" al"'alZ ' ... ' (2.3) 
, Pi Pi (Pi) 

and we assume for convenience that r I >r2 > .. · >r m' Now let 
us denote the generator of Z '} by q/ and define 

(Pi) 

Eij =E((;,qJ). (2.4) 

It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that an arbitrary a E r can be 
written as 

a = L k:(;, 
i,s 

where the k: are integers, and so, by using (2.1), 

E(a,/3)=II(E::)k:I:
II 

II (Eij)kFj-kjl:, 
i,s i>ji=j 

with 

/3 = L 1:(;; 
i,s 

and the first equation of (2.1) shows that E:: = ± 1. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

One can obtain further information on the E ij by using 
(2.1) to deduce that 

(E~!)IP/' = (E~t)lplt = 1 
J) I} , (2.7) 
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and so if i#i then Eij = 1, whereas if i = j then E:: is a vth 
root of unity with 

(2.8) 

This allows us to decompose E into a product of commuta
tion factors on the individualp-groups of (2.2): 

E(a, /3) = EI(a t , /3dE2(a2, /32)"'E" (a", /3,,), (2.9) 

where the a i and /3i are the projections of a and /3 onto rpi ' 

Finally we may write the Ep with the aid of (2.6), as 

( /3 ) !/A.ai' Ili) 
Ei a p i = 'TJil (2.10) 

with 

"'(ap /3;) = k~MiIi' 

where ki and Ii are vectors with elements {k:} and {I:}, 
respectively; 'TJil is the primitive (Pi),·-th root of unity and 
Mi is an antisymmetric matrix of integers modulo (Pi)". 

It is to be noted that if we had considered finitely gener
ated Abelian grading groups instead, then one would have 
added copies of Z (the integers) to (2.2). In this case, however, 
one does not get the decomposition of E given by (2.9) and, in 
fact, there may be "cross terms" between the Z groups and 
the p-groups. It is for this reason that we defer discussion of 
this more general situation to a later paper. 

III. COVERING 

We discuss in this section when a grading group rand 
commutation factor E may be replaced. Consider the class 
C FE of color algebras with commutation factor E and grading 
groupr. We say that (r',E') covers (r,E) ifevery member of 
C FE is also a member of C r'E' and any representation of an 
algebra in C rE is also a representation of the algebra when 
considered as a member of Cr'E" Notice that this relation is 
not necessarily symmetric and in fact is a partial ordering
inherited from the class containment relation. 

In order to use this relation we need a more technical 
definition of a color algebra than that given in Sec. I. Suppose 
we have an algebra A, whose elements we denote by a i (i 
belonging to some set fJ ), then we may define this algebra 
through its structure constants C f. Or, in other words, the 
product on A is defined through the equation 

(3.1) 

where summation over fJ is implied by the repeated index. 
We now say that A is a color algebra with Abelian grading 
group r and commutation factor E, or more briefly A is co
lored by (r,E) , if the following hold. 

(a) There exists a map ,p:fJ.-r such that whenever 
C f #0 then ,p(n + ,pU) = ,p(k ). 

(b) E is a commutation factor in the sense of (1.2). 

(c) Cf = - E(,p(i),,pU))C{, Vi,j,k E r. 

(d) L E(,p(k),,p(i))C~C1k=0, 
cyelli. j.k) 

Vi,j,k,m E fJ. 

It is clear from this definition that A will also be a color 
algebra with grading group r' and commutation factor E' if 
there exists a map,p ':fJ.-r' satisfying condition (a), and if 
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E(~ (i),~ (j)) = E'(~ '(11,~ '(j)), Vi,j e n. (3.2) 

In addition (3.2) also implies [upon consideration of (1.7)] 
that any representation of A with <r,E) will also be a repre
sentation with <r' ,E'). 

A very general situation where <r' ,E') covers <r,E) is 
when there exists what we shall term a covering homomor
phism between rand r'. We define this as follows: h:r -+r ' 
is a covering homomorphism if (a) it is a homomorphism; 
and (b) E and E' satisfy the relation 

E(a,p) = E'(h (a),h (.0)), Va,per. (3.3) 

To show that (r ' ,E') covers <r,E) we observe that given 
any algebra A with a coloring (r,E) we can obtain a coloring 
by (r ',E') with the new grading map ~' given by 

~' =ho~, 

which satisfies condition (a) of the color algebra definition 
because h is a homomorphism. Equation (3.2) now follows 
directly from (3.3). 

If we suppose that h is onto and satisfies the relation 

a e ker(h )::::}E(a, .0) = 1, Vp e r, (3.4) 

then E' will be induced from E via (3.3). This is so because if h 
is onto then E' will be defined from (3.3). This definition will 
make sense since if there is a y#a such that h (a) = h (y) then 
a - ye ker(h ) and so E(a - y,p) = 1 orE(a, .0) = E(y,p).A 
similar argument holds for the second argument of E. Finally 
it is easy to establish that E' will be a commutation factor on 
r'. The first equation of(1.2) follows from (3.3) and the fact 
that E is a commutation factor. The other two follow also this 
way with the additional use of the homomorphic property of 
h. 

Notice that if h were an isomorphism, i.e., 1: 1 as well as 
onto, condition (3.4) is fulfilled trivially because ker(h ) = 0 
and so (3.4) follows from (2.1). 

It should be observed at this point that Scheunert3 has 
considered what he terms equivalence of commutation fac
tors. Thus two commutation factors E and E', defined on the 
same r are termed equivalent if there exists an automor
phism g:r -+r such that 

E'(a, .0) = E( g(a), g( .0)). (3.5) 

It is clear that in this case we can conclude thatg is a covering 
homomorphism, as is g-l. Thus in our terminology (r,E) 
covers (r,E') and vice versa. 

It is an interesting question as to whether a covering 
homomorphism between rand r' is necessarily implied 
when <r ' ,E') covers (r,E). We shall provide a partial answer 
to this question in Theorem 3.2 below. Before this result is 
proved we need a preliminary definition and lemma. 

We say that (r,E) is reduced if 

E(a,p) = 1, VPeF, 

implies a = O. 
Lemma 3.1: There always exists an onto covering homo

morphism between r and a r', where <r r,E') is reduced. 
Proof We define ro, the E-trivial subgroup of r, as fol

lows: 

ro ={a e r:E(a,y) = 1, VyeF}. (3.6) 

To see that it is a subgroup of r suppose a, .0 e ro, then 
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E(a - p,y) = E(a,y)E( - p,y) 

=E(a,y)E-1(p,y) = 1, Vyer. 

We identify the rr with r Iro and choose the homomor
phism g e r -+r Iro to be the natural homomorphism 
(Fuchs 7), which is onto and has kernel ro, and thus by (3.4) is 
a covering homomorphism. As we have seen this means 
there is an induced E'. Finally (r r,E') is reduced since sup
pose g(a) err is an arbitrary element of r r, then 

E'( g(a),y') = 1, Vy' err 

::::}E'( g(a), g(y)) = 1, Vye r 

::::}E(a,y) = 1, Vye r 

~ero 

=>g(a) =0. o 
Theorem 3.2: Suppose <r',E') covers (r,E) then there 

exists a subgroup rhc;;,r' such that there is a covering ho
momorphism between r and the reduced r hi r ~ (r ~ being 
the E' -trivial subgroup of r h). 

Proof We begin by stating the following. 
Proposition 3.3: There exists a well-defined mapping 

h:r -+r' satisfying 

E(a, .0 ) = E'(h (a),h (.0)). 
The proof of this proposition depends on the covering 

condition that representations of algebras in C r£ are also 
representations of the same algebra when considered as a 
member of CrE" We do not present the proof here as it 
would require some development of color algebra represen
tation theory. It may be found in Kleeman. S 

We define r h to be the subgroup ofr generated by h (r). 
The covering homomorphism we require is just the composi
tion of the map h and the onto covering homomorphism 
k:r h -+ r h Ir~ given by Lemma 3.1. To see this, first we 
observe that 

€la, .0) = E'(h (a),h (.0)) = E'(kh (a),kh (.0 I), 
using Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.3, and where E'is the 
induced commutation factor on r h I r ~. It remains to be 
shown that kh is, in fact, a homomorphism. Define 

I (a, .0) = kh (a + .0) - kh (a) - kh (.0), 
and so 

Er(/ (a, .0 ),kh (y)) = E(O,y) = 1, y e r. 
Now r h I r ~ consists of elements of the form 

k (~nih (ai)) = ~ nikh (ai), a i er, 

but 

E' (I (a, .0), ~ nikh (ai )) = 1] [E'(I (a, .0 ),kh (ai ))] n, = I, 

but since r h I r ~ is reduced this means that I (a, .0) = 0, 
which in tum means that kh must be homomorphic. 0 

IV. CANONICAL FORMS 

The obvious question now arises: Does there exist a ca
nonical set of (re,Ee )'s that cover all possible <r,E)'S? We 
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provide a complete answer to this question in the case that r 
is finite. 

Theorem 4.1: Every color algebra A, which can be co
lored by (r,E), where r is a finite group, can also be colored 
by a (re,Ee). The re are ofthe form 

(4.1) 

where the Pi are distinct primes and each Pi-group r
p" 

with 
Pi #2, is ofthe form 

r pi =ZtPI)" EDZ~p,)', ED"'EDZ~~,)', EDztPI)" 

ED'" EDZ 2k ED ... EDZ 21 

(PI)" (p/"" (4.2) 

where Z U '. means the uth copy of the cyclic group of order 
(P,) 

(P;)". Forpi = 2 the group has the same form except that an 
odd number of copies of Z2 are allowed. The Ee defined on 
the re have the decomposition given by (2.9), i.e., 

withEi defined on therp ,' TheEi will be unique in the case Pi 
# 2, and are given by 

~ (a /3) - 1J,p.(a •. P')1J,p,(a,. p,) 1J,p",(a",. P",) 
~j' - it ,2 ••• im , (4.3) 

with1Jik being the primitive (p;)rkroot of unity: ak and/3k the 
projectionsofa and/3onto the copies ofZ 'k inrp.; and, for 

(P,) • 

example, 7/!1(al,/3d is the following antisymmetric bilinear 
form defined on copies of Z( PI)" : 

j 

7/!1(a l,/3d= ~ [kii-l/ii_kii/ii-I]. (4.4) 
1=1 

The k and I are as in (2.5). In the case of Pi = 2, Ei has the 
form 

Ei(a,/3) = 1J~.(a"P')"'1J'!,;;(a",.P",)( - 1)~(a'.P'), (4.5) 

where the1Jik, 7/!k' ak, and{3k are the same as before with the 
restriction that rk # 1. The t/J is defined on the copies of Z2 (a' 
and{3 , being the projections of a and{3 onto these copies) and 
has two possible forms (already discussed by Scheunertl). 
The first is 

q 

t/J(a',{3') = ~ k;l;, (4.6a) 
i=1 

with q being the number of copies of Z2 in r2• The second is 
the antisymmetric form 

q/2 

t/J(a',/3') = ~ [k ~i_ll~i - k ~J ~i- d. (4.6b) 
i=1 

Notice that in this case q must be even. 
Proof; We shall show that a (re,Ee) covers an arbitrary 

(r,E) by considering a sequence of covering homomor
phisms between rand re' It shall be sufficient to restrict the 
covering homomorphisms to a particular Pi-grouP with 
commutation factor obtained from the decomposition (2.9). 
It is obvious that these restricted covering homomorphisms 
extend to the whole group-just set the action on the other 
Pi-groups to the identity. 

Let us write the pi-group of r as follows: 

Z tPI)" ED Z ~PY' ED ... ED Z ~~,)" ED Z tp,),' 

ED ... ED Z n, ED ... ED Z n", 
(PI)" (p/"" 

(4.7) 
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where r l >r2 > .. · >rm , with the notation as in (4.2). With 
respect to this basis of the p_group8 the matrix M of (2.10), 
which determines the commutation factor on the p-group, 
can be written as 

(4.8) 

where the ~k are the submatrices of dimension nJ X nk' Us
ing (2.8) we deduce that these submatrices have the form 

M - r, - min(r./'rk) D 
Jk -P .L\.jk' (4.9) 

where Rjk is an arbitrary nJ Xnk matrix of integers modulo 
pr •. In the same manner as with M we can break up the k and I 
of(2. 10) into subvectors kj andlj> wherejrunsfrom 1 tom, as 
in the notation of (4.7). 

According to Shoda9 the automorphisms on the p-group 
have the expression 

m 

k; = ~ Pijkj (4.10) 
}= I 

through the k, where the P ij have the following form: For 

i> j the entries of the matrix P ij are integers modulo pr,; while 

for i<j Pij = pr, - rJQij with Qij having the form of Pij when 
i > j; finally one requires that det(P ij) not be a multiple of p. 
This final condition is to ensure that the homomorphism is 
1 : 1 and onto. 

Now given a commutation factor E on our p-group the 
automorphism of (4. 1 0) induces a new commutation factor E' 

via (3.5), which is given by 

E'(a,{3) = E(a',{3') = 1J~a·.P') 

and 

t/J(a',{3') = (PkYM(PI) = kt(ptMP)I, (4.11) 

or in other words the M is transformed to M' given by 

M'=ptMP. (4.12) 

As is usual in reduction problems of this kind we shall be 
interested in particular types ofP, which correspond to col
umn and row operations on M. From the form of (4.12) it is 
clear that a given row operation must always be followed by 
the corresponding column operation. The conditions on P 
outlined above mean that there are restrictions on the row 
(and corresponding column) operations allowed. These are 
easily seen to be the following. 

(1) For the addition of a multiple of a row to another 
row, which we denote by sri + r2 = ri: Ifrl belongstotheith 
block row (Mi)j = Mij and r2 to the k th block row (Mk)) 
= M kj then if (a) t>k, then s may be an arbitrary number 
modulo pr.; and (b) i < k, then s must be a multiple of pr,- rk. 

(2) The multiplication of a row by a constant s has the 
restriction that s may not be divisible by p. This follows from 
det(Pii ) not being a multiple of p. 

(3) The interchange of two rows is only possible when 
they belong to the same block row. 

Apart from the above automorphisms we shall also be 
interested in the following nonautomorphic covering homo-
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morphism: Suppose the mth row in the first block row (MI)j 
= M lj is a multiple of p [this occurs when the mth row of 

Ml1 is a multiple ofp-due to (4.10)], then there is a covering 
homomorphism which maps the Z ;';,)'. summand of(4. 7) into 
a Z(p)'._1 summand and leaves all other summands un
touched. This map rfJ is defined as follows: We can write any 
element of Z ;';,)'. uniquely as 

kp,,-I + I, (4.13) 

with k <p and I not divisible by p" - I. Clearly I corresponds 
to an element of Z( p)" _ 1 and then rfJ is simply given by 

rfJ(kp,,-1 + 1) = I. (4.14) 

To show that rfJ is a covering homomorphism, we first ob
serve that it is obviously onto by its definition. Second, the 
kernel of rfJ just consists of elements of the form kp" - I 
(which is just a Zp subgroup of Z ;';,)'.) from Z ;';,,,. and zeros 
from all the other summands in (4.7). Given now that the 
mth row of the first block is a multiple of p it is clear that if 
a e ker rfJ then, a la (2.10), ktM is a vector, which is a multi
ple of p" and so Eta, P) = 1 , 'tip er, using the first equation of 
(2.10). 

Using the above covering homomorphisms we can pro
ceed to reduce Mil. For p-:/=2 it is clear from (2.6) that 

0 a l2 aln , 

-a12 0 a2n , 

Ml1 = -a13 -a23 a3n , (4.15) 
. -. 

-aln , -a2n , 0 

Consider now the first column; two possibilities arise--
either it is a multiple of p or else there exists an alj not a 
multiple of p. In the first case we apply the covering homo
morphism rfJ of(4.14) to the summand Z tp)'. converting it to a 
Z(p)'. -I summand and then relegate the column (and row) to 

being in the second block column (or row). Note that it may 
or may not be a new block column (or row) depending on 
whether r2 = r l - 1. We then restart the analysis with a 
smaller(n l -1)X(nl -1)Ml1 . In the second case we multi
ply the column by the inverse of alj (which exists and is not a 
multiple of p because alj is not a multiple of p) and then 
interchange the second andjth row. Now Ml1 has been re
duced to the following form: 

0 1 ai3 Qln
1 

-1 0 a23 ain l 

Mil= -ai3 -a23 0 a3nl 
---

-a1n1 -ainl -ain, 0 

(4.16) 
We now eliminate all other elements in the first column (and 
row) by multiplying the second row by ail and subtracting it 
from thejth row. Now we can multiply the first row by ail 
and add it to the jth row-thereby eliminating all but the 1 
from the second column. Now Ml1 becomes 
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0 1 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 b34 b3n , 

Mil = 0 0 -b34 0 b4n , . --
0 0 - b3n , -b.n , 0 

It is obvious that the above analysis can now be applied to the 
third column and so on and so we conclude that Mil may be 
reduced to the form 

0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 

M~I = 
0 0 -1 0 0 . . . 
0 0 0 0 0 

which is of dimension ni xni with ni <n l. 
Now we can use a row operation oftype (1) (b) to elimi

nate all elements in Mil (j> 1). This is because elements in 
Mjl (and thus Mid have the form kp" -', by (4.9) and by 
(1) (b) we are allowed to multiply a row from M ~ I by a num
ber of this form and add it to a row in Mil. It is to be noted 
that such an elimination would not have been possible in gen
eral, ifwe had not allowed the nonautomorphic covering ho
momorphism (consider the extreme example of when Ml1 
consists entirely of zeros) . 

We have now reduced M to M' with 

(
M~I 

M'= 0 

o 

o 

)- (4.17) 

Clearly now we can regard M as determining a commu
tation factor on a group with cyclic summands of order 
strictly less than p". We may now repeat the analysis of 
above on this M without affecting the decomposition in 
(4.17). The only complication with continuing the analysis 
iteratively is at the end where there may be rows (and co
lumns) of zeros left. It is fairly obvious that the cyclic sum
mands corresponding to these rows (and columns) may be 
mapped into the trivial group with a covering homomor
phism. Equations (4.3) and (4.4) are now clear. 

In the case that p = 2, (2.6) shows that we may get diag
onal elements in M and this will interfere with the reduction 
process outlined above. The approach we shall follow will be 
governed by the nature of these diagonal elements. First, if 
there are no such elements then clearly we may pursue the 
previous reduction. Second, if there exists an a e r such that 

€(a,a) = -1 

and (4.18) 

€(a,r) = ± 1, 'tIrer, 

then we shall show that there exists an onto covering homo
morphism between r and are. Third, ifthere exist elements 
satisfying the first equation of (4.18), but none of them satisfy 
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the second, then we shall demonstrate a nononto covering 
homomorphism between r and re' We proceed now to 
prove the second case. 

First, we observe that if there is ap E r satisfying (4.18) 
then P cannot have the form 2y since in this case 

- 1 = E( p, P) = E(2y,2y) = E"(y,y), 

which means that E(y,y):;of ± 1 which contradicts (2.1). We 
conclude therefore that P must have the form 

P 2' 2' -I = el + 'e2 + ... + • en' 

where the ei are the generators of the cyclic summands of r. 
Consider now the covering homomorphism g, given by 
Lemma 3.1, onto a reduced r '. Consider g( P), now 

E'"( g( P), r1 for arbitrary y' er' 
= E'"( g( P), g(y)) for some y E r 

= E(P,y) = ± 1. 

Now since r' is reduced and 

E'"(2g(P),r1 = 1, Vy' E r', 

it follows that g( P ) has order 2 and since 

E'"( g( P ), g( P )) = E( P,{J ) = - 1 

we have 

g( P) = e~ + 2s'e; + ... + 2s
• - le~, 

with 

o(e~) = 0(2S'e;) = ... = 0(2s
• - le~) = 2. 

From the form of the isomorphisms given by (4.1) it follows 
that there exists an isomorphism f mapping g( P) into e~ . 
Now consider any e~ with o(e~) > 2 and E'"(e~,e~) = - 1, then 
apply the following isomorphism k to the e~: 

k (e~) = e~ + e~ . 
However, 

E'"(k (e~),k (em = E'"(e~ + e~ ,< + e~) = - 1.1. - 1 = 1, 

which means that there are no diagonal elements in the re
duced M' except those in the final Z2 block. We can now 
apply the iterative process used in the case of p:;of2 (which 
consists only of onto covering homomorphisms) until we are 
left only with a subblock corresponding to the Z2 summands. 
From there the proof is completed by use of a theorem of 
Scheunert.3 

In the third case mentioned above consider an ei (nota
tion as in the second case) with least order such that E(e;.e;) 
= - 1. Now letthe other ek satisfyingE(ek,ek) = - 1, have 

the following isomorphism applied to them: 

e" =ek +ei • 

It is fairly clear that after such transformations only ei will 
contribute a diagonal element to M. As we shall see later this 
diagonal element cannot be removed to the Z2 subblock by 
means of an onto covering homomorphism and instead we 
put it there by the following nononto covering homomor
phism: Let ei generate a Z i" cyclic summand; then we map 

2 

Z i" into Z2 E9 Z " as follows. It is clear that any element of 
2 2 
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Z i" can be written as 2k + f with f = 0,1. The covering ho-
2 

momorphism h is then given by 

h (2k + l) = (f,2k + l) (4.19) 

and the new commutation factor on the expanded r ' will 
have a new M ', which will be the same as M except that all 
diagonal entries, not belonging to the Z2 subblock, will be 
zero. In addition there will be a new Z2 summand in r' 
whose effect on M will be to introduce a single diagonal 

element 2" - 1 and all new off-diagonal elements will be ze
ros. 

It is obvious that (4.19) describes a homomorphic map 
and a little thought then shows that the new commutation 
factor we have defined will satisfy the condition (3.3). We can 
now repeat the comments that applied for the final reduction 
in the second case and obtain the stated result. 

v. UNIQUENESS RESULTS 

Another important question to be considered is the 
uniqueness or otherwise of the canonical (re,Ee) for a parti
cular color algebra. A little thought will show that if (rb ,Eb ) 

covers (r,E) and if rb era then it may be possible in gen
eral to extend Eb to a commutation factor ra and then obvi
ously (ra,Ea) covers (r,E). Clearly then what we may hope 
for is that there is a unique smallest (re,Ee) covering (r,E). 
More precisely what we shall prove is that there exists a 
(re ,Ee) covering (r,E) such that any other (r; ,E;) cover
ing (r,E) satisfies re c;;,r;. Further we shall give a criterion 
to determine what this minimal (re ,Ee) is. 

In order to prove the above result we need to introduce a 
little machinery from elementary Abelian group theory. 
This shall differ somewhat from the standard treatment (see 
Fuchs 7) and so we shall be forced to state a number of ele
mentary results in this field. The proofs may be found in 
Kleeman.s 

First we define two notions of linear independence. We 
say that the set (a i J of elements of r is p-linearly indepen
dent if o(ai ) is a power of p and if 

(5.1) 

means that Vi, ni = 0 mod p. Second, we say the set (ai J is 
p-linearfy independent with respect to E if again o(ai ) is a pow
er ofp and if 

E(~nh;.y)= 1, VYEr, (5.2) 

means that Vi, ni = 0 modp. 
From these two definitions we are further able to define 

two notions of rank. We say the pk -rank of r is the maximal 
number of p-linearly independent elements in pk r. A similar 
definition holds for pk-rank with respect to E. In the interests 
of brevity we use rank when we want to talk of pO-rank and 
l.i. when we wish to talk ofp-linear independence. 

The following two results we quote without comment. 
Lemma 5.1: The rank of Z , is 1. 

p 

Proposition 5.2: 

rank (A E9 B ) = rank (A ) + rank (B ). 
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From these we derive the following important corollary. 
Corollary: A finite Abelian group is determined unique

ly by its pk-ranks. 
Proo!' First, we use Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 to 

conclude that the rank of ap-group r P is equal to the number 
of cyclic summands in its unique decomposition (2.3). Now 
obviously the rank of prp is the same as that for r p less the 
number of Zp summands in r p' This argument extends in an 
obvious way to the rank of pk r p' which is equal to the pk - 1_ 

rank less the number of Z'pk cyclic summands in rp' We can 
thus conclude that rp is uniquely specified by its pk-ranks. 
To extend this result to an arbitrary finite r, it is sufficient to 
observe that elements of nonprime power order do not con
tribute to the pk-ranks of r by the definition of p-linear inde
pendence. Hence the pk-ranks of r determine uniquely the 
unique p-groups making up the total group. 0 

We examine now the connection between rank and rank 
with respect to (w.r.t.) E. 

Proposition 5.3: Thepk-rank ofr is at least as large as its 
pk-rank w.r.t. E. Equality holds when r is reduced. 

Proo!, Let ai Epkr and suppose l:.imiai = O. Further 
suppose that {ai 1 is l.i. w.r.t. E 

which means that {ai 1 are l.i. For the second part of the 
proposition suppose further that r is reduced and now that 
{a;} are l.i. Now if 

E(+mhi,y) = 1, VYEr, 

then, because r is reduced, 

=::}mi = 0 mod p, Vi, 

which means that {ai J are I.i. w.r.t. E. 0 
The reason for the usefulness, from our point of view, of 

rank w.r.t. E is contained in the following. 
Proposition 5.4: The pk-rank w.r.t. E is preserved by an 

onto covering homomorphism. 
Proo!' Suppose h:r ---.r' is the onto covering homomor

phism and suppose that h (a i ) E r' are l.i. w.r.t. E'. Now if 

E(+miai,y) = 1, VYEr 

=::}E' (h (+ miai).h (Y)) = 1, VYEr, 

which implies, since h is onto, that 

E' (+ mih (ai),y') = 1, Vy' E r' 

~mi=O modp, Vi, 

and this therefore means that {ai 1 are l.i. w.r.t. E. 

Conversely suppose that {ai 1 are l.i. w.r.t E. Now if 
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E' (+ mih (ai),y') = 1, Vy' E r' 

=::}E' (h (+ miai).h (Y)) = 1, Vy E r 

=::}E (+ miai,y) = 1, VYEr 

=::}mi == 0 mod p, Vi, 

and thus we conclude that {h (a i ) 1 is l.i. w.r.t. E'. 

Having dispensed with the algebraic preliminaries we 
are now able to prove the second major result of this paper. 

Theorem 5.5: There exists a unique canonical (re,Ee) 
covering (r,E) such that if another canonical (r ;,E') also 
covers (r,E) thenre cr;. Furthermore thepk-rank ofre is 
equal to thepk-rank w.r.t. E of runless there exist/3 E rsuch 
that E( /3,{3) = - 1 and none of these /3 satisfy 

E( /3,y) = ± 1, Vy E r. (5.3) 

In this latter case the 2°-rank of re is one greater than the 2°
rank w.r.t. E of rbut all other pk-ranks are identical. Finally 
the unique (re ,Ee) for every (r,E) is the one achieved in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 

Proo!' We begin with the following essential lemma. 
Lemma 5.6: Ifra r;,rb then thepk-rank w.r.t. Ea ofra is 

no greater than the corresponding rank on rb (providing, of 
course, that Ea and Eb agree on ra). 

Proo!'Supposeai Epkra' Sincepkra r;,pkrb this means 
that the a i are also in pk r b • Further suppose that {ai } is l.i. 
w.r.t. Ea in ra' Now if 

Eb (+mhi,y) = 1, VYErb 

=::}Ea (+ mia iJy') = 1, Vy' Era 

=::}mi =0 modp, Vi, 

which shows that {ai J Cpkrb is l.i. w.r.t. Eb. 0 
Now if (r',E') covers (r,E) then Theorem 3.2 tells us 

that rr / r ~ contains the image of a covering homomor
phism from r and so Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.6 show 
that this quotient group must have pk-ranks w.r.t. E at least 
as large as the corresponding ranks of r w.r.t. E. By Lemma 
3.1 r' / r ~ is the image of a covering homomorphism from 
r' and so this group has the samepk-ranks w.r.t. E. Finally, 
since r'r;, r' we deduce from Lemma 5.6 that the pk-ranks 
w.r. t. E' of r' are at least as great as the corresponding ranks 
w.r.t. E of r. We also have the following lemma. 

Lemma 5. 7: Any canonical (r e,Ee) is reduced. 
Proo!' Let a E re satisfy 

Ee(a,y) = 1, Vy Ere' 

and for a Pi ¥= 2 let Sjt be the generator of Z t "then we have, 
(Pi)) 

using (4.3) and (4.4), that 
± kt 'Fl 

1 = E(a,sj) = Ei(a,sj) = 7Jij j , 

where k ~ s~ is the projection of a onto Z t 'j and the ± 
JJ ~ 

depends on whether t is odd or even (t even gives the + ). It 
follows immediately that k j = 0 mod p? and so k j s; = o. 
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Since this holds for allj and t we conclude that a can have no 
components in Pi-subgroups of r e' For Pi = 2 the argument 
is identical, except in the case that copies of Z2 have the form 
(4.6a) defined on them, in which case we get the simpler 
equation ( - 1( = 1, where k tl is the projection onto the 
t th copy of Z2 in r e' Again this implies that k tl = 0 and so 
we conclude that a = O. D 

This lemma allows us to conclude from Proposition 5.3 
that the pk-rank of any covering re must be at least as large 
as the pk-ranks w.r. t. E of r. Now by the corollary to Proposi
tion 5.2 the pk-ranks of a group uniquely determine it and so 
there must be a unique minimal canonical r ~ with pk-ranks 
equal tothepk-ranks w.r.t. Eof r. Clearly then, any (re,Ee) 
covering (r,E) must satisfy r~c.;,re' 

Except in the pathological case outlined in the statement 
of the theorem, the proof of Theorem 4.1 has shown that 
there exists an onto covering homomorphism between rand 
re' Proposition 5.4 shows therefore that this must be in fact 
r~. 

In the pathological case we have seen in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 that there exist onto covering homomorphisms 
at all but one place in the reduction-where we are forced to 
append an extra Z2 summand. It follows, again from Propo
sition 5.4, that a reduction to r ~ ED Z2 is possible. Finally we 
complete the proofby showing that, in the pathological case, 
if re has 2k ranks equal to those of r ~ then it cannot cover 
r. A little thought will show that this implies that any re 
covering r must satisfy r ~ ED Z2 c.;, re' 

Let us assume that a re with 2k ranks equal to those of 
r ~ does cover r. The covering of r implies there exists a 
covering homomorphism h:r _rr/r~ with rrc.;,re; also 
there is an onto covering homomorphism g:r r -~r r / r ~. 
Consider now the 2-subgroups of r,r r / r ~ ,r rand re; de
note them by r 2, Q2' r~e' and r 2e , respectively. Now, by 
Ref. 7, the covering homomorphisms hand g restrict to cov
ering homomorphisms r 2-Q2 and r~e-Q2' respectively; 
moreover, it is easily seen that the latter must be onto. De
note by r(r) and r(r,E) the 2k-rank and 2k-rank w.r.t E of r, 
respectively. We have, by use of the technical lemmas and 
propositions above, the following inequalities: 

r(r2,E) = r(h (r2),Er)<r(Q2,Er) = r(r~,Ee) 
(5.4) 

which shows that equality must hold amongst all of them. 
Now we have seen that rr / r ~ is reduced and we now show 
that this implies that Q2 c.;, r r / r ~ is reduced. Suppose 
a e Q2 satisfies 

Er(a,y) = 1, 'fIye Q2' 

then it is quite clear from (2.9) that in fact 

Er(a,y') = 1, 'fly' err/r~, 

and so a = 0, which shows Q2 is reduced. We have thus that 
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r(r2e ) = r(Q2,Er) = r(Q2) and hence 

r2e~Q2' 

A further set of inequalities are 

r(h (r2),Er)<r(h (T2))<r(Q2)' 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

which, when (5.4) and (5.5) are considered, become equalities 
and lead to the conclusion that 

h(r2) = Q2' 

Combining h with the isomorphism (5.5) leads one to con
clude that there is an onto covering homomorphism k 
between r2 and r2e . 

We define a diagonal element /3 e r to be one satisfying 
E( /3, /3) = - 1; such an element must exist in the pathologi
cal case. Now r = r 2 ED r t with r t being a direct sum of 
p ¥= 2 groups. The diagonal /3 e r must be able, therefore, to 
be written as/3= a + ywith a er2 and yert. Now 

- 1 = E( /3, /3 ) = E(a + y,a + y) 

= E(a,a)E(y,y) = E(a,a), (5.7) 
the last step following from the results of Sec. II. Clearly, 
then, a e r 2 is diagonal, which implies, from the definition 
of the covering homomorphism, that k (r2 ) = r 2e also has a 
diagonal element. Examination of (4.6a) then shows that r 2c 

must possess a diagonal element satisfying (5.3), but since 
r 2e is the image of a covering homomorphism from r 2 it 
follows that this latter group must also contain such an ele
ment. This, however, contradicts the assumption that r is 
pathological and so we are done. 0 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen that for a finite grading group r any color 
algebra A with commutation factor E can also be considered 
to have grading group re and a commutation factor almost 
determined by re' Moreover we have seen that there exists a 
unique "minimal" r~, which will do the job. 

Clearly the next step would be to consider finitely gener
ated grading groups. Despite the complication mentioned in 
Sec. II this is not likely to be all that difficult given the math
ematical machinery that has been developed here. The con
cept of the covering homomorphism is likely to prove central 
to any such extension. Any further extension to more infinite 
groups will require more development of the basic work of 
Scheunert3-particularlyas to the question of multipliers on 
such groups. 
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Expressions for the r4, r6, and rg representations are derived in terms of the r l representations 
for neighboring angular momenta. Expressions for rs, r 7, and again for rg are derived in terms of 
the r 2 representations. A third set of expressions for r g is derived in terms of the r 3 
representations. With an arbitrary choice of orthonormal sets of the r l , r 2, and r3 
representations, orthonormal sets of all other kinds of representations are thus well defined and 
can be entirely labeled using the parent representations. All Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are 
expressed in terms of those between parent representations (and a few other ones). The r4 and rs 
representations defined here are not those conventionally used, but they provide a simpler 
expression for the fictitious spin coefficients. Tables of the parent representations r l , r 2 , and r3 
are given for quaternary and ternary axes of quantization. Using the usual Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients ofSU(2), these tables allow us to obtain any representation for integer or half-integer 
angular momenta up toj = 25. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous article, I we gave expressions for cubic har
monics quantized along an axis of order 4 in terms of re
duced rotation matrix elements with argument 1T /2. These 
expressions are uniquely defined (to within a sign) only if the 
multiplicity of the involved representation is unity. 

The number n;U) of representations r; obtained for a 
given value ofj can be derived from the characters of SU(2) 
and of the double cubic group. They are given in Table I, 
with their generating functions,2.3 which we define by 

g/(x) = Lx2jn;U)' (1) 
j 

Among them, g 1 (x) has been known for a long time.4 Explicit 
values for the multiplicities for the 12 first integer and half
integer angular momenta are given in Table II. 

The coefficients obtained using the standard basis I jm) 
of the r l representations, for which the multiplicity is unity, 
are very simple, even for the case ofj = 23. Their squares are 
the products of prime numbers smaller than 2j, divided by a 
large power of 2 and also sometimes by 3. The only excep
tions are for j = 13, where 5 appears to the power 2, and 
j = 14 and 15, when 3 appears to the power 1 instead of the 
usual 0 or - 1. The coefficients of the r 2 representations are 
similar in the 12 cases for which the multiplicity is unity: 
besides some anomalous powers of 3, the only exceptions are 
powers of 5 and 7 forj = 17. For all the other representations 
where the multiplicity is unity, the coefficients have the 
above described form, with only some anomalous powers of 
3. 

One of the components of the representations r4 and rs 
spans a complete subspace of D4 • When the multiplicity is 
larger than unity, this component can be chosen to be diag
onal in this subspace: the coefficients of the other compo
nents are square roots of a product of prime numbers smaller 
than 2j multiplied by some integer which can be very large. A 

natural labeling of these representations is obtained by at
tributing the label of the vector ofthe subspace of D4, which 
is one of their components. We shall show later that this 
labeling is not always the best. 

For the other kinds of representations, when the multi
plicity is larger than unity, an arbitrary rotation in the sub
space of these representations can be performed in the hope 
of obtaining the simplest possible coefficients. Searches for 
r l , r 2, and r3 lead to the results given later in Table V: a 
large prime number cannot always be avoided in the denomi
nator. Such a search for the "simplest" expressions was the 
criterium adopted by Butler when computing the Clebsch
Gordan coefficients between all kinds of representations. 

In the next section, we show that the coefficients of the 
r6, r 4, and rg representations for a given value ofj can be 
obtained by multiplying the coefficients of neighboring r l 

representations by a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient taken from 
SU(2). The set of representations obtained in this way is or
thonormal. So, there is a choice of r 6, r 4 , and rg representa
tions, which can be labeled by the angular momentum I and 
the extra label a of the "parent" r l representations from 
which they are built. Due to the relative simplicity of the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of SU(2) when a low angular 
momentum is involved, we believe that the coefficients of the 
r 6' r 4' and r g representations are the simplest possible if the 
parent r l representations are either nondegenerate or well 
chosen. A glimpse at the decomposition into irreducible re
presentations of the direct product of two representations, as 
given in Table III, shows that the r7, rs, and rg representa
tions are obtained in a similar way if the r 2 representations 
are used instead of r l • Only the r3 representations are left; 
the rg representations can also be obtained from them. So, 
when the r l , r 2, and r3 representations are known (and 
labeled), all the other kinds of representations are known 
(and labeled). However, there are three labelings of rg repre
sentations, with respect to the r l, r2, and r3 representa-
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TABLE I. Multiplicities and their generating functions. The second column gives the multiplicity for a given value ofj, using the a's quoted at the bottom of 
the table. The generating functions of the last column use x 2 instead ofx in order to simplify relations between mUltiplicities for different values ofj, integer or 
half-integer. 

n(j) 

r. (a. + 9a2 + 8a3 + 60.)/24 

r2 (a. - 3a2 + 8a3 - 60.)/24 

r3 (a. + 3a2 - 403)112 

r. (a, - 3a2 + 2a.)l8 

r~ (a, + a2 - 2a.)l8 

r6 (a, + 403 + 3y12a.)/12 

r1 (a, + 403 - 3y12o.)/12 

r8 (a.-2o¥6 

a. = 2j+ I 
a3 = 2 sin(a. 17'/3)/"\1'3 

tions, respectively; to distinguish between them, we shall 
quote them as r g, r i, and F;, respectively. The representa
tions published by Butler are the same, to within a sign, as 
those constructed by this method, because the consequences 
of this construction coincide with the criteria of simplicity in 
Ref. 5. However, in his tables established up toj = 8, Butler 
givesrg representations forj = ¥ and ¥, F i representations 
for j = if, and r; representations for j = ~. 

In the third section, we study some consequences of 
these labelings in all problems which involve Clebsch-Gor
dan coefficients, such as the decomposition of a product of 
two representations as a sum of irreducible representations 
or the computation of the matrix element of a given opera
tor. Notations in this field vary strongly among different 
authors.s- II With the components of three representations 

IFdam) = Lx~aljft), (2) 
,., 

we define the quantity 

(
Fm!a r,.j'a' Fj"j"a") 

m' m" 
"" ja la' r a"( j j' j" ) ~ X,., X,." X,.," ," , 

,.",.,'",," ft ft ft 
(3) 

which we call the "cubic 3jm symbol" because we consider it 
simply as a sum of 3jm symbols of SU(2) weighted by the 
coefficients of cubic harmonics. In fact, since all our coeffi
cients x~a are real, this cubic 3jm symbol coincides with the] 
symbol introduced by Kibler.6 The dependence of the cubic 
3jm symbol on magnetic quantum numbers m is eliminated 
by dividing it by a similar expression obtained with the "ba
sic" representations 

Iri qi m) = Lx~lqi ft), (4) 
,., 
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g(x) 

(l-x·)(I-x 6
) 

x 2(1 +x 6
) 

(l-x·)(I-x 8
) 

x· 
(I - X 2)(1 - X 8) 

X+XIl 

(I - x 6)(1 - x 8) 

X 5(1 +x 2) 

(I - x 6)(1 _ x 8) 

x 3 

a2 = sin(a. 17'/2) 
a. = "\1'2 sin(a. 17'/4) 

which are the representations of the same kind as F, but with 
the lowest possible angular momentum. The values of qi are 
0,3,2, 1,2,!, ~, and ~ for FI to F g, respectively. Except for 
two rg and a F4 or Fs representations, writing 

(
Fi ja F,. j' a' Fi" j" aN) 

m Tn' m" 
(r ' F ., , r ." ")(riqi riq, = ,ja ,.ja i·j a A 

m m' 
we define what we call a "3r symbol" 
(Fija F,. j'a' rj" j"a"), which is a reduced matrix element. 
With two rg and one F4 or Fs representations, a sum of two 
terms has to be written on the right-hand side of (5), the 
second of them involving a "second basic" F4, r s, or rg 
representation with the next lowest angular momentum 
which is 3, 3, and ~, respectively. In this definition, the cubic 
3jm symbols of the "basic" representations are not the V 
coefficients7 of the cubic group: for example, with two r 2 

and a F 1 representations our cubic 3jm symbol is 7- 1
/
2 while 

the V coefficient is 1. All the 3r symbols are unity between 
basic representations. They are the quotient of two reduced 
coefficients](( )) of Kibler or of the 3jm factor tabulated by 
Butler by the 3jm for "basic representations." The reason 
why we adopt such definitions is that it allows us to use the 
Racah algebra of SU(2) without introducing any numerical 
factor coming from the cubic group itself, and also that the 
results can be translated by anybody into his own notation. 
These cubic 3jm symbols and the first 3r symbols are invar
iant with respect to a circular permutation of their argu
ments; for an odd permutation, there is a phase ( - )j + l + j" 

for the cubic 3jm symbols and ( - ) j + 1+ j" - q, - qr - q" for the 
3rsymbols. 

As seen in Table III, there are 36 different kinds of 3F 
symbols, including the four cases in which a second term is 
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TABLE II. Multiplicities of the irreducible representations for the first 12 
integer and half-integer angular momenta. The last lines give the period of 
the multiplicity and the increment: when the angular momentum is in
creased by the period, the multiplicity is increased by the increment. 
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needed in (5). In fact, the existence of alternate r ~ and F ;: 
representations introduces 57 other kinds of 3F symbols. 
With the definition oftherj representation for i = 4 to 8, all 
these 3r symbols can be expressed in terms of those of the 
parent r lt F2, or r3 representations. 

In the fourth section, we consider the results obtained 
when one of the three cubic harmonics is a vector, i.e., the F4 
representation with 1= 1, and the two others are of the same 
kind. Except with two rg representations, the result is diag
onal. One of the consequences of this result is that the ficti
tious spin12 is diagonal for the F4 and Fs representations 
labeled as proposed here: labeling with respect to a D 4 sub
space as is usua112- 14 does not provide this property. 
Butler'ss r 4 and rs representations are the same but the 
numerical value of their fictitious spin is not given by their 
label. 

TABLE III. Decomposition of the product of two irreducible representations. 

r tr 2r3 r. rs 

r. r tr 2r3 r. rs 
r 2 r~.r3 rs r. 
r3 r3r~. +r2 +r3 r.+rs r.+rs 

In the next section, we give the expressions of the com
ponents of F4 to rg representations when a ternary axis is 
used for quantization. The last section gives tables of FI and 
F2 up to 1= 26, F3 up to I = 25. With the formulas derived 
in the second and fifth sections, components of any represen
tation up to j = 25 can be obtained from these values. Some 
examples are given. 

II. EXPRESSION OF OTHER REPRESENTATIONS IN 
TERMS OF THE r 1. r 2. AND r 3 REPRESENTATIONS 

For a given value of the angular momentum I, the 
expression ofthe Fl representation is 

IFllaD) = L afml /m ), (6) 
m=-O(4) 

where afm = ( - )Iaf _ m' This notation is notthe same as that 
used in a previous work. I The sum over m is extended to 
negative values and, for an odd value of I, m = 0 is taken into 
account with a vanishing coefficient in order to obtain for
mulas that are easier to read. The index a is introduced to 
label the nl(/) different orthonormal Fl representations 
which can be obtained for this value of I. 

We shall show below that 

IFd 1 au) = ( - )1-s+It-J(ls + 1)(2/ + 1) 

X L afm(l : j) Ijf.l) 
m",,0(4) m u - f.l 

(7) 

is an orthonormal set of the F 6, F 4, and Fg representations 
for s =~, 1, and ~, respectively. In (7) there is only the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient coupling 11m) IsO) to I jf.l) and a 
normalization constant; the angular momenta dependence is 
rather that of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient coupling 
I jf.l) Is - u) to 11m), plus a phase. This result is trivial when 
written between basic representations (4) because Isu) for 
s = ~, 1, and ~ is the basic r 6' F 4' and r 8 representation of the 
cubic group, respectively, as can be seen in Table II. 

For a given value of I, the r2 representations are 

h fJ 
IF2 1P2) = L blmllm), (8) 

m",,2(4) 

where b fm = ( - )Ib f- m' Here also, the sum over m is ex
tended to negative values and P labels the n2(/) different or
thonormal F2 representations which can be obtained for this 
value of I. As above, 

r6 r7 rs 

r6 r7 rs 
r7 r6 rs 
rs rs r6+r7 +rs 

r. r~sr.+rs r. +r3+r.+rS r 2 + r3 + r. + rs r6+ rS r7+rS r6+r7+2rs 
rs rsr~.+rs r 2 + r3 + r. + rs r. + r3 + r. + rs r7+ rS r6+rS r6+r7+2rs 
r6 rJ7rs r6+ rS r7+ rS r.+r. r2 +rS r3+r.+rS 
r7 r7rJs r7+ rS r6+rS r 2 +rS r.+r. r3+ r.+ rS 
rs rsrsr6+r7 + rs r6+r7+2rs r6+r7+2rg r3+ r.+ rS r3+r.+rS r. + r 2 +r3 + 2r. + 2rs 
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IFdl{3u) =E;u(_)/-s+I'~(2s+ 1)(2/+ 1) 

X L bf",(1 S j )Up,) (9) 
m:;,2(4) m U - P, 

is an orthonormal set of F7, r s, and rg representations for 
S = !, 1, and ~, respectively. The value of u is related to u by 
u + 2==ot4). The phase E;u can be obtained for each kind of 
representation, component after component, using standard 
representation in (9): the phase turns out to be ( - )j + S for r7 
and Fs representations, 1 for Fg components with lui =!, 
and - 1 for Fg components with lui =~. Obviously, we 
could choose the phase of F7 and Fs representations so as to 
eliminate this phase, but this is not possible for rg represen
tations, already defined by (7). 

So, using (7) or (9), the F4 to Fg representations can be 
labeled by the angular momentumj and the labels I and a or 
{3 of the parent r l or r2 representation. The explicit formu
las are 

IF4j 1 aU) = ( - )1 -I +1'~3(21 + 1) 

'" a (I 1 j)I') X ~ aim A JP, , 
m",,0(4) m u -p, 

\rsj I pu) = ( - )1+j+1'~3(21 + 1) 

X L bf",(l 1 j )Ijp,), 
m=s2(4} m U -p, 

IF6 j 1 au) = (- )1-1/2+1'~2(21 + 1) 

'" a (I ! j)\.) X ~ aim A JP, , 
m=sO(4} m U - P, 

\F7j 1 {3 u) = ( - )/+j+1'~2(21 + 1) 

X L bf",(1 ! j )Up,), 
m=s2(4) m u -p, 

'" a(1 ~ X ~ aim A 

m=sO(4} m u 

and the alternate choice 

j )Ijp,), 
-p, 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

'" p(1 X ~ b lm 
m-=2(4} m 

~ j)U p,), 
±u -p, 

(15) 

where u is positive. In (11), (13), and (15), u + 2==ot4). 
The F3 representations are not given by these formulas. 

Their two components are 

'" \F3 l yO)= L cfmllm), 
m=s0(4} 

(16) 

IF 3 / y2) = L dfml /m ), 
m=s2(4} 

withcr_m = (- )/cfm anddLm = (- )Idfm and ylabels the 
n3(1) orthonormal F3 representations, which can be obtained 
for this value of I. With them can be defined a third equiva
lent set of orthonormal Fg representations, which is 
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IF~ j 1 y ± J) = ( - )1+j-1/2~2(21 + 1) 

X L dfm( I ~ 
m=s2(4) m =F! 

IFS' j Iy ±!) = (- )1+j-1/2~2(21 + 1) 

'" r(1 ! X ~ elm 
m==0(4} m ±! 

j )U p,), 
-p, 

(17) 

j )U p,). 
-(.J 

With the first F2 and F3 representations and the first 
two FI representations given in tables of Refs. 12 and 13, the 
first two representations of each kind agree except for the r6 
representation with j =~; the F4 representation with j = 3 
agrees with Ref. 13 but has opposite signs in Ref. 12. 

In order to prove that Eqs. (lOHI5) and (17) define or
thonormal sets of representations, let us consider the scalar 
product of two components: 

(r; jll VI ullr; j 12 V 2 U2) 
I 2 

( )
11 - sl + ul + /2 - $2 + "2 

=EI E2 -

X~(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2/1 + 1)(2/2 + 1) 

(18) 

where x stands for a, b, c, or d; V for a, p, or y; and E is an 
extra sign which appears in (9). It is convenient to define 

(19) 

from which the productx~';,.,x~~2 can be obtained using the 
orthogonality properties of the 3jm symbols and inserted in 
(18). The result is 

(F;J II VI uI!F;jI2 V2 u2) 

= E I E2( - )/, +j+(T'~(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2/1 + 1) 

X r(2L + 1){sl S2 ~} 
L,M 12 II J 

X(S2 SI L) N(L.M), 
U2 -ul M 

(20) 

which implies L<sl + S2' 

If the parent representations are bothFI or r 2 represen
tations, the vector 

LN(L,MlILM ) (21) 
M 

is a FI representation and the allowed values of L are 0,4,6, 
etc. Therefore, 0 is the only value allowed in the sum of (20). 
If the parent states are both F3 representations, the vector 
(21) can be a mixture of r l , F2 , and F3 representations and 
the allowed values for L are 0, 2, 3, etc.; butsl + S2< 1 and the 
sum in (20) is again restricted to L = O. So, when both parent 
representations are of the same kind, 
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(ri ) II VI Udr i2j 12 V2 U2) 

= 8s,s28C7,C728I,12N(0,0), 

N(O,O) = LX~'mX~2m = 8"'''2' m . 

(22) 

If the parents are a r l and a r 2 representation, respec
tively, the vector (21) is a r2 representation and the mini
mum value of L is 3. There are no terms in the sum of (20) 
except when used to compute the overlap between a rs and 
r 8 representation. With the notations defined by (3) and (5) 
and taking into account the coefficients 
b3,2 = -b3,-2 = 2- 1/2 of the basic r2 representation 

N(3, ± 2) = ± e/2: lyl2 (rl~la r2~/3 rt) 
= ± (12\; 1))1I2(rl/la r21/3 r 23) 

and 

(rsj II a ulru 12 {3 u) 
= ( - t, +1+ 1/22~(2/1 + 1)(2/2 + 1) 

X{~ 
II 

where 

(23) 

(24) 

{ 
~ ~ 3} ( _ )1, + 12 + I (II + 12 + 4)!(/1 - 12 + 3)!(/2 -II + 3)1(/1 + j - ,)!(/2 + j _ ~)! )112 

II 12 j = 2m (II + 12 - 3)!(/1 + j + ~)!(/I - j + ~)!(j -II + ~)1(/2 + j + ~)!(/2 - j + ~)!(j -/2 + ~)! . (25) 

If one of the parent representations is a r 3 representation and the other a r I or r 2 representation, the vector (21) is a r 3 

representation and the value of Lis 2. As in the previous case, N(2, ± 2) can be expressed in terms of the 3rsymbol involving 
the parent representations and the basic r3 representation for which the angular momentum is 2. We get 

(26) 

or 

(27) 

where 

{ 
~ ! 2} = ( - )1, + 12 ((II + 12 + 3)!(/1 -/2 + 2)1(/2 -II + 2)1(11 + j - !)!(/2 + j - ~)!)1/2 

II 12 j 2$ (II + 12 - 2)!(/1 - j + !)!(/I + j + ~)I(j -II + !)!(/2 + j - ~)I 

X [(j -/2 + ~)!(/2 + j + ~)!] -1/2. 

The r s, r 8' r; representations are independently de
fined. They coincide for the two lowest angular momenta. 
They must not be confused even ifthere is only one represen
tation. For example, the parent of the rs representation for 
j = 2.5 and j = 3.5 is the r l representation for 1= 4, the 
parent of the related r 8 representations is the r 2 representa
tion for I = 3: the coefficients ofthers and ther 8 represen
tations forj = 2.5 are identical and those forj = 3.5 are op
posite. 

Formulas (7) and (9) cannot be extended to a larger value 
of s because the sum in (20) does not reduce to a single term. 
When multiplied by Iso-) with s larger than~, a r l represen
tation generates at least two different kinds of representa
tions with different normalizations. For example, a r7 and a 
rs representation are obtained with s =~. In this case, the 
representations obtained from I = j - ~ are orthogonal to 
those obtained from I = j + ~ and are a complete set for the 
r7 representations because n7(}j is the sum of nl(j -~) and 
nl(j + ~). Unfortunately, the r7 representations obtained 
from a set of orthogonal r l repres~ntations with the same 
I = j ± ~ are not mutually orthogonal. In fact, their norm 
and their mutual overlap depend on the cubic 3jm symbol of 
the two r l parent representations and the r l 1=4. There-
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(28) 

fore we could get a set of orthonormal r7 representations 
from a set of r l representations which diagonalizes the in
variant polynomial of degree 4; such representations would, 
however, have the inconvenience that the square of their 
coefficients is not a rational number. 

Relations (10HI5) and (17) are the only ones which can 
be used to generate an orthonormal set of representations 
without condition on the parent representations. They are 
related to the following relations between multiplicities: 

j+1 

n4(}j = 1= &_llnl(!)' 

j+ I 

ns(}j = L n2(1 ), 
I=j-I 

i+ 112 
n6(}j = L nl(/), 

1=lj-1I21 
j+ 112 

nAJi = L n2(/), 
l=j-1I2 

j + 3/2 i + 3/2 j + 112 

(29) 

ns(}j = L n l(!) = L n2(!) = L n3(!)' 
1 = Ii - 3/21 1 =j- 3/2 I=j- 112 

which can also be checked on the generating functions of 
Table I as 
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(30) 

: . 

III. THE 3jm SYMBOLS OF THE CUBIC HARMONICS 

The cubic 3jm symbols defined by (3) between any three 
kinds of representations can be expressed in terms of those 
involving the parent r l, r 2, or r3 representations. This 
expression is 

(
rit :l/lvl r i2 :2/2v2 ri3 :i3V3) 

UI U2 U3 

= L A (SIS~3;UIU2U3;kLM) 
k.L.M 

X LB UJi2j3 sls2/1/2;L 'kL) 
L' 

XC(rpJlv/nltrp2/2v/n2,L ',rp)3V3fii3;LM), (31) 

where 

A (SIS~3;UIU2U3;kLM) 

= ( - )'3 + CT3EIE2E3~2k + 1 

( SI S2 k) (S3 k ML) 
X UI U2 K - U3 K 

(32) 

is the dependence on magnetic quantum numbers, 

B UJi2j3sh/1/2;L , kL ) 

= (- )k+L'+h(2L + 1~(2k + 1)(2L' + 1) 

X~(151 + 1)(152 + 1)(153 + 1)(2/1 + 1)(212 + 1)(2/3 + 1) 

x{~: ~: j~} E3 k L'} 
II 12 L' L 13 S3 

(33) 

describes the dependence on angular momenta, and 

(34) 

in which rp are the parent representations of the r i and xlm 
their coefficients, is the only part which does not involve 
only geometrical coefficients of SU(2). In (32) and (33), the 
triangular relations give lSI - s21 <k<sl + S2 and 
I k - s31 <L <k + S3' so that the largest value of L is 4 and 
occurs only for two rs and a r 4 or a rs representation. The 
values of L are also limited by (34), which are the coefficients 
of a representation of the cubic group for the angular mo
mentum L: as the product of the parent representations can 
be only r l, r 2, or r3 representations, the possible values of L 
are 0, 2, 3, and 4. Combining those two limitations, there 
appears only one set of values (k,L ) in the sum (31) except for 
a cubic 3jm symbol dealing with two r s, r g, or r; and one 
r 4 or rs representation, in which cases there are two sets 
(k,L ). When the product of the three parent states includes a 
r l representation, i.e., when there is a cubic 3jm symbol 
between the parent representations, the first term is 
(k = S3,L = 0) and the second term is (k = SI + s2,L = 4) if 
no parent representation is r 3, and (k = SI + s2,L = 2) oth
erwise. However, for r3 rs r; and r3 rgr;, only L = 2 
exists because L = 0 is not allowed with the values 0, !, and ~ 
for s. With the five other combinations of parent representa
tions for which there are no cubic 3jm symbols, L = 3 if 
there is no r3 representation among them and L = 2 other
wise; the values of k are k = L - S3 for the case L = 3 and 
k = SI + S2 for the case L = 2 which occurs only if 
SI +S2 +S3 =L + 1. 

For L = 0 the relation (31) reduces to 

(35) 

When all the rp are r l representations and when there is only one 3r symbol, this symbol is 

(36) 
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In all other cases, the dependence on Sl,s2,s3 is more compli
cated. 

For L #0, the expression (34) can be rewritten as 

C(rp,ilv/nl,rpli2vin2,rp,13v/n3;LM) 

_ ' (rpJlVl r pl l2v2 r .. L'V') 
-~2L + lL A. A. A., 

.. ,v' m l m2 m 

(
rrL'v' rp3 i3V3 riL) 

X A., A. MA. XL,M' 
m m3 

(37) 

where r i stands for r 3, r 2, and r l when L = 2,3,4, respec
tively, and XL,M are its components. The sum on i' and v' 
extends over all kinds of representations which are obtained 
in the product of r p, and r p1 with the angular momentum 
L '. The sum on i' reduces to only one kind of representation 
except with r p, and r p1 being both r3 representations: this 
case can be avoided using permutation symmetries except 
for three r3 parent representations, in which case there is no 
problem because L = 0 is the only term of the sum. How
ever, a careful look at all possible cases shows that the sum 
over r,. reduces to only one term, even if rp , and rp1 are 
both r3: in that case, for the L = 0 term, r,. is r p,; for the 

L = 2 term, r p, can be only r l or r 2, and rl' is r 3. 
Shifting the components XL,M from C to A, i.e., using 

C' = C /XL,M and A' = AXL,M' all the dependence on mag
netic quantum numbers is gathered in the coefficient A '. This 
coefficient is proportional to the cubic 3jm symbol between 
basic states or a linear combination of these cubic 3jm sym
bols and those for which the third basic representation has 
been replaced by the next basic one. So 

(ri'~lilVl ril~i2V2 ri'~3i3V3) 
a l a2 a 3 
= (ri, jl1lVl r i1 j2i2V2 r i, j313v3) 

X (ri:qi' ri1qi1 ri,qi') 
al 0"2 0"3 

+ (ri, jlllvl r i1 ji2V2 r i,ji3V3)' 

X (ri:qi' ri1qi1 ri,q;,). 
a l 0"2 0"3 

When there is only one 3r symbol 

(ri,jlilvl r iji2v2 r i,ji3V3) 

= D (il ,i2, i3;kL)L ~(2L' + 1) 
L' 

XB (jd2j~lS2ili2;L 'kL ) 

X L(Fp,ilVlrpJ2V2r,.L 'v') 
v' 

X (r,.L 'V'FpJ3V~iL), 

where 

D (i l ,i2,i3;kL ) 

=A (sls~3;ala2a3;kLM)xL,M 
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(38) 

(39) 

(
r,.q,. 

X A., 

m 

X (ri:qi' ri:qi1 ri:qi,)-l (40) 
al a2 a3 

does not depend on magnetic quantum numbers but only on 
the kinds of representation involved. In fact, there is a small 
dependence on quantum numbers via a phase ( - )i + S for rs 
and r7 representations. These coefficients are given in Table 
IV. 

When there are two 3r symbols, a permutation of the 
third representation with one of the first two ones must take 
into account the relation 

(~41 r8~ r8~) 
al 0"2 a3 

_ ~ (r8~ r8~ ~43) =0 
3 0"2 0"3 a l 

(41) 

or 

(r;2 r8~ ~8~) 
al 0"2 a3 

_ 3/1 (r;2 r8~ ~8~) 
2,fi a l 0"2 a 3 

(42) 

+ m (r8~ r8~ r;3) = O. 
2 0"2 U3 a l 

In the general case, the 3r symbols are a sum over the 
two values of (k,L ) with the coefficients listed in Table IV. In 
many cases one of the two terms vanishes: indeed, using (31) 
for the basic representations, only the first term (lower L or 
lower k ) remains and, using (31) for two basic representations 
and the next basic in the third place, the first term vanishes 
and only the second one remains. Only nonvanishing coeffi
cients are given in Table IV, 

In conclusion, the cubic 3jm symbols and the 3r sym
bols can be expressed in terms of those of the parent repre
sentations when they exist and when there is only one 3r 
symbol. In the other cases, they can be expressed in terms of 
"Sjm symbols" or "sr symbols" involving, besides the par
ent representations, a neighboring rr, the r l representation 
with L = 4, or the basic r 2 or r3 representations. 

IV. ON SOME PROPERTIES OF THE LABELING 

When one ofthe parent representations is the r l repre
sentation for L = 0 and L = 0 is the only term in (31), the 3r 
symbol of the parent representations reduces to the orthon
ormalization condition of the two other parent representa
tions 

(ri'~lllVl ri:S20 ri,~i3V3) 
a l a 2 a 3 
=(_)it+s,+I,+SlE. E· 1(2s +1)(2s +1) "U, 'lUl v I 3 

(43) 
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TABLE IV. Coefficients D(i"i2,i"k,L) as defined by formula (39). They TABLE IV. (Continued.) 
should be read columnwise. Example: D (F .. .r .. .rs,2,3) = - 7V3/V 5. 

ili2i, k. L ,. Coefficient 
ili2i, k L ,. Coefficient 

rlrlrl 0 0 FI r l 1 rJ'J .. 1 0 Fl Fl 1 

rlr~2 0 0 FI F2 1 r4F•Fs 2 3 F2 r l -3.~/5 

rlF,r, 0 0 r l F3 5 F .. rsF'l 0 0 r l F2 -7 

rIFJ. 1 0 FI Fl 1 F4r SF, 2 2 r3 F2 _2.72 

rlrsFs 1 0 r l F2 3.72/5 rJsF .. 2 3' r 2 F2 - 3.7'/5 

r l r,,1'6 ! 0 FI r l 1 rJ'srs 1 0 FI Fz _72/5 

F1F,r 7 ! 0 Fl r z 72/3 rJ',,1'6 ! 0 FI FI 1 

rlr,rs ~ 0 r l r l 1 r .. F,,1's ~ 0 FI r l 1 

rlFsF. ~ 3 F2 Fl _72 r.r ,,1'i i 3 r, r l _72 

rlr.r; ; 2 F, r l 52/2 r J' ,,1'i ; 2 r, FI 52/2 

r1riFs ; 3 F2 r 2 7' r .. r,r7 i 0 F, Fz - 5.7/32 

rlr.r. ~ 0 r l r 2 72 
r .. r,r. ~ 3 Fz r z -7'/3 

rlriFi ; 2 F, Fz 5.72 rJ'7r i ; 0 F, r 2 _72/3 

rlriF. ! 2 r, F3 -5'/2 
rJ',Fi ; 2 r, r 2 - 5.72/3 

rlr;r. i 2 r, r, 52.7 
r.rsF, ! 0 r l r l t 

Flriri ! 0 Fl r3 52/2 
r .. Fsr, i 3 Fl r, 72/3 

r2r~1 0 0 r 1 r, 1 
r .. r.r. i 0 r l FI 

r~,F3 0 0 FI F, 5 
rJ'sF.(2) i 4 r 1 r, -2.3 

F~4rS 1 0 FI r 2 -7 r .. F.ri i 3 r z r l 
_72 

r 2rsF .. 1 0 r, r, -1 rJ'sri(2) i 3 r z r l 2.72/3 

r~J:'7 i 0 r l r 2 7 r .. rsFi i 2 F, FI 52/2 
r,r7r 6 ; 0 r l r, -1 r .. rsri(2) i 2 F, FI 52/3 
r~.r. i 3 r 2 r 2 _72 

r~.ri ; 0 F. r 2 -7 r .. Fir 6 1 3 Fz F2 7' 

r~.ri i 2 r, r z -5.7 F.r.r7 ! 0 r l r 2 _72/3 

F~iF. i 0 r, r. 1 r .. Fir • ; 3 Fz r 2, _ 32.7'/52 

r~.ri i 3 r z r l 
_72 i 3 r 2 r 2 24.73/52 

r 2riri i 2 r, FI 52/2 F .. Fir.(2) i 3 r z F2 _ 25.7'/(3.52) 

r 2rir. l 2 F, F, _52 ! 3 F2 r 2 _2.3.7'/52 

r 2FiFi ! 2 r, r, 2.5.7 rJ.ri i 0 r, r 2 
_ 32.72/52 

r~iri i 0 r l r, 5 i 4 r l r z 24.32.72/52 

r,r,rl 0 0 FI FI 1 
r .. F,ri(2) i 0 r l r z _ 2'.72/(3.52) 

r,r,r2 0 0 r l r 1 7 ; 4 Fl r z _ 2.33.72/52 

F,F,r3 0 0 r 1 r, 5 rJiri i 2 F, r z _ 32.72/5 

r,r.r .. 1 2 r , F, 5z i 2 r, r 2 _ 24.72/5 

r,rJs 1 2 r, F, 2.5.7 r.Firi(2) i 2 r, r z _ 2'.7z/(3.5) 
r,FsF .. I 2 F, F, - 2.5.7 
F,rsFs 1 2 F3 r, 2Z.3.7 ! 2 r, r z 2.3.72/5 

r,r,,1'. ! 2 r , r, _5t r .. rir 6 i 2 r, r, _5'/2 

r,rJ:'i ! 2 r3 r, 2.5.7 
rJir, ; 2 F, r, - 52.7/3 

r,rJ:'; ! 0 r l F, 5 
r .. rirs ! 2 r, r, 5z/2 

r,r,F. ! 2 r, r, _2.S2 i 2 r, r, _2.52 

r,r,ri ! 2 r, r, 22.5.7 r .. rir.(2) ! 2 r, r, _22.52/3 

r,r,ri ! 0 r l r3 2.5 i 2 r, r, _ 52/3 

F,r.r6 ; 2 r, r3 _ 52 r .. riFi ! 2 r3 r, -5.7 

r,r.r, i 2 r, r3 _2.52 i 2 r, r, - 22.5.7 

r,r.rs i 2 r3 r, 52 r .. riri(2) ! 2 r, r, 2'.5.7/3 

r,r.Fi i 2 r3 r, 2.5.7 
; 2 r, r, -2.5.7/3 

r,rsFi ; 2 r3 r3 5'.7/22 r .. FiFi ! 0 r l r, -5/2 

r,rir6 ; 2 r3 r, 2.5.7 i 2 r, r3 - 52.7/2 

r,r'F7 ! 2 ra r, 22.5.7 
r .. Firi\2\ ! 0 r l r, 22.5/3 

r ,riF. ! 2 r, r , 2.5.7 
i 2 F, r, _ 52.7/(22.3) 

F,riFi i 2 r, F, 22.72 F,rsFI 0 0 FI FI 3.7/5 

r,FiF; ; 2 r3 F3 5.72/2 rsF,r, 2 2 r, r l - 3.5 

F,FiF6 ! 0 r l r. -1 
FsFsF .. 1 0 r l r 1 -7/5 
rsFsFs 2 3 r 2 r l 

_ 32.72/5 
r,riF, ! 0 r l Fz 2.7 r,rJ, ! 0 r l r 2 72/3 
r 3r:F. ! 2 r3 F, ._ 52.7122 rsr ,,1'8 i 3 r 2 r 2 3.73/5 

r 3riFi ! 2 r3 F3 5.72/2 r,r,,1'i ; 0 r 1 F2 3.7'1/5 

r3r :F i ! 0 FI r3 5.7/22 rsF,,1'i i 2 r3 r 2 3.72 

r.r.r. 0 0 r l FI 1 r,r,r 6 i 0 r l FI -7/3 

rJ'J, 2 2 r, r, 5 rsF,Fs i 0 r l F, 1/3 
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TABLE IV. (Continued.) 

r,r,r. 
r,r,ri 
r,rSr6 
r,rsr, 
r,rSrS 

r,r.r6 
r,rir, 
r,r'srs 

r,riri 

r,r.ri(2) 

r,riri 

r,rir6 
r,rir, 
r,rira 
r,rira(2) 

r,rir. 
r,riri(2) 

r,riri 
r,riri(2) 

rJJI 
rJJ. 
rJ,r2 
rJ,r, 
rJ.r) 
rJsr. 
rJsr, 
rJ.r3 
rJ.r. 
rJir, 
rJir3 
rJir. 
rJir, 
r,r,rl 
r,r,r. 
r,r.r3 
r,rSr. 
r,rsr, 
r,r.r3 
r,r.r. 

k 

o 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 

L 

3 
2 

3 

o 
3 
3 
3 

3 

o 
4 

o 
4 

2 

2 

2 
2 

o 
3 

o 
4 
o 
4 

3 

3 
3' 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

o 
o 
2 

o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
3 
2 
3 
o 
o 
2 
2 

o 
o 
2 
3 
o 
2 

o 

Coefficient 

_72/3 

72/(2.3) 

3.73/5 
-7/3 
_ 3.73/52 

_ 22.3.73/52 

27.72/(3.52) 

_ 2.33.72/52 

_ 3.72/52 

_ 22.33.72/52 

2'.7/(3.52) 
_ 2.3'.7/52 

- 3.72/5 
22.3.72/5 

2'.7/(3.5) 
2.33.7/5 

-3.7/5 
_72/3 

3.7152 

22.33.7/52 

2'.3/52 

- 2.3/52 

_ 3.73/52 

_ 22.3.73/52 

_ 2'.3.,z/52 

2.72/(3.52
) 

3.7/2 
-2.3.7 

24.3 

1/3 
3.5.7 
2.5.7/3 
3.5.7 
23.5/3 
- 2.53/3 
- 2.3.72 

- 24.7/3 
_ 22.52.7/3 

-3.7 
_23/3 

- 53.7/(2.3) 

1 
1 
7 
72/3 
5 
1 
_ 3.72/5 

2.72 

73 

3.72/5 
5 
_53/2 
3.5.7 

7/3 
_5/32 

-2.5.7 
73/3 
7/3 
52 

-7/3 
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TABLE IV. (Continued.) 

r7rir, 
r7rir3 
r7rir. 
r7rir, 
rsr.rl 
rsrsr2 
rsrsr3 
rsrsr. 
rarsr.(2) 
rsrsr, 
rsrsr,(2) 
rsrirl 
rSrir2 
rSrir3 
rarir. 

r.r.r,(2) 

r.rirl 
r.rir2 
rsrir3 
r.rir. 

r.r.rl 
r.rir2 
r.rir3 
rir.r. 

rirar, 
rirar,(2) 
r.rirl 
ririr2 
ririr3 
ririr. 

ririr.(2) 

r.rir, 

ririrl 
ririr2 
ririr3 
ririr. 

ririr, 
F.irir,(2) 

k 

2 
o 

o 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
3 
3 
o 
2 

2 
3 
2 
3 
1 

3 
1 
3 
2 

2 

2 

2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 

o 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 

2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 

o 
o 
o 

L 

3 
o 
2 
2 

o 
3 
2 
o 
4 
3 
3 
3 
o 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
o 
4 
o 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

o 
3 
2 
o 
4 
o 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
2 
o 
2 

f Coefficient 

72/3 
2.5 
52.7/3 
- 2.5.7/3 

1 
7 
5 
1 
33/7 
-3.72/5 
-3.7 
73 

-7 
_2.72 
_73/5 

22.73/5 
22.3.72/5 
3.,z/5 
_ 3.72/52 

22.33.72/52 

22.3.7/5 
33.7/5 
_53/2 
_ 52 

_ 52.7/22 

52/22 

_ 32.52/22 
33.52/(22.7) 
3.52/(22.7) 
- 3.5.7/2 
- 3.5.7/2 
- 3.52/2 
3.52/2 

7 
72 

-5.7 
_ 32.7/52 

_ 2 •. 32.7/52 

_ 2 •. 3/52 

3'/52 

- 3.73/5 
3.72 

_52.7 
-2.5.7 

5.72/2 
- 32.5.7/2 
5.7/2 
3.5/2 
33.5/2 
- 3.72 

- 3.72 

3.5.7 
-3.5.7 

5/2 
7 
5.7/22 

-1/2 
52.7/2 
2.3n 
3.52/23 
- 3.72/5 
3.52.7/22 
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Parent representations of r jl and r j3 must be of the same 
kind. In this formula the dependence on magnetic quantum 
numbers is gathered in the 3jm symbol: component Irs 2) 
behaves like Ir4 0), Irs ± 1) like Ir4 =t= 1), and Ir7 ± ~) 
like Ir6 =t=P. Such a formula can be used withs2 =!, 1, or l' 
i.e., the basicr6, r4, or rs representations. The main interest 
is when r j2 is the basic r 4 representation withj2 = S2 = 1, 
which corresponds to a vectorial term in the Hamiltonian. 

When this vectorial term is the vector J itself,jl equalsj3 
and the 3jm symbol associated to the matrix element is the 
product of (43) by the reduced matrix element 

(jIIIJllj3) = 8hh ~ jl(jl + 1)(2jl + 1). If r jl and r j3 are 
both r4 or r6 representations, dividing this matrix element 
by the one obtained with basic representations II = 13 = 0, 
we get 

(44) 

which is usually called the "fictitious spin.,,12 If r
jl 

and r
j3 

are both rs or r7 representations, we can divide by the ma
trix element obtained with the corresponding r4 or r6 basic 
representations and we get the same result. The 6j symbol in 
(44) has a simple expression and a evaluates to 

which happens to be (J.S)lS2. Actually, the operator J has 
I 

2 3 {j 
a' = 2 .3 .7 ~(j + 1)(2j + 1)(2/1 + 1)(2/3 + 1) ~ 

J5 I 
I 

= ( - 1)11 +j+ 3/2~(2/1 + 1)(213 + 1) 

matrix elements between different kinds of representations. 
Some of them, namely those with the same kind of parents, 
such as (FI,r4 ), (r6,rS )' (F2,rS )' (r7,r 8)' obey the conditions 
of formula (43); a nondiagonal fictitious spin can be similarly 
defined, provided (jIIIJllj3) between basic representa
tions is replaced by a nonvanishing expression. The result 
looks like formula (44), but a simple formula such as (45) does 
not hold. 

For a rs representation, the role of the fictitious spin is 
played by two coefficients, which are usuallyI2.IS.16 chosen as 
the ..... mean values P and Q of Jz for components Irs~) and 
Irs!). The Wigner-Eckart theorem yields 

(rsjl/l VI mIl Jq Ir sj3 /3 V3 m3) 

=(_1)3/2-iil l (jIIIJI U3) 

(
rsjl/lVI 1 rsj3/3v3) 

X..... ...... 
-ml q m3 

(46) 

Using results of the previous section, we get 

(rsj II vIIJlrsj 13 V3) 

(11IJI11) 

= a(rs1 lr4 llr s1) + a' (rs1 lr4 31rs ~) 

= id + (v1t4/3)a' (rs ~lr4 1 Irs ~) 
(47) 

and the correspondence between (a,a') and (P,Q ) is 

a = ~(3P + Q), a' = ({7/(5vfJ))(3Q - P). (48) 
The expression for a comes from L = 0 in (31) and is 

therefore given by (45). The expression for a' is obtained 
from (31) as 

:} (r,i,v,T,i,v,r,4) 

(
33.7 (/1+ 13 + 5)!(/1 + j - ~)!(/3 + j -1)!(/1 -/3 + 4)!(/3 -II + 4)! )1/2 

X 25.52 (/1 + 13 - 4)!(/1 + j + ~)!(/3 + j + ~)!(/I - j + ~)!(/3 - j + ~)!(j -II + 1)!(j -/3 ~)! 

a' depends on the cubic 3r symbol between the parent repre
sentations and the r l representation for I = 4; in contrast to 
a it has no diagonality property. For r 8 and r; representa
tions, the first coefficient a is not given by an L = 0 term, 
and therefore neither a nor a' are simple. However, the term 
L = 0 is a combination of P and Q, which is diagonal; these 
diagonal combinations are (P + 3Q) for r 8 and (P - Q ) for 
r;. 

Let us recall that there exists a natural labeling for r4 

and rs representatiol}s quantized along a quaternary axis, 
since Ir4 0) and Irs 2) span the whole subspaces IjO - ) 
and Ij 2 -) of D 4 : Ir4 0) and Irs 2) can be chosen as the 
base vectors of those subspaces and their labels will be those 
of these vectors with respect to D4 • In case of degeneracy, 
this orthonormal set differs from that built in this paper, 
which has the advantage of diagonalizing the fictitious spin. 
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(49) 

For example, the mUltipletj = 5 contains 2 r4 , and the re
duced matrix elements of J within the natural set are 

(r4 5 0 - I I J I Ir4 5 0 - ) = 1(, 

(r4 5 4 - I I J I Ir4 5 0 -) = 3$5/8, 

(r4 5 4 - I I J I Ir4 5 4 - ) = -1(. 

(50) 

Within the orthonormal set built from the r l represen
tations for I = 4 and I = 6, the reduced matrix elements are 

(r4 5 411 J IIr4 5 4) = 3, 

(51) 
(r4 5 61 I J I Ir4 5 6) = -~, 

i.e., the eigenvalues of the preceding matrix. We can take 
another example within 2 rs of the multiplet j = 6: the re
duced matrix elements of J between the natural set are 
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(Fs 6 2 - I I J I IFs 6 2 - ) = - Ii, 
(Fs 66 - II J I IFs 62- ) = - 3.j55/16, (52) 

(Fs 6 6 - I I J I IFs 6 6 -) = --&' 
while those within the orthonormal set built from the F2 
representations for 1 = 6 and 1 = 7 are the eigenvalues of that 
matrix 

(53) 
(Fs 671 I J I IFs 67) = - 3. 

When the parent representations IFI/) or IF2 /) are de
generate, which occurs for the first time for 1 = 12 or 1 = 15, 
our F4 or Fs will be indexed by 1 and the supplementary label 
v of FI or F 2, and their coefficients will not be as simple as 
those of the natural set. However, the fictitious spin coeffi
cients for our set will depend only on I, and not on v. 

In Butler'ss tables, the F4 representations used in (51) 
are labeled by 1 and 0, respectively, and the Fs representa
tions used in (53) by 0 and 1. There is no relation between 
these labels and the properties of the representations. 

V. QUANTIZATION ALONG A TERNARY AXIS 

With a ternary axis of quantization 17 F I representations 
are in the 10 +) subspace of D3 and they are given by for
mula (6) with m=0(3) and aim = (- )/+mai-m. Therefore 
formula (7) may be used to generate orthonormal sets of F 6, 

F 4 , and Fg representations. As for F2 representations, they 
belong to space 10 -) and are given by formula (8) with 
m==0(3) but with b fm = ( - )1 + m + Ib f _ m' Therefore ortho-

A 

normal sets of F7, Fs and of components ±! of F i are 
obtained with formula (9), with a summation over m=0(3). 
The phases Eiu are found to be equal to ( - )j + S for Fs repre
sentations and (- )i+s+ U

-1I2 for F7 and components ± 1 
of F ~ representations. As for components IF i ± I), they 
both belong to the same subspace II) of D3; in this case, the 
right-hand side of formula (9) for s = ~ and q = ± ~ is in this 
subspace II) but is not a pure IF i ± I): the correct compo
nents are 

= 2~21 + 1 { + ~ L (- )/- 3/2 + p, b r:.. 
3 m==0(3) 

j ) IjJL) 
±~ -JL 

(54) 

The two components of a F3 representation are defined 
by 

IF 3 1y ± 1) = L c/~rl/m), (55) 
m==± 1(3) 

with Cj:;' r = ( - )1 + mcj-=_rm' The I ± 1) components of a F; 
representation are given by 
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IF;jlY±I)=~2(2/+1) L (_)/+j+p, 

±jl 
XClm\m 

and the II) components by 

IFUly ±I) 

m== ± 1(3) 

= ~2(21 + 1) { - _1_ L (- )/+i+p, C/~ r 
,[3 m== ± 1(3) 

X J IjJL) (
I! .) 
m ±! -JL 

± -Ii L (- )/+i+p, c/~r 
,[3 m== =F 1(3) 

X(~ ~! !JL}jJL)}. 

VI. PRESENTATION OF TABLES 

(56) 

(57) 

The coefficients listed in Tables IV-VIII are expressed 
as signed square roots of rational numbers but, for legibility, 
the square root symbol is omitted. Tables V-VIII contain 
the coefficients of all the parent representations F l' F 2, F3 up 
to and including 1 = 26 for FI and F 2, 1 = 25 for F 3• Latin 
letters a, b, c, .. , are used to label degenerate sets. Coefficients 
of representations are listed as the signed square root of the 
quotient of two integers: a numerator, depending on the co
efficient, and a denominator, common to all coefficients. Ev
ery integer is factorized in prime numbers; in the numera
tors, every prime factor greater than 2j is enclosed in 
parentheses, which means that it must be put outside the 
square root symbol. All quaternary components have been 
gathered in Table V, while ternary components, obtained 
from the quaternary components by formula (38) of Ref. 17, 
are split into three tables, one for each kind of parent. 

We have an example as follows (Table V): 

IF3 16 C 0) 
= (11(2 10.3,[3)) {- ~5.7.17.19.23.29116 0 +) 

+ 2.3~2.3.5.13.23.29116 4 +) 

- 2.5~7.13.29116 8 +) 

+ 2.37~2.5.7.29116 12 + ) 

+ llfi]T116 16 + )}, 

IF316c2) =_1 {.J29116 10 +) +{71 1614 + )}. 
2.3 

(58) 

These tables allow all representations F4, Fs, F 6, F7, F g, 

F 8' F; to be constructed up to and including j = 25. For 
example, with 

IFI 6) = {7 164) - _1_16 0) + {7 16 - 4), (59) 
4 2-1i 4 

we obtain F6 representations forj = ¥ andj = If. They are 
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I\) TABLE V. r,. r 2• and r3 representations up to I = 26 for r, and r 2,l = 25 for r3 (quaternary axis). Base vectors are defined by formula (2).' The two components of ar3 are listed on two lines, in the order Ir3 0), .. 
I\) 

then Ir; i), like base vectors on top of the table. .. 
[0+ ) [4+ ) [8+ ) [12 +) [16+ ) [20+ ) [24+ ) 

~ r Denominator [2+ ) [6+ ) 
~ 

[10+) [14+ ) [18+) [22+ ) [26+ ) 

~ 0 

J 
f 2 3 

~ 
I\) 3 2 !» 
z 

22.3 P 4 1 7 5 .... 
3 22.3 -5 7 ~ 

0 I 1 

~ 
i 5 3 

-I 
co 
CD 
c.n 6 1 23 -I 7 

2 24 -11 5 
3 23 7 I 

r 5 11 

7 2 23.3 13 11 
3 I 1 

23.3 11 -13 

8 26.3 32.11 22.7 5.13 
3a 29 - 11.13 22.7.13 5 

I 0 1 
3b 29.3 - 32.5.7 -22.5.11 7.11.13 

I I 0 

9 1 23.3 -17 7 
2 r -3 13 
3 23.3 7 17 

r -13 -3 

10 I 2'.3 -5.13 22.3.11 11.17 
;Il 2 2&.3 2.13.19 19 - 3.5.17 
0 3a 2'.33 11.13.17 22.3.5.17 5 

i 28.33 2.5.13.17 5.17 3'.19 
III 3b r.33 5.11 -22.3.13 13.17 
5. 33 -1 2.13 0 
~ 
:II 

11 2 2'.3 2.5.17 34 7.19 i 3a 1 1 0 
29 2.5.7 1.17 - 17.19 

3b 1 0 1 

~ 
29.3 2.17.19 - 32.5.19 -5.7 

I\) .. 



                                                                                                                                    

I\) TABLE V. (Continued.) .po. 
I\) 
en 

[0+ ) [4+ ) [8 +) [12 +) [16 + ) [20+ ) [24+ ) 
r Denominator [2 +) [6 +) [10+ ) [14 +) [18 +) [22 +) [26+ ) 

~ 
;: 

~ 12 la 27.3.5' - 2.11.17.23 32.7.13.17.23 - 2.3.52.13.19 7.11.13.19 
.23 

~ Ib 210.55 2.32.73.13.19 11.19(47) 2.3.52.7.11.17 32.173.23 r 2 28.3 2.17 - 3.52.7 11.19 

~ 3a 210.3' - 2.52.11.13.17 32.73.17 2.3.193 7.11.19.23 
28.35 2.52.7.17 39 52.7.11.19 

~ 3b 29.3' 2.7.13.19 32.52.11.19 2.3.7.11.17 - 132.17.23 
z 35 -11.19 0 2.17 
!=> 

9 13 1 28.3 52.19 23.5 - 11.23 
0 2 28.3 - 2.5.19 11.17 17.23 

! 3a 28.17 - 32.5.11 - 23.11.19 - 5.19.23 ... 
GO 28.3.17 2.173 5.11.19 5.19.23 
a> 3b 2'.3.17 19.23 _23.5.23 52.11 en 

2.17 0 -23 11 

14 1 211.3 -2.5.7.17 32.11.13 2.3.13.19 5.19.23 
2 212.3 17.19.23 3.11.23 5 - 32.5.7.13 
3a 214.33.5 2.7.11.13.17 38.5.72 - 2.3'.5.11.19 - 11.13.19.23 

217.33.5 5.11.17(47) 3.5.19.232 - ".11.19.23 32.7.11.13.19 
.23 

3b 214.52 2.7.13.17.19 53.11.19 2.3.53.172 - 13.192.23 
217.52 5.17.19.232 - 3.5.11(89) 23(149) 7.13.172.23 

3c 33.52 19.23 0 0 2.7.17 
214.33.52 5.7.13.19.23 3.5.7.11.13.17 7.13.17(37) 32.17(137) 

.23 

15 1 28 23 _23.3.7 5.13 
2a 211.3.41.43 7.11.133.23 38.19.23 7.11.193 32.5.11.13.19 

.29 
2b 26.41.43 32.19.29 -7.11.13.29 32.13.23.29 - 5.7.23 
3a 28.11 3.7.23 23.112 3.5.7.13 

211.3.11 7.13.19.23 - 32.11.23 _ 52.73 - 32.5.13.29 
3b 23.11 - 5.13 0 23 

;n 21°.11 5.19 - 5.7.11.13 - 5.13.23 7.23.29 
0 
0 16 la 214.3.52.19 72.13.17.19.23 - 23.3.7.233 22.5'.1~ 23.34.13(37) 32.5.13.29.31 ::I 
li Ib 28.3.52.19 2.3'4.19.31 3.7.13.17.31 0 -17.23.31 2.5.17.23.29 

I 2 211.3 52.19 - 5.72.13 -3.7.23 3.23.29 
~ 38 22°.36.11 5.136.17 _ 23.33.5.7.13 _ 22.74.112.13 23.5.112.172.19 54.19.23.29.31 
:D .172.19 .19.23 .23 
~ 28.3'.11 3(191) - 3.5,72.13.19 52.7.19.23 - 52.19.23.29 ;:, 
!!!. 3b 217.36.11 -74.13.17.19.23 - 23.33.7.23(61) 22.S.112(73) _ 23.54.112.13 5.13.29.31(107) 

211.3'.11 3.5.72.13.19.23 3.23(131) - 5.73.13 5.72.13.29 
3c 22°.33 - 5.7.17.19.23 23.33.5.13.23 - 22.52.7.13.29 23.5.7.29(37) 7.112.31 

I\) 
.po. 
I\) 
en 



                                                                                                                                    

I\) TABLE V. (Continued.) .co. 
I\) 
0) 

[0+ } [4+ } [8 +} [12 +} [16 +} [20+ } [24 +} 
r Denominator [2 +} [6+ } [10 + } [14+ } [18 +} [22 +} [26 +} 

~ 

!: .29 .29 !!l. 22.32 0 0 29 7 ?" 
"U 
:::T 
'< 17 1 2I1.3 5.23.29 2.13.29 32 2.3.11.31 !' 

2 212.3 - 3.72.23 32.11.13 5' 5.29.31 < 
12- 3a 2I1.3.52.7 5'.72.23.29 2. 112. 13. W 32.54.72 2.3.113.192.31 
I\) .11.19 .29 
~ 

212.52.7.11 - 5.23.29(71) - 3.5.11.13.29 - 3.29(673) 3'.31(67) z 
!) .19 .312 
~ 

3b 23.52.7 0 3.11.31 0 13.29 ::> 
0 213.3.52.7 - 3.5.11.13.23 - 32.5.232.31 le.13.3l - 11.13.192.29 

~ .31 

~ 3c 24.11.19 32 0 - 5.23.29 0 
~ 213.11.19 3(383) - 11.133.23 5.23(73) 5.23.29.31 
CD 
CD 
C11 

18 la 29.3.73.13 - 34.17.19.29 2.73.11.29 22.23.29(37) - 2.32.233 3.5.11.17.23.31 
Ib 215.73.13 - 11.23(239) 23.7'.17.19.23 22.11.17.19' 2'.1l3.17.19.29 3.53.19.29.31 
2a 217.61 2.3'.13.23.31 22.5.72.11.31 22.73.13.31 - 13.W.29 - 5.7.11.13.17 

.29 
2b 217.3.61 2.3.7.11.23.29 22.34.5.7.13.29 22.11.29( 103) 7.11.31(47) 32.53.17.31 
3a 216.3.7.13 32.11.132.19.23 23.7.17.23(211) 22.52.11.17 23.36.52.11.17 3.5.72.132.29 

.19.29 .292 (313) .29 .31 
217.3.7.13 2.3.5.11.17.23 - 22.3'.13.173 22.5.7.11.17 53.11.132.17.29 32.52.7.29.31 

.19.29 (211) (157) .31 (83) 
3b 216.7.19.29 5.17.19.292.31 - 23.34.5.7.11 22.32.5.172.23 - 23.5.23.29.31 33.72.11.17.23 

.31 .31 .29 
217.7.19.29 - 2.3'.52.112.31 22.5.11.133.23 22.7.23.31(73) 23.29(83) 5.7.11.17.23.29 

.31 
3c 23.3.13.29 0 - 52.11.23 27.7 32.7.29 0 

213.3.13.29 - 2.3'.5.7.23 - 22.32.52.7.11 22.5(239) 5.7.13'.29.31 32.11.17.29.31 
.13 

19 1 210.3 3.5.31 2.3.7.31 -11.29 2.17.29 
2a 21'.3.13.413 2.52.7.11.23.29 - 22.5.17.29.37 22.7.11.17.37 3.55.132.17.31 5.7.31(3011) 

.37 (347) (131) .37 
2b 212.3.13.413 2.5.17.192.31 22.7.11.23.31 22.5.23.29.31 3'.7.11.132.23 11.17.233.29.37 

;D (47) (61) (59) .29 
0 3a 210.3.72.11 3.5.112.132.31 2.3.7'.31 - 113.132.29 2.74.17.29 0 
;a .13 G) 

III 214.72.11.13 - 2.3.5.11.17.23 22.3.7.31(137) 22.3.5.11.29.31 54.7.132.29 37.17.29.37 :::J 
~ .31 
~ 3b 24.72 11.29 0 3.5.31 0 ::D 
~ 218.3.72 2.17.192.23.29 - 22.5.7.11.29 22.32.52(107) - 3.5.7.11.172 32.5.11.17.31 
:::J .31 .37 !!. 

3c 23.11.13 0 17.29 0 3.7.31 
218.3.11.13 2.34 .5.7.11.23 - 22.32.17.29 22.5.7'.11.17 3.132.17.31 -7.313.37 

I\) .29 
.co. 
I\) 
0) 



                                                                                                                                    

N TABLE V. (Continued.) .... 
N ...... 

[0+ ) [4+ ) [8 +) [12 +) [16+ ) [20+ ) [24+ ) 
r Denominator [2 +) [6 +) [10+ ) [14 +) [18 +) [22+ ) [26+ ) 

~ 
3: 

~ 20 la 215.3.13.23 2.34.7.23.31 - 2.32.5.11.17 23.11.17.19.31 36.17.19.29 2.11.19.293 - 5.11.13.29.37 

" .19.31 
;::r 

Ib 218.13.23 2.7.11.17.19.23 2.5.29(211) 23.32.29(43) 72.113.31 2.17.31(47) 5.13.17.19.31 
'Pi .29 .37 

~ 2 216 -2.5.23.29 22.13.17.29 22.3.5.11.17 7.31 - 19.31.37 
N 3a 218.3.52.7 - 2.52.7.11.13 - 2.5.13(887) 23.32.13.232 11.13.29.31(67) - 2.32.133.17.29 32.5.17.19.29 
!" .19 .17.19.23 .312 .31 .31.37 z 216.3.52.7 2.5.13.17.23 22.32.54.72.192 - 22.3.5.11.13 - 7.13.17.29.31 13.17.19.29.31 ? .... .19 .292 .172.29 .37 
9 3b 229.54 .19.31 - 2.56.7.11.19 - 2.34.55.17.29 23.17.29.31 -11.17(1427 2.72(1553.2459) 5.13.19.37(137 
0 

I 
.37 .23.29.313 .31(61) (123997) .2543) .839) 

29.54.19.31 2.5.23.29.31 0 210.3.5.72.11 - 7(67.181) 36.19.37(41) 
.37 (59) .17.31 .... 

3c 231.3.52.13 2.52.11.29.31 2.5.7.173.19.23 23.7.17.19.23 75.11.17.19.23 - 2.7.19.23.37 - 5.7.13.23 <0 
CD 

.31 .37(313) .29.31.37 .29.31.37(47) .37 (43.67) (49477) (TI 

211.3.52.13 - 2.5.7.19.29.31 0 0 - 193.23.37 7.23(271) 
.31 .37 

3d 231.3.54.7 - 2.56.7.17.19 2.57.11.31 - 23.11.31 29(51590 179) 2.11.17.29 - 5.11.13.173.19 
.13.31.37 .23.31(1459) (54601) (1288037) (2550967) .29.37(163) 

211.3.54.7 - 2.5.11.17.23 0 214.3.5.132.29 7.11.17.29 115.17.19.29.37 
.13.31.37 .31(67) .31 (2819) 

21 la 216.19.23 - 2.17.29.37.41 25.5.13.37.41 - 3.53.31.37.41 2'.32.17.31.41 13.17.19.31 
Ib 214.3.19.23 2.34.5.13.29.31 25.173.31 - 3.13.17 2'.5.13.37 - 5.72.19.37.41 
2a 216.11.23.41 - 2.7.17.19.31 22.52.7.133.31 22.37.52.7.29 52.17 .29( 139) 5.7.13.17.19.29 

.372 .37 
2b 214.3.11.23 2.32.54.13.29 22.17.193.29 - 22.3.133.17.19" 32.7.13.193.31 - 5.31.37(97) 

.41 .31 
3a 217.52.72.17 2.31(223) - 25.5.72.13.17 - 3.5.17.29(167) 2'.74.29.37 - 34.13.19.29.37 

.29.31 .41 
217.52.72.17 2.52.19.31(151) 22.13.17.31 - 22.3.17.29 - 52.7.29(139) 55.13.19.29.37 

(193) (137) 
3b 218.52.72.17 - 2.3.13.19.29 25.33.5.72.112 5.13.17.19.31 2'.33.72.13.19 - 3.31.37.41 

.23 (1087) .17.19 (191) .31.37 (467) 
218.3.52.72 _ 2.32.52.114.13 22.17.19.29 22.3.13.17.19 _ 32.52.7.112.13 - 5'.31.37(967) 

;II .17.23 .29 (2237) .31(181) .19.31 
0 3c 218.3.5.72 2.32.29.31.37 - 25.5.72.13.17 3.5.17.37(977) 25.72.132(431) 13.19.41(859) 
0 

.17.23 (113) .31.37 i 
III 

218.5.72.17 - 2.3.52.1l2.19 22.33.13.17.29 - 22.17.37(1549) - 3.52.7.192.312 3.5.13.19(139) 
:::l .23 .29.31.37 .31.37 .37 Q. 

~ 
:II 22 la 214.3.52.11 2.5. 1 1.19.23.31 2.7.13.313 - 23.3.52.13.17 3.7.29(53) 2.35.7.19.29.37 - 3.13.19.29.37 
~ .17 .29.31 .41 :::l 
!! Ib 219.3.52.11 - 2.3.5.73. 1 1.13 2.3.193.23.29 2'.52.7.17.19 133.19.23.31.37 2.13.23.31(317) 7.23.31.41(83) 

.17 .29.37 .37 .23.37 
2a 22°.32.52.31 2.3.5.7.13.29 2.17.19.29.31 7.13.17.19.37 13.19.37.43 7.43 _ 32.54.11.312 

N .... 
~ 



                                                                                                                                    

t TABLE V. (Continued.) 

CD 
[0+ ) [4+ ) [8+ ) [12+ ) [16+ ) [20+ ) [24+ ) 

r Denominator [2+ ) [6+) [10+ ) [14+ ) [18 +) [22+ ) [26+ ) 

~ .31.37.43 .37.43 .43 .41 !!: 

~ 2b 211.32.52.31 2.3.5.17.19.31 - 23.7.112.13.31 2".29(103) 7.17.232.29 - 13.17.19.29.37 0 
3a 219.32.5.73 2.3.5.7.11.13 2.3.19.29.41 23.7.17.19.41 13.19.31.41 - 2.52.~.13.292 - 52.7.172.31.37 

1 .31.43 .23.29.312.41 (7907) (149) (317) .31.37.41 (61) 
220.33.5.73 2.3.5.13.29.41 2.7.17.19.29.41 - 54.13.17.19.31 -7.13.19.31.41 - 31.37.41 34.73.11.31.37 

~ .31.43 (67.83) (383) .41 (2719) (10789) .433 

3b 214.3.5.73 2.5.7.23.29.312 - 2.11.13.19.29 23.3.7.11.13.17 - 3.11.19.31.37 2.33.54.72.11 3.52.7.11.13.31 
~ 

.31 .37 .37 .19.37 .31 .41 S-

~ 219.5.73.31 2.5.11.29.37 2.3.7.11.13.17 3.52.11.17.19 33.7.11.172.19 3.11.13.31(569) 33.73.13.31.41 
..- (113) .19.29.37 .31.37 .31.37 .43 
!:J 3c 218.32.73.23 2.3.7.11.17.19 - 2.3.53.13.17 - 23.5.7.13.192 5.17.29.31 - 2.5.72.17.19 53.7.13.17.19 
0 .31.43 .233.312 (1949) .29(337) (11617) .232.29.31.37 .29.31.37.41 
~ 211.33.73.23 - 2.3.17.19 23.5.7.112.13 24.5.29.31 - 53.7.17.29.31 5.133.17.19.29 0 

i .31.43 (2447) (139) (2237) (79) .31.37 
..- 3d 21°.3.7.23 0 2.3.29(47) _ 211.32.7.17 - 13.31(127) 0 7.19.31.37.41 
CD 
CD .31 U1 

24.32.7.23 - 3.5.13.19.29 7.112.17.29 2.13.17.31 2.7.13.31 - 23.19.31.37 0 
.31 

23 1 216.3 - 2.3.7.29.31 2'.5.17.19 3.5.11.13.19 2'.37 - 37.41.43 
2a 218.3.172.23 2.32.7.19.29.31 - 2.5.7'.13.31 - 3.5.11.13.17 5.7.1~.41(293) 13.19(103.151) -7.11.135.19.43 

.43 .37.41 .37.41 .37.41 
2b 219.3.172.23 2.32.53.11.13 2.11.19(53.199) 35.75.17.19.31 72.11.13.172.19 53.7.113.31.37 5.31.37.41.43 

.43 .29(.131) .31.37 .41 (101) 
3a 216.37.53.72 _ 2.35.54.73.172 - 25.5.17.41(97 3.53.72.113.13 - 25.193.37.41 172.19.37.43(59 

.13.17.23.31 .19.29.31.41 .971) .41(181) (113.163) .307) 
223.37.53.72 - 2.3".5.13.19 2.32.1~.31.413 - 3.7.113.17.41 13.172.37.413 32.5.73.19.37 53.11.19.37.43 

.13.17.23.31 .29.31.41(113 (83.103) .432(15269) (17359) (330689) (195809) 
.167) 

3b 215.37.53.7 - 2.3'.54.7.172 2'.5.17.19.37 _ 3.53.72.11.13 25.2~.433(347) 112.172.41 
.11.13.17.23 .29.31.37.43 .433(67) .19.373.43 (33179) 

224.37.53.7 2.34.5.13.192 - 2.32.19.292 - 3.7.113.17.19 - 13.172.19.43 32.5.7.41.43 53.11.312.41 
.11.13.17.23 .29.31.37.43 .Jt3.37.43(59) .37.43(5743) (506213) (492281) (151.173) 

(241) 
3e 215.33.5.11 2.311.53.7.19 25.17.29(3467) 3.11.13.29 - 2'.5.19.29.37 5.112.19.29.37 

.13.23.31 .31 (1259) (107) .41.43 

;0 218.33.5.11 2.34.52.13.19 2.32.5.~.29.31 - 3.5.7.1tl.17 5.72.13.29.37 38.7.19.29.37 - 11.19.29.37.41 

0 .13.23.31 .31(101) (521) .29(47) (97) .41 .43(71) 
0 3d 22.34.52.72 0 - 5.11.17.19.2~ 29.3.5.72.13.19 11(3037) 2'.11.172.41.43 a 
II) .17.23.31 .37 .37 
I» 224.34.52.72 2.34.5.113.13 - 2.32.11.134.19 - 3.7.17.19.37 113.13.11".19 _ 32.53.77.11.41 5.41.43(181 ::I 
Q. 

.17.23.31 .29.31.37(97) .31.37(97) (101599) (313) (149) .509) ~ 
::D 

i 24 la 231.34.7.43 2.32.11.13.233 _ 23.35.52.31.37 52.17.19.29.37 22.54.11.13.19 2.52.29(251941) 22.5.11.29.41 - 52.11.23.29.41 
.47 .31.37(89) .432(59) (149) .29.37(349) .43(8629) .43.47 

Ib 232.36.52.11 2.32.52.17.23 - 23.3'.11.13.17 11.13.19(523 - 22.17.19.292 2.11.13.17.37 - 22.5.13.17.312 52.72.13.17.23 
.43.47 .29.31(26 (99) .29.31.412.432 .15761) (570539) (2421407) .37.41.43 373.41.43.47 

~ Ie 232.36.52.7 2.32.52.13.19 23.35.11.19.23 11.17.23.31.41 22.13.23.31.413 - 2.11.19.23.31 22.5.19.23.31 52.19.31.37.43 :; 
CD 



                                                                                                                                    

I\) TABLE V. (Continued.) 

~ 
[0+ ) [4+ ) [8 +) [12 +} [16 +) [20+ ) [24+ } 

r Denominator [2 +) [6 +) [10+ ) [14 +) [18 + ) [22 +) [26 +) 

!-
s::: .11.43.47 .29.41(53 .29.41.432 (210 193) (9511) .37.41(101 .37.43(457) .47(59341) 

~ .2939) (457) .269) 

!J 2a 218.5.23.43 - 2.11.29.31(83) 2.33.19.31(97) 3.5.72.11.19 13.37(71) 37.41(97) - 52.11.23.37.41 

r (53) .43 
2b 216.3.5.23 2.32.19.29.37 - 2.3.11.292.37 3.5.112.31.37 11.133.19.31 34.11.193.31 52.19.23.31.43 

~ .43 .41 .41 .41 .41 

~ 
3a 229.3' .5

6.23 - 2.32.52.11.133 - 23.3.132.19.29 52.72.17.412 22.34.11.13.312 - 2.19.37(191 22.5.72.11.19 32.52.11.19.23 

z .31 .19.23.29.31 .31(223) (489799) (139939) .26723) .37.41.43 .37.41.43.47 
p (883) (1069) (359) .... 224.37.56.23 - 2.34.52.11.132 2.3.52.172.31 311.57.11.232 13.19.37(79 - 34.19.232.37 72.11.132.19.23 P .31 .19.29.31.412 (230059) .312 .4133) .41(2531) .37.41.43(311) 0 

i 3b 224.31°.56.7 - 2.32.52.23.31 23.3.11.13.31 - 52.11.13.17.19 22.34.72.112.19 2.72.11.13.29 22.5.13. W.29 32.52.13.23.29 
.232.37 .37.43 .37.43 .29.37.43 .29.37.43 .372.43 .41(59.73 .41.47(251 

.... (1042091) (1 681 103) (79811) (7043) (141307) .257) .463) .... 
S 213.31°.56.7 2.34.52.72.133 23.3.52.r.l1 0 11.29.43.4" 34.11.13.232 24.13.23.29.312 
(11 .232.37 .31.373.43 .13.19.29.31 (91369) .29'.41.43 .41(1171) 

.37.43 (53) 
3c 229.34.5'.7 - 2.32.52.112.13 23.3.113.29.31 52.11.17.19 22.34.72.13.19 - 2.72.11.37 22.5.37.413.43 32.52.23.373.41 

.31 .23.29.31(127) (2383) (35051) .312(1531) (265987) (532) .43.47 
224.34 .5'.7 2.34.52.72.112 - 2.3.52.72.11 3'.5'.72.19.232 11.13.37 - 36.11.37.41 - 114.172.23.37 

.31 .29.31(53) .19.31(2617) .312 (155891) (1823) .41.43 
3d 224.31°.56 2.32.52.11.13 23.3.29.31.37 52.17.19.37.413 22.34.11.13.19 2.112.372.413 22.5.11.43 - 32.52.11.23.43 

.232.31.37 .23.29.31.37 .41(8691971) (53.3329) .312.37.41 (79.593) (84615281) .47(7052987) 
.41(12791) (9151) 

2'.31°.56 - 2.34.52.11.132 _ 23.3.52.72.112 0 13.41(626113) 34.72.232(61 24 .1e.23.43 
.232.31.37 .29.31.373.41 .19.292.31.37 .193) (5701) 

.41 

25 la 219.33.5 2.34.52.7.31.37 3.11.172.19.37 11.19(179) 23.41(67) - 53.11.41.43 - 11.23.41.43.47 
Ib 212.33.5 0 - 3.37.41.43 26.41.43 23.11.19.43 - 26.53.19 19.23.47 
2a 220.3.412 - 2.37.11.23.31 2.3.29.43(79) 5.7.1P.19.29 33.72.11.29.37 7.29.373.41 3.11.23.29.37 

.43 .43 .43 .41.47 
2b 219.3.412 - 2.7.112.29.31 2.7.11.23.37 - 3.5.19.23.37 7.23(659) 3.11.23.312.41 -7.132.41.43.47 

.37 .472 (59) .43 
3a 219.3.7.61 - 2.7.11.172.19 3.7~61.677) 52.37(5197) 23.11.19.37.41 - 32.5.19.312.37 72.19.23.37.41 

.677 .31.372 (97) .41.43 .43.47 
;II 220.3.7.61 - 2.3.112.172.19 _ 2.33.113.172 5.7(11 789) 3.52.72.19.37 - 73.11.19.37.41 - 3'.19.23.37.41 
g .677 .23.29.31 .19.232 (331) .43 .43.47 
:s 3b 212.32.52.7 - 2.7.11.132.23 0 19.233.41.43.47 2'.34.11.172.23 - 5.23.47(28211) _ 210.32.54.72 
at 
R 

.17.29.61 .31.37.41.43 .43.47 .172.29' 

.677 .47 
!- 219.32.52.7 2.39.52.29.31 2.311.SZ.11.23 53.7.19.23.37 3.72.23.41.43 -7.11.23.47 - 3(107.293.751) 

f .17.29.61 .37.41.43.47 .37.41.43.47 .41.43.47(53) .47(2837) (14767) 
.677 

3c 211.52.7.17 2.7.11.31 0 32.19.37(139) - 211.11.172.37 - 5.37.41.43 0 
.472 .41 (103) 

222.3.52.7 2.52.23.29.31 - 2.52.11(61 3'.53.7.19 76.37(101) 37.7.11.37.41 23.37.41.43.47 
~ .17.472 (4877) .3067) (1381) .43(53) (59) 
18 
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TABLE V. (Continued.) 

r Denominator 

3d 211 .32.5.29 
.472 

222.32.5.29 
.472 

26 la 223.3.11.132 

.19 
Ib 22°.3.11.132 

.19 
2a 224.36.31 

2b 211.36.31 

[0+ ) 
[2 +) 

2.33.52.11'.23 
.29.37.41 

- 2.3'.7.13.23 
.293.31 
2.32.5.13.172 

.29.37.41 
22.310.29.31' 

o 

[4+ ) [8+ ) 
[6+ ) [10 +) 

- 2.7.37.41(89) 0 

2.37.54.31.37 5.7.11.19.31.37 
.41 .41(79) 

23.59.172.31 - 54.7.17.19 
(227) 

23.35.7.23.37 33.5.17.19.23 
.41 .31.37.41 

33.5.7.11.172 5.112.19.23 
.192.23 (251) 

- 33.11.37.41.43 7.19.37.41.43 
.47 .47 

[12 +) [16 +) 
[14+ ) [18 +) 

72.11.172.19.31 - 211.32.232.31 
.41 

- 3.113.31.41 7'.31.43(1201) 
(977) 

22.3.52.37 2.5.11.132.37 
(1069) .41(89) 

22.5.7.23.31.41 2.3.7.11.132.23 
(53) .31 

2.5.7.112.23 2.34.23.37.41 
.312.37 .43 

23.312.41.43.47 2'.34.53.7.47 

[20+ ) 
[22+ ) 

5.11.31.43(151) 

- 3.11.23.31.43 
.47(229) 

22.5.7.23.37 
.4i3.43 

- 22.3.31.43 
(109) 

- 7.192.37.41.43 
.47 

- 5.112.23(257) 

[24+ ) 
[26 +) 

o 

3.7.23.37.41.43 
.47 

5.76.31.43.47 

- 52.7.13.17.37 
.41.43.47 

5.74.13.17.23 

TABLE VI. r 1 representations up to I = 26, ternary axis. When a coefficient extends over more than one line, the continuation line starts with a dot symbol. 

[0+ ) [3 +) [6+ ) [9+ ) [12 +) 
Denominator [15 +) [18 +) [21 +) [24+ ) 

0 

4 33 7 22.5 

6 35 25.3 - 2.5.7 -7.11 

8 36 3.11 _ 23.5.7 25.13 

9 36 - 2.13.17 -7.17 2'.3.7 

10 39 27.5.13 23.3.11 _ 3.11' - 2.11.17.19 

120 3".55 11.17.23.(149) 22.7.13.17.23.(31) 25.13.23.(131) 23.73.13.19.23 2.7.11.13.19.(61) 
12b 310.55 2.7.13.19 23.11.19.(139) - 24.7.11.132.17.19 22.11.17.(337) 72.17.23 

13 39 22.5.17.19 52.132 2.32.52.11 - 24.11.23 

14 3" 26.5.7.17 2.13.(41) 11.13.19 - 22.13.19.23 -25.5.19.23 

15 312 

2.52.7.13.29 
27.3.19.23 25.3.7.11.23 2.34.192 5.72.13 

16a 313.52.19 32.13.173.19.23 - 24.3.5.7.112.13.23 26.3.23.(127) 24.32.5.(157) 23.13.(1381) 
24.5.133.29.31 

16b 315.52.19 2'.32.72.112.19.31 29.3.5.7.17.31 25.3.13.17.31.(37) - 2.32.5.13.17'.23.31 17.23.31.(307) 
2.5.17.23.29.(59) 



                                                                                                                                    

N TABLE VI. (Continued.) -'" 
~ 

[0+ ) [3+ ) [6+ ) [9+ ) [12 +) 
Denominator [15 +) [18+ ) [21 + ) [24+ ) 

~ 
3: 

17 311 - 3.5.11.13.29 22.34.29 2'.(41) ~ 2.3.5.23.29 

" 
_ 21°.31 

~ 180 316.73.13 27.3.17.19.29.(73) - 22.32.5.7.29.(521) 32
• ~.11.13.23.29.372 2.5.23'.29.(107) - 24.3. 132.23.(89) 

< _ 2'.3.53.11.23.31 22.7.11.17.23.31.(73) 
0 
:- .(43) 
N 
!S- 18b 317.7'.13 - 29.3.11.23.(101) - 24.32.5'.7.11.17.19 - 22.32.72.13.17.19 - 23.53.11.17.19.(73) - 210.3.11.132.17.19 
z .23 .(79) .29 
!=I - 2.3.5.17.19.29.31 -7.19.295.31 ..... 
!=' .(113) 

~ 19 315 - 29.3.5.23.31 - 24.3.7.31 22.3.54.11.31 11.29.(89) 
... 24.5.7.17.29 - 26.3.17.29.37 
..... 
~ 20a 318.13.23 3.73.23.31.(229) - 22.32.5.11.19.31 - 29.32.11.13.17.19.31 - 25.52.11.17.19.29.31 2.3.74.132.17.19.29 <A 

.(61) 
23.3.5.11.19.29.(109) 2'. 11.29.37.(293) 

20b 31S.13.23 2.3.7.11.17.19.23.29 23.32.5.17.29 - 26.32. 13.29.(43) 24 .52.(1619) - 3.72.11.134 .31 
22.3.5.72.17.292.31 24.17.19.31.37 

21a 317.19.23 - 27.3.52.17.29.37.41 - 24. 13.29.37.41.(47) - 2'.32.37.41.(139) - 24.53.~.31.37.41 
- 2.17.31.373.41 32.5.13.17.19.31.41 22.7.13. 17.19.31.(61) 

21b 318.19.23 _ 23.3.5.72.112.13.29 5.17.29.31.(557) - 2.32.5.13.17.31 - 26.72.13.17 
.31 .(311) 

2'.5. 13.(4943) - 24.32. 19.37.(499) 26.53.7.19.37.41 

220 316.52.11.17 25.3.5.11.19.233.31 2.3.7.19.31.(487) 13. 17.31.(2003) - 23.7.112.13.17.192.29 - 26.7.29.(2069) 
- 23.29.37.(1019) 2.7.13.19.29'.37 - 22.52.13.19.29.37.41 

.43 
22b 321.52.11.17 26.3.5.7.11.13.29.37 22.3.13.23.29.37' - 2. 7.17.19.23.29.37 - 24.112.17.19.23.31 2'.13.19.23.31.37 

.412 .(53) .(251) .37 .(71) 
- 22.7.13.19.23.31 - 23.31.432.{59.67) - 2.52.7.23.31.41.43 

.(739) .(47) 

23 318 - 21°.3.5.7.29.31 28.193.31 2.32.17.19.(71) - 5. 11.13.19.4t> 

;II - 2. 13.37.(283) - 25.32.5.7.37.41 27.11.37.41.43 

g 
240 29.326.7.43.47 - 2.32.72.11.13.23.31 24.52.31.37.(2439257) - 26.52.19.29.31.37 - 2.3.52.11.17.19.29 - 52.11.13.19.293.37 

i .W.(883) .(8867) .373.(1951) .472.(89) 

~ 2.5.232.29.{811.1409) 27.3.52.232.29.372.41 23.52.11.134.29.41.43 - 52.11.23.29.41.43.47 

~ .(563) .(1193) .(6311) 
:::D 24b 21°.328.52.11 2.32.52.r.17.23.29 24.52.11.13.17.29.31 26.11.13.17.19.31 2.3.54.13.19 17.19.472.(109) 

i .43.47 .31.(3163) .(1 574791) .(431.13 789) .(38 221921) .(50551l) 
2.55.11.13.17.37 27.3.11.13.17.37.41 2'.54.13.17.37.41.43 72.13.17.23.37.41.43 

.(503.773) .(479.1669) .(197.373) .47.{107.557) 
24c 210.328.52.7.11 2.32.52.r. 13. 19.29 - 24.52.1l.1~.19.23 26.11.23.41.{2 180 183) - 2.3.54.17.23.31.41 13.23.31.41.472.(59) 

N .43.47 .41.(479) .29.41.(42391) .(2 733373) .(86719) 
-'" 
~ - 2.59.11.132.19.23.31 27.3.11.193.23.31.37 - 2'.54.19.23.31.37.43 - 19.31.37.43.47.(71) 



                                                                                                                                    

N TABLE VI. (Continued.) .... 
Co) 
N 

[0+ ) [3 +) [6+ ) [9 +) [12 +) 
Denominator [IS +) [18 +) [21 +) [24+ ) 

~ 

s:: .37.41.(521) .(109.1093) .(223.593) .(60223) ; 
"0 250 321.5 - 22.73.11.29.31.37 - 2.312.37.(311) 25.33.11.19.37.472 - 25. 113.19.(73) =r 
'< 22.5.(167) 33.7.41.43.(239) - 2.11.23.41.43.(83) - 25.11.23.41.43.47 f' 
< 25b 321.5 - 2.7.19.29.31.37.41 - 11.132.19.37.41.43 - 24.)3.37.41.43 26.41.43.(347) 
l'?- .43 
I\) 23.5.11.19.232.41.43 2.33.7.11.132.19 22.193.23.312 - 26.19.23.47.(97) !» 
z 
9 260 324.11.132.19 - 28.32.7.13.192.23.29 _ 24.54.23.31.412 5.7.11.(523.3011) 2.3.5.17.19.(157561) - 27.52.37.(14867) 
::> .31.472 .(151) 
0 - 22.5.7.37.41.(73) - 2.3.52.37.41.43 _ 2'.5.7.132.233.37.41 - 27.7.23.37.41.43.47 
0 
S- .(571) .(10 103) .43.47 .(173) 
g 26b 321 .11.132.19 29.32.5.13.192.29.37 - 25.5.73.37.41.(359) 2.11.23.31.37.41 - 22.3.7.17.19.23.31 - 24.5.7.23.31.41 ..., 
~ .41 .(1613) .37.41.(53) .(233) co 
to 2.23.31.(238439) 3.5.73.23.31.43.(163) - 22.132.31.43.47 26.5.72.31.43.47 
C11 

.(1531) .(157) 

TABLE VII. r2 representations up to 1= 26, ternary axis. 

[0- ) [3 -) [6- ) [9 -) [12 ) 
Denominator [15 -) [18 -) [21- ) [24- ) 

3 32 5 22 

6 33 2.ll -5 

7 36 -3.7.13 23.13 25.11 

9 38 - 25.5.11 - 2.3.73 - 3.52.13 - 23.13.17 

10 36 23.19 - 52.19 2.3.17 

;II 11 39 11.13.17 - 22.3.5.7.17 27.3 29.19 
0 
0 

12 39 - 29.17 _ 24.7' - 22.32.19 :l 11.19.23 
lD 
~ 13 312 27.7.13.19 22.5.11.19 - 11.173 - 2.17.(53) 24.52.17.23 a. 
~ 
:0 14 39 - 2.19.23 52.11.23 _ 22.32.172 25.5.13 
~ 
:l e. 150 39.41.43 - 2.5.11.13.17.23 25.3,71.11.23 _ 25.33.52.19.23 - 2.73.11.19 5.7.11.133.19 

- 2.11.13.19.29 
15b 314.41.43 32.5.7.173.19.29 24.3.13.19.29.(79) 210.3.52.7.11.13.29 22.32.13.23.29.(53) 2.5.23.29.(191) 

N 22.73.23.(257) .... 
Co) 
N 



                                                                                                                                    

I\) TABLE VII. (Continued.) .... 
[9 -) [12 -) c.:I [0- ) [3 -) [6- ) 

c.:I 
Denominator [15 - ) [18 -) [21- ) [24 -) 

~ 16 311 27.3.52.7 -2'.3.5.13 - 2.34.13.23 - 5.112.23 
~ 2.23.29.31 
~ 
"lI 17 31' -- 26.32.17.19.23 2.3.23.(113) 3.11.13.(47) - 22.32.5.(41) - 2'.5.232.29 =r 

T - 210.5.29.31 

< 
l2- 180 2.314.61 - 22.3.7.13.23.31 - 3.53.11.3P 2.3.13.31.(241 ) - 24.5.13.17'.29.31 
I\) 2.11.13.29.(71) 3.5.7.11.13.17.29 0) - 18b 2.31'.61 2'.3.11.23.29.(67) 3.5.7.13.29.(97) 2.3.73.11.293 24.5.7.11.132 
Z 
P 2.7.112.172.31 - 3.5.17.31.(229) -!=> 

31B.13.4P - 2'.32.52.7.17.23.29 - 27.3'.5.17.29.37 27.5.7.11.17.29.37 2'.3.5.73.11.17.31.37 0 19a - 3.5.11.19.23.29.37 

~ .(1031) .37.(67) .(433) .(307) .(43) 
cr - 29.3.31.37.(761) 211.53.7.31.(1217) ID .., 

19b 31B.13.413 - 2'.3.5'.7.17.19.31 - 27.32.5.11.31.(5507) 24.3'.7.11.23.31 - 22.174.23.31.(239) - 3.23.29.(12613) -<0 .(353) .(3191) ()) 
U1 24.3.5.73.11.17.23.29 26.11.17.23.29.37 

.(127) .(149) 

20 314 211.3.5.29 - 26.3.13.17.29 - 24.3.72.17 11.132.17.31 
2'.5.3P - 24.3.19.31.37 

21a 317.11.23.41 211.3.5.11.17.19.23 - 27.3.73.17.31.(89) - 24.52.7.13.31.(89) 25.52.73.112.29.31 - 24.5.7.29.(727) 
.31 

- 2.54.73.17.29.31' - 5.7.13.17.19.29.37 - 22.52.13.17.19.29.37 
.(53) .41 

21b 32°.11.23.41 - 27.3.5.7.11.13.23.29 - 23.3.52 .13.19.29 - 52.17.19.29.(6529) - 2.72.112.13.17.19 - 26.5.13.17.19.31 
.(47) .(463) .(463) .(251) 

25.13.19.31.(67) 24.55.31.37.(101) - 26.75.13'.31.37.41 

220 319.5'.31 - 2'.3.7.13.29.31.37 2.52.17.19.29.31.37 - 24.3'.7.173.19.37.43 2'.52.7.133.19.37.43 
.43 .43 

- 22.112.13.19.43 3'.5'.7.172.43.(53) - 2.41.(3361) 
.(241) 

22b 319.52.31 2.3.17.19.31.(2293) 52.7.13.31.(691) - 23.3l .13.29.414 - 26.5'.17.29.(457) 
- 23.7.1,s.29.37 - 2.32.52.13.17.19.29 22.7.13.17.19.29.37 

.37 .41.43 
;:II 
0 23a 316.17'.23.43 3.5'.7.11.19.23.29.31 - 23.33.13.19.29.31.37 - 25.34.5.7.13.31.37 - 24.5.7.13.17.37.41 23.3'.7.11.37.41 0 
;a .37.41 .41 .41 .(103) .(337) ID 

24.3'.5.,s.17l .19.41 28.13.19.(397) 21°.36.5.7.11.13.19 III 
:::J a. .43 
~ 23b 320.172.23.43 23.3.5.13.23.29 26.3.5.7.11.29.(1997) - 212.52.11.19.(3209) 2.113.17.19.31.41' - 5.13.19.31.(24391) 
:II 

.(9601) .(59) ~ 
:::J - 2.11.13.172.31.37 2'.5.73.11.3U7.41 27.31.37.41.43.(239) III - .(463) .(127) 

I\) 240 2.318.5.23.43 - 21°.5l .29.31.(131) 28.19.31.(1861) - 2.33.11.17.19.(2011) - 11.133.19.(1013) 
t 2.5.".37.(607) 27.33.17'.192.37.41 - 23.11.37.41.43.(349) 113.23.37.41.43.47 
c.:I 



                                                                                                                                    

1\'1 TABLE VII. (Continued.) .... 
Co) [0 ) [3- } [6- ) [9- } [12- ) .... 

J Denominator [15 -) (18 -) [21- ) [24- ) 

~ 24b 2.321.5.23.43 - 210.54.11.19.29.37 - 28.11.37.41.(2999) - 2.33.132.17.31.37.41 - 13.31.37.41.(3529) !II: 

~ 
.41 .472 

- 2.5.113.19.31.41 - 211.33.11.19.31.(89) 23.19.31.43.(3083) 132.19.23.31.43.47 

" .(151) .(71) :::r 
'< r 

323.412 - 210.32.52.11.13.23 26.7.11.31.43.(2539) - 2'.29.43.(24631) - 221.3.11.19.29.43 2'.11.19.29.37.43 
~ 

250 
.31.43 .(211) 

1\'1 22.5.112.29.37.43 - 3.52.7.172.29.37.41 - 2.52.113.23.293.37 2'.72.11.23.29.37.41 5» 
z .(167) .472 .41 .47 
? 25b 324.412 2'.32.52.7.13.29.31 2.23.29.31.37.(79) 7.11.132.172.23.37 - 24.3.7.(93.23.37 - 28.7.19.23.(59.163) ... 
p .37.(59) .(89) .(113) .(61) 
0 - 27,53.7.11.23.(1471) - 2'.3.11.23.41.43 - 26.7.41.43.(2801) - 21°.7.41.43.47.(443) 
f} .(659) 
i ... 

260 324.31 - 24.112.172.31.(83) - 5.7.11.23.(607) 2.33.5.17.19.23.(659) - 27.23.312.37.(137) .... 
i 22,5.7.23.37.41.(701 ) - 2.33.23.37.41.43 23.5.7.192.37.41.43 27.52.7.37.41.43.47 
QI 

.(193) .47 
26b 324.31 - 2'.5.7.23.31.37.41 2.52.11.172.37.41.43 22.33.7.17.19.37.41 24.5.7.312.41.43.47 

.43.47 .47 .43.47 
- 2.192.43.47.(1259) - 33.5.7.47.(3259) - 22.172.23.412.(61) 26.5.72.23.(2399) 

TABLE VIII. Ir3 i) representations up to J = 25, ternary axis. 

[1) [ -2) (4) [ -5) [7} 
[ 8) [(0) [ -11) [13) [ -14) 
[(6) [ 17) (19) [ -20) (22) 

Denominator [- 23) [25) 

2 3 2 

4 33 22 24 -7 

5 34 2.3.7 3 24 -22.5 

::Il 
_22.3 2' g 6 3' 3.5 -2.11 

;a 
CD 7 36 2.3.11 _ 2'.11 27 - 2.7.13 
III a 

Sa 23.34 - 2.11.13 0 -7.13 23.7 - 2.32.5 ~ 
::Il 

_ 53 

~ 8b 23.37 -2.5.7 211 5.113 23.5.11.13 - 2.7.11.13 
e. 7.11.13 

9 37 - 22.11.13 52.13 2'.7 -2.5 29 

1\'1 2'.17 .... 
Co) .... 



                                                                                                                                    

I\) TABLE VIII. (Continued.) .... 
t.:I 
01 

[1) [ -2) [4) [- 5) (7) 
~ [- 8) (10) [- 11) (13) [- 14) 
3: [16) ( -17) (19) [ -20) [22) 
!! Denominator [ -23) (25) ?" 

~ 
23.3.112.17 ? lOa 311 22.5.13.17 2.3.5.13.17 - 27.3.5.17 2.3.5.(41) 

~ 
27.5.? -112.19 

lOb 311 -2.(61) 3.52.(31) - 24.3.13 _ 22.3.5.72.13 22.3.13.17 
I\) 26.13.17 2.5.13.17.19 
!» 
z 

22.39 - 22.7.13 24.53.7 3.(89) 2.3.7.13' 23.5.7.17 P 110 
0 - 5.7.17.19 - 25.17.19 -2.11.17.19 . 

lIb 22.310 - 22.5.13.17.19 24.17.19 - 3.5.7.17.19 2.3.5.17.19 - 23.112.19 0 
n -(139) _ 25.53.7 2.5.73.11 
0 
0-
lD ... 120 314 23.11.17.(311 2'.73.17 - 3.7.17.(291 - 24.3.7.(31) _ 22.19.232 
(I) - 23.19.(73) _ 24.73.11.19 24.7.11.19.23 
Q) 
01 12b 314 26.52.7.19 26.52.11.19 23.3.72.11.19 2.3.52.11.17.19 _ 2'.73.11.17 

7.11.17.232 2'.52.17 2.17.23.(29) 

130 312.17 - 22.5.17.(29) - 2.17.(263) 24.5.11.(43) _ 24.5.11.132 - 2.73.11.19 
- 27.11.19 - 5.19.23.(31) 21°.5.19.23 - 22.5.13.19.23 

13b 3".17 2.11.17.19.23 - 5.11.17.19.23 - 27.19.23 23.193.23 22.5.7.23 
_26.5.?23 2.11.(411 -1".11 _ 23.54.11.13 

140 27.31°.5 - 23.34.5.11.13.17 53.72.11.17 _ 29.3.5.132 - 2.3.".19 - 24.5.7.19.(291 
_ 21°.32.5.11.19 22.32.11.19.23 2.11.19.23 - 23.32.11.13.19.23 - 32.7.11.13.19.23 

14b 27.313.52 23.32.5.72.13.17.19 32.53.17.19.232 29.3.53.72.11.19 - 2.3.113.(97) 24.32.5.7.11.(43) 
_ 210.32.53(29) 22.32.23.(953) - 2.32.23.(349) _ 23.133.233 73.13.23.(83) 

14c ~.31O.52 23.32.5.7.19.23 - 53.7.13.19.23 0 - 2.3.7.11.13.17.23 - 24.5.11.13.17.23 
0 22.32.73.13.17 - 2.7.13.17.(43) 23.7.17.(47) - 17.(101) 

150 312.11 2.32.13.17.19.23 0 - 3.7.233 - 2'.3.5.7.11.23 - 2.34.23 
- 23.32.(41) _ 2'.32.52.7 2'.34.5.7.13 _ 27.5.133 - 27.5.13.29 

15b 3\3.11 24.32.5.7.17.19 24.32.5.112.19 23.3.53.72.13 22.3.54.11.13 _ 24.32.5.73.13 
32.5.7.13.23 - 28.32.5.13.23 - 22.32.23.29' 21°.7.23 - 24.73.23.29 

160 26.32°.11 26.32.5.72.(1327) _ 24.3.72.172.(37) - 2'.3.53.73.112.13.19 22.3.5.13.19.(7349) - 26.3.72.13.19.23.312 

;D - 32.13.19.23.(2251) 26.32.52.7.19.23.(73) 22.52.7.19.23.(457) 24.5.132.19.233.29 24.52• ?19.23.29.312 

0 - 52.112.172.19.23.29 
0 .31 :::l 
S 16b 23.320.11 - 24.32.13.19.23.(53) 24.3.5.13.19.23.(43) 23.3.7.112.23.(157) 22.3.23.(3169) - 24.3.53.(37.71) 
I\) 32.5.(44 971) 26.32.5.7.13.172.292 22.5.7.13.(5503) - 24.52.13.29.(431) 24.5.13.29.(367) :::l 
Q. 

5'.112.13.29.31 ~ 
:D 161: 26.3" - 26.32.5.7.19.23.29 - 24.3.54.7.19.23.29 25.3.5.133.23.29 22.3.5.7.133.23.29 26.3.52.7.13.29 
~ - 32.52.7.13.172.29 - 26.32.29.(139) 22.29.(2213) _ 24.5.7.172.(79) - 24.7.(3209) 
:::l - 7.232.31.(83) !!!. 

170 314.52.7.11.19 - 23.3.5.19.23.29.(41) 3.53 .112.132.23.29 2'.3.5.194.23.29 - 2.3.5.72.113.13.23.29 - 22.3.5.13.29.(101) 
I\) - 26.3.13.29.(631) 72.29.(1279) 2.29.(19813) 2.(47.21291 31.(37.4391 .... 

- 26.72.11.31;(139) - 24.52.".11.17.31 t.:I 
01 



                                                                                                                                    

i TABLE VIII. (Continued.) 

(1) [-2) (4) (- 5) (7) 

~ 
[- 8) [10) [- 11) [13) [- 14) 

~ [16) [ -17) [19) [ -20) [22) 
a Denominator ( -23) [25) .,.. 
"tJ 17b 23.316.52.7 - 23.3.5.11.13.19.23 - 3.53.11.13.172.23.31 - 29.3.5.11.13.23.31 - 2.3.5.72.23.31.(53) - 24.3.5.11.31.(509) 

~ .31 
< - 212.3.11.31 - 22.72.11.13.31.(53) - 2.11.13.3l.1157) 23.11.13.29.31.(71) 11.13.29.(1447) 
~ 28.72.13.172.29 r.52.7".13.17.29 
J\) 17c 23.313.11.19 - 23.3.1~.19.(59) 3.112.(971) _ 29.37.192 2.33.113.13 - 24.3.13.23.(113) !» 
z - 21°.3.53.13.23 - 22.5.23.(503) 2.53.23.(167) _ 23.32.5.233.29 - 32.5.132.23.29.31 
!=' - 28.5.11.23.29.31 24.5.11.17.23.29.31 ... 
9 18a 2.316.7.13.19 - 24.3.11.23.(4951) - 23.3.5.113.132.17.23 - 24.3.7.17.23.(1297) 26.3.112.17.(569) 2.3.52.13.17.(59.71) 
0 .29 27.3.52.11.17.(509) - 5.7.11'.17.(47) r.5'.7.11.17.W.29 22.52.11'.17.232.29.31 5.11.17.29.31.(751) 
~ - 27.5.29'.31 - 2.56.7.293.31 
i 18b 2.313.7.19.29 _ 212.33.5.17.31 27.3.54.132.31 24.3.53.7.113.31 214.3.5.11.23.31 - 2.3.53.11.13.23.31 ... - 27.33.5.23.31 - 34.7.23.31.(67) - 24.7.192.23.29.31 - 22.5.23.29.(41) 23.29.(37).(43) CD 
QI) 27.113.17.23.29 2.34.5.7.11.17.23.29 en 

18c 316.13.29 - 2.3.52.7.17.23.(109) - 3.5.7.132.172.23 - 213.3.52.11.23 23.3.52.7.11.(43) 22.3.7.11.13.192 

- 26.3.7'.(97) 2.5.W.(1069) - 2'.5.112.29.(61) 23.7.29.31.(41) 2.5.7.29.31' 
28.5.7.11.17.29.31 - 22.11.17.29.31.(61) 

190 315.72.11.13 23.34.5.7.11.17.23.31 2'.3.5.11.173.23.31 3.5.31.( 1 51) 22.3.52.31.(47) - 22.3.7.31.(2459) 
2.3.7.31.(3391) r.3.5.11.29.31.(41) - 22.11.29.31.(191) 22.7.113.29.(131) - 28.52.7.29.372 

- 2.17'.29 - 21°.3.17.29.(107) 22.3.52.72.17.19.29.37 

19b 23.316.72 - 28.3.7.17.23.29 - 26.32.132.17.23.29 27.32.11.29.(47) 2.32.5.11.29.(457) - 213.32.5.7.11.29 
- 5.7.11.29.(97) 27.52.(191) 2.3.5.(53.97) 2.3.53.7.31.(47) - 27.3.5'.7.11.31 
- 3.53.11.17.29'.31 - 29.5.11.17.31 - 2.5.72.11.17.19.31 

.37 

19c 23.318.11.13 - 28.3.5.11.23.29.(53) - 26.32.53.7.11.23.29 29.32.5.7.17.232.29 - 2.32.52.7.17.29 29.32.17'.29 
.(109) 

17.29.(61.251) - 27.5.7.11.17.(41) - 2.3.7.11.17.(1223) - 2.3.11'.17.31.(53) - 27.3.17.19".31 
- 3.7.31.(9791) 29.73.31.(79) 2.77.19.31.37 

20a 31'.52.7.19 23.33.5.11.13.17.19 - 2'.3.5.13.17.23.292 - 2.32.5'.13.(103) 26.32.5.13.(281) 24.7.(359) 
.23 

2'.32.13.(113) - 26.32.5.11.13.172.29 - 26.11.13.29.31.(47) 26.3.112.13.29.31 - 24.3.7.13.17.29.31 
- 2'.54.13.17.29.31 22.32.13.17.29.31.37 26.32.17.19.29.31.37 - 53.17.19.29.31.37 

;0 20b 212.318.54.19 24.3.5.11.19.23.29.31 212.3.5.72.132.23.29 22.32.5.17.232.29.31 2.32.5.17.29.31.(101) 2'.7.13.17.29.31 
(') .31.37 .(167.179) .31.(307) .(26821) .(2393) .(437861) 

I - 17.29.31.(4228141) 213.5.11.17.31.(61) - 2.11.17.(50 545553) 2.3.17.(1637.68737) - 213.3.7.(2199 151) 
til .(1283) 
a - 52.(83.234 932 9) 2'.72.37.(43.197.257) - 2.13.19.37.(382 727) 23.5.13'.19.37 
~ .(19577) 
::0 

20c 214.319.52.13 24.3.5'.7.11.29.31.37 - 212.3.53.7.112.19.29 - 22.32.5.7.17.19.23 2.32.5.7.17.19.23.29 2'.13.17'.19.23.29.31 i .31 .(727) .31.37 .29.313.37 .31.37.(367) .37 
7.132.17.19.23.29.31 213.5.7.11.17.19.23 2.7.11.17.19.23.37 - 2.3.73.132.17.19.23 213.3.19.23.37.(47) 

.37.(293) .31.37.(41) .(S077) .37.(571) .(199) 

~ 
52.7.19.23.37.(11 279) 2'.73.19.23.(2232) 2.7'.13.23.(67.463) 23.5.7.13.23.(311) 

~ 
.(547) 



                                                                                                                                    

~ w 
TABLE VIII. (Continued.) 

.... 
[1) [ 2) [4) [- 5) [7) 
[- 8) [10) [ -11} [13) [ -14) 

~ [16) [ 17) [19) [ -20} [22) 
3: Denominator [ -23) [25) 

~ 20d 214.3 19.54.7.13 - 24.3.5.17.19.23.31 212.3.5.11.17.23.31 22.32.5.11.31.(47) 2.32.5.11.31 - 25.7.11.13.31 

~ .31.37 .(814399) .(241.859) .(103.11 923) .(17904347) .(1034381) 
- 11.132.31.(607) 213.5.29.31.(226843) 2.29.(23197.27611 ) - 2.3.11.134.29.(659) - 213.3.7.11.17.29 

~ .(21929) .(1811) .(225353) 
- 52.115.17.29 25.11.17.29.37.(137) 2.11.13.17.19.29.37 - 23.5.11.13.17.19.29 

~ .(275201) .(41851) .(934981) .37.(122861) 
z 
P 21a 2.316.52.72.17 - 24.3.5.19.23.31.(73) _ 23.3.52.132.19.31 - 2'.34.72.31.(137) - 2'.34.13.17.31.(101) - 2.5.7.13.17.31.(487) ... .(53) 5::J 
0 - 2'.5.13.17.W.29.31 17.29.(43).(673) 22.11.173.232.29 24.35.5.72.29.(89) 35.7.112.172.29 

i - 2'.295.37 2.5.19.29.37.(1069) 21°,72.13.19.29.37 24.52.72.13.19.29.37 
.41 

..... 21b 22.319.52.72.17 - 22.3.5.133.23.29 2.3.52.13.29.(49937) 2'.32.72.13.1~.29 23.32.17.19.29.(6113) - 2.5.7.134.17.19.29 ... 
~ .23 .(1567) .372 .(61) 
<11 - 213.5.17.19.(5279) 13.17.19.292.31.(251) 22.11.13'.17.19.292 - 24.3.5.72.13.193.31 3.7.112.133.172.19 

.31 .232.31 
- 2'.13.19.31.37 2.5.13.31.37.(2699) 21°.74.31.37.(419) - 24.52.72.31.37.41 

.(1301) .(43) 
21e 22.319.5.72.17 - 22.3.5.19.23.29.31 2.3.52.19.29.31.37 _ 2".32.72.29.31.37 23.32.13.17.29.31.37 2.5.7.13.17.29.31.37 

.23 .37.(359) .(61) .(43) .{211) .(211) 
29.5.13.17.31.37.(89) 17.37.(115589) 22.11.17.37.(2609) 24.3.5.72.192.37 3.7.132.172.232.37 

.(373) 
2'.(763613) - 2.53.19.(151.701) 21°.72.13.19.(853) 24.52.72.13.19.41 

.(541) 

220 322.5.73.31.43 - 23.3.5.7.13.29.41 - 2.3.55.13.29.41 26.3.19.29.41.(23039) 22.19.29.41.(257.661) - 26.73.17.19.292.41 
.(18311) .(3209) .432 

- 21°.7.17.19.413 22.112.13.17.19.31.41 2.11.13.17.19.31.41 - 23.7.13.19.31.41 - 7.133.19.31.41 
.(151) .(1423) .(67.109) .(27073) .(7019) 

26.13.31.37.41.(6521) 22.31.37.41.(1627) 2'.72.112.31.37 - 2'.52.7.31.37.(89) - 26.75.11.31.37.43 
.(2857) .(229) .(47) 

22b 2.318.5.73.31 25.3.5.7.113.293.37 23.3.53.11.29.37 21°.3.1 e. 13. 19.29 - 24.11.13.19'.29.37 - 24.73.113.13.17.19 

.(269) .37 .37 
- 214.7.11.13.17.19.37 113.17.19.31.37.(67) - 23.17.19.31.37 - 2.7.11.19.31.37 - 22.7.11.19.31.37 

.(1103) .(757) .(197) 

;:0 26.11.232.31.(683) - 24.11.13.31.(10273) 2.72.11.133.292.31.41 2'.52.7.11.13.172.31 73.13.31.41.43.(79) 
0 .41 
g 22c 2.322.73.23.31 213.3.7.17.193.(1487) 29.3.17.19.232 28.3.5.13.17.(79) 21°.5.13.17.(133831) 24.5.73.13.234.29.432 

Ii .43 .(10141) .(2347) 

~ - 28.5.7.13.29 5.112.293.31.(1217) 23.5.113.29.31 - 2.5.7.17.29.31 - 22.5.7.17.29.31 
~ .(255617) .(49669) .(69899) .(5233) 
::D 21°.5.17.19.29.31.37 24.5.13.17.19.29.31 2.5.72.13.17.19.29.31 - 2'.5.7.13.17.19.29 - 53.73.11.13.17.19.29 

i .(47) .37.(1571) .37.41.(127) .31.37.41 .31.37.41.43 
22d 321.7.23.31 - 22.3.5.7.13.19.29 3.5.112.13.193.232 - 25.3.29.(89.229) - 2.11 2.29.(35 221) 2'.52.7.17.232.(419) 

.(1009) .29 
2'.7.112.17.(463) 2.13.17.31.(2371) 22.52.11.133.17.31 - 22.7.13.31.4]2.(631) 2.7.13.31.(18793) 

N - 213.13.19.31.37.(47) 23.19.31.37.(2833) 22.72.19.31.37.41 - 26,52.7.19.313.37.41 2.7.11.132.19.31.37 .,. 
w .(79) .41.43 .... 



                                                                                                                                    

1\0) TABLE VIII. (Continued.) .. 
(0) 
at [I) [-2) [4) [- 5) [7} 

[- 8} [1O} [ -11) [13) [ -14} 

~ 
[16} [- 17) (19) [ -20} (22) 

3: 
Denominator [ -23} [25} 

~ 23a 2'.328.53.72.13 23.32.5.11.13.19.29 _ 2'.32.5.72.133.172 22.7.193.29.31.372.41 23.29.31.41 23.3.5.132.17.31.41 
"'0 .17.23.31 .31.41.(996109) .19.29.31.41.(1567) .(89083) .(431 877583) .(7248113) 
::r 

3.5.17.41.(673) 2".3.7.11.17.41.(53) - 24.3.7.11..13.41 22.5.13.41.(907) 26.72.13.312.37.41 ~ .(2589131) .(59.64891) .(72 030 397) .(1327789) .(665029) 

~ - 3.19.37.41 - 24.3.5.7.19.37.4P 22.3.52.172.193.37 23.3.19.37.43.(317) 24.5.11.134.19.37.43 

~ 
.(86106 541) .(948061) .(73.18289) .(108529) .(296753) 

- 24.5.11.19.23.373.43 z .(167.1709) P - 23b 26.328.53.7.11 23.32.5.11.13.29.31 2'.32.5.72.13.172.232 - 22.7.29.31.37.43 23.19.29.31.37.43 - 23.3.5.132.17.19.31 ,0 

0 .13.17.23 .37.43.(178859) .29.31.37.43.(53) .(19701901) .(2593.2699) .37.43.(102563) 

~ 3.5.17.19.37.43.(211) 24.3.7.11.17.193.37 - 24.3.7.11.13.19.37 - 22.5.13.19.37.43 26.72.13.19.232.43 
cr .(26317) .43.(26 987) .43.(557.3109) .(83.179.829) .(438049) 
~ - 3.412.43.(202 540087) - 24.3.5.7.43.(71) _ 22.3.52.172.192.41 - 23.3.41.(15877) 24.5.11.132.41 

~ .(464927) .43.(247781) .(203641) .(26 968 589) 
(JI 24.5.11.23.41.(337) 

.(158567) 

23c 324.5.11.13.23 2.32.54.11.13.19.31 - 2'.32.13.19.31.(83) - 5'.7.19.31.(10529) - 2'.5.31.(101111) 2.3.72.132.17.29.31 
.31 .(1979) .(439) .(5573) 

- 22.3.173.29.(139) - 28.3.5.7.11.17.29 - 26.3.5.7.11.13.29 218.13.29.(3779) 210.5.13.29.312.37 
.(647) .(59.109) .(31013) .(349) 

28.3.5.19.29.37 24.3.7.19.29.37.(131) - 21°.3.5.19.29.37.41 23.3.53.19.29.37.41 212.52.11.132.19.29 
.(13 679) .(367) .(1033) .43.(179) .37.41.43 

- 24.11.19.23.29.37.41 
.43.(97) 

23d 26.315.52.72.17 23.32.5.13.29.31.37 2'.32.5.72.11.13.1 r 22.7.11.29.31.37.(89) - 23.11.19.232.29.31 23.3.5.11.17.19.313 

.23.31 .(59.4523) .29.31.37.(83) .(3163) .37.(3923) .37.(15511) 
- 3.5.11.17.19.37 24.3.7.17.19.37 24.3.7.13.19.37.(73) 22.5.11.133.19.373 - 26.72.11.13.19.312 

.(1465193) .(1237.5167) .(23117) .(6779) .(59.701) 
- 3.113.(271.212131) 24.3.5.7.11 - 22.3.52.11.172.41 - 23.3.11.41.43 - 24.5.41.43.(61) 

.(38640971) .(947.1093) .(11 850907) .(311.853) 
_ 24.5.134.23.413.43 

.(757) 

240 28.328.56.23.31 - 2.32.r.ll.13.19.23 - 2'.32.11.19.29.31 58.19.29.313.(101) - 27.59.112.19.31 - 2.3.52.(103.113) 
.29.31(31013) .(1669.2017) .(157) .(15877) .(684799) 

;D 
_ 2'.3.112.17 24.3.5.11 212.3.11.(82479329) 22.11.13.37.(199) 26.13.19.37 

0 .(167846051) .( 1 084 097 879) .(2226769) .(140 378 699) 
g 3.510.193.37.(6029) - 22.3.19.37.41.(107) - 22.3.19.37.41.43 - 2.3.5.11.19.37.41.43 24.54.11.19.23.37.41 
Ii .(397.509) .(97.255 637) .(347.113 11) .43.(33 329) 

~ - 22.11.19.23.37.41.43 

~ .47.(185821) 
:D 24b 23.331.56.7.232 2.32.112.23.31.37.43 - 2'.32.112.13.31.37 56.11.13.31.373.43 - 27.59.11.13.29.31 - 2.3.52.11.13.19.29 

~ .37 .(33 347 857) .43.(137.41387) .(70321) .)73.43.(79) .37.43.(2352433) 
et 27.3.11.13.17.19.29 - 24.3.5.13.19.29.37 28.3.112.13.19.29.37 - 22.19.29.43.(53) - 26.11.29.43.(683) 

.37.43.(606 521) .43.( 1453.2731) .43.(294223) .(42 347 779) .(289099) 
- 3.56.11.13.29.43 22.3.11.133.29.41.43 - 22.3.11.13.29.41 - 2.3.5.72.133.29.41 _ 24.54.112.13.172.23 

1\0) .(4433771) .(101.801 77) .(739 283 693) .(149.99991) .29.41.(89671) .. 
(0) 22.72.13.23.29.41.47 at 



                                                                                                                                    

t TABLE VIII. (Continued.) 

Q) [I} [ -2} [4) [- 5) [7) 
[- 8) [10) [- 11) [13) [- 14) 
(16) [ -17) [19} [ -20} [22} 

F- Denominator [- 23) [25) 
s:: 

.(1019.15091) ~ 

" 
24c 28.32s.5'.7.31 - 2.32.13.23.29.31 _ 2'.32.29.31.412 - 56.11.29.31.(223) - 27.5'.1l3.31.(73) - 2.3.52.11.19 

::r .(189391) .(211 879) .(2003) .(109) .(6669947) r 2'.3.11.17.19.(97) 24.3.5.19.372 212.3.172.19.(173) 22.13.19.37 - 26.11.13.373 

~ .(53549) .(1225099) .(193) .(19418807) .(123049) 

I\;) 
3.56.11.37.(97) 22.3.11.37.41.(97) 22.3.11.37.41.43 - 2.3.5.72.37.41.43 - 24.54.23.37.41.43 

!'> .(7079) .(70181) .(130643) .(79.727) .(163.191) 
z - 22.72.23.37.41.43.47 
!=l .(67.587) 
~ 

!=' 24d 23.331.56.232 2.32.11.13.23.29.31 - 2'.32.11.134.29.31 56.112.192.29.31.373 - 29.57.31.373.41 2.3.52.112.172.19.37 
0 .31.37 .37.41.(1460923) .37.41.(61 057) .41.(239) .(21269) .41.(179623) (') 

0 - 2'.3.17.19.37.41 - 24.3.5.11.19.37.41 - 26.3.11.19.37.41 22.72.11.13.19.41 - 26.13.41.(463) g .(71.553591 3) .(195606139) .(107.258 114 I) .(101. 708 833 9) .(3169.10141) .., 
~ - 3.56.41.(619.1319) - 22.3.192.(59.839) 22.3.43.(50 329) - 2.3.5.11.43.(1249) - 24.54.11.194.23.43 
Q) 
co .(2609) .(650933) .(353263) .(1553.7877) .(83.1249) 01 

- 22.11.23.43.47 
.(4337.175 81) 

25a 32'.7.61 - 2'.32.19.23.29.31 - 2.52.19.23.29.31.412 - 26.7.11.19.31 - 22.5.11.19.31 2'.11.132.292.312 

.(4657) .(179) .(18973) .(202549) .(239) 
- 2'.3.4F.(4729) 3.5.7.112.432.(11 897) - 2.7.(787.8443) - 2.52.13.19.37 19.37.(448 157) 

.(68711) 
- 28.11.19.37.41 - 22.3.52.7.11.172.19 2.3.19.312.37.41.43 2'.5.72.19.37.41.43 19.23.37.41.43.47 

.(7673) .232.37.41 .(89) .(467) .(601) 
29. ~.112.19.23.37.41 23.52• ".19.23.37.41 

.43.47 .43.47 
25b 2.324.52.7.17 - 2'.32.29.31.37.41.43 - 23.29.31.37.41.43.47 _ 21°.52.7.11'.132.23 - 24.5'.11.23.31.37.41 2'.5·.11.19.23.37.41' 

.29.61 .47.(2281) .(19463) .31.37.41.43.47 .43.47.(487) .43.473 

27.3.172.19'.23.37.41 - 3.5.7.172.19.23.37 23.7.19.23.37.41.43 2.112.13.23.41.43.47 22.23.41.43.47.(107) 
.43.47.(67) .41.43.47.( 1753) .47.(55 SOl) .(50047) .(17291) 

28.52.11.23.43.47 - r.3.7.11.233.43.47 - 2.3.23.47.(193) _ 27.5.72.112.233.47 52.19'.(223.542947) 
.(35221) .(62 617) .(1212251) .(7159) 

211.72.(1423.100 91) 23.52.72.(30563453) 

2Sc 24.324.52.7.17 - 23.32.23.29.31.(421) - 2.23.29.31.(7 181087) 26.52.73.11.192.292 22.53.11.31.(61) 23.5 •. 11.19.(1003273) 
.4~ .(4789) .31.(59) .(83443) 

- 29.3.1".19.292 3.5.7.172.19.(59) 23.7.19.(19414651) - 2.112.13.37 - 22.37.(1759.37811) 
;0 .(757) .(6043) .(1488419) 
0 _ 26.52.11.373.41 24.3.7.11.37.41 - 2.3.37.41.43.(1367) - 2'.5.72.112.37.41.43 - 52.233.37.41.43.47 

I .(5297) .(483827) .(1559) .(2857) .(1637) 
211.72.23.37.41.43.47 - 23.52.72.23.37.41.43 

R .(613) .47.(1697) 

F- 2Sd 24.324.5.29.472 23.32.11.192.23.29.37 - 2.11.23.29.37.41 - 26.52.7.37.413 22.5.112.37.41 23.52.19.31.37.41 
JJ .41.(743) .(46 589) .(1373) .(41897) .(571) 
~ - 29.3.11.132.19.31.37 3.5.7.11.19.31.37.41 23.7.11.19'.313.37.41 - 2.11.133.31.41 - 22.11.31.41.(900 701) 
::l 

.41.(353) .(2269) .432 .(5197) !!!. 
- 26.52.31.(182 519) - r.3.7.31.(1473 847) 2.3.11.31.43.(211) 27.5.11.31.43.(86771) 52.11.23.31.43.47 

.(2053) .(17341) 
I\;) - 211.11.23.31.43.47 - 2'.52.72.11.23.31.43 .... 

.(181) .47.(1201) ~ 
Q) 



                                                                                                                                    

Ir6 j6!> =~2.13[ ~(! ! ~~}j~> 
1 (6! j). 

-~O ~ -~ liP 

+ v'1 (6 ! j)I' _ 7)] (60) 
4 -4 ~ ~ i ~. 

. Tables of analytic formulas for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
with an angular momentum up to 5 are in Ref. 18; a very 
concise table of 3jm coefficients with an angular momentum 
up to 2 can be found in Appendix C of Ref. 19. Using them 
forj = ¥ and y, we get 

Ir6 ¥ 6 ±!> = + v'1 I¥ ± ~> 
4J3 

±_1_1¥ ±P+ ~5.7 I¥ +p, 
2Ji 4J3 

Ir6 Y6 ±!> = ~ IY ±~) 
__ I_IY ±~) + ,f3IY +~). (61) 

2Ji 4 
With the same r l , we also obtain 3 r4 representations the 
components of which in 10 - ) subspace are 

Ir4 560)= - ..j5.7 154) 
2fiJf 

+ _3_15 0> - ..j5.7 15 - 4>, 
2v'IT 2Jill 

Ir
4

660) =_1 164) __ 1 16 -4), (62) 
Ji Ji 

Ir4 7 6 0) = ~3.11 174) - ~17 0) 
4J5 2..[2.5 

+ ~:Jsl 17 - 4), 

and 4 rs representations the components of which in I ± 1> 
are 

JFs ~ 6 ±!) = ± :.rr I~ ±~) + ~ I~ ±~) 
2 2.11 2,,11 

± 3v'1 I~ + ~), 
2Jill 

JFs¥ 6±!) = ;;:; I¥ ±~) + 
3.11 

v'1 I¥ ±!) 
2Jill 

+ 5$ I¥+P, 
4/ill 

Irs Y 6 ±!) = ± ~ IY ±~) ± 1~ IY ± !) 
2" 2.5 2,,5 

+ 3,f3 IY+~), 
2~2.5 

Irs~6 ±!) = 3v'IT 1.If ±~) -~I~ ±!) 
4..[f3 2..[2.5 

+ ~3.11 I~ + ~). 
4..[f3 
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(63) 

Naturally, the corresponding components Ir4 ± 1> 
and Irs ±!) are also obtained. Butler'ss tables include 
these r6 and r 4 representations, as well as the rs representa
tions for j = ¥ andj = ~ but not the two other rg; the rg 
representations for j = ~ published by Butler are of our r; 
type because they can be built from the r3 representations 
forj = 4 andj = 5, while his rs representationsforj = yare 
of our r 8 type because they can be built from the r2 repre
sentations forj = 6 andj = 7. 
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The expressions for the r2, rs, r 6, r g, and r9 representations are given in terms of those of r 1 
representations for neighboring angular momenta. The coefficients of the r 4 representati9ns are 
expr~sed in terms of those of r7 representations. Therefore, with an arbitrary choice of 
orthonormal sets of r1• r3, and r7 representations, orthonormal scts of other kinds of 
representations are well defined and can be labeled with the labels of parent representations. All 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are expressed in terms ofthose between parent representations (and 
a few others). Tables of all nondegenerate r l' r3, and r7 representations are given, for the axes of 

. quantization of order 5. With some degenerate r3 and r7 representations, which are also given, 
any representation of integer or half-integer angular momentum up to 27 can be obtained using 
some usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients ofSU(2). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a first series of articles,1-3 we gave expressions for 
point group harmonics·in terms of reduced rotation matrix 
elements. The first of these articles described a projection 
method to obtain the coefficients of cubic harmonics quan
tized on an axis of order 4, the second one described the 
application ofthis method to the icosahedral group, and the 
last one to the cubic group with a quantization axis of order 
3. We wanted to give tables of coefficients in terms of integer 
as far as possible. However, we noticed relations between 
different kinds of representations, which did not seem to be 
known until now. An account of these relations and a study 
of some of their consequences have been given4 for the cubic 
group. Similar relations for the icosahedral group are pre
sented here. 

previous work.2 We choose one of the six rotation axes of 
order 5 as the z axis and another one in the x·z plane. As the 
rotation of'fl' around the y axis,is an element of the group, all 
the coefficients are real; this is an advantage over other nota
tions. s The five kinds of representations for integer values of 
the angular momentumj and the four kinds of representa
tions for half-integer values have been presented2 and will 
not be repeated here. 

For the icosahedral group, we use the same axes as in the 

As for the cubic group, the number n/ (}1 of representa
tions r j obtained for a given value of the angular momentum 
j can be derived from the characters ofSU(2) and of the dou
ble icosahedral group. They are given in Table I with their 
generating functions which we define by 

g/(x) = I,rin/(}l. 
i 

(1) 

TABLE I. Multiplicities and their generating functions. The second column gives the multiplicity for a given value ofj, using the a's quoted at the bottom of 
the table. The generating functions of the last column usex2 instead ofx in order to simplify the relations between multiplicities for different valuesofj, integer 
or half-integer. 

n(]1 g(x) 

r t !at + 1502 + 20a, + 1204 + 12o~}/60 
I +x,o 

(l_xt2)(I_X20) 

r2 !at - 502 + 204(1 +,fS) + 2o~(1 - ,fS)}/20 
x2(1 +xt2) 

(I - x8)(1 _ xtO) 

r, !at - 502 + 204(1 -.J5) + 2o~(1 + .J5)}/20 
x6 

(I - x4)(1 _ xtO) 

r4 !at + 50, - 304 - 3a~}l15 
x6(1 +x2) 

(I - x6)(1 _ xtO) 

r~ !at + 302 - 4a,}/12 
X4 

(I_X4XI-~) 

r6 !at + lOa, + 3(1 + .J5)a4 - 3(1 - .J5)a~}/30 
x(1 +XI8) 

(I - xtO)(1 _ xt2) 

r7 !a l + l0a3 + 3(1 - ,fS)a4 - 3(1 + .J5)a~}/30 
x7 

(I - x6)(1 - x lO) 

r8 !at - 503 + 304 - 3a~}/15 
x3(1 +x8) 

(I - x6)(1 _ xtO) 

r9 !at - 204 + 2o~}/IO 
r 

(I - x2)(1 _ x lO) 
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Among them. g I (x) has been known for a long time.6 Explicit 
values of the multiplicities for the 15 first integer and half
integer angular momenta are given in Table II. They will be 
of great help in our demonstration. 

The coefficients of the r l representations for which the 
multiplicity is unity are given later in Table V. They are quite 
simple but not so simple as for the cubic group.4 Their square 
is the product of prime numbers smaller than 2j. divided by a 
large power of 5 and sometimes by 2 and/or 3; often a larger 
prime number appears but this can be taken out of the root: 
the first of them is 41 for j = 20 and the largest of them is 
586471 forj = 59. which is the last nondegeneraterl repre
sentation which exists. The first r l representations with 
multiplicity 2 appear for j = 30; no rotation could be found 
between these two representations. which lead to simple co
efficients. However. with the coefficients of the r I represen
tations forj<;.29. we can express the coefficients of any kind 
of representation for j<;.27 except for the r 3• r 4• and r7 re
presentations. The coefficients of the r7 representations 
with multiplicity 1 are given in Table VI and those of the two 
components of the few nondegenerate r3 representations in 
Tables VII and VIII; they are as simple as those of the r l 

TABLE II. Multiplicities of the irreducible representations for the first 15 
integer and half-integer angular momenta The last lines give the period of 
the multiplicity and the increment. When the angular momentum is in
creased by the period, the multiplicity is increased by the increment. This 
table has been shortened: there is one r l representation for 
1= 15,16,18,20,21,22,24,25,26,27, and 28 and none for 1= 17,19,23, and 
29. 

o o o o o 
o o 0 1/2 

o o o 0 
o o o 3/2 

2 o o o o 
o o o 5/2 

3 o o o 
o o 7/2 

4 o o o 
o o 9/2 

5 o o 
o 11/2 

6 o 
13/2 

7 o 
o o 2 15/2 

8 o o 2 
o 2 17/2 

9 o 2 
2 19/2 

10 2 
o 2 2 21/2 

11 o 2 2 
2 2 23/2 

12 2 2 
3 25/2 

13 o 2 2 2 
o 2 3 27/2 

14 0 2 3 
2 3 29/2 

Per. 30 10 10 IS 6 IS IS 15 5 
Inc. 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 2 1 
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representations. The coefficients of the r4 representations 
can be expressed with those of the r7 representations. The 
Tables IX-XI give the coefficients of the degenerated r7 and 
r3 representations needed to reach j = 27 for any kind of 
representation: their values are quite arbitrary whereas those 
of Tables V-VIII are fixed to within a sign. 

In next section. we show that the coefficients of the r2• 

rs. r 6• rs. and r9 representations for a given angular mo
mentumj can be obtained by multiplying the coefficients of a 
r l representation for a neighboring angular momentum [by 
a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of SU(2). These sets of repre
sentations are orthonormal and each representation can be 
labeled by the angular momentum [ and the extra label a of 
the parent r l representation from which it is built. The re
maining r 3• r 4• and r7 representations have dimension 3, 4. 
and 2. respectively. From the decomposition into irreducible 
representations of the direct product of two representations 7 

given in Table III we see that the r 4 and r9 representations 
can be obtained from the r7 representations. Then. only the 
r 3 representations are left; the r 9 representations can also be 
obtained from them. So. when the r l • r 7• and r3 representa
tions are known and labeled. all the other kinds of represen
tations are known and labeled. There are three labelings of 
r9 representations. as was also the case for the rs represen
tations for the cubic group.4 To distinguish them, we shall 
denote them as r 9• r ~, and r;; representations when the 
parent representations are r l • r 7 , and r3 representations, 
respectively. In the two cases of degeneracy which appear for 
an angular momentum smaller than or equal to 8. these re
presentations differ from those published by Mc Lellans but 
agree with those published by Butler. s As for cubic harmon
ics, Butler's criteria of simplicity lead to the same results at 
those presented here. 

As in the case of cubic harmonics. with three compo
nents of three representations 

Ir;jam) = ~ X;. lilt), 
pam(S) 

(2) 

one can define an icosahedral 3jm symbol by 

(
rda r •. /a' rrf'a") 
m m' m" 

~ a a' a" ~. / f' ). = £.. XjpX/p'Xj"p" , II" (3) 
P.P'".." It f'" 

We consider that as a sum of3jm symbols ofSU(2) weighted 
by the coefficients of icosahedral harmonics. In fact. since all 
our coefficients ~ are real. this icosahedral 3jm symbol co
incides with the/symbol defined by Kibler.9 Its dependence 
on the magnetic quantum numbers m is eliminated by divid
ing it by a similar expression obtained with the "basic" rep
resentation 

Ir;q;m) = LXq,P Iq;It). (4) 
p 

which is the representation of the same kind as r; but with 
the lowest possible angular momentum. The values of the 
angular momenta q; can be found in Table II. In fact, when 
rio is not unique in the product of r; and r,.. the depen
dence on magnetic quantum numbers is a linear combina-
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tion of the icosahedral 3jm symbols obtained with the "ba
sic" representations and those obtained with the "next 
basic" representation r;o (next lowest angular momentum) 
in the third position. In the case of two r 9 representations 
and a rs representation, one even needs a "third basic" rs or 
r9 representation, r;:. Writing 

(
r ja r .. /a' rrf'a

ll
) 

fn fn' fn" 
=(rja rda' r;-j"a")(t) 

X (rm1.i rrq.. rioqio) 
fij' mil 

+(rja rda' r i°j"a")(2) 

X (rZi 
r .. q,· ' ') rioqio 

fn' fn" 
+ (rja r;-j'a' rio j" a" )(3) 

X (rZi 
r .. q .. r;: q;:) 

(5) 
fn' m" ' 

we define what we call "icosahedral 3rsymbols," which are 
reduced matrix elements. All the 3r symbols are unity 
between basic representations. They are the ratio of reduced 
coefficients/(( )) of Kibler or of the 3jm factors tabulated by 
Butler by the reduced coefficient/II )) or 3jm factor for the 
"basic representations." The reason why we adopt such defi
nitions is that they allow us to use the Racah algebra ofSU(2) 
and that the results can be easily translated by anybody into 
his own notation. The icosahedral 3jm symbols (3) are invar
iant by a circular permutation of their arguments; for an odd 
permutation, there is a phase ( - )i + ! + r . The same holds 
for the icosahedral 3r symbols if the kind of the third repre
sentation does not change; in the other cases the following 
relations hold for a circular permutation: 

2443 

(r gF gF2) = (F2r gF9)' 

(r gF gF2)(2) = h'IT(r2r gF9)(2); 

(r gF gF3) = (r3r gF9) - !.jf,(r3r gF9)(2), 

(r gF gF3)(2) = - !,J1l(r3r gF9)(2); 

(FsrSr4) = (r4rSrS) - ~..j2(r4rSrs)(2), 

(FsrSr 4)(2) = l./r(r4r Sr s)(2); 

(Fsr gF4) = (r4r Sr 9) -lJf5(r4r Sr 9)(2) 

= (r gF4rS) + ~~(r gF4rS)(2), 

(Fsr gF4)(2) = j!t(F4rSr9)(2) = ~~(F gF4rS)(2); 

(r gF gF4) = (r4r gF9) + !.jf,(F4r gF9)(2), 

(r gF gFi2) = - 1..j¥(F4r gF9)(2); 

(Fsr gFs) = (F~,rSr9) = (r gFsFs), 

(Fsr gFS)(2) = ~.Jf(FsrSr9)(2) 

= - ~..j2(r gF sFs)(2); 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(r gF gFs) = (Fsr gF9)' 

(r gF gFS)(2) = - ~(Fsr gF9)(2) 

+ !-J21(Fsr gF9)(3), 
(12) 

(r gF gFS)(3) = - ~..JH(F sF gF9)(2) - ~..fl(Fsr gF9)(3). 

This comes from the choice of replacing always the third 
basic representation by the next basic to define the icosahe
dral 3r symbols when there are at least two of them. Rela
tions (6H12) are deduced from the icosahedral3jm symbols 
between basic and next basic representations. Note that 
there is only the (r4r 4ri2

) icosahedral 3r symbol because 
the icosahedral 3jm symbols between three basic r 4 repre
sentations vanish. In the third section, the icosahedral 3r 
symbols are expressed in terms of those between parent re
presentations. 

There are many applications ofthese results. In the last 
section we define a fictitious spin for r 2, r 4, r s, r 6 , and rs 
representations and we give tables of coefficients of r l , r 7, 

and r3 representations needed to obtain all representations 
for angular momenta up to 27. For the tables already pub
lished, those of Cohan 10 relate to integer angular momentum 
up to j = 14 in decimal values and those of Mc Lellans and 
ButlerS go up to j = 8 in terms of integers. 

II. EXPRESSION FOR OTHER REPRESENTATIONS IN 
TERMS OF THE F 1• F 7• AND F3 REPRESENTATIONS 

For a given value of the angular momentum I, the 
expression for a r l representation is 

Irll a 6 + ) = L aIm 11m), (13) 
m""'O(S) 

where al'- m = ( - )1 + maIm' This notation is not the same as 
in a previous work2

: the sum over m is extended to negative 
values and m = 0 is taken into account with a vanishing co
efficient for an odd value of I. The index a labels the n l (/) 

different orthonormal r l representations which exist for this 
angular momentum. 

We shall show below that 

Irijlau)=~(2s+1)(2/+1) L (_)/-'+/l 
m""O(S) 

a (I S Xa lm A 

m U 
j )Ij j.t), 

-j.t 
(14) 

for a given value ofj and all the values of (/,a) for which the 
3jm coefficient exists, is a complete orthonormal set of r 6. 
r 2, r s, r s, or r9 representations when s =!, 1, ~, 2, or~, 
respectively. This result is trivial when written between basic 
representations because Isu) for s = ~ to ~ are the basic r 6• 

r 2, rs. r s, and r9 representations ofthe icosahedral group 
as seen in Table II. 

Among the other kinds of representation, the F7 repre
sentations have the lowest dimension. We shall note by I the 
angular momentum of the parent representation and by j 
that of the derived representation, independent of their val-
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ue. For a given half-integer angular momentum I, the two 
components of a r7 representation are 

Ir7 /p ±t) = L bl~Pljm), (15) 
milE ± (3/ZK') 

with b I~Pm = ( - )1- mb I~ p. Then 

IrdlP ±u) =E;,lT~(2r+ 1)(2/+ 1) 

x L (- )1-s+l'b I~P 
m55 ± (3/2)(5) 

x( I S j) 
m (T _p Up) (16) 

is a complete orthonormal set of r 4 representations when 
S = ! and of r9 representations (which we note as r; repre
sentations) when s = 1 if u#~. The phase E/lT turns out to be 
(- )1I2+cr forar4 representation and ( -)" forar; repre
sentation. The component Ir 9 ± 1) can be obtained with 

IF;jIP±P 

= ~3(21 + 1) {_1_ L ( _ )1-1 +1' 
.JfO m_ ± (312K5) 

(
I 1 .) Xbl~P m ± 1 ~J.t IjJ.t) 

±_3_ L (_ )1-1+1' 
.JfO m_ =f (3/2)(5) 

Xbl!'~ ~1 !J.t)UJ.t)}. (17) 
The r3 representations are not given by these formulas. 
They have a component in the 10 - ) subspace 

Ir3 /j0-)= L crmllm), (18) 
m ... 0(5) 

with cr _ m = ( - )1 + m + I crm' and a component in the I ± i) 
subspaces 

Ir3 Ij ± i) = L d I~rll m), (19) 
m ... ± 2(5) 

with d I~rm = (- )I+m+ Id I~r. With them, a third set of r9 
representations can be obtained: we denote them as r; re
presentations. They are 

Ir;j Ir ±!) = E ±1I2~2(1 + 1) L (_ )1-112+1' 

! 
±! 

m...o(5) 

j )Ij 1'), 
-I' 

Ir; j I r ± 1) = E ±3/2~2(21 + 1) L ( - )1-112+1' 
m-±2(5) 

xd I~ ~ i! ~) Ii 1'), (20) 

Ir;jlr±J)=~2(2/+1)[=F_l- L (_)/-112+1' 
,f5 m-±2(5) 

2444 

Xdl~jl ! j)UJ.t) 
'\.m ±! p 

+..3... L (- )1-112+1' 
,f5 m_ =f 2(') 
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Xd I!r(~ i! ~)Ij 1')]. 

The extra phase is Eu = ( - )112 + u. Here also, the compo
nents ± f are a 'nrlxture of coupling to ~ and -~. The r 9 
and r; representations do not appear in as simple a form as 
for the r9 representations. 

The kind of representation given by formulas (14), (16), 
(17), and (20) is straightforward. The completeness of the sets 
of representations can be deduced from the generating func
tions when their orthogonality is proved. For example, the 
completeness of the r 9, r;, and r; representations comes 
from the relations 

g9(X) = (lIx' + lIx3 + lIx + x + x 3 + XS
) gl(x) 

-lIx' -lIx3 -lIx -x _x3 

= (lIx2 + 1 +X2)g7(X) = (lIx +X)g3(X), (21) 

where the terms subtracted correspond to representations 
forbidden by triangular relations. 

To show that these sets of representations are orthonor
mallet us consider the scalar product of two components . 
For simplicity, we discard the components ± J of r; and 
r; representations. Such a scalar product is 

(r;j II VI ullr;,) 12 V2 U2) 

= EIE2( - )/, +j- u, ~(2r1 + 1)(2r2 + 1)(2/1 + 1) 

X ~ (2L + 1) (;: ~~I ~ ) N(L,M), (22) 

with 

(23) 

where x stands for a, b, c, or d; V for a, p, or r; and E is the 
extra phase which appears in (16) and (20). When the parent 
states are both r I representations, the vector 

I ) = LN(L,M)ILM) (24) 
M 

is also a r I representation. Therefore, the values of L are ° or 
6, 10, ... ; L = ° is the only value allowed in the sum of (22) 
because L <s I + S2' When the parent representations are 
bothr7 representations, the vector (24) isarl or ar3 repre
sentation: the first nonzero value of L is 3, but it is not al
lowed in the sum of(22). Similarly, with two parent r3 repre
sentations, the first nonzero value of L is 2 with (24) being a 
r, representation, but this value is not allowed in the sum of 
(22). 

So, with two parent representations of the same kind, 

(r1j II VI ullr1j 12 V2 U2) = 6.,s, 6u , cr. 61,1, N(O,O), 
(25) 

With two parent representations of dUferent kinds, 
there is no term in (22) except when computing the overlaps 
between r 9, r;, and r; representations. With a r9 and a 
r 9 representation, the vector (24) is a r7 representation with 
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L = l' Therefore, the N (L.M) are the components b lhM of 
thebasicF7representationmultipliedby~2/z + 1 and by the 
icosahedral 3jm symbol between the parent representations 
and this basic F7 representation. Using the icosahedral3F 
symbol (5), the overlap is 

(F9j II a ulF9j 12 {J u) 

= ( - )1, +j- 1/2.Jf ~(21, + 1)(2/2 + 1) 

(26) 

The overlap between a F9 and a F; representation can 
be obtained in the same way: 

(F9j 11 a ulF;j 12 yo-) 

= ( - )/, +j-1I2 ~6(2/1 + 1)(2/2 + 1) 

X {~ ! 3} (F, I, a F3/z Y F33). (27) 
12 I, j 

The overlap between a F'; and a F ; representation involves 
the "basic" Fs representation 

(F';j 1\ {JuIF;j 12 yu) 

= ( - )1, +j ~(21, + 1)(2/2 + 1) 

X { 1 ! ~} (F7 /, (J F3 /2 Y Fs 3/2). (28) 
12 /, J 

As seen here, some results involve other basic representa
tions besides the F I , F7, or F3 representations: For cubic 
harmonics, any product of the parent F I , Fz, or F3 represen
tations is a Fl> F2, or F3 representation. Here, a product of 
parent representations can be any kind of representation, 
i.e., the set of parents is not a closed set. 

Some other relations can be found between different 
kinds of representations, but they are not as simple as those 
given above. For example, there is a relation between the 
generating functions of F, and of FI representations: 

g,(x) = (l/x' + x') gl(X) - l/x' - xS. (29) 

Forj larger than or equal to~, the F, representations can be 
obtained from the F, representations for 1= j ±~. The F7 
representations obtained from the F, representations with 
I = j - ~ are orthogonal to those obtained from the F, repre
sentations with I = j +~. However the F, representations 
obtained from several FI representations with the same I are 
not orthonormal: their overlap can be expressed with the 
icosahedral3F symbol (FIla, F,la2 F,6); consequently, if 
these Fl representations are chosen such that (Flla l FI 
la2 F 16) = constxlSa , a.' the r, representations are orthog
onal but their norm depends upon the values of (FIla F, 
fa F,6). 

III. THE 3jm SYMBOLS OF THE ICOSAHEDRAL GROUP 

As for the cubic group, the icosahedral 3jm symbols 
defined by (3) can be expressed in terms of those involving 
the parent Fl. F" or F3 representations. As long as we avoid 
the components ± j of F9 and r; representations, this 
expression is 
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r
j
, j~ 13 V3) = I A (SI S2 S3;0'1 0'2 0'3;kLM)I B Ud2j3 SIS2 S3/1 12;L 'kL) 

0'3 k,L.M L' 

XC(rp,/lvJnl,rp, 12v2m2,L'; rp,/3 v3m3;LM), (30) 

where 

(31) 

is almost all the dependence on magnetic quantum numbers, 

BUd2j3 SI s2/1/2;L 'kL) = ( - )k+L+j,-I, (2L + 1)~(2k + 1) ~2L' + 1 

X~(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)(2s3 + 1)(2/1 + 1)(212 + 1)(2/3 + 1) 

x~ 1} 
L' 

(32) 

gathers the dependence on angular momenta and 

c(rp, II VI ml, r p, 12 V2 m2,L'; r p, 13 V3 m3;LM) 

= '2L'+ 1 " (_)L'+M'xv, xv, xV, (II 
V ~ I. m. 12 m2 13 m3 

m1m2m)M' m1 

L') ( L' 
m2 M' -M' ~), (33) 

the rp 's are the parent representations of the rj's and xlm are their coefficients. The possible values of (k,L ) are limited by the 
triangular relations lSI - s21 <k<sl + S2 and Ik - s31 <L<k + S3' The maximum values are 5 for k and 7 for L. 

Except in some cases involving r ~ and r; representations, the number of different (k,L ) values of the sum (29) is exactly 
the number of different basic icosahedral3jm symbols (see Table III). For example, if the three parent representations are r l 

representations, the coefficients (33) are those of a r l representation. Therefore, the possible values of L are 0,6, 10, .... The 
value L = 0 is always allowed by the triangular relations; for the icosahedral 3jm symbols of r 2r ~9' r Sr Sr 9, rsr ~9' the 
value L = 6 is possible; for rsr ~9' there are two possible values of k with L = 6. With an arbitrary combination of parent 
representations, the other possible values of L are ~, 2, 3, ~, 5, and 1, which appears only for r ~ ; r ;. 

When L = 0, the coefficient (33) is the 3jm symbol between the parent states and L ' = 13, k = S3' If the parent representa
tions are r I representations, the coefficient (31) is essentially the 3jm symbol between basic representations and 

(34) 

For L #0 the expression (33) can be rewritten as 

r,. L ' v')(r,. L' v' 
A, AI m -m 

(35) 

where r j stands for r 2, r s, r s, r 3, r 7, r 3, and r l when 
L = 1, ~, 2, 3, ~, 5, and 6, respectively, and the X L•M are the 
components of these representations. These limitations 
come from the fact that L = 6 can be obtained only with 
three r l parent representations, L = 5 can be obtained also 
with two r l and one rs representation, etc. The phase comes 
from the transformation of the components under a rotation 
of 11' around Oy (see Ref. 2):j,. is 0 for r l and rs representa
tions, 1 for r 3, and ~ for r7 and rs representations. The sum 
over i' extends to all kinds of representations, which can be 
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obtained by the product of the rp , and the rp, representa
tions and by the product of the rp, and the r l representa
tions. This sum reduces to one term when at least one parent 
representation is a r l representation. For r3 r ~ r;, r 4 

r ~ r;, and r ~ r; r; the r,. representations are r7 and 
r s, for r3 r; r~, they are r3 and rs. In these four cases 
there is only one set of values (k,L ): the number of different 
(k,L,i') values is always the number of basic icosahedral 3jm 
symbols. 

As the products of any two representations involved in 
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TABLE IV. Values of D used in formulas (36) and (37). The number in par. 
entheses refers to the 3r symbol when it is not unique. When there is more 
than one term, values are given in sequence without repetition of the 3r 
symbols of the first columns (for example, r .rSr9)' The square of the coefti· 
cients and their signs are given. 

rlrlrl 
r lrJ"2 
r lrJ'3 
rlr.r. 
r lrsF5 
r lrJ'6 
rlr,r, 
rlrsrs 
rlr~9 

rJ"2r l 
rJ"2r 2 
r 2rJ"5 
rJ"J'. 
r 2rJ'5 
r 1r 4r 3 
rJ".r4 
r 2r.r5 

rJ"sF2 
rJ"sF3 
rJ"5r • 
rJ"5r 5 
r 2rJ'6 
r 2rJ's 

r 2r,r9 

r2r Sr6 
r2r SrS 
rJ"Sr9 

rJ"~, 

rJ"~s 
r2r~9 
r2r~9(2) 

rJ'J'1 
rJ'J'3 
rJ'3r 5 
rJ'.r2 
r 3r.r4 
rJ'.r5 

rJ'sF2 
r3r sF3 
r3r 5r • 
r3r 5r 5 
r3r J'9 
rJ',r, 
rJ',Fs 

r3r Sr , 
rJ'srs 
rJ'Sr9 

r3r~6 

r3r~S 

r3r~9 

r3r~J.2) 
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k 

o 
1 
o 
! 
2 

! 
o 
; 
~ 

o 
1 
2 

I 

; 
! 
; 
1 
3 
3 
2 

! 
! 

~ 
! 
~ 

~ 
; 
~ 
~ 

o 
o 
o 

! 
! 
~ 

2 
2 
2 
2 

o 
o 

L ,. Coefficient 

o r l r l 1 
o r l r l 1 
o r l r3 7 
o r l r, 2'/7 
o r l r l 1 
o r l r l 1 
o r l r, 23 

o r l r l 1 
o r l r l 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 

; rs r3 - 2·.3 
3 r3 r3 72 

rs r, 2'.3/7 
o r l r, -25/7 
~ r, r, 210/7 
o r l r l 1 
3 r3 r l 7 
~ r, r l - 2'/7 
o r l r l 1 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 

r, r, 26 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 1 

~ r, r l 23 

o r l r l 

o r l r l 1 
6 r l r l - 3.13/22 

o r l r l 1 
o r l r3 7 
2 r5 r5 52 
; rs rs 26.3/7 
o r l r, 26.11/72 
; rs rs 26/7 

3 
2 
; 
3 

3 

o 
; 
; 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 
3 
5 

o 
o 

r3 r3 72 
r5 r3 5.7 
rs r3 24 
r3 r3 _72 

r3 r3 _72 

r l r, 23 

rs rs 2· 

rs r3 _22.7 
r3 r3 _72 

r3 r3 72 

r3 r3 _72 

r3 r3 72 
r3 r3 _72 
r3 r3 5.72/(2.33) 
r3 r3 73.11/(2.33) 

r l r l 2·/7 
r l r l _22/7 
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TABLE IV. (Continued ). 

r.r.r3 
r.r.r4(2) 
r 4r.r5 
r.rsF2 
r.rsF3 
r 4rsF. 
r4r5r5 

r.rJ', 
r.rJ'9 

r.r,r6 
r.r,r9 
r.rsrs 
r.raF9 

r 5r,rl 
r,rsF2 
r,r,r3 
r,r,r. 
rsF,r4(2) 
rsFsF, 
rsFsF,(2) 

rsFJ's 
rsFJ'9 

rsF,rs 
r,r,r9 

rsFSr6 
rsFsr, 
rsFaFs 
rsFSr9 
rsFaFJ.2) 

r,r~6 
r,r~, 

r,r~8 

r,r~8(2) 

rsF~9 
rsF~J.2) 

rsF~J.3) 

rJ'J'1 
rJ'J'2 
rJ',r. 
rJ'aF2 
rJ'8r 5 

k 

! 
! 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

3 
3 
2 

3 
2 

3 
2 
3 
2 
3 

o 
1 
3 
3 

4 
2 
4 

2 

2 

1 
2 

L ,. Coefficient 

r l r3 23.11/7 
rs r3 - 211/(3.7) 
r3 r3 22.3.11 
r, r, 210/7 
rs r, 2'/7 
r3 r, - 2'.3.11/7 
r, r, - 29/(5.7) 

r, r, - 29.32/(5.7) 

r, r, - 2s.32/(5.7) 

r, r, 214/W.5.7) 

r t r, 23 

r, r, _210/7 

r l rl-I 
r3 r3 7.11 
r, r, _210/7 
r, r, 2'.5/7 
r, r, 2'.33/7 
r, r, 2'.3/7 
r, r, - 2'.5/7 

r, r, _210/7 
r3 r, 23.11 
r, r, 26/7 
r, r, 26.3.5/7 
r, r, 213.3/(5.7.11) 
r, r, - 211/(7.11) 

r, r, - 29/(3.7) 
r, r, - 29.5/(3.7) 
r, r, 26.5/7 
r, r, _2s/7 

r l r l 1 
r l r l 1 
r3 r l 7 
r, r l - 2'/7 
r, r l 2'/32 

r l r l 1 
r l r l 5.13/32 

r l r l 1 
r l r l 

r, r, 26 

r, r, 26 

o r l 

1 r, 
r l 1 
r l 23 

r l 1 

r l 1 

o r l 

o r l 

6 r l 

o r l 

712 r, 
o r l 

6 r l 

o r l 

6 r l 

6 r l 

o r l 

o r l 

o r l 

o r l 

o r l 

r l - 3.13/22 

r l 

r l 23 

r l 1 

r l - 2.13/5 

r l 

r l - 3.13/22 

r l 3.13/5 

r l 1 
r l 1 

r, 23 

r l 

r l 
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TABLE IV. (Continued). 

i.ii3 k L ,. Coefficient 

rJ'~3 3 3 r3 r. 7 
rJ'~4 3 i r7 r. -27n 
rJ'~s 2 0 r. r. 1 

r7r7r• 0 0 r. r. r. 
r7r~3 0 0 r. r3 7 

r~aT'3 1 i rs r7 2S 

r7r aT's ~ 2 r7 r7 _26 

r7r~2 i r7 r7 _26 

r7r~4 i 3 r3 r7 23.11 

r~~s i 2 r7 r7 26 

raT'sr. 0 0 r. r. 
rSrJ'2 1 0 r. r. 1 
rSrSr3 3 3 r3 r. 7 
rSrSr4 3 i r7 r. -27n 
raT' aT's 2 0 r. r. 1 

rJ'~2 1 0 r. r. 1 
raT'~3 3 3 r3 r. 7 
rSr~4 3 ~ r7 r. _27n 
raT'~4(2) 4 i r7 r. 27/32 

rsr~s 2 0 r. r. 1 
rsr~s(2) 4 6 r 1 r. 5.13/32 

r~~. 0 0 r. r. 1 
r~~2 1 0 r. r. 1 
r~~2(2) 5 6 r. r. 3.13/11 
r~~3 3 3 r3 r. 7 
r~~3(2) 5 5 r3 r. 7 
r~~4 3 2 r7 r. -27n 
r~~4(2) 4 i r7 r. 27/32 

r~~s 2 0 rl r l 1 
r~~s(2) 4 6 r 1 r 1 5.13/32 

r~~s(3) 5 6 r. r l - 5.13/11 

the 3jm symbols of (35) give only one representation of the 
third kind, the 3F symbols are unique and we can use them 
to factorize the dependence on magnetic quantum numbers. 
We obtain 

XL (Fp, II VI Fp, 12 V2 F" L I v') 
V 

where ( )In) is one of the 3Fsymbols defined by (5) and 
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(36) 

X(~' ml 
~ ~/) 

x(~~, Yp , Yi) 
A A XL,M' 
m2 M 

(37) 

These coefficients have been computed for all icosahedral 
3jm symbols and are given in Table IV. However, due to the 
length of the table, the F 9 and F; representations have not 
been included in this table; the coefficients which vanish are 
not included. In most cases, there is only one couple of values 
(k,L ) for each 3r symbol. When one of the first two parent 
representations is a r 3 or F, representation, two of them are 
present but a permutation can avoid these difficulties. The 
intermediate representations F; are F I' F 3, or F7 represen
tations, except for (F3F3rS) for which it is a F s, and 
(r3r 4F z), (F ~4rS)' (r3F7FS) for which it is a Fs representa
tion, but this disappears by circular permutation. 

So, all the icosahedral3jm symbols and the 3F symbols 
can be expressed with two 3F symbols: one involving two 
parent representations and a neighboring r I' r3, or F, repre
sentation of the third representation; the second involving 
this third representation, the intermediate representation, 
and one of the two lowest Fv F 3, or the lowest F" F s' or Fs 
representations. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

As in the case of cubic harmonics, the labeling system 
presented here generates some properties. One of the most 
important is the definition of a "fictitious spin" for F2, F4, 

Fs, F 6> and Fg representations. Table III shows that the pro
duct of these representations with a vector that is a F 2 repre
sentation includes a representation of the same kind. For F9 
representations, there are two "fictitious spins" and for F3 
and F, representations, there are none. 

The matrix elements of the vector J between two repre
sentations are the icosahedra13jm symbol of these two repre
sentations with the F2 representation for j = I (the parent 
representation of which is the r l representation with I = 0) 
multiplied by the reduced matrix element VIIIJlli3) = ~J.j. 
X..JiIUI + 1)(2jl + 1). The fictitious spin is proportional to 
the overlap between parent representations; therefore, it· is 
diagonal. For the F z, F s' F 6, and Fg representations, when 
divided by its value for the basic representation, it is 

a=! ljU+ 1)+s(s+ 1)-/(/+ 1))/s(s+ 1). (38) 

However, for a F4 representation, when divided by the value 
for the basic representation U = 3, s = !, I = ~) we obtain 

a= -j {jU+ 1)+~-/(/+ Ill· i39) 

In Table V we give the components of all the nondegen
erateFI representations. We could not obtain simple choices 
of the doubly degenerate representations for I = 30, 36, 40, 
etc. This table can be used up to I = 29 to build the other 
representations. Values for higher values of I are given be
cause they are well-defined constants. 

Table VI gives the coefficients of nondegenerate F, re
presentations, and Tables VII and VIII give the coefficients 
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TABLE V. Coefficients of nondegenerate r l representations. The coefficient is the square root of the quotient of prime numbers given in the table by those of the second column, with the sign given in the table. 
Numbers between parentheses are not in the square root. Base vectors are symmetrized as in a previous work.2 There is no r l representation for missing values of I smaller than 30; there are two of them for missing 
values larger than or equal to 30. 

[0 +) 
Den [20 +) 

0 1 1 
6 52 11 

10 3.54 13.19 
12 55 32.7.17 
15 2.55 

16 2.3.57 25.5.19.31 
18 57 5.11.17.23 
20 59 5.7.23.29 

2.11.13.31.37 
21 57 

17.19.37 
22 3.510 2.3.5.11.19.31.37 

13.19.23.29.41 
24 510 5.72.13.23.29 

2.31.37.41.43 
25 3.510 

32.72.11.41 
26 3.512 2.33.13.29.31.41 

- 5.37.43.(89) 
27 2.3.510 

26.17.19.23.43 
28 2.3.512 27.32.7.31.37.43 

- 23.32.5.13.29.41.47 
31 2.3.512 

2.13.47.61.(79) 
32 2.3.5 15 25.11.17.29.37.41.47 

2,32.7.31.43.(463) 
33 2.512 

- 2.72.13.193 

34 3.515 3.72.11.11.19.31.37.43 
- 24.13.19.29.41.47.53 

35 2.3.515 

- 23.32.11.19.29.412.59 
37 3.515 

- 17.31.53.61.67 
38 3.517 2.3.13.19.37.41.43.47.53 

73.31.(6269) 
39 2.3.515 

- 26.19.23.(79) 

[ 5 +) 
[25 +) 

2.7 
- 2.3.11.19 

22.11.13 
- 5.23.29 
- 3.5.13.17.31 

24.32.5.19 
- 22.11.17.19.29 

- 29.31.41 

- 7.13.23.31.37 

24.3.11.(59) 

- 72.31.37.43 
2.5.1 t.23.41.47 
- 5.7.11.233.41 

2.72.17.37.43.47 
- 17.19.37.41.47 
5.7.13.19.23.43 
- 5.11.13.29.37.43 
7.17.29.41.47.53 
23.7.37.41.43.61 
- 2.3.52.47.53.61 
- 23.32.31.41.47.(103) 
- 2.3.r.19.31.43.53 

22.32.41.43.47.53 
- 23.3.52.7.29.372 

- 23.7.13.43.592 

- 22.232.41.47.53.59 
7.41.43.47.53.59 
52.13.(3001) 
-7.11.29.43.47.61.67 
- 2.52.7.13.29.53.59.67 
- 3.17.47.53.(1933) 

2.7.17.59.61.(563) 
- 2.3.7.11.23.31.47.53.59 
52.73.17.23.31.61 

[10 +) 
[30 +) 

2.11.17 
2.3.13.19 
2.3.11.29 
- 2.7.17.23.31 
2.3.7.11.19 
2.17.19.(41) 

- 22.13.41 

- 2.7.17.23.29.37 

22.193.31 

2.3.7.11.19.37.43 

27.5.7.19.23.41 

- 2.413.47 

- 2.3.5.13.17.23.29.43 

- 5.7.11.19.23.43.61 
- 3.19.29.47.53.59 
34.5.7.19.23.31.47 
7.19.29.43.53.59.61 
5.47.53.(79) 
- 3.7.29.31.59.61 
- 24.32.5.7.113.29.41 
2.31.41.47.53.59.61 
- 2.3.7.11.13.29.47.53.59 
- 24.3.112.31.61 
25.3.72.23.31.61.67 
22.29.53.59.(79) 
- 2.112.17.23.29.31.53 
- 23.32.7.472.59.61.67 
- 23.7.17.53.59.(107) 
2.3.31.61.67.(283) 

[15 +) 
[35 +) 

7.11.13 
32.17.23.29 
2.19.29.31 
- 24.11.19.31 

3.13.17.41 

- 23.29.(103) 

23.32.11.31.37 

- 72.43.(61) 

3.5.23.37.(139) 

2.3.17.19.47 

- 2.5.23.2~.41 

- 2.5.7.17.312.61 

2.3.5.31.43.(953) 

28.5.7.19.53 

- 2.3.5.29.41.47.(79) 

2.32.13.29.53.59.612 
- 23.7.11.17.23.31.61.67 

3.17.31.472.61.67 
2.3.17.23.29.53.59.71 
35.73.112.23.29.31 
2.7.23.59.61.67.71.73 
- 22.3.29.59.(659) 
31.37.61.67.71.73 
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TABLE V. (Continued). 

[ 0 +) 
[20 +) 

Den [40 +) 

41 3.517 

- 5.11.19.23.31.532.71 
22.33.13.19.37.67.73.79 

43 3.517 

22.5.7.133.59.67.73 
32.37.41.59.71. 79.83 

44 3.520 2.32.5.7.11.23.41.43.47.53.59 
2.32.5. 13.37.61.(3623) 
32.41.61.67.71. 73. 79.83 

47 2.520 

- 25.7.13.17.37.41.71.792 

24.11.29.43.73.79.83 
49 2.3.520 

2.23.37.73.79.(2243) 
22.3.133.41.43.71.83.89 

53 3.522 

- 25.19.37.41.43.83.(571) 
- 3. 13.19.79.89.{1O 133) 

59 2.525 
_ 23.7.133.19.37.41.43.47.83.89 

25.5. 19.97.{586 471) 

[ 5 +) 
[25 +) 
[45 +) 

- 3.5.7.47.53.59.61.71 
23.53.13.17.23.432.71 

- 2.5.7.13.37.53.61.67.73 
- 24.53.17.19.23.59.73 

- 2.5.53.59.{37 573) 
28.5.7.17.37.432.61.67 

- 34.11.13.53.59.61.67.71 
2.3.53.37.41.(293) 
2.13.23.29.43.73.79.83.89 
- 2.29.41.43.59.61.67.73.79 

2.3.53.72.13.23.29.71. 79 
3.23.31.41.43.47.71.83.89 
- 22.31.47.59.61.67.71.73.83 
- 2.5.7.13.29.31.41.43.592.83 

24.33.72.11.47.79.89.97 
- 2.11.172.53.67.71.73.79.83.89 
- 25.52.7.43.47.89.(8069) 
- 32.13.8~.97.101.103.(239) 

[10 +) 
[30 +) 
[50 +) 

2.11.412.53.59.61.71 
- 23.3.5.412.67.792 

3.19.61.67.73.(89) 
- 5.19.292.432.59.71 

- 3.7.132.17.19.37.472.59 
3.5.19.5~.61.67.71.73 

2.41.59.61.67.71.(179) 
22.3.72.312.41. 73.(173) 

23.19.472.61.67.73.79 
- 22.3. 19.29.71.(8329) 

7.11.23.67.71. 73.83.{ 173) 
32.29.31.43.79.(2917) 
2.3.5.7.17.47.79.89.97.101.103 
22.5.23.71. 73. 79.83.89.(271) 
- 22.3.7.29.31.47.{139.239) 

2.3.52.11.53.97.101.103.107.109 

[15 +) 
[35 +) 
[55 +) 

- 3.72.13.29.31.59.61.71 
2.7.11.19.37.67.73 

211.3.7.31.61.67.73 
2.3.7.37.59.71.(109) 

25.32.132.29.31.37.792 

- 2.61.67.71.73.79.(103) 

- 7.11.17.29.31.37.41.67.71 
- 23.33.7.17.73. 79.(271) 

23.13.31.37.432.67.73.79 
- 3.7. 17.29.41.71.83.(233) 

- 23.3.17.23.41.43.71.13.83 
213.3.17.19.23.31.592.79 

3.5.7.37.47.79.83.89.(239) 
2.3.5. 73.23.{557. 757) 
2.19.37.53.97.101.103.107.109.113 



                                                                                                                                    

TABLE VI. Coefficients of nondegenerate F7 representations. Same presentation as in Table V. 

1 3/2) [ -7/2) [13/2) [- 17/2) [23/2) [- 27/2) 
Den [33/2) [- 37/2) [43/2) [- 47/2) [53/2) [- 57/2) 

7/2 2.5 7 3 
13/2 2.52 13 2.13 -11 
17/2 2.3.53 11.17 - 2.7.17 - 13.17 23.13 

19/2 2.54 2.3.7.13 22 73 - 3.7.17 
23/2 2.3.55 - 17.23 3.7.17.23 2.34.23 23.19.23 2.7.11.19 
25/2 2.3.55 23.3.11.19 132.19 22.7.17 - 2.132.17 - 11.17.23 
27/2 2.3.56 2.3.5.17.19 23.5.11.19 - 5.11.(29) 5.(47) 2.72.23 2.33.13.23 
29/2 2.3.55 - 2.5.17.23 3.5.13.23 - 2.5.13.19 0 172.19 2.32.7.19 
31/2 2.56 32.5.13.19 -5.7 5.312 - 3.5.23 3.7.13.23 13.23.29 
33/2 2.3.57 2.3.5.19.23 34.5.7.23 _ 27.32.5.13 2.33.13.172 3.(89) 2.132.29 

- 23.11.29.31 
35/2 2.3.57 - 2.5.23.29 23.5.7.23.29 5.11.13.29 - 232.29 2.3.(109) - 2.3.232.31 

22.3.11.17.31 
39/2 2.59 5.11.17.23.31 5.31.(43) - 2.7.112.13.31 27.31 - 2.3.11.232.29 - 211.7.29 

2.3.72.17.29 - 2.17.19.29.37 
41/2 2.3.58 2.3.5.19.23.29 _ 23.32.5.72.29 22.13.17.29 23.17.(43) - 22.11.17.31 - 3.31.(47) 

- 2.172.31.37 13.19.31.37 
45/2 2.3.5 10 - 32.5.7.13.29.31 - 2.3.29.31.432 34.7.17.19.31 - 23.7.173.19 22.11.133.19 2.32.7.13.19.2)2 

- 215.3.37 23.132.37.41 2.7.11.37.41.43 
51/2 2.3.511 22.3.7.23.29.31.37 2.31.37.(79) - 22.7.11.37.412 - 22.3.7.17.19.37 - 19.232.(71) _ 35.7.472 

- 2.3.11.41.( 131) 3.41.43.(71) 7.23.41.43.47 22.7.23.41.43.47 

TABLE VII. Coefficients of component 10 -) ofnondegenerateF3 repre-
sentations. Same presentation as in Table V. 

Den [0 -) [5 -) [10 -) [15 -) 

3 
5 52 -7 2.32 

7 53 24.3 -7.11 
8 1 1 
9 53 32.11 2.13 

10 53 22.17 3.19 
11 55 - 2.3.11.13 -2.3 7.17.19 
12 53 2.3.19 -11 
14 53 3.11 22.23 
16 2.55 5.13.23 2.3.73 3.29.31 

TABLE VIII. Coefficients of component 12) of nondegenerate F3 representations. Same presentation as in Table V. 

Den [2) [- 3) (7) [- 8) [12) [ -13) 

3 5 3 -2 
5 5 3 2 
7 22.53 -2.7 73 11.13 
8 22.53 - 2.11.13 - 3.13 32.7 24.7 
9 54 27 -2.3.7 2.32.13 13.17 

10 2.54 13.17 - 25.17 _ 2.132 _ 3.72 

11 2.54 (23) 2.32.7 24.17 - 17.19 
12 2.55 17.19 2.3.17.19 _26.7 7.172 - 2.3.11.23 
14 22.55 - 22.5.17.19 - 3.5.19 - 2.5.7.11 22.53 2.3.13.23 - 32.13.23 
16 2.56 2.5.19.23 - 24.5.7.23 - 5.13 23.3.5.13 _ 24.3.132 3.72.29 
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TABLE IX. Coefficients of degenerate r7 representations up to I = 27.5. Other linear combinations can be found. These are obtained by making some coefficient of the second representation vanish in order to get the 
simplest values. 

[ 3/2) [ -7/2) [13/2) [ -17/2) 
[23/2) [- 27/2) [33/2) [- 37/2) 

Denominator [43/2) [- 47/2) [53/2) 

3712 2.58.131)2 23.3.5.7.11.17.(107) 5.(139)2 22.7.13.1,z.23.(41) - 2.7.11.23.(109) 
P=1 - 3.113.172.23.29 28.32.7.11.23.29.31 - 23.36.17.23.29.31 - 26.17.23.29.31.37 
3712 2.3.56.1392 - 2.3.5.13.23.29.31.37 0 22.32.11.17.29.31.37 23.32.13.17.29.31.37 
P=2 - 26.3.7.13.17.31.37 - 13.17.37.(71) 2.7'.11.13.37 - 32.7.11.13.(149) 
43/2 2.3.510.4493 2.34.5.73.13.17.19.37 22.3.7.13.17.37.412 34.37.(4493) 7.29.37.432.(47) 
P=1 2'.7.13.29.31.37 29.32.13.17.29.31.37 22.3.7.112.13.17.19.29.31 - 23.7'.17.19.29.31 

2'.17.19.29.31.41.43 
43/2 2.57.4493 - 22.5.112.29.31.43 2.33.19.29.31.43 0 2'.13.17.19.31.43 
P=2 - 17.19.43.(107) 73.132.19.43 - 2.3.74.37.43 52.133.37.43 

7.13.232.37.41 
4712 23.3.511.17.727 2.34.13.29.31.37.41.47 2'.7.11.29.31.37.41.47 - 2.3.11.19.292.31.37.41.47 3.11.17.19.37.41.473 
P=1 22.3.72.13.19.232.37.41.47 11.13.19.41.47.(521) - 3.11.41.47.(3571) 22.37.11.47.(107) 

32.43.47.(307) 24.172.23.43.(727) 
47/2 23.3.58.17.727 - 2.3.52.11.19.293 29.3.7.13.19.232.29 2.114.13.(71) - 13.17.232.31.(53) 
P=2 22.11.31.(2141) 3.72.232.31.37 13.19.31.37.(229) 22.13.19.232.31.37.41 

3.11.13.19.31.37.41.43 0 
49/2 2.3.510.13.67.149 33.52.23.29.31.37.(61) - 2.7.11.2~.31.37 - 11.19.37.(4721) - 22.3.17.19.37.(2797) 
P=1 22.72.19.37.(157) 2.3.133.(67.149) 23.32.113.132.372.41 - 23.3.113.41.43.(79) 

- 2.23.372.41.43.(107) - 22.52.23.41.43.47.(53) 
49/2 2.51°.13.67.149 - 22.113.17.19.31.41.43 - 2'.3.7.17.19.23.31.41.43 - 22.3.17.23.29.41.43.(59) - 11.23.29.41.43 
P=2 - 22.3.5.11.17.23.29.41.43 0 2.3.132.17.19.23.29.37.43 23.17.19.23.29.37.(89) 

27.3.113.17.19.29.37 - 33.72.11.17.19.29.37.47 
53/2 24.3.512.13.1327 - 2.7.233.29.31.37.41.43 211.5.7.7.23.31.37.41.43 2.34.5.37.41.43.(163) - 5.7.17.19.37.41.43.(293) 
P=1 - 24.5.73.112.41.43.(59) - 5.13.41.43.(79.193) 2'.5.7.11.132.(1327) - 5.7.372.(20507) 

23.5.23.47.(16693) 72.23.47.(10259) 2.32.72.13.17.23.473.53 
53/2 24.3.511.13.1327 - 2.29.47.53.(4519) 29.34.5.47.53.(127) - 2.5.7.23.31.47.53.(131) - 53.17.19.23.31.47.53 
P=2 24.5.172.23.31.37.47.53 5.7.13. W.23.31.37.47.53 0 - 5.23.31.37.41.43.47.53 

23.5.7.172.31.37.41.43.53 32.7.232.31.37.41.43.53 - 2.7.13.173.31.37.41.43 
55/2 2.512.29.401 22.32.31.37.41.(337) - 22.3.5.72.13.37.41.(107) - 3.5.13.17.23.37.41.432 - 5.\3.17.23.37.41.(181) 
P=1 3.5.23.41.(3203) 2.32.5.23.21)2.(401 ) 2.32.5.11.13.23.43.(257) 2.5.133.43.(1013) 

- 3.5.7. 13. W.43.47 33.7.13.17.43.47.532 - 3.7.17.43.47.53.(151) 
55/2 2.3.511.29.401 3.7.13.17.23.31.43.(71) - 5.73.173.23.43 22.5.7.43.(10771) 22.3.5.73.112.232.43 
P=2 22.53.7.133.17.37.43 0 2.3.5.7.11.17.37.4P - 2.3.5.7.17.23.37.41.432 

212.5.17.23.37.41.47 2".23.37.41.432.47 22.32.13.23.37.41.47.53 



                                                                                                                                    

N TABLE X. Coefficients of component 10 -) of degenerate r3 representations up to J = 27. See next table. • 01 
(0) 

[ 0-) [ 5 -) [10- ) [15 -) 
J Denominator [20- } [25 -} 

~ 
:!: 13 54.47.127 (r= 1) 210.7.11.13 17.(73) - 2'.11.17.19.23 
~ 13 5'.47.127 (r = 2) 2.173.19.23 - 2'.7.11.13.19.23 34.73.13 

1 15 22.57.11 (r= 1) - 2.34 .5.7.13.17 34.5.11.19 -2.3.W.23 7.13.19.23.29 
U> 15 22.56.11 (r= 2) 2.3.5.17.19.23 3.5.7.11.13.23 2.7.13 3.29.(37) 
! 17 24.3.5' (r = 1) 32.5.19.23.29 - 5.11.13.17.23.29 22.3.17.29.(41) - 2.112.17.31 < 
~ 17 24.3.56 (r=2) - 32.5.13.17.19 - 5.11.192 22.3.13.23 2.13.23.29.31 
N 18 5'.107 (r= 1) - 2.32.5.29.31 - 3.7.11.29.31 22.(107) 
51> 18 107 (r=2) -7.11 2.3.5 0 z 
!) 19 57.47.71 (r= 1) 2.3.5.7.11.17J9.31 - 2.32.5.23.31.(43) - 11.132.23.29.31 2.3.7.132.17.23.29 
..... 19 5'.47.71 (r = 2) 22.3.5.19.23.293 - 24.5.7.11.17.29 - 2.34.7.17.(79) - 3.11.31.(727) 0 - 20 5'.7.1P 24.34.29.31.37 2.11.31.37.(59) 17.37.(563) 0 
~ r=1 - 27.13.17.19 

~ 20 57.7.t12 2.32.17.(179) - 11.17.29.(61) 2.29.31.(43) 
..... r=2 22.13.19.29.31.37 
<0 21 510.7.23.37 2.5.7.11.133.23.29.31 22.32.17.19.29.313 32.13.17.19.(337) 22.3.114.133.19 CD 
U1 r=1 - 22.32.37.41.(167) 

21 59.7.23.37 - 2.32.5.7.11.17.19.23 32.13.(5813) 24.29.31.(167) - 3.17.29.31.(181' 
r=2 13.17.19.29.31.37.41 
22 510 2.7.13.19.29.31 - 34.7.17.19 2.19.37.(53) 
r=1 27.13.37.41 
22 510 112.29.37 - 2'.13.17.31.37 7.13.31 
r=2 - 32.7.19.31.41 
23 2'.5'.13.67.71 28.3.5.13.23.37.41 11.19.37.41.(641) - 3.73.17.19.29.31.37.41 23.32.11.13.192.29.31.41 
r=t - 2.3~.11.29.31.43.(47) 

- 3'.7.29.31.(13 1(9) 23 2'.3.510,11.13.67.73 26.5.7.11.13.19.23.29.31 - 11.17.(107.691) 23.3.7.112.13.193.37.(71) 
r=2 2.7.19.37.41.43.(1759) 

33.17.193.23.29.31.43 23 24.3.5'.11.13.71.73 - 24.5.11.13.17.29.31.43.(53) -7.11.19.23.43.(1741) - 23.3.72.112.13.17.23.37.43 
r=3 2. 17.23.J73.41.(157) 

- 11.132.31.37.41 24 23.59.13 3'.19.37.41 23.3.11.41.(97) 
r=1 - 2.3.43.(163) 

3.132.172.19.31 24 235913 11.(2389) 23.32.19.232.37 
r=2 - 2.11.19.37.41.43 
25 34.512.72.37.43.67 - 24.32.23.31.37.434.(67) 23.5.113.13.29.31.37.( 167) 33.5.7.112.13.19.29.37.(881 ) 27.32.5.11.133.29.(1249) 
r=1 2.5.13.29.41.43.(41189) - 28.72.13.192.23.29.41.43.47 
25 34.511.72.37.43 - 2,32.11.13.29.37.432.(61) 5.23.37.(95 273) - 2.33.5.7.11.19.23.31.37.(59) 32.5.23.31.(149.313) 
r=2 - 5.11.23.31.41.43.(317) 2.,z.11.31.41.43.47.(223) 
25 3.58.37.43.67 0 - 23.7.11.19.31.37.41.47 - 26.3.37.413.47 2.34.7.11.19.41.47 
r=3 29.7.19.232.43.47 53.7.132.19.23.43 

c.... 26 3.58.19.29 2.1.11.23.312.41 -- 22.73.19.23.41 - 23.3.23.37.(67) 

B r=1 2.37.43.(157) 5.72.17.37.43.47 
c 26 3.510.19.29 11.37.43.(233) 23.19.37.43.(107) 3.77.41.43 
CD 

r=2 7.23.41.(1091) - 23.5.7.17.23.41.47 U> 

:II 27 2.513.7.47.61.491 27.33.7.13.17.23.29.31.(311) 5.17.(1164409) 2.5.19.37.(383.1553) - 2.3.5.17.37.41.(8209) ~ 
~ r=1 26.5.114.17.23.37.41.43.47 - 38.7.112.13.23.37.41.43.47 
!!!. 21 512.7.47.59.491 -7.23.29.31.37.41.(883) - 211.33.5.133.373.41 - 26.3.5.13.17.19.41.(769) - 24.34.5.13.(53783) 

r=2 2.3.5.13.23.372.433.47 - 2'.3.7.17.23.43.47.(977) 
27 512.7.47.59.61 - 28.3.7.13.29.373.43 - 2.32.5.23.31.37.43.(149) 22.5.17.19.23.31.43.(853) - 3.5.23.292.31.41.43.(83) I\;) 

- 23.5.31.41.47.(521) 27.7'.13.17.31.41.47 • r=3 U1 
(0) 
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TABLE XI. Coefficients of components 12} of degenerate r3 representations up to 1=27. The related 10 - ) components are given in Table X with the same r. Some values are obtained by an arbitrary 
orthogonalization which leads to simpler results than any of those obtained by creating zeros. 

[ 2) [ -3) [ 7} [ -8} 
[12} [- 13) [17) [- 18) 

Denominator [22) [ -23) [27) 

13 22.56.47.127 - 24 .5.11.(137) 5.(47.127) 2.36.5.7.17.19 22.5.17.19.(101) 
r=1 2.11.17.19.233 32.11.13.17.19.23 
13 2.55.47.127 5.7.13.17.19.23 0 - 2.5.11.13.233 5.73.11.13.23 
r=2 2.7.13.(113) - 22.73.(79) 
15 22.56.11 2.3.5.13 26.3.5.112 - 3.5.7.132.19 2.3.5.7.19.23 
r=1 - 22.13.19.23 3.7.13.19.23 
15 22.55.11 2.5.7.19.23 0 - 5.13.23 2.5.13.172 

r=2 22.3.7.232 _ 34.172 
17 26.3.58 - 22.5.17.23.29 3.5.72.17.23.29 2.34 .5.13.17.29 24.13.17.192.29 
r=1 - 2.17.(199) 3.17.(281) 211.33.11.31 
17 26.3.54 22.5.133 3.53.13 2.34.5.23 24.52.23 
r=2 2.13.23.29 3.13.23.29 0 
18 2.58.107 - 32.5.11.23.29.31 - 3.5.7.11.23.29.31 23.34.13.29.31 34.11.29.31 
r=1 211.11.31 33.72.11.(37) 23.3.7.17.(79) 2.3.7.17.(61 ) 
18 22.58.107 22.5.7.233 - 3.5.23.(71) - 2.34.7.11.13.192 26.7.(151) 
r=2 2.32.7.29.(103) 3.7.293.31 23.3.11.17.29.31 23.33.11.17.29.31 
19 2.58.47.71 34.5. ll. 132• 17.31 _ 23.32.5.134.31 - 22.34.1.132.23.31 7.233.31 
r=1 - 2.3.113.132.23.29 3.7.11.192.23.29 132.17.23.29 25.72.17.23.29.37 
19 22.59.47.71 28.5.7.23.29 2.5.7.11.17.23.293 - 22.11.17.29.(103) 22.32.11.17.29.(163) 
r=2 - 23.3.7.17.31.372 3.173.31.( 107) 32.7.11.31.(601) 2.32.7.113.31.37 
20 22.59.7.112 - 24.3.5.17.23.29.31.37 - 2.3.5.17.29.31.37 - 22.73.13.29.31.37 22.32.132.29.31.37 
r=1 - 23.11.37.(197) - 3.37.(1231) 17.(79.97) 2.3.72.114.17.19 
20 2.56.7.112 3.5.233 - 23.3.5.(103) _ 22.52.73.13.17 32.17.(233) 
r=2 25.11.17.29.31 - 35.17.29.31 - 29.31.37 0 
21 2.59.7.23.37 3.5.13.29.31.(79) - 211.5.13.19.29.31 2.36.7.17.19.29.31 34. 17.l9'.31 
r=1 23.3.13.17.19.(179) _ 24.35.133.19 25.32.13.37.(197) 2.3.72.232.373 

21 56.7.23.37 25.3.5.112.17.19 32.5.17.(101) _ 212.52.7.13 23.32.13.172.29 
r=2 - 3.29.31.(67) - 2.3.173.29.31 17.19.29.31.37 0 
22 22.512 2.33.5.73.29.31 - 213.3.7.29.31 - 2'.13.17.19.31 24.133.17.19.31 
r=1 2.32.7.132.19 22.19.(827) - 2'.7.13.37.412 7.13.37.(139) 

- 32.11.13.37.41.43 
22 2.512 - 2.3.5.13.19.29.37 2.35.13.19.29.37 - 23.7.17.232.37 22.75.17.37 
r=2 23.13.172.31.37 21°.7.13.31.37 2.32.19.31.(53) 72.19.31.372 

-1.11.19.31.41,43 



                                                                                                                                    

~ TABLE XI. (Continued). 
(11 
(11 

[ 2) [ - 3) [ 7) [ - 8) 
[12) [- 13) (17) [ 18) 

!'- Denominator [22) [ -23) [27) 
3: 

~ 23 27.511.13.67.71 - 27.32.11.13.37.41.(313) 3.7.113.37.41.(149) 35.11.17.19.29.373.41 24.3.113.17.19.29.31.37.41 

1 r=1 - 2.32.135.19.29.31.37.41 2.11.13.19.293.31.37.41 2.3.7.11.29.31.41.(401) 38.7.11.29.31.(137) 
72.29.31.43.(109) 25.132.23.29.31.43.(137) r 23 27.3.511.11.13.67.73 27.3.7.13.19.232.29.31.432 19.29.31.(103.3617) 7.17.31.(779981) 24.32.7.17.(419.601) 

~ r=2 2.37.7.11.13.(10321) - 2.3.73.13.412.(59.83) 2.19.37.(142903) - 3.19.37.41.(73.2411) 
I\) 3'.7.11.19.37.41.43.(331) 2'.3.7.11.132.19.23.37.41.43 
$D 23 26.3.58.11.13.71.73 27.3.133.17.23.29.31.43 - 7.17.23.29.31.43.(59) 19.23.31.43.(3371 ) - 24.32.193.23.43.(79) z 
~ r=3 2.33.72.11.13.17.19.23.43 2.3.13.17.19.23.43.(743) 2.7.17.23.37.43.(1013) 3.7.17.23.37.41.43.(73) 

0 - 33.11.17.23.37.41.(137) 2'.3.11.134.17.37.41 . 
24 2'.510.13 2'.32.29.31.37.41 3.11.29.31.37.41 - 3.52.72.11.19.37.41 23.3.11.17.19.37.41 0 

~ r=1 - 2.3.112.13.19.37.41 - 2.13.19.41.(73) 2.33.11.172.(71) 32.52.11.(173) 
- 23.43.(73) 27.132.23.43.47 

~ 24 2'.51°.13 2'.3.52.11.19.29.31 32.19.29.31.(79) 72.(157) 23.34.17.(89) -(I) r=2 - 2.32.11.13.(149) - 2.33.11.13.172.37 - 2.19.37.41.(67) 3.72.172.19.37.41 Q) 
(11 - 3.11.19.23.37.41.43 0 

25 22.34.51°.72.37.43.67 - 2.13.23.31.37.(36527) - 23.7.13.31.37.(73.557) 24.11.13.19.29.37.(4007) 23.33.13.19.29.37.(3671) 
r=1 2.112.13.19.29.412.(197) - 22.29.(199.27 749) 23.3.7.11.13.29.413.(173) 3.7.11.13.29.41.43.(3701) 

- 13.W.23.29.41.43.47.(127) 24.112.13.23.29.312.41.43.47 
25 34.511.P.37.43 - 26.11.29.37.(761) 7.11.23.29.37.(1949) - 23.19.233.31.37.(107) 22.33.11.19.23.31.37.(307) 
r=2 11.19.23.31.(109.271) 2.11.13.174.23.31.(59) - 3.7.23.31.41.(1543) 2.3.7.23.31.41.43.(601 ) 

- 25.11.31.413.43.47 2.11.31.41.43.47.(397) 
25 22.3.511.37.43.67 2'.7.19.23.29.31.37.41.47 - 23.19.29.31.37.413.47 -7.11.132.37.41.473 2.3.7.37.41.47.(1693) 
r=3 - 23.7.172.41.47.(251) - 22.75.13.19.41.47 - 2.3.113.172.19.47.(83) 24.3.11.19.43.47.(181) 

- 24.7.112.19.23.43.(103) -7.19.23.43.(83.103) 
26 22.3.511.19.29 24.7.172.29.31.41 - 2'.33.7.31.41.(61) - 112.192.23.41.472 2.32.17.19.23.41.(103) 
r=1 - 2'.3.7.112.23.37.41 22.32.13.23.292.37.41 2.7.11.23.37.43.(109) 23.34.7.192.23.37.43 

- 22.232.37.43.47 34.72.37.43.47 
26 2.3.511.19.29 - 22.233.29.31.37.43 2.3'.23.31.37.43 -7.W.37.43.(59) 2.36.7.17.19.37.43 
r=2 - 2.3.43.(4327) - 24.34.7.13.292.43 - 215.11.132.41 25.34

• P.192.41 
22.7.112.132.23.41.47 - 32.7.23.41.47.(109) 

27 2.513.7.47.61.491 _ 23.112.134.17.23.292.31 - 22.3.5.112.17.23.31.(5581) 5.73.472.(61.491) 28.5.112.(79631) 
r=1 28.3.5.13.17.37.(8699) 27.5.112.13.17.37.(1993) 2.5.17.37.41.43.( 103.197) 26.32.5.17.37.41.43.(83) 

2.32.5.7.17.23.373.41.43.47 - 22.7.17.23.37.41.43.47.(401) 37.7.13.23.37.41.43.47.53 
27 512.7.47.59.491 - 3.13.23.31.37.41.(3583) - 2.32.5.133.23.31.37.41 0 - 23.3.5.13.17.37.41.(571) 
r=2 2.32.5.112.232.41.(59) 22.3.5.41.{257.1831) 24.37.5.112.13.232.43 2.3.53.13.43.(25583) 

- 22.3.5.7. 13.23.43.47.(1637) 2'.3.7. 13.23.43.47.(743) 23.73. 17.W.23.43.47.53 
27 22.5 12.7.47.59.61 22.37.43.(83.859) 2.3.5.37.43.(39659) 0 2'.5.112.17.233.31.37.43 

c.... r=3 - 23.33.5.112.13.23.31.43.(59) 5.13.23.31.43.(10177) - 32.5.23.2~.3e.41 2.32.53.23.31.41.(1783) 
I\) 22.5.7.192.31.372.41.47 2.7.31.41.47.(4457) 2.3.7.13.17.31.41.47.53.(89) .8 
c: 
3l 
::D 
~ ;:, 
!!t 

~ 
(11 
(11 



                                                                                                                                    

of two components of nondegenerate F3 representations. 
With Tables V -VIII all representations can be obtained 

for integer values or half-integer values ofj up to 27 except 
for the F7 representations from I = 18.5, the F4 representa
tions from 1= 18, and the F3 representations from 1=13. 
Tables IX-XI give some degenerate F7 and F3 representa
tions which enable any representation for j<;.27 to be ob
tained. 

Detailed indications concerning the use of such tables 
have been given in the previous article. With the F 1 represen
tation for I = 6, one can obtain the F 6 representations for 
j = if and 1/, the F2 representations forj = 5, 6, and 7, the Fs 
representations forj = ~,if, 1/, and lj, the Fs representations 
forj = 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, and the F9 representations forj = ~, 

~,if, 1/, ¥, and ¥, using 3jm coefficients ofSU(2) an angular 
momentum of which is smaller than or equal to~. Tables of 
analytic formulas for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with an 
angular momentum up to 5 are in Ref. 11. A very concise 
table of 3jm coefficients with an angular momentum up to 2 
can be found in Appendix C of Ref. 12; it is not difficult to 
extend it to higher values. 

In his book, ButlerS chooses to define the second F9 
representation for j = lj from the product of the F s represen
tation forj = 7 by Is = !): in the product there are the Fs and 
the F9 representations, which can be obtained from the Fl 

2456 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 26. No.1 O. October 1985 

representation for 1= 6, which is the parent of this Fs repre
sentation. Similarly, he chooses the second Fs representa
tion for j = 8 in the product of the Fs representation for 
j = lj and Is = p: the parent is also the Fl representation 
with I = 6. The parent of the first F 9 representation for j = lj 
and the first Fs representation for j = 8 is the F 1 representa
tion for I = 10. However, the F9 representations for j = lj of 
the tables are, in fact, F::. representations, the parents of 
which are the F3 representations for I = 7 and I = 8, respec
tively. 
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2J. Raynal, J. Math. Phys. 25, 1187 (1984). 
3J. Raynal and R. Conte, J. Math. Phys. 25, 3375 (1984). 
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SA. G. Me Lellan, J. Chern. Phys. 34,1350 (1961). 
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7J. Griffiths. The Theory of Transition Metal Ions (Cambridge U. P., Cam
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"P. H. Butler, Point Group Symmetry Applications: Methods and Tables 
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9M. Kibler, J. Mol. Spectrose. 26, III (1968); Int. J. Quantum Chern. 3, 795 
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"0. A. Varshalovieh, A. N. Moscaliev, and V. K. Khersonskii, Quantum 

Theory of Angular Momenta (Nauka, Leningrad. 1975), p. 228 (in Rus
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The systematics of the multiplicity-free unitary irreducible representations ofSL(4,R) are 
restudied, and an amended list is presented. An automorphism essential to the physical 
application for particles and fields in Minkowski space is described. 

I. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS 

Present knowledge about the unitary irreducible repre
sentations (unirreps) of the SL(n,R) groups is incomplete. In 
particular, very little is known about the unirreps of the dou

ble-covering groups SL(n,R). The cases n 2,3,4 are impor
tant in physics. 1 SL(2,R) and its mUltiple coverings appear in 
numerous problems such as classical and quantized strings, 
projective transformations, integration over random sur
faces, etc. The case n = 3 has been utilized to classify the 
excitations of deformed nuclei and of hadronic states lying 
along Regge trajectories. SL(4,R) plays a role in the strong 
coupling theory and in various dynamical spectrum generat
ing algebras. A particularly useful application for any n re
lates to the representations of diffeomorphisms on n-dimen
sional manifolds.2 These are realized nonlinearly over the 
linear representations of the SL(n ,R) subgroups.3 Diffeomor
phisms appear in the theory of gravity, in hydrodynamics 
and magnetohydrodynamics, etc. In recent years, with the 
realization of the existence of a double covering of the diffeo

morphisms,4 to be represented nonlinearly over SL(4,R) in 
the case of space-time, a program was launched, aimed at the 

construction of SL(4,R) or even "world" spinors as spinorial 
"manifields" and their wave or field equations. These would 
appear as a superposition of matter fields, representing, for 
instance, phenomenological hadrons with their system of ex
citations, in special relativity and in the corresponding tran
sition to three possible versions of general relativity with an 
active local invariance group of the tetrad frames ("G-struc
tures"): (a) the tetrad formulation of Einstein's theory,5 as in 
the case of finite spinors ("anholonomic" application of a 
local Lorentz invariance), (b) the Einstein-Cartan picture/ 
in which the spinor fields in addition supply a spin source 
term to Cartan's (algebraic) torsion equation (nonprogagat
ing local torsion), and (c) the metric affine picture,7 where the 

anholonomic invariance is further extended to SL(4,R), 
with the manifields supplying a shear source term8 to the 
(algebraic) nonmetricity equation (nonpropagating local 
nonmetricity). 

Alternatively, dropping the anholonomic treatment al-

alWolfson Chair Extraordinary in Theoretical Physics. 
bl Also at the University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. 

together, the manifield can be used in two approaches as a 
holonomic world spinor: (d) Einstein's Riemannian general 
relativity, and (e) a tentative affine theory,9 with propagating 
torsion, curvature, and nonmetricity, but where only torsion 
or curvature is not confined. 

Cases (aHc) have recently been resolved through appro
priate wave equations. 1O A tentative gravitational Lagran
gian has been proposed 11 for case (e) and a holonomic equa
tion has been constructed. 12 Case (d) has also been recently 
resolved. 13 All of these require knowledge of the unitary irre-

ducible representations of SL(4,R), or at least of the multi
plicity-free unirreps [in which any representation of the 

maximal compact SO (4) subgroup will appear at most once 
in the reduction over that subgroup]. Some such representa
tions (the "ladder" class) were constructed in connection 
with dynamical groups. 14 The first comprehensive study of 
the entire system of representations was published by Kihl
berg. 15 This has been followed by further results due to Si
jackP6 and Borisov. 17 The present authors published a sup
posedly comprehensive catalog of all multiplicity-free 
unirreps.9 Unfortunately, some of the representations listed 
fail the test of fulfilling the algebraic commutation rela
tions,18 as was pointed out by Friedman and Sorkin,19 who 
published what was purported to be a corrected list. We find, 
however, that in as much as Ref. 9 was incorrect through 
overlisting, Ref. 19 erred through underlisting. Considering 
the importance of the issue, we have now surveyed these 
same systematics once again, with more insight and some 
hindsight. Hopefully, this article will thus supply a "final" 

catalog of the multiplicity-free unirreps of SL(4,R). As for 
the rigorous mathematical results, we point out that the uni
tary duals of GL(3,R) and GL(4,R) have been determined by 
Speh.20 

In Sec. II we outline the relations between the SL(4,R), 
SL(4,R.), and SO(3,3) groups and their maximal compact sub
groups, we give the relevant commutation relations, and 
state the procedure for the construction of all unirreps. In 

Sec. III we find the two quotient groups of SO(4) from 
which all multiplicity-free unirreps are to be obtained, and 
list the corresponding group generator matrix elements. In 
Secs. IV and V we discuss the irreducibility and unitarity 

properties of the SL{4,R) nnirreps. In Sec. VI we exhibit a 
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list of all SL(4,R) multiplicity-free unirreps, and make a con
nection and comments to previous work. Finally, in Sec. 
VII, we present a deunitarizing automorphism and make use 

of it to layout a basis for the SL(4,R) field structure. 

II. SL(4,R) GROUP STRUCTURE AND 
REPRESENTATIONS 

The SL(4,R) group is a 15-parameter noncompact Lie 
group. The space of the group parameters is simply connect

ed. The maximal compact subgroup of this group is SO (4), 
the double covering group of the SO(4) group. There is a 

four-element center of SL(4,R), which is isomorphic to 

Z2 ® Z2' The factor group of SL(4,R) with respect to a two
element (diagonal) subgroup Z ~ of Z2 ® Z2 is isomorphic to 
SL(4,R), i.e., 

SL(4,R)/Z ~ ~SL(4,R), 

while the factor group of SL(4,R) with respect to the whole 
center Z2 ® Z2 is isomorphic to SO(3,3), i.e., 

SL(4,R)/[Z2 ® Z2] ~SO(3,3). 

shear transformations. The SL(4,R) commutation relations 
are now given by the following relations: 

[Mab' Mcd ] = - i(1Jac Mbd - 1Jad Mbc 

-1Jbc Mad + 1Jbd Mac)' 

[Mab' Tcd ] = -i(1Jac Tbd +1Jad Tbc 

-1Jbc Tad -1Jbd Tac )' 

[Tab' Tcd ] = - i(1Jac Mbd + 1Jad Mbc 

+ 1Jbc Mad + 1Jbd Mac), 

(2.2) 

We will conduct the study of the multiplicity-free uni

tary irreducible representations of the SL(4,R) group in the 

basis of its maximal compact subgroup SO(4). In this way 
one has on one hand an advantage of carrying out a rather 
straightforward calculation, and on the other hand, of apply
ing immediately the most general mathematical theorems on 
the completeness of the results, which refer to the case when 
the unirreps of a noncompact group are analyzed in the basis 

of its maximal compact subgroup. The SO(4) 
~SU(2) ® SU(2) subgroup is generated by 

These relations are summarized by the following diagram of J)I) =! Eijk Mlk + ! Too J12) =! Eijk ~k - ! To;, (2.3) 
exact sequences: 

! ! 

~ Z~ ~ Z2®Z2 ~ Z2 ~ 

! ! 

~ Z~ ~ SL(4,R) ~ SL(4,R) ~ 1 . 

! ! 

SO(3,3) SO(3,3) 

! ! 

1 1 

The maximal compact subgroups of the groups 

SL(4,R), SL(4,R), and SO(3,3) are the groups SO (4) 
~SU(2) ® SU(2), SO(4)~[SU(2) ® SU(2)]/Z~, and 
SO(3) ® SO(3), respectively. The relations between the maxi
mal compact subgroups are given by the above diagram, 
with each group substituted by its maximal compact sub
group. If jl,j2 are the Casimir labels of the SU(2) ® SU(2) 
group, then in an arbitrary representation Z2 ® Z2 is repre
sented by { 1,( - )2l ,) ® { 1,( - )2l ,) and Z ~ is accordingly rep
resented by { 1,( - )2l, = ( )2j ,). 

Let Qab' a,b = 0,1,2,3, be the SL(4,R) generators. The 

SL(4,R) commutation relations read 

[Qab,Qcd] = igbcQad - igadQcb' (2.1) 

where for the structure constants gab one can take the invar
iant metric tensors: either {jab = ( + 1, + 1, + 1, + 1) with 

respect to the SO (4) subgroup or 
1J ab = ( + 1, - 1, - 1, - 1) with respect to the Lorentz sub

group SO(I,3) of the SL(4,R) group. The metric tensor gab 
is SL(4,R) covariant. The antisymmetric part (when gab 
= 1J ab) of Qab' i.e., Mab = Q [ab 1 ' form the six Lorentz gener
ators, while the remaining nine symmetric operators, i.e., 
Tab = Q (ab l' generate the relativistic (four-dimensional) 
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where i,j,k = 1,2,3. The remaining nine (noncompact) oper
ators transform with respect to SU(2) ® SU(2) as the compo
nents of the (1,1) irreducible tensor operator Z. We will write 
them in the spherical basis as Za, p, a, f3 = 0, ± 1. The mini

mal set ofthe SL(4,R) commutation relations now reads as 
follows: 

[ J (p) J (q) ] - £ J (p) 1 2 
0' ± - Upq ± ' p,q = , , 

[ JI!) ,J(~ ] = 28pq Jo(P), 

[ J~),Za,p] = aZa,p, 

[Jg),Za,p] =f3Z a,p, 

[J(~ ,Za,tJ] = (2 - ala ± lW 12Za± I,p' 

[ J(~ ,Za,tJ] = (2 - f3 (f3 ± 1))1/2Za,tJ± I' 

[Z+ 1,+ 1,Z_I,_1] = - (J~) + Jg)), 

(2.4) 

The remaining commutation relations can be obtained by 
making use of the Jacobi identity. 

All (multiplicity-free) unirreps of a noncompact group 
can be constructed explicitly by the following three-step pro
cedure, which is based on the work of Harish-Chandra.21 

(1) One determines the matrix elements of the group 
generators in the basis of all homogeneous Hilbert spaces 
over the maximal compact subgroup and its quotient groups. 

(2) One determines all sublattices of the maximal com
pact subgroup labels that are invariant under the action of 
the noncompact operators. Each invariant lattice deter
mines the basis of the representation invariant Hilbert space. 

(3) One determines the constraints on the representation 
labels by imposing a condition of Hermiticity on the genera
tors in each Hilbert space corresponding to the above invar
iant sublattices, starting with the most general unitary, posi
tive definite Hilbert space scalar product. 

OJ. SijaOki and Y. Ne'eman 2458 



                                                                                                                                    

III. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SL(4,R) GENERATORS 

Let the group elements k of the maximal compact sub
group SU(2) ® SU(2) be parametrized by two sets of Euler 
angles, i.e., 

k (ai' /31' YI,a l· /32' Y2) = kl(al> /31' YI)k2(a2, /32' Y2)' 
The first possible homogeneous vector spaces are those de
fined by the whole SU(2) ® SU(2) group. The complete set of 
Wigner's D function provides a basis, i.e., 

{((2jl + 1)(2j2 + IW/2D~,m, (ai, /31' YI)D~,m,(a2' /32' Y2)}' 

where UI,j2) are the SU(2) ® SU(2) Casimir labels. The labels 
(nl>n2) determine an additional mUltiplicity of the UI,j2) val
ues, besides the assumed (2j I + I )(2j2 + 1) multiplicity corre
sponding to the (m l,m2), Imll<jl' Im21<j2' Since we are 
interested in the multiplicity-free representations, we ought 
to confine ourselves in this case to the subspace of this homo
geneous space with basis vectors 

{((2jl + 1)(2j2 + lW/2D~ m, (/31' ydD~ m, (/32' Y2)J· 

The second possible homogeneous space is defined over the 
quotient [SU(2)/u(I)] ® [SU(2)/U(I)], with the correspond
ing basis given by the vectors 

{((2jl + 1)(2j2 + IW/2D~ml(/3I' Yl)D~m,(/32' Y2)}' 

Thus, we recover the multiplicity-free Hilbert subspace of 
the first possibility. The third possible homogeneous vector 
space is defined over the quotient group [SU(2) ® SU(2)]/ 
SU(2), where the elements of the "denominator" SU(2) group 
are parametrized by the Euler angles (a, /3,y) 
= (ai' /31 - /32,a2)' In this case, the Casimir labelsjl andj2 
are equal mutually, i.e.,j = jl = j2' The Hilbert space basis is 
given by the Wigner functions, {(2j + 1)1/2 
XD{",m,( YI' /3, Y2)1/3 = /31 + /32}' Hereby we have listed all 
possibilities (with nontrivial maximal compact subgroup la
bels), and therefore, in order to determine all multiplicity

free unirreps of the SL(4,lR) group, one has to look for solu
tions in just two homogeneous vector spaces given by 
quotient groups of the maximal compact subgroup 
SU(2) ® SU(2), with corresponding basis vectors as follows: 

[SU(2)/u(I)] ® [SU(2)/u(I)] 

and 

--+ {I~I ;)} = {((2j1 + 1)(2j2 + IW l2 

XD~m, (/31' YI)D~m,(/32' Y2)}' 

(3.1) 

[SU(2) ® SU(2)]lSU(2) 

--+{Im
l

j 
m)} =(2U+I)1/

2
D{",m,(YI,/3'Y2)J· 

(3.2) 

The SU(2) ® SU(2) group generator matrix elements are 
well known, while the matrix elements of the noncom pact 
generators were determined in Ref. 9, by making use of the 
decontraction formula. They agree with the ones obtained in 
a general analysis of SL(4,lR) unirreps.22 

In the basis (3.1) we find 
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J~) Ijl 
m l 

j2 ) 
m2 

=mll
jl 
m l 

j2) , 
m2 

J~) Ijl 
m l 

j2 ) 
m2 

=m2 l
jl 
m l 

j2) , 
m2 

J(I) Ijl 
± m l 

j2 ) 
m2 

= UIUI + I) 

- ml(ml ± IW /2
1 m:~ 1 

j2 ) , 
m2 

J(2) 1 jl j2 ) = U2U2 + I) ± m
1 m2 

- m2(m2 ± 1))1/21 jl 
m l 

j2 ) 
m2± I ' 

and 

e; 
m; 

j; I Z Ijl 
m' a,l1 m 

2 I 

j2 ) 
m2 

= ( _ ) j i - mil _ ) j2 - m2 

( 
j; 1 jl ) ( j; 

X -m; a ml -m; /3 

X (j; j; liZ IUlj2), 

(j; j; liZ Iljd2) 

= - i( - )ji +j2((2j; + 1)(2j; + I) 
X (2jl + 1)(2j2 + 1))1/2 

x(e1 + ie2 - ![j;U; + I) 
- jlUI + I) + j;U; + I) - j2U2 + I)]) 

1 j2) 
00' 

(3.3) 

where e = e l + ie2, e l ,e2 E lR is the SL(4,R) representation 
label. The 3-j symbol 

(lO" 1 .) 
\ 0 ~ , 

with half-integer entries is to be evaluated by taking the cor
responding expression for integer entries and continuing it to 
the half-integer ones. 

In the basis (3.2) we find 

and 
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(m;j' m~ I Za,l1 I m
i 
j m) 

= ( _ ) j' - mil _ (- m, ( j;, 1 j I ) 

-m1 a m 1 

X ( j~, 1 j2) (j'IIZI U), 
- m1 {3 mz 

(3.4) 

(j 'liZ Ilj) = - i((2j' + 1)(2j + IW /2 

X(e1 + ie2 - HIU' + 1) - jU + 1)1), 

where e = e l + ie2, eI,e2 E R is the SL(4,R) representation 
label. 

IV. INVARIANT LATTICES 

We will treat separately the above two cases. In the first 
case, (3.1) and (3.3), one has a priori a general lattice of all 
U}Jj2) points 

{Ul,j2)lj}Jj2 = O,p,p, ... j. 
In this case, owing to the 31 symbols, the reduced matrix 
elements of the noncompact operators vanish if j; = j I 
and/or j~ = j2' Thus, the most general lattice of the Ul ,j2) 
points splits into eight sublattices. Since only the four possi
bilities U;,j~) = Ul ± l,jz ± 1) occur, the Ul,j2) content 
of each sublattice is determined by jl + jz (mod 2), jl - jz 
(mod 2), and the "minimal" (j1,j2) value. The eight such lat
tices we label explicitly as follows (cf. Fig. 1): 

LI = L (0,0), L2 = L (!,!), L3 = L (0,1) = L (1,0), 

L4 = L (!,~) = L (M), L5 = L (!,O), L6 = L (O,!), (4.1) 

L7 = L (O,~), L8 = L H,O). 

In order to determine which of these sublattices are invariant 
under the action of the noncompact generators, we will 
make use of the following explicit forms of the reduced ma
trix elements: 

(jl - Ij2 - l11Z I Ulj2) 

= - i( - )2U, Hl(el + ie2 + jl + j2)UI j2) I 12, 

(jl + ljz - l11Z I UIjZ) 

j2 
5 

1: 

2 

3 
2: 

1 
2' 

= - i( - )Zj,-I(el + iez - jl + jz - 1)(UI + l)jz)'12, 
(4.2) 

l' 
6 2 7 4 6 2 7 

I 
1 8 5 
I 
7 4 6 2 7 4 6 

I 
3 8 5 8 

I 
6 2 7 4 6 2 7 
I 

0 _1_5 -3-8-1-5-3 --:;, 

1 3 5 
j 1 '2 r 2 2' 

FIG. 1. L" i = 1,2, ... ,8, sublattices [Eq. (4.1)]. 
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(jl - Ijz + lliZ I Ud2) 

= - i( - )Zj,-I(el + ie2 + jl - j2 - 1)(jIU2 + lW1z. 

It is obvious now that, owing to the UI)I12 and/or Uz)1/2 
factors in (4.2), the lattices L (0,0) and L (0,1) are invariant, 
i.e., the reduced matrix elements (jl - Ij2 - 11!Z I Ulj2)' 
(jl + Ij2 -IIIZI Ulj2),and(jl-lj2 + lllZlljl +j2) 
vanish at the edge UI,j2) points UI'O) and (0,j2)' Thus we find 
two invariant lattices 

L (0,0), L (0,1) = L (1,0), (4.3) 

with the SL(4,R) commutation relations satisfied for every 
el,e2 E R. Whenever e2#0 these two lattices are irreducible. 

in the case of the lattices L (!,O) and L H,O), the reduced 
matrix elements (jl - Ij2 - l11Z Iljlj2) and 
(jl + Ij2 -IIIZ! Ul +j2) vanish for the edge points Ul,O) 
but the (jl-lj2 + lllZlljdz) do not vanish for the 
points (0,j2)' Thus, these lattices are not invariant, and the 
algebra commutation relations are not satisfied for arbitrary 
ele2 values. However, one can constrain the representation 
labels el,ez and find invariant sublattices. If we take 
el = 1 - jlO' jlo = !,q, ... ,ez = 0, then (jl - 1 
jz + lliZ II jljz) vanish for all points withjl - j2 = jlo, and 
we thus find the triangularlike infinite irreducible sublattices 

L (O,O;jl - H>jlO)' jlO = 2,4,6, ... , 

L (!,O;jl - H>jlO)' jlo = !,~,~, ... , 
L (l,O;jl - jz>jlO)' jlo = 1,3,5, ... , 

L H,O;jl - jz>jlO)' jlo = ~'1'¥"'" 
In a common notation these lattices read 

L Uo,O;jl - jz>jo), 
(4.4) 

jo = p,~, jl + jz ifo(mod 2). 

To satisfy the commutation relations of the SL(4,R) group 
for these sublattices it is necessary that el = 1 - jlO,ez = 0. 

In the case of the lattices L (O,!) and L (O,~), the reduced 
matrix elements (jl - ljz - l11Z I Uljz) and 
(jl - 1 j2 + l11Z II jljz) vanish for the edge points (O,jz), 
but the (jl + ljz - l11Z Iljdz) elements do not vanish for 
the points UI'O). These lattices are not invariant, and the 
algebra commutation relations are not satisfied. In this case 
one can again constrain the el,ez labels and find invariant 
sublattices. If we take el = 1 - jzo,jzo = !, 1,!, ... ,ez = 0, then 
(jl + Ijz -IIIZI Udz) vanish for all points with 

j2 - jl = j2o, and we thus find another set of triangularlike 
infinite irreducible sublattices 

L (0,0;j2 - jl>j20)' j20 = 2,4,6, ... , 

L (0,!;j2 - jl>j20)' j20 = !'l'~"'" 
L (0,I;j2 - jl>j20)' j20 = 1,3,5, ... , 

L (0,!;j2 - jl>j20)' j20 = !,1,¥,'" . 

In a common notation these lattices read 

L (O,jo;jz - jl>jo), 

jo = p,~, jl + j2 ifo{mod 2). (4.5) 

The SL(4,R) commutation relations are satisfied for the la-
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bels corresponding to the sublattice points provided that 
el = 1 - j2o,e2 = O. 

Finally, if we take el = l,e2 = 0, then both 
(jl - Ij2 + l11Z IUd2) and (jl + Ij2 - l11Z IUlj2) 
vanish for all points on the line jl = j2' and 
(jl - Ij2 - l11Z IUd2) vanishes for jl =j2 = O. There
fore, we find an additional invariant sublattice 

L (O,O;jl = j2 = 11,j = 0,1,2, .... The corresponding SL(4,R) 
representations are a special case of the representations cor
responding to the lattices of (4.7). 

It is rather straightforward to check in the case of the 
L (0,0) and L (1,0) lattices that the sublattices of points 
jl - j2> - 1, - 2, - 3, ... or j2 - jl> - 1, - 2, - 3, ... split 
under the action of the noncompact operators into a lattice 
of the form (4.3) or (4.4) plus an additional sublattice, and 
that for the latter the positive definiteness of the corrre
sponding Hilbert space scalar product [determined by (5.3) 
and (5.6)] is not satisfied. There are, therefore, no more irre
ducible invariant sublattices correponding to (3.1) and (3.3). 

In the second case, (3.2) and (3.4), one a priori has a half
line-like lattice of points ! UI,j2) = U,11U = O,P,~, ... l. The 
explicit form of the reduced matrix elements (3.4) is given by 

(j - l11Z Ilj) = - i((2j + 1)(2j - lW/2(el + ie2 + J1, 

(jIIZ Ilj) = - i(2j + l)(el + ie2), (4.6) 

(j+ lIIZIU) = -i((2j+3)(2j+ 1))1/2(el +ie2-j-l). 

One can see immediately that (j - 11 IZ I I j) vanishes when 
j =!, for every el ,e2 and that one has an invariant lattice of 
points L (!,!;jl = j2 =11, j = !,~,~, .... The same matrix ele
ment vanishes for j = 0, provided el = e2 = O. However, 
owing to the existence of a nontrivial reduced matrix ele
ment (jIIZ IU) in this case, one can explicitly verify that 
the SL(4,R) commutation relations are satisfied for el = 0 
and an arbitrary value of e2• Thus in the second case we find 
two irreducible invariant lattices for e2 E R, 

L (0) = ! U,11U = 0,2,4, ... l, 
(4.7) 

L (!) = ! U,111j = !,~,~, .. ·l· 

v. UNITARITY 

The next question we want to discuss is that of the uni
tarity of the multiplicity-free representations of SL(4,R), or 
in other words, the Hermiticity of the corresponding genera
tors. Since SL(4,R) is a noncompact group, its unitary repre
sentations are necessarily infinite-dimensional. Unitarity is a 
matter which depends on the Hilbert space one is working in, 
i.e., it depends on the corresponding scalar product. In order 
to obtain all multiplicity-free unirreps of SL(4,R), we start 
with the most general scalar product of any two functionsf 
andg, 
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(f, g) = J dk' dkf*(k ')x:(k ',k )g(k), (5.1) 

whereK(k ',k )isascalarproductkernel,k,k' E SU(2) ® SU(2), 
and dk is an invariant SU(2) ® SU(2) measure. We have 
shown in Ref. 9 that for the most general multiplicity-free 
SL(4,R) representation, the noncompact operator matrix 

elements take on the following form: 

(
j; 

m; 
j; Iz Ijl 
m ' a,p m 

2 I 

( . .) (j; j; Iz I jl j2) , =K lI,h , m' a,p m 
m l 2 I m2 

(5.2) 

where KUl>j2) are the matrix elements of the kernel. The 
positive definiteness of the scalar product, i.e., (f, f) > 0 for 
every f yields 

KUI,j2»0, (5.3) 

and the Hermiticity of the scalar product, i.e., (f, g) = ( g,j)* 
implies 

KUl>j2) = K*UI,j2)' (5.4) 

The Hermiticity of the noncompact operators reads in the 
spherical basis as follows: 

Z + -( )a-pz a,p - - -a,-p' (5.5) 

Making use of this condition, and of(3.3) and (5.4), we arrive 
at 

(el + ie2 - !(j; U; + 1) - jlUI + 1) 

+j;U~ + 1) -j2U2 + 1)])x:U;,ji) 

= (- el + ie2 - !(j;U; + 1) -jlUI + 1) 

+ j~(j2 + 1) - j2(j2 + 1)])x:(jI,j2)' (5.6) 

This equation provides us with two cases, i.e., e l = 0, e2 E R 
and el ;60, e2 = O. 

It is at this stage that we inspect the unitarity of the 
representations, as well as the positive definiteness of the 
scalar product, for each of the irreducible sublattices found 
in the above, (4.3H4.5) and (4.7). 

The SL(4,R) representations corresponding to the in
variant latticesL (0,0) andL (1,0) of(4.3), are already unitary 
with a trivial kernel for the scalar product, K(jI,j2) = 1 for 
every jl,j2' provided el = 0, e2 E R. These unirreps of 
SL(4,R) form the principal series, which we denote by 

D pr(0,0;e2} and D pr(1.0;e2)' In the case el ;60, e2 = 0, from 
(5.3) and (5.6), we find that there is a solution for el if 

lell<1-ljl-j21 and led<2+jl+j2' (5.7) 

for every U I' j2) point of a given lattice. We find by inspection 
that 0 < lell < 1 for the lattice L (0,0), and that there are no 
solutions for the lattice L (1,0). These unirreps form the sup
plementary series, and we denote them by lY'upp (O,O;el). The 
matrix elements of the kernel are now 

(5.8) 
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For the SL(4,R) representations corresponding to the 
irreducible lattices of (4.4) and (4.S) to be unitary, a nontrivial 
kernel is required for the scalar product. The unitarity con
dition (S.6) can then be satisfied for any el = 1 - jlo, 
jlO = !,1,~, ... , or el = 1 - j20,j20 = !,1,~, ... , and e2 = 0, and 
that the positive definiteness condition is also satisfied by the 
scalar product. The corresponding unirreps form the dis-

crete series of multiplicity-free unirreps of the SL(4,R) 
group. We denote them by Ddisc(l_ el,O), and by 
DdiSC(O,l - ed, el = ~,O, -!, - I, ... , and they correspond, 
respectively, to the irreducible lattices of (4.4) and (4.S). For 
the discrete series, (S.6) yields 

K(' .) _ r(jl + j2 + e l + l)r(Ul - j21 + e l + 2) 
It,h - r(jl + j2 - e l + l)r(Ul - j21 - e l + 2) 

XK(min(jtJ,min(j2))' (5.9) 

where K(min(jl),min(j2)) is either K(I - el,O) or K(O,I - etJ. 
The SL(4,R) representations corresponding to the irre

ducible lattices L (0) and L m of (4.7) are, as we have already 
stated, unitary for el = 0 and an arbitrary e2 E R. This result 

follows from an explicit verification of the SL(4,R) commu
tation relations. These representations form the ladder unir
reps, and we denote them by D ladd (0,e2 ) and D ladd (~;e2)' 

The irreducibility of the Hilbert spaces in which we have 

defined the multiplicity-free unirreps of SL(4,R) is guaran
teed by construction-none of them possesses an invariant 
subspace under the action of the group generators. 

The second-order Casimir operator for SL(4,R) is de
fined by 

C2 = QabQ ba = - 4 + !(e l + ie2f (5.10) 

For the principal and the ladder series it is given by 

C2 = -4-!eL (5.11) 

while for the supplementary and the discrete series it takes, 
respectively, the values 

c2 = -4+!e~~-4+!(jo-If, 

wherejo = p,~,2, ... is eitherjlO orj20' 

VI. SUMMARY OF SL(4,R) MULTIPLICITY-FREE 
UNIRREPS 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

We have parametrized, in this work, the unitary irredu

cible representations of the SL(4,R) group in terms of the 
parameter e = el + ie2. The representations are defined in 
Hilbert spaces which are symmetric homogeneous spaces 
over certain quotient groups K ' of the maximal compact sub
groupK = SU(2) ® SU(2), i.e., in the spacesL 2(K') of square
integrable functions over K' with respect to the invariant 
measure over K '. We have considered the most general sca
lar product (5.1) of the Hilbert space elements with, in gen
eral, a nontrivial kernel K. The K ' representation eigenvector 

labels, which define a basis of the SL(4,R) representation 
Hilbert space, are constrained to belong to certain irreduci
ble lattices L. Therefore, we denote the unirrep Hilbert 
spaces by H(K',K,L). 
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There are, besides the trivial representation, four series 

of multiplicity-free unirreps of the SL(4,R) group. 
Principal series: Dpr (0,0;e2) and Dpr (I ,0;e2), e 1 = 0, 

e2 E lEt They are defined in the Hilbert spaces H (K' 1,K,L ), 
where K; = [SU(2)!U(1)] ® [SU(2)!U(I)], K(jl,j2) = 1, 
V jl,j2' and the irreducible lattices are, respectively, L (0,0) 
andL (1,0) [cf. (4.3)]. The generator matrix elements are giv
en by (3.3), and the Casimir invariant is given by (5.11). 

Supplementary series: DSUPP(O,O;etJ, 0< lell < I, e2 = O. 
They are defined in the Hilbert spaces H (K ; ,K,L ), where 
K; = [SU(2)!U(1)] ® [SU(2)!u(1)], K(jI,j2) is nontrivial and 
given by (5.8), and the irreducible lattice is L (0,0) [cf. (4.3)]. 
The generator matrix elements are given by (3.3) and (5.2), 
and the Casimir invariant is given by (S.12). 

Discrete series: DdiSC(l - el,O) and DdiSC(O,l - ell, 
el = I - jo,jo = !, Q,e2 = O. They are defined in the Hilbert 
spaces H(K; ,K,L), where K; = [SU(2)!u(I)] ® [SU(2)/ 
U(I)], K(jI,j2) is nontrivial and given by (5.9), and the irredu
cible lattices are, respectively, L (jo,O;jl - j2>jO) and 
L (0,jo;j2 - jl>jo) [cf. (4.4) and (4.S)]. The generator matrix 
elements are given by (3.3) and (5.2), and the Casimir invar
iant is given by (5.13). 

Ladder series: Dladd(0;e2) andD 1add (!;e2), el = 0, e2 E lEt 
They are defined in the Hilbert spaces H (K ;,K,L ), where 
K; = [SU(2) ® SU(2)]/SU(2), K(jI,j2) = K(j,j) = I, Vj, and 
the irreducible lattices are, respectively, L (0) and L (!) [cf. 
(4.7)]. The generator matrix elements are given by (3.4), and 
the Casimir invariant is given by (5.11). 

Let us comment briefly on the previous work on 

SL(4,R) multiplicity-free unirreps. The ladder series, with 
e2 = 0, were obtained by Dothan and Ne'eman, 14 and in this 
work e2 was constrained by the algebraic structure of the 
physical model they considered. The general ladder series, 
e2 i= 0, were obtained by Mukunda,23 by means of an analytic 
continuation in the SU(4) labels, and by Sijacki, 16 who solved 
the commutation relations explicitly. Kihlberg l5 failed to 

check the SL(4,R) commutation relations in the multiplic

ity-free case, when continuing the SO(4) labels to the half
integer values; in addition he did not consider the homogen
eous space over the K ~ group and thus obtained only the 
e2 = 0 ladder unirreps. Friedman and Sorkinl9 realized the 
importance of checking the commutation relations for the 
continued values (or equivalently checking whether the rel
evant sublattices are invariant), and made an attempt to find 
all multiplicity-free unirreps. However, they did not actually 
solve their relevant equations (A.6)-(A.17): instead, they 
made use of our result9.18 according to which only 
(jl ± lj2 ± lliZ Ijd2) and (jl ± lj2 + IIIZ Iljlj2) ma
trix elements are nonzero; unfortunately, this result only 
holds in the Hilbert space over the K; group. The 
(j jl IZ I I j j) matrix elements are indeed nonzero (and pro
portional to e2 ) for the Hilbert space over the K; group. 
When embedding a Hilbert space over K ~ into a Hilbert 
space over K; , in order to prevent nonvanishing 
(j ± I j + II IZ I I j j) matrix elements, e2 = 0 is required, 
and thus only the D ladd , e2 = 0 unirreps survive. The supple
mentary unirreps were altogether missed in their work as 
well. 
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The SL(4,R) multiplicity-free representation labels 
used in previous work are given in terms of the labels of this 
work by R = e2 (Ref. 23),1] = e2 (Ref. 16), (01,02) = (e2' - el) 
(Ref. 15), (PI,P2) = (- el , - e2) (Refs. 9 and 18), and 
k = - 4(el + ie2)2 (Ref. 19). 

VII. THE DEUNITARIZING AUTOMORPHISM d 

The SL(4,R) generators M ab , Tab' o,b = 0,1,2,3 of (2.2) 
can be rearranged according to the following set: J; 
=!Eijk~k' N; = To;, K; =Mo;, Tij,Too, where 
i,j = 1,2,3. The SL(4,R) commutation relations now read 

[ J;~] = iEijkJk' 

[JoN;] = iEijkNk, 

[JoK;] = iEijkKk' 

[NoN;] = iEijkJk' 

[K;,Kj] = - iEijkJk' 

[JoTjk] = iEijlTlk + iE;kITjI' 

[JoToo] = 0, 
(7.1) 

[Tij,Tkl ] = - i(~;kEjlm + ~ilEjkm + ~jkEilm + ~jlE;km)J m' 

[KoN;] = - i(Tij + ~ijT 00)' 

[ K; ,Tjk] = - i(~ijNk + ~;kN;), 
[N;,Tjd = -i(~ijKk +~;kKj)' 
[K;, Too ] = - 2iN;, 

[N;,T 00] = - 2iK;, 

[Tij,Too] = O. 

The compact operators are J; and N;, while the remaining 
ones K;, T;; and Too are noncompact. Note the following 
subgroups: 

SO (4) 

SO(I,3)~SL(2,C) 

SL(3,R) J;,Tij' 

(7.2) 

The commutation relations (6.1) are invariant under the 
automorphism 

J;.-J;, 

N;.-iK;, 

.sf: K; .-iN;. 

Tij.-Tij' 
Too.-Too· 

(7.3) 

As a result of this automorphism, the vector spaces car-

rying unirreps of SL(4,R) can also realize the action of 

SL(4,RL,( , except that some of the latter group's matrices 

will not be unitary, having been multiplied by f=T in (7.3). 
This is essential for most physical applications. Indeed, ordi
nary tensor fields carry finite nonunitary representations of 
SL(4,R), and Dirac or Bargmann-Wigner spinor fields carry 

finite nonunitary representations of SL(2,qC SL(4,R). In 
both cases, the physical generators of Lorentz transforma
tions-the boosts-are entirely orbital. This can be seen in 
the following way. 
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The Noether theorem determines the following struc
ture for the total angular momentum: 

Mab = i {(xa8/'-xb8/')+Yab JL}dO'JL +h.c., (7.4) 

where h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate expression, 0' JL is 
a spacelike hyperplane, 

8 JL = e JL.? _ B.? B A. (7.5) 
a a B(BJL ¢ ) a 'I' 

is the canonical energy-momentum tensor, .? is the Lagran
gian density, ¢ the field, Sab JL is the intrinsic spin tensor den
sity 

(7.6) 

and Sab is the matrix representation of Mab on the ¢ vector 
space. These matrices are unitary for the Sij' which belong to 

the compact subgroup SO(3); they represent the Jij in Eq. 
(2.3), 

(7.7) 

The So;, on the other hand, represent the noncompact spe
cial Lorentz transformation generators K;. In any finite-di-

mensional representation of SL(4,R) or SL(2,q, they are 
given by anti-Hermitian matrices. For example, in the four
dimensional defining representation, they are given by the 
real symmetric matrices Eo; + E iO , where 

(A,B are the row and column indices). 
The first bracket in the expression (7.4) for Mab is the 

orbital angular momentum, the second is the spin. As a re
sult of the addition of (Sab)+' the Mij indeed contain both 
orbital and spin angular momentum, but the intrinsic spin 
piece cancels in M 0;' The physical boost for all known phys
ical fields is entirely orbital and contributes to the kinetic 
energy only. 

In unitary representations of SL(4,R), the boost pos
sesses a nonvanishing intrinsic piece and raises the mass or 
potential energy, connecting the particle to a higher excited 
state. To avoid this unphysical result, we identify the phys-

ical generators instead in SL(4,R)"". Here M ~ is given by 
the finite non-Hermitian matrices of (iTo;). It is this deuni
tarizing automorphism which allowed the authors in Refs. 9 

and 12 to claim that the SO(4) compact subgroup matrices 

can be used for the Lorentz SO(1,3). In Ref. 10, both possi

bilities were investigated, the unitary SL(4,R) case repre
senting hypothetical particles obeying a Majorana-like equa-

tion. Note that the f=T in the automorphism can also be 
absorbed in the space-time manifold, with X4 = ix°. This is 
the "Pauli metric" in which the metric is indeed Euclidean 
and thus SO(I,3).- SO(4). 

In the general affine9 approach to particle physics and 
gravity, the fundamental symmetry is that of the GA(4,R) 
group. In studying the unirreps of this group in the space of 
quantum states we have found that for hadrons, SL(3,R) (see 
Refs. 18 and 24) is the relevant "little group," from which 
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one induces the GA(4,R) unirreps. This stability group has 
to be represented unitarily, since its states form a basis of the 
quantum mechanical Hilbert space. In the GA(4,R) repre
sentations on fields, the SL(4,R) homogeneous subgroup is 
actively realized in the space of the field components, and its 
representations thus define the general affine fields. The two 
pictures have to merge for the stability subgroup, so that the 

SL(3,R)C SL(4,R), when represented on fields, has to be 

unitary. This SL(3,R) is generated by theJi and Tij, and we 
observe that these operators are indeed unaffected by the 
deunitarizing automorphism (7.3). 
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Duality identifies recoupling coefficients and isoscalar factors of the unitary groups with matrix 
elements of double coset representatives of the symmetric groups. When the double coset 
factorization is with respect to the same subgroup chain the matrix is that of the ordinary 
irreducible representation in a basis symmetry adapted to the subgroup chain. The invariant 
character of the symmetric group element then acts as a constraint on the magnitude, phase, and 
multiplicity resolution for diagonal elements. An algorithm for determining the content of this 
constraint is given and is shown to be consistent with a phase convention proposed previously. 

I. DUALITY 

In Ref. 1 (hereafter referred to as I) we have extensively 
analyzed the duality which exists between tensor representa
tions of the general linear groups GInC and the ordinary 
irreducible representations (irreps) of the symmetric groups 
S L using double coset (DC) decompositions S,L \ S LIS Lj" 
Duality identifies 9-j recoupling coefficients and isoscalar 
factors of Un with double coset matrix elements (DCMEl 
and weighted double coset matrix elements (WDCME) in 
SL' The DCME are elements of the transformation matrix 
between equivalent bases symmetry-adapted to the two sub
group chains. When the subgroups are identical (iL = Li ) 
the DCME form the irreducible representation matrix of the 
group element chosen to represent the DC. In these cases the 
invariant character of the element in SL provides an addi
tional constraint on the magnitudes and phases of diagonal 
DCME. In I we argue duality may be applied directly to the 
unimodular SUn subgroups if appropriate conventions for 
phase and multiplicity resolutions are observed. For the 
phase convention proposed in I character theory also implies 
constraints on the resolution of multiplicities involved in the 
DCME. This work analyzes these constraints and gives an 
algorithm distinguishing diagonal and otf-diagonal resolu
tions of multiplicities for outer products of the type (A:A}). 

In the next section we introduce notation by restating 
the problem in terms used in I. The character as evaluated by 
Nakayama's formula is related to its expression in terms of 
DCME and an algorithm for distinguishing the multiplic
ities is given. In the final section two sum formulas for diag
onal DCME, which derive from the identifications of duali
ty, are noted. 

II. DCME EXPRESSION FOR THE CHARACTER 

The DC for the decomposition S,L \SLISLj are enumer
ated by sets iLj of non-negative integers, which in the array 

L.] 
i~ 

sum to the left column and to the top row. Because of back
coupling relations there is no loss in generality in limiting the 
range of indices i and j to 2 nor in setting ~2 = O. The DC 
representative element is chosen as that permutation that 
cyclically permutes the ordered sets (~I + IL2 ) sequentially 

r' rj 

where the A 's label irreps of the respective subgroups. The 
irreps in any row or column must couple as outer products 
and the indices r label the mUltiplicities IA:Aj I of these outer 
products. The DCME are orthogonal on the sets 
(r';AirlrAjrj), with A and ,Aj acting as fixed parameters. For 
i L = Li and setting 2LZ = 0 we consider DCME of the form 

Al 

r' s' 

representing a DC element with cycle structure (2L" I ,L,). 
The trace of this element gives the character as 

~ 
AJ Aj r 

A(2L',1,L,)= L IIAd IA21~1 IAI OA2 s. (1) 
}'j'A, /\.2 Az 
r S r s 

The backcoupling relations give the equivalent sums 

~ Az A~ r 
A (2L',1,L,) L IIAdIA21IA:EIAd Az 0 A2 

EA"A,r A2 Az 0 
r 

= L IIAtlIA:eJAd e(2L
,). 

e/"t, 

DCME of the form 

are transposition phases orthogonal and symmetric in the 
multiplicities (r'lr). In I we have argued transposition phase 
matrices may be put in the form of a permutation matrix (one 
unit + lin any row or column) times a phase <p (A:A tA2) inde
pendent of the multiplicity and specified by a convention 
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based on the Littlewood-Richardson rules for decomposing 
an outer product into its irreducible constituents. That is, 
under transposition the multiplicities either map to them
selves and thus contribute to the trace or they are off-diag
onal in pairs and do not contribute to the trace. Diagonaliza
tion of the transposition matrix gives ± 1 eigenvalues for 
each mUltiplicity pairing and corresponds to using the 
wreath product S2L IS2 V (S L f in the subgroup chain. The 
paired multiplicities separate into symmetric and antisym
metric species. This determines, along with the phase ,p, the 
resolution of the symmetrized multiplicities IA:A, J ® U I, 
where u = [2] or [12]. To show that the character constraint 
is not trivial we cite two examples: [3,2,1](23

) = 0 requires 
1[3,2,1]:[2,1] ® [2]1 = 1 = 1[3,2,1]:[2,1] ® W]\, while 
W,22](26

) = + 80 requires IW,22]:[3,2,1] ® [2]1 = 2 and 
IW,22]:[3,2,1] ® W]I = o. 

It is therefore reasonable to ask what are the conditions 
which must be satisfied for an irrep with IA:A, J 21 ::;i:0 to contri
bute to the sum for the character and as a corollary require 
the multiplicity to be resolved in diagonal or off-diagonal 
form. 

III. CHARACTER VIA NAKAYAMA'S FORMULA 

The evaluation of the ordinary irreducible characters of 
the symmetric group is a widely studied subject and several 
iterative procedures are well known. We proceed using Na
kayama's formula as applied to an element containing a q
cycle b times. James and Kerber2 give an excellent presenta
tion of this subject and it is the relevant portions of their Sec. 
2.7 we give here. At the close of this section we relate this 
procedure to the DC decompositions introduced above. 

In a manner similar to Eq. (1), Nakayama's formula ex
pands the irreducible characters of S L in terms of subtraces 
of a subgroup sequence adapted to the element being consid
ered. For an element with b q-cycles the Nakayama formula 
becomes 

A 

A (qb1T) = sgn u f" (q)A (17'), 

where 
A 

A I-L and A I-(L - qb). (2) 

The element 17' is a permutation acting on the set (L - qb ) 
fixed by qb. The phase sgn u and the dimension f" (q) are 
discussed below. An irrep A has a unique q-core, q-quotient, 
and q-wei~ht w such that if b > w the character vanishes and 
if b = w, A is the q-core and f" (q) is the dimension of the 
representation induced by the q-quotient. These entities are 
evaluated as follows. 

ExpandA in its row determinatalformA = I[li - i + Jll 
=lfPij]1 so that fJij >fJi+ Jj and fJij <Bij+ J' A column se
quencefJij, 1 <J<j, withfJj+ Jj < 0 is called afJ-sequence for A. 
The Nakayama formula involves the sequential stripping of 
q-rims from theA frame. Each q-rim removal corresponds to 
the reduction of a suitable fJk in a fJ-sequence to fJk - q. 
Examination of the determinantal form shows that if and 
only ifO<f3k - q::;i:fJ; for all i::;i:k will the resulting reduced 
fJ-sequence (perhaps reordered) be itself a fJ-sequence giving 
a nonvanishing contribution to the character. These condi
tions are conveniently recorded in graphic form on a q-col-
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umned abacus as introduced by James. The columns 0 to 
q - I classify the fJ-elements by their value modulo q. A fJ
sequence is recorded by placing a bead in each position fJ k 

when the positions are numbered in natural order starting 
with zero in the upper left-hand comer and proceeding left to 
right and downward. Nonvanishing q-rim removals then 
correspond to any possible move of one bead upward one 
position in a fixed column. Moving all beads to the upper
most positions gives the fJ-sequence determing the q-core 1-
The number of unit moves in each column is the column q
weight W(ll with the q-weight being the total number of 
moves w = l:W(11 • The initial bead sequence in a fixed col
umn determines a fJ-sequence for an irrep A (II I- W(ll • The di
rect product of these irrepsA (i) forms the q-quotient of A with 
induced dimension 

f " - ( w ) I (III (q) - (0) (I) (q _ 1) ® A . 
w w "·W I 

(3) 

The phase is determined by numbering the beads in natural 
ordering in their initial position and comparing this to the 
beads numbered in natural order in the q-core positions. The 
parity of the premutation u necessary to bring these two 
orderings to coincidence determines the phase sgn u. Before 
proceeding we illustrate the above for q = 3 and 

[4] 

[3] 
[0] 

o 

[5] 

[4] 
[1] 

[0] 

[6] 

[5] 
[2] 
[1] 

withfJ-sequence (7,6,3,2) graphed as 

1 

2 

3 4 
W(l) 2 2 0 
A (II [ 12] [2] [0] 

with three-core 

[7] 

[6] 
[3] 
[2] 

~ 4 1 = [0] and u= G 2 ~ !) 
so that [42,22](34

) = - (i) = - 6. Thus for b> w the char
acter must vanish and Eq. (2) is established for b = w. To 
extend this result for b < wand relate it to the DC decompo
sition let us examine more closely the procedure for q = 2. 

Each bead move corresponds to removing a segment [2] 
or [12] from the preceding frame A. That is the skew dia
grams A 1[2] and A 1[12] contain common constituents in 
which separate (unsymmetrized) modes are removed from 
distinct rows and columns. Because of the sign change these 
constituents cancel and do not contribute to the Nakayama 
formula. The abacus structure counts only those constitu
ents of A 1[2] that correspond to the removal of symmetrized 
nodes and analogously antisymmetrized nodes in A I[ 12]. In 
the abacus structure a move in which the immediately pre
ceding position in the other row is occupied by a bead re
quires a reordering of the bead numbering to be a fJ-se
quence. The transposition of rows in the determinantal form 
results in a ( - 1) phase factor and the move corresponds to 
removing an antisymmetrized segment [12] from the A-
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frame. A move requiring no reordering to obtain a (J-se
quence corresponds to removing the symmetrized segment 
[2] from theA-frame. The permutation a gives the cummula
tive number of transpositions in ordering necessary to reach 
the two-core numbered in natural order. The irreps A (·1 de
termine the symmetry of the sequences of moves within a 
given column by which the two-core positions can be 
reached. The decomposition of the outer product induced by 
the two-quotient then determines the symmetries of the se
quences of all moves within all columns by which the two core 
can be reached. It follows for L z = w, the necessary and suffi
cient condition for the diagonal element 

[

A Al A

J 
r 

Al 1..1.1 Az s 
Az Az 0 
r s 

to be nonzero is that Az be contained in the induction from 
the two-quotient of A and 1..1. I be the two-core of A. For fixed 
jAj these elements contribute to the character in proportion 
to the multiplicity IAz:A (0)..1. (1)1, whereA (0)..1. (1) is thetwo-quo
tient of A. Illustrative examples are given in Table I. 

Extension to the case b < w proceeds in the same manner 
except one does not continue to reduce to the two-core but 
must sum over all intermediate diagrams related to irreps ft 
within w - b moves of the two-core. Each intermediate dia
gram itself has a two-quotientft(O)ft(1) such thatAz must occur 
in the induction (A (O)lft(O»)(A (I)lft(1)), which dimension deter
minesfJL (q) in the sum 

(4) 
JL 

The phase sgn aJL is that necessary to change the bead num
bering in the pattern corresponding to A to the natural order 
for the pattern corresponding to ft. We illustrate by calculat
ing the character [4,3,1] (2k, 18

-
zk ) via Eq. (4) and list the 

results in Table II. Extension to q> 2 proceeds in the same 
manner. 

IV. DIAGONAL DCME AND DUALITY 

Because of the identifications due to duality other sums 
involving the diagonal DCME can be obtained. The identifi-

cation of the DCME as a recoupling coefficient of Un re
quires 

(5) 

r~ r ~ ~ 

where (A ) n is the dimension of the irrep A in Un. Given the 
irreps 1..1. 1, zAz, and IA z the dimension n may be chosen arbi
trarily within the range In l + znz + 2lnz>n 
>Max(lnl'ZnZ>lnz), where jnj is the number of rows in the 
framejAj . 

Similarly the DCME of the decomposition S,r. \SLISLj 
can be identified with DCME of the decomposition 
Ujn\Un/Unj for suitably chosen jn andnj . ADCrepresen
tative specified by 

simply interchanges the distinct dimensions InZ~lnz so in 
the defining irrep it has the simple block matrix form 

0 0 

0 E
ln2 

E ln , 0 

0 0 ~ l' E,n, 

where En is the unit matrix of dimension n. The character of 
this element in Un is given by 

!A IW-In" _lin,) 

= I CAI)n (zAZ)n CAZ)n 
Aj,Aj 

(6) 

r r l rz 
It is convenient to use the Frobenius-Schur formula relating 
characters in GIn and SL in theform~AA (;JHA HE) = S,.. (E). 

TABLE I. Evaluation of two -cores, two-quotients, and constraints on multiplicity. 

Irrep Trace Two-core Two-quotient Multiplicity resolution 
A 1-2L A(2L) A A.IO)A 11) U assumes values [2] and W] 

[3,2,1] -0 [3,2,1] [0][0] IA:[2,I]®ul = 1 

[4,2,12] -6 [0] W][2] IA:[3,I] ® W]I = 1 = IA:[2,1 2
] ® [12]1 

[J2,2] -6 [0] W][2] IA:[3,I]®WI = 1 = IA:[2,1 2]®W]1 

[4,3,1] -2 [0] [22][0] IA:[22]®W]1 = 1 = IA:[3,I]®ul 

[5,3,2] -10 [0] p2][3] IA:[4,I]®[I2]1 = 1 = IA.:[3.l 2]®W]1 = IA.:[3,2]®ul 

[4,3,22,1] -5 [0] [23][0] IA.:[23]®W]1 = 1 = IA:[3,P]®ul = IA.:[22,12]®ul, IA.:[3,2,I]®ul =2 

WY] +80 [0] [2,1][2,1] IA:A j ® [2]1 = l{A. j 1[4,2],[3Y],[23],[32],[4,12],[22,12]}, 1..1.:[3,2,1] ® [2]1 = 2 

[6,5,3,2] -140 [0] [l2][J2] IA.:W] ® W]I = 1 = IA:[J2] ® W]I, IA:[4,3,I] ® [2]1 = 2, IA:[4,3,I] ® [1 2]1 = 3 

[4,2,1] +1 [1] [3][0] [[4,2,1] [3,1] [3]] [[4,2,1] A., [2,1]] 

for element (23,1) 
[3,1] [1] [3] = + 1 L A, [1] [2,1] =0 
[3] [3] [0] [2,1] [2,1] [0] 
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TABLE II. Characters of[4,3,1] (2k ,18
-

2k
). 

k p p(OI A. (ol/p(or Character 

4 [0] [0] [22] -2 
3 [2] (1] [2,1] -2 
2 [4] [2] [2] -I} 

[2,12] [1'] [1'] 
+2 

+3 
[4,12] [2,1] [1] + 10 

• (A. OI/pOI) = [0] for all entries 

The power sum SJl (E) for J-L f- L with cycle structure 
J-L = ® k (k (k for an element with eigenvalues 
(E) = (E I ,E2, ••• ,En) in the defining irrep is defined as 
SJl (E) = ® kSdE)mk with Sk (E) = l:E; k . For our purposes we 
may choose 2n2 = 0 = 2L2. Substituting the character for
mulas in terms of DCME we obtain the sum relation 

L l,..t ; 1 1.1; f~ : A; .I ;] r' 
IA; A' s' 2 

A~ 0 

r' s' 

X (,.I,),., (.I,)., [~; 
Al 

.I'] 
r 

IAI A2 S 

A2 0 
S 

= nL, Inl,L,. (7) 
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We also wish to point out the character of the DC represen
tative 

in Un can be evaluated by imbedding UnlSn in the natural 
way3 such that the defining irrep subduces as 
[lJn! = [n] + [n - 1,1]. Taking symmetrized powers on 
both sides we have [A In! = ([n] + [n - 1,1])01. 
= l:k [n - 1,1]01. I[k], where 0 indicates the inner pleth-

ysm (symmetrized inner product in Sn) and A I[k] ranges 
over all skew diagrams resulting from all possible one-rowed 
deletions. Since the DC representative is also an element of 
Sn one can evaluate the character of the class (2n2 , l,n, ) over 
the representations subduced in Sn by [A J!. This has limited 
utility, however, because the inner plethysms are difficult to 
evaluate except for some special cases. 

'J. J. Sullivan, J. Math Phys. 24, 424 (1983). 
20. James and A. Kerber, The Representation Theory of the Symmetric 
Group, Vol. 16, Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications (Ad
dison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1981). 

'P. H. Butler and R. C. King, J. Math. Phys.14, 1176 (1973). 
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Nonlinear evolution equations associated with a Riemann-Hilbert scattering 
problem 
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In an earlier paper nonlinear evolution equations associated with a Riemann-Hilbert scattering 
problem, which reduces, in an appropriate limit, to the Zakharov-Shabat-AKNS scattering 
problem, were considered. Here we discuss certain necessary constraints associated with the 
scattering problem and their impact upon the associated evolution equations. Moreover, the 
direct linearization of the nonlinear evolution equations and an algorithm to construct an 
N-soliton solution are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The inverse spectral (or scattering) transform (1ST) 
method is a well-established technique to solve and investi
gate certain nonlinear partial differential equations of evolu
tion type, a number of which are physically relevant. 1 

Attention has been recently given to the intermediate 
long wave (IL W) equation2-7 because it brings into the field 
some novelty; that is, it is an integrodifferential, rather than 
purely differential, nonlinear equation, that is, integrable via 

. a spectral problem based on a differential Riemann-Hilbert 
(RH) boundary value problem rather than an ordinary dif
ferential equation. Moreover, the IL W equation depends on 
a parameter which we call 1], in such a way as to coincide, as 
1] vanishes, with the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation,8 

and, as 1] goes to infinity, with the Benjamin-Ono equa
tion.9-11 

In analogy with the well-known connection between the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation and the modified Korteweg
de Vries equation, a modified ILW equation (whose 1]-0 
limit is the modified KdV equation) has also been introduced 
and investigated. 12.13 

Further progress in this direction has been made by 
extending14 the class of intermediate-type long-wave equa
tions, and by introducing l5

•
16 an intermediate version of the 

Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation17 (whose 1]-0 limit is of 
course the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation). 

More recently,18 a class of matrix nonlinear integral 
evolution equations was generated through the following 
2 X 2 matrix spectral problem: 

tjI-(x,z) = G (x,z)tjI+(x,z), xER, (la) 

G(x,z)=I +zu3 + U(x), (Ib) 

whereIistheidentitymatrix,u3 = (6 -.?1 ),zplays the role 
of spectral parameter, and U (x) is a (complex) z-independent 
potential function. 

Given the matrix function U(x), (1) defines a homogen
eous RH boundary value problem on a strip of the complex x 
plane. The matrices tjI ± (x,z) are the boundary values of a 
function If/ (x,z) holomorphic in the horizontal strip between 
1m x = 0 and 1m x = 1]: 

tjI+(x,z)=lim If/(x + iy,z), xER, (2a) 
ylO 

al Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Roma I, 00 185 
Roma, Italy. 

tjI-(x,z)==lim If/(x + iy,z), XER. (2b) 
yl1/ 

It turns out that If/ (x,z) can be written as 

If/ (x,z) = exp [ - it (z)x] (~ foo coth[~X' - X)] 
211] -00 1] 

X h (x' ,z)dx' + const) , 0 < 1m x < 1], (3) 
where 

exp[ 1]t (z)] = 1+ zu3 and h (x,z), defined by 

h(x,z) = -(I+zu3 )-lexp[it(z)x]U(x)tjI+(x,z) (4) 

is Holder continuous on xER and satisfies the condition 
IS~ 00 h (x,z)dxl < 00. Moreover, formula (3) implies the fol
lowing periodicity condition: 

tjI-(x,z) = (EtjI+)(x,z), (Sa) 

where E = exp(i1] ax) is the formal shift operator 

(Ef)(x) = fIx + i1]). (Sb) 
It was shown in Ref. 18 that the linear problem (1) and 

the associated class of evolution equations reduce, in the lim
it 1]-0, to the generalized Zakharov-Shabat-AKNS scat
tering problem 19 and to the associated class of nonlinear evo
lution equations. 19.20 Moreover, for the class of nonlinear 
equations associated with (1), an infinite family of conserva
tion laws was derived and only elementary properties of the 
spectral problem were essential for that derivation. In fact, 
the emphasis in Ref. 18 was mainly on the novel nonlinear 
evolution equations, such as an intermediate version of the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation, and on their associated Lax 
pair. 

In this paper we present new results concerning the RH 
boundary value problem (1) and the class of evolution equa
tions associated with it. 

II. THE BASIS CONSTRAINTS 

In the theory of matrix RH problems21 of the type (1) an 
important role is played by the determinant of G (x,z). In our 
case 

det G (x,z) = 1 - Z2 - z tr(u3 U(x)) + tr U(x) + det U(x). 
(6) 

All the results of this paper are derived when the potential 
matrix U (x) is subjected to the following two scalar con
straints: 

tr(u3 U(x)) = 0, (7a) 
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tr U(x) + det U(x) = O. 

or equivalently 

(7b) 

U(x) =~1 + Q2(X) -1 + Q(x). (S) 
where Q(x) is the off-diagonal part of U(x). In this case the 
detenninant of G (x,z) takes the particularly simple fonn 

det G (x,z) = 1 - z2. (9) 

independent of x with the following important conse
quences. 

(i) The matrix G (x,z) is invertible for every xER; this is a 
necessary condition for the solvability of (1). 

(ii) The total index K of the matrix RH problem (1) is 
zero. since 

K = {217r I [arg{det G (x,z))] ~ .: • (10) 

where[O(x)]~oo =0(00)-0(-00). 
Then an important theorem due to Gohberg and 

Krein22 shows that "generically" the two partial indices K I• 

K2 (K = KI + K2) are both zero. This fact guarantees the exis
tence and uniqueness of a bounded fundamental matrix 
W(x,z) associated with (1). 

III. THE REDUCED CLASS OF EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 

The existence and uniqueness of bounded solutions of 
( 1) can be used in the construction of the 1ST method for the 
class of evolution equations introduced in Ref. 18. if and only 
if the constraints (7) are compatible with the evolution equa
tions themselves. It will be shown in the following that this is 
indeed the case. Hence the constraints (7). introduced as re
quirements for the solvability of (1). are in fact a reduction of 
the class of equations introduced in Ref. 18 to the following 
class of matrix nonlinear evolution equations: 

Qt = a3r(Y)Q. (11) 

where 

Y F==ia3{~1 + Q2.@F + !Q.@-I([Q.F]I~1 + Q2)). 
(12) 

Fis off-diagonal. y(y) is an arbitrary polynomial iny. and 

(.@j)(x)= ~ J: 00 dy{sinh[~ - X)]} - f(y). (13a) 

(.@-lj)(X)== _l. foo dy coth[~(y - X)Y(Y)' (13b) 
77 -00 77 

In order to show that (S) is a reduction for the class of 
evolution equations associated with (1). one has to show that 
the set of the matrices U satisfying (8) is closed with respect 
to the elementary deformations 8u(nl such that 
8t/J± = B ± t/J±. Namely. one has to prove that if U(x) satis
fies (S) then 

8u(nl = (2~1 + Q2)-I{Q.8Q(nIJ + 8Q(nl. (14) 

In Ref. IS it was shown that the elementary defonna
tions 8 U (nl• such that 8t/J ± = B ± t/J ± • are given by 

with 

2470 

8u(nl = bn {((E - 1)L na3)(1 + U) + [L na3.u] J. (15) 

n 

B +(x,z) = bn L L n -ja~. bn arbitrary constants. 
j=O 

(16) 
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where L na3• defined in Ref. IS. is written here in the follow
ing more convenient fonn: 

(17) 

in tenns of the diagonal and off-diagonal matrices Fn (x) and 
Gn{x). respectively. which are constructed through the fol
lowing recursion relations: 

Fn+1 = -a3({1 + Uc)Fn +!(.@Gn.QJ +HGn.Q]). 
(ISa) 

Gn+ 1 =a3(!{Fn.QJ -(iI2)[.@-IFn.Q] 

+ (iI2l{ .@Gn.(1 + Uc)J + HGn.Uc ])' (ISb) 

(ISc) 

where [ • ] and { • J are the usual commutator and anticom
mutator between matrices and Uc is the diagonal part of U. 
The class of evolution equations is obtained by replacing 
8U(nllbn by Ut. 

Using Eqs. (15). (17). and (8). one can show that 

8u(nl - {(2~1 + Q2)-IQ.8Q(nIJ _ 8Q(nl 

Q 2(tr F) =_ n +~I+Q2 
2~1 + Q2 

X(Fn- 1 [Q.Gn ]). (19) 
2~1 + Q2 

Moreover. if (8) holds. one can prove by induction that 
the recursion equations (IS) decouple in the following way: 

Fn = (2~1 + Q2)-1 [Q.Gn ]. (20a) 

Gn + I = YGn• GI = 2Q. (20b) 

Then. from (19) and (20a). one immediately gets 

8u(nl=(2~1 +Q2)-I{Q.8Q(nIJ +8Q(nl. (21) 

From (15). (17). and (20) one finally obtains the evolution 
equations (11) and from (16). (17). and (20) one gets the corre
sponding time evolution of function t/J. 

t/J,+ = ~n Ct>jL n-
j
a3 +z

n
a3)t/J+. (22) 

where 

L j a3 = - !(i.@-I + 1)((~1 + Q2)-I[Q.Yj-IQ]) 

- (i.@ - l)yj-IQ (23) 

and the polynomial Y(Y). introduced in (11). is taken to be 
y(y)==anyn. 

The first three equations of the class ( 11 ) are (see Ref. 18) 
the following: 

(i) an intennediate wave equation 

(
u - 1 

y(y) = - icy. U = v pv ). pER. 
u - 1 

(24a) 

Vt =c~1 +pv2.@v. u =~1 +pv2; 

(ii) an intennediate nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

y(y) = ic 2 U = (u - 1 ipt/J* ) 
Y • '.1, l' pER, 

I,/, u-

it/Jt + c[ ~1 - plt/J12 .@(~1 - plt/J12 .@t/J) (24b) 
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-PtPg-IRe(tP*gtP)] =0, 

U = ~1 - pltPlz; 
(iii) an intermediate modified KdV equation 

r(y) = icy3, U = (U ~ 1 U ~ 1)' peR, 

u, = c~l +pu2 g(~1 +puz g(~l +puz gU)g-lugU), 

U = ~1 + puz. (24c) 

Taking the 1f-+O limit of Eqs. (24a)-(24c) one obtains 
the linear wave equation, the nonlinear Schrodinger equa
tion, and the modified KdV equation, respectively. 

The limit 1f-+ 00 can be immediately performed,18 re
placing g and g -I by Hand - H, respectively, where 

1 fao (Hf)(x)=. dy(y -x)-~(y) 
ITT - 00 

(25) 

is the Hilbert transform. We conclude this section by notic
ing that Eq. (24a) can be written in the following simple and 
suggestive form: 

g -lOt = c sin 0, 0 = 0 (x,t), (26) 

where u(x,t} = i sin 0 (x,t). In the limit 1f-+00 Eqs. (26) be
come 

HOt = - c sin 0, (27) 

which we refer to as the sine-Hilbert equation, in analogy 
with the sine-Gordon equation (Jxt sin O. 

IV. THE DIRECT LINEARIZATION 

Postponing to a separate paper the presentation of the 
1ST method for the solution of the Cauchy problem associat
ed with Eq. (11), we now present the direct linearization 
(DL)23.24 for the class (11). 

The DL is an algebraic approach based on the existence 
of a linear integral equation which provides a large class of 
solutions of the evolution equations (11). 

Proposition: LetJl ± (x,t,z) be the solutions of the integral 
equations 

I 

dJ.,(z') 
Jl ± (x,t,z) + Jl ± (x,t,z'lR ± (x,t,z')-, - = I, 

I z-z 
(28) 

where I and dJ., (z) are an arbitrary contour and measure 

R ± (x,t,z)==tPo± (x,t,z)A (z)(tPo± (X,t,z))-I, 

A (z) arbitrary, (29) 

and (tPo± (x,t,z), U(x,t)) is a given solution of (1) and (22) 
(where, of course, tP and U are replaced by tPo and Uo). As
suming that the homogeneous version of (28) has only the 
trivial solution, then the matrices tP±, defined through 

tP ± (x,t,z) Jl ± (x,t,z)tPo± (x,t,z), (30) 

solve Eq. (1) if the potential U (x,t ) is given by 

U(x,t) = Uo(x,t) + ILU-(X,t,zlR -(x,t,z)u3 

- U3Jl+(x,t,z)R +(x,t,z)]dJ., (z). (31) 

The proof is direct and as in the spirit of the method as it was 
introduced in Ref. 23; the constructive procedure used to 
obtain Eqs. (29) and (31) is illustrated in detail in Ref. 24. 
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V. N-SOLITON SOLUTION 

The N-soliton solution for the class (11) can be obtained 
by setting Uo(x,t) = 0 (and then tPo+ (x,t,z) 
= exp[ - i;(z)x + (an /2)z"u3t]), 

Alm(l- 8Im )O(( - l)llmz) (32a) 

[(J (x) is the usual step function], and 

{ 
f cj 8(z-zj)' Imzj>O, 

dJ., (z)= j= ~ 
- LCj 8(z -Zj), Imzj <0, 

j=1 

(32b) 

In this case Eq. (28) reduces to a 2N th-order algebraic sys
tem; in particular, if N = 1 we have the following one-soliton 
solution: 

ull(x,t) = U 22(X,t) = (ZI - z})sinh[ 1f(kJ - kl)]ld (x,t), 
(33a) 

udx,t) = cle1]7i:, - Y} [cosh(1fkl}e - ~+(k,) 

+ cosh(1fkl)e - ~-(7i:')]ld (x,t), (33b) 

u2l(x,t) = cle-1]k, - Yl [cosh(1fkl)e~+'k,) 

+ cosh(1fkl)e~-(7i:')]!d (x,t), (33c) 

where 

zl==z(kl) = tan(1fkl)' zl==z(kIl = tan(1fkIl, (34a) 

d (x,t )=cosh[ 1f(kl - kl)] + cosh[tP+(k.)- tP_(k l )], 
(34b) 

tP ± (k )==2ikx - an (z(k ))nt ± rl' (34c) 

(34d) 

andkr ==! Im(kl - kl)andkR =! Re(kl - kl)satisfytheine
quality 

(35) 
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Let G be a locally compact group, which need not be unimodular. Let x-U (x) (xeG) be an 
irreducible unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space ~ U). Assume that U is square 
integrable, i.e., that there exists in~U) at least one nonzero vector g such that 
S 1 (U (x)g,g) 12 dx < 00. We give here a reasonably self-contained analysis of the correspondence 
associating to every vector.fo;:.11 U) the function (U (x)g J) on G, discussing its isometry, 
characterization of the range, inversion, and simplest interpolation properties. This 
correspondence underlies many properties of generalized coherent states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is the first of a series concerned with applica
tions of various families of "generalized coherent states" to 
quantum mechanics, wave propagation, and signal analysis. 

Many properties of the classical (canonical) coherent 
states1

•
2 are closely tied to the Weyl-Heisenberg group. In 

particular, the fundamental formula 

1 = Jlz)d
2Z(ZI (Ll) 

is a way of writing the orthogonality relations3.4 for the irre
ducible representation of that group. 

Aslaksen and Klauder have considered the analogous 
states for the two-parameter group of shifts and dilations 
and found that the "fiducial vector" ("analyzing wavelet" in 
our terminology) cannot be arbitrary, in contrast to the 
Weyl-Heisenberg case. 

The same two-parameter group appeared in Ref. 6 in 
the study of decomposition of signals into "wavelets of con
stant shape"; the restriction on the analyzing wavelet was 
there called an "admissibility condition." 

Another (equivalent) representation of the same group, 
together with an appropriate choice of the analyzing wave
let, has given rise to a realization of quantum mechanics on a 
Hilbert space of function analytic on a half-plane.7

,8 Other 
groups were used to define coherent states: SU(2) for spin 
coherent states,9 SU(l,l) in Ref. 10, and a general definition 
was proposed by Perelomov. 11 

In this paper we shall be concerned with "coherent 
states" associated with certain representations of arbitrary 
(in particular not necessarily unimOdular) locally compact 
groups. 

Let G be a locally compact group, U a continuous irre
ducible representation of G in a Hilbert space JY( U), and g a 
vector in JY( U). 

We consider the family of vectors 

Ix) = U(x)g (xeG) (1.2) 

in JY( U). This family depends on the choice of g. 

alpennanent address: ELF Aquitaine Company, ORIC Lab. 370 Bis Av. 
Napoleon Bonaparte, Rueil·MaImaison, France. 

bl Allocataire D.G.R.S.T. 
cl Laboratoire propre. 

Since Uis irreducible, the linear span of the vectors Ix> 
is dense in JY( U). 

One can then ask the question whether there exists a 
(suitably normalized) invariant measure dJl(x) on G, such 
that 

JIX)dJl(X) (xl = 1, (1.3) 

where Ix) (xl is defined by Ix) (xV> = (U(x)gJ)U(x)g, and 1 
is the identity operator in JY(U). 

The answer, in general, is no; this can be seen by taking 
G = R (additive), and by considering the one-dimensional 
irreducible representation space C, with U (x) the operator of 
multiplication by eix 

• . . 

However, if the representation Uis "square integrable" 
in a sense that will be defined below, then there exists a dense 
set of vectors in JY( U), which give rise to (1.3). If g is such a 
vector (called "admissible") then the correspondencej-tP, 
with 

tP(x) = (xV) = (U(x)gJ) (xeG, jeJY(U)), (1.4) 

can be shown to be a multiple of an isometry between JY( U) 
and L 2 (G,dJl(x)) and so (1.3) holds. The range of this trans
form is a closed subspace of L 2(G,dJl(x)), and can be charac
terized by a reproducing kernel. If the group is unimodular, 
the set of admissible vectors is the whole space JY( U), but 
this is not the case if the group is not unimodular (e.g., the 
affine group). 

The purpose of this first paper is to give general results 
about transformations defined by (1.4). All the results de
rived here can be found in the mathematical literature and 
are part of the study of orthogonality relations for general
ized square integrable representations. See, in particular, 
Refs. 12 and 13. We write them here in a form that is coven
ient for the applications we have in mind, using tools familiar 
to mathematical physicists (e.g., we give another proof of 
orthogonality relations with the help of quadratic forms). 

The second paper of the series will be devoted to the 
particular case ofthe "ax + b" group, which has given rise 
to applications in applied mathematics.6 

Further papers will be concerned with discrete versions 
of (1.2) and (1.3), with analyticity properties, special cases, 
and applications. 
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II. SQUARE INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS; 
ADMISSIBLE VECTORS 

In this section we present basic notions that will be used 
in the construction of transforms defined in Sec. IV. 

A. Notations 

G will denote a locally compact group, with identity e, 
and x,y, ... elements of G. It is well known that there exists in 
such a group a left-invariant and a right-invariant (Haar) 
measure.3

,4 The left-invariant measure, with a fixed normali
zation, will be written dx. So 

d (yx) = dx (yeG ). (2.1) 

The right-invariant measure will be denoted by d R x: 

dR(xy) = dR(x) (yeG). (2.2) 

One has 

dRx =..1 -l(x)dx, d(xy) =..1 (y)dx, (2.3) 

where..1 (x) (the modular function) is a positive-valued char
acter 

..1 (e) = 1, ..1 (x) > 0, ..1 (xy) = ..1 (x)L1 (y). (2.4) 

If ..1 (x)=I, the group Gis said to be unimodular. Notice 
a collision of terminologies: the group GL(n,R) ofnonsingu
lar n X n matrices is unimodular, even though it contains 
nonunimodular matrices. 

The inhomogeneous group IGL(n,R), a semidirect pro
duct of translations in R" and ofGL(n;R), is not unimodular. 

When one deals with semidirect products, it is conven
ient to use the right-invariant measure d R x, since it is the 
product of the right-invariant measures of the factors (see 
Ref. 14, p. 210). 

We have 

d(x- I)=..1- I(x)dx=dRx. (2.5) 

If x-+tP (x) is any function on the group, define 

4>:4> (x) = tP(x- I ). (2.6) 

Notice that 4> = tP. 
Then 
(tP is left integrable)<=>(4) is right integrable) 

and the corresponding integrals are equal, since 

f4>(X)dRX = f tP(x-I)d(X- I) 

= f tP(x')dx'. 

We shall need the following statement: Let tP (x) be a 
complex-valued function on the group G, such that 

<P(x) = tP(x- l ) (XEG) (2.7) 

[here <P (x) is the complex conjugate of tP (x)). If, for some p, 
with l<p< + 00, we have tPElf(G,dx) and if tP satisfies 
(2.7), then also <PElf (G,dx). 

Here tPeLP (G,dx) means 

f1tP(XW dx< 00, 

the integral being taken over G. 
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B. Left and right regular representation 

Left regular: If tPeL 2(G,dx) and aEG, we define 
A. (a)tPeL 2 (G,dx) by 

(A. (a)tP )(x) = tP (a-Ix) (XEG). (2.8) 

Right regular: If IJIEL 2(G,dRx) and aEG, we define 
p(a)IJIEL 2(G,dRx) by 

(p(a)lJI)(x) = lJI(xa) (XEG). (2.9) 

The two representations A. and p act unitarily-in dif
ferent spaces in general, namely L 2(G,dx) and L 2(G,dRx). 

C. Definition of square Integrable representations and 
of admissible vectors 

Let x-+U (x) be a strongly continuous unitary represen
tation of the locally compact group G in a complex Hilbert 
space~(U). 

A vector ~(U) is said to be admissible if 

fl(U(x)g,gW dx < + 00. (2.10) 

In (2.10) the left-invariant measure dx can be replaced 
by the right-invariant measure dRx, since 

(U(x)g,g) = (g,U(x-I)g); 

so 

fl(U(x)g,gW dx = fl(g,U(x-I)gW dx 

= fl(U(x-I)g,gWdX 

= fI(U(x)g,gW dRx. 

Definition (2.1): U will be called square integrable if (i) U 
is irreducible and, (ii) there exists in ~(U) at least one non
zero admissible vector. 

Remarks: (a) Any representation unitarily equivalent to 
a square-integrable representation is also square-integrable. 

(b) If G is compact, any irreducible representation U of 
G is square integrable. We shall see below examples of 
square-integrable representations of groups that are not 
compact. 

(c) As an example of an irreducible representation that is 
not square-integrable, consider the one-dimensional repre
sentation x-eiax of R. 

(d) If G is unimodular and if U is a square-integrable 
representation of G, then every vector in ~(U) is admissible. 
(See, e.g., Ref. 3.) We shall see that the situation is different if 
G is not unimodular. 

III. ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS 

A. Historical comments 

Orthogonality relations were derived by Schur (begin
ning of this century) for finite groups, Weyl (in the 1920's) for 
compact groups, and Bargmann and Godement for (square
integrable representations of) unimodular groups in the 
1950's; nonunimodular groups have been investigated more 
recentIy.12,13 
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Orthogonality relations in the unimodular case are ex
pressed by the following equality 3.4: 

Sa (U(X)gI'/I)(U(x)g2th)dx = A (g2,g1)((1'/2) 

for every g I' g2JI,f2 in K( U), where A depends only on the 
square-integrable representation U. 

B. Statement of orthogonality relations 

We have the following I2.13 theorem. 
Theorem 3.1: Let U be a square integrable representa

tion of G, acting on the Hilbert space K(U). Then there 
exists in K( U) a unique self-adjoint positive operator C such 
that the following hold. 

(i) The set of admissible vectors coincides with the do
mainofC. 

(ii) Let gl and g2 be any two admissible vectors. Letfl 
andf2 be any two vectors in K(U). Then 

Sa (U(x)gI'/J!(U(x)g2,f2)dx = (Cg2,Cgd((I'/2)' (3.1) 

(iii)lfthe group G is unimodular, then C is a multiple of 
the identity. 

The proof in the general case uses an extension of the 
Schur lemma and is given in the Appendix. 

C. A special case 

If g I = g2 = fl = f2' then (3.1) gives that for any admis
sible vector g, one has 

(Cg,Cg) = 11:11 2 fl(U(x)g,gW dx, 

where II . II denotes the norm in K(U). 
Ifgl =g2 =g, one has 

(3.2) 

f (U(x)g/I)(U(X)g'/2)dx = fl(u(~~~W dx ((1'/2)' 

(3.3) 

IV. Lg TRANSFORM AND Rg TRANSFORM 

In this section, we define the transforms described in the 
Introduction and prove their isometry. 

A. Definitions 

Let U be a square-integrable representation of G acting 
on K(U), and let g be a nonzero admissible vector [see 
(2.10)]. 

Associate to g the positive number 

Cg = 1I:1I2f l(U(x)g,gW dx, 

which, by Sec. II A, is also 

cg = 11:11 2 fl(U(x)g,gW dRx. 

Notice that, by the results of Sec. II A one has 

CU(xo)g =..1 (XO)-ICg , 

where A (xo) is the modular function. 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

For any feJY'( U) consider the complex-valued functions 
Lgf and Rgf on G, defined by 

(LJ)(x) = (lIK)(U(x)g/) (XEG), (4.3) 

(Rgf)(x) = (lIK)(g,U(xlf) (XEG). (4.4) 

One has 

(RJ)(x) = (LJ)(x- I). (4.5) 

The function (Lgf)(x) will be called the Lg transform of 
f It depends on the representation U and on the choice of 
the admissible vector g. For reasons which will become clear, 
we shall sometimes call g the analyzing wavelet. 

Similarly, (Rgf)(x) will be called the Rg transform off 
Remark: By (4.2) and (4.3) we have 

(Lu(xo)gf)(x) = A (XO)1/2(LJ)(xxo). (4.6) 

By the same argument we have also 

(Ru(xo)gf)(x) = A (xo)1I2(RJ)(xO-
lx). (4.7) 

B. Continuity and bounded ness 

By the continuity of U (x) and continuity of scalar pro
duct, the functions (Lgf)(x) and (Rgf)(x) are continuous on G. 

By the Schwarz inequality, Lgfand Rgfare bounded on 
G: 

I(Lgf)(x)I«lIKlIlfllllgll, 

I(RJ)(x)I«lIKlIlfllllgll, 

for every xEG. 

C. Intertwining (covariance) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

By the definition of Lg, we have, for every feJY'(U), 
aEG,xEG, 

(LJ)(a-Ix) = (U(a-Ix)g/) = (U(x)g,U(alf), 

which can be written as 

A (a)Lg = Lg U (a). 

Similarly we have 

(Rgf)(xa) = (g,U(x)U(alf), 

giving 

p(a)Rg = RgU(a). 

D.lsometry of Lg and of Rg 

We have the following proposition. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Proposition 4.1: (i) The correspondencef-L fis iso
metric from K( U) into L 2( G,dx); that is, for every .l~( U), 
/zeJY'( U), we have 

f (LJI)(x)(Lgh)(x)dx = ((I,h)· (4.12) 

(ii) The correspondencef-Rg f is isometric from K( U) 
into L 2(G,dRx): for every fleJY'(U),/zEJY'(U), we have 

f (RJI)(x) (RJ;)(x)dRx = ((1'/2)' (4.13) 
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Proof: This proposition is a corollary of Theorem 3.1; by 
13.3), we have 

f. - IIgll
2 f ifI, 2) - fl(U(x')g,g)1 2 dx' (U(x)g,fJ) (U(x)gth)dx 

= ~J (U(X)g,fl) (U(x)g,/z)dx 
Cg 

= f (Lg/,)(x) (LJ;)(x)dx. 

The change of variable x--+x- I, d (X-I) = dR (x) gives 

ifI,/z) = ~J (U(x i)g,fl) (U(X- I)g'/2)d(X- 1
) 

cg 

= ~J (g,U(x!h)(g,U(XV'2)dR(X) 
cg 

= f (Rg/,)(x) (RJ;)(X)dR (x), 

and the proposition is proved. 
Remark:SinceLg isisometricfromK(U)intoL 2(G,dx), 

Lg is unitary from K(U) toLgK(U)CL 2(G,dx). By (4.10) 
we see that Lg K( U) is invariant under the left regular repre
sentation. So Lg is an intertwining operator between U and 
the restriction of the left regular representation of G. 

This construction allows us to consider the representa
tion U as a subrepresentation of the left regular representa
tion of G. The following section will give a characterization 
of the range of Lg • 

The same remark is also valid for R g • 

v. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RANGES OF Rg and Lg 

Let g be an admissible vector for U. Consider, on G, the 
complex-valued functionpg(x), defined by 

pg(x) = (llcg)(U(x)g,g) = (l/~)(Lgg)(x) 

= (l/~)(Rgg)(x-J). (5.1) 

The function Pg satisfies pg(x) = Pg(x- 1
) and belongs, 

by Sec. II A, to L 2(G;dx)nL 2(G,dRx). 

Proposition 5.1: (i) Let 4> belong to L 2(G,dx). Then 4> 
belongs to LgK(U)CL 2(G,dx) if and only if the equation 

4> (x) = f pg(Y-'X)4>(Y)dY (5.2) 

holds for every xeG. 
(ii) Let If/ belong to L 2(G,dRx). Then 1/1 belongs to 

Rg K( U) CL 2( G,d R x) if and only if the equation 

If/(x) = fpg(Yx-')If/(YJdR(Y) (5.3) 

holds for every xeG. 
Proof: Notice first that the integrals (5.2) and (5.3) con

verge for every x, since the integrand is the product of two 
square-integrable functions. 

(i) Suppose <I> belongs to LgK(U). This means that 
<I>(y) = (Lg/)(y) for some .feJ¥'( U). By the definition of 
Pg [(5.1)] and of Lg [(4.3)], we have 

f pg(y-lX)4> (yJdy = _1_J(Lgg)(y-JX)4> (yJdy 

~ 
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From (4.10) we obtain 

fpg(Y-'X)4> (y)dy = _l_J Lg(U(x)g)(y)4> (y)dy 
~ 

= (l/~)(U(x)g,/) 

= (Lg/)(x) = 4> (x) 

by isometry and definition of Lg . 
An analogous proof holds for Rg • 

We must now prove the converse part of the proposi
tion. To do this we must have an explicit expression of the 
inverse of L g • 

Lemma 5.2: For every 4>eL 2(G,dx) the expression 

lP=_l_f 4> Ix)Ulx)gdx (5.4) 
~JG 

defines a vector in K( U). 
Proof: The integral (5.4) is weakly convergent. Indeed, 

forany ¢'EJY(U), thefunctionx--+{t/I,U(x)g)isinL 2IG,dx) [it 
is up to a constant (Lg If/)(x)]. Since 4> (x)eL 2(G,dx), theinte
gral 

-1-f(t/I,U1x)g)4> (x)dx = f (Lg t/I)lx) 4> (x)dx 
~ 

exists. Furthermore, by the Schwarz inequality in L 2(G,dx) 
and isometry of Lg we have 

1
_1_J(If/,U(x)g)4>(X)dX 1<114> IIL'(G,dx!IIt/lIIJf''(U!' 
~ 

Then, by the Riesz theorem, the integral (l/.,JC;) 
X f 64> (x) U (x)g dx defines a vector in K( U). 

Lemma 5.3: If <I> satisfies (5.2) then 

L g (_I_f 4> (x)U(x)gdX)(y) = 4>(y). (5.5) 
.,JC; 

Proof: The computation of the left-hand side of (5.5) 
gives 

1 J 4> (x)(U(y)g,U(x)g)dx 
~~ 

1J -= - 4>(x)(U(x 'y)g,g)dx 
cg 

= f 4> (xlPg(x-ly)dx = 4>(y) by hypothesis. 

Lemma 5.3 implies that if 4> satisfies (5.2), then 4> be
longs to LgK(U). 

The same proof holds for Rg • 

During the proof of the proposition we have proved the 
following. 

Proposition 5.4: The inverses of Lg and Rg, on their 
respective domains LgK(U) and RgK(U) are given by 
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L g-tet> = -1-f cP(x)U(x)gdx, 
[C; 

(5.6) 

R g-t7/1 = -1-f 1P(X)U(x- t)gdR x, 
[C; 

(5.7) 

where the integrals are taken in the weak sense. 
Remarks: (1) The formulas (5.6) and (5.7) express the fact 

that, on the range of an isometric operator, the adjoint coin
cides with the inverse. 

(2) The condition (5.2) can be rephrased by saying that 
the space Lg JY'( U) CL 2(G,dx) is a Hilbert space with repro
ducing kernelts.t6 (functional Hilbert space in the terminol
ogy of Ref. 16). The evaluation functional in LgK(U) is 

cP-+cP (x) = (ex,cP )L'(G,dxl' (5.8) 

with 

ex(y) = pg(y-tx ) = pg(x-ty). (5.9) 

Similarly, (5.3) says that RgK(U)CL 2(G,dR x) is a Hil
bert space with reproducing kernel in which the evaluation 
functional is 

(5.10) 

with 

hx(y) = pg(yx- t) = pg(xy-t). (5.11) 
(3) In terms of the dyadic notation used in the Introduc-

tion [(1.2)], the isometry property (4.12) can be written as 

f dx 
-Ix> <xl =1, 
cg 

(5.12) 

where the integral is taken in the weak sense. 
Indeed, from (5.12) we get 

f <ftlx> <Xlf2> dx = ift,};), 
[C; [C; 

which is (4.12). 
The reproducing property (5.2) can be also deduced 

from (5.12), since (5.12) implies 

f <ylx> <xlf> dx = <ylf> , 
cg [C; [C; 

which is (5.2). 
The same remark holds for R g • 

VI. COVARIANT INTERPOLATION 

A. Interpolation for the left transform 

Proposition: Let x t' ... ,x,. be n points in G. For 1 <Jj<.n 
consider the number 

Mij = (U(Xj)g,U(Xi)g) = (U(xi-txj)g,g) 

= CgPg(Xi-tXj)' (6.1) 

Let M be the n X n positive definite Hermitian matrix 
with entries M ij' Assume that 

det M ;f0. (6.2) 

DefineonG the function cP (x) = cP(xt, ... ,x,.;;t, ... ,;,.;x) 

as 

1 
cP(x) = ---

detM 
0 cPt(x) cP,.(x) 

Xdet 
;t MIJ M t,. 

;,. M,.t M,.,. 

Then we have the following. 
(i) cP (x) belongs to the range of Lg , 

<PeLg K(U). 
(ii) cP (x) satisfies 

cP (Xi) = ;i (i = 1, ... ,n), 

i.e., is a solution of the interpolation problem. 
(iii) cP (x) is of minimal norm, in the following sense: If 

<pother is any other function on G satisfying (i) and (ii), then 

IIcP°ther 1I>lIcP II, 

the norm being taken in L 2(G;dx). 
(iv) The interpolation procedure is invariant under left 

multiplication in G, in the following sense: Let a be any ele
ment of G. Then 

(6.4) 

and 

cP(OXt,···,OX,.;;t,···,;,.;ax) = cP(xt,···,x,.;;t,···,;,.;X), 
(6.5) 

so that the left-displaced interpolation problem 

cPt(oxi ) =;i (6.6) 

is solved by the function 

cPt(x) = cP(a-Ix). (6.7) 

B. Interpolation for the right transform 

Proposition: Letxt, ... ,x,. be n points in G and ;t, ... ,;o n 
complex numbers. Consider the n X n Hermitian matrix 
N=N(xI,· .. ,x,.), 

Nij = Cgpg(xiXj- 1) = (U(xj-t)g,U(xi- I)g). 

Assume that N ij is invertible, and define on G the func
tion III (x) = lII(xt, ... ,x,.;;t, ... ,;,.;X) 
as 

1P(x) = __ 1 _ 
detN 

N 
;,. 

where III; (x) = (U(XXj-t)g,g) (j = 1, ... ,n). 

III,. (x) 

(6.8) 

Then, (i) lllbelongstoRgK(U)CL 2(G,dR x); (ii) III takes 
the prescribed values ;t, ... ,;,. at the prescribed points 
Xt'···,x,., 

lII(xJ) =;J V = 1, .. ,n); (6.9) For 1~<n, define a function cPj(x) on G, by 

<Pj(x) = (U(Xj-tx)g,g) = CgPg(Xj-tx). (6.3) (iii) III is of minimal norm, subject to (i) and (ii); and (iv) 
Let ;t, ... ,;,. be any n complex numbers. for any aeG, the function 
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I{II(X) = l{I(xa- l ) (6.10) 

takes the values ;\> ... ,;" at the points x1a, ... ,x" a, 

I{II(X ja) =;j (j = 1, ... ,n). (6.11) 

An alternative way of writing the interpolating func
tions t/J (x) and l{I(x) is 

" " t/J(x) = 2: 2:;/(M-1)ijpg(Xj- 1x), (6.12) 
i=lj= I 

" " l{I(x) = 2: 2:;i(N-1)ijpg(XXj- I), (6.13) 
i=lj=1 

whereM -I is the matrix inverse of M, and N -I is the matrix 
inverse of N. 

The interpolations are typical of Hilbert spaces with re
producing kernels and the proof can be adapted from 
Meschkowsky. IS 

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 

In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we shall use the following 
extension of Schur's lemma. 

Proposition A.I: Suppose that (i) G is a group; (ii) U is a 
unitary irreducible representation of G in a Hilbert space £'; 
(iii) 1T'is a unitary (not necessarily irreducible) representation 
of G in a Hilbert space £"; (iv) Tis a closed operator from £' 
to £" with domain ~ C £' dense in £' and stable under U; 
and (v) TU (x) = 1T{x)T on ~ for every x in G; then T is a 
mUltiple of an isometry, and ~ = £'. 

Proof." Let us denote by h,) and h·)' the scalar products 
in £' and £", and by /I • 1\ and 1\ • II' the associated norms. 

Consider on ~ the scalar product 

(g/)T = (g/) + (Tg,TIl' 

and the associated norm 

IIgll~ = IIgl12 + IITgII'2. 
Then ~, equipped with the scalar product h')T> is a 

Hilbert space which we call ~ T. 

Since 

OITglI')2 = (II Tgll,)2 <;1, 
IIgll~ (II TglI')2 + IIgll2 

T is bounded from ~ T to £". 
Moreover U (x) is unitary in ~ T 

IIU(x)gll~ = IIU(x)g1l2 + (II TU(x)gII,)2 

= IIgll2 + (111T{X)TglI')2 

= IIgl12 + (II TglI')2 = IIgll~, 
for every x in G and g in ~, and U (x) I fP is surjective, since 
for every geg, g = U(x)U(x-I)g, and ~ is stable under 
U(x- I ). 

By the usual Schur's lemmal7 we have that Tis a multi
ple of an isometry from ~ T to £", that is 

(II TglI,)2 =A IIgll~, 

for every g in ~, which gives 

2478 

01 TglI,)2 =A IIg112 +A (JITglI'f 

From this equality we see that A =1= 1 and that 

(II TglI,)2 = [A/(I-A)JlIgIl 2, 
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so T is a multiple of an isometry from ~ to £" and conse
quently extends to a multiple of an isometry from £' to £". 
Since T was assumed closed, one has ~ = £" and the pro
position is proved. 

If we take £" = £' and 1T' = U, the same argument 
together with the classical lemma of Schur shows that T is a 
multiple ofthe identity. 

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first compute the 
integral (3.1). 

For g admissible, consider the following operator Tg 
from £'(U) to L 2(G,dx): the domain g of Tg is the set of 
vectors lin £'(U) such that 

fl(U(x)g/WdX< + 00; 

for I in ~, Tgi is defined by 

(TJ)(x) = (U(x)g,/)· 

For/in ~ andy in G we have 

fl(U(x)g,U(YlfW dx = fl(U(y-IX)g,fW dx 

= fl(U(x)g/WdX< + 00, 

by the left invariance of dx. So U (Y)I belongs to g for every 
y in G, i.e., g is stable under U and 

Tg U(y) = L (y)Tg on g. 

We see that g contains the linear span of the set of 
vectors U(x)g, xeG. This linear span is dense in £'(U) by 
irreducibility of U, so g is dense in £'(U). 

We prove now that Tg is closed: Take a sequence {I" J, 
with/"eg for every n, converging to/in £'(U), and such 
that TgI" converges in L 2(G,dx) to rpeL 2(G,dx). Then Tglll 
converges to rp weakly in L 2(G,dx) and the sequence of 
L 2(G,dx) norms II TgI" II is bounded. 

By the continuity of the scalar product in £'(U), the 
sequence of numbers (U(x)g,/,,) converges to (U(x)g,f) for 
every xeG. Then we have (see Ref. 18, p. 207) that 

(U(x)g,f) = rp(x) 

so 

fl(U(x)g,fWdX = flrp(xWdx < + 00, 

which implies that I belongs to g and Tgi = rp. So Tg is 
closed. 

By the extended Schur's lemma (A. 1), Tg is a multiple 
of an isometry: so g = £'(U) and Tg is bounded. 

Now take gl and g2 admissible; then Tg I and Tg2 are 
bounded and T;, Tg2 is a bounded operator in £'(U). Since 

L (x)Tg, = Tg, U(x) (i = 1,2), 

for every x in G, we have 

U(x)T;' Tg2 = T;' Tg2 U(x), 

for every x in G. 
So, by Schur's lemma, T;' Tg2 is a multiple of the identi-

ty: 
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This means that, for every 11./2 in K, 

J (U(X)g1,ft)(U(X)g2,J;)dX = (Tg, ft,Tgj;)L'(G,dx) 

= (ll,T:' Tg,/2)K(u) 

= Cg,g,(/l,J;). (AI) 

Let us now consider the number Cg,g, defined by 

C = S (U(X)glJ)(U(X)g2J)dX. (A2) 
g,g, 11f1l2 

Here, Cg,g, is, by (AI), independent of/=l=O. 
Let us denote by d the set of admissible vectors. 
The correspondence q: d X d ~C defined by 

q(g1,g2) = Cg,g, for gl,g2 in d is by (A2) a positive, symmet
ric quadratic form with form domain d. Moreover q is 
closed: indeed consider on d the norm II '1lqdefined by 

IIgll~ = IIgll2 + q(g,g). 

Take a II . IIq -Cauchy sequence ofvectorsg" in d. This 
implies that (i) {g" } is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the 
K(U) norm, [so {g,,} converges tog in K(U)], and (ii) that 

lim q(g" - gm' g" - gm) = 0, 
n.m_oo 

which implies that the sequence offunctions rp" of L 2(G,dx) 
defined by rp,,(x) = (U(x)g"J) is a Cauchy sequence in 
L 2(G;dx) and so converges strongly to rpa 2(G,dx). Conse
quently rp" converges weakly to rp and the sequence of norms 
IIrp" II is bounded. 

Moreover the sequence (U (x)g" J) converges for each x 
inG to (U(x)gJ). Then (see Ref. 18, p. 207), (U(x)g,J) = rp (x) 
which means that, for every 1 in K, 
SI(U(x)g./Wdx< + 00. In particular 
SI(U(x)g,gW dx < + 00 and sogis admissible. Furthermore 

lim Ilg" - gll~ = lim IIg" - gll2 + lim q(g" - g,g" - g) _m _m _m 
= 0 + lim Ilrp" - rp Iii '(G,dx) = 0, 

IHm 11f1l2 

which shows that g" converges in II . IIq norm to ged. 
So d is complete and then, 19 q is closed. Being as q is a 

densely defined closed symmetric positive form, by the sec
ond representation theorem,20 there exists a unique positive 
operator C with domain d such that 

q(g1,g2) = Cg,g, = (Cg1,Cg2)· 
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This proves parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1. 
Suppose now G is unimodular; then we can see that 

q(U(y)gl' U(y)g2) = 1~1I2J (U(Xy)g1./)(U(Xy)g2,/)dx 

= ~J (U(X)g1./)(U(X)g2./)d(xy-l) 
Ilfll 

= q(g1,g2)' 
This implies 

(U(y)-lCU(y)g1,U(y)-lCU(y)g2) = (Cg1,Cg2 ), 

and then U(y)-lCU(y) = Con~. 
By the remark at the end of the proof of Proposition 

A.1, it follows that C is a multiple of the identity since C is 
closed, ~ dense in K( U) and stable under U. 

This proves point (iii) of Theorem 3.1. 
In particular, if G is unimodular, then d = K( U); that 

is, if one vector is admissible, then all vectors are admissible. 
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A d-matrix element ofU(n), which is called the semi-highest-weight d-matrix element and plays 
an essential role for the D-matrix elements, is explicitly determined. By using the result, a formula 
of computing the D-matrix elements ofU(n) is given in terms oflowering operators corresponding 
to those of Nagel and Moshinsky. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper,1 the Haar measure ofSU(n) [U(n)] is 
explicitly given in terms of the Euler-like parameters and 
then the differential operators of the first and the second 
parameter groups are computed. The D-matrix elements, to
gether with the d-matrix elements, are introduced and their 
orthonormal and the completeness properties are given in a 
general form. It is, however, not given how to calculate the 
D-matrix elements or the d-matrix elements contrary to the 
case of SO{n),2 although the method by means of the Young 
tableau is known.3 

The irreducible representation matrix etements for the 
infinitesimal generators of Urn) have been known since 
Gel'fand and TsetIin4 and studied by many authors.5 

Though the explicit forms for the D-matrix elements are 
known for n = 3 (Ref. 6) as well as n = 2, and studied in the 
cases of any n (Ref. 7), those ofU(n) seem not to be known in 
detail as for SO(n). On the other hand, for SO(n) a computa
tion formula of the irreducible representation matrix ele
ments for any n, in which lowering operators are used, is 
known. 2 Though the D-matrix elements of SO(n) are calcu
lated by operating the lowering operators on the highest
weight D-matrix element which contains the highest-weight 
d-matrix element,2 in order to obtain the D-matrix elements 
ofU(n) it is necessary to know the highest-weight D-matrix 
element which contains a semi-highest-weight d-matrix ele
ment different from the highest-weight d-matrix element. It 
is, therefore, essential for the D-matrix elements of U(n) to 
determine the semi-highest-weight d-matrix element. Then 
the D-matrix elements will be found by operating the differ
ential operators with respect to the Euler-like parameters on 
the highest-weight D-matrix element. 

The pupose of this paper is to obtain the semi-highest
weight d-matrix element and then to give a computation for
mula to the D-matrix elements of Urn) through successive 
applications of the lowering operators to the highest-weight 
D-matrix element, as in the case of SO(n). 2 

In Sec. II, notations and some results needed in the fol
lowing section are introduced, together with the definition of 
the semi-highest-weight d-matrix element. In Sec. III, the 
semi-highest-weight d-matrix element is obtained explicitly 
and then a computation formula of the D-matrix elements is 
given in a general form. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, some notations and the results necessary 
in the next section are introduced, together with the defini-

tion of a semi-highest-weight d-matrix element, according to 
Ref. 1. 

The generators eij of Urn) having the matrix elements 
(eij)kl = 6ik6 j/ satisfy the commutation relations 

[eij,ekd = l) jkeU - 6i/ek)' (2.1) 

From these generators, we construct the generators ofSU(n) 
as follows: 

Eij = !(eij + eji) = Eji> for i=l=j, 

E(i}) (i/2)(eij - eji ) - Eu.) , for i <j, (2.2) 

Ejj ~ 1 (*-ekk -jej + 1j + I ), 

2j(j + 1) "'-

for j = 1,2, ... ,n - 1. 

The generators ofU(n) are obtained by adding the unit gener
ator E = ~ejj to the above n2 

- 1 generators ofSU(n) and 
this fact is, of course, due to the relation U(n) - U( 1) X SU(n). 
The n2 1 generators Elj's may be arranged from 1 to 
n2 

- 1 as follows: 

EU - 1)'+2i-2 = EIj, 

EU - 1)'+21-1 =E(i}1 

(i 1,2, ... ,j - 1; j = 2,3, ... ,n), 

Ef - I = Ej _ 1j _ 1 (j = 2,3, ... ,n). 

(2.3) 

The commutation relations for these Ej's may be written as 
follows: 

(2.4) 

where hjk 's are the structure constants which are totally 
antisymmetric with respect to their indices because of the 
normalization oftr (EjEk) = l)jkI2. 

The elements ofSU(n) can be parametrized as follows: 

t n) = t n -l)s(n), 

sen) (.IT /"' .. -i+lri-leiO .. -i+IEf-2)eil/l •• -lr, (2.5) 
1= n 

t 2 ) = ei4>21r'eifJ"E'ell/l2lr" 

where 

rj = (ejj - e)+ 1)+ 1)/2 

= ( ~j - lEf _ 1 + ~j + 1Eu+ I)' d/,ffJ. 
The parameters take the values 

(2.6) 
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The Haar measure of SU(n) with respect to the above 
parameters is given byl 

dV
n 

= [nif cos~(sin Oni)2(n-.
1
-l 

i=1 2 2 

XdOni d~ni ]dtf!nn -1 dVn - I' 

(2.7) 

dV2 = cos!!n sin!!n d021 d~2~ dtf!21' 
2 2 

The volume ofSU(n) is given by Vn = (41T)"Vn_I/[2(n - I)!] 
and V2 = (41T)2/2. The measure ofU(n) is given by multiply
ing (2.7) by d~ and the volume of U(n) is given by 21T Vn. 

The representation operators Dj corresponding to the 
generators Ej satisfy the same commutation relations as (2.4) 

(2.8) 

The representation D matrix of SU(n) corresponding to the 
parametrization (2.5) is given by 

D (n)ltn)) D (n - I)(tn - I))H (s(n)), 

(2.9) 
H(s(n)) = (.rr ei;nn- j + ,Tj _,/8.n -j+ IEf-')ei"'nn-,T" 

~=n 

where 1j is the representation operator corresponding to r j • 

The following relations are noticed I: 

DjD (n)ltn)) = ~D (n)(g(n)), 

(2.10) 

where ~ and ~ are the differential operators of the first and 
the second parameter groups corresponding to Dj , whose 
explicit expressions are omitted here. I It is noted that the~'s 

satisfy the same commutation relations as (2.8), but the ~'s 
satisfy the relations with a minus sign on the right side of 
(2.8). 

The matrix elements of the unitary irreducible represen
tations (UIR's) ofU(n) are given by the Gel'fand and Tsetlin 
basis4 

(2.11) 

where Aj denotes (mlj,m2j, ... ,mjj)' The non-negative inte
gers mjk are subject to the conditions mjk+ I >mjk 
>mj+ Ik + I' The dimension of the UIR of U(n) is given as 
follows8

: 

N(An) = D(/I,. .. ,ln)/D(n -1, ... ,0), 

D(/I"" ,In) = IT (Ij -lk)' Ij = mjn + n - j. 
j<k 

The action of Dj on the basis (2.11) is given by4.5 

k-I 

(2.12) 

(Dk'-3 +iDk'_2)lmjk) = L Ajk_Iklmjk_1 + 1), 
j=1 
k-I 

(Dk'_3 -iDk'_2)lmjk ) = L Bjkk_Ilmjk_1 -1), 
j= I 

(2.13) 

where the matrix elements A and B have the explicit forms 

[ 
Ilk ( • ')I1k - 2( • +. 1) ]112 j _ i=1 mik -mjk _ 1 -I+J i=1 mik-2 -mjk_1 -I J-

A k_ Ik - - . . .' 
I1 i#j(mik_1 - mjk_1 -I + J - l)(mik_1 - mjk_1 -I + J1 

[ 
Ilk ( . . l)I1k - 2( • + .) ] 112 Bj _ i=1 mik -mjk_1 -I+J+ i=1 mik - 2 -mjk _ 1 -I J 

kk-I - - II ( . . 1)( . n . i#j mik - I - mjk _ I - 1 + J + mik _ I - mjk _ I - 1 + 1J 

The basis (2.11) may be obtained by operating the lower
ing operators on the highest-weight basis as follows9

: 

Imjk) = 2"(n)(Dj )IAn,IAn_ 1 j), (2.14) 

where {An _ I J = (An _ \> ••• ,111) denotes the highest possible 
values of the A/S; that is, Aj = (mln, ... ,mjn ) 
(j = 1,2, ... ,n - 1), and 2" (n) (Dj ), whose explicit expression is 
omitted here,9 depends on the representation operators Dj • 

The representation D-matrix elements are defined by 
sandwiching (2.9) between the basis (2.11) as follows: 

D(An ) I...(n)) 
{A~_ tI(A._ tll5 

= (An {A ~ _ I } ID (n)ltn)) IAn IAn _ I j). (2.15) 

The d-matrix elements are defined by 

d(An ) (8) 
A ~_1(A."_2)A.1I_1 

= {AnA ~_IIAn_2} lei8D
·'-'IAn IAn-I})' (2.16) 

As is seen from (2.9) and the definition (2.15), the D-matrix 
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, 
elements are determined by the d-matrix elements (2.16) pro
vided that those of SU(n - 1) rUIn - 1)] are known. Fur
thermore, it follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that the highest
weight D-matrix element is determined from the d-matrix 
element with a semi-highest weight which is defined by put
tingA ~_I =An _ 1 =An _ 1 in (2.16), i.e., 

d ~:)_'(An_ ,)A. _, (0) 

= (AnAn_IIAn_2}1/8D"'-'IAnAn -I IAn- 2 j). 
(2.17) 

We can calculate the D-matrix elements by operating the 
lowering operators on the highest-weight D-matrix element 
if we can give an explicit expression to the semi-highest
weight d-matrix element (2.17). It is noted that the represen
tation matrix elements ofU(n) and SU(n) are obtained from 
each other by a simple replacement of the numbers mjk , \0 

though the matrix elements (2.15) and (2.16) should be 
named those of U(n) because of the use of the U(n) basis 
(2.11). 

Before obtaining the expression for (2.17), we give the 
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orthogonality relation of the D-matrix elements as fol
IOWS1,11: 

r d T? D (A.) l,.In))D (A ~) J l,.In)) 
JSU(n) "n {A._t1{A:."_d\5 {A~_IIIA~"_1 \5 

= I5{A.IIA ~115{A ~"_ d {A:.'_ tI [VnIN (An l], (2.18) 

where 15 {.t.1 {A ~I stands for a product of Kronecker deltas in 
each of the indices. Equation (2.18) leads to the orthogona
lity for the d-matrix elements as follows 1: 

~ N (An _ 2) f1T de cos !!"(sin !!..)2n - 3 
An-2 Jo 2 2 

-15 _1 _ _ N.-.:(A.-.:n~ __ I.:...)N_(_A-,-~ -_I! 
- A...t~ n - 1 N(An) 

III. DETERMINATION OF THE SEMI-HIGHEST -WEIGHT 
d-MATRIX ELEMENT AND A COMPUTATION FORMULA 
OF THE D-MATRIX ELEMENTS 

In this section, the semi-highest-weight d-matrix ele
ment defined by (2.17) is determined explicitly and then a 
computation formula of the D-matrix elements is given in 
terms of the lowering operators. 

From (2.17) and (2.13), we obtain by considering 
(An-I --An_I! 

d(A.1 (e) 
A._1(A. -2)A._1 

= 1 - (e2/2!)(AnAn_1 {An_2 J j(Dn'_2)2 

xIAnAn_I{An_21)+···· (3.1) 

The matrix element of the second term becomes from (2.13) 

n- I IIn ( '+ '+ 1)IIn-2( . n = _ ~ ;=1 ~~nl-min -I 1. . ;=1 m1n _ 2 -mj~ -1+11 . 
j=1 lli#j (min -mjn -1+1+ l)(min -mjn -1+11 

The right side of(3.2) is easily calculated and given as follows 
(see Appendix): 

4(AnA n _ I {An - 2 } I (Dn' _ 2)2jAnA n _ I {An - 2 }) 

n-1 ,,-2 

= ~ min - 2: min _ 2 - mnn • (3.3) 
i=1 i=1 

We can, therefore, deduce the following expression to the 
semi-highest-weight d-matrix element (2.17): 

d(A.) (e) 
A. _ I(A. _ 2)A. _ I 

(3.4) 

The validity of (3.4) can easily be seen by checking the 
integral (2.19), i.e., 

(3.5) 

where the summation over An _ 2 means the sums over min _ 2 

from ml + In to min (i = 1,2, ... ,n - 2). By using the well
known formula 

sin pe cos qe de = - B P __ !LL 
[

12 1 (+ 1 1) 
o 2 2' 2 ' 

Re p,Re q > -!, 
B (p,q) = F(p)F(q)/F(p + q), 

and (3.4), (3.5) gives the relation 
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(3.2) 

x Ff~~~llmin -l.~~?mi"_2 - mnn + I)F(n - 1) 

r(l.?~lmin -l.7~tmi"_2 - m"n + n) 

= [l/(n - 1)1[(N(An_ I WIN(A,,)], (3.6) 

whose validity is easily seen (see Appendix). It, therefore, 
follows that the expression (3.4) gives the semi-highest
weight d-matrix element. 

A formula of computing the representation matrix ele
ments can easily be given. It follows that the D-matrix ele
ment with the highest weight is given by 

(A,,{An_llID("'(t"))jAn{A,,_1 J) 

= ~ ({A,,_lljD(n-I)(t,,-I))jA,,_1 (A,,-2J) 
(A._2J 

xe(1I2)i?,(l:f~l"',. - 'L'i~lm,._2 - "' •• ) 

where 

H~'- I = (. n eitfJ •• -J+ITj-lio".-J+IEJ'-2)ei"'""-ITI. 
:/=n-I 

As the matrix elements of H~n,- I are given by tPn _ Ii -- tPni' 
en _ Ij --+ enj , tPn _ In _ 2 --+ tPnn _ I' and the other angles -- 0 
in those of D (n - I)(t" - I)), and the semi-highest-weight d ma
trix on (3.7) is given by (3.4), the matrix element with the 
highest weight is completely determined. Therefore, by tak
ing into account the relations (2.10) and (2.14), the general D-
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matrix elements are obtained by operating the lowering op
erators on the D-matrix element (3.7) 

= 2" (n) ~)2" (n) (-0) 

X (An {An_I liD (n)(g!n)) IAn {An-I p, (3.S) 

where the normalized lowering operators 2" (n,(Jj ) and 
2"(n)(~) are obtained, respectively, by replacing the genera
tors Dj appearing in the lowering operators of Nagel and 
Moshinsky9 by the corresponding differential operators -0 
and ~, whose expressions are obtained by the formula given 
in Ref. 1. 

Thus we conclude that the representation matrix ele
ments ofU(n) [SU(n)] are given by (3.S) through the action of 
the lowering operators on the D-matrix element (3.7) wi!!,1 
the highest weight. The only task for us is to express -0 and-0 
of (2.10) in terms of the differential operators and then to 
construct the lowering operators by these. The calculation of 

- 1 the formula for -0 and Jj is elementary but lengthy. 

APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE RELATIONS (3.3) AND (3.6) 

In this appendix, it is shown that the sum (3.2) is given by 
the right side of(3.3) and the relation (3.6) holds. 

The right side on (3.2) can be rewritten as follows: 

n - 1 • 117:: 12(m;n _ 2 - mjn - i + j) 
L (mnn - mjn - n + J + 1) n _ 1 • • 

j= I II;""j (m;n - mjn -1 + J) 
(AI) 

By considering thejth and k th terms in (A 1), there appears a 
denominator mkn - mjn - k + j (k > j) with different sign 
only in these terms. Taking into account the common de
nominator and putting mkn - mjn - k + j = a on the nu
merators, we get the following form of the numerators: 

n-2 
(mnn - mjn - n + j + 1) IT (m;n_2 - mjn - i + j) 

;=1 
n-I 

X II (min - mkn -/ + k) 
I ""j,k 

- (mnn - mkn - n + k + 1) 
"-2 n-l 

(A2) 

X IT (m;n_2 -mkn -i+k) IT (min -mjn -I+J/, 
;= I I ""j,k 

which becomes zero for mkn - mjn + j - k = a. This holds 
for each pair and it follows that the numerator contains the 
factor of the form 

n-l I 

IT (m;n - mjn - i + j). (A3) 
;""j 

The degree of the numerator of (AI) is (n - l)thandthat 
of the denominator is (n - 2)th. It, therefore, follows that 
(AI) is a linear form in mjn (j = 1, ... ,n) and mjn - 2 
(j = 1,2, ... ,n - 2) because of the cancellation of the denomi
nator of (AI) by (A3). As (AI) becomes zero for mjn = a 
(j = 1, ... ,n)andmjn _ 2 = a(j = 1, ... ,n - 2),itmustbelinear 
and homogeneous, i.e., 

n n-2 

La;m;n + L b;m;n_2' (A4) 
;=1 ;=1 

Equation (AI) becomes zero for mjn = mjn _ 2 
(j = 1, ... ,n - 2) and mn _ In = mnn . From this, it follows 
that h; = - a; (i = l, ... ,n - 2) and an _ I = an' Further
more, by considering the case of mjn _ 2 = mj+ In 
(j = 1, ... ,n - 2), we get mnn - min for (AI) and al = an -I' 
In this way, by considering special cases for min and min _ 2' 

we easily obtain 
n-l n-2 

- Lm;n + L min-2 +mnn , (AS) 
i=1 i=1 

which gives (3.3). 

Let us show that (3.6) is valid. Equation (3.6) together with (2.12) becomes 

mI. m._,. IIj<-/(mjn _ 2 -mkn - 2 -j+k) _ 1 IIj:-kl(mjn -mkn -j+k) 

ml._,~-m,:"m._,._~=m._l. IIj,,:}(l:7,:}m;n -l:7::12m;n_2 -mnn +j) - (n-2)! IIj::/(mjn -mnn -j+n) 

which may be rewritten as follows: 

SI S.-, IIj<-/(pj - h) _ 1 

P1=t+I·"P.-,=t-I+1 IIj::/(l:7::/5i -l:7::12 Pi +n+j-1) - (n-2)! 

where 

IIj<-k l (5j - 5k) 

IIj::/(5j + n) 

Pj =mjn _ 2 -mnn -j (j= 1, ... ,n -2), 5j =mjn -mnn -j (j= 1, ... ,n -1). 

It can be proved that the following relation holds: 

(A6) 

(A7) 

SI sf' IIj<,/(pj - pd 1 IIj:-k
l
(5j - 5k) (AS) 

PI=t+1 p._,=Sn_l+lIIj::/(z-l:7::12p;+n+j-1) (n-2)! IIj::/(z-l:7::115i+5j+n)' 

where z may be any possible number and (AS) gives (A7) in the case ofz = l:7::115;' The numerator on the left side of (AS) can be 
represented in the determinant form 

p~-3, p~-4, '" , PI' 
n-2 pn- 3 pn- 4 

P2' 1 
,nIp} - pd= 

2 , 2 , ... , 
J< 

(A9) 

p:=i. P:=~, '" , Pn-2' 
Making use of the relations 
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B(~,n-l)= (n-2)! = t x'-I(1-xr- 2 dx, Re~>O, 
~(~+ 1).· .(~+ n - 2) Jo 

l:
Si I -PI_ ~ [e

slt
(lIxt'- e

SI
+

lt
(lIx)SI+ I] I f(l)( ) -/(1) () 

PiX - I -t t=O- i X i+IX, 
P, = I + I + I at 1 - xe 

(AlO) 

where the first relation corresponds to a special case of that below (3.5) and 

111)(x) = ~[ 1,1 ] I t=O(J..)Si = . .-!L. (J..)SI + ± (1\ 5:-s~X(1 _ xe-t)-II t=O(J..)SI, at I 1 - xe - t X 1 - X X s = I \s) at s x 
(All) 

we rewrite the left side of (AS) as follows: 

l
(n-3) l(n-3) 
I - 2 , ... , 

i
l l(n-3) jI"-3) 

I dxr+ II - I(1-x)"-2 2 - 3 , 

(n -2)! 0 : 

.0. , 

I (n - 3) -/(11 - 3) 
n-2 n-l' ... , 

1(11-3) 
I , 

f" -4) I , 

1 l'dxr+ I
-

I(1-X)"-2 
1(11-3) l(n-4) 

2 , 2 , 
= 

(n -2)! 0 

1(11-3) 
n-l' 

1(11-4) 
n-l' 

where the argument x ofthe/;'s is omitted. 
Substituting the expressions (All) forlll) into (AI2) and 

taking into account the fact that only the first term (All) 
remains in each column due to the property of the determi
nant, we get after a simple procedure 

1 tdxxz--x;::isi+II-1 
(n - 2)! Jo 

5 n- 3 
I , 

5,,-4 I , 51' 1, xS, 

5"- 3 5"- 4 
52' 1, XS2 2 , 2 , ... , 

X 

5"- 3 
n-I' t:=1, ... , 511- " 1, XSn -' 

(A13) 

After simple integrals and the use of fundamental properties 
ofthe determinant, (A13) gives 

/:""-2 /:"n-3 
~ I , ~ 1 , ••• , 

/:""-2 £-11-3 
~2 , ~2 , ... , 

(n-2)! 
/:"n-2 /:"n-3 
~n-l' ~n-l' ... , 
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/
(1) /(1) 
2 - 3' 

I\O)_/~O) 

If)-/~O) 

(AI2) 
... , 1(0) 

I' 

... , 1(0) 
2 , 

... , I~'-I' 

X , 
~j::t'(z - ~;::t'5i + 5j + n) 

(AI4) 

which agrees with (AS). 
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The parabolic subgroups of the noncompact, exceptional Lie group F4 ( - 20) are computed from 
a systematic analysis ofIwasawa and Langlands decompositions. Satake diagrams have been used 
to determine the involutive automorphisms of F4( - 20) which facilitate the Iwasawa 
decompositions. The polarizations associated with noncom pact orbits with parabolic subgroups 
are computed. The representations so obtained for these polarizations using Kostant's induction 
scheme yield the principal series representations of F4 ( - 20). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since the advent of noncompact groups, specially 
the SO(m,n) and SU(m,n) groups in particle physics, the 
study of unitary irreducible representations (UIR's) of such 
groups has generated brisk activities for mathematicians and 
physicists as well. I The exceptional Lie groups and their 
graded forms have only recently found much applicability 
when attempts were made to unify the fundamental interac
tions of particle theory with gravitation. However, very little 
attention has been paid to the study of noncompact excep
tional Lie groups. In the present paper, we specifically focus 
on the exceptional Lie group F4 ( - 20) motivated by its rich 
structure to accomodate many degrees offreedom (quantum 
numbers). The other noncompact exceptional Lie groups 
may be analyzed in an analogous fashion. Here, we discuss 
the construction of principal series representations of 
F4( - 20). The exceptional Lie group F4 with compact form 
F4 ( - 52) has two associated noncompact forms: (1) 
F4( - 20) with maximal compact subgroup SO(9), and (2) 
F4( + 4) with maximal compact subgroup Sp(3) ® SO(2). The 
plan of the paper is as follows. 

In Sec. II, we give a brief resume of! wasawa and Lang
lands decomposition to compute the parabolic subalgebras. 
Section III has two parts. In Sec. III A Satake diagrams2 are 
defined and used to compute the inner automorphisms of 
A( - 20), the Lie algebra of F4( - 20). In Sec. III B, we dis
cuss the Iwasawa decompositions of A( - 20). In Sec. IV, 
parabolic subalgebras of A( - 20) are computed. It is shown 
that A( - 20) has two parabolic subalgebras, one being mini
mal and the other, the Lie algebra itself. The polarizations 
associated with noncompact orbits with parabolic subalge
bras are computed. The representations obtained for these 
polarizations using Kostant's induced scheme3.4 yield the 
principal series representation of F4 ( - 20). 

II. RESUME OF IWASAWA DECOMPOSITIONS AND 
LANG LANDS DECOMPOSITIONss-7 

Let ft be a real Lie algebra and let ft be generated by its 
compact real form ftk by an involutive automorphism u de
fined with respect to the Cartan subalgebra h of ftc, ftc being 
the complexification of ft. The following commutation rela
tions are satisfied by the elements of ftc : 

[ea,h] =a(h)ea, hEh, aE..1, 

{
Napea +p, if a + f3 is a root, 

[e ,ep] = 
a 0, otherwise. 

(2.1) 

[ea,e_ a ] =ha' ha Eh. 

Here • ..1 denotes the set of roots of ftc with respect to h and 
the Killing form is defined as B (ea.e _ a) = - 1. The com
pact real form ftk may be taken to consist of 

{iha' for a = a l .a2 .... ,al' I = dim h; 

(ea + e -a)' (ea - e -a)' for all a}. 

Let h be the maximal compact subalgebra of ft defined such 
that a E h. iff a Eft and ua = a, where u is the involutive 
automorphism. Let,h be the subspace of ft such that a E,h iff 
a E ft and ua = - a. Thus the basis of h consists of 

{iha' (ea + e -a), ilea - e -a)' for all a 

such that exp a(h ) = I} 

and the basis of,h consists of 

{ilea + e -a)' (ea - e -a), for all a 

such that exp a(h ) = - I}. 
Here, a(h ) = B (h,ha)' B (x, y) being the Killing form of ftc. 

Let a be the maximal Abelian subalgebra of,h with di
mension Imll and;n the centralizer of a in h. Complexifica
tion of (a E9;n) gives a Cartan subalgebra h' of?c with basis 
H ; ,H i , ... ,H ;. Then there exists an inner automorphism V 
that maps h' into h such that 

~ = VH;, where V= II Va' j= 1, .... 1. (2.2) 
a 

Let..1 + denote the set of positive roots, i.e .• a positive sub
space of..1. 

and 

Then, 
I 

ha = L bj(a~. aE..1 +. ifbj(a»O 
j=1 

ifj is the least index. then bj(a)#O. 

(2.3) 

Correspondingly if the a' are the roots defined with respect 
tOh'then 

I 

h'= Lcj(a')H;, Vh'Eh', h~.Eh'. (2.4) 
j=1 

Here, ha = Vh~. and cj(a') = bj(a). The positive roots can 
again be divided into the two following classes: 
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(i) P+ = {a: aE.d +,a(h)¥=a(VuV-Ih)j; 

(ii) P _ = {a: a E.d +, a(h) = a(VuV-Ih), V h Eh). 

(2.5) 

Let the subalgebra ;; be spanned by elements V-lea for 
a E P + and n = ;;n?, where;; and n are the nilpotent subal
gebras of ?c and?, respectively. Thus the Iwasawa decom
position of? is given as 

? =h~a~n. (2.6) 

Now we discuss the Langlands decomposition. For the 
sake of completeness of computational convenience we brief
ly recapitulate some of the essential features of the Lang
lands decomposition of parabolic subalgebras. 

A minimal parabolic subalgebra is defined to be any 
subalgebra that is conjugate to 

(2.7) 

Any subalgebra of ? containing a minimal parabolic 
subalgebra is a general parabolic subalgebra. There exist 
21m•1 conjugacy classes of parabolic subalgebras of? and in 
each class there is a standard parabolic subalgebra which can 
be obtained as follows. 

Let ~ be the set of roots for a and let t/J be the set of 
positive roots in~. Let () denote the subset of t/J. Let «() > 
denote the set of roots in ~ which arises as linear combina
tions of roots in (). We define 

(2.8) 

where ~ +~ _ denote the positive and negative roots in~. 
Let n + (() ),n _ (() ),n( ()) denote the subspace of a corre

spondingto «() > +,«() > _ and {~+ - «() > +). Now, let us de
fine 

a(J = {a E a, A. (a) = 0, V A. E () ), (2.9) 

and let a(() ) be the orthogonal complement of a(J in a with 
respect to the Cartan-Killing form. 

Then 

Pe =m(J ~a(J ~n(J 

is a parabolic subalgebra of?, where 

m(J =/n~n+(())~n_(())~a(()). 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

A real Cartan subalgebra h is said to be u invariant if 

h = (hnh) ~ (hn,ll). (2.12) 

A parabolic subalgebra P (J is said to be cuspidal if there exists 
a u-invariant real Cartan subalgebra h such that 

a(J = hn,ll. 

This shows that the minimal parabolic subalgebra is cuspi
dal. 

III. SATAKE DIAGRAMS AND IWASAWA 
DECOMPOSITION OF A( - 20) 

A. Satake diagram and computation of Inner 
automorphisms for A( - 20) 

Let r be a compact semisimple symmetric space, S the 
group of displacements, ~ the isotropy group of the base 
point, E a maximal torus in r, and T-:J Q (E) a maximal 
torus in S. Let R be the root system of S relative to T and R 
the root system of r relative to E. For a E R, let 
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a=2aI~ =a-u(a), 

where ~ is the Abelian subalgebra of the Lie algebra? and u 
is the involutive automorphism of a. Then, 

R_ = {a:a¥=O, aER). (3.1) 

Also, let 

Ro = {aER:a= 0). (3.2) 
Let w _ be a Weyl chamber in ~ and w a Weyl chamber in? 
such that w_ CWo Let B_ (resp. B) denote the basis of R_ 
(resp. R ) corresponding to w _ (resp. w). Then, Bo will be the 
basis of Ro, whereBo = BnRo· Let BIBo = {al, ... ,ar ), and 
Bo = { /l1""./3s ). Then, it can be shown thatl 

(3.3) 

where 1T is the involutive permutation of {1,2, ... ,r) and the 
nil are non-negative integers. 

We have 

B_ = {a: aEBIBo), 

and the rank of r equals the number of cycles of 1T. We now 
associate with B its Satake diagram ~ as follows. In the Dyn
kin diagram of B, denote the roots a i by 0 as usual (white 
roots) arulthe roots /l by. (black roots). If 17'(1) = k indicate 
this by 6 ~. The Satake diagrams determine the involution u 
of R uniquely. As we know, 

u({3i) = /li' 

The maximal root for A is W = 2a I + 4a2 + 3a3 

+ 2a4 • In the case of a Satake diagram corresponding to a 
symmetric space of rank one, B _ = {A. ). If ai is a white root, 
then ai =..1.. Here R_ = { ±A.), or R_ = { ±A., ± U), 
and since WE R _, we have only two possibilities: 

case (i): - u(a.) = a l + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4' 
(3.4) 

case (ii): - u(a4) = 2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + a 4. 

These are shown in Fig 1. For the given roots of A we see 
that in case (ii) a = 2a1 + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4 E R. Also 
a + u(a) = 2a 1 + 2a2 + a3 E R, which cannot be possible. 
Hence Fig. (I) (ii) is ruled out. Thus the Satake diagram for A 
is for A( - 20) and is given by Fig. 1 (i). From this diagram 
we have the following information: 

- u(a.) = a 1 + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4• 
(3.5) 

u(a2) = a2' u(a3) = a 3, u(a4) = a 4)· 

The automorphisms for the other roots of A are determined 
from the relation 

¢(A + B) = ¢(A) + ¢(B), 

FIG. 1. Satake diagrams for /.( - 20). 
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t/J being the automorphism. Thus, 

a(al + a2) = - (al + 2a2 + 2a3 + a 4), 

a(a2 + a)) = a2 + a), 

a(a3 + a4) = a3 + a 4, 

a(2a2 + a31 = 2a2 + a 3, 

a(al +a2 +a31 = - (al + 2a2 +a3 +a41, 

a(a2 + a3 + a41 = a 2 + a3 + a 4, 

a(al +a2 +a3 +a41 = - (al + 2a2 +a3), 

a(2a1 + 2a2 + a 31 = - (2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + 2a4), 

a(2a2 + a 3 + a 41 = 2a2 + a3 + a4' 

(3.6) 

a(2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4) = - (2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + a4), 

a(2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4 ) = - (2a1 + 4a2 + 2a) + a4 ), 

a(2a1 + 3a2 + 2a) + a4 ) = - (2a1 + 3a2 + 2a) + a4 }. 

B. Iwasawa decomposition for A( - 20) 

The Dynkin diagram for the algebra A can be seen in 
Fig. 2. The roots of A are determined as follows. 

Ifa andpare two simple roots, then2[(a,p)/(a,a)] = m 
(an integer) and 13 - 2[( p,a)/(a,a)]a will be a root. The a 
string of roots containingpis given asp - ra, ... ,{:J + qa. The 
roots for A are 

~ = {al,a2,a3,a4,al + a 2,a2 + a3,2a2 + a3,a3 + a 4, 

a l + a 2 + a3,a2 + a 3 + a4' 

al + a 2 + a 3 + a 4,2a1 + 2a2 + a 3, 

2a2 + a 3 + a4.al + 2a2 + a 3,2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4, 

2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4.2a2 + 2a3 + a4 , 

a l + 2a2 + a3 + a 4,al + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4' 

a l + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4,2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + a4, 

2a1 + 4a2 + 2a3 + a 4.2a1 + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4, 

2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + 2a4 }· 

From Fig. 2 we see that exp a(h ) = + 1, for 

a = (a2,a),a4,a I + a 2,a2 + a 3,a3 + a4,a2 + a3 + a4' 

2a2 + a 3 + a 4,2a2 + a 3.2a2 + 2a3 + a 4• 

at + a2 + a 3.2a1 + 4a2 + 2a3 + a4, 

2a I + 4a2 + 3a3 + a 4,2a I + 4a2 + 3a3 + 2a4, 

al + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4,al + a2 + a 3 + a41 

and exp a(h ) = - 1, for 

a = {al,a l + 2a2 + a 3.2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 , 

a l + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4,al + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4' 

2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4,2a1 + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4, 

2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a41· 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

FIG. 2. Dynkin diagram for A' 
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Thus. Ie has a basis consisting of iha for a = a ha2,a3,a4 and 
(ea + e _ a ).i(ea - e _ a) for a given by (3.8). Also fi = (i(ea 
+ e _a),(ea - e -a)' where a are the roots given by (3.9). 

We select a. a maximal Abelian subalgebra of fi 
spanned by 

Hi =i(ea+e_ a ). a=2aI +2a2+a3+a4. (3.10) 

Then, nt, the centralizer of a in Ie, is given by { - iH 2' 
- iH3' - iH~} with 

- iH; = ihp , 

for 13 = {a3 + a 4,2a2 + a 3 + a 4• 

2a I + 4a2 + 3a3 + a 4 }· 

The inner automorphism 

is such that 

HJ = VH; = - {2/(lSj ,lSj )}'
/2h,sJ' 

where 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

IS) = {2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4,a3 + a 4,2a2 + a 3 + a4' 

2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + a4j· 

We have 

HI = - {2ha • + 2ha, + ha, + ha• j, 

H2 = - {ha, + ha• }. 

H3 = - {2ha, + ha, + ha• J. 
H4 = - {2ha • + 4ha , + 3ha, + ha• J' 

Using (2.3). we have 

~ + = [ - al.a2.a 3' - a 4• - (a l + a2).a2 + a 3• 

- (a3 + a 4).al + a2 + a 3• - (a2 + a3 + a 4), 

- (a l + a2 + a3 + a4),2a2 + a 3, 

- (2a2 + a 3 + a 4),2a2 + 2a3 + a4' 

a l + 2a2 + a 3• - (2a1 + 2a2 + a 3), 

- (2a1 + 2a2 + a3 + a4 ), 

- (a l + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4 ). 

-(al +2a2+a3+a4), 

- (2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4 ), 

- (2a 1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + 2a4)' 

- (2a1 + 4a2 + 3a3 + a4). 

- (2a 1 + 4a2 + 2a3 + a4 ), 

- (a l + 3a2 + 2a3 +a4), 

-(2a1 + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4 )}· 

Using (2.5), we have 

(3.131 

(3.14) 

p + = [ - a l,a3, - a4' - (al + a 2),a2 + a3' - (a3 + a41, 

- (a I + a2 + a 3 + a41,2a2 + a 3,2a2 + 2a) + a., 

- (2a1 + 2a2 + a31, - (2a1 + 2a2 + a 3 + a4)' 

- (2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4 ), 
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- (a I + 2az + a 3 + (4). 

- (2al + 4az + 3a3 + 2a4 ). x (sgn N ;;,:, )e _ (a, + 20, + a, + a.)' 

- (2a l + 4a2 + 2a3 + ( 4 )}. (3.15) V-I 
a e -(2a, +2a, +a, + a.' 

and "'-1/2( N ) +2-1/2 = -l~ sgn a.a, ea , e _ (a, + 2a, + a, + a.J' 

p _ = {a2.a l +a2 + a3' - (a2 + a3 +(4 ). 

- (2az + a 3 + ( 4 ),al + 2az + a 3, 

- (al + 2a2 + 2a3 + (4)' 

- (2a 1 + 4a2 + 2a3 + a 4 ), 

- (a l + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4 ), 

- (2a l + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4 )}. (3.16) 

The basis elements of n C Pc are given by V -lea for a E P + 

and are given by7 

Va-Ie_a = -~(ea -e_a)-~j[2/(a,aW/2ha' 

fora = 2al + 2az + a 3 + a 4, 

V -Ie = 2- 1/2e _ i2- l/2 
a 2a2 +a3 2a2 +a, 

X (sgn Na,2o, + a, )e2a, + 4a, + 2a, + a.' 

V -I 
a e -(2a, +4a, + 2a, + a.' 

= -;2 -1/2 sgn{Na , _ (2a. + a3,)e _ (2a, + a3' 

+ 2- 1/2e -(20, + 4a, + 20, + a.l~ 

V -I 2- 1/ 2 '2- 1/2( N )e a ea, = ea, -I sgn a.a, 2a, +2a. +2a, +a.' 

V -I 
a e - (2a, + 20, + 20, + a.1 

V -Ie = 2- l/2e _ i2- 1/ 2 
a -a4 -Q4 

X (sgn Na• _ a.)e _ (la, + la, + a," 

V-Ie 
a (2a, + la, + a" 

= -i2-1/2(sgnNa.a.)ea. + 2- 1/2
e(2a. + 2a,+a,,' 

V-Ie 
a -(a, + a" 

= 2- l/2e _ 12-1/2 
-(a, + a,' 

X(sgn Na.( -(a, +a,ll)e -(a, +/%,+a,+a.I' 

V-Ie 
a -(a, + a, + a, + a.1 

= - i2- l /2(sgn N a•a• +a.)ea , +a, 

+ 2-1/2 
e _ (a, +a. +a, +aJ' 

V-Ie a (20, + 2a, + a., 
= 2- l/2e _ 12-1/2 

2a,+2a,+a. 

X sgn N a•2o, + 2a, + a. eZa , + 4a, + 3a, + 2a., 

Va-Ie -(20, +4a.+3a,+2a.) 

= - ;2- 1/2 sgn N e a. - (2a, + 20, + a.) - (2a. + 20, + a.1 

+ 2-112 
e _ (2a, +-4a, + 3a, + 2a.) , 

V-I a e_(a,+a.1 =e_(a,+a.l· 

(3.17) 

= -i2- 1I2(sgnNa._ a,)e_a, 

+ 2-1/2e ) 
- (2a, + 2a, + 20, + a. ' 

Now n is calculated from nnp and it has the following ele
ments: 

- ~{e2o. +2a, +a, +a. - e -(20, +2a,+a,+a.)} - !i[ 2ha, + 2ha, + ha, + h a.]. 

2-1/2(e2az + a, + e _ (2a, +a,l) - i2-l!2(sgn N a•2a• +a,)(e2a, + 4a, +2a, +a. + e -(Za, +4a. +2a, + a.,), 

2- 1/2 
sgn N a• -(20, + a"{eZa, +a, - e -(20. + a,,) + i2-1/2{e2a, +4a, + 2a, + a.' - e -(2a, + 4a,+ 2a, + a.,), 

2- 1/2
(ea, + ea,l- i2-1/2 sgn Na•a, lela, + 2a. +2a. +a. + e -(20, + 2a. + la, +a.')' 

2-
1/2 sgn Na•a, (ea, - e -a.l + i2-1/2{e2a, +2a,+2a, +a. - e2a, +2a, +20, + a)' 

i2-
1I2

(ea , - e -a,) + 2-1/2 sgn N a. _ a, (ea. + 2a. +a, + a. - e(a, + 2a, + cr, + aJ. 
2 -1/2 sgn Na•a, (ea , - e _ a, ) + i2 -1/2(ea , + 2a, + a, + a. - e(a, + 2a, + a, + a.), 

12 -1/2(ea• - e _ aJ + 2 -1/2 sgn N a• _ a.(e2a, + 20, + a, - e - (20, + 20. + a,,), 

2-
1/2 

sgnNa.a.(ea• - e_a.J + i2-
112

(ela, +2a. +a, - e -(20, +la. + a,,), 

i2- 1/2
(ea , + a, - e _ (a, + a,,) + 2- 112 sgn N a• -(a, +a,l(ea , +a,+a, +a. - e -(a, +a,+a,+a.J. 

- i2-l/2 sgn Na,a, +a, (ea, + a, - e _ (a, +a,,) + i2-l/2
(ea , + a, +a, +a. - e - (a, +a, + a, + a.), 

2- 1/2( ) '2- 1/ 2 N ( + ) e Za, + la, + a. + e - (20, + 20, + ",.J - I sgn a.2o, + 2a, + a. e2a, + 4a, + 3a, + 2a. e - (2a, + 4a, + 3a, + 2a.' , 

2 -1/2 sgn Na _ (20. + 20, + a. )(e2o, + 2a, + a. - e _ (2a, + 2a, + aJ) + 12 -1/2(e2a• + 4a2 + 3a, + 20. - e - (la, + 4a, + 3a, + 20. I, 
ea,+a, + e _ (a, +a,J' i(ea, + a. - e - (a, + a.J)· 

I 

(3.18) 

IV. PRINCIPAL SERIES REPRESENTATIONS OF 
F4( -20) 
A. Parabolic subgroups of F4( - 20) 

As noted earlier, there are 21m,I classes of parabolic sub
algebras of p, Im,1 being the dimension of a. For./;;( - 20) 

dim 1m II = 1. Therefore, there will be two parabolic subalge
bras: one being the minimal parabolic and the other the Lie 
algebra itselC The minimal parabolic subalgebra 
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is given by the sum of 

and 

nt = (iha , a = a3 + a4' 2a2 + a 3 + a4' 

2a) + 4a2 + 3a3 + a 4 J, 

a = (ilea + e -a)' a = 2a) + 2a2 + a3 + a4J, 

and n is given by Eq. (3.18). The minimal parabolic subalge
bra being the cuspidal parabolic subalgebra leads to the fol
lowing definition of a series of representations8

: 

p = ind~,(uxr), uEM, rEA. 
We have that p) = MAN, a cuspidal parabolic sub

group, defines the principal series representations. Since p) 
is minimal parabolic and u = 1M , Mbeing Abelian, p is irre
ducible. Note here that PI' M, A, N, and G are the corre
sponding groups of the Lie algebras jl), In, a, n, and ?, re
spectively. 

B. Polarization and Kostants Induced representation 
for F4( - 20) (principal series) 

Let? be semisimple and let h be a u-invariant split Car
tan subalgebra, i.e., 

h = (hnjl) E& (hM), (4.1) 

? = ~ E& jl being the Cartan decomposition. Let A denote the 
set of roots relative to (?,h). 

Let x E x = bnp, i.e., x = ilea + e -a), for 
a = 2a) + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4 for A( - 20). Let us define 

(TJ> = (a E41: a(x) = OJ. (4.2) 

This condition, using (3.7), gives us 

(TJ> = { ± a 2, ± (a3 + a 4), ± (a) + a2 + a 3), 

± (a) + 2a2 + a 3 ), 

± (a2 + a 3 + a 4), ± (2a2 + a 3 + a 4), 

± (a) + 2a2 + 2a3 + a 4 ), 

± (2a) + 2a2 + a 3 + a 4 ), 

± (a) + 3a2 + 2a3 + a4)' 

± (2a) + 4a2 + 3a3 + a 4)J. (4.3) 

Let Gx be the isotropy group and?x the corresponding Lie 
algebra. Let X be the character on Gx associated with x. 
Then?x can be written as4 

?x =h +n), 
when 

n) = lin span { ?a: a E (TJ> In?. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Let A + denote the positive subspace of A. Let x be quantiz
able. There exists a positive polarization Y x atx which is of 
the form3

•
4 

Y x =h +n) +n2, (4.6) 

where 

n2={gp,PE41+, Pf!(TJ>J 
and the P's are given by 

P = ( - a),a3, - a 4, - (a) + a2),a2 + a 3,2a2 + a 3, 
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- (a) + a2 + a 3 + a 4),2a2 + 2a3 + a 4, 

- (2a) + 2a2 + a3), - (2a) + 2a2 + 2a3 + a4)' 

- (a) + 2a2 + a3 + a4)' 

- (2a) + 4a2 + 3a3 + 2a4), 

- (2a) + 4a2 + 2a3 + a 4 ), 

- (2a) + 3a2 + 2a3 + a 4)J. (4.7) 

We note here that the polarization Y satisfies the following 
properties3.4: (i) (B,[Y,Y]) = 0, where B is extended to ?c 
X?c by complex linearity and Y is maximal w.r.t. this con
dition, (ii) dimc Y = !(dimR ? + dim ?x); (iii) Y + Y is a 
Lie subalgebra of ?c, where the bar indicates the complex 
conjugation; and (iv) ?x ~Y and Y is ad Gx stable, i.e., 

ads Y~Y, 'r:/ S E Gx, 

Y is said to be positive if 

iB(x,[z,z]);;;oO, 'r:/ ZE Y. 

Let us define3.4 

d = Yn?, e = (Y + Y)n?, 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

D = DoG x' and E = EoG x' where Do and Eo are the analytic 
subgroups corresponding to 

d= Y x , e =? (4.10) 

We extend X from G x to D. The Auslander-Kostant induc
tion scheme3

•
4 reduces to 

"'-J 

u = ind~:(x). (4.11) 

We note that the representation (4.11) yields the principal 
series representations of F4( - 20), which was defined 
through the induction scheme from the cuspidal parabolic 
subgroup p) discussed in Sec. IV A. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) To summarize our analysis, we have presented the 
Iwasawa and Langlands decompositions of A( - 20) in de
tail. Use of Sa take diagrams facilitates the Iwasawa decom
positions. 

(2) (a) The principal series representations are obtained 
by induction from the known character associated with the 
cuspidal parabolic subgroup PI; and (b) the same result is 
achieved by resorting to Kostant's induction scheme. 

(3) The noncompact exceptional Lie groups were recent
ly used in supergravity theories.9 So it is interesting to study 
the structure of the F4 ( - 20) group that may open new vistas 
in elementary particle physics. 

(4) The other noncompact exceptional Lie groups could 
be studied in a similar fashion as F4 ( - 20). 

We wish to report on other classes ofUIR's of F4 ( - 20) 
in a separate paper. 
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Thermodynamics of dimers on a rectangular L xMxN lattice 
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The exact closed-form analytic solution of the problem of dimers on infinite two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional lattices is obtained. Entropy, isothermal compressibility, and constant 
pressure heat capacity of the system are given in terms of the normalized number density of 
dimers. The absolute activity of dimers is also given in terms of the normalized number density; it 
exhibits a behavior near close packing with a critical exponent exactly equal to 2, and with an 
amplitude 1I(,¥ ), where r/J is the molecular freedom per dimer at close packing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Two previous articles,1 referred to as papers I and II, 
were devoted to the study of dimers on two-dimensionallat
tices irrespective of their orientation. Paper I presented a 
new general mathematical technique for dealing with such 
problems. The technique was based on the work of 
McQuistan et a[.2 Essentially, recurrence relations were de
veloped which needed decoupling. The systematic decou
piing ofthese linear relations involving constant coefficients 
was achieved by one of us. 3 Paper I also made the connection 
between the partition function of dimers with absolute activ
ity x and the largestz root of a polynomial P (x,z). This polyn
omial depends on the size of the lattice L XM xN where L 
and M are fixed and N is allowed to become infinite. How
ever, the calculations performed in paper I were limited to 
the value x = 1. Paper II is an extension of paper I; results 
were obtained for values of the activity in the range 0-10 for 
the partition function, the grand potential, the number den
sity, the entropy, the isothermal compressibility, and the 
constant pressure specific-heat capacity. An approximate 
expression was derived for the partition function in terms of 
the absolute activity for dimers on a square lattice, based on 
the assumption that the z roots of the polynomial P (x,z) in
crease exponentially with the number M of compartments in 
any given row of the 1 XM XN lattice. No mathematical 
proof of this fact was supplied beyond the simple observation 
that this is true with a very good approximation in the range 
M = 1-4. Results derived numerically by Gaunt4 for the lo
cations of the maxima of entropy, isothermal compressibili
ty' and constant pressure specific-heat capacity were recov
ered using the approximate expression. 

This article has several objectives. 
(1) We obtain the thermodynamic properties of aligned 

dimers on finite and infinite two- and three-dimensionallat
tices, explicitly in terms of the absolute activity and the nor
malized number density. For aligned dimers, the largest z 
root of polynomialsP (x,z) is shown to exhibit the exponential 
behavior with the size M of the lattice. Th~refore, this paper 
gives the first rigorous mathematical justification for the cal
culations performed in papers I and II. 

(2) Following an approach completely different from 
Kasteleyn's,5 we calculate the molecular freedom per dimer 
atclosepackingfP for planar 1 XM XN lattices (N---+ 00 ),and 
we recover Kasteleyn's results for M = 1,2,3, and 4. How
ever, Kasteleyn's formula is much more general since it al-

lows one to obtain fP for any value of M and it predicts its 
exact value when both M and N are infinite. The advantage 
of our technique is that it can be extended to three-dimen
sionallatticesL XM XN (N---+oo). As a special case, we cal
culate the exact value of fP for the 2 X 2 X N lattice, a problem 
investigated by Hock and McQuistan.6 

(3) We show that it is possible to obtain an analytical fit 
to all the thermodynamical quantities for dimers on various 
square lattices we have calculated in paper II. This is 
achieved by using the exact analytic results for aligned 
dimers, where the molecular freedom per dimer at close 
packing fP (which is 1 for aligned dimers) is replaced by the 
value calculated exactly by Kasteleyn,5 and a parameter Q 
(which is 2 for aligned dimers) by 4. Agreement with the 
numerical values of paper II is astonishingly good. 

(4) The success of analytical fit for various finite two
dimensional square lattices is extended to obtain exact ana
lytical results for the infinite two- and three-dimensionallat
tices based on the knowledge of the molecular freedom per 
dimer at close packing. In support of the approximate analy
tical fit for finite three-dimensional lattices, we calculate the 
thermodynamical properties of dimers on a 2 X 2 X N lattice, 
a problem investigated recently by Hock and McQuistan.6 

The general outline of this article is as follows: Section II 
develops thesolutionofdimersofanL XM XN latticeparal
lel to the M axis; dimensions Land M are fixed while N is 
allowed to become infinitely large. We think of the (L,M) 
plane as "horizontal," and we refer to this case as the case of 
horizontal dimers. Here, there is perfect symmetry between 
dimers parallel to the L axis and dimers parallel to the M 
axis. The case of dimers parallel to the N axis (or "vertical" 
dimers) is distinct from the case of horizontal dimers, since 
the dimers are parallel to the N dimension which is allowed 
to become infinitely large. For this reason we discuss in a 
separate section, Sec. III, the case of vertical dimers, or 
dimers parallel to the N axis. The purpose of Sec. III is to 
confirm the internal consistency of our method. Indeed, al
though the point of view is different, the results for vertical 
dimers should be the same as those for horizontal dimers, 
when both Nand M are allowed to become infinite. In both 
cases, one discovers the exponential behavior of the largest 
root mentioned above. In Sec. IV, we derive the values of the 
thermodynamical quantities explicitly in terms of the nor
malized number density; we also give their graphical repre
sentations and make the comparison with those obtained in 
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papers I and II for dimers irrespective of their orientation. 
Another achievement of this section is to obtain the closed
form analytic expression of the absolute activity in terms of 
the normalized number density, showing the behavior near 
close packing with a critical exponent exactly equal to two as 
conjectured by Gaunt. 4 Section V develops a method for cal
culating the molecular freedom per dimer at close packing 
based on the knowledge of polynomial P (x,z). The method is 
applied for dimers on lattices I X IX N, 1 X 2 X N, 1 X 3 X N, 
1 X4XN, and 2X2XN. Section VI discusses the analytical 
fit of the data available for dimers on a two-dimensional 
lattice and extends the analysis to the three-dimensional 
case. Finally, Sec. VII is the conclusion. 

II. HORIZONTAL DIMERS 

The method of McQuistan et al. as generalized in paper 
I calls for generating truncated lattices from the original one. 
ConsideranL XM XN lattice space. The horizontal dimers 
are assumed to be aligned and parallel to the Maxis. We view 
our lattice space as being made of N arrays, each array con
tainingL XM cells. We now focus on theNtharray. Since all 
possible dimers occupying the lattice are parallel to the M 
axis, dimers whose one end is in the N th array will therefore 
have their other end within the same array. Using the nota
tion of paper I, this means that one can only generate lattices 
of the A type (nontruncated). 

The next step is to consider filling the L X M X N lattice 
with q dimers parallel to the M axis, where Land M are fixed 
and N is allowed to become infinitely large. Let 
A (q - p;L,M,N - 1) be the total number of possible arrange
ments of (q - p) dimers on the L X M X (N - 1) lattice when 
the Nth array is occupied by p dimers. Also, let C (P;L,M) be 
the total number of possible arrangements of p dimers on the 
Nth array containing L X M cells. It is obvious that the total 
number of distinct arrangements of q dimers on the whole 
lattice when p of these dimers are located in the N th array is 
given by the product. 

C (p;L,M)A (p - q;L,M,N - 1). 

It is also obvious that the total number of arrangements of 
theqdimersoftheL XM XN lattice is the sum of all possible 
arrangements when theN th array is empty (p = 0), occupied 
by only one dimer (p = 1), by two dimers (p = 2), etc., until it 
is fully occupied (p = Pmax)' In other words, one has 

Pmax 

A (q;L,M,N) = L C(p;L,M)A (q - p;L,M,N - 1). (1) 
p=o 

Upon introducing the bivariant generating function 
00 qmax 

G (x, y) = L L xqyN A (q;L,M,N), (2) 
N=O q=O 

and using it in Eq. (1), one obtains 
Pmax 

G (x, y) = I + L xPyC (P;L,M)G (x, y). (3) 
p=o 

This, in tum, gives the closed-form expression of the bivar
iant function, as the inverse of a polynomial D (x, y) which is 
of first order in the variable y. Following the method of paper 
I, one sets y = lIz and searches for the largest z root of the 
polynomial 
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P(x,z) = D(x,l/z), (4) 

which, in this case, has only one root, namely, 

Pmax 

R 3(x;L,M) = LxPC(P;L,M). (5) 
p=o 

One next step is to calculate the closed-form expression 
of the root R3(x;L,M). This we will achieve by recognizing 
that C (P;L,M) is the total number of arrangements offittingp 
dimers parallel to the M axis on the two-dimensional L X M 
lattice. The same approach is to be used over again. We think 
of this lattice as being made of L rows, each row made up of 
M cells. We single out the L th row. Let r be the number of 
aligned dimers filling the L th row, thus allowing (p - r) 
dimers to fill the remaining (L - 1) rows. Then 
C (p - r;L - I,M) is the total number of distinct arrange
ments of (p - r) dimers parallel to the M axis in the (L - 1) 
rows of cells. Let F (r;M) be the number of arrangements of r 
dimers in the L th row containing M cells. As before, it then 
follows that 

C(P;L,M) = LF(r;M)C(p - r;L - I,M). (6) 
r=O 

Again, one introduces the bivariant generating function 
00 Pmu 

Gc (x, y) = L L xPrC (P;L,M). (7) 
L=Op=O 

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), and using again the technique 
outlined in paper I, one is able to show that 

:~:XPC(P;L'M) = C~X'F(r;M)r. (8) 

We have now reached the last step in our derivation, 
which is finding the expression of the right-hand side of the 
above equation. This is the problem of dimers in one-dimen
sional space, solved already by McQuistan et al. and rede
rived differently in paper I. It is straightforward to show that 

R 2(x;M) = L x'F(r;M) 
r=O 

= (~+ \ -~+ \)I(z\ -Z2)' (9) 

In Eq. (9), z \ and Z2 are the z roots of the quadratic equation 

Z2 - Z - x = 0, (10) 

namely, 

z\ = H 1 + (1 + 4X)\/2}, Z2 = H 1 - (1 + 4X)I/2}. (11) 

Finally, the root to be used for calculating all the thermo
dynamical quantities is 

R3(x;L,M) = (R 2(x;M))L 

= ((~+ \ - ~+ \)I(z\ - Z2))L. (12) 

As anticipated in the Introduction, Eq. (12) exhibits an 
exact exponential behavior in L and an almost exact expo
nential behavior in M, this behavior in M becoming more 
and more accurate as M becomes larger and larger. This 
follows from the fact that the positive root z \ is, in absolute 
value, larger than the negative root Z2; thus, given the ap
proximation for large values of M 

R3(x;L,M) = (Z\(X))LM. (13) 
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We leave to Sec. IV the derivation of the thermodynam
ic quantities explicitly in terms of the normalized number 
density, including their graphical representations. 

III. VERTICAL DIMERS 

We now consider the case of dimers parallel to the N 
axis. For simplicity, we will assume that L = 1. The analysis 
that follows can be easily extended to any value of L. How
ever, since the purpose of this section is to exhibit the inter
nal consistency of our method, there is very little to be gained 
by doing our discussion for any value of L. The case M = 1 is 
the one-dimensional problem whose solution is already 
known (e.g., paper I). We will study the cases M = 2 and 3, 
with the constraint that the dimers are parallel to the N axis. 

There is no point in repeating the lengthy proofs similar 
to those presented in paper I. The interested reader could get 
the computational details directly from the authors. We will 
simply state that the bivariant generating function associat
ed with the number of distinct arrangements, 
A (q;L = 1,M = 2,N), of q dimers on the 1 X 2 X N lattice, is 
calculated to be 

G(x,y) = (l-xy)/D(x,y), (14) 

whereD (x,y) is a polynomialinx andy. Replacingy by liz, 
one looks for the z root of 

D (x,lIz) = y3(Z3 - (x + 1)z2 - xIx + 1)z + x 3). (15) 

The z roots of this cubic polynomial are easily found to be 

(zlf, (Z2)2, and -x, (16) 

where z 1 and Z2 are the values listed in Eq. (11). The first root 
listed above is the largest root. 

In the case M = 3, the bivariant generating function as
sociated with the number of arrangements 
A (q;L = I,M = 3,N) of q dimers parallel to the N axis on a 
1 X 3 XN lattice is 

(17) 

Here D (x, liz) is a sixth-order polynomial in z, namely, 

D (x, liz) = y6(Z6 - (x + 1 ~ - x(2 + 5x + 3X2)z4 

- x2( 1 + x - 2x2~ + x4(2 + 5x + 3x2jz2 

(18) 

This polynomial has four real roots and two complex roots. 
The root of largest modulus is real and positive. We were 
able to obtain analytically the value of this root as well as 
another real root by making possible the following factoriza
tion: 

D (x, liz) = y3(Z - ZI3)(Z + Z/)(Z4 - 2xz3 - x(2x - 1 jz2 

- 2x4z + x 6
). (19) 

The largest root is (zd raised to the third power. There is no 
need of repeating the calculations for higher values of M. 
The pattern is very clear, the largest z root of the polynomial 
D (x, liz) is (Zl) raised to theMth power. Thus, in the case of 
vertical dimers, the exponential behavior of the largest root 
is an exact behavior. Without denying the intrinsic value of 
the mathematical proof, it is worth recognizing that this ex
ponential behavior for vertical dimers can be predicted on 
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physical grounds. Indeed, consider the grand canonical par
tition function of dimers on a 1 X M X N square lattice with 
the restriction that all dimers are parallel to the N axis. 
Think of this lattice as made of M rows, each row containing 
N cells. Fitting dimers in any of the M rows should not affect 
the arrangements of the dimers on the other rows. In other 
words, we are dealing with independent probabilities. There
fore, the grand canonical partition function for large values 
of N should be the partition function for one row made of an 
infinite number of cells multiplied by itself M times, or, 

.dM(x) = (.d1(X))M. (20) 

We have already shown in paper I that the partition function 
for dimers of absolute activity x in one dimensions is ZI(X). 
The exponential behavior of the z root follows. From this 
analysis, supported by the mathematical checking, it be
comes clear that the thermodynamical properties of vertical 
dimers are the same as the thermodynamical properties of 
dimers in one dimension. 

IV. THERMODYNAMICAL QUANTITIES 

This section gives the values of the thermodynamical 
quantities of horizontal dimers and vertical dimers in the 
limit as N becomes infinitely large, while both Land Mare 
fixed. We call Z (x), r (x), pIx), and Po the partition function, 
the grand potential, the number density, and the close-pack
ing density, respectively. If one site on the lattice is occupied 
by one end of a dimer, let Q be the number of neighboring 
sites that the other end of the dimer can occupy. In the case 
of aligned dimers, the value of Q would be 2. The general 
expressions of the thermodynamic quantities can all be cal
culated from the knowledge of the partition function (see, for 
example, Ref. 4); namely, one has 

r(x) = (2/Q)lnZ, 

dr 
p(x)=x-. 

dx 

(21) 

(22) 

In the limit of an infinitely large lattice, the number density 
at close packing is given in terms of Q as 

Po= (lIQ). (23) 

The isothermal compressibility K T(X), the entropy per unit 
volume S v(x), and the constant-pressure specific-heat capac
ity per unit volume Cv(x) will automatically follow: 

K(x)=x
dp 

=kBTp2KT(X), (24) 
dx 

SIx) = - p In(x) + r = SV/kB' (25) 

C(x) =K(F/pf =CV/kB· (26) 

In the above equations kB is Boltzmann's constant, and Tis 
the absolute temperature. 

We now list the results for horizontal dimers on the 
L X M X N lattice, where N is infinitely large, L can take on 
any positive value, and M is restricted to be larger than 1 to 
allow dimers parallel to the M axis to fit on the lattice. Fol
lowing paper I, the partition function is the largest (and in 
this case the only) root computed is Sec. II raised to the 
power (11 LM). This root is given by Eq. (12). It then follows 
that the partition function for horizontal dimers is given ex-
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plicitly in terms of ZI(X) and Z2(X), Eq. (11), which are the 
roots of the quadratic equation, Eq. (10), namely, 

Z(x) = {(zr+ I -zr+ I)/(ZI - Z2)}lIM. (27) 

There is nothing to be gained in writing down the expres
sions of the various thermodynamic quantities explicitly in 
terms of x. However, we intend to discuss to some extent the 
close-packing situation. For this purpose we give the expres
sion of the number density 

(M + 1 )x(zr + zr) 
PH(X) = M(l + 4X)1/2(zr+ 1_ zr+ I) 

2x 

M(l +4x) 
(28) 

Index H refers to the number density for horizontal dimers. 
However, the number density at close packing is not exactly 
1/Q =!i it really depends on whether M is even or odd. 
Indeed when M is even, any row with M cells and full of 
dimers contains exactly (M 12) dimers. But, if M is odd, any 
row reaching close packing would have one cell unoccupied; 
in this case the total number of dimers is (M - 1 )12; conse
quently, 

Po = !, for M even, 
(29) 

Po = !(1-1/M), forM odd. 

ForverticaldimersonanL XM XN lattice (dimers par
allel to the N axis), we discovered that all the thermodynami
cal quantities are the same as those of dimers in one dimen
sion. These quantities are calculated from Zt(x). The 
partition function Z(x) turns out to be precisely ZI(X) (see 
paper I). Using Eq. (11), we obtain the number density 

pIx) = (2/Q)(1 -1/~1 + 4x). (30) 

For the case of vertical dimers Q = (1/ Po) = 2. Let 0 be the 
normalized number density pi Po. It is then possible to use 
Eq. (31) to express x explicitly in terms of 0, and one finds 

x = 0(2 - 0)/4(1 - 0)2. (31) 

!) 
n. ') 

M· 
0.4') 

l'I .. s· 

0.4 
,,:='t. 
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All thermodynamical quantities may now be calculated di
rectly in terms of O. The results are 

r (0) = (2/Q )In(Z) = (2/Q )In((2 - 0 )/(2 - 20)), (32) 

S(O) = - ~ln 012 - 0) + ~ln 2 - 0 (33) 
Q 4( 1 - 0)2 Q 2 - 20 ' 

K (0) = 0 (2 - 0)(1 - O)/2Q, (34) 

C(O)= 2(1-0)(2-0)ln2( 2-0 ). (35) 
QO 2(1-0) 

By setting x = 1 in Eq. (31) one obtains the value of 0 that 
maximizes the entropy, namely, 

o = 1 - _1_ and S = ~ln( 1 + $). (36) 
m $ max Q 2 

The quantity K (0 ) related to the isothermal compressibility 

maximizes for 0 = 1 - 1/,/3 and its value is 

Kmax = 1/3Q,/3. (37) 

Finally, the specific-heat capacity maximizes for the solu
tion of the transcendental equation 

In[(2 - 0 )/2(1 - 0)] = 20/(2 - ( 2), (38a) 

which is found to be 

0= 0.844 518 622. (38b) 

From the knowledge of the entropy, one can also calculate 
the molecular freedom per dimer at close packint 

¢' = exp(QS(O = 1)) = 1. (39) 

In Fig. 1, we plotted entropy curves for a system of 
dimersonanL XM XN latticeparalleltotheMaxis, withN 
allowed to become infinitely large. These curves are labeled 
by the corresponding value of M and are, as predicted ana
lytically, independent of the value of L (the number of M X N 
layers). Figures 2 and 3 give K and C for the same system. 
These plots are in terms of the normalized number density O. 

0.8 0.9 

e 

FIG. 1. Plot of S vs 9 for horizontal dimers. 
Here S is (S ,JkB ), where S y is the entropy 
per unit volume and kB is Boltzmann's con
stant. 9 is the normalized number density. 
The limiting curve labeled M = 00 is the 
same for both vertical dimers on a finite lat
tice and horizontal dimers on the infinite 
lattice. 
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One finds that these curves can be divided into two sets of 
curves, corresponding to even and odd values of M, respec
tively. In the limit as Mbecomes large, the limiting curve for 
"even" and "odd" series of curves is precisely the curve that 
one obtains for aligned dimers on the infinite lattice, which is 
also the curve calculated for the one-dimensional problem, 
as shown in Sec. IlIon vertical dimers. The limiting curve is 
represented by a continuous line. 

We end this section with a discussion on close packing. 
We consider first the case of horizontal dimers. Near close
packing conditions we chose to look for the leading terms in 
the expression of the number density pIx), given by Eq. (28). 
One finds that even and odd values of M lead to slightly 
different results, namely, 

o. , o. , O.l 0.1. O.h 0.7 
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10 •. .: 

FIG. 2. Plot of K vs 8 for horizontal dimers. 
Here K is kB Tp2 K T' where K T is the isother
mal compressibility per unit volume. 8 is the 
normalized number density. The limiting 
curve labeled M = 00 is the same for both 
vertical dimers on a finite lattice and for hor
izontal dimers on the infinite lattice. 

.4" . 

0.8 0.9 

e 

x - A (M)/(l - (plpoW, (40) 
p->fJo 

where the critical exponent r is exactly 2 and the amplitude 
A (M) depends on the parity of M 

A (M) = ((M + l)12M)2, forM even, 

A (M) = (M 12(M - 1W, for M odd. (41) 

These results are to be compared with Eq. (31) for vertical 
dimers. The critical exponent is again 2 and the amplitUde 1 
agrees with the value for horizontal dimers only for large 
values of M, as one might expect. This critical behavior was 
anticipated a long time ago based on various numerical ap
proximations (see, for example, Ref. 4). We now have an 
analytical expression predicting this behavior without rely-

1'1=8 

.. M=4 

M:3 

0.' 0.9 

\ 

e 

FIG 3. Plot of C = CV/kB VS 8. Here Cv is 
the constant pressure specific-heat capacity 
per unit volume. 8 is the normalized number 
density of dimers. The limiting curve la
beled M = 00 is the same for both vertical 
dimers on a finite lattice and for horizontal 
dimers on the infinite lattice. 
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ing on any approximation method for the case of aligned 
dimers. 

V. MOLECULAR FREEDOM PER DIMER AT CLOSE 
PACKING 

In the previous section, the molecular freedom per 
aligned dimer at close packing was (not surprisingly) found 
to be 1. Here, we intend to show that the molecular freedom 
per dimer at close packing <P can be calculated from the 
knowledge of polynomial P (x,z). Let z be the largest z root of 
P (x,z) for anL XM X N lattice. The partition function in the 
large N limit is given byl 

Z (x) = (Z(X))lILM. (42) 

One combines this equation and Eqs. (21) and (25) to obtain 

S (x) = - p In(x} + (2/Q }In(z(x))lILM. (43) 

One multiplies Eq. (43) by Q, replaces (Op) by fJ, the normal
ized number density, and exponentiates both sides of the 
resulting equation: 

exp(QS (x)) = (Z(X))2ILM Ix9
• (44) 

In the close-packing limit, the absolute activity x becomes 
increasingly large, while the normalized number density fJ 
approaches unity. In this limit, the left-hand side ofEq. (44) 
is identified as the molecular freedom per dimer at close 
packing, namely, 

<P = lim [(z(x))2ILM Ix]. (45) 

In other words, the largest z root z(x) of polynomial P (x,z) 
should behave at large values of x like 

(46) 

This observation allows one to calculate <P in the following 
manner. 

( I) Set Z = AXLM /2 in the expression of the polynomial 
P(x,z}. 

(2) Factor out xa
, where a is the highest exponent of x in 

the expression of P(x,z}, and obtain V(A,x} as 

V(A,x} =P(x,ArM12}/xa
• (47) 

(3) Take the limit of V(A,x} as x approaches infinity, 
namely, 

VA = lim V(A:x). 
x~oo 

(4) Find the roots of V(A}, i.e., solve 

V(A}=O. 

(48) 

(49) 

(5) The largest root of V(A}, say AI' gives the molecular 
freedom at close packing, namely, 

<P = A/ILM. (50) 

We use this procedure to calculate <P for the lattices men
tioned in the Introduction: 1 X 1 X N, 1 X 2 X N, 1 X 3 X N, 
1 X 4 X N, and 2 X 2 X N. The polynomials P (x,z) for two-di
mensionallattices are found in paper II (Table I). The poly
nomial P (x,z) for the three-dimensional lattice 2 X 2 XN was 
derived in Refs. 2 and 3. Listed in Table I are the expressions 
of V (A ) for various lattices and their associated roots. As 
expected, we recover the results of Kasteleyn,5 namely, 

Lattice 1X1XN 1x2xN 1X3XN 1X4XN 

<P 1 !(1 + Jj) (2 + .j3}1/3 1.68538903' 

We also obtain a result not predicted by Kasteleyn's for
mula, the molecular freedom per dimer at close packing for 
the three-dimensional lattice 2 X 2 X N 

<P = (2 + .j3}1/2 (2X2XN). 

(See Table I.) 

VI. GENERALIZATION 

(51) 

This section is concerned with the generalization of the 
results obtained for aligned dimers to the case of dimers on 
two- and three-dimensiona11attices irrespective of their ori
entation. In performing this generalization, we are guided by 
the following facts. 

(I) The partition function is given by Eq. (42). 
(2) For increasing values of Land M, the root z(x} has an 

almost exact exponential behavior in Land M. This behavior 
becomes more accurate with increasing values of L or M, as 
shown in the case of horizontal dimers. 

TABLE I. This table gives a listing of polynomials V (A ) for various lattices. The positive and negative roots of V (A ) are obtained analytically and listed 
separately. The quantity Il stands for ~(l + -J5). 

Lattice 

lXlXN 
lx2xN 
lX3XN 

lX4XN 

2496 

Polynomial V(A) 

..1,2_1 

..1,3_2.4 2+1 

..1,6 _ M S + 7..1, 4 + 8.4 3 

-9..1,2-2.4 + 1 

A 14 _ 2.4 13 _ lOA 12 

+ 14..1, 11 + 4U 10 _ 34..1, 9 

_ 82.4 8 + 38.4 7 + 8M 6 

_ 20A S _ 47..1, 4 + 4..1, 3 

+ 12.4 2 -1 
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+1 
Il = ~(1 + -J5),l 
2 +../3 
1 +.Ji 
1 
2 -../3 

!(1 + 1l(~6 -Il + ~5 + Il) 
- ~5 + 1l(1 - ~6 -Il)), 

!Ill +~5 +1l),I,I,I, 
!(l -Il + ~6 -Il), 
!(1 -1l(~6 -Il + ~5 + Il) 
+~5 -Il(l +~6-1l))' 

Roots 

-1 
!(l --J5) 
-1 
1 -.Ji 

!(1l~5 +Il), 
!(1-Il( -~6 -Il +~5 +Il) 
+~5 +1l(1-~6-1l))' 

!(l-1l-~6-1l)' -1, -1, -1, 
!(1-1l~6-1l-~5+1l) 

- ~5 + Il(l + ~6 -Il)), 
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TABLE II. Thermodynamical properties of dimers on a 2 X 2 X N. The val
ues of 8, S, K, and C are calculated for selected values of the absolute activity 
x, using Eqs. (31) and (33H35). 

x 

0.01 
0.02 
0.03 
0.05 
0.07 
0.09 
0.12 
0.16 
0.20 
0.30 
0.50 
0.70 
0.90 
2.00 
5.00 
7.00 

10.0 
13.0 
19.0 

8 

0.03741 
0.07037 
0.09975 
0.15012 
0.19206 
0.22778 
0.272 76 
0.32126 
0.36060 
0.43398 
0.52553 
0.58280 
0.62331 
0.73560 
0.83260 
0.86045 
0.88600 
0.90243 
0.92301 

S 

0.Q3516 
0.05837 
0.07648 
0.10367 
0.12340 
0.13847 
0.15543 
0.17139 
0,18267 
0.19987 
0.21437 
0.21940 
0.22096 
0.21575 
0.19756 
0.18932 
0.18029 
0.17364 
0.164 21 

K 

0.00584 
0.010 35 
0.013 90 
0.01904 
0.02248 
0.02485 
0.027 17 
0.02891 
0.02979 
0.03030 
0.02914 
0.02755 
0.02608 
0.02069 
0.01475 
0.01286 
0.01105 
0.00984 
0.00826 

C 

0.00624 
0.01174 
0.01664 
0.02509 
0.032 15 
0,038 19 
0.04584 
0.054141 
0.06092 
0.07367 
0.08969 
0.09967 
0.10660 
0.12453 
0.13573 
0.13720 
0.13721 
0.13617 
0.13297 

(3) The behavior at large values ofx ofthe rootz(x), for a 
given lattice size, is given by Eq. (46), or, more precisely, by 

z(x) - (<1>(L,M)x)LM12, (52) 

where the molecular freedom per dimer at close packing, 
referred to as <1> (L,M), depends on the lattice size. For two
dimensional lattices, Kasteleyn's fontlula gives5 

[fil( hr ( hr ) 112) <1> (1,M) = cos-- + 1 + cos2--. 
1=1 M+l M+l 

(53) 
and for the infinite two-dimensional lattice, 5 

<1> (1, 00) = exp[2G hr] = 1.791 622812 ... , (54) 

where G is Catalan's constant. Several people computed the 
molecular freedom per dimer at close packing on the infinite 
three-dimensional lattice. Nagle's? value is 

<1> (00,00 ) = 2.4423. (55) 

As reported in the previous section, we computed exactly 
<1> (2,2) as 

<1> (2,2) = (2 + -!3)1/2. (56) 

Based on all these facts, it is safe to assume that the root 
z(x) for an L XM XN lattice is approximately given by 

z(x) = (Zl(X))LM = H(1 + ~l + 4X))LM, (57) 

wherez1(x) is th,e root for the one-dimensionallattice, name
ly, the one listed in Eq. (11). Unfortunately, Eq. (57) leads to a 
molecular freedom per dimer at close packing equal to 1. 
Clearly, this approximation is extremely bad for large values 
of x. One is able to improve on this by requiring Eq. (52) to be 
satisfied also. This is possible if one replaces Eq. (57) by 

z(x) = [~(1 + ~1 + 4<1> (L,M)x)]LM. (58) 

The above approximation becomes more accurate with in
creasing values of L or M. With this in mind, we compute all 
the thermodynamic quantities for dimers on an L XM XN 
lattice (N- 00 ) 
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Z(x) = ~(l + ~l + 4<1> (L,M)x), r(x) = (21Q)lnZ(x), 
(59) 

pIx) = (21Q)(l-1/~1 + 4<1> (L,M)x), 

x(O) = 0(2 - 0)/4<1>(L,M)(1- 0)2, 

(60) 

(61) 

S(O) = - ~ln 4<1>(~~)(~~ 0) + ~ln: ~ :0' (62) 

K(O) = 0(2 - 0)(1- O)/2Q, (63) 

C(O) = 2(1- 0)(2 - 0)ln2( 2 - 0 ). (64) 
QO 2-20 

Here Q = 2, 4, or 6 for one-, two-, or three-dimensionallat
tices, respectively, all these closed-form analytic expressions 
approaching the exact thermodynamic quantities in the limit 
of the infinite one-dimensional, infinite two-dimensional, or 
infinite three-dimensional lattices. We note that K (0) and 
C (0 ) are independent of <1> (L,M); they maximize for the same 
conditions specified by Eqs. (37) and (38). However, this is 
not the case for S (0). The value of 0 that maximizes the en
tropy is given by 

Om = 1-1/~1 + 4<1> (L,M) , (65) 

a relation whose accuracy increases with increasing values of 
Land M and which becomes exact for (L = 1, M = 00) and 
(L = 00, M = 00), Le., for the infinite square lattice and the 
infinite simple cubic lattice, respectively. The case L = 1 and 
M = 1 is the infinite one-dimensional problem. 

As a check of these mathematical expressions and their 
accuracy, we find them to agree with the exact numerical 
results derived in paper II for (L = 1; M = 2, 3 and 4) within 
1.7% for the partition function Z. The partition function for 
(L = 1, M = 2) computed from the approximate relation (59) 
agrees within 1.5% with the exact values we compute nu
merically using the method of papers I and II. 

We plotted in Figs. 4-6, S (0 ), K (0 ), and C (0) for infinite 
one-, two-, and three-dimensional lattices (referred to as the 
10,20, and 30 curves, respectively). These curves are ob
tained from Eqs. (62)-(64). For comparison, we also plotted 
the points obtained by extrapolation in paper II for dimers 
on the infinite two-dimension lattice. In Fig. 4, the points 
obtained by extrapolation for S (0) are astoniShingly close to 
the exact analytical fit. This is consistent with the fact that 
(in paper II) two different methods of extrapolation lead to 
results agreeing within a 3% deviation. However, the extra
polation of paper II is not as good for K (0) and C (0) as made 
explicit in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The reason for this 
comes from the cumulative effect of errors in the numerical 
computation of K and C. 

VII. SUMMARY CONCLUSION 

Guided by the study of aligned dimers and. the results 
previously obtained in papers I and II, we were able to obtain 
an analytical fit of the thermodynamical quantities of dimers 
on a rectangular L XM XN lattice, where N is allowed to 
become infinite and L and M are fixed. The closed-form ana
lytical expressions, Eqs. (59)-(64), are good to better than 
1.7% error for low values of L and M, but are exact for the 
infinite one-, two-, and three-dimensional lattices. In addi
tion, other major results are the following. 
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(1) As exhibited by Eq. (61), the behavior of the absolute 
activity near close packing has a critical exponent 

r=2, 
with the associated amplitude 

A = e (2 - e) _ 1 (66) 
4<P(L,M) 8-+1 4<P(L,M) 

(2) Suprisingly enough, K (e )andC (8 ) are independent of 
the molecular freedom of dimers at close packing. The value 

K 
0.1 
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0." 0 .• 

e 

FIG. 4. Plot of S vs 8 for dimers irrespective 
of their orientations. Curve 10 corresponds 
to the infinite one-dimensional case. Curve 
20 correponds to the infinite two-dimen
sional case, and the data points nearby are 
those obtained by extrapolation in paper II. 
Curve 30 corresponds to the infinite three
dimensional case. Curve 2 X 2 X N is the ap
proximate analytical fit of the data points 
nearby for dimers on a 2X2XN lattice. 
These points are obtained exactly using the 
techniques of papers I and II. 

of the occupation density 8 for which K is maximum is 

e = 1 - lIvJ, andKmax = 1I12vJ for the infinite square lat

tice and 1I18vJ for the infinite cubic lattice. The value of 8 
for which C is maximum is 8 = 0.844 518 622. Finally, the 
value of C at the maximum is 0.183 259 44 for the infinite 
square lattice and 0.122 172 96 for the infinite cubic lattice. 

(3) The entropy per unit volume divided by Boltzmann's 

constant S(8) maximizes at 8 = 1 - 1I,j5 = 0.552786404 
for the infinite one-dimensional lattice, at 8 = 0.650 069 136 

FIG. 5. Plot of K vs 8 for dimers irrespective 
of their orientations. Curve 10 corresponds 
to the infinite one-dimensional case. Curve 
20 corresponds to the infinite two-dimen
sional case, and the data points nearby are 
those obtained by extrapolation in paper II. 
Curve 30 corresponds to the infinite three
dimensional case. Curve 2 X 2 X N is the ap
proximate analytical fit of the data points 
nearby for dimers on a 2 X 2 X N lattice. 
These points are obtained exactly using the 
techniques of papers I and II. 
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C 
D." 

0.35 

O.J 

0.25 

0.2 

for the infinite square lattice, and at (J = 0.695 27 for the 
infinite cubic lattice. The corresponding values of S are 
0.481 211 826,0.328462937,0.25373, respectively. These 
results are to be compared with previous numerical approxi
mations. 1

,4 

(4) We developed a new method for calculating molecu
lar freedom of dimers on three-dimensional lattices. How
ever, at this stage, it does not give a closed-form expression 
similar to Kasteleyn's formula on two-dimensional lattices. 
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e 

FIG. 6. PlotofCvs8 for dimers irrespective 
oftheir orientations. Curve 10 corresponds 
to the infinite one-dimensional case. Curve 
20 corresponds to the infinite two-dimen
sional case, and the data points nearby are 
those obtained by extrapolation in paper II. 
Curve 30 corresponds to the infinite three
dimensional case. Curve 2 X 2 X N is the ap
proximate analytical fit of the data points 
nearby for dimers on a 2 X 2 X N lattice. 
These points are obtained exactly using the 
techniques of papers I and II. 

plotting of the data using the IBM-PC and the 7470A-HP 
plotter. 
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Solution of the eigenvalue problem of an integral equation with the help 
of its associated differential equation applied to the calculation of diffraction 
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A problem in optics is chosen in order to develop a general method for solving the eigenvalue 
problem of a homogeneous integral equation with the help of the eigenfunctions of the associated 
differential equation. The problem chosen is that of the modes of optical resonators with circular, 
confocal mirrors which are given by the solutions of a homogeneous Fredholm integral equation 
which can be derived from Kirchhoff's diffraction formula. This integral equation can be 
converted into a hyperspheroidal differential equation supplemented by appropriate boundary 
conditions. The solutions and eigenvalues of this differential equation are studied in detail for 
both small and large values of a parameter called the Fresnel number. These eigenfunctions are 
then used for the computation of the eigenvalues of the original integral equation which measure 
the diffraction loss in the resonator. Throughout the same general perturbation method is used, 
and our emphasis is on the solution of the general problem of solving the eigenvalue problem of the 
homogeneous integral equation together with that of its related differential equation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our objective in the following is to solve the eigenvalue 
problem of a homogeneous integral equation with the help of 
the solution of the eigenvalue problem of the corresponding 
differential equation. The particular system of equations 
that we choose is of relevance in the study of finite-dimen
sional optical resonators, although the method of solution as 
such is applicable to many other cases. We begin, therefore, 
by recapitulating the physical motivation of these equations. 

one differs from that on the other only by a factor measuring 
the loss of intensity, i.e., 

The reflection of light in optical resonators is accompa
nied by diffraction at the edges of the finite-size mirrors. 
Multiple reflection then leads to a homogeneous, locally co
herent field distribution in the space between the mirrors. 
The transverse eigenmodes of this field are called the modes 
of the resonator. 

In the following we consider a resonator consisting of 
two identical confocal spherical mirrors. The segment radius 
of the identical mirrors is a and the distance between their 
centers is L = b, the length of the resonator, as shown in Fig. 
1. The foci of the two mirrors coincide since for small spheri
cal mirrors the focal length is half the radius of curvature. 

We assume an arbitrary field on one of the mirrors and 
determine the field on the other mirror after its first passage 
through the resonator. The latter is then used to determine 
the field on the first mirror after the second passage and so 
on. After a sufficient number of passages, say q, the field 
distribution uq stabilizes. We can use Kirchhoff's formula in 
order to express uq + I in terms of uq • Thus 

Uq+1 = r uqKds, K=~(1 +cosO)e- ikR
• (1) 

JA 41rR 
Here k = 21T l..t, where..t is the wavelength, R is the distance 
of a point on one mirror from one on the other mirror, 0 is 
the angle betweenR and the normal to the latter, andA is the 
area of the mirror. After a sufficient number of passages the 
field distribution on the mirrors stabilizes, and the field on 

Uq = (lIy)qv. (2) 

Substituting this into (1) we obtain 

v=y L Kvds, (3) 

where v describes the modes of the resonator and y deter
mines both the damping and phase shift of the wave as it 
passes through the resonator. For the evaluation of the inte
gral we assume radiation consisting of plane waves that 
propagate parallel to the optical axis. Then 

where cos 0 = blIR, 

R = [b i + ri + ri - 2rlr2 COS(ipl - ip2)] 1/2, 

b l =b-.J I -.J2, 

.J i = b - (b 2 - ";)1/2, i = 1,2. 

I I 
II-·---L = b -----II 

FIG. 1. Arrangement and radii of confocal mirrors. 

(5) 
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For b /a large, we have .1 i -z'::/2b and bl -zR -zb so that 
(1 + bl/R )-z2 and 

R -zb - (rlr2/b )COS(tpl - tp2)' 

Then 

v(r2,tp2) = r [ f1T K (r2,tp2;rl,tpl)rl drl dtpl> (6) 

where (absorbing e-ikb in r) 

K (r2,tp2;rl,tpl) = (ik /21Tb )eik(r,r,lb)cos('I', - '1',). (7) 

The solutions of (6) have the form 

v(r,tp) = Sn (r)e - in'l', (S) 

where n is an integer. Then 

Sn(r2) = r [ Kn(r2,rl)Sn(rl)rl drl, (9) 

where 

Kn(rl,r2) = (r+ Ik/b ) I n(krlr2/b ). 

Equation (9) is a homogeneous linear integral equation of the 
second kind with a linear and continuous kernel. The eigen
functions associated with different eigenvalues are orthogo
nal in the interval (O,a), i.e., 

[Snl(r)Snm(r)rdr=o (/=;fm). (10) 

Hence, correspondingly 

f1T [ vnm(r,tp )vkl(r,tp )rdrdtp = 0, 

if either n =;f k or m =;f 1. 
The set of all eigenfunctions Snm (r) describes the field 

and hence its intensity at the mirrors. Here, n describes the 
order in the azimuthal direction and m that in the radial 
direction. It is customaryl,2 to write (9) in the form (setting 

r l = ay, r2 = ax, rnm =;n + I r) 

xI/2Snm(c,x) = rnm C f yI/2Snm (c,y) I n(cxy)(xy)112 dy, 

(11) 

and c = ka2/L, or more precisely, C/21T is called the Fresnel 
number. 

The existence of solutions of Eq. (3) has been investigat
ed by several authors3

-
s for resonators consisting of plane

parallel or spherical mirrors. 
An important quantity is the diffraction loss Pnm de

fined by 

Pnm = 1 -Irnm 1-2
• (12) 

In the literature, e.g., in Ref. 6, Pnm is sometimes defined as 
1 - Irnm 12; in this case the eigenvalue rnm is, of course, a 
factor on the other side of the integral equation. It is impor
tant to observe that the diffraction loss does not depend so 
much on the specific geometry of the resonator as on the 
parameter 

c = ka2/L = 21TN, N = a2/LA, (13) 

where N is called the Fresnel number. Resonators having the 
same Fresnel number are similar as far as their diffraction 
losses are concerned. 
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Equation (11) is a Fredholm integral equation. As such 
it can be shown to be equivalent to the following differential 
equation: 

{ 
d 2 d 2 2 n2 

- 1 } -(I-x )-+rnm -cx -~ 
dx dx x 2 

XxI/2Snm(c,x) = 0, (14) 

together with the boundary conditions 

Snm(x), ~Snm(x) finite at x = ° and 1. (15) 
dx 

The formal integral equation t/J = SN dx is compatible with 
the differential equation Dt/J = Et/J if the integral operator I 
commutes with the differential operator D, i.e., [D,!] = 0. It 
can be shown that this is the case for (11) and (14) provided 
the conditions (15) are satisfied. Equation (14) is a general
ized form of the prolate spheroidal wave equation.2,7,8 

In the following we use the perturbation method ex
plained, for instance, in Ref. 9 and applied to various types of 
differential equations in Refs. 10--14 for the perturbative so
lution of the hyperspheroidal differential equation (14). In 
Sec. II we derive expansions for the solutions and eigenval
ues for small values of the Fresnel parameter c and in Sec. III 
for large values of c. In.particular, we point out certain char
acteristics of these expansions which are similar to those of 
corresponding expansions for the solutions of Mathieu's 
equation.8,11 In Sec. IV we present numerical calculations of 
the eigenvalues and demonstrate how both types of expan
sions supplement each other beyond their immediate indi
vidual domains of validity. In Sec. V we use the eigenfunc
tions of Sec. III for the calculation of the eigenvalues of the 
integral equation in the domain of small Fresnel parameters 
c, and in Sec. VI we use the eigenfunctions of Sec. IV for the 
calculation of these eigenvalues in the domain oflarge values 
ofc. 

II. SOLUTION OF THE HYPERSPHEROIDAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR SMALL VALUES OF 
THE FRESNEL NUMBER 

The approximate behavior of the eigenvalues rnm of 
(14) can be found by considering a domain of the variable x in 
which the solutions can be approximated by normalized 
functions. Thus, setting 

x I/2S(x) = xn + 1I2P(X), 

2x2 
- 1 =y, (16) 

k = !(m - n), k = 0,1,2, ... , 

so that 

k(k +n + 1) =H - n(n +2) + m(m +2)1, (17) 

Eq. (14) becomes 

(1 - y2)p "tv) + [n - (n + 2lY1P'(Y) 

+ [k (k + n + 1) - !m(m + 2) +!(r - i)lP(Y) 

= (c2/S)(y + 1)p(y). (IS) 

Comparing this with the differential equation of Jacobi poly-
'al p(a.P) . . nomt s k , t.e., 

(1 - y2)p~.P)"(y) + [,8 - a - (a +,8 + 2lY1P~.P)'(y) 

+ k(k + a +,8 + I)P~.P)(y) = 0, (19) 
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for a = 0 and fJ = n, we obtain 

rnm - ~-m(m + 2). 

Thus 

rnm - ~ = m(m + 2) - e2..::1, 

where..::1 = 0 (CO), and 

Snm (x) = xn P ~.n)(2x2 - 1) + 0 (e2). 

We can now rewrite (18) in the form 

D~)P(y) = (e2/8)(U + y + 1)P(y), 

where 

D~)(y) = (l-y) d: + [n - (n + 2)y] ~+k(k+ 1). 
dy dy 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Using the recurrence relation of Jacobi polynomials, we 
have 

R~) = (e2/8)(U + y + l)p~·n)(y) 
= (e2/8){ [k,k + I]P~~)1 + [k,k ]p~.n) 

+[k,k-l]P~~)I}' (24) 

where 

[k,k+ 1] = 2(k+ l)(k+n+ 1) , 
(2k + n + 1)(2k + n + 2) 

n2 

[k,k] = + 1 + U, 
(2k+ n)(2k+ n + 2) 

(25) 
[k,k - 1] = 2k (k + n) (k,n not both 0). 

(2k + n)(2k + n + 1) 

Now, 

and 

D~~dP~~)d = 0, 

so that 

D ~)(P~~)d/[ - d (2k + d + n + 1)]) = P~~)d . (26) 

Thus, in order to remove a term aP ~~) d, d :;i: 0 from the 
right-hand side of (22) and hence from (24), a term {a/ 
[- d(2k + n + 1 + d)]} P~~)d must be added toP (0). To the 
same order of approximation the coefficient of P ~.n) in R ~) 
must be equated to zero and yields the appropriate value of 
..::1. This type of perturbation method has been discussed ex
tensively in previous applications; we therefore refer to the 
literature, Refs. 9-14, for further details. Calculating in this 
way contributions up to and including those of the fourth 
order, we obtain 

rnm(e)=~+m(m+2)+e2( n
2 

+1)+e
4
(_ (m-n+2f(m+n+2)2 + (m-n)2(m+n)2) 

4 2 m(m + 2) 26 (m + 2f(m + l)(m + 3) m3(m + l)(m - 1) 

+ e
6 

{ n
2 

((m - n + 2)2(m + n + 2)2 (m - nf(m + nf)} 
27 m(m + 2)(m + 1) - (m + 2)4(m + 3)(m + 4) + m4(m - l)(m - 2) 

e8 
{ (m - n + 2)2(m + n + 2)2 ( 1 (m - n + 4f(m + n + 4)2 4n2) 

+ Vo - (m + 2f(m + l)(m + 3) 25 (m + W(m + 2)(m + 4)2(m + 5) + (m + 2)4m2(m + 4)2 

(m - n)2(m + n)2 (1 (m - n - 2)2(m + n - 2f + 4n2 ) 
+ m3(m - l)(m + 1) 25 (m - Ifm(m - 3)(m - 2f m4(m - 2f(m + 2f 

_ 1 ((m - n + 2)2(m + n + 2f + (m - n)2(m + n)2) 
(m + lW (m + 2)4(m + 3) (m -1)m4 

X( _ (m - n + 2)2(m +n + 2)2 + (m -nf(m + n)2)} + o (elO) 
(m + 2f(m + l)(m + 3) (m + l)m3(m - 1) 

(27) 

and 

P(y) = p(O) + pO) + p(2) + ... 

= p(O.n)(y) + e2 
{ _ (m - n + 2)(m + n + 2) P (O.n) (y) + (m - n)(m + n) p(O~) (y)} + e4 

{(m - n + 2)(m + n + 2) 
k 24 (m+l)(m+2)2 k+l m2(m+2) k 1 29 (m+2f(m+l) 

(
(m - n + 4)(m + n + 4) p(O.n) (y) _ 16n

2 
p(O.n) ) + (m - n)(m + n)( 16n

2 
p(O.n) (y) 

X 2 k+2 2 k+ 1 2 2 k-l 
(m + 3) (m + 4) m(m + 2) (m + 4) m (m + 1) (m - 2)m (m + 2) 

+ (m - n - 2)(m + n - 2) P~~)2(y))} + o (e6 ). (28) 
(m - 2)(m-If 

If, in evaluating these expressions, terms p \o.n) arise with 
1<0, these have to be put equal to zero since Jacobi polyno
mials are defined only for t~O. It might seem that (28) be
comes singular and hence undefined for certain values of m. 
However, this is not the case. As an example we consider 

(m - n - 2)(m +n - 2) p(O.n) 
(m-2)(m-l)2 k-2' 
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I 
This term arises only if k = (m - n)/2>2, Le., m>4 + n, 
n = 0, 1, 2, .... In case k = 2 we have 

1 p(O.n) 
_____ _::_ p(O.n) _ ° 
(m - 2)(m - If ° - (n + 2)(n + 3)2 ' 

and there is no problem. 
Looking at (27) we observe that the higher-order coeffi

cients of this expansion are singular for integral values of m. 
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Thus the coefficient of e4 contains l/(m2 
- 1), that of e6 con

tains the factors l/(m2 
- 1), l/(m2 

- 2), and so on. This as
pect has been ignored by Heurtley l and others, but has its 
analogy in the study of similar solutions of Mathieu's equa
tion.8,11 A simple justifiable recipe for the evaluation of the 
expansion in these cases says the following: if such a singular 
term is encountered, it has to be ignored, the resulting expan
sion being the same as that calculated specifically for the 
singular value of m. As an example we consider the case 
n = m = 1. Since pg>,I) = 1 and 

prJ/)(y) = H(a - /3) + y(a + /3 + 2)], 

we have 

P\O,I) = !(3y - 1), 

or 

y = H2P\O,I) _Pg>,I)]. 

Hence (24) yields 

R g» = (e2/8)(2Ll + y + I)Pg>,I) 

= (e2/8){(2Ll +~)Pg>,I)-iP\O,I)j. 

Proceeding now in our standard way9-14 we obtain 

rll(e) = 3 + i + ie2 - 6-3e4 + 0 (e6). 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

As a further example we write down explicitly the above 
expansion for the fundamental mode: 

Soo(x) = pg>'O)(y) _ (e2/16)p\O,O)(y) 

(32) 

in agreement with the result of Heurtley. 1 
So far we have derived only one solution of (22) and 

hence of the original differential equation. A second, linearly 
independent solution can be obtained by choosing for the 
zeroth-order approximation that solution of Jacobi's equa
tion which together with the Jacobi polynomial forms a lin
early independent pair. Alternatively, one can exploit the 
symmetry properties of (22) and obtain this second solution 
by replacing in the first m by - m - 2 and e by - e. It is 
easily verified that these replacements leave the eigenvalue 
expansion unchanged. 

Our expansions for small values of the Fresnel number e 
are certainly convergent in a domain lei < const=t=O. This 
convergence can be proved with the help of a theorem stated 
by Meixner and Scbafke.8 The determination of the exact 
radius of convergence is complicated and is therefore not 
considered here in more detail. However, our expansions can 
also be used in the sense of asymptotic expansions beyond 
this radius of convergence. In this connection we observe 
that for m 2 ~ 00 , e finite, 

(33) 

and it can, in fact, be shown that our expansions are asymp
totic expansions for large values of m. 

Finally, we write out the particular solution of (14) for 
small values of e and valid in the domain O..;;x";; 1, which 
satisfies the boundary conditions (15). This is (apart from a 
normalization constant) 
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S"m(x) =x,,{p~''')(2x2 -1) + f (elY 
}=1 8) 

j [k,k+d]} 

X d ~_ j d (2k + n + 1 + d) 

XP~~)d(2x2 - I)}, (34) 

where [k,k + d]j are the appropriate coefficients and 
k=!(m - n). 

Heurtley l obtained solutions of the hyperspheroidal 
wave equation in terms of the Zemike polynomials R ~ (x), 
which are related to Jacobi polynomials; thus 

R ~(x) =x"Pl~i"i)(m_n)(2x2 - 1). 

Slepian2 obtained expansions of the solutions in terms of 
polynomials 

RN,n(x) = F( - n,n + N + I;N + 1;X). 

These are related to Jacobi polynomials by the relation 

RN,;;(x) = e ~) -lp~'N)(2x2 - 1). 

Again we find agreement with our results by observing that 

RN,;;(x) =x1/2Snm (x), 

with 

N=n, n =!(m -n). 

III. SOLUTION OF THE HYPERSPHEROIDAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR LARGE VALUES OF 
THE FRESNEL NUMBER 

As before, we begin with the determination of the ap
proximate behavior of the eigenvalues r = r"m (e) of(14) for 
large values of e. To this end we convert (14) to its normal 
form by setting 

Xl/2S(X) = (I_X2)-1/2y(X), (35) 

so that 

Y"(x) + ([r - e2x2 - (n2 -1)/x2 + 1 ]/(1 _ x2) 

- x2/(1 - X2)2j Y(x) = O. (36) 

Expanding the denominators of the coefficient of Y(x) in ris
ing powers of x, setting z = X(2c)1/2 and considering e~oo, 
we obtain 

Y(z) + (A -I(l + 1)/r -lrj Y(z) = 0, 

where 

A = (l/2c)(r + i - n2
) 

and 

1(/+ 1)=n2 -1. 
The solution 

Y (z) = i + Ie - (1I4jz' cP (a,b;!z2), 

where 

a = - H A - (I + ~)], b = I + ~, 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

and cP is the confluent hypergeometric function, exists for 
z~ 00 and hence is normalized provided 

a= -k, k=0,1,2, .... (41) 
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We define a number m by the relation 

k=~(m -n). (42) 

The behavior of the eigenvalues now follows from (41) to
gether with (40) and (42). Thus 

rnm(c) = 2c(m + 1) + n2 -i +..::1, (43) 

where..::1 = 0 (CO). 
We now use the same general iteration technique in or

der to derive large - c asymptotic expansions for the solu
tions and eigenValUes of the hyperspheroidal equation. Set
ting 

S (x) = xne - (1I2)cx2T(x) (44) 

in (14), changing the variable to 

T(O) =L k(z)' 

Using well-known recurrence relations for these func
tions, we can rewrite the right-hand side or (46) for T = T(O) 
as 

R~) = (l/4c){(k,k)L k + (k,k - 2)L k-2 

+ (k,k + 2)L k+2l, 

where 

(k,k) = -2k(k+n+1)-n(n+1)-..::1, 

(k,k-2)=(n+k)(n+k-1), 

(k,k + 2) = (k + I)(k + 2). 

(48) 

(49) 

z=cx2
, (45) Since 

and replacing r by (43), the equation can be written as 

D~)T(z) = (1I4c){4;T(z) + [4z(n + 2) - 4~JT(z) 

+ [2{n + I) -..::1 - 2z(n + 2) +~]T(z)l, 

(46) 

where 

d 2 d 
D~)==z-+(n + 1-z)-+k 

d~ dz 
(47) 

and 

k=~(m -n). 

To zeroth order the solution T = T(O) of (46) is a generalized 
Laguerre function, i.e., 

D~~d =D~)+d 

and 

D~~dL k+d = 0, 

we have 

D~)(L k+d/( - d)) =L k+d' 

(50) 

Thus a term aL k+dl d #0, on the right-hand side of 
(46) can be removed by adding to T(O) the new contribution 
- (aid )L k + d' The equation determining..::1 and hence the 

eigenvalue rnm is again obtained by equating to zero the sum 
of all contributions involving L k' Proceeding in the familiar 
way,9-14 we obtain 

rnm(c) = 2c(m + 1) - ;[(m - n)(m + n + 2) + 2n + n + (l/27c)[(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m - n)(m - n - 2) 

- (m -n + 2)(m + n + 2)(m -n + 4)(m + n + 4)] + (l/28c2)[(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m - n)(m - n - 2)(m - 1) 

- (m - n + 2)(m + n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m + n+ 4)(m + 3)] + (l/2 1Sc3){(m + n)(m - n)(m + n - 2)(m ~ n - 2) 

and 

X [29(m - W + (m + n - 4)(m - n - 4)(m + n - 6)(m - n - 6)] - (m - n + 2)(m + n + 2)(m - n + 4) 

x(m + n + 4) [29(m + 3)2 + (m - n + 6)(m + n + 6)(m - n + 8)(m + n + 8)] - 2[(m + nf(m + n - 2)2 

T(z) = T(O) + T(I) + T(2)+ ... 

= L k(Z) + (l/32c){(m + n)(m + n - 2)L k-2(Z) -(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)L k+2(Zj) 

(51) 

+ (l/211c2){(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m - n + 6)(m - n + 8)L k+4(Z) - 25(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m + 3)L k+2(Z) 

+ 25(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m - 1)L k-2(Z) + (m + n)(m + n - 2)(m + n - 4)(m + n - 6)L k-4(Z)j + O(c- 3
). (52) 

For the fundamental mode, (52) implies 

Soo(x) = e-(1/2)cX
2

{Lo(cx2) - (l/4c)L2(CX2) + (l/16c2)[3L4(cx2) - 6L2(cX2)J 

These solutions are rapidly decreasing expansions pro
vided Ix I <C. The particular solution of the hyperspheroidal 
differential equation (14) which satisfies the boundary condi
tions (15) and represents an asymptotic expansion for large 
values of c valid in the domain O";;x,,;;c -1/4 (the upper bound 
being obtained as in Ref. 13) is therefore (apart from an over
all normalization constant) 
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(53) 

,[ 00 1 S (x) =xne-(1I2)cx L n{cx2) + " --
nm k k 22pAP 

p= I L-

X i [k,k + j]zpL k+ j (CX2j ], (54) 
(1/2)j= -p 

j#O 

where [k,k + 112p are the appropriate coefficients and 
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k = l(m - n). As before, a second, linearly independent so
lution is obtained by the replacements m---l> - m - 2, 
e---l> - e, which again leave the expansion of the eigenvalue 
unchanged. 

It may be noted that Heurtleyl obtains the solution by 
solving a recurrence relation. His results agree with ours. 
Slepian,2 on the other hand, gives the solution in terms of 
Laguerre polynomials but does not determine the expansion 
coefficients. However, he also investigates the WKB-like so
lutions in adjoining domains of validity, which we shall not 
discuss in the present investigation. 

IV. COMPUTATION OF EIGENVALUES rnm (c) OF THE 
HYPERSPHEROIDAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

We now use (27) for the calculation of rnm (c) for small 
values of e and similarly (51) for the calculation of r"m (c) for 
large values of e. Elsewhere l4 it has been shown that the 
perturbation procedure can be formulated in such a way that 
many more higher-order terms of the,se expansions can be 
obtained by an algebraic computer calculation. In the pres
ent investigation we restrict ourselves to the terms given in 
the above expansions. This implies, of course, that we can 
use these expansions reliably only for such values of e, m, and 
n, for which successive terms decrease ~ufficient1y rapidly. 
Moreover, since the use of complicated convergence factor 
methods or Borel summation techniques is beyond the scope 
of the present considerations, we employ the well-known old 
Poincarel5 recipe of terminating an asymptotic expansion 
with terms which are alternately positive and negative at the 
term preceding the least term and taking half the least term. 
If, on the other hand, the terms do not alternate in sign, the 
series is terminated at the least term. Except for borderline 
cases these considerations are unnecessary here in view of 
the rapid falloff of successive terms, e.g., r 02(2) = 8.75 + 2 
+ 0.1 - 0.008 44 + .... 

In Table I we give eigenvalues calculated in this way for 
relatively small values of e and in Table II eigenvalues ca1cu
lated for relatively large values of e. In Fig. 2 we demonstrate 
the matching of both types of expansions in the case of an 
eigenvalue for which comparison values are available from 
the work of Slepian.2 

V. EIGENVALUES OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR 
SMALL VALUES OF c 

The kernel of oUl:: original integral equation (11) does not 
possess a step function as in many well-known problems in 
quantum mechanics. As a consequence no simple relation
ship exists between the eigenvalues of the integral equation 
and the eigenvalues of the corresponding differential equa
tion (for literature on this connection see Ref. 16). However, 
it is possible to calculate the eigenvalues r"m (c) of the inte
gral equation from a knowledge of the eigenfunctions S"m (x) 
of the differential equation. This is the procedure we follow 
here. 

We can rewrite (11) as 

[ 
xI/2Snm(x) ] 

rnm(e) = . 
eS~yl/2Snm (.v)Jn (exy)(xy) 1/2dy x = 0 

(55) 

For small values of e, Snm (x) is given by (34) or, explicit
ly, by 
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TABLE I. Eigenvalues F"m (e) of the differential equation obtained from 
(27) for small values of c. 

c 

0.1 
0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Foo 

0.755 
0.874 
1.240 
2.586 
4.471 

C FII 

0.1 3.756 
0.5 3.916 
1 4.412 
2 6.342 
3 9.375 
5 
6 

10 

0.1 8.757 
0.5 8.937 
1 9.498 
2 11.712 
3 15.310 
5 26.035 
6 

10 

0.1 15.758 
0.5 15.950 
1 16.549 
2 18.928 
3 22.842 
5 34.916 
6 42.822 

10 82.416 

F02 

8.755 
8.875 
9.256 

10.841 
13.540 
17.550 
23.203 
30.800 

FI3 

15.755 
15.883 
16.284 
17.909 
20.682 
30.101 
37.062 

F24 

24.755 
24.896 
25.334 
27.087 
30.018 
39.475 
49.045 

r" 

35.756 
35.907 
36.378 
38.261 
41.392 
51.348 
58.138 
96.756 

F04 F06 

24.755 48.755 
24.875 48.875 
25.251 49.250 
26.772 50.760 
29.329 53.286 
32.940 56.830 
37.713 61.467 
43.714 67.200 

74.083 
82.172 
91.528 

rl5 r17 

35.755 63.755 
35.878 63.877 
36.265 64.258 
37.820 65.789 
40.444 68.359 
49.115 76.743 
55.318 82.647 
95.312 119.262 

F26 F28 

48.755 80.755 
48.885 80.881 
49.292 81.275 
50.923 82.854 
53.655 85.498 
62.524 94.055 
68.732 100.025 

136.143 

F37 r39 

63.756 99.755 
63.892 99.886 
64.322 100.296 
66.037 101.934 
68.903 104.672 
84.489 113.487 
84.489 1l9.596 

122.187 155.913 

S (x) = x" {p(O,n) + e2(a p (0,") + a p (O,n) ) nm k 1 k + 12k - 1 

+ e4(a3P~':;\ + a4P~':;\ + a5P~'::\ 
+ aJ'~~)2) + O(e6)}, 

where p~,n) = p~,n) (2x2 - 1) and 

FI9 

99.755 
99.876 

100.255 
101.775 
104.320 
112.567 
118.328 
153.315 

F 2.1O 

120.755 
120.879 
121.266 
122.820 
125.417 
133.801 
139.801 
174.568 

(56) 

a l = - (m - n + 2)(m + n + 2)/16(m + l)(m + 2)2, 

a2 = (m - n)(m + n)/16(m + 2)m2, 

(m - n + 2)(m + n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m + n + 4) 
~= , 

512(m + 2)2(m + l)(m + 3f(m + 4) 

(m - n + 2)(m + n + 2)n 2 

a4 = - 32(m + 2)4(m + 1)m2(m + 4)' (57) 

(m - n)(m + n)n2 
as = , 

32m4(m + l)(m - 2)(m + 2) 

(m - n)(m + n)(m - n - 2)(m + n - 2) 
~= . 

512m2(m + 1)(m - 2)(m - W 
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TABLE II. Eigenvalues r.m (e) of the differential equation obtained from 
(5 I) for large values of e. 

e roo r02 r04 r(}6 

4 6.58 16.92 
5 8.62 23.40 
6 10.65 29.69 
7 12.66 35.88 53.01 
8 14.68 42.01 63.61 
9 16.69 48.11 

10 18.69 54.19 84.85 108.18 
15 28.71 84.40 135.31 180.82 
20 38.72 114.50 185.88 251.75 

e r ll rl3 r l5 r 17 
5 17.330 
7 25.474 45.92 
8 29.516 54.21 

10 37.570 70.59 
15 57.637 111.03 159.75 201.92 
20 77.667 151.23 220.05 283.65 

c r 22 r24 r26 r28 
6 32.04 
8 44.26 

10 56.38 86.75 110.75 
15 86.52 137.53 183.15 222.65 
20 116.58 187.87 254.20 315.07 

For J" (exy) we substitute its series expansion, i.e., 

J .. (cxy) = [~(exY)"/n!] {I + o ((exy)2)J. 

Now, 

pW''''( - 1) = ( - l)k(k + n)I/k In!. 

Inserting these expressions into (55) we obtain 

Y"m(e) 

30 

roo Ie) f 
25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

5 10 - 15 c 

r08 

124.16 
220.17 
312.74 

r l9 

237.94 
341.51 

(58) 

(59) 

FIG. 2. Eigenvalues r ooIe) obtained from the expansion for smaIl c (-) 
and from the expansion for large e (- - - - -I. Exact values from Slepian.2 
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In the integral in the denominator we set 

2y2 - 1 = t. 

Then 

1= f y2n + IPW·n'(2y2 - l)dy 

If =-- (t+ trp(O.n'(t)dt 
2n+ 2 k -1 

= [1!2(n + l)bF2( - k,n + k + 1,1;I,n + 2;1), 
(60) 

on using a formula of Ref. 17. The expression for the eigen-
value therefore becomes (for k>O, n>O) 

Ynm(e) = [( - l)k2n+ I(n + l)1en+ I] 

X {(k + n)!/k! + 0 (e2l! . 
{3F2( - k,n + k + 1,1;I,n + 2;1) + o (e2

)} 

Taking into account the higher-order terms, this is 

Ynm(e) = [( - l)kzn + I(n + l)1eH I](A /B), (61) 

TABLE III. Eigenvalues r.m and diffraction loss factor r.--": obtained from 
(61H63) for small values of c; comparison values taken from Slepian.2 

e 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 
5 
e 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 
5 
6 

roo 

2.00125 - 1 
1.00250 - 1 
6.70421 0 
5.050 11 0 
4.06272 0 
3.40871 0 
2.94524 0 
2.60089 0 
2.33599 0 
2.12674 0 
1.52671 0 
1.26392 0 
1.13969 0 
1.08865 0 
1.08353 0 
1.111 36 0 
1.16550 0 
1.24250 0 

rll 
8.00445 - 2 
2.00445 - 2 
8.93343 - 1 
5.044 62 - 1 
3.24472 - I 
2.26701 - 1 
1.67765 - 1 
1.29516 - 1 
1.03300 - 1 
8.45563 0 
4.025 15 0 
2.48916 0 
1.79431 0 
1.43394 0 
1.23443 0 
1.12329 0 
1.06586 0 
1.04389 0 
1.04389 0 

ra/ 

2.49688 - 3 
9.95016 - 3 
2.22487 - 2 
3.92101 - 2 
6.05852 - 2 
8.60637 - 2 
1.15281 - 1 
1.47828 - 1 
1.83256 - 1 
2.21091 -1 
4.29032 - 1 
6.25981 - 1 
7.69890 -1 
8.43774 - I 
8.51760 - I 
8.09637 - I 
7.36163 - I 
6.47750 -I 

ril 2 

1.56076 - 6 
2.48891 - 5 
1.25303 - 4 
3.92955 - 4 
9.49827 - 4 
1.94568 - 3 
3.55304 - 3 
5.96147 - 3 
9.37121 - 3 
1.39865 - 2 
6.172 13 - 2 
1.61397 - 1 
3.10603 -1 
4.86341 - 1 
6.56241 - 1 
7.92531 - 1 
8.80244 -1 
9.17682 - 1 
8.74969 - 1 

Aoo Slepian 

2.496 877 5 - 3 

6.058 534 8 - 2 

2.211 1487 - I 
4.295 190 6 - 1 
6.296 304 5 - I 

8.870503 6 - I 

AIO Slepian 

9.498 265 8 - 1 

1.3986168 - 2 

1.6123183 - 1 

4.8326866 - I 

7.8473505 - I 
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where 

A = (k + n)! _ e2[a (k + n + I)! + a (k - 1 + n)!] 
k! I (k+ I)! 2 (k-l)! 

4[ (k + 2 + n)! (k + 1 + n)! + e a3 -a4 
(k+2)! (k+ I)! 

_ a (k - 1 + n)! + a (k - 2 + n)!] + o (e6 ), (62) 
s (k _ I)! 6 (k - 2)! 

and, for k>O, n>O, 

B = F(k) + e2[a IF(k + 1) + a~(k - 1)] 

+ e4[a~(k + 2) + a4F(k + 1) 

+ asF(k - 1) + aJ(k - 2)] + o (e6
), (63) 

where F(k )=3F2( - k,n + k + 1, 1; 1, n + 2;1). 
If in the ~valuation of these terms a contribution arises 

which is infinite, then our earlier considerations apply [see 
comments following (28)] and it has to be ignored (i.e., a 
separate calculation is necessary). In particular, we have 

(e)~~ {I - ale
2 + a3e

4 + 0 (e
6
)} , (64) 

Yoo e 1 + o (e6 ) 

with a l = - 0.062 50, a3 = 0.000 87, a4 = O. 
In Table III we show some eigenvalues calculated in this 

way. The quantity lITnm [see (12)], which is a measure of the 
diffraction loss, is also given and compared with values ob
tained by Slepian.2 

VI. EIGENVALUES OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR 
LARGE VALUES OF c 

In this case we again proceed as before except that now 
we use (54) for Snm(x), which is valid for 0..;x<e- I/4

• Then 

TABLE IV. Eigenvalues rnm and diffraction loss factor r;;,; obtained from 
(71) for large values of c; comparison values taken from Slepian.2 

c roo roo2 ..too Slepian 

20 1.00002 0.99996 
10 1.00348 0.99308 0.99999957 
9 1.00576 0.98858 
8 1.009 58 0.981 11 
7 1.000 72 0.99856 
6 1.004 08 0.99189 
5 1.013 12 0.97426 
4 1.03590 0.931 89 0.974951 17 
3.5 1.05680 0.89540 
3 1.08998 0.84171 0.88705036 
2.5 1.14269 0.76584 
2 1.22976 0.66124 0.629304 5 

X I / 2Snm (x) 

= Ynm e{[_1/4 yn+ 112e - (1I2)Cr [ L Z(ey2) 

+ O(e- I)]Jn(exy)(xy)I/2 dy + i~1/4 ( ... )}. 
The contribution f!-1/4 would have to be calculated with the 
help of a new class of solutions, dubbed WKB-like in pre
vious investigations.9 However, these solutions are exponen
tially decreasing. Moreover, we can argue (as in many other 
cases dealing with similar integrals 10.13) that the main contri
bution to the entire integral comes from the domain around 
the lower limit, and hence we integrate the first contribution 
over the whole domain of integration, thereby approximat
ing the second integral effectively by the integral over the 
extended domain. It will be seen that our numerical results 
justify this procedure a posteriori. Thus, 

[ 
e-(1I2)cx'{L Z(ex2) + O(e-I)} ] 

Ynm(e) = (en+ 1/2"n!){f~Y" + le-(1I2)cY'L Z(ey2)dy + 0 (e- I )) x =0' 
(65) 

With the change of variable 

t=ey, 

we have 

1:::= (I y2n+le-(1I2)CrLn(ey2)dy= __ 1_ r tne-(1I2)tLn(t)dt 
Jo k 2en + I Jo k 

1 loo" -(t/2)tL n()d 1 (n+k)I(-I)k2" 
~--- t e kt t=--· , 

2c"+1 0 en + 1 k! 

using 

(00 e-sttaL a(t)dt = r(a + n + 1)($ - l)n 
Jo n n!s" + n + I 

Inserting the result into (65) and using 

L Z(O) = (n + k )!/k In!, 

we obtain 

Ynm(e) = [(n + k)!/n!k! + o (e-I))/[(n + k)!( - W/n!k! + O(e-I)]. 

Thus for e ~ 00 the eigenvalues Ynm approach 1, and the diffraction loss 

Pnm = 1 - 1I1Ynm 12 
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approaches zero in agreement with what one expects dn physical grounds for infinitely large mirrors. The calculation of 
higher-order contributions is difficult. 

We have [withL k L k(CX2
)] 

S"m(x)=x"e 11I2)Cx'[L k + (1/c){a JLk-2 +a~k+2} + (1/c2){a3Lk+4 +a~k+2 +asLk-2 +aJ-k_4} 

+ (1/c3){a,Lk+6 +aSL k+4 + ... +al~k-6} + o (1/c4)]. (69) 

where 

a J = il(m + n)(m + n + 2). a2 = - il(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4). 

a3 = (1/211)(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m - n + 6)(m - n + 8), a4 = - (1/26)(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m + 3), 

Os = (1/26)(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m - 1), 06 = (1/211)(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m + n - 4)(m + n - 6), 

07 = - (1/2J6 . 3)(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m - n + 6)(m - n + 8)(m - n + lO)(m - n + 12), 

as = (1/211)(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m - n + 6)(m - n + 8)(m + 4), 

09 = - (1/216)(m - n + 2)(m - n + 4){29(m + 3)2 + (m - n + 6)(m - n + 8)(m + n + 8)(m + n + 6) 

+ 2[(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m - n)(m - n - 2) - (m - n + 2)(m - n + 4)(m + n + 2)(m + n + 4)] J, 
010 = (1/216)(m + n)(m + n - 2)!29(m -:- W + (m + n - 4)(m + n - 6)(m - n - 4)(m - n - 6) 

-2[(m +n)(m +n - 2)(m -n)(m -n - 2) (m -n +2)(m -n +4)(m +n + 2)(m +n +4)]1, 

011 = (1/211)(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m + n - 4)(m + n - 6)(m - 2), 

0 12 = (1/216 • 3)(m + n)(m + n - 2)(m + n - 4)(m + n - 6)(m + n - 8)(m + n - lO). 

We then find with the approximations described at the beginning 

Y"m = C/(C+D), 

where 

C = (n + k)f +..!.. [ol(k - 2 + n)! 02(k + 2 + nIl] +..!.. [03(k + 4 + n)! + 04(k + 2 + n)! 
k! c (k - 2)! + (k + 2)! c2 (k + 4)! (k + 2)! 

and 

os(k - 2 + n)! a6(k - 4 + n)!) 1 [07(k + 6 + n)! os(k + 4 + n)! + 09(k + 2 + n)l 
+ (k-2)! + (k-4)! + c3 (k+6)! + (k+4)! (k+2)! 

olO(k - 2 + n)1 + au(k - 4 + n)1 + adk - 6 + n)!] + O(c-4) 
+ (k - 2)! (k - 4)1 (k - 6)! 

I 
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These integrals have to be evaluated individually. This 
has been done for n = 0, k = O. The eigenvalues Yoo(c) have 
then been calculated with the prescription of Poincare1s 

mentioned earlier. The results are shown in Table IV. The 
comparison values are again taken from the work of Sle
pian.2 

We thank Professor H. Weber of this department for 
bringing the problem of this investigation to our attention. 

We have thus shown how the eigenValUes of the original 
homogeneous integral equation can be calculated with the 
help of the eigenfunctions of the corresponding differential 
equation. Of course, for many numerical calculations it is 
more practical to obtain the eigenvalues of the integral equa
tion by a numerical computer calculation. 

Finally we mention for the sake of completeness that 
some authors use a different enumeration of resonator 
modes. Thus the modes (N, M) of Fox and Li IS correspond to 
our modes (n, (m - n)/2). 
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First Integrals for the modified Emden equation q + aCt) q + if' = 0 
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It is shown that the modified Emden equation q + a(t )q + qn = 0 possesses first integrals for 
functions a(t) other than kt -I. The function a(t) is obtained explicitly in the case n = 3 and 
parametrically for other n( #2). The case n = 2 is seen to be particularly difficult to solve. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Emden equation of index n, 

_1 ~ (S2 d()) = _ ()n 

s2 ds ds ' 
() (0) = I, () '(0) = 0 , S>O, (1.1) 

arises in the study of equilibrium configurations of a spheri
cal gas cloud acting under the mutual attractions of its mole
cules and subject to the laws of thermodynamics. The index 
n is given by 

n = (cv - c)/(cp - cv )' (1.2) 

where Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, cp is the 
specific heat at constant pressure, and c is the assumed con
stant in the relationship between heat input dQ and tempera
ture change dT, i.e., 

dQ=cdT. (1.3) 

Chandrasekhar l discusses the equation extensively and re
ports complete solutions in the cases n = 0,1,5. 

The Emden equation may also be considered as an equa
tion in dynamics, viz., 

q + (2/t) q + qn = 0 , (1.4) 

which represents in general an anharmonic oscillator subject 
to damping dependent upon the velocity. In the case n = 5, 
Logan2 illustrates the use of Noether's theorem with point 
transformations by applying the theorem to the variational 
integral 

J = it. t 2 (~q2 - 1- q6
) dt, (1.5) 

t. 2 6 
the integrand of which is a Lagrangian from which (1.4) may 
be obtained. He obtained the first integral 

I=! t 3q6 +! t 3q2 +! t 2qq. (1.6) 

This same first integral was obtained by Sarlet and Baha~ by 
introducing a time-dependent integrating factor. They ex
tended their treatment to the more general equation 

q +P(t)q + a(t)qm = 0, m# - 1 

and found that the first integral 

I=(q2 + m~l qm+l)exP (2j'p(f')dt') 

x[c+c4 j'exp ( - j"P(t")dt")dt'] 

(1.7) 

- C4Qq exp (j' P(t') dt') 

exists when a(t ) and {3 (t ) satisfy the relation 

a -2/(m + 3) exp ( - m: 3 j' P (t ') dt ') 

(1.8) 

-c4 j'exp (- j"{3(t")dt")dt'=C (1.9) 

and C and C4 are constants. Furthermore, they showed that 
the result was equivalent to using the gauge-invariant 
Noether approach. The extension to the gauge-variant 
Noether approach was mentioned, but the calculations and 
integral were not given. 

Moreira,4 as an example of the application of the Lew
is-Leachs direct method to Newtonian equations of motion, 
studied the equation 

q + a(t )q + qn = 0 . (1.10) 

He found the first integral 

1= exp (m j' a(t')dt){q2 +aqq(2 - m) 

+ [2/(n + 1)] qn+ I+! q2(m - 2)[(m - 1)a2 + a] J , 

(1.11) 

where m = 2(n + 1)/(n + 3), provided that a(t) satisfied the 
differential equation 

a + (3m - 2)aa + a 3m(m - 1) = 0 . (1.12) 

He did not provide the general solution of (1.12), but gave 
two particular solutions, viz., 

a(t) = 2/mt, a(t) = [(m - l)t]-I. (1.13) 

Feix and Lewis,6 in their study of first integrals for dissi
pative nonlinear systems using rescaling (the equivalent in 
Newtonian mechanics of generalized canonical transforma
tions in Hamiltonian mechanics 7), examined the equation 

X +P(t)X + a(J(x,t) = o. 
ax 

As an example they treat the case in which 

(1.14) 

(J(x,t) = y(tj[xm + I/(m + 1)], m# -1. (1.15) 

However, they specified {3 (t ) to be proportional to t -I. 
In this note we intend to apply Noether's theorem to an 

equation of Emden type. It is necessary to decide which of 
the various forms of the equation given above is to be used. 
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Our choice is that of Moreira (1.10). The reason for this is as 
follows. Consider the equation 

x + P (t ).X + y(t )xn = 0 , (1.16) 

which was discussed in Refs. 3 and 6. Under the transforma
tion 

(X,t )-(X,T:X = x, T = I(t)) , 

(1.17) becomes 

X" + (jj-2 +pj-I)X, + rj-2x n = 0, 

where prime denotes d /dT. If we set 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

r=(jf, a(T(t))=jj-2+pj-I , (1.19) 

we have an equation of type (1.10). Should it happen that y(t ) 
is negative we could replace the first of (1.19) by r = - j - 2 

to keep j real. If r(t) has zeros, the transformation (1.17) 
would strictly apply to the interval between successive zeros 
and matching of the results for successive intervals would 
have to be undertaken. 

One may wonder what relevance this has to the original 
Emden equation (1.1). This equation comes from the equa
tion of equilibrium I 

.!. ~ (r dP) = _ 47rGp, (1.20) r dr p dr 

where r is the radial variable in the gaseous sphere, p is the 
density of the gas, P is its pressure, and G is the universal 
gravitational constant, by means of the substitutions 

p=..tO n , p=K..t(n+l)lnon+1 (1.21) 

and suitable rescaling. The density and pressure are related 
by 

P = Kp(n + 1)ln . (1.22) 

If we imagine that the constant K is replaced by a function of 
r, we obtain an equation of type (1.10) in terms of a variable u, 
where 

II. APPLICATION OF NOETHER'S THEOREM 

Following Sarlet and Cantrijn,8 if the functional 

J= r'L(q,q,t)dt, 
JI. 

(1.23) 

(2.1) 

where L is regular in q, admits a gauge-variant symmetry 
generated by 

a a 
G=r at +Saq' (2.2) 

where r = r(q,q,t ) and S = S (q,q,t), there exists a first inte
gral 

1= [Lr + ~~ (S - qr)] - I(q,q,t) , (2.3) 

where f, r, and S are determined by the equations 

L ar aL (as _. ar) = al 
aq + aq aq qaq aq' 

(2.4) 

r aL + s aL + L (ar + q ar) 
at aq at aq 
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+ aL {as + . as . (ar . ar)} - - q--q -+q-
aq at aq at aq 

= al + q' al (2.5) 
at aq . 

Since, further, 

to. aI 
~-qr= -g aq' 

where 

~L -1 
aq2 g- , 

we may without loss of generality set r = 0 and do so. 
The equation of motion we study is 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(The cases n = 0,1 are excluded since they are linear systems 
and have already been treated elsewhere.9 For the case 
n = - 1 see the Appendix.) A Lagrangian for this equation 
is 

L (q,q,t ) = ! A (t )q2 - [ A (t )/(n + 1)] qn + I , (2.9) 

where 

A (t) = exp (F a(t ') dt ') . (2.10) 

As the first integrals obtained in Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 6 were 
quadratic in q, we look for one of the same type. From (2.6) it 
is evident that 

s = a(q,t)q + b (q,t) . 

From (2.3) we see that the first integral is 

I=Aq(aq+b) -I. 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Substituting for L, S, and r into (2.4) and integrating with 
respect to q we see that 

1= !aAq2 + c(q,t) (2.13) 

and (2.12) becomes 

1= !aAf + bAq - c . (2.14) 

Substituting for L, S. r, and I into (2.5) and equating the 
coefficients of like powers of q to zero, we have 

(q3) A: = ~ ~ (Aa), (2.15) 

(q2) A aa + A~=.!.i.(aA), (2.16) 
at aq 2at 

(ql) _ aAqn + A ab = ~, (2.17) 
at aq 

From (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17) in tum we find that 

a = u(t), 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

b = - ~ (o-A - u.4)q - y(t), (2.20) 

uAqn + lid [1 . . ] 2 
C = - - - A - -7(uA - uA) q 

n + 1 4 dt A 

-Arq-t5(t). (2.21) 
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Substitution for band c into (2.18) gives the consistency con
dition 

qn+1 ~uA) +~~{A ~[~irA -uA )]}q2 
n + 1 dt 4 dt dt a 

+ ~Ar)q + ~ (irA - uA )qn + I + Ayqn + 8 = 0 . 
dt 2 

(2.22) 

Since n =1= - 1,0,1, we distinguish two cases. 
(1) n = 2: Equating the coefficients oflike powers of q to 

zero, we have 

(q3) 1 d 1.' (2.23) - -(uA ) + 7(uA - A ) = 0 , 
3 dt . 2 

(q2) Id{d[l . . ]} -- A- ~uA -uA) +Ay=O, 
4 dt dt A 

(2.24) 

(ql) ~(Ar)=O, 
dt 

(2.25) 

(qO) 8=0. (2.26) 

(2) n =1= 2: Equating the coefficient of like powers of q to 
zero, we have 

1 d 1 . 
(qn + I) __ -(uA ) + -(irA - uA ) = 0 , (2.27) 

n + 1 dt 2 
(qn) Ay = 0 , (2.28) 

(q2) ~ { A ~ [~(irA - uA )]} = 0 , (2.29) 
dt dt A . 

III. THE CASE n=l=2 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

It is evident that y = 0 and {j is an ignorable constant. 
From (2.27) we obtain 

(n+3)(ulu)=(n-l)(AIA), n=l= -3, (3.1) 

uA = 0 , n = - 3 . (3.2) 

From (3.2) it follows that either u = 0, in which case the first 
integral is trivially a constant, or A = 0, in which case a = O. 
As neither is of interest to us we take n i< - 3· henceforth. 
Integrating (3.1), we have 

(3.3) 

where K I is some constant. If we make the substitution 

u=pn-I, A =K2pn+3, (3.4) 

(2.29) becomes 

p2 p + (4n - 3)ppp + 2n(n - 2)p3 = O. (3.5) 

Since 

A (t) = exp (f' a(t') dt ') , 

we have 

a=(n+3)pp-l, (3.6) 

and the function aft ), for which a first integral exists, satisfies 

a + [4n/(n + 3)]aa + [2(n2 - 1)1(n + 3)2] a 3 = 0 , 

(3.7) 
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which comes from (3.5). In terms of p, the first integral (2.14) 
is 

/ = !p2n+2tl + 2jJp2n+ Iqq +p2n+2qn+ I/(n + 1) 

_ {(n - 2) p2n p2 + p2n + I P J q2 . (3.8) 

The invariance of / is easily checked by direct differenti
ation. An explicit form for the integral requires it knowledge 
of the functional expression for p. As we also require a, we 
look for the solution of (3. 7) and then obtain p by quadrature 
of(3.6). 

It is relatively straightforward to perform the first inte
gration of(3.7). We obtain 

CI a+--a =C2 a+--a , ( 
. n + 1 2)n + I ( . n - 1 2)n - I 

n+3 n+3 

lell + IC2 I=1=O. (3.9) 

(This form is suggested by the similar result found in 
Kamke,I° p. 329, No. 1.204.) Before cqnsidering the next 
integration of (3.9) in general, we note two particular cases. If 
CI=O, 

a + [In - 1)/(n + 3)] a 2 = 0, (3.10) 

which may be integrated to give 

aft) = (KI + [In - 1)/(n + 3)]t)-1, (3.11) 

and from (3.6) 

pIt) =K2(KI + [In - 1)/(n + 3)]t)l/(n-I). (3.12) 

Likewise, if C2 = 0, 

aft) = (KI + [In + 1)/(n + 3)]t)-1, 

pIt) =K2(KI + [(n + 1)/(n + 3)]t)lI(n+ I), 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where KI and K2 are arbitrary constants and K2 may be set 
at unity since it has only a scaling effect on the first integral. 
These results are in accordance with those of Moreira4 if K I 
is set ahero. For p as given in (3.12) the first integral is 

1 ( n - 1 )(2n + 2)1(n - I) • 2 
/1=- K + --t q 

2 n + 3 

2 ( n - 1 )(n + 3)1(n - I) • 
+--K+--t qq 

n'+3 n+3 

( 
. n -1 )(2n+2)/(n-l) qn+1 

+ K+--t --, 
n+3 n+l 

(3.15) 

and for p as given in (3.14) the first integral is 

1 ( n + 1 )2. 2 2 (K n + 1 ) . /2=- K + --t q +-- + --t qq 
2 n+3 n+3 n+3 

+K+--t --+ i. ( 
n+l )2qn+1 2 

n + 3 n + 1 (n + 3)2 
(3.16) 

The integration of(3.9) is not simple when both C I and C2 are 
nonzero. If we make the substitution 

u(t) = - a-I(t), (3.17) 

(3.9) becomes, after suitable rearrangement, 

u = k [ (u + (n + 1 )I(n + 3lr + I ] 114 • (3.18) 
(u + (n - l)/(n + 3))n-1 

The solution of (3.18) may be written in parametric form 
(Kamke, \0 p. 30, 4.17) as 
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u = k [(7] + (n + l)/(n + 3))n+ I ]114, (3.19) 
(7] + (n - l)/(n + 3))"-1 

t = ~ k f [(7]' + (n + 1)/(n + 3))"-3]114 d7]'. (3.20) 
2 (7]' + (n - 1)/(n + 3))n+ 3 

In the particular case n = 3, we obtain 

t = ~ k f~ (s + +) -3/2 ds 

and so 

a(t) = 3(t - K I)/[K2 + (t - KI)2] , 

p(t) = { K2 + (t - KIf) 1/4. 

Hence the differential equation 

q + 3(t - KIW/[ K2 + (t - KI)2] + q3 = 0 

possesses the first integral 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

1= [K2 + (t - KI)2]2q2 + 2(t - K I)[K2 + (t - Kd2]qq 

+ HK2 + (t - Klf]2q4 - K2 q2. (3.25) 

For general n, we make the substitution 

n -1 2 1 
7]+--=---, x#O, (3.26) 

n+2 n+3x2 

so that (3.20) is now 

t = k (n ; 3) 112 fX (1 + x,2)(n - 31/4 dx' . (3.27) 

This integral may be evaluated in the case where n is an odd 
integer, but, with the exception of n = 3, it is not possible to 
invert the result to obtain x and so u as an explicit function of 
t. 

Note that, if in (3.22) K} and K2 are set equal to zero, 
a(t) = 3/t and, if K2 = -Kt and the limit Kr-+oo istak
en,a(t) = 3/2t. These are the results obtained by Moreira for 
the case n = 3. 

IV. THE CASE n = 2 

We recall the equations for this case [(2.23) - (2.25)], 
viz., 

1 d 1 . 
--(oA)+-(iTA -oA)=O, 
3 dt 2 

1 d { d [1. . ]} -- A- -faA -aA) +Ar=O, 
4 dt dt A 

d . 
-(Ar)=O. 
dt 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

We observe that, when r=O, we obtain the same parametric 
forms, (4.3), (3.19), and (3.20), defininga(t) as for the general 
case. However, we proceed to consider the possibilities of 
richer results in the case "0. 

From (4.1), 

~=KA, (4.4) 

so that (4.2) and (4.3) become 

2513 

E....(a 5u) - a 5r= 0, 
dt 
d . 
-(aSr)=O. 
dt 
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(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Substituting for r from (4.5) into (4.6) and integrating once, 
we have 

d
2

( 5 •• ) 5 iT d( 5 •• ) M a a - --a a = . 
dt 2 a dt 

(4.7) 

It has not been possible to make any progress on the general 
solution of (4.7). However, a number of particular solutions 
are available. These are, for M = 0, 

oit) = Kit + K2 , 

oit) = (Kit + K 2)3 , 

oit) = (Kit + K2)1/3 , 

and for M#O, 

oit) = (Kit + K 2)2/3 , 

for which the value of M is given by 

M=~K~ . 

The corresponding solutions for a and r are 

a(t) = 5KI/(Klt + K 2), y(t) = 0 , 

a(t) = 15K/(Klt + K 2), r(t) = 96Ki , 

a(t) = 5KI/3(Klt + K 2), r(t) = 0, 

4K 3
1 a(t) = lOKI , () 

3(Klt + K2) r t = - 9(Klt + K2f/3 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

The solutions of(4.13) and (4.15) fora(t) are the special solu
tions obtained from the integration of (3.9) with C I and C2 

zero, respectively. The corresponding first integrals are 

for 

for 

for 

and 

for 

I=!(t + K)6q2 + 2(t + K)Sqq +!(t + K)6q3, (4.17) 

q + 5q/(t + K) + q2 = 0 , (4.18) 

1= W + K)ISq2 + 6(t + K)17qq + W + K)ISq3 

- 6(t + K)16q2 - 96(t +K)ISq, (4.19) 

q + 15q/(t + K) + q2 = 0, (4.20) 

I = !(t + K )2q2 + W + K )qq + !(t + K f q3 + iq2 , 

(4.21) 

q + 5q/3(t + K) + q2 = 0 (4.22) 

1= W + K)4q2 + ~(t + K)3qq +!(t +K)4q3 

+ ij(t + K)2q2 + 3(t + K)q + ~ q, (4.23) 

(4.24) 

The results given in (4.17) and (4.22) are the same as those 
obtained by Moreira4 when n is replaced by 2 in his general 
formula. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that the differential equation 

q + a(tw + qn = 0 
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possesses first integrals for more general a(t) than has pre
viously been reported. However, it is only in the case n = 3 
that it is possible to write the most general a(t ) as an explicit 
function of time. For other n( #2) it is possible only to define 
a(t) parametrically. The case n = 2 is especially difficult and 
only four particular functions a(t ) have been recognized. 

In an attempt to avoid the impasse covered by the gen
eral nonintegrability of (3.27) we examined the differential 
equation for a(t), (3.7), for Lie symmetries. For n # 3 two 
generators of symmetry were found. Unfortunately they 
yielded the same information as is already contained in (3.9) 
and (3.20) and so added nothing to what was already known. 
The integrable case, n = 3, was found to have eight genera
tors of symmetry. Inasmuch as (3.7) is rather nonlinear and 
the maximum number of generators for a second-order ordi
nary differential equation is eight, this result was unexpect
ed, although a similar result has been observed before. II 
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APPENDIX: THE CASE n = 1 

The referee has kindly supplied the results for the case 
n = - 1, i.e., for the equation 

q+a(t)q+ l/q=O. 

These cases emerge. For 

a(t)=K, 

where K is constant, 

1= ! q2 + Kqq + log q + ! K 2q2 + Kt . 

For 

a(t) =Ktan(Kt+M) , 
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(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

where K and Mare constants (either both real or both pure
ly imaginary), 

1= !q2 +Ktan(Kt+M)qq - !K2q2 + logq 

-logcos(K +M). 

Finally, for 

a(t)= -l/(t+M), 

where, again, M is a constant, 

(A5) 

(A6) 

I=! q - qq/(t +M) + logq -log(t+M). (A7) 
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A generalization is presented of the kinematical algebra so(5), shown previously to be relevant for 
the description of the internal dynamics (Zitterbewegung) of Dirac's electron. The algebra 
so(n + 2) is proposed for the case of a compact quantum system with n degrees of freedom. 
Associated wave equations follow from boosting these compact quantum systems. There exists a 
contraction to the kinematical algebra of a system with n degrees of freedom of the usual type, by 
which the commutation relations between n coordinate operators Qj and corresponding 
momentum operators P j , occurring within the so(n + 2) algebra, go over into the usual canonical 
commutation relations. The so(n + 2) algebra is contrasted with the sl(/,n) superalgebra 
introduced recently by Palev in a similar context: because so(n + 2) has spinor representations, its 
use allows the possibility of interpreting the half-integral spin in terms of the angular momentum 
of internal finite quantum systems. Connection is made with the ideas ofWeyl on the possible use 
in quantum mechanics of ray representation of finite Abelian groups, and so also with other recent 
works on finite quantum systems. Possible directions of future research are indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many years ago, Weyll considered the unitary represen
tation of the Lie group defined by Heisenberg's canonical 
commutation relations, and noted that it may also be consid
ered as a ray representation of an infinite Abelian group. He 
speculated that unitary ray representations of finite Abelian 
groups might also prove important in quantum mechanics. 
Indeed, he gave the example of the unitary ray representa
tion 

gl ---+ iO"I> g2 ---+ i0"2' g3 ---+ i0"3' e ---+ /2' 

of the four-element Abelian group (Klein four-group), whose 
elements satisfy 

(glf = (g2)2 = (g3)2 = e (identity), 

(1.1) 

glg2 = g~1 = g3' 

in connection with the description of the electron's spin. 
(Here the O"j are Pauli matrices.) 

Recent interest in "finite quantum systems" has ap
proached the subject in three essentially different ways. 

Santhanam and co-workers2 have proceeded directly 
from Weyl's position, writing the unitary ray representatives 
of finite Abelian groups in exponential form in order to de
fine finite-dimensional Hermitian analogs of Heisenberg's 
position and momentum variables, satisfying modified com
mutation relations. A related approach has been adopted by 
Gudder and Naroditsky,3 and also by Stovicek and Tolar.4 

Palev5 has considered a simple dynamical system, the 
isotropic harmonic oscillator in n dimensions, and adopted a 
noncanonical quantization (in the spirit of Wigner's6 well
known work, but along different lines) in order to arrive at 
noncanonical position and momentum variables with finite
dimensional representations. 

aJOn leave from Department of Mathematics, University of Queensland, 
Australia. 

Our own work7 and continuing interest in this area has 
stemmed from the observation that Dirac's equation for the 
electron may be regarded as providing the covariant descrip
tion of a finite quantum oscillator-the Zitterbewegung. As
sociated with this equation, in the rest frame of the electron's 
center of mass (or in any fixed frame with definite center of 
mass momentum), are internal coordinates Qi and momenta 
Pj (i = 1,2,3), which satisfy noncanonical commutation rela
tions and have a finite (four-) dimensional Hermitian repre
sentation. The kinematical algebra generated by these three 
Q 's andP 's under commutation is isomorphic to the Lie alge
bra so(5). 

The authors mentioned above, together with many oth
ers (see Jagannathan8 and Saavedra and Utreras9 for refer
ences), have speculated on the possible utility of novel kine
matics in the description of the internal dynamics of real 
systems, and in particular, of some relativistic "particles." 
However, the so(5) algebra has the important distinguishing 
feature that it is known to be relevant to an important, real 
relativistic physical system, because of its association with 
Dirac's equation.7 

Therefore, the structure of this particular kinematical 
algebra, its relation to the Heisenberg algebra and to Weyl's 
ideas, and its generalization to the case of n degrees of free
dom (that is, n Q 's and n P's) are of particular interest. This 
interest is heightened by the thought that the heavy leptonsjl 
and 1" may represent excited states of an internal electron 
dynamics. Furthermore, we show elsewhere that the cases 
n = 2 and n = 4, respectively, arise in the description of the 
internal dynamics of the neutrino, 10 and of the electron in a 
proper time formalism. II 

II. THE KINEMATICAL ALGEBRA SO(n + 2) 

In the description of the Zitterbewegung of the Dirac 
electron in the rest frame of its center of mass, 7 the three 
Hermitian operators Qj appear as the coordinate of the 
charge relative to the center of mass. The three Hermitian 
operators P j have been introduced as the corresponding rela-
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tive momentum variables. Together they generate the so(5) 
kinematical algebra, with commutation relations 

[Q;,Qj] = (iA 2/1i)S;j' (2.1a) 

[P;oPj ] = (4i1i1A 2)S;1' (2.1b) 

[Q;,Pj ] = ifW;j J, (2.1c) 

[Q;oSjk] =ili(o;kQj -O;jQk)' (2.1d) 

[ P;oS jd = ifz(O;k P j - oijPk)' (2.1e) 

[Q;oJ] = (iA 2/1i)P;o (2. Ii) 

[P;,.!] = (4i1i/A 2)Q;, (2.1g) 

[J,sij] =0, (2.1h) 

[S;j,Skd = ifz(O;kSjl + 0jlSik - OjkSi/ - Oi/Sjk)' (2.1i) 

Here A is a constant with the dimension of length. As has 
been emphasized before,7 the appearance of at least one such 
constant is inevitable in any finite quantum system incorpor
ating Hermitian coordinate variables, whose eigenvalues are 
necessarily discrete, with dimensions oflength. In the appli
cation of the so(5) algebra to the internal dynamics of the 
electron, A equals the Compton wavelength of that particle. 
Furthermore, in that application the operators of the algebra 
(2.1) can be expressed in terms of the more familiar Dirac 
matrices as 

Qi = !iAa;P, 

P; = (lilA )a;o 

J= -P, 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.2c) 

while Sij is the usual spin tensor 

S;j = -lili[ a;oa j] = E;jkSk' (2.2d) 

The relevant representation of so(5) is then the four-dimen
sional spinor representation, in which J (= - P ) is a trace
less operator with unit square. 

There is an obvious generalization of the algebra (2.1) to 
the case of n degrees of freedom: simply allow the indices 
there to run over 1,2, ... ,n instead of 1,2,3. Then the Lie alge
bra so(n + 2) is obtained. If one defines JAB ( = - JBA , 
A, B = 1,2, ... ,n + 2) by setting J1j = Sijlli, J;,,. + I 
= A -IQ; ,J;,n + 2 = (A 121i)p;, andJ,. + I.n + 2 =! J, then the 

JAB satisfy the so(n + 2) commutation relations in standard 
form 

[JAB,JCD ] =i(OACJBD +OBDJAC -OBCJAD -OADJBcl· 
(2.3) 

The fundamental spinor representations of so(n + 2), of di
mension 2P , are of particular interest. [Here p = !(n + 1) if n 
is odd, and p = !n if n is even. In the latter case there are two 
inequivalent representations.] The relations of such repre
sentations to Clifford algebras, and associated anticommu
tation relations, are well known. Only in these representa
tions does the operator J, which is traceless in every repre
sentation, have unit square, so that its eigenvalues are ± 1. 
Inspection of (2.1c) suggests that one is then, in an intuitive 
sense, as close as possible to the canonical commutation rela
tions 

[ q;op j] = ifWijI, (2.4) 

where I is the unit operator. (Note that the commutator of 
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any Q; and P j represented by finite matrices must be trace
less.) 

Various dynamics are possible within the framework of 
the so(n + 2) algebra, corresponding to various choices of 
Hamiltonian operator H in the enveloping algebra of the 
particular representation at hand. In the case n = 3, when 
the fundamental (Dirac) spinor representation is chosen, the 
only true so(3) scalars available (as distinct from pseudosca
lars) are J( = - P) and I (identity). With H of the form 
cI + d P, where c and d are numbers with dimensions of 
energy, the commutation relations (2.1i) and (2.1g), together 
with Heisenberg's equation of motion 

ilIA = [A,H], 
. dA 
A=-, 

dt 
imply 

Q; = d(A 2/~)P;, P; = - (4d 1,1 2)Q;o 

so that 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Q; = - (4d2/~)Q;o P; = - (4d2/~)p;. (2.7) 

Thus harmonic oscillator dynamics is singled out in this 
case.7 This would not be true for other representations of 
so(5), nor for larger values of n, even in the fundamental 
spinor representations. 

Nevertheless, because the constants h and A are avail
able, dimensionless creation and annihilation operators can 
always be defined, whatever the representation and whatever 
the dynamics, as 

A; = QJA + itA 121i)p;, 

A/ = Q;IA - itA 121i)P;o i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
(2.8) 

The A/ is Hermitian conjugate to A;, and relations (2.1) 
become 

[A;oAj] =0= [A/,A/], 

[A;o A/] = O;jJ + (2illi)Sij, (2.9) 

[A;,J] = -2A;o [A/,J] = +2A/, 

together with (2.1h) and (2.li) and relations like (2.1d) and 
(2.1e), which express the n-vector nature of A; and A; t . 

The relations (2.1) are also equivalent to 

[[A;oA/],Ad =2(oijAk +ojkA; -O;kAj)' . 

[ [A;, Aj t], Ak t] = 2( - OijAk t + OjkA; t - OikAj t), 

[[A;oA/],[Ak,A/]] (2.10) 

= 2(O;k [AI' Aj t] - Olj [A;o Ak t] 

+OjdA;oA/] -oi/[Ak,A/]) 

[A;,Aj ] =0= [A/,A/], 

in which form they show most clearly how these operators 
differ from the ones introduced for a finite quantum oscilla
tor by Palev. 5 His operators satisfy 

[{A;t,AjJ,Ad = -O;kAj +oijAk, 

[{A/t,AjJ,A/] =OjkA / -OijAkt, 

[{A/,Aj }, {Ak\At! = ojdA;\ Ad -oi/JlAkt,Aj }, 
(2.11) 
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and define the Lie superalgebra sl(/,n). Like so(n + 2), this 
has infinitely many inequivalent irreducible Hermitian re
presentations. 

Palev considered his algebra as a dynamical algebra as
sociated with a particular Hamiltonian 

H= [Iim/(n -l)]{A j t,A j }, (2.12) 

for an isotropic oscillator. [Here the constant liJ is intro
duced, with dimensions of {time)-I, but Palev also needs to 
introduce a constant with dimensions of a length in order to 
define coordinate and momentum operators.] In contrast, 
we view the so(n + 2) algebra as kinematical. It always ad
mits as a particular dynamics, that associated with the Ha
miltonian 

H = (1im12n) [Ai t, Aj ], (2.13) 

which leads to the harmonic oscillator equations 
. . . t . t 

Aj = - lliJA i , Aj = + lliJAj , (2.14) 

or equivalently, to Eqs. (2.7) with 

d = }Iim. (2.15) 

As already remarked, this is the only dynamics permitted in 
the case of the fundamental spinor representation of so(5) 
(n = 3), when it is directly relevant to the description of the 
Zitterbewegung of the electron as a finite quantum oscilla
tor.7 No doubt Palev's algebra (without reference to liJ) could 
also be viewed more widely as a kinematical algebra admit
ting a variety of representations, and a variety of dynamics in 
most representation. 

Another important distinction between the so(n + 2) 
and sl(/,n) algebras relates to the representations of the so{n) 
subalgebra that can appear. This subalgebra is associated in 
both cases with the "angular momentum" of the finite quan
tum system. Since spinor representation of so(n + 2) are al
lowed (as for the electron), then spinor representations of the 
so{n) subalgebra can be accomodated. However, the so(n) 
subalgebra of sl{/,n) appears in the chain 

so(n) < sl(n) < sl(l,n), (2.16) 

and only tensor representations of so(n) appear in the repre
sentations of sl(n). Thus Palev's algebra can only describe 
finite quantum systems with integral angular. momentum or 
spin. 

We comment at the end about the noncompact versions 
of the so(n + 2) algebras. 

III. RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEISENBERG ALGEBRA 
AND TO WEYL'S IDEA 

The so(n + 2) algebra, which is of dimension 
!(n + l)(n + 2), is generated by the n Q's and n P's under 
commutation, as Eqs. (2.1) show. In contrast, n canonical 
Q 's and P 's generate the Heisenberg algebra, which is of the 
smaller dimension (2n + 1): 

[qiqj] =0= [Pop;], [qiP;] =i1i8J, (3.1) 

[ I, q;] = 0 = [I, p;] . 

These may be compared with Eqs. (2.1aH2.1c), (2.1e), and 
(2. It). However, it is more appropriate to compare the 
so(n + 2) algebra with the kinematical Lie algebra k" ,also of 
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dimension !(n + l)(n + 2), obtained by extending the Hei
senberg algebra by the algebra so(n) of rotations; introduce 
the !n(n - 1) so(n) (angular momentum) operators 
1u( = -Ijj, ij = I, 2, ... ,n) satisfying 

[qj,ljk] = ili(8jk q j - 8jjqd, 

[Pi,ljk ] = ili(8 jkP j - 8ijpd, [I,lij] = 0, (3.2) 

[ljj,lkl] = ih (8lk ljl + lJjlllk - lJjklj/ - lJj/ljk ), 

which may be compared with Eqs. (2.1d), (2. Ie), (2.lh), and 
(2.ti). Any representation of the Heisenberg algebra can be 
extended to a representation of k n by setting 

(3.3) 

However, there are also representations of k n in which the 
relation (3.3) does not hold. We may always add one or more 
"spin terms" to the right-hand side ofEq. (3.3), thus ensuring 
in particular that spinor representations ofso{n) can occur. 

It is noteworthy that, although there is (up to equiv
alence) only one unitary representation of the (Weyl) group 
associated with the Heisenberg Lie algebra, by von Neu
mann's theorem, there are evidently infinitely many inequi
valent unitary representations (with various spin content) of 
the group K" whose Lie algebra is k" . Corresponding to this 
in our case is the fact that there are infinitely many inequiva
lent unitary representations ofthe group SO(n + 2). 

There is a contractionl2 from the algebra so(n + 2) to 
k n ; this emphasizes the naturalness of the choice of so(n + 2) 
as an appropriate kinematical algebra for finite quantum sys
tems. To see this without going into details, define 

gi = EIQo Pi = E~j' I = EIEzl, iij = Si)' (3.4) 

with Qj>pj, etc., as in (2.1) and EI, E2 real parameters. Then 

[qj>qj] = i(A 211i){EI)2/ij' 

[Ap}] = {4i1i1A 2){E2)21ij' 

[gj'Pj] =ili8ijI, (3.5) 

[giJ] = - i(A 211i)(EI)2Pj, 

[Pol] = (4ilil A 2){Ez)2gi' 

while the remaining relations are as in Eqs. (3.2), with qi 
replacing qj' etc. When EI and E2 are set to zero, Eqs. (3.5) 
reduce to Eqs. (3.1). If EI is set to zero but not E2 (or vice 
versa), the Lie algebra obtained can be seen to be that of the 
Euclidean group E (n + 1). (These cases correspond physical
ly to an oscillator or free particle.) This indicates that the 
contraction from so(n + 2) to k" can proceed in two stages, 
via e(n + 1) (and that there are two distinct routes along 
which this may be accomplished). 

There is also a close relationship between the fundamen
tal spinor representations of the so(n + 2) algebra, and uni
tary ray representations of finite Abelian groups, so that con
tact can be made with Weyl's idea,! and also the work of 
Santhanam,2 mentioned in the Introduction. Consider, for 
example, the case n = 1 (one Q and oneP) and the fundamen
tal spinor representation of so(3), which is two dimensional. 
We may take in this case 

Q = !AO"!, P = {lilA )0"2' (3.6) 

where 0"1 and 0"2 are Pauli matrices. Then Eqs. (2.1) show 

J = 0"3' (3.7) 
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while there are no so(n) operators in this case. Define the 
unitary operators 

A (0) = exp(i(O / A )Q ), B (¢ ) = exp(i(¢AP /2-1i)). (3.8) 

Then 

(3.9) 

and it can be seen that A (1T)andB (1T)generateundermultipli
cation the unitary ray representation of the four-element 
Abelian group defined by Eqs. (1.1), In contrast, the set of all 
unitary operators A (0), B (¢), with 0,¢E[O,21T] , generate un
der multiplication a two-valued representation ofSO(3) [that 
is, a true representation of SU(2)]. 

Note that if we started with the unitary ray representa
tion of the Abelian group, and hence with A (1T) and B (1T), we 
could define 

Q = - (u /1T)log A (1T), P = - (2i-li/ A )Iog B (1T), 
(3.10) 

and recover the so(3) algebra generated under commutation 
by Q and P. On the other hand, if we started with a unitary 
representation of su(2), we would more naturally identify Q 
and P by setting 

Q= -iA dA(O) I ,P= _E- dB(¢) I . 
dO IJ=O 2-1i d¢ "'=0 

(3.11) 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Of various approaches to the description of a finite 
quantum system with n degrees offreedom, the one using the 
so(n + 2) kinematical algebra iii distinguished primarily by 
the fact that it is known to be relevant to real relativistic 
systems. 7,10,11 Furthermore, it has been shown that there is a 
well-defined relationship between the so(n + 2) algebra and 
the kinematical algebra k n of a system with n degrees of 
freedom of the usual (noncompact) type. This relationship is 
defined by a group contraction. 

Of course, we do not claim that so(n + 2) is the only 
algebra which could have such a relationship with k n • How
ever, the existence of this relationship suggests the possibil
ity of studying a class of finite quantum systems which are 
well-defined analogs of infinite quantum systems, and also 
the connection between the two, through the contraction 
process. One could start with the finite quantum oscillator, 
as in Eqs. (2.7), for example, but it would be interesting also 
to construct finite analogs of other well-known dynamical 
systems, such as the Kepler system, and to investigate their 
symmetry and dynamical algebras. 

Another important distinguishing feature of the 
so(n + 2) algebra which has been emphasized above is the 
existence of spinor representations. This makes possible the 
"explanation" of the half-integral spin of "elementary" par
ticles as the angular momentum of internal finite quantum 
systems. Such an idea dates back to Schr6dinger's work on 
Dirac's electron,13 and has been further brought out in our 
own recent efforts. 7 

Finite systems can be accommodated naturally in the 
vector space setting of quantum mechanics-we merely 
need to consider finite-dimensional subspaces of Hilbert 
space. On the other hand, one might suppose that they have 
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no classical counterparts. That this is not necessarily the case 
is shown, for example, by the recent construction of a classi
cal analog of Dirac's spinning electron. 14 (In this connection, 
we mention also the earlier work by Grossmann and 
Peres. 15) 

There is clearly more to be done towards understanding 
the relationship of finite quantum systems to the more famil
iar dynamical systems of classical and quantum mechanics. 
The use of the so(n + 2) kinematical algebra defines a class of 
finite systems for which some possible directions of future 
research seem reasonably well defined. 

Once the commutation relations of the internal dynami
cal variables have been recognized, we can also take the infi
nite-dimensional representations of the internal algebra 
so(n + 2). These then represent many-body systems with n 
degrees of freedom in the center of mass frame. Relativistic 
theories of composite atoms or hadrons, 16 or relativistic os
cillator and rotator, 17 belong to this category. The boosting 
of such a system (i.e., induced representations of the Poin
care group) gives relativistic finite-component wave equa
tions in the case of finite-dimensional representations, and 
infinite-component wave equations in the case of composite 
systems. 

In the infinite-dimensional case one can use perhaps 
more appropriately the unitary representations of the non
compact form of the algebras so(p,q). The exact form of the 
noncompact form depends on the physical interpretation of 
the generators as Hermitian operators. For example, the 
so(3,2) form of so(5) has been used extensively. 11,16-18 
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We consider Schrodinger operators H in L 2(Rn), n EN, with countably infinitely many local 
singularities of the potential which are separated from each other by a positive distance. It is 
proved that due to locality each singularity yields a separate contribution to the deficiency index 
of H. In the special case where the singularities are pointlike and the potential exhibits certain 
symmetries near these points we give an explicit construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our interest in the computation of deficiency indices 
and in the construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions 
for singular Schrodinger operators stems from several inves
tigations of certain idealized model Hamiltonians, so-called 
point interactions. 1-10 

These analytically solvable models have a long history 
and play an important role in nuclear and solid state physics 
(cf., e.g., Ref. 9 and the literature therein). In this paper we 
particularly study the mathematical structure behind point 
interactions and some of their generalizations (interactions 
concentrated on submanifolds). 

In Sec II we consider Schrodinger operators H in 
L 2(Rn ), n E N with countably infinitely many local singulari
ties of the potential V which are uniformly separated from 
each other by a distance E > O. Our main result (Theorem 2.5) 
concerning the deficiency index of H confirms the intuitive 
statement that due to locality each singularity should sepa
rately yield a contribution to the total deficiency index of H. 
Our proof is patterned after a result of Behnckell (c.f. also 
Ref. 12) where the corresponding problem is solved for 
strongly singular Dirac operators. Theorem 2.5 is general 
enough not only to include the case of point interactions in 
addition to V but also to allow additional interactions con
centrated on submanifolds (like l5-shell interactions8

(b)). 

Section II represents the first step in the analysis, name
ly to reduce the computation of the deficiency indices of a 
Schrodinger operator H with several singularities to that of 
several Schrodinger operators H j with a single singularity. 
The second step, the explicit construction of self-adjoint 
boundary conditions for H j , is studied in Sec. III. In the 
special case where the singularity in Hj is pointlike and Hj 

exhibits certain symmetries around this point such that Hj 

reduces to a direct sum of ordinary Schrodinger operators in 
L 2((0,00)) (a case particularly important in applications) a 
general treatment of singular boundary conditions at the ori
gin is presented. In particular, we study systems of the type 

_d
2 + A(A-l) +L+!:.+ W(r), r>O, (1.1) 

dr r r r' 

-) On leave of absence from Institut fUr Theoretische Physik, Universitiit 
Graz, Austria. 

with WE LOO ((0,00)) real valued, ~::;A <~, a,r E R, 0 <a <2. 
Our methods rely heavily on the use of (ir)regular solu

tions associated with (1.1) and on corresponding Volterra 
integral equations. This yields a generalization of previous 
results of Rellich,13 where the case a = 0 in (1.1) has been 
considered. 

II. DEFICIENCY INDICES OF SINGULAR SCHRODINGER 
OPERATORS 

In this section we show that countably infinitely many 
local singularities of the potential which are uniformly sepa
rated from each other by a distance E> 0 do not interfere 
when considering the total deficiency index of the corre
sponding Schrodinger operator. 

We introduce the following. 
Hypothesis H: Let JCZ,\[Ol be a finite or countably 

infinite index set, J ° = Ju [ 0 l. 
(i) ~j eRn, n E N is a compact set of Lebesgue measure 

zero for allj E J, ~o = 0. 
(ii) J'j E L;oc (Rn '\~j) is real valued, j E Jo, and 

(a) supp (J'j) is compact for alljEJ, or (b) J'j are bounded 
from below on every compact subset ofRn '\~j for allj E Jo. 

(iii) For some E> 0: dist( [ supp( J'j )u~j l, 
[supp(J'j. )u~f II ~ dor allj,j' E Jo.I=I=j'· 

(iv) WE LOO (Rn ) is real-valued. 
For notational convenience we will also use the abbre

viations 

{

SUPP( J'j )u~j if condition H(ii)(a) holds, 

Aj = ~j if condition H(ii)(b) or conditions 

H(ii)(a) and H(ii)(b) hold, j E Jo, (2.1) 

A = u Aj' ~ = u ~j' V(x) = L J'j(x), 
jeJo jeJo jeJo 

and note that ~ is closed and of Lebesgue measure zero by 
hypotheses H(i) and H(iii). 

As our first technical result we state the following. 
Lemma 2.1: Assume conditions H(i) and H(iii). Then 

there exist ¢j' ~j E COO (Rn ),j E Jo such that we have the fol
lowing. 

(i)aa¢j EL OO(Rn), 0<lal<2, ¢jlAj = 1, jEJo. 

(ii) supp(¢j )nsuPP(¢1 ) = 0, j, j' E Jo, I=/f. 
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(iii) For some 0<8 <d2: dist(supp(1 - tPj).Aj »8, 
jEJo· 

(iv)aa~j EL OO(JRn), 0<lal<2, ~jlsupp(~) = 1, jEJo· _ _ J 

(v) supp(tPj )nsupp(tPj') = 0, j,j' E Jo, j#j'. 
(vi) tPo(x) = 1 for x E {y E JRn I Iyl >R l for some R > 0 if 

condition H(ii)(a) holds, and tPj E C o (JRn) and dist(supp(tPj), 
supp(Vj ))>8 for allj,j' EJo,j#j' if condition H(ii)(b) holds. 

Proof Fix I E Jo and define 

Ur,7] = U S (a;71), 71 > O. (2.2) 
aeA1 

[S (xo;R ) is the open ball of radius R centered at xo.] Then 
Ur,El32 is an open neighborhood of A r. If we introduce 

Er,El32 = Ur.EI32 ' Fr,El16 = JRn,\ Ur,El16 , (2.3) 

then Er,EI32 and Fr,E/16 are closed and disjoint and we can 
apply Corollary 1.4.11 of Ref. 14 to get the existence of 
tPr E C 00 (JRn) such that 

tPrlEI'E/J2 = 1, tPr1F1"/16 = 0, 

(2.4) 
aatPr EL OO(JRn), 0<lal<2. 

The collection of all such tP r, I E Jo obviously fulfills asser
tions (i)-(vi) (with 8>d32). For the construction of ~j ,j E Jo 
one simply replaces € by 3€. 

For the rest of this section tPj (resp. ~j) always denote 
the C 00 (JR") functions of Lemma 2.1. Next we introduce the 
minimal Schr6dinger operators 

Hj = -..1 + ~ on g;(Hj ) = C o(JR"'\...!'j)' j E Jo, 
(2.5) 

H= -..1 + V+ Won g;(H) = Co(JR"'\...!'), (2.6) 

and denote their closures by 

Hj = Hj' H = H. (2.7) 

Due to hypotheses H(i), H(ii), and H(iv) the corresponding 
adjoint operators read 

Hj* g = -..1g + ~ g in C o(JR"'\...!'j)', 

for gEg;(Ht) = {JEL2(JR")I-..1J 

+ V.lE L 2(JR")), j E Jo, 

H*g= -..1g+(V+ W)g in Co(JR"'\...!')', 

(2.8) 

for gEg;(H*)= {JEL2(JR")I-..1J (2.9) 

+ (V + WlfE L 2(JRn) l· 

We start our analysis with the following. 
Lemma 2.2: Assume hypotheses H(i)-H(iv). Then, for 

allj E Jo, 

(i) gEg;(Ht) implies tPjgEg;(Ht)ng;(H*), (2.10) 

(ii) g E g;(H*) implies tPj g E g;(H*)ng;(Ht), (2.11) 

and H *(tPj g) = H t(tPj g) + W (tPj g) in both cases. 
Proof (a) Suppose condition H(ii)(a) to be valid. Then we 

first prove 

g;(Ht)CHf~(JRn,\ {supp(~)u...!'j l), j EJo, (2.12) 

g;(H *) CH f~ (JRn,\ {supp(V)u...!' J). (2.13) 
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Let gEg;(Ht), 'hEco(JRn\Aj). Then 
Ht g = -..1g + ~g E L 2(JR") implies 'h(Ht g) 
= - 'h (..1g) E L 2(JRn) and by the arbitrariness of t/lj we infer 

..1g E L foe (JRn '\A J By Theorem I of Ref. 15 we get 
Vg E L foe (JR"'\Aj) and hence relation (2.12) results. Similarly 
gEg;(H*), t/lECo(JRn'\A) implies t/I(H*g) 
= - t/I(..1g) + t/I Wg E L 2(JRn) and hence relation (2.13) fol
lows. If condition H(ii)(b) holds then again Vg E L foe (JRn'\Aj) 
for gEg;(Ht) and VgELfoc(JRn'\A) for gEg;(H*) by 
Theorem 1 of Ref. 15. 

(b) LetgE g;(Ht). Then 

(-..1 + ~ + W)(tPjg) 

= ( -..1 + V + W)(tPj g) 

= tPj( -..1 + ~ + W)g - 2(VtPj)(Vg) 

- (..1 tPj)g E L 2(JRn), 

since tPj' ..1tPj EL OO(JR"), VtPj E Co (JRn'\A ), and 
Vg E L foc(JR"'\Aj) by (a). 

(c) LetgE g;(H*). Then 

( -..1 + V + W)(tPj g) 

= ( -..1 + ~ + W)(tPj g) 

= tPj( -..1 + V + W)g - 2(VtPj)(Vg) 

- (..1tPj)g E L 2(JR"), 

since tPj' ..1tPj ELOO(JR"), VtPjECo(JRn,\A), and 
Vg E L foe (JRn'\A ) by (a). • 

Lemma 2.3: Assume conditions H(i)-H(iv). Then, for 
allj EJo, 

g E g;(H) implies tPjg E g;(H)ng;(Hj) (2.14) 

and H(tPj g) = ~(tPj g) + W(tPj g). 
Proof Let g E g; (H). Then there exists a sequence 

{gm lmEN CCo(JRn,\...!'), 
s 

such that gm ~ g, Hgm ~ Hg. 
m--+oo m--+oo 

s 

Consequently, tPj gm E C o (JRn '\...!' ), tPj gm ~ tPj g, and 
m~oo 

H(tPj gm) = (-..1 + ~ + W)(tPj gm) 

= tPj( -..1 + V + W)gm - 2(VtPj )(Vgm) 

- (..1tPj)gm' (2.15) 

Since 
s 

tPj( -..1 + V + W)gm ~ tPjHg, (..1tPj)gm ~ (..1tPj)g, 
m-oo m--+oo 

(2.16) 

it remains to consider the second term on the right-hand side 
of(2.15). 

Let t/I E C o (JRn '\A ) be real valued. Then 
g E H ~ (JRn'\A ) implies 

L- dnx~IV(gm -gW 

= - 2 r d nx (gm - g)(Vt/I)t/lV(gm - g) (2.17) 
JR-

- r d"x (gm -g)~..1 (gm -g), JR-
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and thus and hence 

IItPIV(gm -g)llb..;211IvtPlllooligm -gI121ItPIV(gm -g)1112 tPjgEpj)(Hj ) and Hj(tPjg) = -.j(tPjg), (2.27) 

+ IIgm -gllll~.j (gm -gllI2' (2.18) sinceHj is closed. 

Inequality (2.18) proves IItPIV(gm -g)llb - O. By taking 
m_oo 

t/l;, = lapt,bj 12, p = 1, ... ,n we infer lI(apt,bj)IV(gm - g)1112 

_ 0 and hence also 

(2.19) 

Consequently, 

H(t,bj gm) =~(t,bj gm) + W(t,bj gm) 

s 

- t,bjHg - 2(Vt,bj)Vg - (.jt,bj)g. (2.20) 
m-oo 

Since H and ~ are closed we get from Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), and 
(2.20) t,bjg E pj) (H )npj) (Hj ), 

H(t,bj g) = Hj(t,bj g) + W(t,bj g) 

= t,bjHg - 2(Vt,bj)(Vg) - (.jt,bj)g. • 

Lemma 2.4: Assume hypotheses H(i)-H(iv). Then, for 
alljEJo, 

(i) g E pj)(Hj*) implies (1 - t,bj)g E pj)(~), (2.21) 

(ii) gEpj)(H*) implies (1-.I t,bj)gEpj)(H). 
jEJo 

(2.22) 

Proof (a) LetgEpj)(Hj). Then (1-t,bj)gEpj)(Hj) by 
Lemma 2.2 (i). Denote tPj = 1 - t,bj: then Hj(tPj g) 
= -.j (tPj g) in C O'(Rn\.Ij )' implies -.j (tPj g) E L 2(Rn) 

and hence tPjg E H 2,2 (Rn). Let 

and 

O..;X E C O'(Rn
), I a"X I ..;M < 00, 

{
I, Ixl";l, 

0..;lal";2, X (x) = 0, Ixl>2, 

XR(X) = X(xR -I), R >0, 

(2.23) 

O";jECO'(Rn), j(x) =0, Ixl>l, (dnxj(x)= 1, 
JR" 

(2.24) 

jE(X)=€-nj(x!€), €>O. 

Then 

and 

tPjgXR*jR~1 ECO'(Rn\Aj ), for R>O large enough 
(2.25) 

H2,2(R""A) 

tPjgXR * jR -I - tPj g. (2.26) R_oo 

Thus, tPjgEH6,2(Rn\Aj). Consequently there exists a 
sequence 

{1m ImEN CC O'(Rn\Aj ), such that 

1m - tPj g in H2,2(Rn\Aj) norm. This proves 
m_oo 

s 

Hj 1m = - .jIm - -.j (tPj g), 
m-oo 
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(b) Let gEpj)(H*), 1f/=1-l:jEJo t,bj' Then 
If/g E H 6,2(Rn\A ) as above and (2.22) follows. • 
Given Lemmas 2.2-2.4, we are able to state the main result 
of this section. 

Theorem 2.5: Assume conditions H(i)-H(iv). Then 

def(H) = I def(Hj)' (2.28) 
jEJo 

Proof We first assume that def(Hj) < 00 for allj E Jo. 
(a) Let (4'>j/ E pj)(Hj), 1..;1..;2 def(Hj)j be linearly inde

pendent modulo pj) (Hj ), j E Jo. (We note that the deficiency 
indices of H j coincide since ~ is real valued.) By Lemma 2.2 
(i) we get 

t,bj4'>jI Epj)(Hj)npj)(H*), 1..;1..;2def(Hj ),jEJo' (2.29) 

Suppose there exist /3j1 E C such that 
2def1H) 

I I /3j1 t,bj 4'>jI E pj) (H). (2.30) 
jEJo /~ 1 

Then, by the locality of H, 
2 def1Hj) 

t,bj I /3j1 4'>jI E pj) (H), j E Jo, (2.31) 
/~I 

~incesupp(t,bj) n suPP(t,bl) = 0forj,j' E Jo,f=fj'. Now choose 
t,bj as in Lemma 2.1. Then Lemma 2.3 implies 

2 def1Hj ) 

= t,bj I /3j1 4'>jI E pj) (~), j E Jo· 
/~I 

On the other hand, from Lemma 2.4(i) we infer 
2 def1H) 

(2.32) 

(1-t,bj) I /3j14'>jlEpj)(Hj ), jEJo, (2.33) 
/~I 

and hence 
2def1H) 

I /3j1 4'>jI E pj) (Hj ), j E Jo, (2.34) 
/~I 

implying 

/3j1=0, 1..;1..;2def(Hj ), jEJo· (2.35) 

Thus, because of (2.31), (t,bj 4'>jI' 1..;1..;2def(Hj ),jEJol are 
linearly independent modulo pj)(H). Consequently, 

2 def(H) = dim pj)(H*)!pj)(H»2 I def(Hj)' (2.36) 
jeJo 

(b) Conversely, let {If/p E pj)(H*), l..;p..;2 def(H)j be 
linearly independent modulo pj) (H). By Lemma 2.4(ii) we get 

( 1 - .I (h) If/p E pj)(H), (2.37) 
jEJo 

i.e., 

(2.38) 
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By Lemma 2.2(ii) 

f/JjlPp EfP(H*)nfP(Hj), jEJo, 

and thus f/Jj IPp can be written 
2deflH}i 

f/Jj IPp = tP jJ + I Cpj/ tPj /, tP jJ EfP (~), 
/=1 

Cpj/ EC, 1 <.p<.2 def(H), j E Jo 

[
. J, In _ ~2deflHj) C n. d I 1.e., 'l'j Y:'p - ~/= 1 pj/'¥j/ mo U 0 

1 <.p<.2 def(H), we get from Eq. (2.38) 

2 def(H)<.2 I def(~). 
jEJo 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Since 

(2.41) 

If def(Hj) = 00 for some j E Jo then it suffices to follow part 
(a) in order to conclude def(H) = 00. • 

For the rest of this section we discuss hypotheses H(i)
H(iv) and sketch possible generalizations. We start with two 
examples which clearly demonstrate the range of applicabi
lity of Theorem 2.5. 

Example 2.6: Let 

V(X) + W(x) 
N N 

= I CY)lx_yjl-aj + I Cj2)lx_ zj l-.Bj 

j=1 j=1 
N 

xIx -Zj)' ej + I C?)llx -Xjl-Rjl-Yj 
j= 1 

N 

+ I ct)x j
, 

j=1 

where 

Cj/) E R, 1= 1, ... ,4, ej ERn, lej I = 1, 

Xj'Yj,zj ERn, Rj >0, 

{X E Rn I Ix - Xj I <.R j J n {X E Rn I Ix - Xl I <.RI J = 0, 

(2.42) 

I:/=/, (2.43) 
N 

{ Yj,zj,j = 1, ... ,N J n . u {X E Rnl Ix - XII = RI J = 0, 
J = 1 

a j >0, f3j >0, Yj >0, j,/ = 1, ... ,N, N EN. 

Thus one may choose 
N 

~= U ({ YjJ U {ZjJ U {xERnllx -xjl =Rjj). (2.44) 
j= 1 

Example 2. 7: Let 
n 

V(x) + W(x) = II Isinlj.tmx(m))I-Vm, 
m=1 

where 

x = (X(lp ... ,x(n)J ERn, f-lm >0, Vm>O, 

m = 1, ... ,n, 

and hence we choose 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

~ = {(72, ... ,:n ) E RnWm EZ, m = 1, ... ,n}. (2.47) 

Remark 2.8: The strategy in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is 
taken from that of Theorem 1(1) in Behnckell (cf. also Ref. 
12), where the case of strongly singular Dirac operators (in
cluding, e.g., the anomalous magnetic moment term) is treat
ed. In particular, Behncke discussed the case where the ~j 
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are disjoint finite sets and also derived the invariance of es
sential spectra. For related results in the context of distin
guished self-adjoint extensions for the Dirac operator with a 
potential dominated by multicenter Coulomb potentials we 
refer to Refs. 16. 

The main ingredients for Theorem 2.5 are obviously 
relations (2.10), (2.11), (2.14), (2.21), and (2.22). [We also note 
that the existence of f/Jj,¢j in Lemma 2.1 is clearly indepen
dent of the fact whether A j,j E J are compact or not; only the 
fact that dist(Aj,AI »E,j:/=/ has been used. 14] In particular, 
the main technical difference between the Schrodinger case 
presented above and the Dirac case in Ref. 11 now concerns 
the necessity to control Vgfor g E fP(Ht) or g EfP(H*) [i.e., 
to prove Vg E L foc(lltn\A j ) or Vg E L foc(Rn\A)]. For exam
pIe, if ~ EQaj.,JRn\{xjj), O<aj <.l then fP(Hj) 
c H f~ (Rn\ {xj J) n L 2(Rn) (Ref. 17) is obviously sufficient 

to prove Lemma 2.2-Theorem 2.5 (with Aj = ~j = {xj j). 
For related results on local properties of elements in 

fP(Hj) we also refer to Pearson,18 Combescure and Gin
ibre,19 and Amrein.20 Another particular important case 
where def(Hj) = def(H) = ° appeared in Simader,21 Brezis,22 
and Cycon. 23 Similarly, Morgan24 used the idea oflocal par
titions to prove stability of operator bounds and form bounds 
in the context of Schrodinger operators whose potentials 
have separated singularities. Finally, Svendsen25 discussed 
the case whereA: C O'(!J,CS)-L 2(!J,CS) is a linear symmetric 
differential operator with C 00 coefficients, !J C Rn open, 
noS EN. If M is a C 00 manifold of!J which is closed in!J and 
has codimension greater than zero he studied the relation 
between the deficiency indices of A and A Ie O'(n ,M,e') . 

We also mention the possibility of replacing Rn by 
!J C Rn open in the above treatment. The corresponding min
imal operators are then given by H j = -.J + ~ on 
CO' (!J \~j) and results on fP (H j) in this case may be found 
in Jorgens26 and Kalfl5 and the references therein. 

Theorem 2.5 relates the computation of def(H) to that of 
def(Hj ),j E Jo. For the determination of deficiency indices of 
singular Schrodinger operators we refer to Piepenbrink and 
Rejt027 and Behncke and Focke.28 In the special case where 
~(x) = ~(lx - Xj Il is spherically symmetric [or Hj can be 
decomposed into a direct sum of ordinary differential opera
tors like in the case of 

~(x) = cjlx -Xjl-3(x -xj )· ej , 

xj,ej ERn, lej I = 1, Cj E R; 

cf. Ref. 29], numerous methods to calculate the deficiency 
indices of the underlying ordinary differential operators are 
known.30-

32 In the special case 

~ = {x1"",XN J, Xj ERn, j = 1, ... ,N, NE N, 

the corresponding deficiency subspaces have been obtained 
by Zorbas33 with the help of suitable Green's functions. 

III. SINGULAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR 
ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 

In Sec. II we indicated how to reduce the computation 
of def(H ) to that of def(Hj)' In the special case where ~ can 
be decomposed into a direct sum of ordinary differential op
erators on (0,00) [e.g., 
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or 

Jj(X) = Cj Ix - Xjl-3(x - Xj ). ej , 

Xj,ej E R", lej I = 1, cj E R, n EN], 

we now discuss possible self-adjoint boundary conditions at 
the origin. More precisely, we consider inL 2((0,00 )) the mini
mal operator 

h = _~+ A(A -1) +L+!:.+ W 
dr r r 1" 

on ~(h) = c 0'((0,00)), 

WE L 00 ((0,00 )) real valued, fl, r E R, 

O<a <2, !<A <~. (3.1) 

As has been discussed in Refs. 2-10 and 34, self-adjoint 
extensions of h different from its Friedrichs extension corre
spond to a A (A - l)r- 2 + rr- I + ar- a + W + "point in
teraction." It is the purpose of this section to construct all 
self-adjoint extensions of h 

Due to our conditions on A, the closure of h, denoted by 
h, is bounded from below and has def(h) = 1. In order to 
determi~e explicitly the one-parameter family of self-adjoint 
extensions of h we shall study solutions of the equation 

- "'''(r) + [A (A - l)r-2 + V(r)]"'(r) = 0, r>O, (3.2) 

where 

Let F;. (r) be the regular solution of Eq. (3.2), i.e., 

F;. (r) = F~)(r) - l' dr' tJ)(r,r') V (r')F;. (r'), 

where 

tJ)(r,r') = G ~)(r)F~)(r') - G ~)(r')F~)(r), 

F~)(r) = r\ 

(0) _ '2' 
{ 

- rl/2 In r A = 1 

G;.(r)- (U-l)-Irl-;', !<A<~. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We also note that [G~),F~)],=I, where [g,/1, 
= (g,/, - g:r)(r) denotes the Wronskian of g and! Since 
S~dr rl V (r) I < 00 for any 0< R < 00 (needed in the case 
! <A <~) as well as S~odr rlln rl I V(r)1 < 00 for all 0< ro < 1 
(needed for A = !), we may iterate Eq. (3.4) to geeS

•
36 

{

exp [1' dr' r'l v(r')I] , ~<A < ~, 
!F;.(r)l<r;' , 

exp [i dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I], A = ~, r<ro, 

<c,;... (3.7) 

Similarly, if 

00 

F;. (r) = L F~m)(r) (3.8) 
m=O 

denotes the absolute convergent series obtained by iterating 
VIr) = rr- I + aC a + W(r). (3.3) Eq. (3.4), then 

I 

{[
r ]N+I 1 

I I Jo dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')1 , A = 2' 
<c[(N + 1).]-';" ( 2 )N+ I [i' ]N+ I 

-- dr'r'!V(r')I, 
U-l 0 

Here the estimate 

has been used. Moreover, 

I l' dr' tJ)(r,r') V (r')F;. (r') I 

{
1' dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I, A = ~, 

<c,;.. i' 1 3 
dr' r' !V(r')11 , -<A <-, 
022 

using (3.4) and (3.6), shows that 

F;.(r) = F~)(r)[ 1 + F;.(r)] , 
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(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

I 
where 

A {c l' dr' r'lln r'I!V(r')I, A = ~, 
IF;. (r)1 < , 

C r dr' r'!V(r')I, ~<A <~, 
Jo 2 2 

and thus 

Consequently, we infer 

IF;. (r)1 <cI(ro)!F~)(r)1 = cl(ro)';", 

IF;.(r)l;;,c2(ro)IF~)(r)1 = c2(rO)';'" 

!<A <~, r<ro' 
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(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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Introducing the irregular solution G A (r) associated with Eq. 
(3.2) by37 

GA (r) = FA (r) fO dr [FA (r')] -2, (3.16) 

we obtain the bound 

IGA (r)l,,;;;c2(rO)-2cl(ro)rA fO dr' r' - u 

(3.17) 

We also note that [GA,FA]r = 1. 
Given the above preliminaries we now derive all self

adjoint extensions of h. The adjoint operator of h reads 

h * = - ~ + Il (Il l)r- 2 + V, dr 
(3.18) 

9(h *) = { gEL 2((0,00 ))lg,g'AC\oc((O, (0)), 

- g" + Il (Il - l)r- 2g + Vg EL 2((0,00 ll}, 

and by the general theory of second-order ordinary differen
tial operators all self-adjoint extensions hv of h are given 
by3O-32.38 

d 2 

h = --+Il(1l l)r- 2 + V, 
y dr 

9(hy) = {gE9(h*)llim [~y,A,g]r=OJ, 
r--o+ 

- 00 < v..;;; 00, (3.19) 
where 

~v,A (r) = G,dr) + vFA (r), - 00 < v..;;; 00 

[i.e., ~ 00 ,A (r) = FA (r) for v = 00]. Since any g E 9 (h *) can be 
written as38 

gIrl = c I FA (r) + C2G A (r) - FA (r) f dr' G A (r')(h *g)(r') 

+ G,dr) f dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r'), (3.21) 

for some p > 0, 

a straightforward computation shows 

[~y,A' g] r = C1 C2v - v f dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r') 

-f dr' GA (r')(h *g)(r'). (3.22) 

Thus we obtain for g E 9 (h y ) 

C1 - f dr GA. (r')(h *g)(r') 

= v [c2 + f dr' FA. (r')(h *g)(r')] . (3.23) 

From Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) we get 

lim FA(r)lG~)(r) = 0, lim FA.(r)lF~}(r) = 1, 
r~+ r~+ 

(3.24) 

FA(r) = 0(1), 
r--o+ 
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where 
_ A I 

F,dr) = - 1 + [I + FA (r)] - . (3.25) 

Thus Eq. (3.16) implies 

G,dr) = F~)(r)(1 + FA(r)) fO dr(F~)(r'))-2(1 + F,.{r'))2 

= G~)(r) + o(G~)(rn (3.26) 
r--o+ 

and hence 

lim G,dr)/G~)(r) = 1. (3.27) 
r--o+ 

Equations (3.24) and (3.27) together with Eq. (3.21) then 
prove 

go,A: = lim g(r)lG ~)(r) 
r--o+ 

= C2 - f: dr' FA (r')(h *g)(r'), g E 9 (h *). (3.28) 

If we insert the asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as r~ + into 
Eq. (3.16) we get the corresponding expansion for GA (r). Let 
Gf(r) denote the asymptotic expansion of GA(r) up to the 
smallest order such that 

lim [GA(r) - Gf(r)]/F~)(r) = 0. 
r--o+ 

(3.29) 

[A constructive approach to calculate Gf(r) will be given 
later on.] Then Eq. (3.21) implies 

FA(r) GA(r) - Gf(r) 
=Cl--+C2--':':'~-"':":":''';''' 

F~)(r) F~)(r) 

+ FA. (r) fP dr' GA. (r)(h *g)(r) 
F~)(r)J 

G (r) - GB(r) if> 
- A A dr' F (r')(h * )(r') F~)(r) rAg 

Gf(r) Lr 

+ -- dr' FA. (r')(h *g)(r'). 
F~)(r) 0 

Using Eqs. (3.15) and (3.17), one shows that 

I Gf(r) f'dr' FA. (r)(h *g)(r') I 
F~)(r) Jo 

Thus, we define 
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and obtain from Eqs. (3.30), (3.31), and the fact thath is in the 
limit circle case at the origin [i.e., FA ,GA E L 2((0,R )) for any 
O<R < 00] 

gl.A = CI + J: dr' GA (r')(h *g)(r'), g E~(h *). (3.33) 

The self-adjoint boundary condition (3.23) thus reads 

vgo.A = gl.A' - 00 < v.;;; 00. (3.34) 

It is not hard to see that v = 00, i.e., gO.A = ° corresponds to 
the Friedrichs extension of h. For Ivl < 00, hv describes a 
A. (A. - 1)r-2 + yr- I + ar- a + W + "point interaction." 

It remains to determine G f (r) explicitly. Since W has no 
influence on boundary conditions we simply put W = ° from 
now on. As G f (r) will be constructed with the help of Eq. 
(3.16), we first derive the asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as 
r~+. 

After inserting the above asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as 
r~+ into Eq. (3.16) a closer look at condition (3.29) and 
(3.16) then shows that in order to obtain G f (r) we need an 
asymptotic expansion for FA (r) up to exponents of the type r, 
s.;;;3A. - 1. We denote the corresponding asymptotic expan
sion of FA (r) by Ff(r), i.e., 

FA(r) - Ff(r) = o(r), s.;;;3A. - 1. (3.38) 
r---+O+ 

Using Eq. (3.16) this implies that Gf(r) represents the 
asymptotic expansion of G A (r) as r~ + up to the order r, 
t.;;;U - 1, i.e., 

GA(r) - Gf(r) = o(r), t.;;;U - 1. (3.39) 
r---+O+ 

The above-described mechanism works for all ~,;;;A. < ~, y E lR 
and ° < a < 2. But clearly the number of terms in F f (r) and 
Gf(r) drastically increases as a __ 2_ as long as A. runs 
through the whole interval - !,;;;A. <~. In order to keep the 
treatment reasonably short we give a complete discussion in 
thecasep>~ (i.e., ° <a.;;;~). From diagram (3.37) and (3.38) we 
infer that Ff(r) must consist of the terms ~, ~ +P, ~ + I, 

~ + 2p , ~ + 1 + P, and ~ + 3P. More precisely 

Ff(r) = ~ [1 +AI r P + (y/U)r +A2r P 

(3.40) 

Al = [p(U + p - 1)]-la , 

A2 = [2p2(U + p - I)(U + 2p - 1)]-la
2
, (3.41) 

A3 = [6p3(U + P - I)(U + 2p - I)(U + 3p - 1)]-la 3, 

A4 = (p + 1)-I(U + p)-I! [p(U + p - 1)]-1 

-(U)-Il ya. 
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Suppose first that a = ° [i.e., VIr) = yr- I]. Then the 
mth iteration of Eq. (3.4) yields 

[ m-I ]-1 
F~j(r) = m! J1 (U + j) ym~ + m, m = 0,1, .... 

(3.35) 

Similarly, if Y = ° [i.e., VIr) = ar- a] the mth iteration of 
Eq. (3.4) yields 

Ftl(r) = [m!pm j~1 (U - 1 + jp)r I am ~+mp, 
p = 2 - a, m = 0,1,... . (3.36) 

For the total potential VIr) = yr- I + ar- a we get of course 
additional mixed exponents which are exhibited in the fol
lowing diagram: 

(3.37) 

Next we compute Gf(r). By Eq. (3.39) we have to take 
into account terms up to order ~p. According to Eq. (3.16) 
we expand 

(3.42) 

where 

(3.43) 
fB(r) = 2A lr P + (yl..t)r + (2A2 +A i)rP 

+ [2A4 + (AlY/A. )]rl +P + (2A3 + 2AIA2)~P, 
Taking ro small enough (O<r.;;;ro) we get lfB(r)1 < 1 for 
r E [O,r 0] and hence 

[1+fB(r)]-1 = 1-2A lr P+(3Ai-2A2)rP 
r---+O+ 

- (y/ A. )r + (6A IA2 - 4A ~ - 2A3)~P 

+ [(3A lylA.) - 2A4]rl +P + O(rl +2P). 
(3.44) 

A formal integration then yields 

fO dr' r' - U [1 + f B (r')] - I 

= r l - u { __ 1_ + 2AI r
P + (2A2 - 3A i) 

U-l p+l-U 

r P y r 
X +----

2p + 1 - U A. 2( 1 - A. ) 

+ (4A ~ + 2A4 - 6A IA2) 
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~P I+p 

+ [2A (3A IA)] __ r __ 
X-3p-+-1-_-U- 3 - lY 2(1 _ A) + p 

+ C (ro) + 0 (rl + 2P)} • (3.45) 

But Eq. (3.45) has to be supplemented by the following ex
ceptions: 
If A =!, 

r l - u 
should be replaced by ( - In r); 

U-I 

if A = I, 
r(I-A) 

2(I-A) 

ifp=U-I, 

should be replaced by In r; 

rP + 1- 2A 

p+I-U 

ifp = (U - 1)12, 

rP + I - U 

2p+I-U 
ifp = (U - 1)13, 

~p+I-U 

3p+ I-U 

ifp = 2(A - I), 

should be replaced by In r; 

should be replaced by In r; 

should be replaced by In r 

r(I-A)+P 
should be replaced by In r. 

2(I-A) +p 

(3.46) 

Without loss of generality we take C (r 0) = 0 and obtain from 
Eqs. (3.16) and (3.45) 

Gf(r) = GT)(r) + rl - A [B1rP + B2r P 

- y[2(1 - U)(I - A)] -Ir + B3~P + B4rl +Pl, 
(3.47) 

BI = [2(p + I - U )-1 + (U - 1)-I]Al' 

B2=(p+ I-U)-I2A~ +(2p+ I-U)-I 

X [2A2 - 3A n + (U - 1)-IA2, 

B3 = (3p + I - U )-1(4A ~ + 2A3 - 6A IA2 ) 

+ (2p + I - U )-I(2AIA2 - 3A~) 

+ (p + I - U )-I2A IA2 + (U -1)- IA3, 

B4= [[A(P+ I-U)]-I + [U(I-A)]-llyA I 

(3.48) 

+ [2(1 - A) + p]-I[2A4 - (3yAI/A)] + (U - 1)-IA4 • 

Of course Eqs. (3.47) and (3.48) do not hold for the exception
al values of A andp [listed in (3.46)]. If A takes on some of the 
values described in (3.46) then Gf(r) results after inserting 
the corresponding logarithmic term in Eq. (3.45) and multi
plying with F f (r). These logarithmic cases are familiar from 
the theory of Fuchsian differential equations. 

Finally, we note two special cases. 
(A) A = ! (the s-wave Schrodinger operator in two di

mensions): In this case the construction of Ff/2 (r) and 
G f/2 (r) is particularly simple since Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) im
ply 
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F B () F(O) ( ) 1/2 112 r = 112 r =r, 

(3.49) 
G B ()-G(O)()- 1/21 112 r - 112 r - - r n r, 

and thus 

(3.50) 

gl,l/2 = lim r-I/2[g(r)+go,1I2rl/21nr], gE§(h*). 
..-.0+ 

(B) A = I (the s-wave Schrodinger operator in three di
mensions): For p > i (i.e., 0 < a < i) one obtains 

Gf(r) = I +B ;rP +B 2r P + yrln r 

+ (yI2)r + B j ~P, 

B; =[I+(p-I)-12]A;, 

(3.51) 

B 2 =A 2 + (p -1)- 12A ;2 + (2p -1)-1(2A 2 - 3A ;2), 
(3.52) 

Bj =Aj +(3p+I-2)-1(4A;3+2Aj -6A;A2) 

+ (p - 1)-I2A;A 2 

+ (2p - 1)-1(2A ;A 2 - 3A ;2), 

and 

A; = [p(p+ I)]-Ia, 

A2 = [2p2(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)]-la2, (3.53) 

Aj = [6p3(p+ 1)(2p+ 1)(3p+ 1)]-la3
• 

For p > ! one can delete the ~P term and for p > ~ one can in 
addition delete the rP term in Eq. (3.51). 

Summarizing the whole section, we have proved the fol
lowing. 

Theorem 3.1: Assume the conditions in (3.1). Then all 
self-adjoint extensions hy of h can be characterized by 

hy = - :; +A (A - l)r- 2 + yr- I + ar- a + W, 

(3.54) 
§(h y ) = [g E L 2((0,00 ))Ig,g' E ACloc((O' 00)); 

- g" + A (A - l)r-2g + yr-Ig + ar-ag 

E L 2((0,00))}, 

- 00 <v';;;; 00, !';;;;A<~, a,YER, 0<a<2. 

Here the boundary values gO,A and gl,A. are defined as 

(3.55) 

gl,A = lim [g(r) -gO,A Gf(r)]lFT)(r), gE §(h *), 
r-+O+ 

where FT)(r) and G T)(r) are given by Eq. (3.6) and G fIr) de
notes the asymptotic expansion of G A (r) as r~ + up to order 
r, t.;;;;U - I. The boundary condition gO,A. = 0 (Le., v = 00) 
represents the Friedrichs extension of h. 

In the trivial case A = I, a = y = 0, the boundary val
ues take on the familiar form 
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(3.56) 

Remark 3.2: In the special case where V (r) has a Laurent 
expansion of the type VIr) = l:;;;= _2amf" near the origin, 
the above result has been derived by Rellich.13 His proof 
relies entirely on the meromorphic structure of V whereas 
ours seems to be more direct and covers the general case 
VIr) = ar-a,O<a <2. It is obvious from the arguments pre
sented above that our method extends to potentials of the 
type 

N 

VIr) = L aj r-
aj + W, 

j=l 

WE L coHO, 00)) real valued, aj E R, 

O<aj <2, NE N. (3.57) 

In addition, our analysis extends in a straightforward man
ner to A (A - 1) E R since semiboundedness of h (i.e., A>!) 
turns out to be inessential. 
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It is shown that the dynamics of an N-Ievel quantum system driven by a classical radiation field 
can be derived rigorously from an associated fully quantum-mechanical model with the help of an 
asymptotic limit. By formally expanding the full quantum dynamics around the semiclassical 
limit, quantum corrections to the semiclassical description are systematically constructed. The 
observables describing these corrections are shown to exist in any order, and explicit expressions 
for their time dependence are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most experimental investigations of quantum-mechani
cal systems subject these systems to controlled external dis
turbances and observe their response. In order for these dis
turbances to be controlled experimentally they must be 
specifiable without reference to the system under investiga
tion. Hence they must be describable in classical terms. I 

The quantum-mechanical formalism, at the outset, does 
not include classical external forces. Such forces have to be 
introduced in an ad hoc manner for each specific case, so as 
to describe the particular experimental situation. This is 
done by the use of Hamiltonians containing time-dependent 
parameters that characterize the external forces. 

In the present study, which has been inspired by a paper 
of Hepp2 on the classical limit of quantum-mechanical cor
relation functions, it is shown that the dynamics of a quan
tum-mechanical system driven by an classical external force 
may be derived, rigorously, from an associated fully quan
tum-mechanical model with the help of an asymptotic limit. 
By expanding the full quantum dynamics around the semi
classical limit, quantum corrections to the semiclassical dy
namics can be systematically constructed. 

In the simplest possible case, our result can be para
phrased as follows: Assume that the Hamiltonian for a two
level system interacting with one mode of the radiation field 
is given by 

H = llJ00"3 + AO"I( pa* + pal + llJa*a, 

where 0"1,0"3 are the usual Pauli matrices for the two-level 
system, and a is the usual annihilation operator for one field 
mode. Suppose that the initial state is given by a product 

D Iz) (zi 

of an arbitrary density operator D for the two-level system, 
and the projection Iz) (zl associated with the coherent-state 
vector Iz), z a complex number, for the field mode. Then, in 
the limit 

..1,-0 (weak coupling), 
Izl---+oo (high field), 

AZ = const (constant coupling energy), 

the dynamics of the two-level system is given by the time
dependent Hamiltonian 

H(z,A.,t) = llJ00"3 + A (peiwtz + pe - iwtZ)O"I' 

Our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we moti
vate the Hamiltonian which will specify our quantum-me
chanical model. This model, and the results concerning its 
semiclassical limit (i.e., weak coupling, high field, but con
stant coupling energy) and the existence of fluctuation obser
vables in any order, are given in Sec. III. The proofs are 
provided in Sec. IV. Section V contains our conclusions. 

II. MOTIVATING THE HAMILTONIAN 

Let us consider a system of K particles with masses mj , 

charges Zj' and charge distributions Zj p(xj ), j e {l, ... ,K }, 
coupled to an electromagnetic field. Here, p is a real-valued 
spherically symmetric generalized function satisfying 

i d3Xp(X) = 1, (2.1) 
R3 

i.e., pIx) = ~ (x) for point particles. The Hamiltonian, in the 
Coulomb gauge, is given by3 

K 

H = L (2mj )-1 [,hj -ZjA (Xj)]2 + V(x) 
j~1 

where 

V(X): = jtl mtl Zj Zm 1, d 3
r 13 d 3

r' p(Xj - r) 
j<m 

XP(Xm - r')'lr - r'I-I, 

A(x): = { d 3y Atr (x + y) ply), JR3 

Atr(x): = (217')-3/2 atl 13 d 3k(lkl)-1/2ea(k) 

X [aa (k)elkx + a:(k) e - ikx]. 

We have the usual commutation relations 

/L,ve {l,2,3!, j,m e {l, ... ,K}, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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[ aa (k),a: (k')] _ = t) aPt) (k - k'), 

a,/3 E {t,2}, k,k' E R3. 

The ea (k) are the polarization vectors satisfying 

kea(k) = 0, ea(k) ep(k) = t)aP' a,/3E {1,2}. 

If we neglect the A(Xj)2 terms in (2.2),4 we obtain 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(i) <fJI and <fJ2 are real valued, and (ii) <fJI( - x) = <fJI(X), 
<fJ2( - x) = - <fJ2(X), 

Let fJ' be the projection operator onto the two-dimen
sional subspace of L 2(R3K ) spanned by <fJI and <fJ2, i.e., 
fJ' = I<fJI) (<fJI! + 1<fJ2)(<fJ21· We have, for r E {I,2} 

(<fJy,G(Ji,x,k)<fJr ) = (G(Ji,x,k)*<fJy,<fJr) 

H=Ho+ atI1,d
3
k 1k 1a!(k)aa(k)+H', 

where 

(2.9) = (G(Ji,x, - k) <fJr,<fJr ) 

= (<fJy,G(Ji,x, - k) <fJr ). (2.19) 

K Using (2.13), (2.6), (i), and (ii) above, we find 
Ho: = L (2mj )-IJiJ + V(x), 

j=1 
(2.10) (<fJr,G(Ji,x,k)<fJr ) = 0, (2.20) 

H': = atl 13 d 3k (2Ikl}-1/2 p(k) ea(k) 

X [aa(k)G(Ji,x,k) + a! (k)G{h,x, k)]. (2.11) 

Here, ,0 is the Fourier transform of p, 

,00 = (21T)-3/2 ( d 3X e - ikxp(X) 
JR3 

(2.12) 

[notice that, by the assumptions on p, ,0 is real valued, spheri
cally symmetric, and ,0(0) = 1], and 

K 

G(Ji,x,k): = - L zj(2mj )-'(Jij e'Kxj + e'KxjJij) 
j= I 

= G (Ji,x, - k)*. (2.13) 

Assume that K N is an N-dimensional subspace of L 2(R3K ), 
contained in the domains of definition of Ho and Jij, 
j E {J , ... ,K }. Let fJ' be the projection operator onto this sub
space. Then the projection fJ' H fJ' of H onto this subspace is 
given by 

fJ'HfJ' =F+ atl 13 d 3
k Ikla!(k)aa(k) 

and hence 
K 

G(k) = - L Zj(mj)-I(<fJI,cos(kxj)Jij<fJ2) 
j= I 

K 

- k L zj(mj )-I(<fJI,e'
Kxj

<fJ2)I<fJI)(<fJ21 
j= I 

K 

+ k L zj(mj )-I(<fJ2,e,
Kxj

<fJI)I<fJ2)(<fJII· 
j= I 

Then, using the transversality condition (2.8) 

ea(k)G( ±k) 
K 

= i L zj(mj )-Iea (k)(<fJ"cos(kxj ) Jij <fJ2) 
j=1 

where 
K 

ga(k): = i L Zj(mj)-lea(k)(<fJI,cos(kxj)Jij<fJ2)' 
j= I 

V: = il<fJtI(<fJ21 - il <fJ2)(<fJ I I· 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

B. Second case: N-Ievel approximation in the dipole 
+ atl 13 d3k(2Ikl)-ll2ea(k)p(k) 

X [ aa (k)G(k) + a!(k)G( - k)], (2.14) approximation for linearly polarized fields 

where 

G(k): = fJ'G(Ji,x,k)fJ' = G( - k)*, 

F: = fJ' HofJ' . 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Note that G(Ji,x,k) is an unbounded linear operator defined 
on L 2(R3K ) satisfying G(Ji,x,k)* = G(Ji,x, - k), and that 
G(k) is a bounded linear operator on K N satisfying 
G(k)* = G( - k). In what follows, we will discuss two special 
cases in which 

(2.17) 

for self-adjoint linear operators Va on K N' and real-valued 
functionsga . We thus have 

fJ'HfJ' =F+ atl 13 d 3
k Ikla!(k)aa(k) + atl 1, d 3

k 

X(2Ikll-l/2p(k) ga(k) [aa(k) +a!(kl] Va' (2.18) 

A. First case: Two-level approximationS 

Let <fJl,<fJ2 E L 2(R3K ) be eigenfunctions of Ho to the re
spective eigenvalues Eland E2, E 1 =l=E2• Assume further that 
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In the dipole approximation, Ah) in (2.2) is replaced by 
A (0). Then G(Ji,x,k) is replaced by G(Ji), i.e., by 

K 

G{h): = - L zj(mj)-lJij' (2.25) 
j= 1 

and G(k) by G, where G is given by 

G: = fJ'G{h) fJ'. (2.26) 

If the field is linearly polarized, say 

k = (O,O,lkl), el(k) = (1,0,0), e2(k) = (0,1,0), (2.27) 

then 

K 

ea(k)G= :Ga = - L zj(mj)-I fJ'Jija fJ' = ga (k)Va , 
j= 1 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Let us now return to the Hamiltonian (2.18), writing 
only one polarization component, and introducing a cou
pling constant It > ° 

G. A. Raggio and H. S. Zivi 2530 



                                                                                                                                    

9H9 =F+! d 3k Ikla*(k)a(k) +,1 f d 3k(2Ikl)-1/2 
R3 JR3 

Xp(k) g(k) [a(k) + a*(k)] V. (2.30) 

In Sec. III, this Hamiltonian will be given a precise 
mathematical meaning as a self-adjoint operator on i5 ® eN, 
where i5 is the symmetric Fock space over the one-particle 
Hilbert space S) 

S): = L 2(R\lkl- 1 d 3k), (2.31) 

and eN is an N-dimensional complex Hilbert space. 
Semiclassical radiation theory is considered a suitable 

approximation to quantum electrodynamics, if the field is in 
a highly excited coherent state fl (f),6 

fl (f): = W(f)<P, 

[fl(f)]n =exp{ _!IIfI12}(n!)-1/22112nf®f® ..• ®f, 
ntlmes 

~S). ~~ 

Here, [fl (f)]n denotes the component of fl (f) in the n-parti
cle subspace of i5, rp is the Fock vacuum, 

rp = 1 E9 0 E9 0 E9 "', (2.33) 

and the Weyl operator W(f) is defined by 

W(f): = exp{2-l/2[a*(f) - a(f)]}. (2.34) 

Here, a(f) and a*(f) are the tested field operators satisfying 
the commutation relation 

[a(f),a*( g)L = (f,g)l, (2.35) 

where (0,.) denotes the scalar product in S). 
We are thus led to consider the time-evolved observa

bles of the N-Ievel system, reduced with the state O(f), and 
the expectation values of the time-evolved field observables 
with respect to the state 10 if) (fl (f)1 ® D,Dbeingthe ini
tial state of the N-Ievel system, in the limit II f II~ 00. It is 
convenient to replace Ilfll bYE- 1/21Ifll, whereE: = Ilfll-2, 
and to take the limit E~. In order that the expectation 
values of the observables of our model system remain finite 
in the limit E~, we have to introduce scaled field operators 
a'V) and aE"(f), 

aE(f): = EI/2a(f) = a(E1/2 f), 

aE"(f): = EI/2a*(f) = a*(EI/2 f). (2.36) 

Since a(f) and a*(f) satisfy the commutation relation (2.35), 
it follows that the commutation relation for the scaled field 
operators is of order E, so that, heuristically, aE(f) and aE"(f) 
are expected to become classical, i.e., commutative varia
bles, in the limit E~. It will be seen in Sec. III that the 
coupling constant A has to be rescaled as ,.1,~1/2 A in order 
that the coupling energy remains at a finite prescribed value 
in the limit E~. 

III. THE QUANTUM-MECHANICAL MODEL, ITS 
SEMICLASSICAL LIMIT, AND FLUCTUATIONS 

We write ~(~) for the bounded, linear operators on a 
Hilbert space~. We specify the one-particle Hilbert space S) 
to be L 2(R3,d 3k Ikl- l) with scalar product 
(f,g): = SR3 d 3k Ikl- l f(k) g(k). The one-particle Hamil
tonian (self-adjoint and positive) on S) is given by 
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{A'f}(k): = Iklf(k), 

with f d 3k Ikllf(kW< 00. 
JR3 

(3.1) 

For tE R, let 

u,: = exp{ - itA'} , 

i.e., {u,j}(k) = exp{ - it Ikl} f(k), (3.2) 

fES) 

be the generated unitary operator in ~(S)). On the boson 
Fock space over S), denoted by i5 (with scalar product (',), 
linear in the second component), the unitary operators W(f), 
fE S), defined by (2.34), satisfy the commutation relation 

W(f)W(g)=exp{ -iIm(f,g)/2} W(f+g) (3.3) 

and the translation relation 

W( - f)a(g)W(f) = a(g) + (l/~)(g,f)l. (3.4) 

Here, and in the following, 1 will denote the identity opera
tor on the appropriate Hilbert space. We write fl for the 
second-quantization map,7 and 

Uo(t): = exp{ - itfl (A')} , t E R, (3.5) 

for the unitary group in ~(m generated by the second quanti
zation of the one-particle Hamiltonian A'. One has 

Uo( - t) a(f)Uo(t ) = a(u _ ,f), 

Uo( - t)W(f)Uo(t) = W(u_,j). (3.6) 

Furthermore, 

(rp, W(f)rp ) = exp { - ItrI12/4}, 
(3.7) 

(fl(f),W(g)fl(f) = exp{iIm(j,g) -lIgI12/4}. 

The dynamics of the composite system field/N-Ievel 
system are specified on i5 ® eN by the Hamiltonian 

H).: = H~ + 1 ® F, 

where (3.8) 

H~: = fl (A') ® 1 + (A /~)[a(p) + a*(p)] ® V. 

Here, F and Vare self-adjoint elements of ~(eN), and p satis
fies 

(3.9) 

Abusing notation, we have set p = p g in (2.30). Conditions 
(3.9) are satisfied if p belongs to the Schwartz space over R3

, 

and they are compatible with the interpretation of p as the 
Fourier transform of a charge distribution. With (3.9), one 
can show (see, e.g., Ref. 8) that (3.8) defines a self-adjoint 
operator on i5 ® eN. We write 

(3.10) 

for the generated unitary operator group in ~(i5 ® eN). 
The expectation value of the field part of the interaction 

in (3.8), namely (A /~)[a(p) + a*(p)] ® V, in the coherent 
state fl (f) is given [using (2.32), (3.4), and a( g)tp = 0] by 
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A Re(f,p). (3.11) 

Whence, if we scale f by f~-l j, and consider the limit 
€~, (3.11) remains constant only if A is scaled asA~A. 

If we assume that the initial state of the composite sys
tem is given by 

II.? (f)(I.? (f)1 ®D, (3.12) 

where D E ~(eN) is any density operator for the N-Ievel sys
temand II.? (f) (I.? (f)1 istheprojectionoperatorin~(mpro
jecting onto the ray spanned by I.? (f) in is, then the expecta
tion value of the operator W (g) ® A E ~(is ® eN), g E S), 
A E ~(eN), at time tis 

Tr(y e eN [ (II.? (f)(I.? (f)1 ® D) UA( t) 

X(W(g) ®A) UA(t)}. (3.13) 

Performing first the partial trace over is, we set 

4'>A,g(f,.-t,t): = Tr(y [(II.? (f)(I.? (f)l ® l)UA( - t) 

X(W(g) ® A) UA(t)}, (3.14) 

and have that (3.13) is given by 

TreN [D4'>A,g(f,.-t,t )}. 

Here, 4'>A,g(f,.-t,t) E ~(eN), and contains essentially all dyna
mical information for initial states (3.12) since the linear span 
of { W( g): g E S)} is dense in ~(m in the strong operator to
pology.9 Particularly, 

A (f,.-t,t): =Tr(y[(II.?(f)(I.?(f)1 ® I)UA(-t) 

X(I ® A )UA(t)} = 4'>A.o(f,.-t,t) (3.15) 

is the reduced dynamics of the operator A E ~(eN) for initial 
states (3.12), and 

w( g;j,.-t,t): Tr(y e eN [(II.? (f) (I.? (f)1 ® D) UA( - t) 

X(W(g) ® I) UA(t)} 

(3.16) 

is the state-generating functional of the state (3.12).10 
We are interested in the asymptotic situation described 

in Sec. II, so that we study 

4'>A,E.g(€-I.j,€. A,t), 

for €~. Our result, formulated in terms of the directly rel
evant quantities, is the following. 

Theorem 1: (a) For the semiclassical limit, we have the 
following. 

(1) A(o) (f,.-t,t ): = lim A (€-l j,€A,t) exists and is the so-
E--+O 

lution of 

tA(odf,.-t,t) = [A(o) (f,.-t,t ),H(f,.-t,t)]_, 

A(o) (f,.-t,O) =A, 

where the semiclassical Hamiltonian H (f ,.-t,t ) is given by 

H(f,.-t,t) =F+A Re( atj,p)V. 

(2) w(O) ( g;j ,.-t,t ): = lim w(€ g;€-l j,€A,t ) exists, and 
E--+O 

w(O) ( g;f,.-t,t) = exp[ i Im(atf,g)}. 

(b) For fluctuations, we have the following. 
(1) The fluctuation of order u, u = 1,2, ... , of A (f,.-t,t), 
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defined recursively by 

where 

A (u)(f,.-t,t): = €- 2u{A (€-l j,€A,t) - :t~ ~v A(v) (f,.-t,t)} , 

exists as an operator in ~(eN). 
(2) The fluctuation of order u, u = 1,2, ... , of w( g;j,.-t,t), 

defined recursively by 

w(u) ( g; f ,.-t,t): = lim w(U) ( g;j ,.-t,t ), 
E--+O 

where 

= €-2U{W(€g;€-1,€A,t) - :t~ ~VW(V)(g;j,.-t,t)}, 
exists. 

In the proof, to be given in the next section, we shall 
obtain explicit infinite series expressions for all the quantities 
involved in Theorem 1. Let us now make a number of re
marks and comments pertaining to this result: Firstly, in 
terms of the SchrOdinger picture, we would have for a den
sity operator D E ~(eN) 

D(f,.-t,t): = Tr(y {UA(t )(l1.? (f) (I.? (f)1 ® D) UA( - t)}, 

and then 

D(o) (f ,.-t,t ): = lim D (€-l j,€,.-t,t ) 
E--+O 

exists and satisfies 

i.D(1) (f,.-t,t ) = [H(f,.-t,t ),D(o) (f,.-t,t )]_, 

D(o) (f,.-t,O) =D. 

Secondly, in the semiclassical limit the dynamics of the N
level system is governed by the time-dependent Hamiltonian 
H(f,.-t,t). The time dependence is given by 

A Re(aJ,p), 

which equals 

(A l.,fi)( Uo(t)1.? (f),[a(p) + a*(p)] Uo(t)1.? (f), 

the expectation value of the field part of the interaction in the 
coherent state I.? (f) evolved according to the free-field dy
namics Uo(t). Thirdly, as is to be expected, in the semiclassi
cal limit the dynamics of the field is independent of the cou
pling. Thus, the N-Ievel system does not influence the field 
in this limit. Fourthly, as was suggested in the Introduction 
the semiclassical limit of the field is in fact a classical limit; 
one can construct a classical dynamical system with the very 
same dynamical behavior. The phase space is given by the 
Hilbert space S) and the state at time t by j,: = at f E S). Ifwe 
write R (f) [resp. I (f)] for the real-valued (resp. imaginary
valued) part of fE S), we have I. = R (I.) + iI(J,), and 

R (I.) = hI(J,), j(J,) = - hR(J,). 

If Xg , g E S), is the "characteristic function" given by 

Xg(f): = exp{i Im(j,g)}, fE S)' 
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then 

w(O) ( g;j ,A.,t) = Xg (f, ), 

the (dispersion-free) value of Xg at time t. In this limit, the 
field is equivalent to a system of uncoupled, classical har
monic oscillators. Finally, the fluctuations (around the semi
classical solution) appear as the terms of asymptotic series in 
E (only even powers of E arise) in the sense of Poincare 

"" A (C l f,EA,t)- L cUA(u) (j,A.,t ), 
u=o 

"" W(Eg;E-If,EA,t)- L cUw(U)(g;j,A.,t). 
0-=0 

IV. PROOFS 

We chose once and for all an orthonormal basis 
[en:n = 1,2, ... ,N J of eN such that V (see 3.8) is diagonal, i.e., 
Ven = Un en' where [un :n = 1,2, ... ,N J is the set of eigenval
ues of V numbered according to their multiplicities. It will 

N 

often be convenient to identify ~ ® eN with E!) ~; under 
n=l 

this identification, every linear operator C acting on ~ ® eN 
corresponds to an N X N matrix [C] whose matrix elements 
[Clk are linear operators acting on~. In particular, 

[B ® A ]jk = AjkB, whereAjk = (ej,Aek)eN' (4.1) 

We introduce some cumbersome but unavoidable nota-
tion. 

(a) An: = AUn E R, n = 1,2, ... ,N. 

(b) y(f,t): = f ds f dr Im(urf,/) E R, tE R, IE S). 

(C);(f,t):= -ii'dsusfES), tER, IES). 

(d) If n = 0,1,2, ... , [m_ 1,mO,m,m2, ... ,mn J is a set of 
(n + 2) indices with values in [1,2, ... ,N J, and [to,t1,t2 ,···,tn J 
are (n + 1) reals, and if K = ° or K = - 1, then let 

:=~ ± {(A;"v-A;"v_,)y(g,tv)} 
2 v=K+l 

1 n n-l-v 

+2 v=~+l r~o {(Amv -Amv _l ) 

X(Amv+'+1 -Amv+,) (y(g,tv+r+1 -tv) 

+ y( g,tv) - y( g,tv+ r+ I))} E R, 

A E R, g E S), 
/3 (mK,mK + 1 ,. •• ,mn ;tK + ]>tK + 2 , ••• ,tn;1 ,A.;g) 

n 

: = L {( Amv _, - Amv) 1m (f,;,( g, - tv))} E R, 
v=K+l 

T I! (g;j ,A.,t ) 

n 

: = L {( Amv _, - Amv );( g, - tv)} E S), 
v=K+l 

(e) lin = 1,2, ... , Ul,l2, ... ,ln- 1 J are (n - 1) indices with 
values in p,2, ... ,N J, and j,m,k E p,2, ... ,N J, and 
[t,t 1,t2, ... ,tn J are (n + 1) reals, then we use the following 
shorthand notation for the quantities introduced in (d): 

a(j,m,t _ 1 ,k;t,tn; g) 

=a(j,m,/1,/2,···,ln _ 1 ,k;t,tl,···,tn;A.; g), 

and analogously for /3 and s. 
Furthermore, 

N N N N 

.L=LL···L, 
In _ , = 1 I, = 1 12 = 1 In _ I = 1 

and 

F(j,t _ l,k) F"I FII .. ·FI k, 
1 12 n - 1 

where F E ~(eN), and Fjk = (ej,Fek leN' Notice that 

y(f, - t) = - y(f,t), 

/3 (mK,mK+ 1 , ••• ,mn ;tK+ 1 ,tK+ 2,···,tn;I,A.;g) 

= Im(f,s(mK,mK+ I,.··,mn; 

tK + 1 ,tK + 2 , ••• ,tn;A.; g)), 

and that if we scale A and I as A~XA, I~x Yf, x, Y E JR, then 

(4.2) 

Let us remark for future reference that if IE Dom(h - 1), 
then 

(4.3) 

holds true as is easily seen by differentiation. From (4.3) one 
deduces that 

for IE Dom(h- 1
). 

We now state and prove the main technical result. 
Proposition: Let pES) satisfy (3.9), and let H A and 

cPA,g(f,A.,t), where I,gE S),A E ~(eN), t E R, be given by (3.8) 
and (3.14), respectively. The jk th matrix element of 
cPA,g(f,A.,t) is given by 

N N 

cPA,g(f,A.,t)jk = L L Aim TI!(g;j,A.,t), 
/=1 m=l 

where 

. [{ i(Aj +Ak) Im(g,;(p,t)) . . . . = exp [I Im(uJ,g)J exp - 2 + la(j,k;t;A.;p) + i/3 (j,k;t;j;A.; p) 

_lls(j,k;t;A.;p)+u-tgI12}8.8 +8. { {_i(Aj+Am)lm(g,;(p,t))} ~ (- ~n ~ F( ->1 k) 
4 ,I mk ,I exp 2 £.. IJ. £.. m, n - l' 

n= 1 In_l = 1 
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T rd (n) { .. i k -+ i/3(m,in_ l ,k;tn;u_ t g,A;p). -+ -+ x Jo t exp la(j,m,n_P ;t,tn;A;P)- 2 +i/3(j,m,ln_l,k;t,tn;/,A;p) 

_IIS(j,m.in_l,k;t,tn;A;p)+u_IgIl2}} 0 { { i(AI+Ak)lm(g,;(p,t))} ~ 'n ~ -+ • 
4 + mk exp - £." 1 £." F(/,ln - I,j) 

2 n= I In_I = I 

X Ti' dt (n) exp { _ ia(k Ii ·.t -+t.1. ) _ i/3 (/.in - I ,j;tn;u - I g,A; p) 
, , n - 1,j, , n " ... , P 

o 2 
-+ -+ 

_ ~Q(kl-+I '. -+ 'J,'1. )_ IIS(k,I,ln_pj;t,tn;A,p)-u_IgI12}} {i(AI+Am)lm(g,;(p,t))} lp "n _ pj,t,tn, ,A-, P + exp - ----'-----'----=--=---'-----'----
4 2 

X P~I n~1 (- i)"iP mp~ = I In_~= I F(/,mp_IJ! F(m.in_l,k) T f di-
p
) T f dt(n) 

{ 
i/3 (/,mp _ I ,j;sp;u _ t g,A; p) i/3 (m,t _ I ,k;tn; U _ I g,A; p) 

X exp - - -------'-----'----~ 

2 2 

i 1m (5 (/,mp _ I ,j;sp;A; p),s (m.in _ pk;!n; A;p)). --+. • -+ -+ + 2 - la(m,l,mp - pj;t,sp;A;P) + la(/,m,ln - l,k;t,tn;A;P) 

- ia(/,m;t;A;p) - i/3 (/,m;t;/,A; p) - i/3 (m,l,mp _ I ,j;t;Sp;/,A; p) + i/3 (/,m.in _ I' k;t,tn;/,A; p) 

_ lis (/,m.in _ I ,k;t,tn;A;P) - S (m,l,mp_ ~,j;t,sp;A; p) - S (/,m;t;A; p) + u _ I gl12 } ] . 

The above series converge absolutely and uniformly in J, g, p, A, and t for t in any bounded subset of JR. 
PrOOF We first prove the assertions concerning convergence of the series. Let..:!: = max(lFjk I: j,k E (l,2, ... ,N}). Then, 

IF(j, In _ ,k)1 <:.1 n. The absolute value of both simple infinite series in the expression for T I! is bounded, for t>O, by 

00 r N 00 t n N 00 .1nNn-It n 

n~1 T Jo dt(nlln_~= I .1 n = n~1 .1 n n! In_~= 1 = n~1 n! = N-
I 

(exp{N.1t) - 1). 

Analogously, the double infinite series in the expression for T I! is bounded, for t>O, by N -2(exp{ N.1t } - 1 f 
Let U~(t): = exp{ - itH~}, t E JR, where H~ is given by (3.8). We have, with Q (f): = (l/.j2)(a(f) + a*(f)), fE S), that 

N N 

H~ = EB {IJ(h) +AVnQ(p)} = EB {IJ (A') +AnQ(p))' 
n=1 n=1 

(4.5) 

so H~ is diagonal, and so is U~(t). Let F(t): = U~( - t)(i ® F)U~(t), t E lR. The Dyson series for the propagator of 
F(t) E ?8(~ ® eN) leads to the following expression for UA (t): 

UA(t) = U~(t) {I + n~1 ( - it T f dt(nl F(tl) F(t2)'''F(tn)} . (4.6) 

The series is convergent in operator norm by the boundedness of 1 ®F. from (3.14) with (4.1) we obtain 

(/>A,g(f,A,t )jk = (IJ (f), [U A( - t )(W(g) ® A) UA(t )]jk IJ (f) 

N N 
= L L Aim (O(f), [UA(t )*]jl W( g)[ UA(t )]mk IJ (f). 

1=1 m=1 

Thus, 

TI!( g,j,A,t) = (IJ (f), [ UA(t )]tW( g)[ UA(t )]mkIJ (f). (4.7) 

To compute T I! from (4.7), we proceed in two steps, (A) and (B). In (A), we assume that p E Dom(A'-I) and compute T I!. This 
assumption is removed in (B). Notice that p E Dom(A'-I) means 

f d 3k Ik l- 3 p(kW < 00, 

JR' 
which is incompatible with the interpretation of the Fourier transform of p as a charge distribution. 

(A) We assume p E Dom(A'-I), and from a result of Cook ,11 we obtain from (4.5) 
N 

Ho = EB {WI -An A'-I p) IJ (A')W(AnA'-lp) -A ~(p,A'-lp) l/2}. 
n=l 

Thus, with (3.5), 

[U~(t)]jk = Ojk exp {iA J(p,A'-lp)t 12} W( - AjA'-lp) Uo(t) W(AjA'-lp ). 

From this, using the commutation relations (3.3) and (3.6) we obtain the matrix elements of F(t) 
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[F{t)]jk = Fjk exp {itA ~ -A J)(t{p,,.{-Ip ) + Im{,.{-lp ,ut ,.{-lp ))/2}W((Aj -AkH U t - 1 J ,.{-Ip). 

With the notation introduced in (d) above, and (4.4) and (4.3), 

[F{t)]jk =Fjk exp {ia(j,k;t;A;P)J W(S (j,k;t;A; p)). 

Repeated use of the commutation relations (3.3) and (4.8) leads to 

Furthermore, 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

[U~{ - t ] jj W{ g)[ U~{t)hk = exp{ia(j,k;t;A;P) - i{Aj + Ak) Im{ g,;{p,t ))/2J W{s(j,k;t;A;P) + U _ t g). (4.1O) 

Using (4.9), (4.1O), and the formula 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ 

a(j,k;t;A; p) + a{k,ln _ 1 ,m;tn;A; p) - Im(S (j,k;t;A; p),s (k,ln _ 1 ,m;tn;A; p))/2 = a(j,k,ln _ 1 ,m;t,tn;A; p), 

we get from (4.6) 

[UA{t)] i'j W{ g)[ U A {t )]mk 

{ 
i{Aj +Ak) Im{g,;{p,t)) .. } . 

= t)j1t)mk exp - 2 + la{j,k;t;A; p) W(S (j,k;t;A; p) + U - t g) 

+ t)j/ {exp { - i{A
j 

+Am) I~ (g,;{P,t))} n~1 (- it 1"_~= 1 F{m,t_l,k) T f dt 1nj 

{
. .... ... iP (m,1n _ 1 ,k;tn; U _ t g,).; P)} 

X exp la{j,m,ln - l>k;t,tn;A; p) - 2 

....... } {{ i{A/ +Ak) Im{g,;{p,t))} 
X W(S (j,m,ln - \Ok;t,tn;A; p) + U - t g) + t)mk exp - 2 

00 N... (' { ... ... 
X n~l;n t;, F{/,ln_l,j) T Jo dt 1nj exp - ia{k,I,ln_l,j;t,tn;A;P) 

... ... 
_ iP{/,ln_l;j;tn;u_tg,).;P)} W{-f:{kll ··tt .1.)+ )} 

2 ~ "n-I,j" n""P u_tg 

XF{m,1n -I ,k) T f ds1pj T f dt 1nj exp {ia(/,m,ln _ 1 ,k;t,tn;A; p) - ia{m,l,mp_ 1 ,j;t;Sp;A; p) 
... ... 

+ ia{m,l;t;A;P) - iP (/,mp _ 1 ,j; Sp; U _ t g,).; p)/2 - iP (m,ln _ 1 ,k;tn; U _ t g,).; p)/2 
-+ -+ -+-+ 

+ i Im(S {/,mp_ \OJ; Sp;A; p),s {m,ln -I ,k;tn;A; p))/2 J W(S (/,m,ln _ 1 ,k;t,tn ;A;P) 

- s{m,l,mp_ 1 ,j;t,Sp;A;P) + 5 (m,l;t;A;P) + U -t g). 

Using (3.7), (4.7), and (4.11), we obtain our expression for T {! ( g;j ,).,t ). 
(B) For pES), and t»0, we let 

(k) = {P{k), if I kl >t), 
p~ 0 if Ikl <t). 

(4.11) 

We let H A,6 [resp. UA,~{t)] be the Hamiltonian (resp. unitary group) given by (3.8) [resp. (3.1O)) with p replaced by P6' 
Omitting superscripts and indices 0 for t) = 0, we assume (i) p E Dom{,.{-1/2), i.e" (3.9); Iii) P6 E Dom{,.{-I), for t) > 0; and (iii) 

lim U A,~{t) = U A (t ) in strong operator topology. All these conditions are satisfied as soon as p belongs to the Schwartz space 
.s--.o 
over R3. We inferfrom (iii) and the definition cI> A,g{ f,).,t) that T (!{ g;j,).,t; p~) depends continuously on t). We have obtained 
an infinite series expression for T (! for t) > O. Since the infinite series involved are uniformly convergent with respect to IIP~ II, 
we may let t)-<) term by term. Since r{ p~ ,t ) and; (p 6 ,t ) are continuous functions of t), so are a, p, and 5. This completes the 
proof. 

Corollary 1: Let E>O. Then 
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N N 
lim <PA,Eglc1j,EA,t)jk =exp {ilmlutj,g)] L L AlmS/!I!,).,t), 
E-+O 1=lm=1 

where 

r ~ ~ } {'" N ~ xT Jo dt(n)exp {iPU,m,ln_l,k,t,tn;f,).;p) +8mk L r ~ L FIl,ln_l,j) 
o n=1 ~_I=1 

X T f dt (n) exp{ - iP Ik,l.in - 1 ,j;t,t;..t, p)] } + ntl ptl 1 - it iP 

X ilIp~ = 1 i"_~= 1 FI1,mp_ 1 ,}IFlm,t _I,k) T f ds(p) T f dt exp{ - iPI1,m;t;f,).;p) 

- iPlm,l,mp_l>j;t~;f')';p) + iPIl,m.in_1 ,k;t,tn;f,).;p)]. 

The series are absolutely convergent uniformly in j, p,)., and t, for t in any bounded subset of R. 
Proof: Using the fact that the infinite series in the expression of the proposition for T I! are uniformly convergent in j, g, 

and A, we perform the limit lim T I! IEg;C l.EA,t) term by term. Using the scaling properties 14.2), we get 
E-+O 

lim T I! l€g;€-Ij,EA,t ) = exp {i Imlut j, g)] e I! If ,).,t ). 
E-+O 

The assertion concerning convergence of the series follows exactly as in the Proposition. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2: Let € > O. Then T I! leT, g;f ,).,t ), u = 1,2, ... , defined recursively by 

T I! lu; g;f ,).,t ): = lim T I! I€;u; g;f ,).,t ), 
E---+O 

where 

and 

T I! 10; g;f ,).,t ): = lim T I! IEg;€-1.EA,t ) = exp {i Imlut j, g)] e I! If ,).,t ), 
E-+O 

exists and is given by 
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-+ -+ 

[ 
i(A/ +Am Im(g,;(p,t)) _ i{3(I,mp_l>j.;sp;U_tg,A.;p) _ i{3(m,I"_l>k;t,.;u_ t g,A.;p) 

X - 2 2 2 
-+ -+ 

ilm(5(I,mp_ l ,j.;sp;A.;p),s(m,I,,_I,k;t,.;A.;p)) _. (I:::::!: ··t 7 .1. )+. (I -+1 k·t-+t .1. ) + la m, ,mp _ 1 ,J, ~p>,.;p la ,m, n - l' ",.".;p 
2 

. lis (l,m.i,. l,k;t,t,.;A.;p) - s(m,l,mp_l,j;t~;A.;p) - s(l,m;t,A.;p) + u _tgW]U] 
- za(l,m;t,A.;p) - 4 . 

The series are absolutely convergent, uniformly in 1,g,A., P, 
andt, forO<A<Ao' II gil <Xl' II plI<X2, It I <X3, whereAo, Xl' 
X2, X3 are arbitrary positive reals. 

Proof: In the formula for T!! obtained in the Proposi
tion, we scale g--+€g, A--+€A, 1-( 1/ €) f In the summands of 
the infinite series, € appears as [recall (4.2)] 

-+ -+ 
exp{ ica(j,m,l,. _ 1 ,k;t,t,.;A.; p) 

- ic{3 (m,l,. _ 1 ,k;tn;u _ t g,A.; p)/2 

- clls (j,m,1,. _ 1 ,k;t,tn;A.; p) + u - t ill/4}. 

Using the exponential series, and interchanging the order of 
summations, we get 

T !! (€g;€-l,€A,t ) - i: CU T !! (er,g; 1,A.,t ), 
u=o 

where T!! (u;g; 1,A.,t ) is given by the expression in the state
ment. If T!! (u;g;/ ,A.,t) is well defined by this expression, 
then, by construction, 

T!!(u,g;I,A.,t) = lim T!!(€;u;g;/,A.,t). 
.,->0 

We now pass to the proof of the convergence properties. 
The estimates [see (a)-(c)] 

IAn I<IIVII, n = 1,2, ... ,N, 

where II V II is the norm of V E ~(CN), 

IY(/,t}l <11/112t 2/2, fort>O, 

II; (/,t)II<lI/lIt, fort>O 

are elementary. They lead to 

la(mK,mK+ 1 , ••• ,mn;tK+ 1 ,tK+ 2,···,tn;A.;g)1 

<A 211 V 11211 gll2t 2[n - K + 3n(n - 2K - 1)]12, 

1{3 (mK,mK + 1 , ••• ,m,. ;tK + 1 ,tK + 2 , ••• ,tn ;1,A.;g) I 
<U II VII 11/11 II gil t(n -K), 

lis (mK ,mK + 1 , ••• ,mn ;tK + 1 ,tK + 2 , ••• ,t,. ;A.;g)1I 
"UllVlIlIgllt(n-K), 

when t>tK + I >tK + 2 >···tn >0. These estimates can be used to 
obtain bounds on the absolute values of the infinite series 
defining T !!(u; g;I,A.,t). We treat the first of these series in 
detail; the other two can be treated analogously. Using~, as 
introduced in the proof of the Proposition, the absolute value 
of the first infinite series is bounded by (t>O) 
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~ n~l in_~= I ~ n T f dt(n) 

X I - i(Aj + Am) 1m (g,; (p,t ))/2 
-+ .. 

+ ia(j,m,ln _ I ,k;t,t,.;A.; p) 
.. -+ 

- i{3(m,l,. _ l>k;tn;u _ t g;A.;p)/2 

-lIs(j,m.in l>k;t,t,.;A.;p) + u _ t g1l2/41 u 

looN it 
< u! n~l in_~= I ~ n T 0 dt(n) a(t,nt 

looN a(t,nt~ nt n 
=-L L 

u! n = Iin _ 1 = 1 n! 

1 00 a(t n)U ~ nt nNn 
= - N -I " -'-",-'-__ _ 

u! n~1 n! ' 

where 

a(t,n):=UIIVIl II gil IIpllt+UIIVIl II gil IIplltn 

+ A 211 V 11211 pII2t 2[n + 1 + 3n(n + 1)] 

X! + [II gil + U II V llllpllt(n + 1)F/4 

=A 211V1I211p1I2t 2(n + 1)((5n/2) +~) 

(4.12) 

+ 4AIIVilil glilipli tIn + 1) + II gIl2/4 . 

Now, since ~<~< 16 and 1 <n + 1 <2n, we have 

a(t,n)<~ A 211 V 11211 pII2t 2(n + 1)2 

+ 4AIIVIIII gil II pllt(n + 1) + II g1l2/4 

<1M 211V11211 plI2t 2(n + If 
+ 4AIIVIIII glillpllt(n + 1) + II g1l2/4 

= [4AII Villi pllt(n + 1) + II gIl2/2]2 

<[4AllVllllpllt(n + I) + II gll2(n + 1)/2]2 

= (n + W[4AIIV 1111 pllt + II gil 2/2]2 

<4n2[4AII Villi pllt + II gI12/2J2. 

Inserting this into the bound (4.12) we get the absolute value 
of the first infinite series is bounded by 

[[2(4AllVllllpllt~ IIgI1
2
/2)]2UN-

1
] n~l n2U(~~t)" 

= [[2(4AIIVllllpllt+ II gIl2/2)Fu N-1/u!] 
2<7 

Xexp{~Nt I L (~Nt)m y~~. 
m=l 

Here, the y~m) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind,12 
defined as the number of ways an n-element set can be parti
tioned into m disjoint subsets. The y~m) are given by 
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m ( r-kkn 
y~m) = L - , m = 1,2, ... ,n, n = 1,2, ... , 

k=O k!(m - k)! 

and one has 

00 xkk n n L -,-=exp{x} L xmy~m). 
k=O k. m=1 

This completes the proof. 
ProofofTheorem 1(a)(1): Withg = Oin Corollary 1, we 

have 

N N 

= L L Aim e{!(j,A,t), 
1=1 m=1 

proving existence, and providing an explicit expression for 
A(o) (j,A,t ). We have to prove that the equation of motion 

L4(o)(f,A,t) = [A(o)(j,A,t),H(j,A,t)]_, 

A(odf,A,O) =A 

is satisfied. The solution of (4.13) is given by 

UA(t)*A UA(t), tE R, 

where 

UA(t)= -iH(f,A,t)UA(t), UA(O) = 1. 

Let 

Hao(f,A,t) =A Re(utf,p)v. 

The solution of 

U~(t)= -iHo(j,A,t)U~(t), U~(O)=1 
is given by 

U~(t) = exp { - i f ds Ho(j,A,s)} , 

with matrix elements (recall that V is diagonal) 

U~(t )jk = 8jk exp { - ;AVj f ds Re(us f, p)} . 

With (c), we have 

U~(t)jk = 8jk exp{ -;Aj Im(f,t(p, - t))}. 

Letting 

F(t): = U~(t)*FU~(t), tER, 

we have 

UA(t) = U~(t) {I + n~1 (- it T f dt(n) 

XF(td F(t2 )".F(tn)}. 

For the matrix elements ofF(t) we get 

F(t )jk = Fjk exp[ i,8 (j,k;t;/,A; p)}. 

Thus 

We then have, for the matrix elements of UA(t), 
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(4.13) 

(4.14) 

UA(t)jk = exp[ -;Aj Im(f,t(p,t))} 

From (4.14) 
N N 

(UA(t)*AUA(t))jk = L L Alm(UA(t)*)jl UA(t)mk' 
1=1 m=1 

but from (4.15), 

e{!(j,A,t) = (UA(t)*)jl UA(t)mk' 

Thus, 

A(o)(j,A,t) = UA(t)*AUA(t), 

which completes the proof. 

(4.16) 

Remark: Since UA(t) is unitary, (4.16) with A = 1 
E ?B(eN

) implies 
N 

L e~m (j ,A,t ) = 8jk · (4.17) 
m=1 
Proof of Theorem 1 (a)(2): It follows directly from Corol

lary 1, upon setting A = 1, and using (4.17), that 

lim <I>} eg(E-l,EA,t) = exp[i Im(uJ,g)j 1. 
e-.o ' 

This implies our assertion and exhibits again the classical 
nature of the limit in the field. 

Proof of Theorem 1 (b): This follows directly from Corol
lary 2. We get 

N N 

A(adf ,A,t )jk = L L A 1m T {! (u;O;/ ,A,t ), 
1=1 m=1 

N N N 

W(a) (g;/ ,A,t ) = L L L T ~m (u; gf ,A,t ) Dkj . 
j=lk=lm=1 

This completes the proof. 

v. CONCLUSION 

The objective of this paper was to give a mathematically 
rigorous justification of the use of time-dependent Hamilto
nians in quantum mechanics. Such Hamiltonians have a 
wide range of applications, especially in the fields of atomic 
and molecular spectroscopy, laser physics, and nonlinear 
optical phenomena. 

The fully quantized Hamiltonian used as a starting 
point for the derivation of a time-dependent Hamiltonian 
has itself approximate character. It is the Hamiltonian com
monly used in practical applications to describe quantum 
effects of the electromagnetic field. 13 

Apart from the proof of the existence of the semiclassi
cal dynamics we have shown that the observables describing 
the fluctuations around the semiclassical motion exist in any 
order, for the field as well as for the N-Ievel system. The 
fluctuation observables account for those phenomena like 
spontaneous emission and back action of the N-Ievel system 
on the field that are beyond the semiclassical dynamics. For 
all the observables pertaining to the semiclassical and the 
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fluctuation dynamics we obtained explicit expressions for 
their time dependence in the form of infinite series. 

The dynamics of the fully quantized system was repre
sented by a formal asymptotic series with the semiclassical 
dynamics as asymptotic representation. These series cannot 
be used to numerically improve the semiclassical solutions. 
However, in practical applications one is never interested in 
the entire series. Instead, only those terms need to be consid
ered that account for the effects outside the scope of the 
semiclassical approximation one wishes to describe. 
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The notion of observables localized with respect to a general spectral measure is introduced as a 
generali~tion of the localization with respect to the spectral measure of the position observable. 
The phYSical features of these observables are discussed and certain of their algebraic and lattice 
theoretic properties are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Local observables in quantum field theory have been 
extensively studied since Haag and Kastler l introduced their 
algebraic formulation of quantum field theory. However, 
less attention was paid to local observables in the context of 
quantum mechanics. Based on a study of asymptotic local
ization and separation of states2

,3 the authors recently for
mulated an algebraic theory of asymptotically separable 
quantum mechanics4 in which local observables play an im
portant part. In quantum measurement theory local obser
vables also playa part and they can be related to measuring 
devices of finite size.5

,6 It appears that these observables do 
deserve a systematic study in the context of quantum me
chanics. In this paper we shall introduce a generalized no
tion oflocal observables and present some mathematical re
sults relevant to quantum mechanics. 

II. LOCAL OBSERVABLES IN THE GENERALIZED 
SENSE 

Let us consider quantum systems whose Hilbert space is 
JJr = L 2(R" ) where JR" is the configuration space. Let B(/Jr) 
denote the von Neumann algebra of all bounded operators 
on JJr. Denote by ~ (Rk), k = 1,2, ... , the Borel sets of JRk 
and by ~ c(Rk) the bounded Borel sets of Rk. A spectral 
measure on the measurable space (Rk , ~ (Rk )), whose values 
are projectors on JJr, will be denoted by E (see Ref. 7). We 
shall now introduce observables which are localized with 
respect to a general spectral measure E. In particular, E may 
be the spectral measure of the position operator, then we will 
obtain the observables localized in the configuration 
space.5

,6 Alternatively if E is a momentum spectral measure 
then we are establishing a "localization" in the momentum 
space of the system. If k = 1 then E may be identified with 
the spectral measure of a self-adjoint operator in JJr (see Ref. 
7). Then we have a "localization" in the spectrum of that 
operator. Throughout this paper JJr(E (R )) will denote the 
range of the projector E(R}, RE30(Rk

), i.e., JJr(E(R)) 
= {4>eJJr:E (R )«1> = «1> }. The orthogonal complement of 

JJr(E (R )) in JJr is then JJr(E (RC)), R C = Rk - R. The spec-
tral measure of a self-adjoint operator A in K will be de
noted by E(A;·). 

Definition D2.I: A self-adjoint operator A in B(/Jr) is 

said to be localized with respect to E (R ), RE~ C (Rk ) [or sim
ply E (R ) local] if 

(I) for all unit vectors ¢'eJt"(E (RC)), 

<t/!IAt/!) = a, (2.1) 

where aER is independent of t/!, and 

(2) for all vectors ¢'eJt"(E (RC)) and f/!eJJr(E(R)), 

<t/!IAq1 ) = O. (2.2) 

This definition can be compared with a similar defini-
tion in field theory given by de Muynck.8 Before discussing 
the physical meaning of this definition we shall present some 
immediate consequences of this definition. 

Lemma 2.1: Let Mbe a projector and M its orthogonal 
complement in K and let AEB(/Jr) and aEC. Then the fol
lowing are equivalent: 

(1) A =MXM + aI, forsomeXEB(/Jr); (2.3) 

(2) A = MXM + aM, for some XEB(/Jr); (2.4) 

(3) A = MAM + aM. (2.5) 

If A is self-adjoint and aER then each of these is also 
equivalent to 

(4) AI = af, for alliin the range of M (2.6) 

[range of M will be denoted by ran (M)]. 

PrOOF [(1)=::}(2).] This follows from the identity 
MXM + al = M(X + aM}M + AM. 
[(2)=::}(3).) If A = MXM + aM then 

MAM+AM =M(MXM+AM}M+aM 
= MXM+ aM 
=A. 

Since (3}=::}(1) is obvious the first three statements are 
equivalent and we now assume A is self-adjoint and aER. 

[(3}=::}(4).) If A = MAM + AM and Ieran(M) then 
MI = 0 and AI = aMI = af 

[(4)=::}(3).) It follows from (4) that A (M I) = aIM 
I} for allIin K, so AM = aM and (taking ad joints) 
MA=aM.Now 

A =(M+M)A(M+M) 
=MAM+MAM+MAM +MAM 
=MAM+aMM+aMM +aM 
=MAM+aM. 
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Theorem 2.1: Let A be a self-adjoint operator in B(Jf'). 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) A is E(R )local; 

(2) A = E (R )AE (R ) + aE (RC), for some aellt; 
(2.7) 

(3) A = E (R )XE (R ) + aI, for some aeR and some 
XeB(Jf'). (2.8) 

Proot The implications (3j{:}(2)=>(1) follow from 
Lemma 2.1 and Definition D2.1. To prove (1)::::}(2) we have 

A = (E(R) +E(RC))A (E(R) +E(RC)) 

= E (R )AE (R ) + E (Rc)AE (RC) by (2.2). 

Now (2.1) implies that for all ¢'EJY(E (RC )), 

(~!{A - a)~) = 0 

or 

(~I[E(RC)AE(RC) - aE(RC)]~) = O. 

Hence 

E(Rc)AE(RC) - aE(RC) = O. 

So 

A = E(R )AE(R) + aE(RC). 
Theorem 2.2: A self-adjoint operator A in B(JY) isE (R ) 

local if and only if the following conditions hold for all Borel 
sets Sin R: 

(1) if¢'EJY(E(RC)), II~II = 1, 

then E(A;S)~ = IIE(A;S)~II~, (2.9) 

(2) if tpEJY(E (R )), 

then E(R) E(A;S)ip = E(A;S)ip. (2.10) 

Proot (a) Suppose A is E (R ) local. Then there exists X in 
B(Jf') such that A = E (R )XE (R ) + aI. Since E (R ) clearly 
commutes with A it also commutes with E (A;S) for all S. 
Hence E(R )E(A;S)ip = E(A;S)E(R)ip = E(A;S)ip if 
tpEJY(E (R )). Having demonstrated (2.10), let us prove (2.9). 
Since (1) and (2) clearly hold if E (R ) = I we may assume that 
E(R )#1 and it then follows from Theorem 2.1 that a is an 
eigenvalue of A and so E (A; {a}) projects onto the corre
sponding eigenspace,9 and that E (RC )<E (A; {a}) since every 
¢'EJY(E (RC)) satisfied A ~ = a~. For a given Borel set S in lit 
consider the cases a~ and aES separately as follows. 

(i) Suppose a~ and ¢'EJY(E (RC)). The projectors 
E (A; { a 1) and E (A;S) are then orthogonal, so 

E(RC)<.E(A;{a})<.E(A;SC), SC = lit - S 

glVlng E(R »E(A;S). Hence E(A;S)~ = 0 since 
IIE(A;S)~II<.IIE(R )~II = o. So (2.9) is satisfied. 

(ii)Suppose aES and ~ is a unit vector in JY(E (R C
)). Let 

S' =S - {a},thenE(A;S) = E(A;S') + E(A;{a}),andsince 
a~' we have E(A;S')~ = 0, as in (i) above. Hence 
E(A;S)~ = E(A;{al)~ =~. Since II~II = 1 this implies (2.9) 
in this case. 

(b) To prove the converse suppose A satisfies (2.9) and 
(2.10). By (2.10) E (A;S) E (R ) = E (R )E (A;S)E (R ) and tak
ing ad joints gives 

E(R )E(A;S) =E(A;S)E(R), 

implying 
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[E(R),A] = 0 = [E(RC),A]. 

Hence 

A = (E(R) + E(RC))A (E(R) + E(RC)) 
= E (R )AE (R ) + AE (RC). (2.11) 

We want to show thatAE (RC ) = aE (RC), a eft. First, observe 
that given ¢'EJY(E (R e

)), II~II = 1, Eq. (2.8) implies 

E(A;S)~ = IIE(A;S)~IIE(A;S)~. 

SO, liE (A;S )~II equals either 0 or 1 for all S. Now for such a 
vector ~ we can define a functionfR-+lIt by 

flA ) = liE (A;( - 00,A ])~1I2, AeR. 

Thenfis nondecreasing and right continous.7 It can as
sume values 0 and 1 only. It follows that for suitably large 
negative and positive A the functionf takes the values 0 and 
I, respectively. Hence f has a unique discontinuity at some 
point a in lit and 

IIE(A;{alJ~1I2 = IIEIA;( - oo,a])~112 
-/lE(A;( - 00,a))~1I2. 

Now,7 

IIE(A;( - 00,a))~112 = /lE(A;n~ I( - 00 ,a - lIn))~1I2 

= II lim E(A;( - 00,0 - lIn))~1I2 
n-oo 

= lim II E (A;( - oo,a - lIn))~112 
n ..... oo 

= limf(a - lin). 
n_oo 

Hence 

liE (A; {a })~112 = f(a) - lim f(a - lin) = f(a) = 1. 
n_", 

So, E(A;{alJ~ = ~ andA~ a~. Finally we will show that 
this value a is independent of~. Let t/I be another unit vector 
in JY(E (RC)) linearly independent of~. Then there are real 
constants b, c, such that 

A~' = b~' and A (~ + ~') = c(~ + ~'), 
which clearly imply b = a and c = a. We can now conclude 
that AE (Re) = aE (RC). It follows from this and (2.11) thatA 
is E (R ) local. 

Theorem 2.3: Let M be a projector on JY and let B de
note B(Jf'). Then M BM is a C· subalgebra ofB and the von 
Neumann algebra in JY generated by MBM is 

(MBM)"=MBM +GW =MBM +CI. (2.12) 

A self-adjoint A in B belongs to (MBM)" if and only if 
A = MAM + aftr for some aeRo 

Proof: It is readily proved thatM BM is a C· subalgebra. 
To prove (MBM)" = MBM + GW we begin by showing 
that the commutant (MBM)' of MBM (see Ref. 10) is 

(MBM)' =ftrBftr + CM. (2.13) 

If X = ftr XM + aM and Y = MYM then XY = aM = YX 
and this impliesftr Bftr + CM ~ (M BM)'. Conversely, sup
pose Xe(MBM)' then X commutes with M and so 

X=(M +ftr)X(M +ftr) =MXM +ftrXftr. 

Also MXM commutes with MAM for every AeB so the re-
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striction of MXM to ran(M) commutes with every bounded 
operator on ran(M) and it follows thatMXM = aM for some 
aeC. Hence X = J1C XM + aM so (MBM)' ~J1C BJ1C + CM 
and (2.13) has been verified. Now two applications of (2.13) 
give 

Ae(MBM)"¢:}Ae(McaMc + CM)' 

¢:}A (MCXMC + aM) = MCXM c + aMjA 
(VXeB) (VaeC) 

¢:}AMcXMc = MCXMcA (VXeB) 

¢:}Ae(McaMT 
¢:}AeMBM + CMc. 

Finally, the last assertion in the statement of the theorem 
follows from Lemma 2.1. 

To conclude this section let us comment on the physical 
background for our Definition 02.1. The physics behind this 
definition is basically the same as that for the usual observa
bles localized in the configuration space.5

,6 To be definite 
and explicit let us examine the case where k = 1 in the mea
surable space (JRk ,f!IJ (JRk)). Then E is the spectral measure 
E (B;.) of a self-adjoint operator B onJ¥". AssumingB to be an 
observable, E (R ) becomes a proposition corresponding to B 
having a value in the Borel set R (see Ref. 11). Now suppose 
an experimenter has at his disposal a measuring device 
which cannot detect any state of the system lying outside the 
rangeJ¥"(E (R ))ofE (R ). In other words the device is sensitive 
only to values of B lying in R. An example would be a mea
suring device sensitive only to, say, a certain range of energy 
values. The question posed now is what kind of observables 
A are measurable with a measuring device possessing the 
above properties. Our Definition 02.1 answers this question 
with (2.1) and (2.2) reflecting the characteristic feature of the 
measuring device. This becomes clearer if we had set a = O. 
Condition (2.2) implies that A does not correlate states lying 
outside the range of E (R ) with states inside the range ofE(R). 
Condition (2.1) means the vanishing of expectation value 
with respect to any state not in the range of E (R ), a fact 
together with the absence of correlations implied by (2.2) 
indicating that a null measurement of A will result for such 
states. In other words A being E (R ) local means that A is 
nontrivial only on the sensitive range J¥"(E (R )) of E (R ). The 
result A = E (R )XE (R ) from Theorem 2.1 (whena = 0) con
firms this intuition. Since the effect of a¥O adds to 
E (R )XE (R ) only a constant term aI, which does not change 
the basic physical character of E (R )XE (R ), we have allowed 
a ¥ 0 in Definition 02.1 to secure certain desirable math
ematical properties of such observables. These will become 
apparent later in Sec. IV. A further motivation for E (R )-local 
observables manifests itself in Theorem 2.2. Despite its 
somewhat abstract appearance, Theorem 2.2 has a direct 
and straightforward physical interpretation. Intuitively one 
would expect an observable A that is nontrivial only on the 
sensitive range of E (R ) to be related to states and measure
ment as follows: (1) if the state vector does not lie in the range 
of E (R ) before a measurement of A then the state is not affect
ed by a measurement of A; and (2) ifthe state vector lies in the 
range of E (R ) before a measurement of A then it lies in the 
range of E (R ) right after the measurement. Now if we confine 
ourselves to measurements to which Liidders' rule l2 applies, 
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i.e., ifct>i is the state vector before a measurement of A, then 
the normalized state vector right after the measurement of A 
obtaining a value in the Borel set S is given by 

<PI = E(A;S)<Pi/IlE(A;S)<Pill· 

We can see that (2.9) and (2.10) in Theorem 2.2 correspond, 
respectively, to (1) and (2) above exactly. In fact we could 
base our notion of E(R )-local observables on (1) and (2) and 
formally define E (R )-local observables through (2.9) and 
(2.10). 

III. THE ALGEBRA OF ALL LOCAL OBSERVABLES IN 
THE GENERALIZED SENSE 

In this section we investigate the * algebra generated by 
all E-local observables and show that in general this * alge
bra is not closed and is not dense in B(JY) in the operator 
norm. 

Definitions D3.1: (1) The E-local algebra is defined to be 
d £IE) = [E (R JAE (R): AeB(JY), Ref!IJ C (JRk)}. 

(2) The E-Iocal algebra with unity is defined to be 
d I (E) = [E (R JAE (R ) + aI: AeB(JY), Ref!IJ C (Rk), aeC}. 
The norm closures of d L (E ) and d I (E) will be denoted by 
ilL (E) and ill (E ), respectively. When there is no danger of 
confusion over the spectral measure involved we shall just 
write d L, d I' il L, and d I to denote these sets. 

Theorem 3.1: (1) d I = d L + cr,dI = ilL + cr. 
(2) d Land d I are irreducible * subalgebras of B(JY) 

and the von Neumann algebra generated by each of these * 
subalgebras is equal to B(JY). 

Proof (1) The statement d I = d L + cr is clearly true. 
Now we prove the other assertion. B(K) is a Banach space 
under the operator norm and is hence a topological vector 
space. 13 Moreover, d L is a closed subspac~ofB(~. Hence 
d L + cr is also closedY It follows that d I = d L + cr. 

(2) By the multiplicative property of strong conver
gencel4 every A in B(K) is the strong limit (asj-oo) of E (Ri ) 
XA E (Rj ), where [Rj } is an increasing sequence in f!IJ C (JR ) 
converging to JRk . Since a von Neumann algebra is closed in 
the strong topology, it follows that B(JY) is the von Neu
mann algebra generated by d L and hence by d I also. 

Let A, B ed L' then there are bounded Borel sets R and 
Q with A = E (R JAE (R ) and B = E (Q )BE (Q ).It is easily 
verified that 

A +B =E(RuQ)(A +B)E(RuQ), 

AB = E (RuQ )(AE (R )E (Q)B)E (RuQ). 

It is clear then that d L is a * subalgebra and so is d I' 

Finally noting that the von Neumann algebra generated 
by d L equals its bicommutantl4

,15 we havel4 

d;' = d';: = B(JY)' = cr. 
Therefore d L , and hence d I, are irreducible. IS 

The properties of the * algebras d L and d I are closely 
related to the spectrum 16 of the spectral measure E. 

Lemma 3.1: Suppose E is not a compact spectrum mea
surel6 on the measureable space (Rk , f!IJ (Rk)). Then the spec
trum of Eis the union ofa disjoint sequence Q" r = 1,2,3 ... , 
in f!IJ (JRk) such that for each r, (1) E (Qr) ¥ 0, (2) Qr lies outside 
the closed ball of radius r - 1 centered at the origin in Rk. 
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Proof: Let A be the spectrum of E; then E (A) = I (see 
Ref. 16) and by hypothesis A is not compact. Define, for 
j= 1,2,3, ... , 

Jj = {xERk: j - 1 < Ixi <j). 

Then for any subset Q of JRk , Qn Jj is a disjoint sequence of 
bounded Borel sets with union Q. 

LetRj =AnJj, then E (ujRj ) = E(A) = I. LetR be the 
unionofallRj forwhichE(Rj)#O, thenE(R) = I. Now sup
pose that E (Rj ) # 0 for only finitely many j, then R is bound
ed. It follows that A is a subset of R, the closure of R and A is 
hence bounded, contradicting our premise that E, hence its 
spectrum A which is a closed set, is not compact. So there are 
infinitely many suchj with E(Rj)#O. Now let R. be the J, 

subsequence of {Rj } consisting of those Rj for which 
E(Rj)#O. Let D be the union of all those R· for which J 

E (Rj ) = 0 and define Qr = Rj,u(DuVr ). Clearly we have (i) 
E (Qr) # 0, (ii) Qr lies outside the closed ball of radius r - 1 
centered atthe origin since j r > r, and (iii) the union of Qr is A. 

Theorem 3.2: The following are equivalent: 
(1) E is a compact spectral measure; 
(2) d L =dl ; 

(3) d L = B(Kj; 
(4) d l = B(Kj; 
(5) d L is closed in B(Kj in the uniform topology; 
(6) d l is closed in B(Kj in the uniform topology. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove the following implications: 

(1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~ (5) ~ (6) ~ (1), 

(3) ~ (4) ~ (6). 

Those not proved below are obvious or follow from 
d I = d L + ClanddI = d L + Cl. 

[( 1 )::::}(2).) Suppose E is compact, then the spectrum A of 
E is a bounded Borel set with E (A ) = I. Hence lEd L so 
d L + Cl = d Land (2) follows. 

[(2)~(3).] If d L = d l then IEdL , which implies 
I = E (R ) for some bounded R and now 

B(Kj = E (R )B(KjE (R ) ~ d L' 

[(6)~(IJ.] We assume E is not compact and show that 
d I is not closed. Let Qr be a disjoint sequence of bounded 
Borel sets satisfying properties (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.1. 
Now the partial sums of the series l: 2- r E (Q2rJ belong to 
d L and since this series is clearly absolutely convergent in 
B (~ it conver~es to an element A of d L' Clearly 
AEd L + Cl = d I and we show by contradiction that 
Af!dl · 

Suppose A does belong to d I' then A = E (R )AE (R ) 
+ aE (Re ) for some bounded Borel set R and some aEC so 

i: 2 -rE(Q2r) = i:2- rE(RnQ2r) +aE(R e). 
r= 1 r= 1 

It follows from property (2) of Lemma 3.1 that 
RnQ2j + 1 = 0 for some j, so mUltiplying each side of the 
above equality by E (Q 2j + 1 ) and using the fact that Qr is a 
disjoint sequence we have 

0= aE(Q2j+ 1) 

and it follows from property (1) of the lemma that a = O. 
Hence for alliin JY', 
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i: 2 -rE(Q2rlf= i: 2 -rE(RnQ2rlf. 
r= 1 r= 1 

Now by property (2) of the lemma RnQ2i = 0 for some in
teger i and by (1) of the lemma there is a nonzero vector I in 
the range of E (Q2i)' For such ani the last identity gives 

2- i/=0, 

whi~h is a contradition since f #0. We conclude that 
AEd 1 - d 1 so .If 1 is not closed. 

IV. GENERALIZED LOCAL OBSERVABLES AND 
QUANTUM LOGIC 

In this section we shall study some properties of projec
tors in the * algebras .If I and d I defined with respect to a 
given spectral measure E. 

In the quantum logic approach to quantum mechanics it 
is usually assumed that the propositions associated with a 
physical system form an orthocomplemented partially or
dered set usually possessing some additional structure. Phy
sically a proposition may be interpreted as an observable that 
only gives the value 0 or 1 whenever it is measured. lI•n 

In the formulation of quantum logic of Jauch and Piron 
it is possible to get quite close to deducing the existence of a 
Hilbert space describing the system from the axioms for the 
propositional system. The propositions may then be identi
fied with the orthomodular lattice of projectors on this Hil
bert space. 11

•
16 

We now show that the projectors in the * algebra d I 

form an orthomodular latticell
•
16 satisfying all but one of 

Piron's axioms for a propositional system, 11.16 namely the 
completeness property. 

We shall denote the lattice of all projectors in the Hilbert 
space JY'by 9(Kj. Since the projectors in d l and d l all 
belong to 9(Kj they inherit a partial ordering from 9(Kj 
and we shall assume that they are ordered in this way 
throughout this section. Our theorem exhibits some proper
ties of these partially ordered sets of projectors. 

Theorem 4.1: The projectors in d 1 are an irreducible 
atomic orthomodular subiatticell ofB(Kj in which the cov
ering law 1 1 holds. This lattice is complete if and only if E is a 
compact spectral measure. 

Proof: It is easily verified that a projector M belongs to 
d 1 if and only if MEd L or jfC Ed L (since 
d L = d ~ + Cl). A similar property holds for projections 
indl =dL +Cl. 

(1) Let M and N be projectors in d I' If MEd L then 
M = E (R )ME (R ) for some bounded Borel set R and now 

M !\N<.M<.E(R), 

which implies M 1\ N = E (R )(M 1\ N)E (R ) so M 1\ NEd L' 

Hence if one of M,N belongs to d L we have M 1\ NEd L • 

Now suppose neither M nor Nbelong to d L; then jfC and 
R belong to d L so there are bounded Borel sets Rand Q in 
JRk with 

jfC =E(R)MeE(R) and R =E(Q)RE(Q). 

This implies jfC <.E (R ) and R <.E (Q ) so 

~ V R = E(R) V E (Q) = E (RuQ), 

giving 
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MV~ =E(RuQ)(M V~)E(RuQ). 

Since RuQ is bounded we have M V ~ ed L and now by de 
Morgan's lawlS 

MAN=I-MV~edI' 

We have now shown that M A Nbelongs to d I whenever M 
and N belong to d I' If M and N belong to d I then this 
property together with de Morgan's law implies that 
MV N = I - M A ~ also belongs to d I' Thus the projec
tors in d I are a sublattice of fJl(Yf'). 

Next we show that the projector lattice of d I is irredu
cible, i.e., 0 and I are the only projectors in d I which are 
compatible with every projector in d I' Since compatibility 
of projectors is equivalent to commutativityll.16 this follows 
from the fact that d] = Cl since d[ is irreducible by 
Theorem 3.1. 

We now show that the projector lattice of d [ is atomic. 
Let Mbe a nonzero projector in d [. If Med L let/ be a unit 
vector in the range of M and let Pf be the projector onto the 
subspace spanned by f. Then 

Pf<.M = E (R )ME (R )<.E (R ) 

for some bounded Borel set R and now Pf is clearly an atom. 
If Med L' then M ed L , so M = E (R )JF E (R ) for some 
bounded Borel set R. Let Q be a bounded Borel set with 
RnQ = 0 and E (Q ) #0 [ifno such Q exists then the spectrum 
of E must be a subset of R so d [ = B(Yf') by Theorem 3.2 
and in this case the projector lattice of d [ is clearly atomic]. 
Now [by considering a unit vector in the range of E (Q )] there 
is a one-dimensional projector N with 

N <.E (Q )<.E (R )C <.M. 

It follows that N is an atom in the projector lattice of d [ 
with N <.M. Hence the projector lattice of d [ is atomic. 

It is easily checked that every atom in d [ is a one
dimensional projector and the covering law in the projector 
lattice of d I now follows from the covering law in fJl(Yf'). 
The orthomodular law in the projector lattice of d I follows 
from the orthomodular law in fJl(Yf'). 

Finally let us consider the completeness of the projector 
lattice of d I' If E is compact then d [ = B(Yf') by Theorem 
3.2. The projector lattice of d I is simply fJl(Yf'), which is 
well known to be complete. Next we show that the projectors 
in d I are not a complete lattice when the spectral measure E 
is not compact Suppose that the spectrum A of E is not 
compact, then, by Lemma 3.1, A is the union of a disjoint 
sequence Q, of bounded Borel sets such that for each r, 
E (Q,) #0 and Q, lies outside a closed ball of radius r - 1 
centered at the origin. We shall show that the set 
{ E (Q2r _ I ): r = 1,2, ... J has no supremum in the projector 
lattice of d [. By way of contradiction suppose that Med I 
is a supremum for this set. Note that E (Q2, t is an upper 
bound for the above set for every r. Now 

,0 IE (Q2,)C = C2IE(Q2,)Y = I - r2IE (Q2r) 

:::}M<.E(QluQp") 

since M <.E (Q2,)c, But M is an upper bound for 
{E(Q2,-1 ):r= 1,2, ... } in fJl(Yf') soM~E(QIUQ3U.,,), Hence 
M=E(QluQ3U",), soE(QluQp .. ·) belongs to d[. Now we 
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must have E(QluQ3u ... )e d L or E(Q2UQp .. ) 
= E (QluQ3U"')C ed L' Suppose E (QluQ3u ... )ed L, then 

E(QIUQ3U"') = E(R )E (QluQ3u ... )E (R ) 

= E (Rn(QluQ3U ... )) 

=E( ~ RnQ2,_I)' 
,=1 

for some bounded Borel set R. Now since R is bounded and 
each Qr lies outside a ball of radius r - 1 we have 
RnQ2j_1 = o for somej. SinceE(Q2J_I )#0 we can choose 
a nonzero vector / in the range of E (Q2j _ 1 ), i.e., we have 
/ # 0 satisfying 

/=E(Q2i-d/ 

= E (QIUQ3U"')f 

= E( ~ (RnQ2,_ I)Y 
r=1 

Since the sequence Q, is disjoint this implies 

/ = E(RnQ2J_l)/ = 0, 

which is a contradiction since/was chosen to be nonzero. If 
E(Q2UQ4U"') edL , then we arrive at a contradiction in a 
similar way. Hence the assumption thatthe set {E (Q2r _ 1 ): r 
= 1,2, ... J has a supremum in the projection lattice of d L 

leads to a contradiction so this lattice is not complete. 
Before moving on, we would point out that if the spec

tral measure E is not compact then the projectors in d L do 
not constitute an orthomodular lattice. There is no maxi
mum element in this set of projectors. 

Le"!!!,o 4.1: Let AeB(Yf'), then these are equivalent: 
(1) AEdL ; (2) there is a sequence R, of bounded Borel 
sets in Rk such that E(R,) AE(R,) converges to A in the 
operator norm; (3) for every increasing sequence Q, of 
open balls converging to.Rk the sequence E (Qr lAE (Q,) con
verges to A in the operator norm. 

Proot [(1):::}(2).] Suppose AedL • Then there is a se
quence Ar in d L converging in the operator norm to A and 
for each r,Ar = E(R,lA,E(R,1 for some bounded Borel set 
R,. Now 

liE (R, lAE (R,l -A II 
<.IIE(RrlAE(Rr ) -E(Rr lArE (Rr )1I + liAr -A II 
<.211A, -A II 
~ (r-oo), 

so (2) holds. 
[(2):::}(3).] Assume (2) holds and define Vk = u~= 1 R r • 

Then Vk is an increasing sequence of bounded Borel sets and 
Rk <. Vk for each integer k. Let Q, be an increasing sequence 
of open balls converging to:an 

• Then we can extract a strictly 
increasing subsequence Q'k such that 

Vk <.Q'k' for every k = 1,2,3, .... 
Now Rk <.Qrk soE(Q,JE(Rk) =E(Rk ) giving 

liE (QrklAE (Q'k) -A II 
<.liE (Q'klAE (Q'k) 

- E (Q,)E (Rk)AE (Rk)E (QrklU 

+ IIE(RklAE(Rd- A II 
<.2I1E(RklAE(Rk) -A II. 
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Hence a subsequence of E(Qr)AE(Qr) converges to A. To 
show that the sequence itself converges to A observe that for 
rk <r similar inequalities to the above give 

liE (Qr)AE(Qr) -A II <211E(Qrk)AE(Qrk) -A II 
<4I1E (R k )AE(Rk ) -A II 

and this implies E (Qr)AE (Qr) converges to A. 
Finally (3)=>(1) is obvious from the definition of d L' 

Theorem 4.2: If E is not compact spectral measure then 
projectors in d 1 are not a complete lattice. 

Proof; We now show that the projectors in dIdo not 
form a complete lattice. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we 
can find a sequence Qr of disjoint Borel sets in Rk such that 
for each r, E (Qr) # 0, Qr lies outside a ball of radius r - I 
centered at the origin and the set {E(Q2r- d: r = 1,2, ... J has 
no supremum in .sf I' By way of contradiction suppose that 
Med I is a supremum for this set, then as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 we must haveM = E (QIUQ3U··.).1t follows that 
E (QIUQ3u ... )ed L or E (Q2UQ4u ... )ed L' If 
E(QIUQ3u ... )ed L' then by Lemma 4.1 there is a sequence 
Rr of bounded Borel sets converging to Rk such that 

E (Rr)E (QIUQ3U ... )E (Rr)-E (QIUQp .. ) 

in the operator norm. Now 

E (Rr)E (QIUQ3U ... )E (Rr) = E (R,n(QluQ3U"'))' 

It follows from the properties of Qr that this sequence is not 
eventually constant and so does not converge in the operator 
norm giving a contradiction. If E (Q2UQ4U"') belongs to d L 

then we arrive at a contradiction in a similar way. Hence the 
projectors in d 1 are not a complete lattice. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The completeness property usually built into a proposi
tional system is seen to be absent in the projector lattice in 
.sf l' Furthermore the projectors in .sf = .sf~ + L 00 (p) do 
not form a complete lattice either (see the Appendix). Here 
.sf is the C • algebra associated with a free quantum particle 
in the asymptotically separable theory of quantum mechan
ics recently put forward by the authors.4 1t would therefore 
be of interest to investigate further the properties of incom
plete lattices and to search for possible physical implications. 

APPENDIX: PROJECTOR LATTICE OF .sf~ AND L ""(P) 

We shall adhere to the notation in our two previous pa
pers4 here. 

Theorem A: The projectors in .sf = .sf~ + L 00 (p) do not 
form a complete lattice. 

Proof; It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 in the first 
paper of Ref. 4 that there is an increasing br of balls in Rn 

with the property that if we define 

.11 =b1, 

.1, = br - br _ 1 (r = 2,3, ... ), 

and 

then s· -lim U~tEx(.1 )U~ does not exist. So, Ex (.1 ) does 
not belong to .sf' and hence does not belong to .sf [this 
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follows from Theorem 8, part (3), of the first paper in Ref. 4]. 
Note that Ex (.1 r) belongs to .sf L and hence belongs to .sf' . 

We shall show that the set {Ex (.1 2r ): r = 1,2, ... J has no 
supremum in the ordered set of projectors in.sf. By way of 
contradiction suppose P is a supremum of this set, then for 
each rwe have Ex (.12r )<P, and taking a supremum in flJ(JYJ 
gives 

00 

Ex(.1 ) = V Ex(.1 2r )<P. 
,= 1 

AlsoforalliandjwehaveEx(.12J)<Ex(.12J_l r, theorthog
onal complement of Ex (.12i _ 1 ). So for all r, P<Ex (.12J _ 1 )e, 
and taking an infimum in flJ(JYJ gives 

P<r01Ex (.1 2'-1 r = C~ lEx(.12r-l)t = Ex (.1 ). 

Hence P = Ex (.1 ) and if P were in the ordered set of projec
tors in .sf we would have that Ex (.1 ) should belong to .sf 
giving the required contradiction. 
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Relations between Schrodinger forms associated with Schrodinger operators in L 2(n;d "x), 
f} C R" open, n> 1 and the corresponding Dirichlet forms are investigated. Various concrete 
examples are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the relation between Schro
dinger forms Q associated with Schrodinger operators 
H = -.:1 + V in L 2(n;d "x), nCR" open, n E N and the 
corresponding Dirichlet (energy) form E", in L 2(n;¢ 2 d "x), 
where 0 < ¢ E L foe (n;d "x) represents an appropriate distri
butional solution of H¢ = E¢ for some E E JR. In contrast to 
earlier treatments on this subject where some emphasis has 
been devoted to the construction of strongly singular inter
actions H in L 2(n;d "x) by means of introducing first E", and 
then obtaining Q and H by unitary equivalence between 
L 2(n;¢ 2 d "x) and L 2(f};d "x) (cf. Refs. 1-6) we now intend 
to study the opposite direction: Given a Schrodinger opera
tor H in L 2(f};d "x) with Q its associated form we show how 
to use appropriate distributional solutions ¢ of H¢ = E¢ for 
some E E R to construct the corresponding Dirichlet form 
E", with associated Hamiltonian H", in L 2(f};¢ 2 d "x). In 
particular we are concerned with a certain kind of unique
ness question regarding the'associated Schrodinger and Dir
ichlet forms by establishing that C o(n) as well as ¢C o(f}) 
are cores for Q and C o(f}) is a core for E", implying (cf. 
Theorem 2.5) 

E",if,g) = Q(¢j,¢g) - E(¢j,¢g) 

(Ll) 

[where (-,.) denotes the scalar product inL 2(f};d "x) and ~(-) 
the domain]. We note that in the case n = R" and under 
certain conditions on ¢ (see Lemma 2.1) strong uniqueness 
results concerning operator cores for Ii and H", (instead of 
form cores) have been obtained in Refs. 1 and 7 (cf. also Refs. 
8). Here we follow the approach in Ref. 9 by studying direct
ly Q and E",. In particular, taking f} = R" and ¢ to be the 
ground state of H, it was shown9 that C o(R") as well as 
¢C o(R") are form cores for H and that Eq. (1.1) holds in this 
case. Our results essentially represent a "localized" version 
of this approach in the sense that first R" is replaced by an 
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stitut flir Theoretische Physik, Universitiit Graz, Graz, Austria. 
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open set nCR" and second ¢ is not assumed to lie in the 
form domain of H. Finally, in Sec. III, we use the detailed 
results of Refs. 10-13 concerning distributional solutions of 
H¢ = E¢ to discuss explicit realizations of our general 
framework described in Sec. II. For a recent treatment of 
ultracontractivity (ultraboundedness) of Schrodinger semi
groups, where also core properties of Dirichlet forms have 
been investigated see Ref. 14. 

II. RELATIONS BETWEEN SCHRODINGER AND 
DIRICHLET FORMS 

In order to describe the results of Refs. 1,7, and 9 con
cerning the relation between Schrodinger forms and the cor
responding Dirichlet forms, mentioned in the Introduction, 
we first introduce some notations. 
. Let O<;.¢ E L foe (R") and define the minimal energy form 

E", in L 2(R";¢ 2 d "x) by 

E",if,g) = r ¢2(x)d"x (Vf)(x)(Vg)(x) JRn 

(2.1) 

[Abbreviations of the type LiIoc,(n) for some n C R",p> 1 
always refer to L ~oe} (f};d "x), where d nx denotes the Lebes
gue measure.] If E", is closable we denote its closure by E", 
and the unique self-adjoint, non-negative operator in 
L 2(R";¢ 2 d "x) associated with E", is. denoted by H",. As a 
sufficient condition for closability of E", we mention, for ex
ample, I (V¢)j EL foe (R"), lq<;.n (see Ref. 15) (see also Refs. 
5, 7, and 16-18 for recent results in this direction). 

Next assume V = VI + V2 with C<;' VI E L loe (R") for 
some C E Rand V2 to be form-bounded with respect to 
Ho = -.:1, ~(Ho) = H 2

•
2(R") (see Ref. 19) with bound 

strictly less than 1. The minimal Schrodinger form Q in 
L 2(R") is then defined by 

Q if,g) = in d"x (Vf)(x)(Vg)(x) 

+ in d"x V(x)f(x)g(x), ~(Q) = Co(R"). 

(2.2) 

By the hypotheses on V, Q is closable and its closure Q has the 
domain ~ (Q) = H 2.1(Rn)n~ (/ VI/1/2). By H = -.:1 + V we 
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denote the unique self-adjoint and semibounded operator in 
L 2(JR") corresponding to Q. 

Now we are in position to describe the results contained 
in Refs. 1, 7, and 9. 

Lemma 2.1 1. ~. (a) Let O<..t/J E L foc (R"), t/J -I ELI:: (R"), 
..:it/J E L ~oc (R") (see Ref. 15), and define V = t/J -I(..:it/J). If 
iI = -..:i + V, !P (iI) = e ; (R"), is essentially self-adjoint 
in L 2(R"), then E", and Q are closable and H", is essentially 
self-adjoint on t/J -Ie ;(R"). 

Moreover 

!P(H",)=t/J-I!P(H), H", =t/J-IHt/J. (2.3) 

In particular, t/J -Ie ;(Rn) is a form core for E", and 

!P(E",) = t/J -I!P(Q), 

E",(t/J -1'.t/J -Ig) = Q(f,g), 

for allf,g E !P(Q). (2.4) 

(b) Assume t/J E L ~oc (Rn), t/J > 0 on compact sets, and t/J is lo
cally Lipshitz continuous. Then H", is essentially self-adjoint 
on e;(R"). 

Remark 2.2: For the sake of brevity we have chosen 
rather strong conditions on t/J in part (a) of Lemma 2.1. For 
considerably weaker assumptions cf. Ref. 1. Sufficient con
ditions on V = t/J - I(..:it/J ) in order to guarantee essential self
adjointness of iI can be found in Ref. 20. 

It remains to state the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 ~. Let V = VI + V2 with C<.. VI E L l~ (R") for 

some C E R and V2 E LP(R") real withp>n/2 ifn>3,p > 1 if 
n = 2 and p = 1 if n = 1, then Q is closable. Furthermore 
assume that E = inf u(H) is an eigenvalue (necessarily sim
ple) with t/J the corresponding eigenvector (ground state). 
Then t/J E L "" (R"), t/J -I ELI:: (Rn), and t/Je ; (R") is a core for 
Q. Moreover t/J can be chosen to be > 0 a.e. and 

Q (t/JJ,t/Jg) - E (t/JJ,t/Jg) = E", ((,g) 

for allf,g E !P(E",). (2.5) 
o 

For the rest ofthis section we aim at a twofold general
ization ofthe above result. First, in analogy to Lemma 2.1, 
we want to weaken the global hypothesis t/J E !P (H) (implicit 
in t/J being an eigenvector) and second we are interested in 
replacing R" by an open set nCR". We mainly follow the 
ideas of Ref. 9 "localizing" the corresponding proofs step by 
step. 

The following assumptions are made. 
(I) Let nCR" be open (nonempty), I C n be a closed 

set of Lebesgue-measure zero, and V = VI + V2, where 
c<"VI EL foc(n -I)forsomec E Rand V2 EL I~(n -I)is 
real valued and form bounded with respect to the Dirichlet 
Laplacian - ..:i D defined below with bound strictly less than 
1. 

Here the minimal Dirichlet form QD in L 2(n ) is defined 
by 

QD((,g) = (VJ,Vg), !P(QD) = e;(n -I), (2.6) 

with QD its closure and -..:iD the associated Hamiltonian. 

2547 

We also define the closed Schrodinger form 

Q((,g) = QD(f,g) + (IV I 1/2J, sgn (V)IVI I/2g), 

!P(Q) = !P(QD) n !P(IVII I/2), 
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(2.7) 

and denote by H = -..:iD + V the corresponding self-ad
joint operator in L 2(n ). 

(II) There exists an E E Rand t/J E L ;, (n - I) real val
ued such that 

t/J-I ELI::(n -I), (Vt/Jb EL~oe(n -I), 1~<n, 

and -..:it/J+ Vt/J=Et/J, 

in the sense of distributions in e ; (n - I )' . 
Given the above assumptions we state the following 

lemma. 
Lemma 2.4: Assume hypotheses (I) and let 

t/J ELI:: (n - I) be such that t/J -I E L ;, (n - I) and 
(Vt/J )j E L toe (n - I), 1 <;j<..n. Then e ;(n - I) as well as 
t/Je ;(n - I) are form cores for H = -..:iD + v. 

Proof We first note that by Theorem 2 in Ref. 21, 
e ;(n - I) is a form core for H. Thus it suffices to prove 
that for each fEe; (n - I ) there is a sequence 
[fk hEN C e; (n - I ) such that [II . lip denotes the norm 
in LP(n) for l<..p<.. 00] 

IIIH 11/2(( - t/Jfklll~ + Ilf - t/Jfk II~ -+ 0, as k -+ 00 • 

LetfE e ;(n - I), then 

In d"xIVI(x)llt/J -I(XV'(XW 

<.. Iit/J -2PII "" 1 d "xl VI (x) I < 00 , 
supp(f) 

and similarly (111 denotes the Lebesgue measure of some 
measurable set 1 eRn) 

In d"xIV(t/J -Y)(xW 

<..2 r d"xlt/J(x)I-21(Vf)(xW 
Jsupp(f) 

+21 d"xlt/J(x)I- 4 1f(xWI(Vt/J)(xW 
supp(f) 

<..211t/J -2IVfI 211"" Isupp(()I 

+ 211t/J -:rll~ 1 d"xI!Vt/J )(xW, 
supp(f) 

and this is finite by the assumptions on t/J. Next we introduce 
an approximate identity J k' 

Jk(X) = k J(kx), x E R", kEN, 
where 

O<;jEe;(R"), suppV) C [xER"llxl<..1j, 

( dnx J(x) = 1, 
JR" 

and introduce 

fk =ik*(t/J -If), fE e;(n -I). 
Since 

Ifk(xll<..lIt/J -Ifll"" < 00 , (2.8) 

[fk } kEN is uniformly bounded, and from the fact that 
supp (t/J - 1j) is compact we infer that 

Ilfk-t/J-Yliz -+ 0,IIVfk- V(t/J-YlII2-+ 0, (2.9) 
k~"" 

ask-+oo. 
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By passing to a subsequence (again denoted by fk) we also get 

fk -- t/J-V pointwise a.e. (2.10) 
k~ 00 

Finally, if k -I < k 0- 1 = dist (supp (t/J -V), a(n - .I )) 

[a..4' = Jt n (Rn -..4') denotes the boundary of a subset 
..4' eRn], we obtain22 

fk ECoo(n-.I), k>ko· (2.11) 
Thus 

t/J -ICoo(n -.I) C !P(Q) = !P(QD) n!P(1V111/2). 

Consequently, VEL loe (n - .I ), Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11) and domi
nated convergence imply (k>ko) 

Qif - t/Jfkl - t/Jfd + Ilf - t/Jfk 112 

= L dnxIVif-t/Jfd(xW 

+ L dnx[V(x) + 11Iif-t/Jfk)(xW 

<L dnxlt/J(xWIV(t/J -V-fk)(XW 

+ L dnxlt/J (xW[I V(x)1 + 111(t/J -V-fk)(XW 

<[ess sup 1t/J(vW]{ ( dnxIV(t/J-V-fk)(XW 
ye .upp(fk,,) ),uPP(fk,,) 

+ ( dnx[lV(x)1 + 111 (t/J-V-fk)(XW} -- O. 
),uPP(fk,,) k ~ 00 

o 
In order to state our main result we assume that 

t/J E L foe (n - .I) and define the minimal Dirichlet (energy) 
form E", in L 2(n;t/J 2 d nx) by 

E",if,g) = L t/J 2(x)d nx (Vf)(x)(Vg)(x) 

on !P(E",) = Coo(n -.I). (2.12) 

In case E", is closable its closure is again denoted by E", with 
H"" the uniquely associated self-adjoint, non-negative oper
ator in L 2(n;t/J 2 d nx). 

Theorem 2.5: Assume conditions (I) and (II). Then E", is 
closable, t/JC 00 (n - .I ) is a form core for Q, and 

E",if,g) = Q (t/JJ,t/Jg) - E (t/JJ,t/Jg), for allf,g E !P(E",). (2.13) 

Proof: By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to prove Eq. (2.13) for 
f,g E C oo(n -.I). But the fact that (L1t/J) = Vt/J a.e., 
t/J E L I~ (n - .I ) and V t/J E. L loe (n - .I ) immediately shows 

Q (t/JJ,t/Jg) - E (t/JJ,t/Jg) 
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= L d nx (Vt/Jf)(x)(Vt/Jg)(x) 

+ L d nx[ V(x) - E) It/J (xW f(x)g(x) 

= L d nx t/J (xl{ ( - L1t/J )(x) 

+ [V(x)-E1t/J(x)Jf(x)g(x) 

+ L It/J (xWd nx (Vf)(x)(Vg)(x) 

= E",if,g), f,g E C oo(n -.I). 
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o 

The form E", by definition is the closure of the minimal 
Dirichlet formE", defined on C oo(n -.I) [cf. Eq. (2.12)]. On 
the other hand the main object studied in Refs. 1-6 is the 
minimal Dirichlet form 

E",if,g) = L t/J 2(xJd nx(Vf)(x)(Vg)(x), 

on !P(E",) = C oo(n). (2.14) 

If, e.g., t/JELfoc(n), Vt/JELfoe(n-.I) (which will.be as
sumed in the following), the corresponding closure of E", will 
be denoted by E",. Obviously we have 

E", C E"" (2.15) 

but it is natural to ask under which additional conditions on 
.I one actually has equality in (2.15). The rest of this section is 
entirely devoted to give a complete answer to this question 
using the concept of capacity. 

For convenience of the reader we briefly summarize 
some basic facts concerning the notion of capacity (for more 
details see Refs. 1,4,16, and 23). Let tJ denote the family of 
open measurable subsets of n and define for all A E tJ, 

Y A = {fE !P(E",)l!> 1 m-a.e. onA J, (2.16) 

where m is the measure dm = t/J 2(x)d nx, i.e., 

m(A ) = L t/J 2(x)d nx. (2.17) 

We assume assumption (II) so that t/J 2 > 0 dx-a.e. on n -.I 
and, since.I has Lebesgue measure zero, also t/J 2 > 0 dx-a.e., 
which implies m(A ) > 0 for A E tJ. Assuming t/J E L foe (n ), 
from now on we have m(A ) < 00 for all bounded, measura
ble sets A so that we can define the capacity of sets according 
tol6 

C (A) 
{ 

inf {E",ifl) + Iit/Jfll~ J, 
ap = Ie.?" 

00, if Y A = 0. 

For an arbitrary set Ben we define 

Cap(B ) = inf Cap(A). 
AeC' 
BCA 

if Y A #0, 
(2.18) 

(2.19) 

By Lemma 3.1.1 of Ref. 16 we obtain for each A E tJ the 
existence of a unique element e A E Y A , the so-called equilib
rium potential of A, such that 

E",(eA,eA) + IIt/JeA II~ = Cap(A), 

O<eA <1 and eA = 1 m-a.e.onA. (2.20) 

One has always m(A )<Cap(A ) but in general m(A ) = 0 does 
not imply Cap(A ) = O. Whether m(A ) = 0 indeed implies 
Cap(A ) = 0 strongly depends on the behavior of t/J near the 
setA and on the dimension n. The following facts which can 
be derived from Sec. 4 of Ref. 4 give a partial answer to this 
question. 

Lemma2.64.·Letn = l,(a,b) C R,b>a,andxoE(a,b). 
(a) If there exists a C> 0 such that 

It/J (x)I<C Ix - xOll/2, for all x E (a,b), 

then Cap({xo}) = O. 
(b) If there exist positive constants C,r with 0 < r <! 

such that 
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I¢> (x)I>C Ix - xolY, for all x E (a,b), 

then Cap( (xo 1) > O. 
The above result has the following simple extension to 

n >2 if we assume thatZ is a finite union of C I-smooth mani-

folds24 [i.e., Z=L(=dn~IZ,), N, Mr EN, Z. = (XEn I 
Fs(x) = OJ, F. E CI(n.), n. C Hn open, (VFs)2(X»0 for 
XEns]: If ¢>ELI:'(U) for some open set UC n with 
Z C U and the codimension of Z is greater than 1, we have 
Cap(Z) = O. Moreover a one-point set {xo 1 C n C Hn has 
zero capacity for any n> 1 if in a neighborhood of Xo the 
function ¢> obeys 

I¢> (x)1 <Clx - xol(2 - n)/2, for some C> O. (2.21) 

[This follows from Lemma 2.6 since for I spherically sym
metricaroundxo wehaveE~if/)<constfordrlf'(rW.] Simi
larly, iff or some positive constants C,y,O < y < 1, ¢> fulfills 

(2.22) 

for all x in a neighborhood of xo, then Cap( (xo 1 ) > O. 
If one assumes that I¢> I is bounded away from zero in a 

neighborhood of Z and Z is a smooth manifold of codimen
sion 1, then Cap(Z ) > O. For example, the surface of a sphere 
in H3 has positive finite capacity. Under the same conditions 
on ¢> a plane in H3 has nonzero (possibly infinite) capacity. If 
for some C> 0, 8> 0, I¢> (x) I > C holds for all x such that the 
distance from x to the plane is smaller than 8 the capacity of 
the plane is infinite. The following example shows how to 
construct a rp such that a plane in H3 has finite capacity. 

Example2.7:Letn=H3,Z= (xEH3 Ix3=Oj and as
sume 

¢> (x) = tp (X I,x2)tP(X3 ), tp"t1tp E L foe (H2), 

rp,rp' E L foe (H), tp,rp real valued. 

If C (r) C Z denotes the closed circle of radius r centered at 
the origin we have16 

Cap(Z) = sup Cap( C (r)) = lim Cap( C (r)). (2.23) 
r>O T---+ oc 

Next we assume that u represents the capacity of (Ole R 
computed with the form 

'E",if/) = i rp2(x)dxlf'(xW 

+ Sa rp2(x)dxlf(xW, ~(E",) = C aIR), 

(2.24) 

and denote by e the corresponding equilibrium potential. Let 
P (r) represent the capacity of C (r) computed with the form 

+ f tp2(x)d2xlg(xW, ~(E'P) = C o (H2), 
Jft' 

(2.25) 

with e r the associated equilibrium potential. Then 
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Cap(C (r))< f tp 2(XI,x2)rp2(X3 )d 3X Jft) 
X ( l(a ler )(x l ,x2)e(x3W 

+ l(a2er )(x l ,x2)e(x3W 
+ ler (x l ,x2)(a3e)(x3W 

+ ler (x l ,x2)e(x3Wl 

<P(r) i rp2(X3)dx3Ie(x3W<P(r)u (2.26) 

(where aj = alaxj,j = 1,2,3). Hence Cap(Z) is finite if P(r) 
stays bounded as r -+ 00 • Next we assume 

tp(X I,X2) =tu(p), p = (xf +X~)1I2, 

tu(p) =pa, a< - 1, forp> I, 

{
I,O<;p<r, 

g(X I,x2) = h (p), h (p) = /3...fJ 
r- p, p>r, /3<0. 

Then for r> 1 we have 

P(r)<21T/32r -2!3 fO dpp2a+2/3-1+21T fPdPltu(PW 

+ 21T ir 

dp p2a + 1+ 21Tr- 2/3 i"" dp p2a+ 2/3+ I, 

(2.27) 
which is obviously bounded as r -+ 00 • 

After these preliminaries we are ready to state the fol
lowing theorem. 

Theorem 2.8: Assume in addition tq conditions (I) and 
(II) th~ ¢> E L foe (n ). Then both E~ and E~ are closable and 
E~ = E~ if and only ifCap(Z) = O. . 

Proof: Since ¢> is a~missable in the sense of Ref. 1, E~ is 
closable. Closability of!1~ fol!9ws from Theorem 2.5 (or sim
ply from the fact that E~ C E~). 

(a) Assume Cap(Z) = 0: Let Um en, mEN be a se
quence of open sets such that Z CUm' mEN, and 

lim Cap( U m) = Cap(.I ) = 0 (since Z is closed the exis-
m_"" 
tence of U m follows from Refs. 1 or 161: Let em be the equilib-
rium potential of U m' Since em E ~ (E~) there is a sequence 
(gm.k heN C C o(n) converging to em in Ergraph norm as 
k -+ 00 • Without loss of generality we may assume that for 
any kEN there is an open set U m,k C n such that 

Um C Um.k and gm.dx) = I for x E Um,k' mEN. Let 
IE c o(n), then if - gm.J) E C a(n - Z). From 

E~(f - if-emf).! - if - em I)) + II¢> [I-if - emf)] II~ 

= L rp 2(x)d nxIV(emf)(xW + L ¢> 2(x)dnxl(eJ)(xW 

<sup [IV/(xW+ If(xW]{E~(em,em)+ lI¢>emllU 
xeD 

+2[E~(em,em) L ¢>2(X)dnxIV/(xW[(emf)(XWr/2 

<c Cap(U m) -+ 0, 
m_"" 
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where c is independent of m (and only depends onf), we infer 
that {fJ}EN = {f-gmpk/J}EN C CO'(I1-~) converges 
tofin E-i.-graph norm asj_ 00 • Hence CO'(11 -~) is a 
core for E",. 

(b) Suppose that ~ is compact and Cap(~) > 0: We first 
note that in this case Cap(~) is necessarily finite. Indeed 
there is an open bounded setA such that~ C A and A C 11. 
Hence we can find a function h E C 0'(11) such that h (x) > 1 
for x EA. Since by definition CO' (11 ) C E", we obtain 
h E .!fA and thus .!fA #0 implying the finiteness of Cap(A ). 
By the monotonicity property of capacity, Cap(~ ) is also fin
ite. Next let fE C 0'(11) and without loss of generality we 
assume fIx) > 1 for x E~. Assume that 
{fm J mEN C C 0'(11 - ~) converges to fin E", -graph norm. 
Let U;" = 11 - suPpfm' mEN, then U;" are open and 
~ C U;" for all mEN. Define open sets U m such that 

~ C Um C U;", mEN and lim Cap(Um) = Cap(~). 
m~ 00 

Since if - fm )(x):> 1 for x E U m and m large enough we get 
the contradiction 

o < Cap(~ ) <Cap( Um )<E",if - fm 1- fm) 

+ 11<,6 if - fmlll~ - o. 
m~ 00 

(c) Let ~ be unbounded and Cap(~) > 0: We define the 
sequence {~m JmEN = ISm n~ JmEN of compact sets, 
where Sm denotes the closed sphere in R" of radius m cen
tered at the origin. By the theorem of capacitability (cf. Refs. 
16 and 23) and Theorem 3.1.1 of Ref. 16 we have 

Cap(~) = sup Cap(~m)' 
mEN 

Since Cap(~) > 0 it follows that Cap(~mJ > 0 for some 
mo EN. If we introduce 

E""moif,g) = L <,6 2(x)d"x (Vf)(x)(Vg)(x), 

fP(E""mo) = CO'(11 -~mJ, 

with E"',mo the corresponding closur~ we get that E""mo ~ E", 
by part (b). But E", C E""mo ~ E", then concludes the 
proof. 0 

Remark 2.9: To the regular Dirichlet form E", (in the 
sense of Ref. 16) there corresponds an m-symmetric Hunt 
process X t of diffusion type with generator given by E",. The 
condition Cap(~ ) = 0 is equivalent with~ exceptional for X t 

in the sense of Ref. 16, i.e., such that there exists a Borel set 
1 ::::> ~ such that P m(uJ; < 00 ) = 0, where 
UJ; = inf{ t > 0IXt E 1 J is the hitting time for X t and Pm is 
the measure defined on 11 by Pm (A ) = SAPx(A )m(dx), 
dm = ifJ 2 dx,Px the law of the processXt startedatx, and A a 
measurable subset of 11. Intuitively, thus, Cap(~) = 0 corre
sponds to the fact that the process X t a.s. does not reach 1 in 
finite time, hence we are not free to prescribe boundary con
ditions on~. 

We note that the fact that CO' (R" - {xo J ), Xo E R" is a 
form core for Ho = -.:1, fP(Ho) = H 2,2(JR") for all n:>2 as 
proved, e.g., in Ref. 25, trivially follows from the above 
theorem by taking 11 = R", ~ = {xoJ, <,6 (x) = 1, observing 
that Cap({xoll = 0 for n:>2 [cf. Eq. (2.21)]. 
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For numerous explicitly solved examples where the 
above phenomenon (viz. the disappearance of a boundary 
condition on ~ in E", when the closure of E", is considered) 
can be studied directly; see Ref. 1. 

III. SOME PARTICULAR CASES 

A.f1 = Rn,~=ifJ 

Following Refs. 12 and 13 we first introduce the class of 
potentials K" :A measurable function V:R" _ R lies in K" iff 

sup f dylVtvll < 00, if n = 1, 
XER )Ix -yl.;1 

ifn = 2, 

ifn:>3, (3.1) 

Moreover V E K ~oc iff X R V E K" for all R > 0 (x R being the 
characteristicfunctionoftheball {x E R"llxl<R j),inparti
cular K\oc = L foe (R). 

Assuming 

(AI) V= VI + V2, c<VI EK~oc, 

for some c E Rand V2 EK", 

then hypothesis (I) with n = R", ~ = 0 is fulfilled. More
over C O'(R") is a form core for H = -.:1 + Vin L 2(R") (see 
Refs. 12 and 13). [If in addition VEL~oc(R")thenCO'(R")is 
an operator core for H.] In order to show that also assump
tion (II) is obeyed we recall the following. 

Lemma 3.11~. Assume (AI). Then, for some E E R, 
-.:1<,6 + V<,6 = E<,6 has a nonzero distributional solution <,6 
[in the sense that ifJ, V <,6 E L loe (R") and 
- (.:1f,<,6) + if, V<,6) = Eif,<,6 )forallfE C O'(R")] which is non

negative iff inf a(H ):>E. Moreover if ifJ is such a solution it 
equals a.e. a continuous function and (V <,6 )j E L ~oc (R"), 
1 <J<n. In addition, Harnack's inequality 

ifJ (x)<C<,6 tv), x,y E R", 

where C is independent of x,y if x,y E K for compact subsets 
K C R", implies the existence of C R > 0 such that 

C R 1<<,6 (x)<CR , if Ixl <R. 

Consequently assumptions (I) and (II) with 11 = R", ~ = 0 
are fulfilled if V obeys (AI). In particular the assertions of 
Theorem 2.5 are valid. 

In general, if E < inf a(H) there is no <,60 that is distin
guished among all possible <,6 's as the example V = 0 and 
<,6 (x) = e( - E)"2 •. x, E < 0, e some unit vectorin R" (satisfying 
- .:1<,6 = E<,6 ) shows. This situation changes if E - inf a(H) 

as described below. 
Lemma 3.2: In addition to hypothesis (AI) assume that 

Eo = inf a(H) belongs to the discrete spectrum of H. Then Eo 
is simple and the corresponding eigenfunction <,60 (the 
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ground state) can be chosen to be continuous and strictly 
positive. In particular rpo is the only distributional solution of 
( -.d + V)rpo = EorfJo (up to multiplicative constants) with 
rpo, (Vrpo)j E L 2(Rn), 1 <i..;;n. 

Sketch of proof: Strict positivity of rp follows from 
positivity improving of the semigroup e - tH, t> 0 (see Refs. 
26 and 27). The remaining assertions are contained in 
Lemma 3.1. 0 

It remains to discuss the case where Eo = inf 0" ess (H) 
and the discrete spectrum of H is empty. We first treat the 
case n>3. Instead of Assumption (AI) we now introduce the 
stronger condition 

(A2)forsomeO<E<n/2 -1, 
VEL nl2 - E(R") n L ,,/2 + E(R") real valued, n>3. 

Hypothesis (A2) implies O"ess(H) = [0, 00 ) (cf. Theorem 
XIII. 15 in Ref. 27). 

Lemma 3.3 l~. Assume condition (A2) andinfoi,H) = O. 
Then there is a unique rpo E L 00 (R") satisfying 

rp (x) = rp 00 - Cn f d nylx - yl- (n - 21 V(v)rp (v), 

C" = r(n/2)/2(n - 2)11""12, n>3, 

for some rp 00 E [0, 00 ) [r (z) being the gamma function28]. 
Moreover rpo is continuous, strictly pOSltIve, 
(Vrpo)j E L roc (Rn), 1 <i..;;n, and ( -.d + V)rpo = 0 in the sense 
of distributions. 

Remark 3.4: (a) If rp 00 > 0, rpo(x) corresponds to the zero
energy scattering solution of H in the "subcritical case,,,29 
whereas if rp 00 = 0, rpo(x) describes a zero-energy resonance 
(if n = 3,4) [resp. a zero-energy bound state (if n>5)] of H in 
the so-called "critical case,,32 associated with the absorption 
of the ground state.33 For the notion of zero-energy reson
ances (resp. bound states and scattering wave functions) we 
refer to Refs. 31 and 35-39. 

(b) In contrast to assumption (AI), condition (A2) im
plies a strong fall of V + at infinity. As a consequence 
rpoEL 00(Rn)n>3 in Lemma 3.3. In fact the example 
V(x) = yllxl, y>O, n = 3 shows that in general 
rpo E L l~ (Rn) in Lemma 3.1 cannot be replaced by L ""(R") 
since40 

[I1(z) the modified Bessel function of order 1 (see Ref. 28)] 
obeys 

( -.d + yllxJ)rpo = 0, 0 <rpo E C 00 (R3) 

and 

rpo(x) = O(lxl-3/4exp(4ylxWI2) 
Ixl ~ 00 

in this particular case. (The example trivially extends to 
n = 2 and n>4 and an appropriate modification of V at 
x = 0 also applies for n = 1.) For a general discussion con
cerning bounds on zero-energy (distributional) solutions rpo 
of H we refer to Refs. 12 and 41. 
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In condition (A2) we treated only the case n>3. The 
main reason to single out n = 1,2 of course lies in the fact 
that under hypothesis (A2) for A E R, IAI small enough, 
H (A) = -.d +A V and Ho = -.d are unitarily equivalent 
[the wave operators n (A) = s-lim eiIB().le - ilBo are ± t __ ± CXl 

unitary and hence H (A ) = n ± (A )Holl ± (A )* (see Refs. 27 
and 42)]. If V..;;O, VE LP(Rn) + L q(R"), 1 <q < 00, p = 1 if 
n = 1,p> 1 ifn = 2 thenH(A) = -.d +AV has a negative 
eigenvalue for all A> 0 [and O"ess (H) = [0,00)].43 If 
Eo = inf oi,H) belongs to the discrete spectrum of H and 
n = 1,2 then Lemma 3.2 applies. If, e.g., n = 1, 
(1 + IxI2)VELI(R) and Eo=infoi,H)=O it suffices to 
study integral equations of the type 

rpo(x) = C1 + C~ + 2- 1 L dylx - yjV(v)rpo(v) (3.2) 

for appropriate C1,C2 E R (cf. Refs. 44--46). By Lemma 3.1 or 
by the one-to-one correspondence between solutions of Eq. 
(3.2) and distributional solutions of ( - d 21 
dx2 + V(x))rp = 0 (which automatically have a locally abso
lutely continuous derivative) one obtains the existence of a 
strictly positive solution rpo of Eq. (3.2). In particular rpo 
obeys the assertions of Lemma 3.3 except that rpo E L OO(R) 
only if Vis critical. (For related results see also Refs. 47 and 
48.) A corresponding treatment of the case n = 2 appeared in 
Ref. 49. 

For possible applications of the above results (especially 
for n = 3) to prove the absence of negative bound states we 
refer to Ref. 50. 

B. n C Rn bounded, ~ = 0 

Let n C Rn be an open, connected, and bounded set and 
denote by -.d D the corresponding Dirichlet Laplacian in 
L 2(n) defined in Eq. (2.7). Assuming 

(B1) VEK~oc, 

Vis relatively form-bounded with respect to -.dD with rel
ative bound zero.13 Thus the form sum H = -.d D + V is 
well defined, C O'(n) is a form core for H, and H has a com
pact resolvent. Moreover we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5: Assume condition (Bl) and let 
Eo = inf oi,H). Then Eo is a simple eigenvalue of H (the 
ground state energy) and the corresponding eigenfunction rpo 
can be chosen to be continuous and strictly positive on n. 
Moreover rpo E L "" (n ) and (up to multiplicative constants) 
rpo is the only distributional solution oft -.d + V)rpo = Eorpo 
with rpo, (Vrpo)j E L 2(n), 1 <i";;n. 

Sketch of proof: Since (H - E)-J,E <Eo is compact and 
positivity improving, Eo is a simple eigenvalue of H, and the 
corresponding eigenfunction rpo E L 2(n ) can be chosen to be 
non-negativeS1 (cf. also Ref. 52). By the results of Refs. 12 
and 13, rpo equals a.e. a continuous function and Harnack's 
inequality implies strict positivity of rpo. Clearly rpo E L 00 (n ) 
since rpo vanishes on an. Thus conditions (I) and (II) are 
fulfilled and Theorem 2.5 applies. 0 

The above results can be generalized to unbounded do
mains n C R". In this context we also refer to Refs. 53-56 
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for results in connection with positive distributional solu
tions of Bt/> = Et/>. In the special case n = I, cf. also Ref. 48. 

C . .I = (xo) 

We finally show how different distributional solutions 
t/>j,j = 1,2 of - -1t/>j + Vt/>j = Ejt/>j,j = 1,2 can lead to the 
same conclusions as in Lemma 2.4. 

Example 3.6: Let n = I, n = (O,21T), .I = (1T I, V = ° 
and define the form 

Qo{(,g) = ((',g'), ~(Qo) = Co((0,21T) - {1TlJ· 

Then its closure is given by 

Qo {(,g) = if' ,g'), 

~ (Qo) = If E L 2((O,21T) If E AC((0,21T)); 

f(O+) = f(1T ± ) = f(21T _) = 0; 

f' E L 2((0,21T)) I, 

where AC((0,21T)) denotes the set of absolutely continuous 
functions on (O,21T). Let 

t/>o(x) = sin(x/2), t/>l = sin x, tP2 = I sin xl, 

then obviously 

tPj C O((0,21T) - {1T}) = Co((O,21T) - {1T}), 1 <i<3, 

and hence t/>jC o ((O,21T) - {1TlJ is a core for Qo. In fact it 
follows from the results in Ref. 1 that also tPjC o ((0,21T)) if 
j = 2,3 is a core for Qo. That is, if tP is nodeless (as it is the 
case fort/>t above) the boundary condition at...!" has to be put 
in by hand [i.e., by taking C o(n -...!") as the minimal do
main]. On the contrary if;P corresponds to an "excited state" 
with a node on...!", then also;PC o(n ) represents a core for Qo 
(resp. Q). 
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Many authors, both in quantum mechanics and signal theory, are concerned with a condition of 
positivity for the generalized Wigner functions. They give (and use) as necessary and sufficient the 
condition that the kernel be the characteristic function of another Wigner function. It is shown 
that the condition is not necessary, but only sufficient. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The generalized Wigner functions introduced by Co
hen 1 have been mathematically justified and studied by Rug
geri,2 Srinivas and Wolf,3 Amiet and Huguenin,4 Kruger 
and Poffyn,5 and finally Springborg.6 These generalized dis
tributions are sesquilinear with respect to the wave function. 

The initial aim was to interpret quantum mechanics in 
terms of classical concepts, which were expected to be espe
cially useful in the "quasiclassical" limit (See Tatarskii).7 

Each of these generalized distributions are linked to a corre
spondence principle associating operators (quantum obser
vables) with "corresponding" classical phase-space func
tions. 

In this brief report, we are mainly interested in the posi
tivity of these generalized distributions. 

II. PROCEDURE 

Without loss of generality, we consider that the quan
tum system is in a pure state t/J. 

The generalized Cohen 1 distributions are given by 

f ~(q, p) = ~ 13 a (u, v)e - (illi)(up + vq - hv) 

X t/J( b - ~ )t/J( b + ~) du dv db, (1) 

and the associated correspondence principle (see Refs. 3 and 
4) imposes that a (u, v) must satisfy the following properties: 
(a) the integral (I) must be convergent; (b) a (0,0) = I; (c) 

a (u, v) = a ( - u, - v); and (d) a (u, v) must have neither 
zero nor pole, and must be infinitely differentiable. 

Note that the original Wigner Weyl distributionf ;(q, p) 
is obtained by taking the particular choice a (u, v) = 1. The 
essential property of these generalized distributions is that 
for any observable B [whose corresponding classical func
tion is b (q, p)] we have 

(B)", =tr(/t/J)(t/J/B) = (t/J/B/t/J) 

= ( b(q,plf~(q,p)dqdp. 
JR' 

a)Institut Universitaire de Technologie de Montlm;on. Universite de Cler
mont Ferrand II. France. 

Unfortunately, the marginal distributions are only ob
tainedifa (0, v) = a (u, 0) = 1 for every u and v, andtheposi
tivity property [f ~(q, p»O everywhere in the phase space] 
for every state t/J is incompatible with the precedent condi
tion, as proved by Wigner.8 

Srinivas and Wolf3 have claimed that a necessary and 
sufficient condition giving this positivity is that a (u, v) be the 
characteristic function of the Wigner Weyl distribution 
f~(q,p) of some arbitrary state 0, i.e., 

a (u, v) = Yv. u if ~(q, p)) 

= ( e(i/li)(up + vq) f ~(q, p) dq dp. (2) 
JR2 

This condition is certainly sufficient. Noticing that (I) 
gives 

Yv. u if ~(q, p)) = a (u, v) (e(il1i)(uP+ V
Q » "', (3) 

where Q and P are the usual position and momentum opera
tors, we obtain, taking a (u, v) = 1 and substituting 0 to t/J in 
(3) 

(4) 

This is exactly the "quasicharacteristic function" of the 
state 0 as defined by Cushen and Hudson. 9 

Rewriting (3) with a (u, v) as chosen in (2), with (4), we 
obtain 

Yv. u if ~(q, p)) = (e(il1i)(uP+ vQ
» 8 (e(i/1i)(uP+ vQ

» ",. (5) 

Cushen and Hudson9 have proved that the product of 
two quasicharacteristic functions is a characteristic function 
and therefore is a function of positive type in Bochner's sense 
(see Ref. 10). 

Taking the double inverse Fourier transform of (5), we 
obtain 

f~(q,p) = f~(q',p') * f~(q',p'»O 
q.P 

(where * denotes double convolution), and 

( f'/J(q - q',p - p'lf~(q',p')dq' dp'. 
JR' 

However, condition (2) is not necessary. 
The origin of the error can be traced back in Srinivas and 
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Wolf,3 p. 1481, where, after formula 4.4b, the authors claim 
" .. .A (q, p, q, p) is a self-adjoint operator with constant trace 
C and hence..::1 (q, p, q, p)/C satisfies for every q and p all the 
properties of a density operator." The word "hence" has no 
justification whatsoever and consequently Theorem 4 is not 
correct. We show this assertion through the following coun
terexample issued from the Cartwright II smoothing meth
od. 

We choose as state (J the centered Gaussian which will 
be written with the notation of the coherent fundamental 
state (namely 0) of the harmonic oscillator (mass m and fre
quency w). 

so 

(qIO) = (mwl/i)1/4e - (112)(mWIII)<I, 

{1 (u, v) = (e(ilIl)(uP+ vQ)o = e-(11411)(mwu2+ '?Imw). 

Taking for S (u, v) a double Gaussian 

f;- ( ) _ - (1I211')(Z/u2 + z;.?) 
~ u, v - e , 

with ~ q and ~ p arbitrary chosen, but positive, we obtain 

{1- ( ) - - (1I41i)(mwu2 + .lIm",) - (11211')(z/if + z;.?) 
~v-e e • 

This new jj satisfies obviously the four conditions (a)
(d), and 

Yp--:ql(jj (u, v)) = (l/21Tuqup )e - (112)(<11<7; +P'IO/), 

with 

U q 2 = ~q 2 + /i/2mw and up 2 = ~p 2 + mw1i12. 

Consequently, we have the inequality uqup > /i/2. This 
shows that jj (u, v) cannot be the quasicharacteristic function 
of any state. 

Indeed, coming back to the Srinivas and Wolf approach, 
let 

..::1 (q,p, q,p) = (2~)2 i2jj (u, v)e(i/IiHulft
- P) +v(q-q)] du dv. 

It means that..::1 ITr{..::1 ) is not a density operator. A sim
ple calculation gives the following. 

(i) Tr(..::1 ) = (21T1i)-1. 

(ii) (q'l..::1 ITr (..::1 )Iq") = ~2!B (21T1i)-1/2e -(i/ll)(q" -q')p 

X e - (11411).4 (q" - q.)2 

Xe - (1I1iB)(q - (q" + q')/2)2, 

whereA = mw + 2Ip 2//i and B = l/mw + 2Iq 2//i. 

(iii) (q'I(..::1 ITr (..::1 Wlq") 

2555 

= ~2!B (21T1i)-1/2(Ji/~1 +AB) 

X e - (i/ll)(q" - q')Pe - (11411),4 (q" - q.)2 

X e - (1I1iB )(q - (q" + q')l2)2 

Xe(AB(q" - q') - (4q - 3q" - q.))2/(81iB(1 + AB)) 

X e - (q - q")211iB. 
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It is clear that only for ~p = ~q = 0 do we obtain the 
idem potence relation (..::1 ITr(..::1 W = (..::1 ITr(..::1 )). 

More generally, we give now a larger class of jj (u, v) 

giving the positivity property without being associated to 
any wave function. 

We consider an {1 (u, v) which is the quasicharacteristic 
function of some state (J. It guarantees the positivity off~. 
We construct another generalized Wigner distribution func
tion [namely 1 ~(q, p)] associated to the new choice of {1 (u, v) 

jj (u, v) = (e(i/ll)(uP+ VQ)(lS(u, v), (6) 

where S (u, v) is an arbitrary function of positive type in 
Bochner's sense, therefore verifying s(O, 0) = 1, 

S (u, v) = S( - u, - v), and Is(u, v)I<ls(O, 0)1. The proper
ties (a)-(d) are consequently fulfilled. Moreover, it is easy to 
verify that 7 ~(q,p) is everywhere positive for every state,p, 
since 

and taking the inverse Fourier transform, 

7~(q,p) = (f~(q",p").* /'6(q",p")) * YP-;;~,(S(u, v)). 
q,p q.P 

Consequently, 7 ~(q, p) is the convolution of two posi
tivefunct~nsf ~(q',p') andYp~.t(S(u, v)). Nevertheless, the 
previous {1 (u, v) as given in (6) is not strictly obliged to be a 
characteristic function of any state O. 

The relation (6) defines a class offunctions guaranteeing 
the positivity of the generalized Wigner distribution, larger 
than the class given by Srinivas and Wolf in Ref. 3. 

Among the class of double Gaussian smoothing kernels, 
the one with up u q = /i/2 is physically interesting since it is 
the Wigner function associated to the minimum wave pack
et. Finally, the need of a smoothing through a kernel of the 
class given by Srinivas and Wolf (may be an attractive idea 
for a physical interpretation) must be justified on properties 
beyond the mere positivity. 
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Though the electron possesses an anomalous magnetic moment, this term has so far been treated 
by perturbation methods only. Here this rather singular term is treated nonperturbatively. For a 
general and large class of spherical potentials it is shown that the Hamiltonian is essentially self
adjoint. If the potentials vanish at infinity the essential spectrum is R\( - m,m). These results 
hold for all, also strong, Coulomb-type potentials. We further establish that the eigenvalues for 
such Hamiltonians are stable and can be computed by a low-order perturbation theory, if I~ 3. 
The above results can also be extended to multicenter potentials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Refs. I and 2 it was shown that the Dirac Hamilton
ian with an anomalous magnetic moment term is essentially 
self-adjoint for physically reasonable potentials. This has 
been demonstrated recently also by Gesztesy, Simon, and 
Thaller. 3 In addition it was shown for a large class of such 
operators that the essential spectrum is ( - m,mr. In this 
paper these results are extended to multicenter Hamilto
nians. In addition we show the stability of the eigenvalues for 
1;;.3 and a low-order pertubation theory for Coulomb-like 
Hamiltonians. 

The notation of this paper is standard or is that of Refs. 
1 and 2. 

II. MULTICENTER HAMILTONIANS 

Our first result states that Dirac Hamiltonians have 
well-localized properties, which permit the application of a 
general decomposition principle. Mathematically this result 
is due to the relative compactness of multiplication opera
tors associated to compact sets. 

Let Mi , j = 1, ... ,n be disjoint finite sets and let Vi be 
formally symmetric 4 X 4 matrix potentials with coefficients 
in L ~oc (R3\Mi ). Moreover let Mo = v: = 1 Mi and 
Vo = .I7= 1 Vi' OnK = L 2(R3

) ® C"wearegoingtoconsid
er the Hamiltonians 

Hoo = a • ( - i V) + mp, 

~=a'(-iV)+mp+Vj, j=O,I, ... ,n, 
with domain ~ = Co (R3\Mo). Then the ~,j = 0, 1, ... ,n, 
are symmetric and Hoo is even essentially self-adjoint. 

Theorem 1: Let ~, V, and ~ be as above. Then 
n 

defH= L def~. (1) 
j= 1 

Moreoverif II Vj(x)lI_ 0, for IIxll- 00, and if each H j has 
equal finite deficiency indices, then 

O"ess(Ho) = LJaess(Hj), 
(2) 

(-m,m)CCO"ess(Hj), j=O,I, ... n. 

Here H j denotes a self-adjoint extension of ~. 
Proof: (a) For j = 1, ... ,n, let the OJ be open relatively 

compact disjoint neighborhoods of the ~. Write Vj = Xj 
X Vj + ~, where Xj is the characteristic function of OJ. Ar-

guing as in the proof of Theorem 4 of Ref. 1, one sees that the 
~ do not contribute to the deficiency index. If the ~ vanish 
at infinity, they do not even alter the essential spectrum. 
Thus we may assume ~ = 0 for allj. 

(b) As in the paper by Jorgens4 one shows now 

(3) 

where the Hj are unique extensions of the Hj • As in Ref. 4, 
we define for lP E Ctf 00 (R3) the bounded operator A (lP) by 
A (lP)u = HoolPu -lPHoou on ~ Hoo and extend A (lP) by con
tinuity. 

(c) For the remaining proof let lPj' j = 1, ... ,n, be a 
Coo (R3

) function, which vanishes off OJ and is equal to 1 on a 
neighborhood of ~. Moreover, let lP be a Coo (R3

) function, 
which is 1 for large x and vanishes on uj = 10J . Then 
f/! = 1 - .IlPi -lP satisfies f/!~(Hj·)Cn~j' because of (3). 
Assume now def~ = (mj,nj), mj,nj < 00, for j= 1, ... ,n, 
and let Uj,k' k = 1, ... ,mj , be independent solutions of Ht 
X Uj,k = - iUj,k . Then lPj Uj,k E ~ (H t)n~ (H t) and the {lPj 
XUj,k li = 1, ... ,n,k = 1, ... ,mj 1 arelinearindependentmodu-
10 ~ o' Since, moreover, 1m (H t lPj Uj,k lPj Uj,k) < 0 we see 
mo>.Ij= 1 mj' Similarly one shows the remaining relations 
mo<..Imj and no<..Inj , no>.Inj . 

(d) Let A E O"ess (H j) and let UI E ~j be a A-singular se
quence. Since the operator multiplication with (1 - lPj - lP ) 
is ~ compact, (1 -lPj -lP )UI - 0 and 
~ -A )(1 -lPj -lP )UI = (l-lPj -lP )(~ -A )UI -A (lPj 
+lP)UI -0. Thus a subsequence of {lPju!l or {lPU/} is aA

singular sequence for H O. In the latter case it is even a A
singular sequence for Hoo. This is only possible if A 
Et( - m,m). Conversely let A EO" ess (H 0) and let {u I } C ~ 0 be 
a A-singular sequence for H 0 . Arguing as above, we see that 
a subsequence of{ lP1UI }, ... ,{lPn UI } or {lP UI } is a A-singular 
sequence of H j , ... ,H ~ or Hoo. 

(e) For each A Et ( - m,m) there exists a A-singular se
quence {ud forHoowithsuppulC(uJ=1 Ojr. Then (ud 
is also a A-singular sequence for each ~ . 

Remark 1: The above result can be generalized in var
ious ways. First of all, one can allow more general potentials. 
Off the OJ, local Kato boundedness with respect to Hoo suf
fices. Second, it is possible to allow for a more general ~. 
One only needs that Hoo is essentially self-adjoint on 
C O(R3\Mo). Finally, this theorem can be formulated in the 
more general setting of Jorgens,4 who only allows 00 as a 
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singular point. In fact a part of such a program has been 
carried out by Karnarski.s One might even attempt to for
mulate such decomposition techniques for higher-order op
erators like Schrodinger operators. The appropriate setting 
for these results, however, would be a Fredholm theory for 
differential systems. 

Remark 2: The proof of the theorem shows that a A in 
the essential spectrum with IA I >m is generally associated 
with a singular sequence localized near infinity. But aA with 
IA I < m is necessarily associated to a sequence localized near 
oneMj • 

Remark 3: Theorem 1 together with the results of Ref. 1 
shows that any multicenter Coulomb-Dirac Hamiltonian 
with anomalous magnetic moment is essentially self-adjoint. 

Remark 4: Large classes of Dirac Hamiltonians have 
equal deficiency indices. This holds in particular for all 
Hamiltonians which arise from relatively bounded perturba
tions of spherically symmetric Hamiltonians. Thus this is 
true for all operators studied here or in Refs. 1 and 2. 

III. STABILITY 

Because of Theorem 1 we shall consider from now on 
single center Hamiltonians only and assume that H has the 
form 

H=a·(-iV)+ Ve +{3Vs -i{3a·(xlr)Vm +HI 

(4) 

with Ve, Vs , and V m spherically symmetric. Here Ve is es
sentially due to the electrostatic potentials, while Vs is a sca
lar potential. The V m describes the interaction due to the 
anomalous magnetic moment. It is the most singular term in 
H. We assume that HI is a symmetric 4 X 4 matrix potential, 
whose coefficients are linear combinations of the remaining 
less singular terms. In order for H to be a symmetric opera
tor on H with domain i» H = Ctff 0' (R3+) ® (;4, where R3+ 

= R3
,\ {O l, we require 

Ve, Vs, V m are real values and in L ~oc (R3+ ) , 

the matrix elements of HI are in L I~ (R3
). (5) 

Moreover we assume an almost Coulomb-like situation near 
o by requiring in addition 

Ve =elr+ Ue, Vs =alr+ Us +m, 
Vm = l/r= Um, 

Ue, Us are twice differentiable near 0, 

U m is differentiable near 0, 

lim rl + iU~:s(r) = 0, i = 0, 1,2, 
r~O 

lim rUm(r) = lim ~U;"(r) = 0, 
r_O r_O 

lim U~~(r) = 0, i = 0, 1,2, 
r_ 00 

lim U~(r) = 0, i = 0,1. 
r_ 00 

(6) 

Lemma 1: Let Ve, V., Vm, and HI satisfy (4)-(6), as well 
as lim V/(x) = limHI(x) = 0, for x -+ 00. Then 
uess(H) = (- m,mr· 
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The proof of this lemma has been indicated in Ref. 2. 
Remark: Under very general conditions which include 

all Coulomb-like potentials, Heinz6 has shown that the sepa
rated Dirac Hamiltonian has an absolutely continuous spec
trum in [- m,m]<. 

The lemma above shows that the eigenvalues of the 
Coulomb-Dirac Hamiltonian, Ve = elr, Vs = m, and 
Ve = fir all lie in [ - m,m] with accumulation points ± m 
at most. Missing so far is a method to determine these eigen
values. Since even the Coulomb-Dirac case cannot be solved 
in closed form, one has to resort to perturbation methods. 
The next results are devoted to these problems. 

For spherically symmetric potentials it suffices to study 
the separated equations only. Since the perturbation with Ve 
and Vs is regular, the mathematically interesting and physi
cally more important problem is the perturbation of H with 
Vm • Hence letf>O and write 

( 
Ve-Vs 

K-
f- -D+llr-fVm 

D+llr-fVm ) 

Ve + Vs 

for the separated operator. Then with V3 = f V m - Ilr, 

K}> V~ - lVil - 2IVe V3 1 (7) 

holds in the form sense on 9!f 00 (0,00) ® (;2. Thus the domain 
i» K of Kf is independent off and ..@KCDyiff#=O. 

f f m 

If Ko is essentially self-adjoint on 9!f 0' ® (;2 we even 
have strong resolvent convergence Kf -+ Ko under very 
weak assumptions. This, however, is not sufficient to obtain 
information on the behavior of the point spectrum for f -+ 0, 
as is well known. 

Even naive perturbation theory encounters consider
able difficulties as the Coulomb-Dirac case shows.7 In this 
case one has 

lu(r)I,lv(r)I-t5, with {j = (/2 - e2)1/2 for small r, 

for the eigenfunctions of Ko. Thus these eigenfunctions are in 
the domain (form domain) of V m = fir only if [2 > ~ + e2 

(/2>! + e2). 
For this reason Bethe uses in the case 1 = 1 the Pauli 

wave functions 7 instead of the proper Dirac eigenfunctions. 
In order to establish the validity of any form of perturbation 
theory, one has to show the stability of the eigenvalues first. 

This means that the spectrum of Kf is a continuous 
function offatf= 0. 

In order to show this, we use the following comparison 
result, which is probably well known. 

Lemma 2: (a) Assume W is locally square integrable on 
(O,ro) and satisfies W(r»3/4r. Then any square integrable 
solution y of y" = Wy, y(r 0) = 1 satisfies the following. 

(i) yy' is strictly monotonically increasing 

without zeros in (O,ro)' 

(ii) lim y(r) = lim y'(r) = 0. 
r_O r-O 

(b) Assume W I(r»W2(r»3/4r and assume the W;, 
i = 1, 2 to be locally square integrable. Let Yi be a square 
integrable solution of Wi Yi = y;' with y;(ro) = 1. Then 
YI(r)<Y2(r) on (O,ro)' 

Part (a) of this Lemma is shown by comparing y with 
solutions off"(r) = 3/4r fIr). Part (b) is standard. In both 
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cases one has to manipulate f~o (WI - W2lYi Y2' 

Theorem 2: Let V., V" and Vm as above. Moreover, 
assume a + e;fO and 

1 - e2 + a2 > ~, if I> 0, 

12 - e2 + a2>t if 1<0. 

Then Kf - Ko in strong resolvent convergence and the 
eigenvalues are stable. 

The proof of this theorem is rather technical. Therefore 
only a sketch of important steps will be given. 

Proof: (al Let Kf (:) = A (:) . Then 

v'=(fVm -I/r)v+ V. u-(V. -A)U, 

u' = - (fVm -l/r)u + Vs v + (Ve -A Iv. 
(8) 

Differentiation of v and v' leads withf V m - l/r - V m and 
V. -A_ V. to 

u" = V 2 + V 2 
_ V 2 

_ V' +' • 11 u [
V' + V' ] 

m s • m Vs+Ve m 

V'+V' + s e u', 
V. + Ve 

provided (Vs + Ve )(r);f O. This can always be achieved by 
restricting to a suitably small interval. This equation and 
v = (V. + V.)-I (u' + Vm u) are equivalent to the original 
system. The factorization 

u = + [(Ve + V. JF/2tPu 
leads to 

with 

(Ve + v,)" 3(Ve + Vs)'2 
Wu = - + 2 

2(V. + Vsl 4(V. + Vs) 

(9) 

+ {V 2 + v2 _ v2 _ V' + V (V. + Vs)'} . 
m s • m m V.+V. 

By our assumptions, we can write 

Wu = (lVm - (/- ~)/r+ UI)2 

+ 1/r(1 - ~ - e2 + a2
) + U2, 

with lim r UI (r) = 0 and lim r U2(r) = O. In fact these limits 
T_O r_O 

may be chosen to be uniform in O<f<.~ for some ~ > 0 and 
IA I <.m. There exists ro, r l > 0 such that for some E> 0 with 
1 - e2 + a2 

- E > ~, if / > 0, resp. /2 - e2 + a2 
- E > ~, if 

1<0, 

resp. 
Wu(f,A.,r»(/- e2 +a2 -! - E)/r, o <r<.ro, 1>0, 

Wu (f,A.,r»(F - e2 + a2 
- E - ! )/r, 

o <r<.rl, 1<0, 
for IA I <.m and O<f<.~. 

In the remainder we shall only treat the case I> 0, since 
the prooffor 1 < 0 is almost identical. With the aid of Lemma 
2 one derives from this . 

lu(rll<.lu(ro)\(r/rot', o <.r<.ro, 
lu'(r)1 <Cllu(ro)l(r/ro)a,-1 , 0..; r..;ro, 
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where a l = (/- e2 + a2 -! - E)1/2 and where C I can be 
chosen independently of A and! This implies with (8) 

Iv(r) I ..; I u(ro) I C2(r/rot' , 0..; r";ro, 

and 

II ~ (:)II~o.rol,,;c3ro3Iu(roW' 
where C2 and C3 may be chosen independently off, A; O<f..;~ 
and IAI..;m. 

(b) Since Pfl Ko C W6 (:IR+) ® C2 there exist constants A, 
Bwith 

For a normalized A eigenfunction (:) of Kf this shows 

//Ko(:)//";//Kf (:)// +f// Vm(:)//IO.'OI 

+ suplfVm(r)l· 
r>To 

This and the first inequality finally yield, for sufficiently 
small O<f<.~ and IA I ..;m, 

lIull", IIvll", ..;C4 • 

(c) For any AoE( - m,m) there exists r3>rO and k> 0 
such that 

Wu (f,A.,r»k 2, f..;~ 

and IA - Ao I < E for a suitable small E> O. This implies as in 

(a) that any A eigenfunction (:) of Kf satisfies 

u(r), v(r)-e - kr, for r>r3. 

This together with (a) and (b) shows 

(10) 

for any A eigenfunction (:) of Kf;IA -Aol <E, O<f<~. We 

may choose C independently off and A. 
(d) From (10) one can easily derive the stability of the 

eigenvaluesAE( - m,m) of Ko, because any normalized A ei
genfunction of Kf is a Cf-approximate A eigenfunction for 

Ko· 
Remark: Probably the condition 12 - e2 + a2 > ~ will 

suffice in general to prove stability. The case 1 = 1 however 
may lead to new bound states, which in general are in 
[- m,m]. 

The case e + a = 0 can be treated with similar methods 
as above and leads to the condition I> ¥. respectively, 
12>¥ . 

The eigenvalue problem for Ko with Ue = Us = 0 can 
be solved explicitly. The eigenfunctions in this case are pro
ducts of rY e pr and confluent hypergeometric functions, 
which degenerate to polynomials. 

IV_ PERTURBATION EXPANSION 

Once one has shown stability of the eigenvalues it is not 
too difficult to compute these eigenvalues asymptotically by 
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a low-order perturbation theory. This is the content of the 
next theorem. 

Let ,1,0 be an eigenvalue of Ko with corresponding nor
malized eigenvector Xo and let 1,1, - ,1,01 <,8 with 8 suitably 
small. Asymptotic perturbation theory is usually based on 
the formal expression 

N-I 
(Kf-A)-'= L (-fr(Ko-A)-'[V(Ko-A)-']n 

n=O 

+ (- f)N(Kf -A )-'[V(Ko -A )-I]N 
(11) 

(see Ref. 8 and Ref. 9, Chap. VIII). We say that Kf has an 
asymptotic expansion near ,1,0 of order N, if (11) can be ap
plied termwise to XO' 

Theorem 3: Assume r = (/2 + a2 
- e2

) 1/2> N + ~ and 
assume the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then Kf has an 
asymptotic expansion of order N near each eigenvalue 
AoE( - m,m) of Ko. 

The proof is based on the following lemma, which states 
roughly that V(Ko - A )-1 increases the singularity of the 
vector to which it is applied by r- I. Thus 

[V(Ko -A )-I]N xo-rY- I- N 

near 0, because the first application of this term increases the 
singularity by r- 2

• 

Lemma 3: Let r - ~ > n and let 0 < a < Re p, where 
p = (m 2 - A 2)1/2. Moreover let fn.a be a smooth function 
which agrees with yn on [0,1] with e - ar on [2,00) and satis
fiesfn.a >e - 2a on [1,2]. Denote by M n.a the operator multi
plication by fn.a , then, for any E> 0, 

M n-]I-.-.a-.- (A -Ko)-'Mn.a 
is a bounded operator on 2"2(0,00) ® (;2. 

Proof (a) Since Ko is essentially self-adjoint, there are 
essentially unique solutions Uo (resp. u'" ) of 
(Ko - A )uo.", = 0, which are square integrable near 0 (resp. 
00). These solutions satisfy the asymptotic conditions 

uO.j (r) - rY gj (r), r small, i = 1,2, 

u",,;(r)-r-Ygj(r), rsmall, i= 1,2, 

uO. j (r) - e fJr h j (r), r large, i = 1,2, 

U '" .dr) - e - fJr h j (r), rlarge, i = 1,2. 

The comparison lemma shows that gj and gj can be estimat
ed by r -.- for any E > 0 for small r. Similarly hi and hi can be 
estimated by eEr and large r. 

(b) It follows lO that (A - Ko)-' is an integral operator 
with kernel 

Kij(r,s) = CX[O.rJ(s)u",,i(r)uOj(s) 

+ CX[r.", I (s)uO.i(r)u",j(s), 

Then Mn+ '-E.a-.-(A -Ko)-'Mn.a is likewise an integral 
operator with kernel 

- -I Kij(r,s) =fn + I-.-.a _.-(r)Kij(r,s)fn.a(s). 

Its boundedness is shown by the Schur test" with test func
tion ¢J 
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{
r- 1/2 0 < r<, 1, 

¢J (r) = 1 r> 1. 

In the necessary computations for this one has to use that g, 
g, h, and h can be estimated as stated above. 

This lemma shows 

xE9J M - 1 then (A - KO)-lxE9J M - 1 • 
n,a n+l~E.a-E 

Thus it permits the control of the asymptotic behavior of 
(A - KO)-'X in terms of x. 

Proof of Theorem 3: For O<,n<,N, let 
Xn = [V(Ko - A )-I]n xO' By induction on n one shows 
xnE9J _I ,for any O<a < Rep and E> 0 suit-

M r _ 1/2 - n( I + E).a - nE 

ably small. From this the theorem follows immediately. 
Remark: The lemma actually shows more than one 

needs for the proof of the theorem, and probably one can 
push the resolvent estimates higher by a factor of /,/2 by 
using form techniques as in Ref. 9, Chap. VIII, Sec. 4.3." 

In general the computation of the spectrum of Kf will be 
rather complicated, because V m is singular at O. For the neu
tral particle, however, a complete solution can be given. 

Theorem 4: Assume Vs = Ve = 0 and that V m is differ
entiable and more singular than r- I at O. Then 
u(Kf ) = ( - m,m)C . 

Proof Assume AEu{Kf ) satisfies ,1,2 < m2. Then (9) be
comes 

( - D 2 + V~ - V:" + m2 
- A 2)U = O. 

With F(r) = exp(S~o Vm (t )dt) this can be written as 

1- (F-'DF)(FDF- ' ) + (m 2 -A 2))U = O. 

Since the first summand is positive, this implies m2 = ,1,2. 
If, in addition to the above conditions, V m is monotonic 

for large r, the only eigenvalues of Kf can be ± m. 
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The relations between the ground states of an N- and (N - 1 I-electron atomic system are studied. 
!tis shown that in some directions of the configuration space, the ratio of the N-electron atomic 
ground state to the one-particle density is asymptotically equivalent to the (N - 1 I-electron 
atomic ground state. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the Schr6dinger operator associated to an 
atomic system with N electrons and infinitely heavy nucleus 
with charge Z 

N N Z N 1 
H N = - L.d; - L -+ L (1.1) 

;=1 ;=1 Ix;1 ;#,j Ix; -xjl 

In the following we will not take into account the Fermi 
statistics of the electrons and consider only the mathemat
ical ground state f/J~ of H N which is a positive function, sym
metric in the electron coordinates x = (XI' x 2, ••• , x N ). The 
asymptotic behavior of the ground state f/J~ associated to H N 
has been studied by many authors. 1--4 Recently Agmon5 and 
Carmona-Simon6 obtained the following bounds: 

'd /» 0, 'd X E R3N, 

Ce - (I +.5)nx)<f/J~(x)<De - (I - 6)nx ). (1.2) 

Here r(x) is the Agmon metric associated to (1.1); it gives a 
nonisotropic asymptotic behavior for f/J~ depending on the 
direction along which x goes to infinity in the configuration 
space of electrons. Along this line of result, we want to show 
that for large Ix II one can obtain f/J~ as a product of the 
(N - 1 I-particle ground state f/J~ - I and the one-particle den
sity 

pl/2(XI) = (J I f/J~12d!(N-I))1/2. 
Since our analysis only works ifboth f/J~ - I and f/J~ are square 
integrable, we will assume in the following that the existence 
of an N-electron mathematical ground state implies the same 
for the (N - I)-electron system (although to our knowledge 
this is still an open problem). 

More precisely, we prove the conjecture of Morgan and 
Hoffman-Ostenhof 

1· II N/ 1/2 N-III -0 1m f/Jo / P - f/Jo L 2(R3(N - II) - . 
IXll-oo 

We shall show also a stronger version of ( 1. 3) 

lim (f/J~/pl/2,(HN-I - E~-I)f/J~/pl/2) = o. 
IXll-oo 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

The formulas (1.3) and (1.4) were obtained by Combes-Hoff
man-Ostenhof-Hoffman-Ostenhof 7 for heliumlike systems. 
For N-body systems Lieb-Simon8 proved (1.3) in the special 
case where the potentials have compact support. 

To prove (1.3) and (1.4) we extend the Combes-Hoff
man-Ostenhof-Hoffman-Ostenhof method with the help of 
the bounds (1.2). An essential ingredient ofthis approach is 

the fundamental density associated to f/J~ 

u(x tI = (f/J~, f/J~ - \ 2(R31N - II) (x tI· 
The function u possesses some interesting properties for our 
problem: on the one hand u is a lower bound asymptotically 
equal to p 1/2 and on the other hand u is the solution of a one
particle SchrOdinger equation with a potential Ve of the form 

Ve(lx&:::,~[Z - (N - I)]!lxll, for large Ixll. (1.5) 

This provides us the detailed information required for the 
proof of ( 1.3) and ( 1.4). This proof involves some slight modi
fications of the complex boost method as used in Refs. 1 and 
3. As in this last paper we will also use the so-called geomet
rical techniques in the operator form developed, e.g., in Refs. 
2,9, and 10. 

In Sec. II, we recall the results obtained in Ref. 7 and 
adapt them to our problem: properties on function u are 
described in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to the spectral 
analysis of operators that we shall need in Sec. IV to prove 
the formulas (1.3) and (1.4). 

II. PRELIMINARIES-RESULTS 

The proof of formulas (1.3) and (1.4) requires the gener
alization of some results obtained by Combes-Hoffman-Os
tenhof-Hoffman-Ostenhof,7 namely, Theorem 2.1 below. 
For its proof we need no more supplementary material than 
in Ref. 7 and we shall describe here only the relevant part. 

Let P be the orthogonal projection operator on L 2(R3N ) 
defined by 

'd tP E L 2(R3N ), 

(PtP)(x) = (tP, f/J~- \2(R3IN-II)(Xtlf/J~-I(X2'" xN) (2.1) 

andQ=l-P. 

If tP = f/J~ we set u = (f/J~, f/J~ - \2(R3IN-IJ)' From its 
definitions and properties of f/J~ (Ref. 10), u is continuous, 
strictly positive, and spherically symmetric. 

For a E R consider the unitary group on x defined by 

'd tP E L 2(R3N ), (V(a)tP)(x) = (e -;a In (u)tP)(x). (2.2) 

One has 
HN(a) = V(a)HNV(;;j1 

= (iVJ + a VU)2 - f .d; - f ~ 
U ;=2 ;= I Ix;1 

N 1 
+ L (2.3) 

;#'J Ix; - x j I 
Under the conditions (*) on u (cf. Sec. III, Remark 3.3), 
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{H N (a); a E R} can be analytically continued to the whole 
complex plane into a self-adjoint holomorphic family of type 
A. 

Let W 2
,2 (JR3N) denote the usual Sobolev space, and n 

the unit ball in C; we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.1: V(a)Q<p ~ = U iaQ<p ~ E W 2,2(R3N ) as 

long as E~ E!: O'ess(HN(a) + ~P) forsome~>Oand a E a. 
Sketch of proofl By using the well-known partitioning 

technique 7 one gets 

VaEJR, U iaQ<p~=(E~_QHN(a)Q)-1 

x( f Q 1 ul-ia<p~-l). 
j>l IXI -xjl 

(2.4) 

Now it is sufficient to show that under the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1, the right-hand side (rhs) of2.4 has anL 2(JR3N)_ 
continuous continuation in a. But this is true if 
(E~ - QHN(a)Q)-1 is a bounded family of operators in a, 
or, in other words, if E~ E!: U(QHN(a)Q). 

On the one hand E ~ E!: 0' ess (H N (a) + ~P) by assump
tion; then E~ E!: O'es. (PH N(a)P + ~P + QHN(a)Q) since 

L P 1 Q+Q I P 
j>l IXI -Xjl IXI -xjl 

is H N (a) compact. 11 

On the other hand, by some standard analyticity argu
ments l E~E!:O'd(PHN(a)P+~P+QHN(a)Q), if E~E!:O'd 
X(PHNp+~P+QHNQ). 

SupposethatE~ E O'd(PHNp+ ~P); then inf.,,(¢', HN¢') 

"E~ +~. This is a contradiction. Now ifE~ E O'alQHNQ), 
then P<p ~ = 0 and u = 0, which contradicts the positivity of 
u. We conclude E~E!:u(PHN(a)P +QHN(a)Q+~P); 
therefore E ~ E!: U(QH N (a)Q). 

To complete this proof, we must show that 
l-fa 

L Q u <p~ 
j>1 IXI -Xjl 

is a family of L 2(JR3N) vectors continuous in n, which can be 
seen in Ref. 7. 

III. THE FUNDAMENTAL DENSITY ASSOCIATED TO <P': 
The analysis of the essential spectrum of the operator 

family {H N (a);a E q is a subtle point because the operators 
are non-self-adjoint. It will require some results on the fun
damental density u and in particular on the asymptotic be
havior ofVu/u. This is the purpose of this present section. 

The study of u is based on the following one-particle 
Schrodinger equation4

,8; 

[-..:iI-z/lxll+(N-l)Ve]u= -cu. (3.1) 

Here € is the ionization energy € = E ~ - ) - E ~ and Ve (/x 1/) 
is a screened potential 

f
mNmN-1 

Ve(lx l /) = u-I(/xtI) T OT 0 d 3IN - I) y. 
/xI-Xjl 

(3.2) 

Equation (3.1) is easily obtained from the identity 
( [ H N - E~] lP~' lP ~) L 2(R31N _ II) = O. The "effective" poten
tial Ve (Ix II) is a continuous, strictly positive, and spherically 
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symmetric function, and we have the following. 
Lemma 3.1: Ve(/Xli) satisfies the pointwise estimate 

Ve(/XIIl<C(N -I)/ixli + O(lxlle-aIXll), 

for C> 1 and a>O. (3.3) 

Proofl Let us recall that u is a bounded function; more 
precisely we have8 

V~>O, 3C,D>0, 

Ce -(I +IJ)E1I2IX11<u(xl)<De - II _IJ)
EI12 lx ,l. (3.4) 

For fixed a, 1 > a> 0, we split the integral 

+ r d3(N-1) y lP~<p ~-I 
JIXjl >alx,1 IXI - Xj I 

(3.5) 

The first part is bounded by 

r d 3(N - Ily lP ~lP~ - I < __ 1_ u(xd 

Jlxjl<alxt! IXI -Xj! 11-al IXII . 
(3.6) 

By using the explicit bounds on lP~' lP~ - I (see 1.2), respec
tively, we now get 

i
NN-I 

d 3(N - 1) lPolPo 
IXjl>alx,l y IXI -Xjl 

<Cy/rix1IU(X)) d 3(N-lly • i e-P~ 

Ix}1 > alx,1 Ix) - x Ii 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Now the integration of the last integral and the choice of 
suitable r (3.7) lead to 

(3.9) 

for some a> O. 
Finally, by lumping together (3.5) and (3.8) we obtain 

(3.3). 
Remark 3.1: In fact, we expect the following, more pre

cise result; 

Ve(lxlll~(N - Ill/XII + O(lIlxIIP) 

for some /3 > 1. (3.10) 

This estimate is more difficult to obtain, but not necessary 
for our purpose. 

We can state now the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.1: 

lim (Vulu) = - €1I2(x l /lxd). 
Ixd~co 

P. H. Briet 

(3.11) 
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Proof: By using the following transformation 
1= -lIlxll +u'/uin(3.1),onegets 

f' - f2 + E + We = 0, 

where 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Equation (3.12) is a Riccati equation, which we can analyze 
as follows: first we assume that We ==0; then the solutions of 
(3.12) are 

I=EI/2+2EI/2[Ce-2~lI2Ix'I_I], v C;;. O. (3.14) 

Equation (3.14) shows the existence of only one solution of 
(3.12) such that 1- - EI/2 as lxIi-co; otherwise (C #0), 
I~I/z as lXII-co. Weare going to show thatthis asympto
tic behavior is stable under the perturbation We given by 
(3.13). 

From general theorems on the stability of asymptotic 
behavior for nonlinear differential equations,12 there exists 
some solution of (3.12) such that 

lim 10 = EI/2. (3.15) 
Ix,!-oO 

Let 10 be a solution of(3.12) satisfying (3.15); the lineariza
tion method for the Riccati equation gives the general solu
tion of(3.12) 

1=/o+r/J-2[c-i
oO 

dtr/J-2(t)]-I, VC;;.O, (3.16) 
Ix,! 

with 

r/J(lxIi) = exp [llX'1 dtfo(t)], 

for some b > O. (3.17) 

According to the fact that 1~/f~-o as lxIi-co, the inte
gration by parts leads to 

1 = 10 + r/J-2 [C - [(1 + K (lxllJ) 2fo]-Ir/J-Z]- I, (3.18) 

where K is a function such that K (Ix 11)-0 as Ix 11-co. This 
last expression shows that there exists only one solution such 
that 1- - EI/2 ascorrespondingtoC = 0, whereasforC #0 
the limit is EI/2. 

Now, since u(lxlll is a nonincreasing function, 
u'/u- - EI/2, as the lXII-co. 

We close this section with remarks about the regularity 
of function u. 

Remark 3.2:(i) Let So be the domain So = {z E C\ 
IArg(z)1 < 1T12} , rp~, rp~-I being analytic vectors for the 
group of dilatation in So. u has an analytic continuation in So 
(Refs. 13 and 14). 

(ii) by using the explicit kernel of ( -..1, + 1) -1, where 
..1, is the radial Laplacian operator, and (3.1), one can show 
that u has bounded first radial derivative. 15 

Remark 3.3 [conditions (*)]: From Remark 3.2(i) and 
Theorem 3.1, one has the following. 

(i) Vulu = u'lu·xl/lxll is bounded on R3. 

In the other hand, it is not difficult to show the following 
from Eq. (3.1) and Theorem 3.1. 

(ii) V(Vulu) E L ~OC(R3) + L ;e(R3
). 
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IV. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATOR FAMILY 
{H"(a);a E C} 

This analysis is an extension of the geometrical method 
used in the proof of the HVZ theorem2

,9 to non-self-adjoint 
operators with N-body interaction. 

Let us start with some definitions. In the following the 
fixed nucleus will be the particle labeled by "0." Let 
D = {(CH C2 )} be the set of two-cluster decompositions; for 
each D we define the operator 

HD(a) =HN(a) +8P- VD, (4.1) 

where V D is the intercluster potential and P is considered as 
an interaction between particles "0,2, ... ,N"; so Pis included 
in VD unless D = (CI,CZ) with CI = II}, C2 = 10,2, ... ,N}. 
The Simon partition of unity2 is a collection of functions 
Jo E C 00 homogeneous of degree zero for Ix 11 > 1, such that 

L J1 = 1, (4.2a) 
0=(C"C2) 

Supp(Jo) ~ {xER3N\lxj -xjl>dlxl, 

for iE CI,jE C2 and d>O}. (4.2b) 

According to these properties of J D' one can easily show that 
IVJD I andJDllxj - Xj I for i,jbelonging to different clusters 
of Dare H ~ compact (in fact, by using the definition of J D, it 
is easy to see that these functions decay as lxi-I). 

With the partition given by the J D'S we can write a lo
calization formula for the resolvent operators l4 

(HN(a)+8P-Z )-1(1 +K(Z)) = LJD (HD(a)-Z )-IJD, 
D 

(4.3) 

with 

K(Z) = L[HN(a) + 8P}JD -JDHD(a)] 
D 

(4.4) 

Actually, K (Z) is a sum of compact operators. For the cou
lombic potentials and the terms [H~, J D] this comes from 
the properties of JD stated above. We also have to consider 
the term [P.JD ] when D = (CI,C2); CI = {1} and C2 
= {0,2, ... ,N}. One has 

[P, JD] = P(JD - 1) + (JD - 1) P (4.5) 

and 

P{JD -1)(H~ + 1)-1 

=p( 1 + jt2IXjl)(I -JD{1 + jt2lXjl) -I(H~ + 1)-1. 

(4.6) 

Here, 

(I-JD)(I +jt2IXjl)-\H~+ 1)-1 

is compact because on the support of (1 - J D)' there is at 
leastj# 1 such that IXj I> d Ixi- The exponential decay of rp~ 
implies that P (1 + ~j"= 2 IXj I) is bounded so that P (J D 

- I)(H~ + 1)-1 is compact. By standard arguments the 
same is true for (JD - I)P(H~ + I)-I. 
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Note that an H Ii-compact operator is also H D (a) com
pact since H D (a) is obtained from H Ii by adding relatively 
bounded perturbations with arbitrarily small bound. . 

Now the sectoriality of HD(a), VD implies there exists 
some Z such that (1 + K (Z)) has a bounded inverse; hence by 
the analytic Fredholm theorem,16 [1 + K (Z )] -I is a mero
morphic family in C. By (4.3), (HN(a) + 5P- Z)-I also is 
meromorphicifZ EnD p(HD(a)). [Here,p(A ) is the resolvent 
set for A.] Therefore, one has 

uess(HN(a) + 5P) C uD u(HD(a)). (4.7) 

Remark 4.1: The poles of (H N (a) + 5P - Z )-1 are the 
discrete eigenvalues of H N (a) + 5P. 

For the purpose of the inductive proof of Theorem 4.1 
below, we need to consider separately the transformed fam
ily of P-electron operators 

( 
VU)2 P P 1 

H(a)= iVI+a- - I.1;+I . 
U ;=2 ;",j Ix; -xjl 

(4.8) 

It corresponds to a cluster Hamiltonian HD(a), for N = P 
and D = (CI,C2) with CI = {OJ and C2 = {1,2, ... ,N). The 
essential spectrum of H (a) is given by the following. 

Lemma 4.1: 

uess(H(a)) C {z E C\Re(z» - (1m a)2€), 

where € = Eli-I - Eli. 
Proof One has 

H (a) = (iV I + a€1/2 ~)2 
IXII 

P P 1 
- I .1; + I + VOl' (4.9) 

;=2 ;"'i Ix; -Xii 

with 

VOl = ([VI + a(Vulu)f - (iVI - a€1I2(x l/lx l J)2). (4.10) 

Here, VOl is an interaction between { 1) and a fictitious fixed 
source which is labeled by "0"; by Theorem 3.1 VOl is .11 
compact. Then 

uess(H(a)) C {zEC\Re(z» - (Ima)2€). (4.11) 

We prove this inclusion by an HVZ analysis along the lines 
given above. Let us consider, for example, the Hamiltonian 
HD(a)withD = (CI,C2), CI = (0),andC2 = {1,2, ... ,P). We 
have for the corresponding cluster Hamiltonian 

HD(a) = (iVI +a€1/2~)2 
Ixd 

P P 1 
- I.1;+I--

;=2 ;"'i Ix; - Xii 

By Sigal's theorem9 one gets 

inf (Re(u ess (H D (a)))) 

(4.12) 

>inf(Uess (- f .1; + f 1 - (1m a)2€)) 
; = I ;"'i Ix; - Xj I 

> - (1m a)2€. (4.13) 

Therefore 

uess(HD) C {z E C\Re(z» - (1m a)2€). (4.14) 

Finally, by standard arguments,13 HD(a) has no eigenvalues 
so that u(H D (a)) = U ess (H D (a)). The other cases follow from 
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this one by induction. Now we are ready to state the main 
result ofthis section, namely, uess(HN(a) + 5P) is included 
in the half-plane Re(z».I - (1m a)2€, where.I is the small
est threshold of the system. 

Theorem 4.1: 

uess(HN(a) + 5P) 

C {ZE C\Re(z»EIi- 1 + 5 - (Ima)2€), 

0<5 <Ef- I - Eli-I. (4.15) 

By induction, assume that Theorem 4.1 holds for all subsys
tems of less than (N + 1) particles. Assuming particle 1 is in 
CI, one has for D = (CI,C2) 

HD(a) = Hc,(a) ® 1 + 1 ® H C2 , (4.16) 

and by the Ichinoze lemma 10 

(4.17) 

We have two different types of cluster decomposition. First 
the nucleus is in C I; then, if N c, (N c

2
) denotes the number of 

particles in CI (C2 ), one has by the induction hypothesis 

{ 
Nc -I 2 

uess(Hc,(a))C zEC\Re(z»E o ' -(Ima)€), 
(4.18) 

and by some analyticity arguments mentioned above the iso
lated eigenvalues of H c, (a) remain independent of a as long 
as they are not adsorbed in the essential spectrum. With H c 

2 

being a positive operator, for such a D one gets 

o(HD(a)) C {ZE C\Re(z»min(E:c " E:c,-I - (Imaf€)). 
(4.19) 

Now, if the nucleus is in C2, then HC
2 

is the Hamiltonian of 
an atomic system with N C

2 
electrons, and its spectrum is 

given by 

NC2 Nc) NC2 - 1 
u(Hc,l = [E 0 , E I , ... ) U [E 0 , + 00). (4.20) 

By Lemma 4.1 

u(Hc,(a)) C {ZE C\Re{z» - (1m af€). (4.21) 

Therefore 

u(HD(a)) C {zEC\Rez>E:c2 -(lma)2€). (4.22) 

Finally, under the condition on 5, the minimum over D gives 
(4.15). 

Remark 4.2: A complete characterization of U ess 

X (H N (a) + 5P) is given in Ref. 15. It ponsists of a union of 
paraboloids centered at various threshblds of the system, but 
(4.15) is sufficient for our investigations. 

V. MAIN RESULTS 

Combining Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 we have 

u - ;aQ rp liE W 2,2(R3N ), Va E fl. 
From this we get the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.1: 

r(lxll) = IIQrpliluIIL2(R3IN-'II(lxll)<C Ilxll, 

for some C>O and Ixll>a>O. 
Proof Let 

~(lxII)= {rER+\lr-lxIII<l) 

P. H. Briet 
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and q; E W 2
•
1(@(lx l l); dr) (W2

•
1 denotes the usual Sobelev 

space). By the Sobelev embedding theoreml7 one gets 

Iq; (lxll)1 <D 1Iq; II W 2.1($(lx II))' 

for some D> O. (5.4) 

Setting q; (lxll) = IXllr(lxll) one has 

IIXllr(IXII)I<Di (I d2~: 1 + Irrl) dr. (5.5) 
$(Ixdl dr 

Then 

Now, by using the definition of r, (5.6) leads to 

Ir(xdl«C /lxll) IIQq;~/ullw2.2(R3N)' (5.7) 

for some C>O and Ixll>a>O. 
Remark 5.1: By integration of II Qq; ~ / u II L 2(R3(N ~ III one 

has 

IIQq;~/uIl2= 11-u2/pl· 

Equation (5.8) and Lemma 5.1 imply 

u(lxll) =pl/2(lxII)(1 + O(lIlxI12)). 

We can now prove our main result. 
Theorem 5.1: 

1Iq; ~/pl/2 - <p~-IIIL2(R3IN~ III = O(lIlxll), 

Proof: One has 

II 
N/I/2 N-III q;o/p - q;o L2(RI2N~111 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5. lOa) 

(5. lOb) 

<IIPq;~/pl/2_q;~-IIIL2(1 + IIQq;~/pl/2I1L2()" (5.11) 

Now 

IIQq;~/pl/21\L2(1<IIQq;~/u\IL2() , 

and by Lemma 5.1 

IIQ q; ~/pl/2I1L2(R3IN~ I)) <C /lxII, for some C> O. 

For the second term in the rhs of(5.11), one gets 

(5.12) 

\IPq; ~/pl/2 - q; ~ - IIIL2() = 11 - U/pl/21 . (5.13) 

Remark 5.1 shows that this term decays like lIlxl12. This 
proves (5. lOa). To prove (5. lOb) we proceed analogously 

( 
q;~ (H N- I _ EN-I) q;~) 

1/2 ' 0 1/2 P p 

«Q:~ ,(HN-I_E~-I) Q:~). 
(5.14) 
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Let us set 

s(lxll) = (Q:~ ,(HN-I_E~-I) Q:~); 
then s (Ix 11) is spherically symmetric, and by the same argu
ments as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 one has 

IIxIls(lxII)I< 1 ~ I r (ILl rS I + Is I) d
3
x. (5.15) + XI JR3 

Now, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to 

r d 3xILl rs I JR3 

<D (IILlI(Qq; ~/U)IIL2(R3N) 

X II(H N- I - E~-I)(Qq;~/u)IIL2(R3N) 

+ II(HN- 1 
_ E~-I)l/2VI(Q<p~/u)IIL 2(R3N )J , 

(5.16) 

for some D> O. 
Noting that the last term can be estimated by 

II(H N- I - E~-I)I/2VI(Qq;~/u)1I 

<III -LlI +HN-I_E~-I(Qq;~/u)1I2, (5.17) 

we see that the integral in the left-hand side of(5.16) is finite; 
therefore by (5.15) 

s(lxlil<C /IXI12, (5.18) 

for some C>O and Ix11>a>O. 
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A quantum analog, called the quantum normal form, of the classical Birkhoff-Gustavson normal 
form is presented. The algebraic relationship between the quantum and Birkhoff-Gustavson 
normal forms has been established by developing the latter using Lie transforms. It is shown that 
the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form can be obtained from the quantum normal form. Using an 
anharmonic oscillator and a Henon-Heiles system as test cases, the equivalence between the 
quantum normal form and the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation method is shown. This' 
equivalence provides an algebraic connection between the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form and 
the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation approach. The question ofWeyl and torus quantizations 
of the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form is discussed in the light of the quantum normal form. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the Birkhoff-Gustavson normal form 1,2 

(BGNF) has received much attention3
-

S in the description of 
dynamical systems. A quantum description via the BGNF 
involves two steps: (1) finding the normal form by canonical 
transformations of coordinates and momenta, and (2) quan
tizing the normal form. The first step is rather straightfor
ward but quantization of the normal form addresses the fun
damental question3,4,6 of how to quantize a classical problem 
in which the coordinates and momenta do not appear in a 
simple manner (the BGNF consists of terms that are pro
ducts of high powers of coordinates and momenta). A num
ber of investigators4 have used the method of torus quantiza
tion and recently Robnik3a and Uzer and Marcus3b have 
used the linear Weyl quantization for the BGNF. In general, 
these methods yield different quantum results for a given 
BGNF. As pointed out by Robnik,3a the Weyl quantization 
does not preserve the Poisson structure in all coordinates. As 
an illustration we consider the Hamiltonian K = 1/ 
Q2 + P2Q4, where Q and P are canonical. Using 
the Weyl quantization gives K = 1/Q2 
+ !(Q4P 2 + 2PQ4p + p 2Q4). If, however, we introduce the 

canonical transformation x = 1/ Q and p = - PQ 2, then K 
is converted into the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 
H = p2 + x 2

• Working quantization rules for H are known 
and we obtain H = p2 + X2, where [x,p] = iii. If it is also 
required that [Q,P] = iii, then the energy spectra ofH and K 
become different. When the Weyl quantization is applied to 
the BGNF the Poisson structure is not conserved, and no 
unique solution to the problem is known at the present time, 
Nonetheless, for those limiting cases that have been tested, 
the energies obtained by the quantization of the BGNF are 
found to be quite good. To have a better understanding of the 
situation, we have adopted a method that does not depend on 
the Weyl quantization but does produce the BGNF in the 
classical limit. We call this method the quantum normal 
form (QNF). The main purpose of this paper is (1) to compare 
the results of the QNF and the quantized BGNF, (2) to show 
the algebraic similarity between the QNF and the BGNF, 
and (3) to show the equivalence between the QNF and Ray
leigh-Schrooinger perturbation theory? (RSP). The equiv
alence between the QNF and RSP and the algebraic similar-

ity between the BGNF and QNF establish an algebraic 
connection between the BGNF and RSP. 

In Sec. II we derive the BGNF of an anharmonic oscilla
tor and a two-dimensional Henon-Heiles system using the 
Lie transform technique. The general algorithm developed 
in Sec. II for the Lie transform is adapted in Sec. III for 
obtaining the QNF ofthe above-mentioned systems. In Sec. 
IV we show that the QNF yields the BGNF and RSP results 
exactly. In Sec. IV we also compare the energies obtained by 
the QNF, Weyl quantization, and torus quantization. Con
cluding remarks are given in Sec. V. 

II. THE LIE TRANSFORM FOR THE BGNF 

In this section we employ the elegant technique of the 
Lie transform8 for deriving the BGNF of a one-dimensional 
anharmonic oscillator and a two-dimensional Henon-Heiles 
system. The algorithm developed here will be adapted in Sec. 
III for finding the QNF of these systems. Consider the Ha
miltonian H (X,E) that depends on the 2n-vector 
x = X 1,X2, ... ,xn ,PI,P2, ... ,Pn and the formal parameter E. We 
want to transform the vector x to the 2n-vector 
Y = SI,S2"",Sn ,'TJI,'TJ2,···,'TJn and the Hamiltonian H(X,E) to 
K (v, E) so that K is in the normal form. The transformations 
can be carried out by the method of Lie transform, for which 
various algorithms are available in the literature.9

-
11 We 

have used the algorithm that was proposed by Deprie and 
rederived by Kamel. 10 A brief description of it is given be
low. 

Let us assume that the transformation (x~Y) can be ex
pressed in a series as 

(1) 

Equation (1) is in fact a Taylor series expansion of x in pow
ers of E about E = 0 with x = y at E = 0 and 
(d nx/d~)o = y'n)(v) . Now consider any differentiable scalar 
functionf(x,E), which can be expanded in the Taylor series 

00 ~ 

f(x,E) = L - fn (x) , 
n=O n! 

(2) 

where 
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fll (X,E) = (!:... f(X,E)) . 
aE" £=0 

By expressing x in terms of y, the expansion (2) can be cast in 
the form 

f(X,E) = f E" f'")(y) , 
11=0 n! 

(3) 

where 

f(II)(y) = (~ f(X,E)) . 
dE" £= 0", =Y 

In order to expressf(x,E) in terms ofy one needs to know the 
f'1I)(y) . Let us now discuss how to calculate thef(II)(y) . Using 
the rules of differentiation we have 

d a [a ] dx - f(X,E) = - f(X,E) + -f(X,E) • -, 
dE aE ax dE 

(4) 

where [(alaX)f(X,E)) • (dxldE) means the dot product of the 
gradient off (X,E) with respect to x and the vector dxl dE. The 
Lie transform is now defined by the equations 

dx; a 
-=-W(X,E) , 
dE apt 

dp; a 
-= --W(X,E) , 
dE ax; 

Substituting (5) in (4) gives 

;= 1,2, ... ,n. 

!!.... f(X,E) = ~ f(X,E) + Lw f(X,E) , 
dE aE 

(5) 

(6) 

where Lwf (X,E) is the Lie derivative off generated by wand is 
given by 

11 (af aw af aw) Lwf(x,E) = {f,w} = L ----- . 
; = 1 ax; apt apt ax; 

(7) 

In Eq. (7), {f,w} is the Poisson bracket offand w. The func
tion w is also assumed to have a series expansion 

'" E" 
W(X,E) = L - Wn + 1 (x) . 

n=O n! 
Using Eqs. (2) and (6)-(8) we obtain 

d '" E" 
- f(X,E) = L - f~l) (x) , 
dE n=O n! 

where 

and 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The k th derivative off(x,E) with respect to E can be written 
(by induction) as 

d k 
00 E" 

-kf(X,E) = L ,f~k) (x), (11) 
dE n=O n. 

where 

f~)(x)=f~;/)(x)+ f (n)Lm+lf~::~)(X), 
m=O m 

k;, 1, m;'O. (12) 

Equation (12) is the desired recursive algorithm for finding 
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f~") (x). Denotingf~) (x) =fll(x),f~)(x) =!,")(X) , and using 
Eq. (3) we obtain 

f(k)(y) = if(k)(X))x=y . 

Thus, the!'")(y) of Eq. (3) are found and the expansion of 
f(X,E) in terms of y is accomplished. For our Hamiltonian 
problem 

and 

E" 
f(X,E) = H (X,E) = L - HII (x) 

,,=0 n! 

E" 
f(X(y,E),E) = K (y,E) = L - K" (y) . 

11=0 n! 
Comparison ofEqs. (14) and (3) gives 

K" (y) = f(")(Y) , 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

which provides the canonical transformation of H (X,E) to 
K (y,E). Working out a few low-order terms [K/(y) = f(I)(y)] 
gives 

Ko=Ho, 

KI =H1 + {Ho,wd, (16) 

K2 =H2 + 2{HI,wd + {HO,W2} + {{Ho,wd,w l}· 

AlthoughK (y,E) is the canonical transform of H (X,E), it is not 
yet in the BGNF. To be in the BGNF, it has to satisfy the 
additional condition 

(17) 

where the Poisson bracket 

Suppose that Ko.K1, ... ,Km _ 1 have been found in the normal 
form and we want to compute the Km term. To do this, it is 
realized that Eq. (12) reduces to the form 

(19) 

where H m is the mth-order term ofthe known Hamiltonian 
Hand Tm is known becauseitcontainsHo,HI, ... ,Hm _ 1 and 
W1,W2, ... ,Wm _ 1 • Since the condition (17) needs to be satisfied, 
the known sum H m + T m is splitl into two parts 

Hm + Tm =Nm +Rm, 

so that 

(20) 

{Ko,Nm } = 0 (21) 

and hence 

~=~. ~ 

We then find Wm by solving the differential equation 

{Ko,wm} = - Rm . (23) 

The process is then continued to higher m values. Using the 
method outlined above, we have generated the normal forms 
for a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator and a two-di
mensional Henon-Heiles system. For both cases, the sym
bolic language MAPLE 12 was used for algebraic manipula
tions. 
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A. The BGNF of the anharmonic oscillator 

The anharmonic oscillator that we have studied is de
scribed by the Hamiltonian 

H=Ho+HI +H2/2, 

Ho = (w/2)( p2 + x 2
) , 

HI =bx3
, 

H 2 =gX4
• 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The parameters w, b, and g can be varied to have one or two 
real minima for the potential V(x) = (W/2)x2 + bx3 + gx4/ 
2 . For certain values of these parameters, the oscillator has 
been studied by quantum mechanical approximate meth
ods. 13 However, there seems to exist no approximate classi
cal solution of the dynamical problem described by Eqs. 
(24)-(27). In our present study of the normal forms we deve
lop classical as well as quantum perturbation series for the 
oscillator. To obtain the BGNF, we expanded K and W in 
powers of 5 and 'I] with K j and Wj being homogeneous poly
nomials of order i + 2. The following preliminary transfor
mation was found useful: 

Q = (1Iv12)(5 - i'l]), P = (lIv12H - is + '1]) • (28) 

The transformation in Eq. (28) is canonical and hence it pre
serves Poisson brackets. In terms of P and Q we have 

Ko=iwQP 

and for any function A (Q,P) 

{Ko' A I = iwdA , (29) 

where 

a a 
d=P--Q-. 

ap aQ 
(30) 

From Eqs. (29) and (30) it is clear that a monomial Cp"QPP" 
of A is an eigenfunction ofthe operator d with the eigenvalue 
v - j.L. This practical advantage of the transformation (28) is 
used in evaluating the Poisson brackets involving Ko. For 
example, in generating N m from Eq. (20) one needs to com
pute the Poisson bracket {Ko,H m + T m I , where the sum 
H m + T m is a polynomial in Q and P. A monomial of 
H m + T m belongs to N m if v - j.L = 0, otherwise it belongs 
to Rm . In Eq. (23), Wm and Rm are homogeneous polynomi
als of order m + 2 in Q and P and the equation is solved by 
comparing the coefficients of individual monomials. Follow
ing the mentioned steps we have generated the normal form 
terms Ko,KI, ... ,K16 for the anharmonic oscillator. A few of 
these are given below: 

Ko = W7', 

K2 = (~g- (15/2tiJ)b2)~, 

K4 = (675 gb
2 

_ ~g2 _ 2115 b4)~ 
w2 2tiJ 2tiJ3 ' 

Kj = 0, for oddj, 

K'='::!. Ko + K2/2! + K~4! . 

(31) 

(32) 

52 +'1]2 
7'=~""':"'~ 

2 

(33) 

(34) 

The one-dimensional oscillator, Eqs. (24)-(27), has one con
stant of motion (the Hamiltonian itself) and hence it is inte-
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grable for real time (integrability and its meaning in the com
plex time plane require further investigationsI4). Equations 
(31 )-(34) show that the transformed Hamiltonian K also de
pends on only one constant K o' since K is a series in Ko. The 
convergence of the BGNF series for this integrable system 
will be dealt with elsewhere. In Sec. IV it will be shown that 
the BGNF results of Eq. (31 )-(34) are the classical limits of 
the corresponding QNF results. 

B. The BGNF of the Henon-Helles system 

The system of Henon-Heiles Hamiltonians can be'de-
scribed by the equations 

H=Ho+HI' (35) 

Ho = (w l /2)(Pi + xi) + (w2/2)(P~ + x~) , (36) 

~=~~+~, ~ 
H j = 0, forj>2. 

The original Henon-Heiles Hamiltonian 15 corresponds to 
the parameter values f3 = 1 and r = -! and the BGNF of 
this extensively studied Hamiltonian has been reported ear
lier.4,5 Using our Lie transform method we have generated 
the terms Ko,K I, ... ,K 10 for the 1: 1 resonant case. The reso
nant and nonresonant cases are defined by the equation 

j.LWI + VW2 = 0 . (38) 

If w I and W2 are such that two nonzero integers j.L and v can 
be found to satisfy (38), then it is a resonant case, otherwise it 
is a nonresonant problem. Normal forms of resonant and 
nonresonant cases need to be treated separately. 

In the nonresonant case the normal form becomes a 
function of the Hamiltonians of the two uncoupled harmon
ic oscillators ofEq. (36). The results, up to and including the 
K2 term, are given by 

Ko(nonres) = WI7'1 + W 27'2 , (39) 

K ( ) 1]2 [2tiJ2Ti - 10017'17'2 4Ti] 2nonres =- --
4 4wt - wi W2 

6f3r 15 r 2 ---7'17'2---7'2' (40) 
W2 2 W2 

where 

7'1 = ('I]t + 5i)/2, 7'2 = ('I]i + 5i)/2. 

In this work we have considered the 1:1 resonant case and the 
results are given by 

K( )-Kl nonres ) 
ores-o l' 

1= W2 = 

K2(res) = K2( nonres ) 
WI = W2 = 1 

+HBr/2-f3 2){(5i -'I]r)(5~ -'I]~) 

+ 45152'1]1'1]21 . 

(41) 

(42) 

It will be shown in Sec. IV that the above BGNF results for 
the resonant and nonresonant cases, Eqs. (39)-(42), are the 
classical limits of the corresponding degenerate and nonde
generate QNF results. Quantized energies of these results 
will be discussed in Sec. IV B. We consider now the QNF 
expansions. 
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III. THE QNF EXPANSIONS 

Th first step in obtaining the QNF is to select a suitable 
coordinate system. In the chosen coordinate system, the 
classical Hamiltonian should assume a form that is quantiza
ble by rules having empirical support. In the following we 
assume that the x-coordinate system is such a selection. The 
basic algorithm for obtaining the QNF has been developed in 
Sec. II. The modifications that need to be made in that algo
rithm are the following: (1) replace all the observables by 
their quantum operators, and (2) replace all Poisson brackets 
by the corresponding commutators. It is clear that replacing 
the Poisson brackets by commutators establishes the alge
braic similarities between the BGNF and QNF. Undoubted
ly, the Lie series expansion of the BGNF has made this quan
tization simple. Thus Eqs. (13), (14), (8), (12), (16), (17), and 
(19)-(23) assume the forms 

co E"' 
H(X,E) = L - Hm (x) , 

m=O m! 
(43) 

co E"' 
K(y,E) = L - Km(Y) , 

m=O m! 
(44) 

co E"' 
W(X,E)= L -Wm+dx), 

m=O m! 
(45) 

f!:" (x) = f ~k.;}' (x) + mt 0 (:) Lm + I r: -=-,!, (x) , (46) 

Lmf= [f,Wm] , 

Ko=Ho, 

KI = HI + [Ho,Wl]' 

K2 = H2 + [Ho,W21 + 2[HI,Wd + [[Ho,Wd,Wd, (47) 

[Ko,Km ) = 0, (48) 

Km = [Ho,Wm) + Hm + Tm , (49) 

Hm +Tm =Nm +Rm' (50) 

[Ko,Nm ) = 0, (51) 

Km =Nm , (52) 

[Ko,Wm) = - Rm . (53) 

The requirement ofthe Km to be in the QNF is described by 
Eq. (48). We now discuss the QNF of the anharmonic oscilla
tor and the Henon-Heiles system of Sec. II. 

A. The QNF of the anharmonic oscillator 

The Hamiltonian of the oscillator, Eqs. (24)-(27), has a 
simple form in the chosen coordinate system. It is quadratic 
in the momentum, and working quantization rules for such 
forms of Hamiltonians are known. We convert the initial 
Hamiltonian H into a quantum operator by using the cre
ation and annihilation operators of the harmonic oscillator 
Eq. (25). The operators for a set of harmonic oscillators16 are 
given by 

aj = (l/~)(Xj + ipj), (54) 

aJ = (l/~)(Xj - ipj) , (55) 

where 
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[aj,at] = 6jk , 

aj Inj) = ,Jii;lnj - 1) , 

aJlnj) = ~nj + Il nj + 1) . 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

In Eqs. (57) and (58), Inj ) represents the nth eigenket of the 
jth harmonic oscillator. For the one-dimensional problem of 
Eqs. (24)-(27),j,k = 1. Writing a1 = a and at = at , we have 
the Hamiltonian operators 

Ho = (w/2)(aat + ata), (59) 

HI = b (N2)3/2(a3 + 3ataat + 3aata + at3) , (60) 

H2 = (gIf/4)[a4 + 2(a2ata + aata2 + at2aat + ataat2) 

(61) 

The operator H = Ho + HI + H2/2 is transformed into K, 
the QNF, for computational purposes. The steps that one 
follows to find the Km are similar to those for the classical 
case. The generator W is assumed to have an expansion in a 
and at (all possible permutations of powers of a and at are 
considered) while the W m ofEq. (45) are homogeneous poly
nomials of order m + 2. For solving the recursion equations, 
such as Eq. (47), we notice that each commutator reduces by 
2 the combined order of the operators involved. This behav
ior of a commutator is similar to that of a Poisson bracket 
and is due to the basic relation (56). In addition, the commu
tator of Ko and any other operator is easy to evaluate because 

[ata,aat ] = 0, 

[ata,atPaV
] = CI atPav , 

[aat,atPaV
] = C2 atPav , 

whereJt, v are any two integers and CI ,C2 are constants. The 
results for the anharmonic oscillator through K4 are given 
below: 

Ko = (w/2)(aat + ata) , (62) 

K2 = iglf(aataat + ataata] 

- (b 21f/4w)[a2at2 + at2a2] 

- (5b 21f /4w) [ata2at + aat2a] (63) 

K4 = - (i~/(l))U TI + -Ii T2 + 3T3 + -Y T4 + ~ Ts + i T6] 

+ (gb 2~ / (l)2l[ - -Ii TI + W T2 + Z¥ T3 + W T4 

+ 56Ts + W T6 + 1p T7 ] 

- (b4~/(l)3)[ - ~ TI + 1f7 T2 + ~ T3 + W T4 

+ If Ts + §( T6 + ~ T7 ] 

TI = a3at3 + at3a3 , 

T2 = ata3at2 + at2a3at + a2at3a + aat3a2 , 

T3 = aataataat + ataataata , 

T4 = a2at2aat + at2a2ata + aata2at2 + ataat2a2 , 

Ts = ataata2at + ata2ataat + aat2aata + aataat2a , 

T6 = a2ataat2 + at2aata2 , 

T7 = aat2a2at + ata2at2a . (64) 

The expression for K is obtained from Eq. (44) after setting 
E= 1. 
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B. The QNF of the Henon-Helles system 

The classical Hamiltonian of the Henon-Heiles system 
given in Eqs. (35)-(37) has a simple form in the chosen x
coordinate system. We convert it into a quantum operator by 
using the creation and annihilation operators of Eqs. (54)
(58) withj,k = 1,2. Thus we have 

Ho = (w I /2)(a lal + a1 ad + (w2/2)(a2ai + ai a2) , 

(65) 

HI = /3 (1i12)3/2(ai + al a1 + a1 al + a12)(a2 + ai) 

+ y(1i12)3/2(a~ + 3(a2 ai a2 + ai az ai) + ap) , 
(66) 

H j = 0, forj";P2. 

The classical resonant and nonresonant conditions, Eq. (38), 
give rise to degenerate and nondegenerate states of the oper
ator Ho. As in the classical case, these degenerate and nonde
generate cases need to be treated separately. The basic com
putational steps to follow are the same as those used for the 
oscillator. The main difference is that here we have al,a1 ,a2 , 

and ai , whereas for the oscillator we had only a and at . For 
the present case the operators Km, W m ,Nm ,Rm , etc. are ex
panded in series of a l,a1 ,a2 , and ai . Thus, for the nondegen
erate case we obtain 

Ko(nondeg) = Ho , 

K2(nondeg) 

= /321J2 [m2c - 4mIAB _ A2] _ 3/3y1f AD 
4 4m~ - m~ m2 2m2 

- flJ2 [a~ af + af ai + 5(ai a~ ai + a2 ai2 a2) 
4m2 

+ 9(a2 ai a2 ai + ai a2 ai a2)] , 

A = al at + at al> 

B = a2 ai + ai a2 , 

(67) 

C = ai a12 + a12 ai , (68) 

Kj = 0, for odd values of j . 

The results for the 1:1 degenerate case (ml = m2 = 1) are 
found to be 

Ko(deg) = Ko( nondeg ), 
m l = m2 = 1 

(69) 

K2(deg) = K2 + - - {3 IJ2n, ( 
nondeg ) (/3r 2) 

ml = mz = 1 2 

(70) 

Equations (67)-(70) are the quantum equivalents of the clas
sical results ofEqs. (39)-(42). A comparison of the results of 
Eqs. (39)-(42) and (67)-(70) shows how various classical nor
mal form terms have assumed their quantized forms. 
Further discussions of these results are given in the next 
section. 
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IV. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM EQUIVALENTS OF THE 
QNF 

In this section we show that the QNF yields the BGNF, 
and that the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation (RSP) re
sults are identical to those of the QNF. Here we also com
pare the QNF energies with the energies obtained by alge
braic and torus quantizations. 

A. The BGN yields the BGNF 

The BGNF is obtained from the QNF by replacing the 
operators aj and aJ by their "classical values" 

aj = (1/~)(Sj + i1]j)' aJ = (1/~)(Sj - i1]j) , 

where 5j and 1]j are the classical (commuting) coordinates 
and momenta. It, however, should be remembered that if the 
QNF obtained in Sec. III need to be transformed into differ
ent forms by using the commutation rules of the aj and aJ ' 
Eq. (56), then care must be taken not to change the homo
geneity or the order of the Km. The reason for this can be 
illustrated by considering the two expressions aJ aj + ! and 
!(aj aJ + aJ aj ). Although these expressions are quantum 
mechanically equivalent, they produce the classical results 
!(S J + 1]J) + ! and !(S J + 1]J) , respectively. The homogen
eous form gives the correct classical Hamiltonian. Thus, by 
preserving the order and homogeneity of the QNF one ob
tains exactly the BGNF equations [(31)-(34) and (39)-(42)] 
from the QNF equations (62)-(64) and (67)-(70)]. 

B. The QNF energies 

By construction, the QNF's are diagonal (block diag
onal in the degenerate case) in the harmonic oscillator basis 
sets, and hence evaluation of the QNF energies is a simple 
matter. One needs to use the basic properties, Eqs. (56)-(58), 
of the creation and annihilation operators. The energy of the 
anharmonic oscillator is given by 

E(Ko) = (nIKoln) = wIn +!), (71) 

E (K2) = (n I ~21 n) 
= _.!..? b 21J2 (n2 + n + .!.!.) + ~ gIJ2(n2 + n + !) 

4m 304 2' 
(72) 

E(K4) = (nl ~: In), 
= - WIJ3/96m)[102n3 + 153n2 + 177n + 63] 

+ (gb 21J3 148m2)[ 1350n3 + 2025n2 + 1701n + 513] 

- (b 41J3 196m3) [ 4230n3 + 6345n2 

+ 4905n + 1395] , 

E(Kj ) = 0, for oddj, 

E~(Ko) +E(K2) +E(~). 

(73) 

(74) 

We now compare E ofEqs. (71)-(74) with E torus' the energy 
obtained by substituting (n + !) for 1" in the BGNF equations 
[(31)-(34)]. The difference between E and E torus is of the or
der of IJ2 and is given by 
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E-E =- 3g-- -(2n+ 1),,3 If ( 7b
2

) 
torus 16 w 

x [67g2 _ 459gb 2 + 1155b 4] . (75) 
l2&u 64w2 l28w3 

Comparing Eqs. (71)-(74) and (75), it is noticed that,joreach 
order oj approximation, the first two terms in E and E torus' 

are the same. The substitution of (n + !)m for r" means 
quantization of r" by (ata +!t . This "second quantiza
tion" preserves the Poisson and BGNF structures. On the 
other hand, the QNF also preserves the Poisson and BGNF 
structures. For m > 1, the QNF corresponds to "higher-or
der quantizations" (through the successive replacements of 
Poisson brackets by commutators). An example of the effect 
of higher-order quantizations is given in Eq. (75), which indi
cates that E torus can be called an approximation of E. Equa
tion (75) also shows that the difference between E and E torus 

is more pronounced at low n values as compared to high n 
values. This implies that at and near the ground level E torus is 
expected to be less accurate than E for a given order of ap-

I 

E-:::::.EK" (nondeg) + EKl (nondeg) . (78) 

Comparing the energy E, Eqs. (76)-(78), with E torus obtained 
by replacing 1'1 = n l +! and 1'2 = n2 +! in Eqs. (39) and 
(40), we find the difference 

(79) 

As in the anharmonic oscillator problem discussed above, 
E torus for the Henon-Heiles system is expected to be less 
accurate than E at and near the ground level. For higher 
energy levels E torus may be used for E. 

Unlike the previous two cases, Eqs. (71)-(74) and (76)
(79), the operator K2 for the degenerate states is block diag
onal (except when n l + n2 < 2). The nth eigenstate, 
n = n l + n2>2, of the degenerate state is constructed from a 

proximation. Since E torus --E as n becomes large, one may 
use E torus instead of E for large n. An illustration of the 
relative behavior of E and E torus is given by the numerical 
data of Table I. The "exact" values in Table I were found by 
diagonalizing a 200 X 200 matrix formed by the elements of 
the operator H ofEqs. (59)-(61) in the harmonic oscillator 
basis set. The data of Table I bear out the expected behaviors 
of E and E torus' It can be seen that both E and E torus deviate 
more from the exact energy as n increases. Our experience 
shows that these low-order one-center approximate results 
(E and E torus) cannot account for the quantum mechanical 
barrier penetration that becomes important when b is signifi
cant. Therefore, the practical use of these results is limited to 
low-lying energy levels under small perturbations. 

The QNF energies of the Henon-Heiles system have 
been computed' through K2. For the nondegenerate case we 
have 

EK,,(nondeg) = (n2nlIKo(nondeg)lnln2) 

= wI(n l +!) + w2(n2 + !) , (76) 

(77) 

I 
linear combination of the unperturbed states I n I n2 ). For cal-
culating the energy one needs to diagonalize the matrix M 
having elements Mij = (jiIK2/21ij> . It may be pointed out 
that the difference between our M for n I + n2 = 2 and the 
corresponding matrix of Refs. 3(a) and 3(b) is only in the 
diagonal elements and this difference is given by Eq. (79). 
Forthe 1:1 degeneracyandn l + n2 = 2, the eigenvalues et of 
the matrix M are given by 

el = - (1f/8)(27P2 + 54{3r + 7lyZ) , 
e2 = - (If /2)(A + B 112), e3 = - (If /2)(A - B 1/2) , 

where 

A= -!(17p2+3<>Pr+1OIyZ), 
B = - !(41p4 - 446j32yZ + 2025y4 - l6p3r ). 

TABLE I. Comparison of energies of the anharmonic oscillator. Here E QNF is obtained by using Eqs. (71 H74). E wrus is obtained by substituting (n + !) for T 

in the BGNF equations [(31H34)]. and E ..... is obtained by diagonalizing a 200 x 200 matrix formed by the matrix elements of the operator H ofEqs. (59}
(61) in the harmonic oscillator basis with variable exponent. TheEQNF.E..",... and E • ..". correspond to ll) = 1. b = 0, andg = 0.01. whileEQNF.E::"'" and 
E:"" correspond to ll) = 1. b = - 0.02, andg = 0.02. 

n EQNF Etorua E...". EQNF E:'rua E:x.ct 

0 0.50724 0.5037 0.50726 0.5068 0.5033 0.5068 
1 1.5354 1.5323 1.5356 1.5328 1.5297 1.5328 
2 2.5898 2.5871 2.5908 2.5839 2.5811 2.5840 
3 3.6678 3.6655 3.6711 3.6590 3.6565 3.6591 
4 4.7669 4.7650 4.7749 4.7567 4.7545 4.7570 
5 5.8845' 5.8830 5.9010 5.8758 5.8739 5.8766 
6 7.018 1 7.0170 7.0483 7.0151 7.0135 7.0170 
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For the special case (Ii = 1, P = 1/.,J80, r = - 1/3.J8ij) , 
considered by Refs. 3(a) and 3(b), we have the six lowest 
energy levels 

E. = 1 + (OOIK2/21(0) = ~, (SO) 

E2 = E3 = 2 + (01 I K2/2 I 10) = 2 + (10IK2/2101> = W6 ' 
(81) 

E4 = 3 + e3 = ~, Es = E6 = 3 + e. = 3 + e2 = W .(S2) 

The results of Eqs. (SO)-{S2) are compared in Table II with 
those reported by Robnik.3

(a) We believe that there is a small 
error in Eq. (3.17) of Ref. 3(b) [the number - 2 should read 
as - 4 for Eq. (3.17) to be consistent with Eq. (2.4) of Ref. 
3(b)]. It is clear from Table II that the difference between the 
QNF and quantized BGNF results is more pronounced for 
n = 0. This difference depends, Eqs. (76)-{79), on the values 
of liJ.,liJ2' p, and r. It may be remarked that the choice 
if' = (n; + !)2 is not unique since other choices of the quan
tum operators for if' also preserve the Poisson and BGNF 
structures. In the QNF approach, the quantization of if' is 
achieved in a consistent way by successive replacements of 
the Poisson brackets that are used to generate the BGNF. It 
is clear from the contents of Sees. III and IV A, that the 
QNF results preserve the Poisson and BGNF structures. A 
study of the data in Table II also shows the slight edge of the 
QNF results over other quantum calculations at and near 
the ground state. 

c. The QNF is identical to the RSP 

We calculated the Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation 
(RSP) energies through fourth order for the anharmonic os
cillator and seeond order for the resonant and nonresonant 
Henon-Heiles system. These perturbation energies were 
found identical to the corresponding QNF results given in 
Eqs. (62)-{64) and (71)-{74). It is not hard to see the reason for 
the agreement between these results. The RSP expression for 
the energy of the nth perturbed state can be written (for sim
plicity, assume nondegenerate states) as 

H=Ho+ V, HIt/!) =Elt/!), HolifJm) =EmlifJm), 

lifJn)=PIt/!), Q=I-P, 

P=lifJn)(ifJnl, Q= IlifJm),(ifJml, (ifJnltfo) =1, 
m#n 

n=vI{ Q (En_E+V)}m. 
m En -Ho 

If n; is the projection of n on the space of lifJn) , then 
(ifJn In Itfo) = (ifJn In; I~n) , where n; is diagonal (block di
agonal in the degenerate case) in lifJn) . In the QNF ap
proach, on the other hand, the transformations invoked by 
Eqs. (43)-(53) yield the operators K;>o that commute with 
Ko. Thus K;>o is diagonal (block diagonal in the degenerate 
case) in the eigenbasis lifJn) and an agreement between QNF 
and RSP is expected. In our work we have found that, for 
arbitrary n, the operators Ki>o and n; are identical to the 
same order of approximation. Therefore, the RSP and QNF 
are two alternate routes to the same goal. 

We have also seen in Sec. IV A that the QNF generates 
the BGNF exactly. In view of the above discussion, the 
BGNF can therefore be called the classical analog of the 
RSP. It may be possible to obtain the BGNF from the RSP 
by taking appropriate classical limits. 

V.SUMMARY 

By employing the Lie transform, we have presented the 
BG NF's of a one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator and the 
two-dimensional Henon-Heiles system. The QNF's ofthese 
systems have been obtained by replacing with commutators 
the Poisson brackets that are present in the Lie series for the 
BGNF's. This trading of Poisson brackets for commutators 
has provided an algebraic connection between the BGNF 
and QNF. Our comparison of the energies, obtained by the 
QNF and Weyl quantization of the BGNF, shows that the 
main difference between these two sets of quantization re
sults occurs at and near the ground energy level. The QNF, 
which in effect corresponds to higher-order quantizations of 
the BGNF, provides better results for the ground energy. We 
have demonstrated how to obtain the BGNF from the QNF 
by replacing the quantum operators by their classical values. 
We have also shown the equivalence between the QNF and 
RSP. Thus it may be possible, at least in principle, to obtain 
the BG NF from the RSP by taking appropriate classical lim
its. Although our work does not solve the fundamental prob
lem of quantization of classical Hamiltonian systems, it does 
provide a better understanding of why the Weyl and torus 
quantizations of the BGNF yield reasonable results, and the 
algebraic connection between the BG NF and RSP is a new 
result. 

TABLE II. Comparison of 1: 1 degenerate energies of the Henon-Heiles system. The energies in columns Eo""", ,EQNF,E ';.Q ,E ~Q ,Esc, and Eus , respectively, 
correspond to (1) exact quantum mechanical variational calculations of Refs. 4(e) and 4(1), (2) QNF results obtained from Eqs. (80H82), (3) algebraic quantiza
tion results of Ref. 3(a), (4) algebraic quantization results of Ref. 3(b), (5) classical trajectory data with semiclassical quantization of Refs. 4(e) and 4(1), and (6) 
uniform semiclassical results up to and including K6 of Refs. 4(a). 

States E..- EQNF E';.Q E~Q Esc Eus 

E1 0.9986 0.9986 0.9984 0.9948 0.9947 0.9966 
E2=EJ 1.9901 1.9903 1.9901 1.9863 1.9863 1.9868 
E. 2.9562 2.9569 2.9568 2.9532 2.9506 2.9558 
E~=E6 2.9853 2.9861 2.9859 2.9823 2.9815 2.9812 
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An estimate is provided for the lapse function defining asymptotically Euclidean maximal slicings 
in asymptotically flat space-times. This estimate is found to be in agreement with a similar 
estimate suggested, on heuristic grounds, by Smarr and York. It is also shown that in vacuum 
space-times the scalar curvature of maximal slices remains uniformly bounded in time provided 
that suitable conditions on the rate of growth of the (negative) lower bound of the Ricci curvature 
of the slices are satisfied. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Asymptotically Euclidean maximal slicings playa key 
role in discussing, either analytically or numerically, the dy
namics of asymptotically flat space-times. For instance, 
within the context of the initial value problem they permit a 
separation of the Hamiltonian and of the momentum con
straints. Also, much of the work in numerical relativity relies 
on the nice kinematical properties of such slicings. Recently, 
Bartnik l (see also Refs. 2 and 3 for a different approach) has 
proven that only rather mild conditions are necessary in or
der to ensure the existence of maximal slicings in a given 
asymptotically flat space-time. This result further empha
sizes the importance of discussing the dynamics of maximal 
slicings as a mirror image of the dynamics of the ambient 
space-time. An important point in this context is to discuss 
how much of a globally hyperbolic space-time admitting a 
maximal slice can be foliated by the one-parameter family of 
maximal slices generated starting from the given slice. In 
this connection, a number of well-known examples, among 
which is the extended maximal slicing of the Schwarzschild
Kruskal space-time found by Estabrook et al.,4 suggest that 
maximal slices tend to lose their spacelike character, by turn
ing null-like, in regions of strong curvature. As a conse
quence, in such regions the dynamics will be halted, and the 
given family of maximal slices will no more be able to cover 
the whole Cauchy development ofthe initial data. Evidence 
for such behavior is also supported by various numerical 
examples such as the colliding black holes solution of Smarr 
and Eppley,6 or by solutions describing imploding gravita
tional waves.7 In order to get a better understanding of the 
relation between the mass-energy content of the slices and 
their dynamics, Smarr and Y ork8 discussed a particularly 
simple model. In this way, they were able to argue that the 
lapse function Nt defining a maximal slicing 1St} tends to 
drop to zero (and St turns null-like on two-spheres, conse
quently) in strong field regions according to 

Nt~exp( -Xo(t)), (Ll) 

where the dimensionless parameter Xo(t) is a measure of the 
strength of the scalar curvature on the slice considered. This 

")Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica Nucleare e Teorica, Univer
sita degli Studi di Pavia, Via Bassi 6,27100 Pavia, Italy. 

conjecture proved to be in remarkable agreement with the 
actual behavior of the lapse function defining the Estabrook 
maximal slicing. Estimate (1.1) also allowed us to under
stand in what circumstances a maximal slicing can tum null
like before hitting a possible singularity or whether it can 
allow the field equations to evolve the data until the singular
ity (if any) is reached. 

The main purpose of this paper is to provide some gen
eral results concerning such topics. Without referring to 
heuristic models or to particular examples, we show that an 
estimate similar in structure to (1.1) holds true for the lapse 
function defining the generic asymptotically Euclidean max
imal slicing. Such an estimate reproduces, in a more precise 
way, the results of Smarr and York. Namely, it shows that 
maximal slices tend to turn null-like in strong field regions if 
the product of the square root of a suitable average of the 
scalar curvature times the "radius" of the region, from 
which the main contributions to the curvature come, grows 
sufficiently fast with the coordinate time labeling the slices. 
A new feature of our estimate is the significant role played in 
it by the negative part of the Ricci curvature of the slices. 
This role was not evident in the original analysis of Smarr 
and York, since that analysis was carried out on a heuristic 
flat space model. From a geometrical and function-theoreti
cal point of view, such a role cannot be surprising, for the 
lapse function associated with an asymptotically Euclidean 
maximal slicing {Sf} is, on each Sf> a subharmonic function 
(i.e., A.Nt ;>0, where A. is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on 
the given Sf)' And, as is well known, the existence of subhar
monic functions on complete Riemannian manifolds is 
strictly conditioned by sign restrictions on the Ricci curva
ture of the manifold (e.g., see Ref. 9). According to our esti
mate, if the ratio between the (negative) lower bound of the 
Ricci curvature and the scalar curvature of the slices grows 
with the time function labeling the slices (which reduces to 
proper time at spatial infinity) at a sufficiently large rate, 
then we can avoid a breakdown in the uniform spacelike 
character of the slicing. This behavior is to be expected, for a 
growing (negative part of the) Ricci curvature implies that 
the geometry of the slices is developing large inhomogene
ities. And, as already argued by Smarr and York (on the basis 
of the analysis of marginally bound dust collapse in Bondi
Tolman space-times as discussed by Eardley and Smarr, 10 

such inhomogeneities can preserve the uniform spacelike 
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character of a maximal slicing. 
The estimate for the lapse function so obtained yields 

interesting results when applied to maximal slicings in vacu
um space-times. A rather simple argument based on such an 
estimate and on the evolutive part of Einstein's equations 
implies that the scalar curvature of asymptotically Euclid
ean maximal slices stays uniformly bounded above during 
the evolution, provided that the (negative) lower bound of 
the Ricci curvature does not grow too fast with time. This 
result appears to be quite satisfactory, for it provides an ana
lytical form to the well-known singularity-avoidance fea
tures of most maximal slicings. 

[Notation: for any smooth symmetric bilinear form A, 
we set tr A==A ii' IAI=IAikA ik I!, (V.A)k=Vi,4ik , where V 
denotes the Riemannian connection, and where i, 
k, ... = 1,2,3. Riemann tensor sign conventions are fixed by 
(ViVk - Vk ViIv' = RikmivmwithRik=R mimk ; physical units 
are taken so that G = c = 1.) 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let (v4,g) be a space-time manifold, a solution of the 
Einstein field equations Gpv = 81TTpv , describing a given 
gravitating system. According to the (3 + 1) dynamical for
mulation of general relativity, we may regard 

tp 

(V4 ~o Xl, g) as the Cauchy development of some regular 

initial data set (So, ho, Ko), where So is a three-manifold car
rier of the initial data, tp is a diffeomorphism mapping V 4 

onto the product So X I (I being a suitable subset of R), and 
ho, Ko are tensor fields on So representing, respectively, the 
first and the second fundamental form associated with the 
embedding of S in the final space-time. 

We assume that the data are evolved from a slice 
S, = tp -I(SO X ( t }) to the nearby slice S, + /j, along a non
spacelike congruence r. Correspondingly we denote by n the 
unit timelike future pointing normal vector field associated 
with the slicing {S, }, by N" the lapse function, which is the 
proper-time normal separation between two nearby slices of 
{S, }, and by t, the nonspacelike future pointing vector field 
tangent to the t-parametrized lines e" = tp -I( {x} X l) de
fining the congruence r. 

As is known (e.g., see Ref. 11), n, n" and t are related to 
each other via 

t=N,n+a, , (2.1) 

where a,: S,---+TS, is the shift vector field. Notice that as 
long as N, is strictly positive, t is nowhere tangent to S,. 

We denote by h, the Riemannian three-metric on a given 
slice S,' by K, the rate-of-deformation tensor associated with 
n (the second fundamental form corresponding to the em
bedding of S, in V 4

), by K, its trace-free part (the shear ten
sor), and by k, = tr(K,) the mean extrinsic curvature of S, in 
V 4

• Locally, in terms of the fields N" n, t, a, introduced 
above, we can write 

i k d i 2 IfJ 12)d 2 ( g = (h');k dx dx + 2(a')i x dt - (N, - t t, 2.2) 
; k Kt = - ~ Ln(hth dx dx 

= - ~ N ,- I(Lt (h,);k - L Il, (h, h )dx; dxk , 

k, = N t-I(V,·at - Lt(log(det h,)1I2)), 
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(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where L denotes Lie differentiation along the vector field 
indicated. 

We assume the usual falloff conditions on h" K" and the 
matter fields associated with the boundedness of the total 
four-momentum of the system described by (V4, g). Assum
ing (for the moment) that each slice S, is diffeomorphic to R3 
and denoting by r the Euclidean distance in the region exter
nal to some compact set, we require that there exist in S, 
asymptotic Cartesian coordinate charts in which 

Da((ht);k - e;k) = O(r- I
- Ial ), 

Da((K');k) = O(r- 2
- lal ), DaIL, = O(r- 4

- lal ), (2.5) 

Da(Jt)i = O(r- 4
- lal ), Da(St);k = O(r- 4

- lal ), 

where a is a multi-index [i.e., a triple of non-negative integers 

(ai' a2' a3), with lal = al + a2 + a3, and D a = 0:' a;.2 3'/] . 
The tensor fields e, ILl' J" and s, introduced in (2.5) are, 
respectively, the Euclidean metric, the energy density, the 
density of momentum, and the density of momentum cur
rent of the external sources relative to a system of ~ 3 observ
ers momentarily at rest on the given S,. We also identify the 
parameter t with the proper time at spatial infinity, and thus 
we assume that 

Da(N, - 1) = O(r- I
- Ial ), (2.6) 

together with 

D a(at)k = 0 (r- I - Ial). (2.7) 

Finally notice that by suitably utilizing the freedom in 
choosing the diffeomorphism tp mapping V 4 onto So X I, we 
can always assume thatD akt = 0 (r- 3 -Ial) (see Ref. 2). (For 
more details on this point as well as for the formulation of the 
above asymptotic conditions either in terms of the weighted 
Sobolev spaces of Niremberg-Walker-Cantor, or in terms of 
the weighted HOlder spaces introduced by Choquet-Bruhat, 
see Refs. 12 and 2, respectively.) 

III. MAXIMAL SLICINGS 

As a basis for subsequent discussions we now assume 
that the initial submanifold So is maximal, i.e., ko = 0, and 
examine under what conditions such maximal character can 
be maintained in time. 

As is known (see, e.g., Ref. 2), the rate of variation of the 
mean extrinsic curvature kt in passing from a slice St to the 
nearby slice St + /jt' along the lines of r, is provided, indepen
dently of the field equations, by 

Ltkt = - 11 tN, + N,(IKt 12 + (4)Ric(n,n)) + Lp,kt , (3.1) 

where (4)RiC( , ) is the Ricci curvature tensor of the envelop
ing space-time, and where A t is the Laplace-Beltrami opera
tor in the given S, [in a local coordinate neighborhood 
A, = (det h,) - 112a;((det ht )1I2 X (ht )Vaj )] • 

Taking into account the field equations, (3.1) reduces to 

Ltkt = -AtNt +Nt(lKt I2 +!(.ut + tr(st)))+LII,kt . 

Thus, if ko = 0, we can propagate the maximal character of 
the embedding along r provided that the lapse function N, 
defining the slicing {S,} is a solution, on each slice S, of the 
second-order elliptic partial differential equation 
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(3.2) 

with the condition Nt > 0 . 
In order to provide a physical interpretation to (3.2), we 

may consider the maximal foliation {St J resulting from solv
ing (3.2) on each St , as defining an irrotationallluid of refer
ence fYI. Then, we can associate with {St J the scalar field 

. Ut= -log Nt' and the spacelike vector field G=,=VUt , in 
which we easily recognize the relative scalar acceleration 
potential and the relative dragging gravitational field with 
respect to fYI, respectively. In terms of Uti Eq. (3.2) can be 
written as 

(3.3) 

where we have set for convenience Ht=(IKt 12 
+ !(JLt + tr(St))) . 

Equation (3.3) simply tells us what instantaneous accel
eration (A = - G) must be provided to the observers of fYI in 
order to balance the focusing effect of matter and gravitation 
in such a way as to maintain, in time, the incompressibility 
condition k t = O. One should note that, according to Eq. 
(3.3), such an acceleration results from an instantaneous ba
lance between the focusing inducing terms (JLt + tr(St)) and 
IKtI2, and the "energy density" IVUt l2 associated with the 
defocusing acceleration field itself. 

It is quite simple to provide conditions ensuring the 
solvability of problem (3.2) on each given St . To this effect, 
we can apply a general theorem proved by Fischer-Colbrie 
and Schoen, \3 concerning the properties of the operator 
(..:1 - W), with Wa given smooth function, on complete, non
compact, manifolds (equivalently, we could apply a theorem 
by Cantor and Brill,14 more specifically concerned with the 
Laplacian on asymptotically Euclidean manifolds). In this 
way, we obtain that (3.2) admits, in the given St , a positive 
solution satisfying the given asymptotic conditions if and 
only if (ift) the first eigenvalue of the linear operator 
L ==..:1 t - H, is non-negative on each compact domain D of 
S, . Namely iff 

int{[ (HJ2 + IV!1 2)dvt: supp!eD, i p dVt = 1) 

=A 1(D»0, 

or equivalently iff 

- r HJ2 dv,"- r IV!12 dVt , (3.4) 
)St )St 

for any function! :;60, with compact support. 
Condition (3.4) is trivially satisfied if the external 

sources are such that the strong energy condition 

Ilt + tr(St »0 (3.5) 

holds true. However, it is clear that (3.4) does not require the 
pointwise validity of the strong energy condition in order 
that problem (3.2) admits a well-behaved solution. Rather, 
what we need is only the validity of(3.5) in an averaged sense. 
To be more precise, by an argument similar to that in Ref. 14, 
it can be shown that condition (3.4) is satisfied if 

(It- 1H, 13/2 
dVt )2/3 < C, 

where C is a large positive constant (that can be estimated), 
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and where S t- denotes the union of those regions of St where 
H t < 0. This latter circumstance is physically significant, as 
it implies that the maximal slicing condition also can be pro
pagated in space-time regions where (3.5) does not hold true. 
This can be the case, for instance, when the external sources 
are represented by a massive scalar field. Similarly, if we 
consider high-density regimes in spontaneously broken 
gauge theories, it is possible that the strong energy condition 
is violated (as Tipler15 argued, such violations are likely to be 
only local, with the strong energy condition holding in an 
averaged sense). However interesting it may be, the analysis 
of the behavior of maximal slicings in such regions is quite 
difficult [essentially because if (3.5) does not hold true 
pointwise, an Nt solution of (3.2), does not obey the maxi
mum principle]. Thus, we shall assume in the following that 
the strong energy condition is satisfied. 

From the above analysis it follows that by imposing the 
condition ko = 0, L t k t = 0, on the initial and on all subse
quent slices, respectively, and by solving the associated prob
lem (3.2), we obtain a one-parameter family, (Nt), of scalar 
functions determining a maximal slicing {St 1 in a suitable 
neighborhood of the initial slice So. However, this procedure 
(which can be numerically implemented on a computer), 
cannot, in general, provide a well-behaved slicing {St 1 as t 
grows larger and larger, since we are not ensured, at least not 
a priori, that as t grows, the slices St remain uniformly space
like or singularity-free. Leaving aside, for the moment, the 
question of the occurrence of singularities, let us fix our at
tention on the maintenance in time of the uniform spacelike 
character ofthe maximal slices generated by (3.2). 

As is known (see, e.g., Ref. 16) a one-parameter family of 
Riemannian three-metrics ht , induced on So by a Lorent
zian metric g by means of a smooth curve of embeddings 
i t :S_V4

, is said to be uniformly spacelike if for any uni
formly timelike vector field v: V4_TV4 [i.e., for any v such 
thatg(v,v) = - r, with r>a > 0], wehaveg(v,n) = - a with 
a uniformly bounded above. In our case 
g(v,o) = - N t- 1(v-(t - 13t)), and for v uniformly timelike 
and (t - 13t) nonspacelike, the scalar product (v·(t - 13t)) is 
always uniformly bounded away from zero. Thus, the uni
form spacelike character of the slicing {(St, ht ) 1 is ensured 
as long as the corresponding lapse function Nt remains uni
formly bounded away from zero as the evolution goes on. 
Namely if, associated with the family offunctions (Nt) , solu
tions of the corresponding problem (3.2) on the successiveSt , 

there is a positive constant C such that 

(3.6) 

for all tER + , and for all xESt • 

Geometrically, condition (3.6) implies that as t grows, 
the successive slices St remain uniformly separated. It fol
lows, in such a case, that the description of tile space-time 
geometry from the frame fYI associated with [St}, has an 
infinite proper-time duration (if the evolution process is not 
halted by the occurrence of singularities). Conversely, if con
dition (3.6) does not hold true, namely if (inf Nt (x))xeS de
creases sufficiently fast with t, then, regardless of the p~ssi
ble occurrence of singularities, the description of the 
space-time geometry from fYI may have a finite proper-time 
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duration. 
In order to check if condition (3.6) holds true or not, it is 

necessary to provide an estimate for (inf Nt )xeS, in terms of 
the instantaneous values of the fields Kp ,tt" and St. This task 
will occupy us for most of the remaining part of this paper. 
We shall adapt to our particular situation an elegant tech
nique devised by Yauy,18 The estimate for inf Nt will be 
derived in three steps. First, we use Yau's results in order to 
derive bounds for the magnitude of IVUt I = IVNt liNt (the 
acceleration in the frame ~), in terms of the instantaneous 
values of the fields Ko f..l t' and St. Then, such estimates are 
used to associate with any solution of problem (3.3) a gradi
ent bound of the form IVUI I,at-

1UI with the constant at 
explicitly provided. This gradient bound together with some 
easy manipulation of (3.3) will finally yield the required esti
mate for inf Nt . 

IV. AN ESTIMATE FOR THE LAPSE FUNCTION 

Letf be a smooth nonconstant positive function defined 
on a complete Riemannian three-manifold (S,h). Corre
spondingly let us consider the function 

F=IV logfl2 . 

A direct calculation (see Ref. 17) yields 

VF= 2(Vj-Hessf)f-2 - 2(IVfI2If3 )Vf, (4.1) 

AF = 2/-2IHess/1 2 + 2/-2Vj-V(A/) + 2/-2Ric(Vf,V/) 

- 2f-2IVfI 2(Aflf) - 4f-1(VFoVf) - 2F2, (4.2) 

where (Hess/)jk=Vj V J, and Ric( , ) denote, respectively, 
the Hessian of / and the Ricci curvature associated with 
(S,h). The philosophy behind (4.1) and (4.2) is that they allow 
us to estimate F provided that we have suitable information 
on Hess f, VIA/I, and on the Ricci curvature of the ambient 
manifold. [Notice that (4.2) is essentially the well-known for
mula of Bochner-Lichnerowicz-WeitzenbOck, e.g., see Ref. 
19.] 

First step: Since the strong energy condition (3.5) has 
been assumed to hold true, it easily follows from the maxi
mum principle20 that on each St, an Nt solution of problem 
(3.2) is such that 

(4.3) 

[notice, again, that the lower boundedness in (4.3), a conse
quence of the maximum principle, is not, a priori, uniform in 
time]. Thus N, is a smooth nonconstant positive function on 
each (S" ht), and we can consider (4.1) and (4.2) for / = Nt 
and (S,h) = (St ,ht). [In this case F = I V Ut 12 reduces to the 
squared magnitude of the four-acceleration in the frame ~ 
associated with (SI J • ] 

Ifwe take into account Eq. (3.2), then (4.2) yields in this 
particular case 

AF = 2N,-z1HessN,12 + 2N,-2 Ric(VN"VN, ) 

+ 2Nt-1(VNr"VHt) - 4Nt-
1(VFoVNt) - 2F2. 

(4.4) 

The term in (4.4) involving the Hessian of N, can be estimat
ed according to the following argument. Let 5j' i = 1,2,3, 
denote the eigenvalues of the Hessian at the generic point 
xeS" and let 51 be the largest (positive) eigenvalue [that 
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51>0, follows by observing that tr(HessNt ) = ~j51 = ANI 
= HtNt>O]. Since (Hess Nt (VN"VN,)) = ~j5jIV(IW,IZ 
<5lIVNtI2, we have 

51>IVNt l-2Hess(VNt,VNt) . 

Hence, taking into account (4.1), 

5t>Nt-
tIVNt I2 + !N;IVNt l-

2(VFoVNt). (4.5) 

On the other hand, since 1521+1531>51 -tr(HessNt ), we 
have the following chain of inequalities: 

(5i + 5~)1/2>(j521 + IS3I)1\"2>(51 - tr(Hess N t ))/\"2. 

If 5t>tr(Hess Nt), this implies 

1 Hess Nt 12 =57 +5~ +5~>!(SI-HtNY+57 

>~7 - !(H;N;). 

This inequality is satisfied also if tr(Hess Nt) > 51' since we 
can write 

IHess Nt 12 = ~7 + (5~ + 5~) -!5t 
>~ 7 - !(tr(Hess Nt W . 

Thus, taking into account (4.5), we get 

I Hess Nt 12>~(N t- zi V Nt 14 + !N~I V Nt 1-4(V FoV Nt)2 

+ Nt(VF·VNt)) - !(H;N;) . 

Hence 

Nt-ZIHessNt 12>V2 + ~Nt~ l(VF·VNt) - !(H;) , 

which, when introduced in (4.4), yields 

AF>F2 -H; + 2Nt-
zRic(VN"VNt) 

+ 2N t- I(V Nt·V Ht ) - N t- I(V Nt oVf) . (4.6) 

This result allows us to get either an integral or a pointwise 
estimate for 1 V Ut 1 . 

We are not going to make much use of the pointwise 
estimate in what follows, however, it may be worthwhile to 
spend a few lines in deriving it, since it is useful in getting an 
idea of the magnitude that the upper bound of the four-accel
eration IVUt 1 can attain in (St J as the evolution goes on. 

Let us start by noticing that if q is a point where N, 
attains, in the givenSt, an extremum, then limx-+q F(x) = O. 
Furthermore, according to the asymptotic behavior of Nt 
[see (2.6)], we also have limx~co F(x) = O. Thus, F has to 
attain at least one positive maximum (and possibly more) at 
someinteriorpointpESt; that is VF(P) = O,AF(P)<O. Under 
these conditions, estimate (4.6) yields 

(F2 - H; + 2F1/2(aoVHt) + 2FRic(a,a))(p),O, 

where a=(VN,IIVN,Il(P). This necessarily implies that 

F2(P) - 2(supA,)F(P) - 2(supIVHtl)FI/2(P) 

- (sup H t f,o , 
where AI is a non-negative function such that ( - At) is the 
lower bound of the Ricci curvature on the given SI' Thus we 
get 

F(P) = supIVU, 1
2,A;, (4.7) 

where the constant AI is the positive solution of the quartic 
equation 

Z4 - 2(supA,J.z2 - 2(supIVH,IJz - (supH,f = 0 (4.8) 
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(one easily verifies that, unless H, vanishes identically, such 
an equation has one positive solution and at most three nega
tive solutions). 

The fact that (4.8) involves taking the supremums of H" 
IVH,I, andll, makes estimate (4.7) too sensitive to the de
tailed local behavior of the above fields. (Imagine, for in
stance, thatll, has compact support. In such a case sup 1 VIl, I 
and correspondingly sup 1 VH, 1 and A, can grow very large.) 
On the other hand, Eq. (3.3) controlling U, is elliptic, so we 
expect that U, (and IVU, I) is not really so sensitive to the 
local behavior of H, and IVH,I as (4.7) and (4.8) suggest. 
What we need is a sort of distributional analog of (4.7). This 
can be obtained from (4.6) by following verbatim a proof 
similar to that in Ref. 18, pp. 15 and 16. In this way, it follows 
that for any geodesic ballB (R ) inS" ofradiusR, centered at 
any given point xoES" there is for I V U, 12 an L P estimate of 
the form 

[ r IVU 12P dv ]II
P 

JB((I-f3)R) , , 

,C ( r A f dV,)II
P 
+ cp1ld r H f dV,) lip 

JBIR) UBIR) 
+ C/3 -2pR -2(Vol B (R ))IIP , (4.9) 

for anyO</3 < 1, andp;;.3, and where Cis a given numerical 
constant. 

Second step: Since 0 < N, , 1, the acceleration potential 
U, = - log N, is a smooth function, strictly positive at any 
interior point. [That is, U,(x) > 0, \fxES" xEE S,n $2, where 
$ 2 is the two-sphere intercepted at spatial infinity by the 
given S,. This easily follows by observing that if U,(x) = 0 
with x an interior point, then N, (x) = 1, implying that such 
an x is a maximum point for N, . But, according to the maxi
mum principle and (3.2), N, cannot attain a maximum at any 
interior point.] Thus the function 

Q = 1 V log U,I 2 (4.10) 

is bounded and globally well-defined on S,. As for F, it is 
easily verified that such Q has to attain at least one positive 
maximum at some interior point. Let q denote any such 
point, namely (VQ)(q) = 0, (~Q)(q),O. From (4.1) and (4.2) 
(evaluated for f = U,) we get 

(~Q)(q) = (2U,-2IHess U,I 2 - 2Q2 + 2U,-31VU,14 

+ 2U,-3(H,IVU,1 2) - 2U,-2(b'VH,)IVU, 1 

+ 2U,-2 Ric(b,b)IVU,1 2)(q), (4.11) 

where b=((VU,)/(IVU, I))(q). The term in (4.11) involving the 
Hessian can be estimated as IHess U, 12(q) = ~j',t J;;'A i , 
where the Aj are the eigenvalues of Hess U, at q. From (4.1) 
(forf = u,), we easily get that one of such eigenvalues, say AI' 
is provided by (IVU, 12/U,)(q). Thus 

(iHess U, 12/U;)(q);;.(iV U, 14/U;)(q) = Q 2(q) . 

Introducing this in (4.11), we have 

(U,-IIVU,1 3 +H,U,-IIVU,I- (b·VH,) 

+ Ric(b,b)IVU, l)(q),O. 

This necessarily implies that in a suitable neighborhood n (q) 
ofq, 
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Q 1!2(q) = sup(iV log U, I) 

,(IV 10gH, I)(x) + (H ,-lA, IVU, I)(x) , (4.12) 

for any xEiJ (q)CS, ,and where sup(IV log U, Il denotes the 
(local) maximum of IV log U,I in n (q). 

Notice that ifthere are m maximum points qi (i = I-m) 
for Q, an estimate like (4.12) will hold true in a suitable neigh
borhood of any such points. 

In order to get nontrivial information from (4.12), we 
need to eliminate from it either the term I VU, I or the specifi
cation ofthe region(s) n (q), on the location and extension of 
which we know nothing. To this end, lety E n (q) (e.g.,y = q), 
and letB (r) andB (R ) denote any two geodesic balls, centered 
aty, and such thatB (r)Cn (q)CB (R). Ifwe integrate (4.12) 
over B (r) we get 

sup( 1 V log U, J) 

,(IVlogH,I)B(r) + «(H,-IA,IVU,J)B(')' (4.13) 

where 

(J)B(r)=(VOIB(r))-l( ( fdV,) 
JB(r) 

(4.14) 

denotes the average value, over B (r), of the quantity enclosed 
within the angular brackets. On applying Schwarz's inequa
lity (in its average value form) to the second average appear
ing in (4.13), we get 

sup(iV log U, I) 

,(IV log H, I)B(r) 

+ ((A,IH,)2)B(r»)1!2((IVU,j2)B(r»)1!2. 

Since «lflm)B(r»)lIm,(VIS)B(r»)IIS for s>m, the above re
sult yields 

sup(iV log U, I) 

,( I V log H, I) B Ir) 

+ ((A,IH,f)B,r»)1!2((IVU,1 2P)B(r»)1/2P, 

for any p;;. 1. If we choose p;;.3, rewrite r as r = R (1 - /3), 
with o </3=((R - r)/R) < 1, and take into account the LP 
estimate (4.9), then we have 

sup(IV log U, I) 

«IV log H, I) Blr) 

+ C(Vol B (r))-1I2P((A,IH,)2) Blr»)1!2 

X [( ( A f dV,)II
P + pll2( ( Hf dV,) lip 

JBIR) JB(R) 

+ p(R - r)-2(Vol B (R ))IIP] 112 (4.15) 

In this latter expression, we can take the limit for R tending 
to infinity, while keeping r fixed. Since p;p3, and 
(Vol B (R ))<M(R 3 exp(v'U,R)) for some constant M (see 
Refs. 18 and 21) with A, = O(R -3), we have 
limR~'" [(Vol B (R ))IIP /(R - r)2] = 0, and (4.15) reduces to 
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sup(lV log U, I) 

< ( I V log H, I) B IFI 

+ C(Vol B (r)) -1I2P((A,IH,)2) BIFI)I/2 

[( r ) lip (r ) liP] 112 X Js, A f dv, + pl/2 Js, Hf dv, (4.16) 

This holds true for any B (r) C!J (q). 
Estimate (4.16) still depends on the specification of the 

region!J (q). In order to get rid of this last constraint we can 
proceed as follows. Let iii be the points in S, where 
IV log H, I attains its maxima (if some ii; is degenerate, re
place IV log H, I by a smooth approximating function with
out degenerate critical points; notice, however, that the fol
lowing argument can be readily generalized to the case 
where some iii are degenerate). We can easily verify that each 
of such iii belongs to, at least, one of the regions!J (q;), where 
(4.16) holds true. This is trivially the case if A , = O. If A , ¥O, 
and iiift !J (qi)' then there must exist a neighborhood of the 
given iii' I, such that for all B (r)CI, (4.16) holds true with 
the inequality sign reversed. This yields a contradiction, 
since by choosing a B (r) CI, with r sufficiently small, we can 
make the right-side member of(4.16) arbitrarily large, while, 
by standard elliptic theory, sup(lV log U, Il is bounded. 
Thus, estimate (4.16) holds true with B (r) replaced by a suit
ably small geodesic ball centered at iii' More in general, we 
get that corresponding to the m local maxima ii; of 
I V log H, I, there are m estimates of the form 

sup;(IV log U, I) 

< ( I V log H, I) B (F;I 

+ C (Vol B (r;)) - 112P(A,IH,)2) BIF;I)1I2 

X [ (1, A f dV,) I/p + pl12(i, Hf dV,) I/P] 1/2, (4.17) 

where the various r; depend on the given point iii' Each one 
of such estimates holds true in a suitable region I; ~ B (r;), 
centered around the corresponding iii' 

In an actual calculation, when evaluating the right side 
of (4.17), the optimal choice for the size of the balls B (r;) and 
of the regions I; is naturally suggested by the gravitational 
configuration under study. And the calculations are much 
helped by noticing that for p large enough, we may approxi
mate to a very great accuracy the right side of the above 
estimate with 

(IV log H, I) BIF,I + C((A,IH,)2)BIF,d Il2 

X( A p)lIp +pI/2(HP)lIp )112 
, BIF,I 'BIF,I' 

where the average values can be conveniently interpreted in 
a distributional sense. For our actual purposes, the given 
form (4.17) is more suitable than other forms, and since 
(IV log U, I)(X)<SUPi(IV log U, I), 't/xe.Ij> we finally get that 
corresponding to any solution U, of problem (3.3), we have, 
in each given I;, the gradient estimate 

IVU, I(x)< [(1 + p,(i)O',(i))lp,(i)] U,(x), (4.18) 

where we have set for convenience 

(4.19) 

and 
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[( r ) lip ( r ) liP] 112 X Js, A f dv, + pl/2 Js, Hf dv, 
(4.20) 

Notice thatpt(i) is homogeneous to a length. It provides the 
length scale of the region, in I;. from where the main contri
bution to H, comes (Le., the inhomogeneity scale of the 
"source field" H,). As follows from (4.20), 0', (i) is essentially 
an L P average, over B (r;), of the total (viz. S, -integrated) 
source field H, and of the total negative part of the Ricci 
curvature, Such an average is weighted by the average value, 
over the same region, of the ratio (AtIH,), measuring the 
relative importance of the "background" negative Ricci cur
vature with respect to the source field H, in the given I;. In 
particular, this implies that whenever (A ,I H, ) < 1, in a neigh
borhood ofii;, we may correspondingly replace (4.18) by the 
simpler estimate 

IV U,(x) 1< U, (x)1 p, (i), 

as expected. However, if (A,IH,) is sufficiently large [i.e., if 
large anisotropies develop in the underlying geometry of 
(S"h,)] then we are forced to use (4.18). 

Third step: With the above premises, let B, denote a 
geodesic ball centered at x (the point where H, attains its 
local maximum in I;), chosen in such a way as to satisfy the 
condition 

(4.21) 

where p,(i) is provided by (4.19). According to the above 
remarks, such B, (possibly after a slight homotopic deforma
tion) can be regarded as the region inI; from where the main 
contribution to H t comes. Let us apply Gauss' theorem to 
(3.3) over such B, 

_,J: VU,'ds, = r H, dv, - r IVU, 12 dv,. (4.22) 
JaBr JBr JBt 

On applying Schwarz's inequality to the surface integral, 
and by taking into account the gradient estimate (4.18), we 
get from (4.22) 

[(1 + p,(i)O',(i))lp,(i)](Vol(aB,))sup; U, 

1 [ 1 + P,(I}O',(I}]2 2 > H, dv, - . (VoIB,)(suPi UtI , 
B, p,(l) 

that is, by (4.21), 

sup; U,>! [(1 + 4p~(i)(Ht)ByI2 -1]/(1 +pt(i)O',(i)). 

Hence, observing that inf; N, = exp( - sup; U,), we get 
that, corresponding to any solution N, of problem (3.2), we 
have in each I; the pointwise estimate 

inf; N,<exp{ - H(l + 4p;(H,)BYI2 - 1 ]/(1 +p,(I}l7,(lj)}. 

(4.23) 
The above estimate is the result we were looking for. It 

implies that if the rate of growth with t (which is proper time 
at spatialinfinity) of (1 + 4p;(H,) BY 12I(l + p,(i)O',(i)) is suf
ficiently large, then N, cannot remain uniformly bounded 
away from zero in I; as t increases. By adapting to our situa
tion a remark due to York, II we can easily determine the 
critical rate of growth in order that infi N,-D in a finite 
amount of proper time. To this end, let r,(l} denote the 
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world-line of the point Y t' where the local minimum of Nt' in 
Ii, is attained as t varies [since (VNt)lvt) = 0, such a rt(i) is 
the history of an observer of fit in free-fall]. The amount of 
proper time elapsed from the initial slice So to the slice St, 
evaluated along rt(l" is provided by . 

T(r,(l,) = f Nt,lv,)dt' . 

Yt 

From (4.23) we get 

it {-H(1+4p;(Ht)B,l1l2-1]}dt' 
T(rt(l,)" 0 exp 1 + Pt (11Ut (i) . 

Yt 

This is finite as t~ + 00 whenever the exponent appearing in 
the integrand grows with t as (1 + E")log t,E" > 0, or any faster. 
In such a case, the slices St, even if uniformly separated in a 
neighborhood of spatial infinity (where Nt ~ 1), tend to come 
closer and closer to each other, eventually collapsing in Ii in 
a finite amount of proper time. Stated in more geometrical 
words, we can say that in the above case, the family of em
beddings it :(St ,ht ~(V4 ,g), obtained by deforming (So,ho) ac
cording to the maximal slicing condition, does not remain 
uniformly spacelike, as t~ + 00, for the enveloping Lorent
zian geometry (V4,g). 

Hence, according to the above remarks, the problem of 
determining whether or not a maximal slice can turn null
like in a given Ii is reduced to the analysis of the rate of 
growth with time of Ht, A" Pt(i), and ul(i). When external 
sources are present, such analysis can be carried out only 
case by case, when the gravitational configuration under 
study has been explicitly provided. The best we can do in this 
situation is to get some qualitative results from (4.23). This 
latter tells us that the approach to the null cone for a maxi
mal slice is governed either by the growth with time of 
( (Ht ) BY12, or by a corresponding growth of the dimensions 
of the region contributing mostly to (HI) B

t 
[viz. PI (i)] , or by 

a combination of both such mechanisms. This is in complete 
agreement with the results obtained by the heuristic analysis 
of Smarr and York.s Incidentally, notice that a growth of 
Pt (lIon a curved manifold does not necessarily correspond to 
an expansion of the main support of HI' Rather, what hap
pens is that the geodesic ball B" providing the main support 
to HI' will have, as time goes on, increasingly small perim
eter but increasing volume; in other words, space gets 
"sucked into" B I • As is known,4.22 this behavior is quite typi
cal of maximal slices: the matter content of the slice, at suffi
ciently late times, ends up at the bottom of a deep cylindrical 
valley. The proper radius of such a cylinder tends to be con
stant, while the depth of the valley increases with time. Esti
mate (4.23) further suggests that iflarge anisotropies develop 
[i.e., if (AIIH,) and correspondingly ul(i) steadily increases 
with time at sufficiently large rates], then Nt may remain 
bounded away from zero and the slices may be able to reach a 
possible singularity. This last behavior is confirmed again by 
some examples (due to Eardley and Smarr 10) describing 
(highly inhomogeneous) marginally bound dust collapses in 
Bondi-Tolman space-times. 
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V. THE VACUUM CASE 

The above results confirm how far-reaching was the 
simple analysis of Smarr and York. However, such results do 
not provide us with more specific information concerning 
the actual rate of growth with time of (Ht ) Bt,pt(i), and ul(i), 
since the large variety of possible external sources makes any 
such effort practically hopeless. Luckily, the situation is not 
so bad in the vacuum case. In this case H t reduces to IKt 1

2
, 

and according to some remarks of Marsden and Tipler (see 
Ref. 3, especially the remarks associated with Theorem 5), it 
is quite unlikely that IKt 1

2
, for maximal slicings, can grow 

. 2 • • 
unboundedly large. We rather expect that 1 Kt 1 remams um-
formly bounded in time. This conjucture is strongly support
ed by a well-known result of Cheng and Yau,9 stating that for 
minimal hypersurfaces in En a uniform bound for the 
squared second fundamental form of the embedding is auto
matically satisfied. The evidence that this result can be some
how extended to maximal slices in Lorentzian manifolds is 
also supported by the dynamics of the Schwarzschild-Krus
kal space-time as described by the frame of reference asso
ciated with the extended maximal slicing of Estabrook et a/.4 

As is known, such maximal slicing is generated, starting 
from the time-symmetry slice in the Kruskal diagram, by 
solving (3.2) with the inner (Neumann-type) boundary condi
tion V rNt = 0 on the throat (r = 2M, r being the standard 
Schwarzschild radial coordinate, and Mbeing the mass asso
ciated with the solution). In this case, IKt 12 is found to grow 
from zero (on the initalslice) to a maximum value of (8M 2/9) 
at late times. Actually, by making use of estimate (4.23) it is 
quite simple to prove that IKt 12 remains uniformly bounded 
in time. To see this, let us explicitly write down the evolutive 
part of Einstein equations in the absence of external sources. 
Assuming zero shift, we have 

Lt(ht)ab = - 2Nt (K t )ab , (5.1) 

L t (Kt lab = - (Hess Nt lab 

+ Nt [(Ric(ht))ab - 2(Kt )ac(Kt)n . (5.2) 

From (5.1) and (5.2) we get 

Lt(IKt 12) = - 2(Kt)ab(HessNt )ab 

+ 2Nt [ (Kt lab (Ric(ht Wb - 6(K, t b (Kt lac (Kt)~] . 

(5.3) 

Consider (5.3) along the world-line, rt(i), ofthe pointYt 
where the minimum of Nt' in Ii> is attained as t varies. Our 
philosophy is to show that along rt(i), IKt 12 remains uni
formly bounded above as the evolution goes on. By contin
uity, this will imply the uniform boundedness of IKt 12 in a 
suitably small neighborhood ofy" and on applying a simple 
argument, this will finally yield the boundedness of IKt 12. 

In order to estimate, along rAil, the terms (Hess Nt)·Kt> 
(Ric(ht ))'Kt, and (Kt X Kt )'Kt, appearing in the right member 
of(5.3), we can proceed as follows. LetAik be a shorthand for 
any of the bilinear forms Hess Nt, Ric(ht), and (Kt X Kt ). Let 
bw and Ej U = 1,2,3) denote the eigenvalues and the normal
ized eigenvectors of A ik at Y t' respectively. Thus 

A ab(Kt)ab = IjbW(Kt)abEjEJ. 

As is easily verified, we can write 
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(K,)abEjEJ'(~(K,)ab(K,tb)1I2. (5.4) 

[Actually this is a particular case of a useful estimate holding 
true for any symmetric bilinear formBik in Rn, with tr(B );;;.0, 
namely, 

aiakBik ,(nln + 1)1/2(tr(B ))(s? 

+ (nln + 1)1/2(BikB ik)I/2(a)2 , 

for any 8ER" \ 10 J, see Ref. 17.) Hence 

A Ob(K,)ab '.JIIKt 1(;(1) + ~(2) + ~(3)). (5.5) 

Since either (Kt X Kt ) or (Hess Nt )(.vt) is a non-negative bilin
ear form (.v, is a minimum point for N,), on applying (5.5) we 
get 

and 

(Hess Nt}ob(Kt}Ob(.vt)'.JI (IKt I~Nt)(.vt) 

=.JI IKI3Nt(.vt) , (5.6) 

(5.7) 
where [in (5.6)] we have explicitly taken into account Eq. 
(3.2). The term (Ric(bt ))oKt is not so easily estimated, since, in 
general, (Ric(bt ))(.vt) has both positive and negative eigenval
ues. Let us denote by a(J1 (i = 1,2,3) such eigenvalues. By 
taking into account the Hamiltonian constraint we get 

all) + a(2) + a(3) = R (.vt) = IKt 1
2(.vt} , 

so that we can order the eigenvalues in such a way as to have 
all) ;;;'a(2) ;;;'a(3) , where all) is non-negative while a(2) and a(3) 
can be negative. Hence, by recalling that At is the lower 
bound of the Ricci tensor, we get the following chain of in
equalities: 

la (3) I ,A" la(2) I, la(3) I ,A, , 

all) = K; - a (2) - a (3 ) ,K; + 2At . (5.8) 

Since (Ric(btWb(Kt)ab =.IPIJ1(K,)abEjEJ, by taking into 
account (5.4) we get 

(Ric(b,))ab(Kt)ab'.JI IK,I(all ) + la(2) I + la(3)1l 

,./f IK, I(IK, 12 + 4A,) . 

Hence we can bound, along Yt(i), the right side of (5.3) as 

(Lt(IKt 12))Ytltl 

,v3"(IK,13N t )(.v,) 

+ v3"N,(.vtl[ IK, I(K; + 4A,) + IK, n (.vt) 

= v3"N,(.vt)(3K~ + 4A tK, ](.vt)· 

By hypothesis Nt(.vt) = infi N" so that, by taking into ac
count estimate (4.23), we finally get 

(L t {lK,1 2
))ytii) 

,v3" (3IKt 13 + 4A tK,](.vt) 

{ 
- H(1 + 4p;(i)(IKt I2)B,l'/2 - I] } 

xexp . (5.9) 
1 + pt(i)lT,(i) 

This estimate immediately implies that unless At blows up, 
during the evolution, at an exponential rate, IKt 12 remains 
uniformly bounded above along Yt(i). In order to show that 
this result implies the uniform boundedness of I K 12 on the 
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whole (St' btl, we can use the following argument. Let N" 
O<Nt,l, be the solution of problem (3.2), so that we can 
formally write IKt 12 = (~Nt II Nt. Since by standard elliptic 
theory we known that ~Nt is bounded above, and 0 < Nt' I, 
we see that the only troublesome points, where we must 
check the uniform boundedness of 1 Kt 1

2
, are those where Nt 

may tend to vanish, namely points likey,. But estimate (5.9) 
shows that along any such point I K, 12 remains uniformly 
bou.nded above, and the above claim immediately follows. 

The above results imply that asymptotically Euclidean 
maximal slices with St ~R3, in an asymptotically flat vacu
um space-time avoid scalar curvature singularities provided 
that the (negative) lower bound of the Ricci curvature of the 
slices does not grow too fast as the evolution goes on. Esti
mates sharper than (5.9) (which, for the way it has been ob
tained, is an overkill) can probably provide more precise re
sults concerning the critical rate of growth for A,. In any 
case, it appears quite unlikely that one could obtain results of 
the above kind without imposing any restriction on the Ricci 
curvature of the slices. 
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Is perturbation theory misleading in general relativity? 
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Two senses in which the perturbation equations of general relativity can be misleading are 
explored. (i) Under certain circumstances there exist solutions of the perturbation equations that 
appear to be gauge, in that the metric perturbation is the symmetrized derivative of a vector field, 
but which nonetheless are not true gauge. (ii) Under certain circumstances there exist solutions of 
the perturbation equations that cannot, even locally, be extended to higher order in perturbation 
theory. The latter is a local version of the well-known phenomenon of "linearization instability." 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Einstein's equation, a system of nonlinear second-order 
partial differential equations, is sufficiently complex that, 
for most situations of physical interest, there are available no 
corresponding exact solutions. Consequently, much of our 
insight into the physical implications of general relativity 
has come from the study of approximate solutions. The most 
common approximation method is perturbation theory: One 
introduces a background space-time-an exact solution of 
Einstein's equation-and then considers deviations, to first 
or higher orders, from this background. 

To what extent do such approximate solutions corre
spond to exact solutions? The question has both a quantita
tive and a qualitative aspect. The quantitative question asks 
for some numerical measure of the extent to which an ap
proximate solution corresponds to some exact solution. 
Consider, for example, use of the quadrupole formula to 
compute the amount of gravitational radiation emitted by a 
system. By how much does the result of this computation 
differ from the correct answer-that obtained from the full 
Einstein equation?! The qualitative question, on the other 
hand, asks whether the predictions of the approximate solu
tions agree, even in their broad, overall features, with those 
of exact solutions. 

It was first noted by Bri1l2 that, under certain circum
stances, there is not even qualitative agreement between the 
linearized and full solutions of Einstein's vacuum equation. 
These circumstances are that the background space-time 
possess both a compact Cauchy surface and a Killing 
field. 3-6 One first writes down a certain integral over the 
Cauchy surface, where the integrand involves the Killing 
field and an arbitrary solution of the first-order perturbation 
equation. One then shows (i) that, by virture of the second
order perturbation equation, this integral must vanish, and 
(ii) that there exist solutions of the first-order perturbation 
equation for which the integral is nonzero. Then these first
order perturbations, since they cannot even be extended to 
second order, certainly cannot come from any family ofsolu
tions of the full Einstein equation. 

We consider here a somewhat different class of circum
stances under which perturbation theory is qualitatively in
correct. As in the result above, we require of the background 
space-time that it possess symmetries. But, in contrast to 
that result, (i) the perturbation fields are required to respect 

the symmetries, rather than being allowed to break those 
symmetries, and (ii) the arguments are purely local, rather 
than global. 

An example will illustrate what we have in mind. Con
sider the external gravitational field of a static, plane-sym
metric "sheet" of matter. We expect that the space-time ap
propriate to this situation will have three orthogonal, 
commuting Killing fields: t a (timelike, giving the static char
acter), and xa andy" (spacelike, giving the plane symmetry). 

Consider first the limit in which the stress energy of the 
sheet is small. It should then be appropriate to treat the gra
vitational field as a linear perturbation off Minkowski space
time. Denote by gab the Minkowski metric, by Va its asso
ciated derivative operator, and by t a, xa, y" three 
orthonormal translations in this space-time. The first-order 
perturbation of the metric, denoted hab' must satisfy the lin
earized Einstein equation 

vmv mhab - 2vmV(ahblm + Va Vbh mm = 0, (1) 

and must respect the symmetries 

.5t',hab = .5t'xhab = .5t'yhab =0. (2) 

We now claim the following: the most general solution of Eqs. 
(1) and (2) is given by 

hab = 2V(aTbl ' (3) 

where Ta is any vector field such that each of .5t'tTa, .5t' xTa, 
and .5t'yTa is a Killingfield. Clearly, any such hab does in
deed satisfy (1) and (2). To prove the converse, let hab satisfy 
(1) and (2). Equation (2) is the statement thatz[a Vb JhCd = 0, 
where Z a is the unit translation in the background orthogo
nal to the other three. But this in tum implies 

Z[aRbeJde = 0, 

where 

(4) 

Rabed = - 2V[a VllchdJlb J (5) 

is the linearized Riemann tensor. Equation (1) is the state
ment that all traces of Rabed vanish. But this implies, taking 
the double dual of (4), that Z a Rabed = 0. Contracting (4) with 
Z a and using this last equation, we obtain that Rabed = 0, i.e., 
that hab is of the form (3) for some Ta. Finally, for hab ofthis 
form, Eq. (2) is precisely that statement that each of .5t'tTa, 
.5t' x l' a, and .5t' y l' a is a Killing field, completing the proof. 

We thus conclude that every linear perturbation appro-
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priate to this problem is "pure gauge." This conclusion is not 
surprising, for one might expect a static, plane-symmetric 
sheet of matter to result in a "uniform gravitational field," 
i.e., in flat space-time. 

For this particular problem, however, we can compare 
the linearized approximation with the full theory, for all 
vacuum solutions of the full Einstein equation having three 
commuting Killing fields are known.7

•
8 The most general 

such solution can be represented as 

ds'l = - (AZ + 1)2P
, dt 2 + (AZ + 1)2P2 dx2 

+ (AZ + 1)2P3 dy2 + dr, 
(6) 

where PI' P2' P3 are any three numbers satisfying 
PI +P2 +P3 =p/ +p/ +p/ = I, and A is any number. 
[The parameter A, introduced here for later convenience, has 
the effect of merely rescaling the coordinates. So, the family 
of essentially different solutions forms a circle (intersection 
of a plane and a sphere in the space of the Pi)'] For A nonzero, 
these solutions (except those having one of the Pi one, the 
others zero) are nonfiat; while, for A zero, all the solutions 
are flat. Thus, there are exact, nonfiat solutions to the prob
lem arbitrarily close to Minkowski space-time. Yet all linear 
perturbations off Minkowski space-time are pure gauge! It 
would seem that first-order perturbation theory provides too 
few solutions to reflect adequately the full theory. 

There is of course a direct way to see what is going on in 
this particular example: Take the family of metrics in (6), and 
linearize it inA about A = O. There results a linearized metric 
hab of the form (3), but with a particular choice of r a, namely 

+ p~yya + !(P l t
2 _ p~2 _ P3y2)Z'. 

This hab does indeed satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2), for each of 

.5t'tra = - PI(Zt a - t~), 

.5t' x".a = P2(ZXa - x~), 

.5t' y r a = P3(zya _ yz a) 

(7) 

(8) 

is a Killing field, as required. Thus, the situation is the fol
lowing. First, it is indeed true that all linearized solutions in 
this plane-symmetric problem are symmetrized derivatives 
of vectors, as in Eq. (3). But this is the "right answer," for the 
linearization about Minkowski space-time of our family of 
exact solutions also yields a metric perturbation the sym
merized derivative of a vector field. It is only at higher order 
in perturbation theory that the nonflat character of these 
exact solutions becomes apparent. What is happening, then, 
is that a first-order perturbation of the form hab = 2 V(arb) is 
necessary in order to provide access, at higher order in per
turbation theory, to the nonflat exact solutions. Such first
order perturbations, then, should not in this example be re
garded as "gauge." 

This same example illustrates a second potential diffi
culty with perturbation theory. We saw above that the first
order theory appears to provide too few solutions to reflect 
the full theory, an appearance that resulted from a too-broad 
application of the term gauge. The second difficulty is that 
the first-order theory does-not only in appearance, but in 
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fact-provide too many solutions to reflect the full theory. 
To see this, consider the linearized solution hab given by Eq. 
(3) with r a given by Eq. (7)-but with the constants Pi now 
chosen so that (PI + P2 + P3)2 is not equal to PI2 + P22 + p/. 
This hab does not indeed satisfy the first-order linear equa
tions (1) and (2). But, we claim, this particular linearized 
solution comes from no family of exact solutions. This claim 
(which will be discussed in more detail later) can be seen 
directly at this point by taking all linearizations about flat 
space-time offamilies of solutions taken from Eq. (6) (possi
bly allowing the Pi to depend on the parameter A; possibly 
applying A-dependent, Killing-field-preserving diffeomor
phisms). This second difficulty is analogous to the "lineari
zation instability" discussed earlier by Bri1l2 and others. 3-6 

But there are several significant differences. The earlier 
work required a compact Cauchy surface (while here there is 
none), dealt with arbitrary first-order perturbations (while 
here they must respect the symmetries), and involved a glo
bal argument (while here local). 

This example illustrates the issues with which we shall 
be concerned in this paper. Under what circumstances can 
"apparent gauge" arise? What is the "correct" notion of 
gauge? Under what circumstances does perturbation theory 
yield solutions extraneous to the full theory? How can these 
extraneous solutions be identified? 

II. PERTURBATION THEORY 

In this section, we set up the general framework, consist
ing of a few definitions and their basic properties, for pertur
bation theory. 

Fix a manifold vI/. Specify a list of the types of fields to 
be considered on vI/, as well as a list of the equations to be 
satisfied by those fields. In our earlier example, vI/ was the 
manifold R 4; the fields were a symmetric, Lorentz-signature 
metric gab and three vectors fields, t a, xa, and ya; the equa
tions were Einstein's equation, Killing's equation for each of 
t a, xa

, and y", and the equations asserting that all Lie brack
ets of these vector fields vanish . 

Next, let the fields under consideration be divided into 
two classes: the passive fields and the dynamic fields. The 
passive fields will be fixed throughout, while the dynamic 
fields will be subject to perturbation. In our example, the 
three vector fields t a, xa, and ya were passive, while the met
ric gab was dynamic. 

Finally, fix a solution of the system. That is, fix actual 
fields, satisfying all the given equations, on vI/. This solution 
will be called the background. In our example, the back
ground consisted of a flat metric, together with three unit, 
orthogonal translations, on vI/ . 

This, then, is the arrangement we contemplate for per
turbation theory: a manifold vI/, a list of fields and the equa
tions they are to satisfy, a division of the fields into passive 
and dynamic, and a background solution of the system. 

Now consider a one-parameter family of solutions of 
this system of equations, jointly smooth on vI/ and in the 
parameter A. Let this family be such that all passive fields are 
independent of A, and such that the fields in the family re
duce, for A = 0, to the background fields. Taking the first 
derivatives, with respect to A, of the dynamic fields in this 
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family, and evaluating at A. = 0, we obtain the first-order 
perturbed fields. Taking the first derivatives, with respect to 
A., of the equations applied to our family of fields, and evalu
ating at A. = 0, we obtain the jirst-order perturbation equa
tions. This is a system of linear equations on the first-order 
perturbed fields. The first-order perturbation equations, 
once derived in this way, are then regarded as equations in 
their own right; one is free to consider solutions of this sys
tem of equations without reference to a one-parameter fam
ily--or even to whether such a family exists-giving rise to 
that solution. In our earlier example, the only first-order 
perturbed field was the perturbed metric hab' and the first
order perturbation equations were precisely Eqs. (1) and (2). 
(Nothing new results from theA. derivatives of the commuta
tion relations, since these involve only the passive fields.) 
More generally, taking all derivatives up to the nth, with 
respect to A., of the equations, and evaluating to A. = 0, we 
obtain the nth-order perturbation equations. These equations 
involve the background fields and the first n derivatives, 
with respect to A., of the dynamic fields. The nth derivatives 
of the dynamic fields always appear linearly, but the other 
derivatives in general do not. Any solution of the nth-order 
perturbation equations yields immediately a solution of the 
mth-order equations (for m < n), by simply omitting all A. 
derivatives of order higher than the mth. 

There is available a particularly simple class of solutions 
of the nth-order perturbation equations. Consider a one-pa
rameter family !iJ (A.) of diffeomorphisms on JI, jointly 
smooth on JI and in A.. Let this family be such that all pas
sive background fields are invariant under all !iJ (A. ), and 
such that !iJ (0) is the identity diffeomorphism on JI. Apply
ing these !iJ (A. ) to each of the dynamic background fields, we 
obtain a one-parameter family of solutions of the system. 
This family satisfies, by virtue of the conditions just imposed 
on !iJ (A. ), the conditions of the previous paragraph. Hence, 
taking all derivatives up to the nth with respect to A., of the 
dynamic fields in this family, and evaluating at A. = 0, we 
obtain a solution of the nth-order perturbation equations. 
Solutions of the form so obtained will be called gauge solu
tions, reflecting the fact that the result of applying !iJ (A. ) to 
the background has exactly the same physical content as the 
background itself. Thus, the general gauge solution of the 
first-order perturbation equations is determined by a vector 
field r a on JI [reflecting the first derivative of !iJ (A.) at 
A. = 0], with respect to which the Lie derivatives of the pas
sive background fields vanish [reflecting the condition that 
the passive background fields be invariant under the !iJ (A. I]. 
The first-order perturbed fields are those obtained by apply
ing .!£' T to each of the dynamic background fields. The gen
eral gauge solution of the second-order perturbation equa
tions is determined by two vector fields r a and u a on JI 
[reflecting the first two derivatives !iJ (A. ) at A. = 0], with re
spect to which both ofthe Lie derivatives ofthe passive back
ground fields vanish. The perturbed fields are those obtained 
by applying each of .!£' T and.!£' T.!£' T + .!£' u to each of the 
dynamic background fields. 

Fix a manifold JI, lists of the types of passive and dy
namic fields to be considered on JI, a list of the equations to 
be satisfied by these fields, and a background solution of the 
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system. We have seen above that certain one-parameter fam
ilies of solutions of this system lead to solutions of the pertur
bation equations, and that certain one-parameter families of 
diffeomorphisms on JI lead to gauge solutions of the pertur
bation equations. We now consider the extent to which these 
processes can be reversed. Does a given solution of the per
turbation equations arise from some one-parameter family 
of solutions of the original system? Does a given gauge solu
tion arise from some one-parameter family of diffeomor
phisms? 

The second question is easy to answer. We claim the 
following: Given any gauge solution of the nth-order pertur
bation equations, there exists a one-parameter family !iJ (A. ) 
of diffeomorphisms giving rise to that solution. To prove 
this, we must show that, given n vector fields r a

, ua, ... ,K" on 
JI, there exists a family !iJ(A.) of diffeomorphisms whose 
first n derivatives with respect to A., at A. = 0, are character
ized by these vector fields. But for n = 1, a suitable family9 is 
given by !iJ r(A. ), the diffeomorphisms generated by the vec
tor field r a itself; for n = 2, by fiJ r(A. )ofiJ a (A. 2/2); and simi
larly for other n. 

The question of whether a given solution of the pertur
bation equations arises from some one-parameter family of 
exact solutions of the original system is more difficult. The 
source of the difficulty is that one does not in general have 
easy access to the exact solutions of the system. Indeed, it is 
the lack of such access that causes one to turn to perturba
tion theory in the first place. Fortunately, there is a notion 
closely related to "come from a family of exact solutions," 
but far easier to work with. We say that the nth-order pertur
bation equations are reliable if every solution of those equa
tions can be extended [by some choice of the (n + 1 )st-order 
perturbed fields] to a solution of the (n + list-order pertur
bation equations. The condition, then, is that the solutions 
can be extended to one higher order in perturbation theory. 
The advantage ofthis definition is that it deals only with the 
perturbation equations and their solutions, with no reference 
to exact solutions of the full system. Should it happen that 
every solution of the nth-order perturbation equations 
comes from some family of exact solutions, then the pertur
bation equations must certainly be reliable; extend any per
turbed solution from nth to (n + 1 )st order using the family 
of exact solutions. But there is no guarantee that, conversely, 
reliability implies that all perturbed solutions must come 
from families of exact solutions. 

III. GAUGE 

We now return to the example of Sec. I: the external 
gravitational field of a static, plane-symmetric sheet of mat
ter. We found in that example that the general solution of the 
first-order perturbation equations (1) and (2) is 

hab = 2V(arb) , (9) 

where r a is any vector field such that each of.!£' tra, .!£' x r a, 
and .!£' y r a is Killing field. We initially interpreted these so
lutions, in light of Eq. (9), as gauge; they give, for example, 
vanishing curvature tensor to first order. But this interpreta
tion was found to be unacceptable, for there are in this exam
ple exact, nonflat solutions of the system arbitrarily close to 
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the Minkowski background. A one-parameter family of such 
exact solutions does give rise to a first-order perturbed met
ric of the form (9), with".a given by Eq. (7). 

In Sec. II. we introduced a general framework for per
turbation theory, applicable to virtually any system of equa
tions on fields. Within that framework, gauge solutions of 
the perturbation equations were defined quite generally as 
arising from certain families of diffeomorphisms preserving 
the passive fields. Applying the general definition to this ex
ample, we obtain the following: The gauge solutions of the 
first-order perturbation equations (1) and (2) are those of the 
form (9), but with ". a now a vector field such that each of 
~t".a, ~x".a, and ~y".a vanishes. Thus, we correctly ex
clude from being gauge the solution with". a given by Eq. 
(7)--the solution which gives access to the nonflat exact so
lutions. While this solution arises from some diffeomor
phisms, it does not arise from those preserving the passive 
fields. In short, gauge must be defined in this more restrictive 
way in the presence of passive fields. 

This phenomenon-the existence of nongauge per
turbed metrics that are nonetheless symmetrized derivatives 
of vector fields-is not just a special feature of the static, 
plane symmetric case. It is rather, as the following example 
shows, pervasive for Einstein'S equation in the presence of 
symmetries. Fix a manifold JI. Let the dymanic field be a 
Lorentz-signature metric gab' and the passive fields n vector 
fields sa. Let the equations be Einstein's equation, Killing's 

I 

equation for each of the S a, and a set of commutation rela
I 

tions 

(10) 

where the Cjk are fixed constants satisfying the Jacobi rela

tion cm[ijC 1
kJm = O. Fix a background solution gab' 5. a

• To 
I 

simplify the discussion, we suppose that the background gab 
admits no Killing fields other than linear combinations, with 
constants coefficients, of the 5 a. The first-order perturbation 

I 

equations in this case are those analogous to Eqs. (1) and (2). 
One class of solutions of these equations is that with hab 
given by Eq. (9), where". a is any vector field such that each of 
the ~ ". a is a Killing field 

~ 

(11) 

where UI k are constants. Applying ~ to Eq. (11) and anti
s 
} 

symmetrizing over i andj, we find that UI k must satisfy the 
further condition 

(12) 

These solutions are "apparent gauge." The true gauge solu
tions, on the other hand, are those of the form above, but 
with the additional property that the UI k in Eq. (11) vanish. 

Under what condition are all apparent gauge solutions 
in fact true gauge? Note that we may, without altering the 
perturbed metric, add to the".a in Eq. (9) any Killing field, 
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i.e., any field of the form wl5a with the Wi constant. The 
; 

condition, then, is that by adding such a field to".a we may 
achieve vanishing of the U; kin Eq. (11), i.e., that 

(13) 

for some Wi. We conclude the following: Every solution that is 
apparent gauge is actually true gauge provided every U; k sa
tisfying Eq. (12) is oftheform (13). Note that this condition 
involves only the Lie-algebra structure on the Killing fields. 
It may, in fact, be restated thus: Every infinitesimal auto
morphism on the Lie algebra is inner. Note also that, by the 
Jacobi relation, every U/ of the form (13) automatically sat
isfies Eq. (12). 

It is generally easy to decide whether a given Lie algebra 
satisfies the condition above, i.e., whether apparent gauge, in 
the presence of passive symmetries with that Lie algebra, 
must be true gauge. For the zero-dimensional Lie algebra (no 
passive fields), the condition is of course satisfied. For all 
one- or two-dimensional Lie algebras, the condition is not. 
For three-dimensional Lie algebras, it depends on the alge
bra. It is satisfied, for example, for the Lie algebra ofSO(3) 
(the rotations), and for SO(2, 1), but not for the three-dimen
sional commutative Lie algebra. We remark that, when the 
condition above fails, then there normally do exist solutions 
that are apparent gauge but not true gauge. 

The class of solutions considered here is restricted in 
that we allow no sources in Einstein's equation and no pas
sive fields other than Killing fields, and yet broad enough to 
include curved background metrics and arbitrary Lie alge
bras of symmetries. It appears that apparent gauge is perva
sive for Einstein's equation in the presence of passive sym
metries. 

IV. RELIABILITY 

We now return again to the static, plane-symmetric ex
ample of Sec. 1. We found in that example that there exist 
solutions of the first-order perturbation equations-namely, 
those of the form (3), with".a given by Eq. (7) with the con
stant PI so chosen that (PI + pz + P3f#PI Z + p/ + p/
that do not come from anyone-parameter families of exact 
solutions of the system. We interpreted this phenomenon as 
indicating that the first-order perturbation equations do not 
adequately reflect the full equations. In the general frame
work for perturbation theory in Sec. II, we introduced, for 
virtually any system of equations on fields, a closely related 
notion: The nth-order perturbation equations are reliable if 
every solution of those equations can be extended to a solu
tion of the equations at next-highest order in perturbation 
theory. We now ask how this specific example fits into the 
general framework. 

The first-order perturbation equations for this example 
are (1) and (2). The second-order perturbation equations are 

vmVmiab -2vmV(aibJm +VaVbrm = tab -!gabtmm 
(14) 

and 

.!L'tiab = .!L'xiab = .!L'yiab =0, (15) 

where iab denotes the second-order metric perturbation, and 
tab is given by 
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tab - !gab tm m = - 4h m"V[a V llb hmll"l 

- !(Vah m")(Vbhm,,) - 2(vmh "a)(V[mh"lb) 

+ (Vmh mIl - !V"h m m)(2Vla hb)" - V"hab ). 

(16) 

We now claim the following: Given hab satisfying Eqs. (1) and 
(2), there exists iab satisfying Eqs. (14) and (15) if and only if 

(17) 

wherez a is the unit translation orthogonal to the other three, 
uab = ~b _ zazh is the projection orthogonal toz a, andsab is 
given by 

(18) 

[noting that the existence of such an sab is guaranteed by (2)]. 
To prove this claim, lethab satisfy (1) and (2). Set, by Eq. (15), 
Va Vbied = Z"ZbKed' for some Ked' and substitute into Eq. (14) 
to obtain the following: There exists iab satisfying Eqs. (14) 
and (15) if and only ifzmtam = O. Next, solve Eq. (16) [noting 
that, by (1) and (2), the first term on the right vanishes] for 
tab' contract with~, and substitute Eq. (18). The claim fol
lows. 

In particular, for the hab by given by Eq. (3) with T
a 

given by (7), the condition, Eq. (17), for the existence of a 
second-order perturbed metric becomes 
(PI + P2 + P3)2 = p/ + p/ + p/. This is precisely the same 
as the condition, obtained in Sec. I, that our hab come from 
some one-parameter family of exact solutions. We conclude, 
then, that the first-order perturbation equations in this ex
ample are not reliable. That perturbation theory gives the 
"wrong answer" in this example is correctly detected by the 
notion of reliability. This is a local version of the lineariza
tion instability noted earlier. 2,6 

When, in general relativity, can local perturbation the
ory be trusted, and when can it not? To answer this question 
fully appears to be difficult. But the following discussion 
does suggest that reliability in general relativity is more the 
rule than the exception. 

Let the dynamic field be a Lorentz-signature metric gab' 
the passive fields m vector fields sa. Let the equations be 

j 

Einstein's equation with vanishing sources, Killing's equa-

tion for each of the S a, and set of commutation relations on 
j 

the sa. Fix a background solution. Then the nth-order per
j 

turbation equations are 

VmVmnab -2VmVlanb)m +VaVbnmm = tab -!gabtmm 
(19) 

and 

.Y nab = 0, (20) 
s , 

where nab is the nth-order perturbed metric and tab = tlab ) is 
some expression involving the perturbed metrics up to order 
(n - 1). It follows from the (n - 1 )st-order perturbation 
equations that this tab respects the symmetries .Y tab = 0 

~ 
and is conserved, V m t am = O. Hence, perturbation theory is 
reliable at every order provided that,/or any tab that respects 
the symmetries and is conserved there exists an nab satisfying 
Eqs. (19) and (20). 
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We conjecture that one can always solve (19) and (20) 
locally, and so perturbation theory is locally reliable, when
ever the number of passive Killing fields is two or less. Evi
dence for this conjecture comes from the important special 
case in which the Killing fields are linearly independent at 
each point and all Killing fields are spacelike. Choose, in this 
case, a spacelike slice S to which all Killing fields are tan
gent. The idea is to solve Eq. (19) for nab using an initial-value 
formulation on S. While this equation is not hyperbolic as it 
stands, it becomes such if there is imposed on nab the Lor
entz-gauge condition 

Vm(nam - !gamn'.) = O. (21) 

The initial data then consist of nab' together with its first 
normal derivative, evaluated on S. These must be so chosen 
that the gauge condition (21), together with its first normal 
derivative, are satisfied on S. To this end, choose as the data 
atatb + 2a(atb) for nab andf3tatb + 2f3(atb) for its first nor
mal derivative, where t a is the unit normal to Sand aa andf3 a 
are both orthogonal to t a. Substituting, the gauge condition 
(21) gives expressions forf3 andf3 a in terms ofa andaa

, while 
its first normal derivative becomes 

D 2a = /-l, D 2a a = /-la, (22) 

where D 2 is the Laplacian operator on S, and the source 
terms on the right involve a and aa only through their values 
and first derivatives in S. We thus conclude the following: 
There exists a solution nab of Eqs. (19) and (20) provided 
there exists a solution a, aa ofthe elliptic system (22) with a 
and aa invariant under the Killing fields. With two or fewer 
Killing fields, linearly independent at each point, there does 
exist a solution of Eq. (22) with a, aa invariant under the 
Killing fields, as one sees by passing to the manifold oftrajec
tories 10 of the symmetries. It is false in general that there 
exists such a solution with three or more Killing fields. (The 
situation here is analogous to trying to solve the Newtonian 
gravitational equation D 2cp = P such that the symmetries of 
p are also carried by cpo For p invariant under three transla
tions, i.e., constant, there is no solution cp with the same 
symmetries.) It seems likely that one could prove the full 
conjecture by similar arguments. 

So, the local unreliability apparently sets in only for 
space-times with a high degree of symmetry-three or more 
Killing fields. The situation may be contrasted with the glo
ballinearization instability, which sets in already with a sin
gle Killing field. 

How pervasive is unreliability for space-times with high 
symmetry? A simple class of examples is that provided by 
certain spatially homogeneous space-times: those for which 
a symmetry group acts simply transitively on spacelike 
slices. Recall II that such a space-time is determined by a 
three-dimensional Lie algebra together with positive-defi
nite metric qab and symmetric tensor pab over the vector 
space of the Lie algera, satisfying the constraint equations 

(pm m)2 - pm"Pmn -lvmvm - sm"smn + !(sm m)2 = 0, 

pm"s"P€pma - !pm mVa + ~Pa mVm = O. 

(23) 

(24) 

Here, € abc is the alternating tensor for q ab' and ~b = slab) and 
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Va result 12 from the decomposition ofthe structure-constant 
tensor of the Lie algebra 

(25) 

The Jacobi relation in the Lie algebra is just s"mvm = O. 
Fix the Lie algebra, and consider the 12-dimensional 

manifold Y of all pairs consisting of positive-definite q ab 
and symmetric pab. Denote by '6' the subset of this manifold 
consisting of those points for which qab , pab satisfy the con
straint equations (23) and (2'4). Thus, a point of '6' determines 
such a spatially homogeneous space-time. Fix a point 
q ab' pab of 1fi, and suppose that '6' is a submanifold of Y in a 
neighborhood of this point. Then a solution of the first-order 
perturbation equations with background determined by this 
point yields a tangent vector to 1fi at this point. Since '6' is 
there a submanifold, this tangent vector is tangent to some 
curve in '6' through the point. Thus, every solution of the 
first-order perturbation equations with this background 
arises from some one-parameter family of exact solutions of 
the system. We conclude that the first-order perturbation 
equations (and, similarly, the higher-order equations) are re
liable whenever the background is given by a point of '6' in a 
neighborhood of which 1fi is a submanifold of Y. The issue 
of at what points 1fi is a submanifold is analyzed in the Ap
pendix, with the following result: The perturbation equations 
are reliable to all orders for all such spatially homogeneous 
space-times, with the possible exception o/those with va = 0 
and s"b and Pab o/the/orm 

s"b = aqab + /3wawb, 

Pab = rqab + t5wawb' 

(26) 

(27) 

where wa is any q-unit vector in the Lie algebra, and a, /3, r, 
and t5 are constants satisfying 

4y(3r + 215) + (a + /3 )(3a - /3) = o. (28) 

Thus, the perturbation equations are reliable to every 
order for the vast majority of spatially homogeneous back
ground space-times, including in particular all those ofBian
chi types III, IV, V, Vlh , and VIIh • The static, plane-sym
metric example discussed earlier is analogous to the case 
a = /3 = r = t5 = 0 above. It is curious that all the "excep
tional" backgrounds have a fourth Killing field. 

Thus, the perturbation equations of general relativity 
have a pronounced tendency to be reliable. 

v. DISCUSSION 

We have been concerned here with two types of difficul
ties associated with perturbation theory in general relativity. 
The first is that there can exist solutions of the perturbation 
equations that appear to be gauge-in the sense that the per
turbed metric is the symmetrized derivative of a vector 
field-but which nonetheless are not true gauge. The second 
is that there can exist solutions of the perturbation equations 
that cannot be extended to solutions at the next-higher order 
in perturbation theory. The first difficulty is more pervasive 
in general relativity than the second, but it also much easier 
to deal with. 

One might think that, at least for situations similar to 
that of the static, plane-symmetric example, these difficulties 
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are merely the result of a poor choice of variable. Recall that 
first-order perturbation theory for the vacuum Einstein 
equation with flat background is often formulated as fol
lows. Let the field be, not the perturbed metric hab' but rath
er the perturbed Weyl tensor Kabcd , a field having all the 
symmetries and traces of a Weyl tensor. Let the first-order 
perturbation equation be, not Eq. (I), but rather the first
order Bianchi identity 

V[aKbcJde = O. (29) 

There is no gauge freedom within Kabcd itself, only in its 
"potential," hab . This formulation, which does not fit within 
the general framework of Sec. II, has no second-order ver
sion, and is generally inapplicable with sources or curved 
backgrounds. 

It is instructive to see what happens when this formula
tion is applied to the static, plane-symmetric example. Take 
as the first-order perturbation equations in this case Eq. (29) 
together with 

(30) 

The most general solution to this system is Kabcd , any con
stant field having the symmetries and traces of a Weyl ten
sor. By contrast, every one-parameter family of exact solu
tions of the system gives rise to a vanishing first-order 
perturbed Weyl tensor. Thus, on the one hand, the first
order perturbation equations in this formulation admit too 
many solutions; all constant Kabcd rather than just 
Kabcd = O. But, on the other hand, these perturbation equa
tions admit too few solutions to reflect adequately the full 
theory, for all families of exact solutions-~wen those that do 
not represent first-order gauge-collapse to Kabcd = 0 in the 
perturbation theory. Since a family of exact solutions of the 
system gives rise to a nonzero Weyl tensor only at second 
order, one might expect better agreement between the result
ing second-order Weyl-tensor perturbations and the solu
tions Kabcd ofEqs. (29) and (30). While all such second-order 
perturbations of the Weyl tensor are in fact constant tensor 
fields, not all constants are allowed; there must be satisfied a 
condition analogous to (PI + P2 + P3)2 = p/ + p/ + p/ of 
Sec. 1. Thus, there continue to be too many solutions ofEqs. 
(29) and (30). In short, use of the Weyl tensor as the perturbed 
field does not seem to alleviate these difficulties with pertur
bation theory. 

One might think that, alternatively, these difficulties are 
merely the result of our introduction of passive fields. So, let 
the 5 a be active. Include, with the perturbed fields, those 

j 

resulting from the 5 a, and include, with the perturbation 
j 

equations, those resulting from the commutation relations 
on the 5 a. Nothing essential then changes. It turns out that 

j 

there are still solutions of the first-order perturbation equa
tions for which the perturbed metric is a symmetrized deri
vative but which are not gauge solutions. And there are still 
solutions that cannot be extended to second order in pertur
bation theory. 

In the discussion of apparent gauge in Sec. III, we treat
ed only the case of Einstein'S equation with vanishing 
sources. The introduction of sources, constructed from addi-
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tional dynamic fields, does not significantly change the situ
ation. An apparent gauge solution is again determined by a 
vector field T a, where the perturbed fields are those that re
sult from applying .!/ T to each of the dynamic background 

fields. Invariance of the active fields under the S a then re-
i 

quires invariance of these perturbed fields under the 5,a, 
• 

which is turn requires invariance of each of the dynamic 
background fields under the .!/ -r". Thus, apparent gauge 

s 
j 

again results whenever each of the.!/ -r" is some linear com-
~ 

bination, with constant coefficients, of the sa. For true 
i 

gauge, on the other hand, we again require.!/ -r" = O. So, 
s 
j 

there will again be solutions that are apparent gauge but not 
true gauge. A further restriction in Sec. III was that all pas
sive fields be vector fields satisfying Killing's equation. What 
happens when other types of passive fields are included? Are 
there versions of apparent gauge at higher order in perturba
tion theory? 

Is the conjecture of Sec. IV, that at least three Killing 
fields are required for unreliability, true? We showed in Sec. 
IV that the spatially homogeneous space-times, with certain 
possible exceptions, are reliable. Are all the exceptional cases 
actually unreliable? Does the presence of sources, or passive 
fields other than Killing fields, increase or decrease the 
chances of reliability? Is reliability less prevalent as one goes 
to higher orders in perturbation theory? A possible conjec
ture is that if the nth-order perturbation equations are not 
reliable, then neither are the (n + 1 )st. One might attack this 
by trying to show that, whenever Eqs. (19) and (20) admit no 
solution for some tab' then that tab can be reached through 
some choice of the lower-order perturbations. Even for the 
simple static, plane-symmetric example the situation is not 
immediately clear. Is it true that the nth-order perturbation 
equations in this example are unreliable for all n? 

APPENDIX: RELIABILITY OF SPATIALLY 
HOMOGENEOUS SPACE-TIME 

Fix a three-dimensional Lie algebra. As in Sec. IV, de
note by .Y the 12-dimensional manifold of pairs (q ab' pab) of 
tensors over the vector space of the Lie algebra, and by ~ the 
subset of.Y consisting of those pairs for which the constraint 
equations (23) and (24) are satisfied, where s"b = slab) and Va 
are given by the decomposition (25) of the structure-constant 
tensor. 

Denote by H (q, p) andHa (q, p) the respective left sides of 
the constraint equations (23) and (24). Thus, ~ consists of 
those points at which these functions on .Y vanish. The issue 
of at which of its points cg is a submanifold turns on the issue 
of at which points of cg the gradients in .Y of these functions 
are linearly independent. So, consider the linear combina
tion J-tH + v" H a . Equating to zero the gradient in .Y of this 
combination, i.e., equating to zero the qab - and pab_partial 
derivatives, keeping the structure-constant tensor fixed, we 
obtain 
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J-t [2(pabpm m - pa mpbm) + ~vavb + (~nsmn _ !(smm)2)qab 

- 2s" m~m +s"bs'" m] + ulampb)m = 0, (AI) 

2J-t[qabpmm -Pab] + Ulab ) =0, (A2) 

where we have set 

ua b = s"mEmbn v" + ~v"Vb - !8a b v'"vm. (A3) 

Let, qab , pab, J-t, and v" satisfy Eqs. (23), (24), (AI), and 
(A2). We first derive, as a consequence, the following three 
equations: 

J-t Pab = 0, 

J-tVa = 0 

J-t(s" m~m - Vb~ m) = O. 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A6) 

To derive Eq. (A4), first contract Eq. (A2) with q"b and use 
Eq. (A3), to obtainJ-tpmm = O. Then contract Eq. (A2) with 
pab, using this and Eqs. (A3) and (24). To derive Eq. (A5), first 
multiply Eq. (23) by J-t, noting that, by Eq. (A4), the first two 
terms drop out. Were J-tVa nonzero, then the third term 
would be negative, while, by the Jacobi relation s"bV b = 0, s"b 
would have rank at most two, whence the last two terms 
together would be nonpositive. This contradiction estab
lishes J-tVa = O. To derive Eq. (A6), multiply Eq. (AI) by J-t, 
using (A4), (A5), and the result of mUltiplying Eq. (23) by J-t. 
We next derive, as a further consequence, the following four 
equations: 

Ulab ) =0, (A7) 

Ulampb)m = 0, (A8) 

Ulam~)m=o, (A9) 

UabVc =0. (AlO) 

To derive Eq. (A 7), use Eq. (A2) with Eq. (A4). To derive Eq. 
(A8), use Eq. (AI) with Eqs. (A4HA6). To derive Eq. (A9), 
contract Eq. (A3) with s<b and symmetrize over c and a. The 
first two terms give zero, while the last also vanishes as a 
consequence of contracting Eq. (A 7) with v"vl'. To derive Eq. 
(A I 0), note that, by antisymmetry of Uab , it suffices to check 
this equation when contracted with ~ and when the anti
symmetrized over all indices. But these both follow from Eq. 
(A3). 

To summarize, we have shown so far that Eqs. (23), (24), 
(AI), and (A2) together imply Eqs. (A4HAlO). 

Now let (qab,pab) be a point of ~ at which cg is not a 
submanifold. Then there must be some linear combination 
J-tH + v"Ha, other than the zero function, whose gradient 
vanishes at this point. Since J-tH + v" Ha is not the zero func
tion, it follows from Eqs. (23) and (24) that either J-t or u a b is 
nonzero. But for J-t nonzero it follows from Eqs. (A4)-(A6), 
and for U a

b nonzero from (A7HAIO), that this is one of the 
exceptional cases of Sec. IV. We have shown, then, that any 
point of cg at which ~ is not asubmanifold must be of the 
form (26) and (27) with Va = O. Equation (28) is merely the 
result of substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (23). 
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A new approach to the solution of certain differential equations, the double complex function 
method, is developed, combining ordinary complex numbers and hyperbolic complex numbers. 
This method is applied to the theory of stationary axisymmetric Einstein equations in general 
relativity. A family of exact double solutions, double transformation groups, and n-soliton double 
solutions are obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Besides the ordinary complex numbers, of which the 
imaginary unit is i (i2 = - 1), there exist other generalized 
complex numbers, 1 namely, the hyperbolic complex numbers 
(or double numbers), of which the imaginary unit is E, where 
~ = + 1. Corresponding to the ordinary complex number 
field C, all hyperbolic complex numbers a + Eb (a, b are real) 
constitute a commutative ring H. Some applications of H in 
physics have been found.2 Recently, Zhong3

,4 found some 
principal results of H concerning geometry and group the
ory. In this paper, we advance a new approach to the solu
tion of certain differential equations, which we shall call the 
"double complex function (with real variables) method." 
Furthermore, we apply this method to the stationary axi
symmetric Einstein vacuum field equations, and obtain a 
series of new results. 

Tanabe5 had discussed the Ernst equation,6 and suggest
ed the introduction of a second imaginary unit j, where 
f = - 1, and under conjugation j* = j. Then a "new" Ernst 
solution %' = pi-I + ijw is generated from an "old" Ernst 
solution % = I + 11/1, where (P,z,1> ) are canonical cylindrical 
coordinates, and Bp1/1 = p-y2 Bzw, Bz1/1 = - p-1/ 2 Bpw. 
However, the Tanabe transformation % ~%', in essence, 
is equivalent to the Kramer-Neugebauer7

,8 substitution 
if,1/1)~(PI-I,i1/1), becausej and i are the same except under 
complex conjugation. It is known that, generally, without 
analytic continuation the Kramer-Neugebauer substitution 
with 1/1#0 cannot generate a new gravitational real solution 
ofthe field equations.9 Similarly, a new real solution cannot 
be obtained directly by the Tanabe transformation with 
1/1#0 unless the parameters in this solution can be analytical
ly continued. This restricts greatly the usefulness of the 
Kramer-Neugebauer and Tanabe transformations. It 
should be noted that ij = E. Therefore %' = pi-I + EW, in 
fact, is a hyperbolic complex Ernst potential. In this paper, a 
double complex Ernst equation is just an organic combina
tion of an ordinary complex Ernst equation and a hyperbolic 
complex Ernst equation, and a double complex solution of 
such an equation provides the simultaneous derivation of a 
pair of real solutions automatically related by a Kramer
Neugebauer substitution and analytic continuation. 

In Sec. II we discuss the mathematical basis of the dou
ble complex function method. In Sec. III we discuss the dou-

ble complex Ernst equation corresponding to a stationary 
axisymmetric Einstein vacuum field. Sections IV -VI con
tain applications of this new method. In Sec. IV a family of 
exact double solutions of the stationary axisymmetric Ein
stein equations are generated directly by the double complex 
function method, including double versions of the Timi
matsu-Sato solutions. In Sec. V we discuss the double com
plex transformation groups and the infinite chain of solu
tions. Another family of exact double solutions and double 
transformation groups, in fact, are generated, and the Tan
abe series is naturally generalized. In Sec. VI we discuss the 
n-soliton solutions. The Belinsky-ZakharovlO

,ll soliton 
technique is generalized to the double complex Ernst equa
tion, and a double n-soliton solution is given. 

II. GENERAL MATHEMATICAL METHOD 

LetJ denote the double imaginary unit, i.e., J may be the 
ordinary unit i, it also may be the hyperbolic imaginary unit 
E. An element 'fJ = a + Eb is called a double complex num
ber, where a and b are real. The conjugate element of 'fJ is 
'fJ. = a - Jb. According to the common way, in the set DC 
of all double complex numbers we can introduce addition, 
multiplication, etc., so DC = C when J = i, and DC = H 
when J = E. The inverse of a + ib exists if lal + Ib I #0, and 
the inverse of a + Eb exists if 10 I - I b I # O. Therefore, in the 
following we suppose that lal # Ib I when an abstract double 
complex number 'fJ = a + Jb is taken as a divisor. The 'fJ 
corresponds to a pair ('fJ e, 'fJ H), where 

'fJ e = 'fJ (J = i) = a + ib, 

'fJ H = 'fJ(J = E) = a + Eb. 

This pair ('fJ e, 'fJ H) plays an important role in this paper. 

(1) 

(2) 

Now, we discuss the definition of a double complex 
function. Without loss of generality, we can only consider 
the case in which the function has only two real independent 
variables (x,y). 

Definition 1: 'fJ = 'fJ(J) = 'fJ(x,y;J) = F(x,y;J) 
+ In (x,y;J) is called a double complex function defined on a 
region NCR 2 if the following conditions are satisfied. 

(a) 'fj e = Fe + We and 'fJ H = FH + EnH are an ordi
nary complex function and a hyperbolic complex function, 
respectively, where 
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Fe = Fc(x,y) = F(J = '1, 
FH =FH(x,y) =F(J=E), 

lJe = lJc(x,y) = IJ (J = i), 

IJH = IJH(x,y) = IJ (J = E) 

all are real functions defined on N. 

(3) 

(b) J is an "analysis link" between 'ill e and 'ill H' This 
means that if we take x and y as constants, and take J as a 
formal real independent variable, thenF (J) and IJ (J) are real 
analytic functions of J, and they can be written into infinite 
series form as follows: 

00 

F(J) = L anJ 2n, 
n=O 

(4) 
00 

IJ (J) = L bJ2
n, 

n=O 
where an (x,y) and bn (x,y) are real functions, and the series 
.Ian,l:( -ltan,l:bn,and~( - Wbn all are convergent on 
N. 

Notice that the above condition (b) of analyticity links 
'ill e with 'ill H' As a result of condition (b), 'iIl(J) is not a me
chanical combination of 'ill e and 'ill H in which J only plays a 
role as a discrete index (J = i,E), there is some analytic rela
tion between the ordinary complex function 'iIl(x,y;i) and the 
hyperbolic complex function 'iIl(X,y;E). 

In this paper, we shall use the double exponential func
tion exp(OJ). It is defined as follows: 

00 1 
exp(OJ)= L -onr=c(OJ)+J.s(OJ), 

n=O n! 
(5) 

where 0 (x,y) is a real function, and 

C(5) = nto (2~)! 5 2n
, 

(6) 

s(5) = nto (2n ~ 1)1 5
2n

. 

Therefore, we obtain a useful function pair 

(ei8 ,eE8
) = (cos 0 + i sin 0, cosh 0 + E sinh 0 ). (7) 

From here we see that W H' in general, is not the hyperbolic 
complex function in which the imaginary unit i is simply 
substituted by the imaginary unit E. 

Definition2:lf'ill(J) = F(J) + JIJ (J)isadoublecomplex 
function with Im( 'ill) = IJ = 0, then 'ill is called a double real 
function. Next, if Fe, FH, lJe , and IJH are real constants, 
then 'ill (J) andF (J) are called a double complex constant and 
a double real constant, respectively. 

Thus, a double constant, in fact, is a number pair 
('ill e, W H) connected by a formal analytic function. In parti
cular, a double complex number a + Jb, of course, is a dou
ble complex constant. 

A differential equation 

D(W,W*,Jx,Jy,"')=O, (8) 

of which the unknown function W(J) is a double complex 
function, is called a double complex equation. Equation (8) 
corresponds to a combination of an ordinary complex equa
tion 
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Dc =D(J=i) =0 

and a hyperbolic complex equation 

DH =D(J=E)=O. 

(9a) 

(9b) 

Similarly, ~ince the condition (b) of Definition 1, there is the 
same analytic relation between Eq. (9a) and Eq. (9b). Equa
tion (8) can split up into two parts, i.e., the real part 

R=Re(D)=O 

and the imaginary part 

1= Im(D) =0. 

By Eq. (10) we obtain two ordinary real equations, i.e., 

Re =R(J=i)=O, 

Ie = I (J = i) = 0, 

and 

RH =R(J=E)=O, 

I H = I (J = E) = O. 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lla) 

(lIb) 

Notice that Eq. (lla) and Eq. (lIb), in fact, are two distinct 
equations because P = - 1 but c = + 1. However, we are 
just interested in such a case that a physical field F can be 
equivalently described by Eq. (11a) or Eq. (lIb). Let us sup
pose that the field F can be characterized enough by two real 
functions/(x,y) and m(x,y), i.e., all components of F are de
termined by/and m. Let the field equation of F be 

Fdf,m,Jx,Jy, ... ) = 0 (k = 1,2). (12) 

Definition 3: Equation (8) is called a double complex 
field equation of field F if there exist two such transforma
tions, 

T:/---+J = T{f), 
(13) 

V: (f,m)-w = V(f,m) = Vj(m), 

that under transformations T and V the physical properties 
of F are not broken down, and the following conditions are 
satisfied. 

(a) Equation (12) is a deformation of Eq. (lla) under the 
transformation 

(Fe,lJe)---+(f,m) = (Fe,VFJlJe )). 

(b)Equation (12) is a deformation ofEq. (lIb) under the 
transformation 

(FH,IJH)---+(f,m) = (T(FH),IJH )· 

Now Eq. 8, indeed, is "double," since both Eq. (9a) and Eq. 
(9b) can be taken as the field equations of F. 

Notice that though we can obtain a solution (f, V j- lim)) 
ofEq. (11a) and a solution (T-l{f),m) ofEq. (lIb) from a 
solution (f,m) of Eq. (12), there generally is not a double 
complex solution 'iIl(J) ofEq. (8), which preserves both equa
tions 'ill e = / + iV j- lim) and W H = T -l{f) + Em, unless 
m = O. However, we can consider this problem otherwise as 
follows. Sometimes a solution of the ordinary complex equa
tion (9a) can be generalized to a double complex function by 
some way (see Secs. III-VI). This means that we obtain a 
solution 'iIl(J) = F(J) + JIJ (J) ofEq. (8). Therefore, we ob
tain two solutions (Fe, VFc(lJe )) and (T(FH),IJH ) ofEq. (12). 
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According to the above illustration concerning '1/ c and '1/ H' 

the above solutions ofEq. (12), in general, are different. In 
addition, if the right side of Eq. (8) is symmetric for '1/ and 
'1/*, then '1/* is also a double complex solution. In this case 
we obtain four solutions of field equation (12), i.e., 
(Fc,VFc( ± ilell and (T(FH), ± ilH ). Now, a technique of 
generating "new" solution from an "old" solution of a differ
ential equation, in fact, has been given by the double complex 
function. In the following sections of this paper, we shall 
make full use of this technique in general relativity. 

Definition 4: A field F, which is described by Eq. (8), is 
called double complex normal if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 

(a) The right side ofEq. (8) is symmetric for '1/ and '1/*. 
(b) When '1/ = F + Jil is a double complex function, 

then ~ = T(F) + JVF(il) is also. 
(c) T2 = 1, VT(n Vf = r = ± 1, (14) 

where 1 denotes the identical transformation. 
Definition 5: If F is double complex normal, and 

'1/(J) = F(J) + Jil (J) is a double complex solution of the 
field equation (8), then the solution 0;;;;) = (T(FH),rilH) of 
the field equation (12) is called a dual solution of the solution 
(f,liJ) = (Fc,VFc(ilel) of the field equation (12). Sometimes, 
we simply call '1/ H the dual solution of '1/ c. 

Theorem 1: If (j,(;)) is a dual solution of (f,liJ), then (f,liJ) 
is also a dual solution of (j,(;)), i.e., the dual relation is reflex
ive. 

Proof: According to the assumption, there is a double 
complex solution '1/ = F + Jil which makes F c = f, 
Vf(ilel=liJ, T(FH)=j, and rfiH ~(;). Since (j,(;)) is a 
solution of Eq. (12), '1/ 1 = J + iVf 1((;)) = T (F H) 
+ iV Tii

H
) (rilH) is an ordinary complex solution ofEq. (9a). 

Similarly, '1/2= T-1(f) + EliJ = T-I(Fel + EVFc(ilc ) is a 
hyperbolic complex solution of Eq. (9b). If the formal oper
ation 

(iJ)2n =;Zn J2n = ( _ It J2n 

is allowed temporarily, thenbothfunctionsF'(J) = F(x,y;iJ) 
andil '(J) = il (x,y;iJ) are significative and real by Definition 
1. Let 

~(J) =F(J) +Jii(J) 

= T(F'(J)) + J.VF'(J) (il '(J)). (15) 

According to the conditions (b) and (c) of Definition 4, we 
can examine directly that ~ is a double complex solution of 
Eq. (8), ~ c = '1/ 1> and ~ H = '1/2. Q.E.D. 

The relation among the above solutions of a double com
plex normal field can be figured clearly as follows: 

H C 

(FH' ilH) +--'1/-- (Fc, ilcl 

IT jT 
dual 

1+ 1 I V 

(T(FH)' rilH) ~ (Fc, VFc(ilcl)· 

1+ 1 tv c H tT t + 1 

(T(FH)' VF)ilH)) +--~-- (T(Fcl, VFc(ilc )) 

(16) 
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Since the dual solutions probably do not exist for some 
solutions, the dual relation is some correspondence between 
two proper subsets of the set of total solutions. The intersec
tion of such two subsets, in fact, is not empty because there 
are some self-dual solutions (e.g., liJ = 0). 

Lastly, when the double complex solution of some field 
F does not exist, we can use singly Eq. (llb) only. This means 
that the way of solving Eq. (9a) cannot be transformed to 
solve Eq. (9b), and vice versa. 

III. THE STATIONARY AXISYMMETRIC EINSTEIN 
VACUUM FIELD IS DOUBLE COMPLEX NORMAL 

Let us write the metric of a stationary axisymmetric 
Einstein vacuum field as the Papapetrou form 

ds'l =J(dt -liJ d¢)2 - J-I[e2Y(d~ + dp2) + p2 d¢ 2], (17) 

where f, liJ, and r are real functions of p and z only. It is 
known that r is determined by J and liJ. The field equation is6 

jV2J = VI-VJ - P-Y4VliJ·VliJ, 
(18) 

V·to-Y2VliJ) = 0, 

where V denotes the understood three-dimensional diver
gence operator in the cylindrical coordinate system to,z,¢ ). 
Transformations T and Vare defined by 

T: J--T(f) =pJ-t, 

V: (f,t/I)--Vf(t/I) = liJ, 

p-1j2VliJ = nxVt/I, 

(19) 

where n denotes the azimuthal direction, and t/I is real func
tion of p, z only. Thus, under the transformation 
(f,liJ)--(Fc,ilel = (f,Vf-l(liJ)) = If.t/I), Eq. (18) changes into 

FcV2FC = VFc·VFc - Vilc·Vilc , 
(20a) 

2VFc·Vilc = Fc V2ilc , 

and under the transformation (f,liJ )--(F H ,il H ) 
= (T-I(J),liJ) = toJ-I,liJ), Eq. (18) changes into 

FHV2FH = VFH·VFH + VilH"VilH' 
(20b) 

2VFH"VilH =FHV2ilH· 

Therefore, we naturally obtain a double complex field equa
tion 

(21) 

by the combination of Eq. (20a) and Eq. (20b), where 
'1/(J) = F(J) + Jil (J). We call Eq. (21) and '1/ the double 
complex Ernst equation and the double complex Ernst po
tential, respectively. If J = i, then '1/ = '1/ c = F c + inc, 
and Eq. (21) changes into the ordinary Ernst equation6 

Re('1/ c)V2'1/ c = V '1/ c"V'1/ c, (22a) 

which is equivalent to Eq. (20a). If J = E, then 
'1/ = '1/ H = F H + Eil Hand Eq. (21) changes into 

Re('1/ H)V2'1/ H = V '1/ H"V'1/ H' (22b) 

which is equivalent to Eq. (20b). We call this equation the 
hyperbolic complex Ernst equation. Notice that though Eq. 
(22b) is equivalent to the ordinary Ernst equation (22a), 
sometimes to use Eq. (22b) is more convenient than to use 
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Eq. (22a), i.e., there is no need to introduce a twist potential t/J 
in Eq. (22b). In fact, the potential transformation V has been 
substituted by the direct transformation T. 

Equation (21) is symmetric for'll and 'll*. According to 
Eq. (19) and condition (b) of Definition 1, we see that condi
tion (b) of Definition 4 is satisfied for T and V defined by Eq. 
(14). Evidently, we have T2 = 1. In addition, we have 

p-I(T(/)fV(VT(f) V,(t/J)) 

=p- lto/- 1)2V(Vp,-' V,(t/J)) = nXVVtlt/J) 

= nxp/-2(nXVt/J) = p/-2( - Vt/J), 

this means V(VT(f) V,(t/J)) = - Vt/J. Since we, in fact, are in
terested in the function cu, without loss of generality we can 
select such V that VT(f) V, = - 1. Therefore, we have the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2: The stationary axisymmetric Einstein vacu
um field is double complex normal. 

According to Sec. II we, in fact, have obtained a tech
nique of generating new solutions. Namely, if 'll(J) is a dou
ble complex solution of Eq. (21), then we obtain four solu
tions ofEq. (18): 

(f,cu) = (Fe,vFc (I1c!), ((,@) = toF if 1,I1H)' 

(f, - cu), ({, - @). 

Evidently, the sign before cu or @ is immaterial for the gravi
tational field, so that in the following we discuss solution'll e 
and its dual solution'll H only. 

Now, we discuss the relation between the above genera
tion technique and the Kramer-Neugebauer theorem.7

,8 If 
(j,cu) is a solution ofEq. (18), then to/-I,it/J) is also a solution 
ofEq. (18). However, this solution is not real. This solution 
will be real if it is possible to continue the parameters in the 
solution analytically so that the imaginary unit i can be com
pensated. From here we see that the Kramer-Neugebauer 
thorem only points out a possibility to find real solutions of 
Eq. (18), it cannot concretely give a real solution. However, 
the above double complex Ernst method is a process of solv
ing the typical equation (21), in which the solutions of Eq. 
(18) are surely obtained in pairs. As for how to solve Eq. (21), 
there is much in the ordinary Ernst method that we can 
make use of (see Secs. IV-VI). In short, though both the 
Kramer-Neugebauer theorem and the double complex 
Ernst method make use of the transformation T, the use of 
the latter, evidently, is more advantageous than the former. 
Now we prove that the result of the double complex Ernst 
method also can be introduced directly by the Kramer-Neu
gebauer theorem. 

Theorem 3: If'll (J) = F (J) + JI1 (J) is a double complex 
solution of Eq. (21), then toF c t,iI1cl can generate 
toF if 1,11 H) by analytic continuation. 

Proof: According to Definition 1, bothF (J) and 11 (J) are 
analytic functions of J if we take J as a formal real indepen
dent variable. Therefore, if we takeJ as a complex parameter 
and J(O) = ejO

, then both F(x,y,O) and .J (x,y,O) 
= J (0 )11 (x,y,O) are analyticfunctions, and'll = Fe + iI1e 
=F(O = 11/2) + in (0 = 1T/2) and (f',cu') = toF c l,iI1e) are 

solutions ofEq. (20a) and Eq. (18), respectively. When o con
tinuously changes from 1T/2 into 0, tolF(O)] -I,.J (0)) changes 
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from toF c l,iI1e ) into toF if 1,I1H). This means that the 
theorem is true. 

As for the Tanabes transformation % = / + i~%' 
= p/-I + ijt/J, it, in fact, still is similar to the Kramer-Neu

gebauer substitution (f,cu)~to/-t,it/J). Since Re('ll cl 
.Re('ll H)i=P unless cu = 0, the Tanabe transformation is es
sentially different from the transformation 'll e~'ll H' 

IV. APPLICATION A: THE FAMILY OF DUAL NEW 
EXACT SOLUTIONS GENERATED DIRECTLY 

In this section, we discuss a family of the new exact 
solutions, which are generated directly by double complex 
Ernst method from some known solutions. Under the trans
formation 

'll(J) = [5(J) - 1]/[5(J) + 1], (23) 

the double complex Ernst equation (21) changes into 

(5s * - I)V2s = 2s *Vs,Vs. (24) 

When J = i, Eq. (24) changes into the ordinary complex 
form 

(25a) 

When J = E, Eq. (24) changes into the hyperbolic complex 
form 

(25b) 

(a) We discuss the dual family DST8 of the Sato-Timi
matsu family ST8. The Sato-Tomimatsu 12,13 family of exact 
solutions of Eq. (25a) is 

Se = a(x,y;p,q,8)/{3(x,y;p,q,8), (26) 

(27) 

where a and {3 are ordinary complex polynomials of the pro
late spheroidal coordinates x and y, and p and q are real 
numbers. Theconcreteexpressionsofaand{3 for8 = 1,2,3,4 
have been given by Refs. 13 and 14. It is known 13 that in a 
and{3 the coefficients of the real terms include q with an even 
power index, and those of the pure-imaginary terms include 
q with an odd power index. Therefore, under the substitution 

(p,q2n,iq2n - I)~(;,( _ l)n1]2n,( _ l)n - 11]2n - I) (28) 

(where; and 1] are formal variables, and n;;;.I), a and {3 
change into real polynomials A (x,y,;,1];8) and B (x,y,;,1];8), 
respectively. Let 

S = A (x,y,;,1];8)1B (x,y,;,1];8), 

;2 _1]2 = 1. 

(29) 

(30) 

It is clear that when; = p and 1] = iq, Eqs. (29) and (30) 
change exactly into Eqs. (26) and (27), respectively. Further, 
if; = P and 1] = Eq, where p and q are real, then we obtain a 
hyperbolic complex function 

;H = ~(x,y;~,~,8) = A (x,y,~,E~,8), (31) 
{3 (x,y;p,q,8) B (x,y,p,Eq,8) 

ji - f/ = 1, (32) 

and SH is exactly a hyperbolic complex solution ofEq. (25b). 
Theorem 4: If A is an arbitrary real number, then 

Sm. = ~(x,y,cosh A,sinh .,1.,8) 
{3 (x,y,cosh A,sinh .,1.,8 ) 
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is the DST8 ofthe ST8 

Set = a(x,y;cos A,s~n ,1.,8) . 
{J (x,y;cos A,sm ,1.,8 ) 

(34) 

Proof: According to Eq. (6), the expressions e(J) and s(J) 
may be regarded as an analytic functions of J, and 

[e(J)]2 - J 2[s(JW = 1. (35) 

Let 

S(J) = A (x,y,e(J),J.s(J);£5). 
B (x,y,e(J ),J.s(J );£5) 

(36) 

Evidently, S (J) is a double complex solution ofEq. (24), and 
s(J = 11 = SCMS(J = E) = Sm,. Q.E.D. 

Example: Let p = cos A, q = sin A, p = cosh A, 
q = sinh A. When £5 = 2, 

p2X4 + q2y4 _ 1 _ 2ipqxy(x2 _ y2) 
ST2: Sc = 2 ' (37) 

2px(x - 1) - 2iqy( 1 _ y2) 
p2x4 _ q2y4 _ 1 _ 2Epq(X2 _ y2) 

DST2: SH = . (38) 
2px(x2 - 1) - 2Eqy( 1 _ y2) 

When £5 = 1 we obtain the Kerr solution6 and its dual solu
tion 

Sc =px + iqy, 

SH =PX+Eqy. 

(39) 

(40) 

When £5 = l,A. = 0, we obtain the Schwarzschild solution6 

Sc=S~=x. (41) 

Thus the Schwarzschild solution is "self-dual." It should be 
noted that though S c = S ~, S c and S ~ correspond to the 
solutions ((x - 1 )/(x + 1 ),0) and ((x + 1 )/(x - 1 )P,O), respec
tively. 

(b) If S '(J) is a double complex solution ofEq. (24), then 

S(J) = exp(KJ)S'(J), (42) 

evidently, is also a double complex solution of Eq. (24), 
where K is an arbitrary real number. Thus, if S ~ is the dual 
solution of S c, then 

(43) 

is also a dual solution pair. 
Example: By STI we obtain the Demianski-Newman 

solution14 and its dual solution, i.e., 

Sc = eiK(x cos A + iy sin A), 
(44) 

SH = eEK(x cosh A + EY sinh A). 

In particular, let K = 0, then we obtain the NUT - Taub solu
tion Sc = eiKx and the dual solution SH = eEKx. 

(c) According to (a), (b), and Sec. III, a family of new 
exact solutions of the stationary axisymmetric Einstein 
equation (18), which corresponds to the above SH' can be 
written directly as follows: 

if,ev) = (p(Re SH - 1 )-1, 1m SH - 1). (45) 
SH + 1 SH + 1 

It should be noted that, generally, the solution (45) does not 
belong to the family of ST. 

Example: For DSTl, we obtain 
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ev = 2qy A2 _ A2 = 1 
(fix + 1)2 _ q2y2 ,p q . 

v. APPLICATION B: THE DOUBLE COMPLEX 
TRANSFORMATION GROUPS AND THE INFINITE 
CHAIN OF SOLUTIONS 

(46) 

In this section we discuss the transformation groups G 
acting on the double complex solutions, i.e., the double com
plex linear transformation groups which link up the known 
ordinary complex transformation groups and the new trans
formation groups-hyperbolic complex transformation 
groups. 3.4 

Let 
'e = (u - w)/(u + wI, (47) 

where both u and ware double complex functions. There
fore, Eq. (21) changes intol5 

f'z:V2zP = 2z:Vf'·VzP, (48) 

wherea,fJ = 1,2, (zlz2) = (u,w), signature1]a,8 = diag(l, - 1) 
and Za = 1] a,8zP . A double complex linear tranformation K: 
Z-.Z' = K (z) is defined by 

z'(3 = K ~f', (49) 

whereK (J) = (K ~ (J)) is a 2 X 2 double complex matrix, i.e., 
every K ~ (J) is a double complex constant. A transformation 
K is called unitary if the form of K is 

[
a(J) b *(J)] 

K(J) = b (J) a*(J)' det(K) = 1. (50) 

Evidently, the set of all unitary K forms a group SU(I,I;J), 
and we call it the double complex unitary transformation 
group. Under the action of an element ofSU(I, I;J), Eq. (48) is 
covariant. Therefore, if z is a known solution ofEq. (48), then 
z' = K (z) [KeSU(I,I;J)) is a new solution. Notice that 

SU(I,I;J = i) = SU(I,I,C), 
(51) 

SU(I,I;J = E) = SU(l,l,H), 

where SU(I,l;C) is just the ordinary complex group SU(I,I) 
and SUI 1,I;H) is the hyperboli,\ complex unitary groupY It 
is very interesting that though Eq. (22a) is very similar to Eq. 
(22b), the internal transformation group of the set {'e C J is 
not isomorphic to the internal transformation group of the 
set {'e H J. In fact, Zhong3

•
4 has proved the Lie group 

SU(I,I;H) to be isomorphic to the group SL(2,R). 
Equation (21) can be obtained from the Lagrangian 

2'(J) = [V'e(J)·V'e(J))/Re('e(J)) (52) 

by means of the variational principle. The 2' (J) is invariant 
under the transformation 

K (J): 'e(J )-.'e'(J), 
(53) 

'e'(J) = (a'e + Jb )/(J C 'e + d), ad - J 2be = 1, 

where a, b, e, and d are real numbers. We can examine direct
ly that the set of all transformations K forms a group, and 
this group is isomorphic to the matrix group GK(J) consist
ing of those 2 X 2 matrices having the form 
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[
a Jb] 

K(J) = Jc d' det(K) = 1. (54) 

Under the action of an element KeGk , Eq. (21) is covariant. 
Therefore, if 1/ is a known double complex solution, then a 
new double complex solution 1/' = K (1/) is generated by 
KeGk • This generation technique, evidently, is a generaliza
tion of the known ordinary complex method. In fact, if J = i, 
then 

(55) 
1/;; = (a 1/ c + ib )I(ic1/ + d), ad + bc = 1. 

This is a known transformation l6 acting on the ordinary 
complex Ernst solution 1/ c. 

When J = E we obtain 

KH:1/ H---'Jo1/~, 
(56) 

1/~ = (a 1/ H + Eb )/(EC1/ + d), ad - bc = 1. 

According to Sec. III, a solution if,ll)) ofEq. (18) unique
ly corresponds to a hyperbolic complex Ernst solution 
~ H = p/-I + Ell). Evidently, the group Gk (J = E) is isomor
phic to the group SL(2,R ). Therefore, we prove once again a 
known result l6 in a new form, i.e., the group SL(2,R ) is the 
group of transformations acting on the stationary axisym
metric gravitational vacuum field solutions. However, the 
action of an element K'e SL(2,R ) should be explained as the 
action of K in Eq. (56) concerning a hyperbolic complex 
Ernst solution 1/ H now, where K corresponds to K' under 
the isomorphic mapping from Gk (J = E) to SL(2,R ). 

To sum up, we have the following. 
Theorem 6: If 1/ (J) is a double complex solution of Eq. 

(21), thenK (1/) is also a double complex solution ofEq. (21), 
and KH(1/ H) is the dual solution of Kc!1/ c), where K is a 
transformation defined by Eq. (49), by Eq. (50), or by Eq. 
(54) . 

According to Sec. III, corresponding to a solution if,ll)) 
and dual solution If,w) ofEq. (18) we can write out four Ernst 
solutions as follows: 

1/ c =/ + irp, 1/ H =pj-I + EW, 
~ H = p/-I + Ell), ~ C = j + i¢. (57) 

Notice that ~ H and ~ c are equivalent to 1/ c and 1/ H' 

respectively, in view of solving Eq. (18). The relation among 
these solutions can be figured as follows: 

'6 ... ===:Dc 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

~c fi)" , (58) 

where the twin line and the dotted line denote the equivalent 
relation and the dual relation, respectively. Now, applying 
the transformation K, we obtain the following "infinite pris
matic chain of new solutions": 

(59) 

where 1/ c,O is a known ordinary complex "seed solution," 
and a solid line denotes a generatiOIi by means of the trans
formation K defined by Eq. (49), by Eq. (50), or by Eq. (53). 
According to Sec. I and Sec. III, the Tanabes series of new 
solutions, in fact, corresponds to a toothlike part of the chain 
(59): 

...... ~H,-2 -~H,-I=1/C,-I-1/C,O=~H.O-·-~H,1 ='if!C.I--'if!C,2 ...... (60) 

VI. APPLICATION C: THE DOUBLE-SOLITON 
SOLUTIONS 

Let 

(61) 

then it can be proved that Eq. (20a) is equivalent to the equa
tion 

aplp apgc.gc I) + azlp azgc'gc I) = O. (62) 

Similarly, let 

gH = _1 [ 1 I1H ], 
FH I1H 11t.-Ft. 

(63) 

then Eq. (20b) is equivalent to the equation 

aplp apgH,gii I) + azlp azgH.gii I) = O. (64) 
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Therefore, we obtain a double Belinsky-Zakharov equation 

apu+azw=o, 

where 

UIp,z;J) = apg(p,z;J).[glp,z;J)) -I, 

WIp,z;J) = azglp,z;J).[glp,z;J)) -I, 

I [ I 11 (J) ] 
g(J) = F(J) 11 (J) [11 (JW - J 2[F(JW . 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

Equation (65) is equivalent to the double complex Ernst 
equation (21 ). Notice that g(J ) is real, therefore the Belinsky
ZakharovlO.11 soliton technique can be generalized to solve 
Eq. (21) as follows. Let 'if! o(J) = Fo(J) + Jl1o(J) be a known 
double complex solution of Eq. (21), and go(J) be defined by 
'if! 0 as in Eq. (67). Let us consider the equations 
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(68) 

( 
U2 ) _ pW-AU 

az - A 2 + p2 a;. 'P - A 2 + p2 'P, 

where the spectral parameter A is an ordinary complex num
ber, and 

'P (A,p,z;J) = A (A,p,z;J) + iB (A,p,z;J) (69) 

is a "double ordinary complex function matrix," i.e., both A 
and Bare 2 X 2 matrices of which the elements are double 
real functions (Definition 2). We choose such a solution 'Po of 
Eq. (68) that 

(70) 

thus a new double n-soliton solution g(J) of Eq. (62) can be 
generated from the double soliton solutiongo(J) as follows: 

g = (_ J2 detg')-1/2g', 

g' = (1 - ± ~ \"0' 
K=I Ilk r (71) 

Ilk = tl'k - Z ± [(tI'k - zf + p] 1Iz. 

Here tl'dJ) is an arbitrary double real constant, Rk(J) is a 
2 X 2 double real matrix 

(Rk)~ = n(kIAm~1 (A,B = 1,2), (72) 

and the double real constants m(k I (J), n(k I (J) are defined by 
the following equations: 

m~1 = m~kl{[ 'Po{A =Ildrl)~, 

m~k I = arbitrary double real constant, 

~ r n(11A - 1 m(kl(g)C ~AB k kl -- C OBU , 
1=1 Ilk 

(73) 
r kl = m~l(go)~ m~I/(p2 + Ilklld. 

This new n-soliton can be written out in the form of the 
double complex Ernst solution ~ (J), 

~= [(g):]-I+J(g)i[(g):]-I. (74) 

Evidently, the n-soliton solution ~ H is the dual solution of 
n-soliton solution ~ C in the sense of Definition 5. 

Example: When n = 2, and ~ 0 is the Minkowski solu
tion, i.e., ~ 0 = 1, we choose 'Po = go, 

go(J) = [~ _OJ 2 ]. 

We introduce the parameters l7 

(m~l)f + (m~II)Z = ui, 
(m~21)Z + (m~21)2 = ~, 
m~llm~(21 + m~llm~21 = 0P2'c[(qJI - qJ2)J], 

(75) 

(76) 

where C[AJ] is defined by Eq. (6). By a direct calculation we 
obtain a new double two-soliton ~ = (S - 1 )/(5" + 1), 

5" (J) = e(9'1 + 9',)J (x.c[ (qJI - qJ2)J] + Jy·s [(qJI - qJ2)J )), 
(77) 
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where (x-.v) are prolate spheroidal coordinates. This is just 
the same result as can be obtained in Eq. (44) with 
K = qJI + qJz and A = qJI - qJ2' 

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

It may be useful to attempt to apply the double complex 
function method to certain equations of mathematical phys
ics. A solution of the double complex equation (8) always 
corresponds to two solutions ofEq. (12). Thus we have ob
tained a new technique of generating solutions of a differen
tial equation. This method has been used to solve the station
ary axisymmetric Einstein vacuum field equation, and the 
relation between the double complex Ernst method and the 
Kramer-Neugebauer theorem has been discussed. By the 
above method we have obtained a family of double exact 
solutions, the double complex transformation groups, the 
infinite chain of solutions, and the double n-soliton solutions 
of the stationary axisymmetric Einstein vacuum field equa
tion. 

As for the Einstein-Maxwell field, its ordinary complex 
Ernst equation isIS 

(Re(~) + I<P 12)V2~ = (V~ + 2<P ·V<P )·V~, 
(78) 

(Re(~) + I<P 12)V2<P = (V~ + 2<P ·V<P )·V<P, 

where <P is determined by the potential of the electromagnet
ic field. It is a pity that we have not yet found how Eq. (78) 
can be extended to a double complex form. However, ac
cording to a result of Ernst, IS under very special conditions 
Eq. (78) is equivalent to an ordinary complex Ernst equation. 
Therefore, in this limited sense, we can also apply the double 
complex function method to consider the Einstein-Maxwell 
field. 
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This paper is devoted to a five-dimensional unification of the gravitational theory of Hayashi and 
Shira~uji ~ith electroma~etism. Interference effects are found between gravitational 
contnbutlons of matter spm and electromagnetism. This unification becomes the classical 
Kaluza-Klein theory if contributions of the torsion tensor related with spin are neglected. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are some attempts for extending Einstein's gravi
tational theory to contain matter spin. This forces a change 
in the space-time geometry. While Einstein used the torsion
free Riemann space-time V4 , later a Riemann-Cartan space
time geometry I was developed with nonvanishing torsion 
and curvature. This Riemann-Cartan space-time U4 is a par
acompact, Hausdorff, connected C'X> four-dimensional 
manifold endowed with a locally Lorentzian metric and a 
linear affine connection, which is metric. 

From the general Riemann-Cartan space-time two 
more special space-time models can be derived. One is the 
Riemann space-time V4 , which is obtained from U4 by set
ting the torsion tensor to be identically vanishing. Another 
interesting model is the WeitzenbOck space-time M4 (see 
Refs. 2), which is obtained from U4 by setting the curvature 
equal to zero. 

Or, to put it equivalently, the Weitzenbock space-time is 
obtained by requiring the U4 to admit absolute parallelism, 
i.e., to have a quadruplet (specified by k = 1,2,3,4) of linearly 
independent parallel vector fields {b/L

} with a vanishing 
covariant derivative: 

Dvbk A = 8"bk A + r", A"bk'" = O. 

Here, 8v =8 /8xv denotes the derivative in an open neigh
borhood UCM4 , x E U, with components x" . 

Solving this equation one finds the nonsymmetric affine 
connection 

r A - b A 8 b k -b Ab k 
'" v - k v ",= k ""V' 

For the torsion tensor we get 

T",~" = bk A (8"b k", - 8",b \). 

Hayashi and Shirafujj3 constructed a theory of gravitation 
on this space-time. The main consequences of their theory 
are analogous to those of Einstein's general relativity so far 
as macroscopic phenomena are concerned. This theory attri
butes gravitation to the torsion tensor formed from the par
allel vector fields. This formation is a great advantage of the 
theory because those vector fields are connected by means of 
a local Lorentz transformation with "four-beins," which are 
used in field theoretical descriptions of general relativity. 

Moffat4 made use of a space-time with a nonsymmetric 
Hermitian metric tensor to describe a gravitational theory 
with torsion. He took fermion currents as the second gravita
tional charge (the first is the mass). Furthermore, he con
structed the five-dimensional unification of his theory with 

electromagnetism.5
,6 Later Kalinowski? achieved this unifi

cation, too. One gets interference effects between gravita
tional and electromagnetic fields. 

In the following we will consider the Kaluza-Klein ap
proach8

-
1o to the theory of Hayashi and Shlrafuji. In Sec. II 

we shall introduce the framework of principal fiber bundles 
reduced to the U(I)-structure group. We shall identify the 
bundle connection projected into the base manifold M4 with 
the electromagnetic four-potential A"" which one knows 
from relativistic electromagnetism. This connection trans
forms under changing local sections as gauge potentials A 
under gauge transformations. '" 

In Sec. III we shall consider the bundle metric. One can 
divide every tangent vector in the bundle in view of a given 
connection in only one way into two parts-horizontal and 
vertical. We project the horizontal part onto space-time and 
the vertical one into the Lie algebra of the gauge group. One 
can measure now independently the length of both parts and 
after this add these two results. This construction was first 
emphasized by Trautman. II 

Having the bundle metrized in this way we introduce 
liner connections. They are compatible in some sense with 
the metric, i.e., their covariant derivatives vanish. The coeffi
cients of the torsion tensor can now be calculated. 

In Sec. IV A we will summarize the used gravitational 
theory.3 In Sec. IV B it will be extended in a Kaluza-Klein 
approach. Variations of the extended Lagrangian will be tak
en with respect to the gravitational and electromagnetic 
components bk

", (resp. A",) of the used parallel vector fields. 
Setting a torsion tensor contribution equal to zero, one gets 
the well-known Maxwell and Einstein equations. 

II. SPECIALIZED PRINCIPAL FIBER BUNDLE 

One may introduce a principal fiber bundlel2 as follows. 
The base space M is the four-dimensional WeitzenbOck 
manifold used in Ref. 3. The bundle space Pis a locally trivial 
five-dimensional Weitzenbock manifold. This means, for 
any x EM, there exists an open neighborhood UCM such 
that the set 1T- l(U) = [p E P 11T(p) E U} is isomorphic to 
U X U( I) under the smooth projection 17': P-+M. Here, U( I) is 
the Abelian group U(I):={ gig = e -it, t E R}. 

There exists a diffeomorphism 

4>u: 1T- l (U)-+U XU(I), 4>u(p) = (1T(p),$(p)), 

such that 
L" 6 
4>(pg) = 4>(p)g, Vg E U(I), pEP. 
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Consider a basis of the tangent space 

{E~l = {(a/ax~)xl, at1r(p)=xeM, 

in the base manifold, p = 1, ... ,4. 
For a basis13 of U(l) choose the vector field 'S which 

satisfies 

Lg '5 ='5' V geU(I). 
The left multiplication Lg is induced by the maps 
U(I}-U(I),g'-gg'. 

One can view '5 as a one-dimensional Lie algebra basis 
ofU(I). 

Let e denote the group unit element. Each '5 generates a 
one-parameter group oftransformations rp (t) on U(l) with 

rp (t) • g = rp (t) • Lg . e = Lg rp (t) • e 

=g. (rp (t). e) = R"'(t).eg, 

for every g e U( 1). 
Since the group U( I) acts smoothly to the right on P 

without fixed point [Rg :( p, g) e P X U( I }-pg e P, 
p(gg') = (pg)g', Vg,g' e U(I),p e P, andpg = p for some p 
implying g = e) the basis '5 ofU(I) can be mapped into the 
bundle, this means R",(t) can be viewed as a one-parameter 
group of transformations acting on the bundle. 

Call the vector field induced by R", (t) • e the fundamental 
vector field Es and write 

a 
Es =as=-s' peP. 

ap 
Because the bundle space P is locally trivial, hence diffeo
morphic to the direct product space U X U( I), one can 
choose the basis in 1T - 1 ( U) as the local direct product basis. 
Write 

{a~] = ((ap,as )] , p = 1, ... ,4. 

Here, U2t(I) denotes the Lie algebra ofU(I). We introduce a 
connection 12 on P as a U2t (I I-valued one-form w(vp ). Here, vp 
belongs to the tangent space Tp P of P at each peP. One has 

(i) Wp (a.) = 's; 
(ii) wp is differentiable at p; 
(iii) roRgp(Rg"vp) = Ad( g-l)rop(Vp), 

vp e TpP, Vge U(l), 

with the adjoint representation Ad( g). 
In our direct product basis one needs the connection on 

UCM. LetfUCM-.f(u)CP, 1Tof= idM a local section. 
Define a U2t (I I-valued one-form OJ = f·w on U via pullback: 

OJ=(f*ro)x(u) = w'fr (/,u), Vu e TxM, x eM. 
(x) 

We are able to write OJ using the basis,s ofU(I): 

OJ==Ws,s, 

with wp S(as) = 1 in the bundle space P. This immediately 
tells us that WS is nothing more than the vector field in P dual 
to a •. Note that the one-forms OJj,OJ} in the trivializations 
ct> U,' ct> u, at a point x e Uj n~ related to the same connection 
OJ transform like 

. -la OJi,x = OJj,x - 19 p g (1) 

with respect to the transition function 12 
A A 

Ujn~-.U(I), g = ct>j(p)(ct>j(p))-I. 
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III. GEOMETRY OF THE BUNDLE MANIFOLD 

Now we construct a metric 9 on the bundle space P. The 
metric condition (7) will yield a flat connection with torsion 
on P. The components of the torsion tensor will be obtained. 
The components of the metric tensor on P satisfy 

g~v g(1T' ap,1T' av ) - OJs(a,u)OJS(av ), 

gps g(1T' ap,1T' as) - OJs(ap)ros(as) = - OJ5(ap)' 

gsv g(1T' as,1T' av ) - ws(a5)OJS(av ) = - OJS(av )' 

gss g(1T' as,1T' as) - ws(as~(as) = - 1. 

Note (1T' as) = 0, (1T'av) = avo By denoting OJS(ap )==Ap this 
can be written as 

(2) 

or alternatively 

( 

gPV 
(gPI = _ A pgPV (3) 

where 

(4) 

and 

oP = {I, ifp =p, 
p 0, if p i=p 

as defined in Ref. 3. 
Remarks: (i) The metric is independent of the fifth di

mension, i.e., it is compatible with the bundle structure 

a5g~y = 0. 

(ii) For elements defined on M raise and lower Greek 
indices withg~v' for those on P do it with g~y' 

(iii) Greek and Latin indices (a,.8, ... ),(a,b, ... ) run from I 
to 4, and underlined Greek and Latin indices (a,p, ... ),(q,b, ... ) 
run from 1 to 5. - - -

(iv) Call OJS(a~ )=A ~ the electromagnetic gauge poten
tial, and call Eq. (1) the gauge transformation of this poten
tial. 

In extension of Ref. 3 we consider parallel vector fields 
on the bundle space P. We shall make the usual convention 
of summing over doubled indices: 

ti=ti a~ a =ti t· a~=t.~ti 
~ , ~ ~ l' ,. 

The coefficients t/ satisfy 

t.~ti = o~ t.~ti = o~ 
l ~ y' ! I!: !, 

ti~'TJijtiy =g~y, t/g~yt/='TJii' 
Choose the Lorentz metric of the form 

('TJii) = diag( - 1, + 1, + 1, + 1, - 1). 

Define the covariant derivative 

Dyt/:=ayt/- + r1yti~ 

(5) 

(6) 

with respect to the affine connection of absolute parallelism 

A. tA. t' 
Y/!:-y = i- ay 'Y' 

followed by the metric condition 
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Dpgq'!"==Opgq'!" -r./lpgqr -rrllpg= =0. (7) 

This condition implies the length conservation of a vector 
under parallel transport. The torsion tensor is given by 

'T/~ = r/~ - r/;~ = ~~~(a~~~~ - a~~~y). (8) 

In the local direct product basis we have 

~I = ~I~ a~ = ~/' aJl + ~iS as, 
(9) 

~s = ~s~ a~ = ~sJl aJl + ~i as, 

with ~/' = b/,. Here, b/, describes the gravitational field and 
is introduced in Ref. 3. 

In view of 

g~y = ~i~TJiL~i~, 
with the components of the g metric given in (2), one obtains 

~ss= 1, ~sv-=Av' ~iS=O, ~iv =b i
v, 

(10) 
~/= 1, ~sv=O, ~/= -~ivAv. 

This yields 

'T~ '\ = TJl \ = b/'(a"b kJl - aJlb \). (11) 

The coefficients of the linear connection 

A /Aa ~i 
r~-~ = 0'1- Y ~ 

are given by 

r/5 = 0, rJl \ = 0, r Jl "" = rJlAV' 

r/v=O, r/5=0, r/v=avAJl-AprJlPv· (12) 

Y/v=o, Y/5=0, 

For those of the torsion tensor (8) we get 

7/5=0, 'T"P5=0, 'T5
5
v =0, 

'T/ v = 0, 'T/5 = 0, 'TJl" v = TJl ..lv, 

'T,,55 =0, 'TJl\ =FVJl +A"TvAw 

(13) 

The connection coefficients rJl A v = bi A a"b iJl and the 
components of the torsion tensor TJl A v = rJl A v - r v A Jl' are 
defined by Hayashi and Shirafuji3 for the gravitational the
ory. 

Remark: (v) We identify the term FVJl in (13) with the 
electromagnetic field tensor 

IV. FIELD EQUATIONS 

A. Gravitational theory 

(14) 

So far we have considered the unifying geometry. Now 
let us make physics. As indicated above the quadruplet of 
linearly independent parallel vector fields {b k Jll is able to 
play the role of a g-metric tensor in a gravitational theory. 

It is shown3 that a theory described by these vector 
fields contains spin. Ifwe make an applicaton of the Kaluza
Klein formalism to such a theory one may expect a descrip
tion of gravitation, electromagnetism, and spin. 

Hayashi and Shirafuje constructed a gravitational La
grangian density in vacuum, 

LG = f d 4x.,f=gif G' 
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in view of the following postulates. 
( 1) Invariance under the group of general coordinate 

transformations; for an arbitrary change of coordinates the 
parallel vector fields transform like 

b Ie Jl(x') = (avx' Jl)bk V(x). 

(2) Invariance under the group of global, proper, orth
ochronous Lorentz transformations L f+ ; for its element 
A = (A ik ) with AtTJA = TJ, detA = 1, A 00>1, and aJlA = 0, 
the parallel vector fields transform like 

bkJl(x) =A ikb iJl(x). 

(3) if G should be invariant under parity operation. 
Parity operation is a Lorentz transformation with £ (0) -£ (0) , 

£ (0) -+ - £ (0) , where the Lorentz indices are enclosed by par
entheses. 

(4) if G should be quadratic in the torsion tensor, be
sides a cosmological term. They gave an irreducible decom
position of the torsion tensor (T~ Jlv) with respect to the 
group of global Lorentz transformations. By defining T~ JlV 
= bk "(avb kJl - Jlb \) they have 

tAJlv =! (TAJlv + T}l..lv) + !(gv"vA +gVJl v,,) - ~g..t}lvv' 

vJl = T\Jl' (15) 

aJl = i EJlvpuTvpu. 

Here, bJlvpu is a completely antisymmetric tensor density of 
weight + 1 with normalization b l234 = - 1. Define 

E =.j - gb . The tensor {t AUV I has the following Jl VPu JlvpO' ~ 

properties: 

tAJlV = t}l..lv' 

gJlVt"JlV =O=~t"JlV' (16) 

t"JlV + tJlv" + tV"Jl = o. 
The general Lagrangian density is required to be of the form 

if G = al(tAJlvtAJl"l + a2(vJl v
Jl ) + a3(aJl a

Jl ) + ao, (17) 

where al,a2,a3 are free parameters and ao is a cosmological 
term which we set equal to zero. 

There is a "relationship" between the Riemann curva
ture scalar R in Riemann's space-time and a combination of 
the above-defined parts of the torsion tensor in Weizen
bOck's geometry: 

f d 4x.j - gR = f d 4x.j - g [ - ~(tAJlvtAJl"l 
+~(vJlvJl) -~(aJla!')]. (18) 

Define K = 81TG /c4
: = 81TG, whereG denotes Newton'sgra

vitational constant. Hence the gravitational action has the 
following form: 

LG = f d 4x.j - g (~ R + cI(tAJlvt"JlV) 

+ c2(v!'v Jl ) + c3(a!,a Jl )). (19) 

The constants are given by 

CI = al + 1/3K, C2 = a2 - 1/3K, c3 = a3 + 3/4K. 

It is known from considerations 14 of macroscopic systems 
that 

KCI = 0.001 ± 0.001, KC2 = - 0.005 ± 0.005. (20) 
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Note that, if R describes the gravitational field, then 
(.!t' G - R 12K) is the contribution of the spin interaction. 

B. Kaluza-Klein approach 

Follow Ref. 15, p. 260, and set F"vAA = O. Now we get, 
in a slightly different notation to Ref. 3, 

A _ T A - T ,.Av_ T,.Av Tft v - "V, T,.Av - ,.A v , T - . 

We define 

If!3.Y = !(T f!3.Y + T~y) + !(9Yl:!v~ + 9y~vl:!) -! 9 f!3.v y, 
(21) 

VI:! = T~ ~I:!' a" =! E"vpu TVptT, as = o. 
One obtains 

vft = T/ft , Vs = 0, (22) 

and further 

Isss = 0, Issv =! Vv' IsAS = -! VA' J;.SS = -! vft ' 

l,.Av =! (T,.Av + TAftv ) + !(9vftv,t + 9v,tVft) -! 9",tvv, 

Is,tv = ! F,tv - ! AvV,t +! A,t VV ' (23) 

In extension of (17) we choose the Lagrangian in our Ka
luza-Klein approach to be of the form 

.Y KK = a1(/l!3.ylf!3.y) + a2(vl:!vl:!) + a3(al:!al:!). (24) 

Note that 

(lssvl SSv + IsASIs,ts + Iftssl"SS) =! v"v ft , 

(/SAvls,tv + I"svl fts ,,) = 2/s,tvlsAv. 

Define 

h,.Av =!AftAAVv -!(AftAvv,t + AvA,tvft)' (25) 

such that with respect to (15) 

l,.Av l,.Av = t,.Avt ,.Av + h,.Avh ,.Av + 2t,.Avh ,.Av. 

Since we have related in (19) the contributions T ft,t v ,v" ,aft 
outside of R to spin interactions, we can decompose the La
grangian (24) into a sum of a gravitational part .Yo and an 
interacting part .Y ~G : 

.Yo = .!t' G + (a l /6)v ft vft, 
(26) 

.!t'~G = a1h,.Avh ,.Av + 2a1fs,tvl sAv 

+ ad,.As l,.As + 2a1t,.Avh ,.Av. 

In view of(18) we take 

+ ad,.As I,.AS + 2a1t,.Avh ,.Av. (29) 

To obtain the field equations apply a variational principle: 
We take the vector fields t~v(x) as independent variables 
which vanish for Ix I-l> 00 : -

BLKK = B f:oo ~ -g.!t' KK d
4x 

= J"" {aFi.!t' KK Bt~ 
- 00 at~y y 

After an integration by parts of the divergence term and 
setting {)L KK = 0, one obtains the following Euler-La
grange equation: 

{).Y KK = a..r=g.Y KK _ a aFi.Y KK = o. 
Bt~ at~ ft at~ v 'V v,1J, 

(30) 

Consider in the following 

C1=0=C2' (31) 
which is compatible with (20). 

This implies 

.!t' KK = {(l/2KJR + C3a "aft} 

+ atl!v "v
ft + h,.Avh ,.Av + 2/s,tvlsAv 

+ I,.A S I,.A S + 2t,.Avh ,.AV}. (32) 

The variation of (32) yields two equations: One for the vari
ation with respect to A v , one for the corresponding variation 
with respect to bk 

v. 

When we take variations with respect to the electromag
netic components Av we achieve, by denoting A 2 = g"V 
XA "A v ' etc. 

~ - g B A VA 2V2 - ~ A v(A.u V,,)2 - !vVA 2(a" vft) 

+! vV(A "vft) + Apv,t(TvpA. + TpYA)} 

+! [Fi F"f'1,,, = o. (33) 

If the bracket { •.. } is set equal to zero we get the second 
Maxwell equation 

(34a) 

The first Maxwell equation is the existence condition of Aft: 

F afJ,y + Fpr,a + Fra, p = O. (34b) 

Equation (33) shows the expected interaction between elec
tromagnetism and spin. When one takes care of bk 

v the vari-
R = - ~ t,.Avt ,.Av + ~ V ftv" - ¥l"a". (27) ation provides 

and write 

.Yez = (l/2K)R + c1t,.Avt,.Av + (C2 + al /6)v ftvft + c3afta", 

(28) 

with the gravitational constant K. 

The considered Lagrangian in our Kaluza-Klein ap
proach can now be written explicitly as 
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X [2FA.pFA.p + ~ v2 + jA 2(A 2u2 - (Aptf')2) 

- !(Aptf')2 + 6AftA,tvaT,.A.a] 
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+ ~ {[ _ ~ + ~A 2A 2] 
3K 3 3 ,I' 

X ~ - g [Vl'gl'V - gI'I'VV] 

+ ~ ~g [(Apzf)(l -A 2)],1' [A I'gl'v -A Vgl'l'] 

+ [_ ~ + ~A 2A 2] D [~ - g( gl'vVI' - gl'l'v")] 
3 3 I' 

+ [+(ApVP)(l-A 2)]DI' [~ _g(gI'VA I' _gI'I'Av)] 

+ gp/JDI' [ ~ - g(ApA vvl' - ApA I'VV)] 

+ DI' [ ~ - gAaAp( gl'vTaPI' - g"I'TaPv)] } . (35) 

The variation of the gravitational part 82' G is given in Ref. 
3. In the considered matter-free case it provides 

G I'V + L I'V = 0, (36a) 

with Einstein's field tensor Gl'v = R I'V - ! gl'V R. By de
noting aj = bi I' aI" we can choose 

L I'V = (2J<c /9){a [EiJ(XT).(TV _ T V) 
3), 'pu pu 

+ EvpU).(TI' -T 1')]_3al'aV_ 3 gl'vaPa ·pu pu '2 p 

+ 3El'vPU(b ip auai + apvulJ. (36b) 

If we neglect spin in (35), we obtain Einstein's field equation 
coupled to electromagnetism: 

G I'V + (2/3K) gI'VP).,uP).u = O. (37) 

V. INTERFACE EFFECTS 

The theory considered above predicts three types of in
terference effects: interference between (i) gravity and inter
nal spin interactions, (ii) gravity and electromagnetism, and 
(iii) electromagnetism and internal spin interactions. 

Note, that (33) tells us that the interference between 
electromagnetism and internal spin can produce an electro
magnetic field. 

The interference in (i) was discussed by several auth
ors. 1

,3 Because of the smallness of these effects they did not 
show a way to measure it. 

To discuss the next stated effects let us remember the 
following. Because of the smallness of the gravitational in-
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teraction constant (the electromagnetic interaction constant 
is by a factor of 1036 larger than that of gravity) gravitation 
can be neglected in elementary particle physics. The impor
tance of gravity is related to astronomical systems. But in 
these systems the electromagnetic interaction now can be 
neglected since these systems are almost neutral in large dis
tances. This implies that there is no hope to measure the 
effects in (ii). 

The intrinsic spin interaction gives a contribution to 
gravity which can be neglected in physical mass densities. 1 

Thus there is no hope to detect the interference effects 
between electromagnetism and the spin sources. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We considered a unified field theory of gravitation and 
electromagnetism containing intrinsic spin without the use 
of curvature. As stated above, the theory corresponds with 
ordinary Kaluza-Klein theory if we neglect some contribu
tions of the torsion tensor related to spin. 15 This implies we 
get the Einstein equation G I'V = 0 and the Maxwell equa
tions 

(~ - gP I'V).I' = 0, F[aP;r] = O. 

There is no hope to measure the concerned interference ef
fects. 
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Finite hard rod systems and their thermodynamic limit. II. Ergodic properties, 
pair distribution function, and equation of state 

P. Kasperkovitz and J. Reisenberger 
Institut!iir Theoretische Physik, Technische Universitiit Wien, Karlsplatz 13, A-I040 Wien, Austria 

(Received 7 November 1984; accepted for publication 21 March 1985) 

Generalizing a trick used previously for one- and two-particle systems we obtain closed 
expressions for the positions and velocities of the hard rods as functions of time and the initial 
conditions. Using the corresponding solution of Liouville's equation we show which ensembles 
can be used to calculate time averages and discuss the conditions under which an expectation 
value tends toward a stationary value. We also calculate the pair distribution function for almost 
all stationary distributions and the pressure, defined as the time average of the force exerted onto a 
specified particle by its left neighbor, for three kinds of stationary ensembles (smallest stationary, 
microcanonical, and canonical). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the second of a series of papers on hard rod 
systems. In the preceding paper, 1 henceforth referred to as I, 
we presented our results and discussed their physical mean
ing. As stated in the Introduction of! the goal of this investi
gation was a twofold one: First, we wanted to discuss the 
equivalence of time and ensemble averages and to study the 
approach to equilibrium; second, we tried to illustrate the 
nature of the thermodynamic limit in that we calculated 
equilibrium and transport properties of finite systems and 
looked at how these quantities changed with increasing size 
of the system. Proofs of our assertions and derivations of the 
general formulas, which were evaluated numerically for var
ious parameters, were outlined in I only to such an extent 
that the reader could recognize the underlying ideas. 

This and the following paper contain a self-contained 
formal derivation of our results where emphasis is put onto 
mathematical rigor and completeness of the proofs. An ex
ception is only Sec. VI of this paper where we repeat the 
arguments of I in more detailed and general form without 
trying to give a formal classification of all those cases where 
an expectation value tends toward a constant as time pro
cedes. 

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we 
establish our notation and define those concepts onto which 
our method of calculation is based. Section III deals with the 
evolution and with symmetry transformations. Conserved 
quantities, integrability, and the equivalence of time and en
semble averages are discussed in Sec. IV, followed by the 
definition of those stationary distributions which are used 
later on (Sec. V). As already mentioned the approach to equi
librium is discussed in Sec. VI. The pair distribution function 
is calculated in Sec. VII and the equation of state is derived in 
Sec. VIII. 

The calculation of the other expectation values men
tioned in I (collision frequency, no-collision probability, and 
velocity autocorrelation function) is the content of the fol
lowing paper. 

II. NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 

A. Parameters of the model 
We will use the following parameters in this paper: 
m = mass of the particle, 

d = diameter of the particle, 
N = number of particles, 
L = length of the movable box ("volume"), 
Ld = L - Nd = effective volume, 
p = N /L = particle density, 
Pd = N /Ld = effective particle density, 
E = total energy of the system, 
E = E / N = energy per particle, 
T = temperature. 

In the thermodynamic limit (N i 00 ,L i 00 ,E i 00 ,P < 00, 

E < 00), P d is defined by 

Pd =p/(l-pd). (1) 

B. Linear spaces 

Elements of the real vector space R N are denoted by 
capitals. We write 

Y=(YI"",YN) = (Y;), aY=a(y;)=(ay;), (2) 

and for the scalar product 

(3) 

We frequently use a decomposition of R N into two orthogo
nal subspaces R '( ';;;t,R N - 1) and R "( ';;;t,R I) defined by 

Y=Y'+Y", Y" = (_1 LYj)' 
.JNj 

(4) 

We have Y = Y' iff l:; Y; = O. Note that the vectors Y' and 
Y" both have N components although they belong to sub
spaces of dimensions N - 1 and 1, respectively. It is some
times desirable to use a parametrization of the vectors Y ER N 

that is more adapted to the decomposition (4). This is 
achieved by passing from Y to Y = rry, where rr is an 
orthogonal transformation and 

(5) 

Then Y'+-+(Yl''''.YN-l) and Y"+-+YN' 
The most important vectors are X = (x;), representing a 

configuration of the particles, and V = (v;), fixing their ve
locities. An element (X, V)ER 2N is called a state of the system 
and the set of all allowed states its phase space. The evolution 
is a mapping of the phase space onto itself. Under this map-
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ping, a state (X, V) is transformed into (Xt> Vt ). The depen
dence of X t = (x it ) and Vt = (v it ) on X, V, and t is described in 
detail in Sec. III A. 

C. The lattices {A} and {B} 

Lattices are sets ofvectors which are closed under addi
tion and subtraction. In most of the calculations there ap
pears at least one of the two lattices {A } or {B }. The lattice 
{A } can be generated by the vectors 

(6) 

and {B } is the lattice generated by the vectors 

Bjk =Aj -Ak' j,k = 1, ... ,N. (7) 

We have {B} C {A} CR' because of(7) and (4), where {A} 
and {B } are reciprocal lattices, i.e., 

A . B = integer multiple of L ~. (8) 

Moreover, if Y'eR' and A • Y' = 0 modulo L ~ for all 
Ae{A }, then Y'e{B}; likewise, if Y'eR' and Y'· B = 0 
moduloL ~ for all Be{B }, then Y'e{A }. These facts may be 
proved by introducing suitable (reciprocal) bases of {A } and 
{B}, e.g., {Aj } and {BjN },j = 1, ... ,N - 1. 

D. The orthogonal transformations .Y and f!jJ 

Orthogonal transformations of R N are denoted by 
script capitals. The transformation Y is the inversion de
fined by 

YY= - Y. (9) 

We also use a set of orthogonal transformations f!jJ, each of 
which is uniquely related to a permutation P: i---.Pi of the 
numbers 1, ... ,N. The permutations are labeled by r (or 
s) = 1, ... ,N! and we write i(r) for Pr i. The indices r = 1,2,3 
are reserved for the permutations 

PI = (1)(2) ... (N), i(l) = i, 

P2 = (I,N)(2,N - 1) ... , i(2) = N + 1 - i, (10) 

P3 = (1,2, ... ,N), i(3) = i + 1 - N8iN • 

The transformation 9 related to the permutation P is de
fined by 

9Y=(Yp-'/), (11) 

where P -I: Pi---.i is the inverse of P. Definition (11) ensures 
that the transformation related to the permutation PrPs is 
9 r 9 s' It follows from (11) and (9) that 

Y9=9Y. (12) 

The lattice {A } (and hence {B J) is invariant under the trans
formations Yand 9: 

{YA} = {9A} = {A}. 

The definitions (4) and (11) entail 

9 Y" = Y". 

E. Simplices, cells, and other subsets of R'" 

(13) 

(14) 

Subsets of R N will also be denoted by capitals. It will be 
clear from the context whether a capital represents a single 
vector or a set of vectors. If G eRN and Y ---. lrY + U is an 
orthogonal transformation of R N, the image of G under this 
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mapping is denoted by lrG + U, 

lrG+ U= {YIY= lrYI + U, YleG}. 

The closure of G is denoted by 6 and 

volumeofG= IGI = 161 = 11rG+ UI, 

11'" orthogonal, UeR N. 

(15) 

(16) 

The first subset of R N which is of interest here is denoted 
by E and defined as follows: 

XeE iff X· Bjk = njk L~, njk integer, forj,k = 1, ... ,N. 

(17) 
WehavethatR "CEandR 'nE=E'consistsofN(N -1)/2 
sets of parallel planes, the distance between two adjacent 

planes being Ld/..[i (see, e.g., Fig. 7 ofIfor N = 3). Note that 
E is invariant under Y and all 9's. 

The smallest subsets of R ' enclosed by planes belonging 
to E' are called simplices. Each simplex is bounded by N 
planes, N edges, ... , and N corners. Every simplex can be ob
tained from a fixed one by iterative reflections at the planes 
of E'. We choose as a basic simplex the set 

SI +DI = (XIX" =O;xI <x2 <"'<XN <XI +LdJ. 

(18) 
The reason for considering the set (18) as a simplex SI shifted 
by a vector DleR' will become clear in Sec. III A; for the 
moment SI + DI may be treated as a single entity. The clo
sure of(18) is 

SI +DI = {XIX" =0;XI<X2<"'<XN <XI +Ld}' (19) 

Each simplex possesses a certain regularity which manifests 
itself in a symmetry group isomorphic to the dihedral group 
of order 2N. For SI + Dione finds 

SI + DI = 9 3(SI + DIl- Al = Y92(SI + DII. (20) 

The transformation X' ---.9 ~' - A I generates the cyclic 
subgroup of order N while X' ---.Y 9 :zX' is a transformation 
of order 2 needed to extend the cyclic group to a dihedral 
one. The simplices obtained from SI + DI by application of 
the transformations 9 are just those that are obtained from 
SI + DI by successive reflections at the planes X· Bjk = O. 
They are denoted by 

Sr + Dr = f!jJ r(SI + D I ). (21) 

Let 9(}) correspond to a permutation p(}1, 

9(})~P(}1, pUll = j. (22) 

There are then (N - I)! such transformations and they may 
be used to define new domains 

Qj = U (})9Y)(SI + D I ), 
r 

which turn out to be parallelepipeds 

Qj = {XIX" =O;O<X.Bkj<L~, 

for k (=j=j) = 1, ... ,N}. 

(23) 

(24) 

The equivalence of both definitions ofQj may be verified by 
showing that each element of (23) belongs to (24) and vice 
versa. 

In the same way that (N - I)! simplices Sr + Dr may be 
combined into one parallelepiped Qj' the N domains Qj may 
be combined into one single domain C: 
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C = u fJl ,(SI + D I) = u Qj 
, J 

= {XIX" =0; X.Bjk<L~, forj,k= 1, ... ,N}. (25) 

The domain C is the Wigner-Seitz cell of the lattice Band 
reflects its symmetries, i.e., 

YC = fJlC = C. (26) 

The volume of the symmetric cell is equal to the volume of 
the cell spanned by vectors BjN,j = 1, ... ,N - 1, and is thus 
easily computed. Observing (16) and the definitions (23) and 
(25) one therefore finds 

lei =NIQI =N!ISI =,fNL'1-t, 

(27) 

F. The functions 8[X'] and .9'[X'] 

Every simplex obtained from the partition of R' by 
planes of E' may be transformed into any other one by a 
series of reflections. This allows us to define an equivalence 
relation for the interior points of the simplices. To do this in a 
concise way we exploit the fact that two successive reflec
tions at parallel planes are the same as a translation normal 
to the planes by a distance twice as large as the distance of the 
planes. The translation group originating this way is just 
given by the lattice {B }. Hence the first step in establishing 
the equivalence relation is to transfer the interior point of a 
simplex, say X' eR ' \E " into an interior point of C (\E ') by 
adding a suitable lattice vector B. The second step consists in 
the application ofa transformation fJl that maps X , + Binto 
the reference simplex, say,SI + D I. Note that both B and fJl 
are uniquely determined by X' and that fJl Be {B } if Be {B } . 
This means that for each X'eR '\E ' there exists a vector 
B [X ']e {B } and an orthogonal transformation fJl [X '] such 
that 

fJl[XI](X' +B[X'])eSI +DI. (28) 

Both fJl [X '] and B [X '] are uniquely determined by X I be
cause, as may be shown by an indirect proof, SI + DI con
tains exactly one element of the. set {Y' I Y' = fJl ,X I + B; 
r = 1, ... ,N!; Be{B}} ifX'eR '\E'. If two vectors belong to 
the same simplex, then their related transformations fJl and 
B obviously coincide. That is, if S [X '] is the simplex contain
ingX', i.e., 

X'~': S[X'] = fJl-I[X'](SI +DI) _B[X'], (29) 

then S [X; ] = S [X n implies fJl [ X; ] = fJl [X nand 
B [X; ] = B [X i ]. The uniqueness of the functions .9' [.] 
andB [-] implicitly defined by (28) and the definitions ofSecs. 
II C and II D imply the following relations: 

fJl [fJl ,X' + B] = fJl [X'] fJl ,-I, 

B [fJl ,X' + B] = fJl ,B [X'] - B; (30) 

fJl[-XI]=fJl 2 fJl[X'], B[-X']= -B[X']; 

(31) 

fJl[X' -AI] = fJl 3 fJl[X'], 
(32) 

B[X' -AI] =B[X'] +AI - fJl-I[X' -AI]AI' 
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In deriving (32) one has to take into account thatAj - fJl, Aj 
e{B }. 

G. Extended phase space functions 

It turns out that the calculation of expectation values 
may be simplified by passing from phase space functions 
l,g,h, ... , defined on a subset of R 2N ("true phase space"), to 
functions l~,li, ... , defined on the whole space R 2N ("ex
tended phase space"). A function h is obtained from h ac
cording to the following scheme: Let X G be the characteristic 
function of the domain G(CR '), i.e., 

G(X') = {l' for X' e G} , 
X 0, forX ' ~G 

(33) 

then a new function h ' is obtained from h by the definition 

(34) 

That is, h 'is the function h put equal to zero outside S, and 
then shifted by D, such that its support is now S, + D,. The 
vector D, appearing in (34) is defined by 

D,=fJl,DI, DI=D; =d((N+l)/2-i). (35) 

In the second step the "cutoff" function h ' is used to define 
the "extended" function h ': 

h '(X,v) = L h '(fJl sX + B,fJl s V). (36) 
s,B 

These definitions imply 

h '(X +D"V) = h(X,V), for x'eS, (37) 

and 

h '(fJl X + B,fJl V) = h '(X, V). (38) 

Equations (33)-(38) show that the correspondence between 

X s'h and h ' is one-to-one. The expectation values we are 
interested in are of the form 

(f,g)G = L dX ' f dX" f dVI(X, V)g(X, V), (39) 

where G = S, and all unspecified integrations extend from 
- 00 to + 00. Now let G be a subset of R I generated by 

successive reflections from SI + D1, 

G = u(G)[ fJl s(SI + D I) + B]; 
s,B 

(40) 

then 

(41) 

Examples of domains of the form (40) are the parallelepipeds 
{lj, Eq. (23), and the cell C, Eq. (25). Which choice of Gis 
most advantageous depends on r and the definition of the 
functions I and g. 

III. EVOLUTION IN TIME AND SYMMETRY 
TRANSFORMATIONS 
A. The evolution In time 

The set of configurations where the particles are or
dered from the left to the right according to their numbers 
i= 1, ... ,Nis {Xlx'eSd where 
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SI = {XIXI -d<X2 -2d<"'<XN -Nd<XI-d+Ld; 

~Xj =O}. (42) 

NotethatSI = (SI + DI) -DI,inaccordancewithEqs. (15), 
(18), and (35). Here, SI is of the same form and size as SI + DI 
but shifted against the origin X = 0 (all particles atx = 0) by 
the vector - DI (closest packing of the particles with center 
of mass at x = 0). Whether the configuration space, i.e., the 
set of allowed configurations, is SI XR " or M XR " with 

M = uS" S, = & ,SI' (43) , 
is a matter of convention. In the first case the particles are 
ordered in a certain way once and forever; in the second all 
orders of the particles are admitted. We choose the second 
possibility so that the phase space of the system is 
M X R " X R N. It decomposes into N! disjoint parts since the 
N! constituents S, of M do not overlap (cf. I, Figs. 3 and 8). 

Since the order of the particles is not changed by their 
interaction the state (X" V,) at some instant t belongs always 
to the same part of the phase space as the initial state (Xo,Vo) 
from which it evolved. Using the functions &[.J and B [.J 
defined in Sec. II F and assuming that X DESI we have 

XoESI: Y"I = Y"I [XO,VO] =Xo + Vot+DI; (44) 

X, =X, [XO,VO] = & [Y;,d(Y,,1 + B [Y;,d) - D I , 

(45) 
V, = V, [XoVo] = & [Y;,I ] Vo. 

Equations (44) and (45) are the mathematical formula
tion of the situation described in Sec, 4 of I (see especially 
Fig. 8). Here, Y"I describes the uniform motion of a point in 
the extended configuration space R N which is transformed 
into a billiardlike trajectory within the true configuration 
spaceSI XR '. (In Fig. 80fl,R " points normal to the plane of 
drawing.) Note that the definition (44) is merely a convention 
introduced to allow for a more concise formulation of the 
dynamics, Eqs. (45). 

We now prove the validity of Eq. (45) by induction: 
Assuming (45) to be valid for t we show that it is also for 
t + 1', l' > O. Choosing l' sufficiently small we can assume 
without loss of generality that at most one single collision 
takes place within the time interval (t,t + 1'). We therefore 
have to distinguish three types of events: (i) no collision, (ii) a 
binary collision (two particles involved), and (iii) a multiple 
collision (three or more particles involved). 

(i) Ifno particles collide within the time interval (t,t + 1') 
the evolution is given by 

X,+ T = X, + V,1', (46) 

V'+T = V,. (47) 

Expression (45) for X, may be transformed into 

&-1 [Y;,I ](X, + Dd - B [Y;,I] = Y',I' (48) 

From this and Eqs. (45) and (44), we get 

&-l[YI,d(X, + V,1'+DI)-B [Y;,d 

(49) 
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Now X,ES I andX,+TESl, so that 

&-1 [Y;,I ](SI + Dd - B [Y;,I] 

=S[Y;,d =S[Y;+T,d· (50) 

The last equation implies & [ Y; + T,I ] = & [ Y;,I] and 
B [Y;+T,I] = B [Y;,J]' which maybe used to write (47) in 
the form VI + T = & [ Y. + T,J ] Vo and (49) in the form 

&-1 [Y;+T,d(X.+ T + D I ) - B [Y;+ T,d = Y.+ T,I' 
(51) 

(ii) For the case of binary collisions, we assume the colli
sion to occur at time t. Then X,EdSI , i.e., 

xj+ I,' - d = xj ,.. for somejE{1, ... ,N - l} (52) 

or 

XN ,. -Nd=xl,t -d+Ld· (53) 

These equations may be cast into the form 

&Uk)(X, + D I ) + njkBjk = X, + Dl' (54) 

Here & Uk) is the transformation corresponding to the trans
position Uk ); accordingly 

(55) 

and 

&Uk) Y = Y iff y. Bjk = 0 (Yj = yd. (56) 

For (54) to be equivalent to (52) and (53) the integers njk have 
to be chosen in the following way: 

j= 1, ... ,N-l, k=j+ 1: njj+1 =0; (57) 

j=N, k=l: nN,l=l. (58) 

The transformation (X + DI)---+&Uk)(X + Dtl + njk Bjk is a 
reflection at the plane (X + Dd . Bjk = njk L~, Equatio~ 
(54) therefore expresses the fact that X/ lies on such a plane 
which forms part of the boundary of SI' 

The positions immediately before the collision are given 
by X, _ 0 ( = X t ), the velocities by Vt _ o. For a collision 
between particles j and k to occur vj ,. _ 0 > V k,' _ 0 or, equiv
alently, 

V. _ 0 • Bjk > 0 (59) 

must hold true. During the collision, particles j and k ex
change their velocities so that for sufficiently small (but fin
ite) times after the collision, 

X t + T =XI _ O + &(jk) Vt _ o1', (60) 

V'+ T = &Uk) V,_o· (61) 

Because ofX;_o + D1ESI + DlO (54), and (59), 

X;_o +DI + V._o1'E &Uk)(SI +DI)+njkBjk, (62) 

where the domain on the right-hand side (rhs) of (62) is just 
the simplex obtained from SI + DI by reflection at the 
boundary plane containing X t • Applying &-1 [ Y; _ 0,1 ] to 
(62) and using (44) and (45) one obtains 

Y;+T,I + B [Y;-O,I ] - &-1 [Y;-O,I ] njkBjk 

E&-J [ Y; _ 0,1 ] & Uk) (SI + DJ). (63) 

From this and the uniqueness of the functions & [.] and B [.], 
we get 

&[Y;+T,d = &uk)&[Y;-o,d, (64) 
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B [Y;+,.,I] =B [Y;-O,I] - 9- I[Y;_o,1 ]njkBjk . 
(65) 

Equations (64) and (45) imply Vt+,. = 9 [Y;+ ,.,1] Vo, and 
(65) combined with (55), (44), (45), and (60) yields 

9 [Y;+r,1 ](Yt+,.,1 + B [Y;+,.,I]) 

= 9(jk)9[Y;_o,1 ](Yt-O,I + Vor+B [Y;-O,I] 

- 9 -I [Y;-O,I ]njkBjd 

= 9(jk)(Xt _O + DI - njkBjk + V,_or) 

= 9 Uk )(X,-o + Dd + njkBjk + 9 Uk ) VI_or 

=Xt _O + 9 Uk )VI _Or=X,+,.. (66) 

(iii) For the case of multiple collisions, note that if only 
two particles hit each other they exchange their velocities 
since the energy and the total momentum of the two collid
ing particles are assumed to be conserved during the interac
tion. These conservation laws do not suffice to fix what hap
pens after the collision if three or more particles collide at the 
same instant. To define the dynamics also in these cases we 
consider mUltiple collisions as limiting cases of sequences of 
binary collisions. Since formula (45) is correct for a binary 
collision it also holds true for sequences of such collisions 
and therefore, by definition, also for multiple collisions. It 
should be noted that this definition is a very natural one 
because the limit X, of a sequence X ~n) depends only on Xo, 
the limit of X l,n), and not on the particular sequence of orbits 
that has been chosen. This stability of the evolution against 
small perturbations of the initial conditions, easily visualized 
for N = 3 (cf. I, Figs. 7 and 8), is an essential feature of the 
present model. In its formulation as a billiard problem in N 
dimensions it may be traced back to the fact the angles 
between the confining planes are either 1T/3 or 1T/2. 

If the particles are initially not ordered according to 
their numbers, X ~EtSl and Eqs. (44) and (45) are not applica
ble. The evolution is instead given by the following formulas, 
specified for a certain r: 

X bESr: YI,r = Xo + Vot + Dr; 

XI = XI [Xo, Vol 

= 9 r 9 [ Y;,r ] (Yt,r + B [ Y;,r ] ) - Dr' 

VI = Vt [Xo, Vol = 9 r 9 [ Y;,r ] Vo· 

(67) 

(68) 

Equations (68) may be proved in a similar way as Eqs. (45). 
The evolution in point mechanics determines uniquely 

the evolution in statistical mechanics. For if /, is the distri
bution function representing our knowledge of the state of 
the system at time t, this function is related to its initial value 
foby 

/,(X,v) = Io(X _, [X, V], V _, [X, V]). (69) 

Since the explicit form of the functions X _ I and V_I de
pends on the simplex to which the argument X belongs it is 
convenient to decompose/, as 

(70) 

Each function appearing on the rhs may be extended to a 
function 1; defined on R 2N according to the scheme de
scribed in Sec. II G: 
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l;(x,v) =l;(9X +B,9V) =/,(X -Dr'V) forX'ESr. 

(71) 
The advantage of the functionsl: consists in their simple 
time dependence. For instance, 

X'ESI: l/(X +DI,V) 

=/,(X,V) =fo(X _,[X,V],V _t[X,V]) 

=10(9 [Y'_I,I ](Y -t,1 

+ B [Y'_I,I]) - D I,9 [Y'_ 1,1] V) 

=101(9 [Y'-t,1 ](Y -',I 

+ B [Y'_ t,l ]),9 [Y'-t,l] V) 

=lOI(Y_t,pV)=lol(X- Vt+DI,v), (72) 

and the combination of (72) and (71) yields 

l/(X,V) =ld(X - Vt,V), (73) 

for all XER N. More generally, 

l,r(x,v) =l;(X - Vt,x), (74) 

for all X and arbitrary r. The price to be paid for the simple 
time dependence (74) is that the equivalent of one single func
tion/, is now a set of N! functionsl;. However, if the order of 
particles is definitely known, all but one of these functions 
vanish identically. 

B. Symmetry transformations 

A symmetry transformationX_YX + U, V-YVis, 
by definition, a (linear canonical) transformation commuting 
with the evolution. Some of these symmetries, namely those 
of a general closed N-particle system, are expected to exist 
while others are less obvious and characteristic for the pres
ent model. 

(i) Rigid translations: A rigid translation is given by Xi 
--Xi + U, Vi-Vi or X-X + un, V_v. Because of(14), 

X,[Xo+ U",Vo] =X,[Xo,vo] + U", 

(75) 
VI[Xo+ U",Vo] = VI [Xo,Vo]' 

(iO Rigid inversion: This is the transformation Xi 
---Xi' Vi--Vj or X-YX= -X, V-YV= - V. 
Taking into account - X'E9 2S1 = S2 if X'ESI, 
- Dl = 9 2D I = D 2, and Eqs. (31), one finds 

X, [ - Xo, - Vol = - XI [Xo, Vol, 

(76) 
Vt [ -Xo, - Vol = - V.I [Xo,Vo]' 

(iii) Permutation of particles: A typical transformation 
is Xj--Xj(rp vi-vj(r) or X __ 9 r-IX, V-9 r-IV. Equations 
(30) may be used to show that 

Xt [9 rXo,9 r Vol = 9 rX, [Xo,Vo], 

(77) 
VI [9 rXo,9 r Vol = 9 r VI [Xo,Vo]' 

(iv) Cyclic transformations: A typical transformation is 

X
_{&,){ - (L/Ld)AI' ifX'ESI• 

X, ifX'EI'SI' 
V-+&3V, (78) 

That is, if XESI, Xi is substituted by Xi_I +Nli" 
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- L (iSi! - N -)). It follows from definitions (6), (7), (10), 
and (35) that 

&~o-(LILdJA) +D) + &3VOt 

= & 3(XO + Vot + D) - Ad + B2). (79) 
Note that &~o - (L1LdJA)eS) if, and only if, xoeS) [cf. 
Eqs. (20), (6), (10), (11), and (35)]. Therefore, if this configura
tion and the velocity & 3 Vo are inserted as initial values in 
(45) one obtains, using once more Eqs. (30), 

Xt [& ~o - (L 1LdJA),& 3VO] + D) 

= &[Y;,) -Ad(Yt,) -A) +B [Y;,) -Ad), 

(80) 

Vt [ &~o - (LILdJA)'&3 VO] = & [Y;,) -Ad Vo· 

By means of (32) we finally arrive at the following result: 

xoeS): Xt[&~o - (LILdJA)'&3 VO] 

= &~t[Xo,Vo] - (LILdJA), 

Vt[&~o - (L1LdJA)'&3 VO] 
(81) 

= &3 Vt[XO'Vo]' 

The symmetry transformation (78) mapsS) XR "XR N onto 
itselfleaving the rest of the phase space unaffected. It gener
ates a cyclic group of order Nand, combining (81) with (77), 
isomorphic cyclic symmetry groups may be found for each 
of the N! parts of the phase space. The cyclic symmetry 
group of a constituent may be extended to a dihedral group 
by adding a suitable combination of (76) and (77). For exam
ple, the transformation 

X_- &-7, V_- &2V (82) 

transforms the parts S, X R " X R N ofthe phase space in such 
a way that S) XR "XR N is mapped onto itself. 

The existence of cyclic symmetry groups not contained 
in the general symmetry transformations of a closed N-parti
cle system (rigid motions, permutations) is a special feature 
but not reserved to the present model. As approximate sym
metries such groups also appear in the lattice dynamics of 
solids where they are referred to as "translation symmetry of 
the crystal.,,2 The common origin of these groups is always 
an interaction which preserves the initial order of the parti
cles (at least classically and within a certain range of energy). 

IV. INTEGRABILITY AND TIME AVERAGES 
A. Conserved quantities 

There exist three types of conserved quantities that are 
easily found by simple inspection of the system's evolution 
but may also be derived from formulas (67) and (68). 

(i) Total momentum: Equations (67), (68), (4), (6), (7), 
(14), and (35) imply that the center of mass undergoes a free 
motion: 

x;' =XO' + VO't, V;' = VO'. (83) 

By Noether's theorem, (83) may also be derived from (75). 
Since the motion of the center of mass is trivial and does not 
interfere with the complicated relative motion of the parti
cles we exclude it in the following by imposing the con
straints 

(84) 
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on all initial conditions. For statistical mechanics this means 
that we consider only distribution functions of the form 

(85) 

(iO Order of the particles: As mentioned several times 
before, the initial order of the particles is conserved in time. 
This also follows formally from the first ofEqs. (68): X ;eSr , 

ifXoeSr , 

(iii) Set of initial velocities-invariants: The second of 
Eqs. (68) shows that the set of particle velocities Vi is the same 
for almost all times, i.e., I Vit J = I ViO J whenever Vt [Xo, Vo] 
is defined. This set can be uniquely characterized by the val
ues of N symmetric functions, e.g., 

In (V) = L v7, n = 1, ... ,N. (86) 

Considered as phase space functions, 

Fn (Xo,vo) = In (Vo) = In (Vt Xo, Vol = Fn (XI' Vt ), (87) 

i£X ;E!l7S, and hence Vt is defined. Without this restriction 
we were faced with N analytic invariant functions suggesting 
that the system is integrable.3

,4 It should, however, be kept in 
mind that Fn (Xt , ~) is only defined for those time intervals 
where all the particles move freely; ignoring this fact would 
change the dynamics of the present model into that of a sys
tem of noninteracting particles. The singular nature of the 
hard core interaction excludes, in fact, the possibility to 
identify (m12JF2 with the Hamiltonian and to describe the 
dynamics in terms of Hamiltonian dynamics. 

B. Action and angle variables 

For the above-mentioned reasons it is not possible to use 
the scheme offered in literature3

,4 to derive action and angle 
variables from the invariants. But this does not imply that 
such variables do not exist for hard rod systems. Assume, for 
instance, that X ;eS); the action variables are then 

Vo = & [Yt,)] Vt (88) 

and the angle variables can be defined as 

Yt,) = & [Yt,) ](Xt +D) +B [Yt,)]), (89) 

where 

Yt,) =Xt - Vt t+D). (90) 

Equations (88)-(90) express that (XO, Vol is obtained from 
(Xt , Vt ) by going back from time t to time O. If the definition 
(90) is inserted into Eq. (89) and the relation (88) is used, one 
obtains Yt,) in the form (44) or, equivalently, as 

Yt,) = Yo,) + Vo t, (91) 

which is the solution of the equation of motion in terms of 
action and angle variables. Analogous solutions exist if X t 

eSr , r:f 1. 
At first sight the mappings (Xt, ~ J-( Yt,) , Vol, defined by 

Eqs. (88)-(90), and (Yt,) , Vo)-(Xt, Vt ), given by Eqs. (45), look 
like ordinary linear canonical transformations. There are, 
however, two objections against such a simple view. The first 
is that the objects mapped onto each other belong to different 
spaces, namely (Xt, Vt)eS) XR "XR N (phase space) and 
(Yt,) ,Vo)eR 2N (extended phase space), Equations (30) imply 
that under the mapping (45) both (Yt,), Vol and (Yt,) + B, Vol 
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are mapped onto the same (Xt,Vt ) irrespectively of what 
Be{B J has been chosen. To obtain a one-to-one correspon
dence Eqs. (44) and (89H91) containing Yt•1 or Yt•1 have to 
be read as relations modulo {B J and the element (Yt•1 , Vol has 
to be considered as representative of the lattice 
uB(Yti +B,Vo) (cf. I, Fig. 4). The second point is that the 
mappings (45) and (88H90) are undefined for Y,EE and Y, 
EE, respectively, where E is the set defined in (17). The map
pings of the two phase spaces onto each other, i.e., the transi
tion from position and momentum variables to action and 
angle variables or vice versa, are therefore defined only up to 
a set of hyperplanes, the definition of which depends on the 
considered instant. If this set of measure zero is removed the 
remaining part of the phase space decomposes into disjoint 
subsets that are mapped onto similar subsets of the other 
phase space, each pair of subsets being related by its own 
linear transformation. 

That the angle variables are multivalued functions of the 
position and momentum variables is well known from Ha
miltonian mechanics. There also exist some familiar exam
ples (e.g., the pendulum) where different action and angle 
variables have to be constructed for various parts of the 
phase space. What makes the hard rod systems considered 
here so peculiar are only the following two points: (i) the 
partition ofthe phase space varies with the time; and (ii) the 
canonical transformations relating the parts of the phase 
space to the action and angle variables are always linear 
transformations. 

C. Time averages 

The theory of integrable systems3
•
4 tells us that a time 

average of a phase space function coincides with the average 
value of this function for that subset of the phase space which 
is the closure of all states evolving from the given initial state. 
Each of these subsets is invariant under the evolution and 
topologically equivalent to a torus. These invariant tori, 
which densely fill the whole phase space, fall into two cate
gories: irrational (or nonresonant) tori corresponding to gen
eral (or likely) initial conditions and rational (or resonant) 
tori corresponding to special (or unlikely) initial conditions. 
In the first case the torus is uniquely determined by the val
ues of the action variables which are linearly independent 
over the integers (and therefore also over the rationals). In 
the second case there exist one or more linear relations with 
integer coefficients between the values of the action variables 
so that they do not suffice to characterize the torus uniquely. 
Rational tori are dense in phase space but of measure zero. 

Since we already solved the equations of motion in terms 
of action and angle variables it would be sufficient to list all 
the rational and irrational tori in order to see which ensem
ble averages can be used as substitutes for time averages. 
However, the concepts introduced in Sec. II G are easily 
combined with the evolution (Sec. III A) to derive these re
sults straightforwardly without any recourse to the general 
theory. This is done in the following since there are slight 
modifications of the general scheme originating from the 
constraint (84). Moreover, since the general theory is rather 
abstract and not well known outside the field of nonlinear 
dynamics it may be of interest to illustrate it with the exam-
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pIe at hand. In this discussion and the following we stick to 
the terminology of paper I ("smallest stationary ensemble" 
instead of "invariant torus"), which was introduced before 
we became aware that our results on time averages are best 
explained in terms of modem mechanics. 

The time average of a phase space function g for a se
quence of states beginning with Xo = X ~, Vo = V ~ is de-• fined by 

(g)x'v'., = lim! (1' dtg(Xt[X~,V~],Vt[Xb,Vb]). 
(fr 0 'itoo 1" Jo 

(92) 
The integrand in (92) is a periodic function if, and only if, 
Vb t e {B J for some t> O. Though this condition will not be 
satisfied in general V ~ t can be approximated to any desired 
degree of accuracy if t is chosen to be sufficiently large. The 
integrand in (92) is therefore in general an almost periodic 
function (this even in the sense of the precise mathematical 
definitionS). We now assume Xo = X b eS I' which implies X t 

=X:eSl • The integrand in (92) may therefore be replaced 
by 

gl(X, [X~,Vb] + DI,V, [Xb,V~]) 

=gl(X, [X~,Vb] + DI,V, [X~,V~]) 

=gl(Xb + Vbt+DI'V~) (93) 

[cf. Eqs. (33)-(38), (44), (45), (72), and (73)]. To evaluate 

(g)x' v', =lim~ r dtg1(Xb + Vbt+Dl'V~), (94) 
0' Q. TT 00 T Jo 

we note that gl is periodic in X', the periods being given by 
the vectors Be (B J. It is therefore natural to expand t as a 
Fourier series 

gl(X',V') = L G~(V')exp[iaA ·X'], 
A 

a = 21T'IL~. 
For the Fourier coefficients 

(95) 

(96) 

G~(V')= ICI- 1 L dX't(X',V')exp[ -iaA ·X'] 

(97) 

to exist, the functiong1 (and hence g) must belong to a certain 
class of (generalized) functions. A sufficiently general condi
tion is, for instance, 

L i dX' Ig(X',v')1 < 00. 
r S, 

(98) 

Inserting (95) into (94) one arrives at 

(g)x;,.v;,.t = L G~(V~)exp[iaA. (X~ +D1)] 
A 

X lim 1'-11 (A . Vb,1'), (99) 
T! co 

I (A . V ~,1') = f dt exp [iaA . V ~ t ] . 
Now 

I(A . V~,1') = 1', for A . Vb = 0, 

(100) 
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so that 

(V') I ° = I over all Ae{A } for which A . Vo =0. (102) 
A 

• (102) 
Using the definition (97) of G ~, the partition of the cell C 
into simplices Sr + Dr' and the symmetry properties (38) of 
gl, Eq. (101) may be transcribed as follows: 

(g)xo,vo.t = ICI-I I f dX't(X',Vo) 
r JSr+Dr 

(Va) xI exp(iaA. (Xo +DI -X')] 
A 

= ICI-I I f dy't(9 r Y',Vb) 
r JS1 +DI 

(V') xI o
exp(iaA.(Xo +D I -9rY')] 

A 

=ICI-1I f dy't(Y',9 r-
1V o) 

r JS1+D j 

. (9 r-
1X O + 9 r-

1D I - Y')] 

= f dX'JdV' ICI-III(&',Vo)exp[iaA 
JS1 r A 

. (9 rXb +Dr -X' -D I )] 

xO(V' - 9 r V o)g(X',v'). (103) 

In the second step we used U· 9 V = 9- I U· V and the 
equivalence of A . V 0 = 0 and 9 A . 9 V 0 = O. It follows 
from (103) that the time average is equal to the average over a 
stationary ensemble, namely 

(g)x' V't = fdX'fdV'lxI, V' (X', V')g(X', V'), 
Q. 0 0' 0 

(104) 
with 

I I (X' V') IS I-I S X' 1 ~ ~(&',Vo) X'v' ,= X I( )-~~ exp[iaA 
'" ° N! r A 

. (9 rX o +Dr -X' -Ddl 

(lOS) 

The function (lOS) is real since (-A). Vo = 0 if A . Vo 
= 0, and reversing the transformations of (103) one easily 

verifies that 

J dX' J dV'lio.vo(X',V') = 1. (106) 

Moreover if X'_trX',V'],v'_trX',V'] is substituted for 
X', V' in (lOS) one finds 

lxI, v,(X'_t[X',V'],V'_t[X',V']) =lxI, v,(X',V'). 
~ 0 ~ 0 

(107) 
On account of Eqs. (106) and (107) and the reality of/i:,.vo' 
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one might be tempted to consider the function (lOS) [supple
mented with 0 (X ")0 (V")J as a stationary distribution func
tion but before doing so one has to prove that this distribu
tion is positive. 

In proving the positivity of the distribution (lOS) we 
have to distinguish whether the sum over A contains one or 
more terms. This leads us to introduce a set QCR ' defined as 
follows: 

V'eQ iff V'· A = 0, for some A #0, 

or, equivalently, iff I Vj = 0 and I mjVj = 0, 
i i 

for some set of integers mj with mj #mj , 

for some pair i#j. (108) 

For N> 2 this set has two remarkable properties: 
(i) Q is of measure zero (with respect to R '); 

(ii) Q is dense in R '. (109) 

The proof of the first assertion follows from the fact that for 
every V' eQ there exists a sublattice of{ A } consisting of all 
vectors A for which A . V' = O. If D is the dimension of this 
lattice, then 1 <..D<..N - 2. Thus, V' lies in the orthogonal 
complement of the subspace spanned by the sublattice, i.e., 
in a subspace of R ' of dimension D C = N - 1 - D. Accord
ingly the vectors V' eQ can be classified according to their 
corresponding sublattices. The set of all sublattices is count
able, since each of them is uniquely determined by a basis 
AI,oo.,AD' The set Q is therefore a countable union of sub
spaces of dimension D c, 1 <..D C <..N - 2, which implies that Q 
is of measure zero with respect to R '. The proof of proposi
tion (ii) oft 109) rests on the properties of the rationals and the 
lattice {B }. Every V' eR ' may be represented as real linear 
combination of at most N - 1 vectors Bje{B}. Since real 
numbers may be approximated to any desired degree of ac
curacy by rationals, every V'eR ' may be approximated by a 
linear combination of B 's with rational coefficients. This 
means that for every V' eR ' and E> 0 there exists a rational 
number /3 and a vector Be {B } such that I V' - /3B I < E. But 
/3BeQ because BeQ. This follows from the fact that every 
Be {B } may be considered as an element of a basis of {B }. 
Since there exists a basis of {A } that is reciprocal to the basis 
of[ B J, there exists always an (N - 2)-dimensional sublattice 
of {A I orthogonal to a given Be {B J. 

Definition (108) and proposition (i) of (109) tell us that 
for a "general" set of initial velocities vjQ the vector 0 is the 
only element of {A J which is orthogonal to Vb: 

VbEiQ: 

Ii, v,(X',V') = ISI-I,t'I(X,)-l-I0(V' - 9 r Vb)· 
o· ° N! r 

(110) 

This distribution is obviously positive. That (lOS) is also posi
tive for "special" initial velocities, VbeQ, follows from 

(V') (Vo) 
A O(r) = I exp(iaA. Y') 

A 

(V') 

= IZ I-I I ° c5(n(Vo)y' - C), (111) 
c 
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where 

Z = unit cell of { C } , 

{C} = reciprocal lattice of {A }wo), 

{A }wo) = sublattice of {A } orthogonal to Vb, (112) 

n Wo) = projection operator into the subspace 

spanned by the vectors of {A }wo). 

Note that [B}C[C} on account of [A }wo)C[A}. 

Since Li (VOl is positive, the distribution (105) is also positive: 

VbEQ: f;, v,(X',V') 
o. 0 

= ISI-1r'(X,)_1 
N! 

xILi W,Vo)(,9'I,Xb +D, -X' -DI) 
, 

X8(V' - ,9'1, Vb). (113) 

Both (110) and (113) represent uniform distributions on sets 
which are the closure of the orbit 0 (X b, Vb) 
= [X',V'IX' = X;[Xo,Vb ],V' = V;[Xo,vo ],O<f< oo} 

but the structure of this set depends on the properties of V 0 . 
For VbEl:Q, 0 (Xb,Vb) = 81 xu,[,9'I, Vo}, where all the N! 
velocities ,9'1, Vb are different because ,9'1, V 0 = V b implies 
V'EQ [cf. definitions (11) and (lOS)]. For VbEQ, 0 (X', V') de
composes into a finite union of subsets of dimension D', 
1 <D ' <N - 2. Both D ' and the number of subsets depend on 
Vb, i.e., on the initial velocities of the particles. In the 
most extreme case D' = 1 and the sets {X' IX' 
= X :[ X 0 ,,9'1, Vb] 1 form a closed orbit within 81, Since 

D = N - 1 - DC = N - 2 in this case, this happens if, and 
only if, V 0 is proportional to some BE {B }, that is if the evo
lution is periodic in all variables. Note that Vb is proportion
altosomeBE[B 1 ifit is proportionalto someAE [A } because 
the definitions (6) and (7) imply 

(114) 

States with Vo a:A are exceptional states in the sense of 
(109), proposition (i); but it is just these states which are need
ed if one wants to compare the classical version of the present 
model with the quantum mechanical one. 

There is another class of special initial conditions that is 
of interest even if the system is treated only classically. Sup
pose that N = 2N·, L = 2L·, and 

(115) 
Vi•O =VN+)-i.O or ,9'I(i.N+)_.)Vb = Vo. 

Then it is easily visualized and also formally proved that 
(115) is not only valid for t = 0 but also for all t> O. The first 
N • particles therefore move as if they were trapped between 
fixed walls at x = - L • and x = 0 while the second half of 
the system behaves like the mirror image of the first one. 
Geometrically the configuration space of the fixed wall sys
tem N • ,L • is obtained from the configuration space of the 
movable wall system N, L by intersecting it with the planes 
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,9'1 (i.N + ) _ .)X = X. This intersection contains the hyper
planeX" = 0 and the configuration space of N·, L • consists 
of simplices of dimension N· each of which may be extended 
by iterative reflections to a simple covering of R N*. The 
methods of calculation used in the following therefore can be 
transferred to the fixed wall system but the details become 
more complicated, since there is no cyclic symmetry. It is to 
be expected that the differences between the two kinds of 
systems decrease as the systems increase; for the velocity 
autocorrelation function agreement has been found already 
for surprisingly small systems (N· = 3). 

We conclude this section with a comment on the sym
metry properties of the distribution function (105). For gen
eral initial conditions this function is invariant under a large 
number of transformations, which, in general, do not com
mute with the evolution nor even are canonical transforma
tions: 

VoEl:Q:fi, v,(X',v') 
o· 0 

=fXI 'v'( - ,9'I;zX"',v') 
o· 0 

=fio.vo(,9'I-7' +D3 - (L1Ld)A) -D),V') 

=fXI, v,(X',,9'IV'). 
'" 0 

(116) 

Whether a distribution belonging to special initial condi
tions (Vb EQ ) has some symmetries depends on X b and Vb; 
there are, however, always many fewer symmetries for spe
cial initial conditions than for general ones. 

Up to now we have assumed X bES); it is obvious how to 
modify the above results if X bES" r=/= 1. 

v. STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS 

In the following we shall calculate the expectation val
ues of several observables g for three kinds of stationary en
sembles, namely general smallest stationary, microcanoni
cal, and canonical ensembles. The corresponding 
distribution functions are all of the form 

f;(X,V) = (1/IS l)i"(X')<Pu(V')8(X")8(V") (117) 

or 

fu(X, V) = _1 If;(X,V). 
N! s 

(118) 

It is obvious from Eqs. (117) and (lIS) that in the first case the 
order of the particles is known with certainty while it is com
pletely unknown in the second case. 

As is clear from the discussion in the preceding section 
only those smallest stationary ensembles which contain gen
eral relative velocities (V'El:Q) are ofthe form (117): 

u = {viO }: <PI 0..,] (V') = ~! ~ 8(V' - ,9'1, Vb). (119) 

We write {v iO } to indicate that the corresponding expecta
tion values can be considered as time averages, however, not 
for one single initial condition X b, V 0 only but for a whole 
class of them (X' ESs , V' = ,9'1 Vb). 

The microcanonical ensemble (with fixed order and 
resting center of mass) has a distribution of relative velocities 
given by 
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(T = E: IPE(V') = (V~- 21K 1l-'c5(!V'1 - vEl, (120) 

where 

VE =~2E/m, (121) 

K = { V'!V'2 = 1) 

= surface of the (N - 1 I-dimensional unit sphere, 

IK I = (N - 1)~ /r(M + 1), (122) 

M=(N-l)l2. (123) 
The distribution (120) may be obtained from a superposition 
of all distributions (119) for which m.Iiv~ = 2E. Let 
m=(m" ... ,mN_Z)=set of angles labeling a point of K, 
dm }l(m) = surface element of K, 

E '(m) = (ei(m))eK, (124) 

then 

IPE(V') = IKI-' L dm}l(m)IP(v£"A",ll(V')· (125) 

That the special smallest ensembles contained in a microcan
onical one may be neglected is not a direct consequence of 
(109), proposition (i), but emerges from the proof of this as
sertion. 

The velocity distribution of the canonical ensemble is 
given by 

(T = T: IPr(V') = (r/17')M exp[ - rV'2j, (126) 

r = m/2kT. (127) 

The distribution (126) may be written as 

IPr(V') = Leo dE hr(E)IPE(V'), (128) 

the weight function h r being given by 

hrE= [(kT}Mr(M}]-'E M-' exp[ -E/(kT)). (129) 

All stationary distributions considered here satisfy 

f~(X,V} =f~(X,.9V). (130) 

Moreover 

f;(X,V} =f ;(.9~ - [L/Ld ]A"V) =f;( - .9~,V) 

(131) 
because of (20), (6), (10), (11), and (35); similar relations hold 
for s # 1. Finally 

fu(X,V} =fu(.9 X,V) =fu(X,.9 V). (132) 

These symmetry properties may be used to relate expecta
tion values of different observables and to simplify their cal
culation. 

VI. APPROACH TO EQUILIBRIUM 

In this section we discuss under which conditions a 
nonstationary distribution/, tends towards a stationary dis
tribution./(eol' That is, we ask whether the expectation value 

(/,,g) = J dX J dV/,(X, V)g(X, V) 

has a limit for t too, 

lim (/" g) = (./(eol' g), 
tleo 
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(133) 

(134) 

and how the "equilibrium" distribution./(eol depends on the 
initial distributionfo. 

For the integral (133) to make sense,! and g have to be 
elements of dual spaces, i.e., one has to be a test function if 
the other one is a distribution. From a purely mathematical 
point of view it would be convenient to fix these dual spaces 
once and forever; this would allow us to arrive at precise 
conditions for the existence of weak limits/, -./( eo I' But every 
choice of well-knoWn classes of distributions and test func
tions6 would be too restrictive to cover all distribution func
tions f and observables g of interest. 

Except for the distribution /, evolving from 
fo(X, V) = c5(X - Xo)c5(V - Va) thef's andg's considered here 
can be characterized as follows: (i) bothf and g factorize in X 
and V; (ii)fis a test function in X and a distribution in V, and 
(iii) g is a distribution in X and a test function in V. In the 
following these conditions will be replaced by three assump
tions onf and g which guarantee the existence of a weak limit 
(134). 

The first assumption is thatfis of the form 

'X V _ fJd I(X',V')c5(X")c5(V"), 
fo( , ) -lo for X'sS\. (135) 

This assumption serves only to simplify the arguments. It is 
easy to generalize the following calculations for different or
ders of the particles and for a moving center of mass. If we 
define the function gII by 

(136) 

then 

(/" g) = f dX' dV'f II(X', V')gII(X', V'). (137) 

Next we assume that the functionsf lIhV') and glIhV') 
belong to dual spaces of test functions and distributions, re
spectively, such that the integrals Io'(V'), defined by 

I d(V') = f dX'f,II(X',v')gII(X',V'), (138) 

may be computed by means of a Fourier series. This means 
that the following relations are assumed to hold true for 
t=O: 

I,'(V') = LI,~(v'), 
A 

(139) 

I ~(V') = IS IF:A(V')G ~.(V'). 

The Fourier coefficients H ~ ( = F:'" ,G ~) are related to the 
functions h II ( = f,lI,gll) by 

H~(V') = ICI-' L f dX' h II(X',.9,V') 
r JS1 

xexp[ - iaA . .9 ,(X' +Dtl], (140) 

with a = 211'/L~. It is sufficient to assume that (139) holds 
true for t = 0 since, as will be shown later on, 

F:l(V') = F~(V')exp( - iaA . V't). (141) 

It follows from (137), (139), and (141) that the limit (134) 
exists if, and only if, 
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lim f dV' IdA (V')exp( - iaA . V't) = 0, for all A #0. 
tlco 

(142) 

The validity of ( 142) constitutes our third assumption. To see 
that (142) is indeed satisfied in many cases it is useful to 
consider a few examples. To this end let us assume that both 
f II and gil factorize inX' and V', 

h II(X',V') = h IIX(X')h IIV(V'). (143) 

Then 

and 

H ~ (V') = I H ~,h IIV(9, V'), 
, 

H~,(V') = ICI- I r dX' h IlX(X') Js, 

',S 

(144) 

Furthermore, letglIVbe a polynomial in the velocities Vj and 
consider the following velocity distribution functions. 

(i) f dIV is a Maxwellian distribution (subject to 
~jVj = 0). Thenf dIV(9, V')glIV(9 S V') is a rapidly decreas
ing function. Its Fourier transform is therefore also rapidly 
decreasing so that (142) is satisfied. 

(ii) Let f dIV be a Gaussian centered around V ~ or the 
characteristic functions of a parallelepiped containing V ~ . 
The Fourier transforms of these functions are well-known 
analytical functions which satisfy (142). Note that the 
smaller the width off dIV is, the slower is the decay of its 
Fourier transform and hence the approach to equilibrium. 

(iii) Letfd1v(V,) be proportional t08 (I V'I - vEl. Ifone 
introduces polar coordinates for V', i.e., a radial variable v 
and angular variables OJ = (OJ I, ... ,OJN_ 2), then the integra
tion over v may be carried out. The remaining integrals are of 
theformSdOJ A (OJ)exp[it,6 (OJ)t], whereA is a real polynomialin 
trigonometric functions of OJI, ... ,OJN _ 2 and t,6 (OJ) proportion
al to cos(OJ I ), if the coordinate system is properly chosen. The 
method of the stationary phase or the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma can then be used to show that (142) is satisfied. 

(iv) Letfd1v(V,) = Sd1] a(1])8(V' - 1]V~), where V~EtQ 
and a(1]) is a smooth rapidly decreasing function. Then 
V ~ . A # 0 for all A and the integral 

f dV' I dA(V')exp( - iaA· V't) 

= ~F~rG~~ f d1]a(1])gIIV(7]9s9,-IV~) 
Xexp( - iaA . Ybt) (146) 

vanishes for t i 00 on account of the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma. 
Note the difference between the first and the second two 
examples: In (i) and (ii) (/., g) is proportional to the product 
of (N - 1) integrals each of which vanishes for t i 00 , while in 
(iii) and (iv) the expectation value contains only one such 
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integral so that much more time is needed to approach the 
equilibrium value. 

It is instructive to look not only for examples where 
(142) is valid but also for some counterexamples. 

(i') Assume that the initial velocities are known. Then 
fdIV(V') = 8(V' - V~) and (/., g) is an almost periodic 
function. This is also true for any finite linear combination of 
delta functions but the larger the number of terms, the larger 
will, in general, become the "period" of the expectation val
ue. The present example may be considered as the "limit" of 
examples (ii) or (iv) above: The more the velocity distribution 
becomes concentrated around V ~ the slower tends the ex
pectation value toward a constant value. 

(ii') Let fdIV(V') = Sd1] a(1])8(V' - V~ - 1]Bd; this 
means that the initial (relative) velocities are completely 
known except for a certain indeterminacy of the relative ve
locity VI - v2• In this case the integral Sd1] a(1]) 
X exp( - iaA . B 12t7]) will nottend to zero for alIA's. A weak 
limit will existonlyiffor alIA 's with A . B12 = 0, Le.,A = (a j ) 

with a I == a2, at least one of the prefactors F~, or G ~s van
ishes. This, however, happens only iff dIX or glIX is constant 
with respect to the variable XI - X z. 

The conclusion to be drawn from all these examples is 
that a certain spread in the initial velocities is necessary (and 
in many cases even sufficient) for a time-dependent expecta
tion value to tend toward a constant value. 

IfEqs. (135), (139), (141), and (142) hold true, then 

lim (/., g) 
ttco 

= f dV' !/o(V') = f dV' ISW:o(V')Gb·(V') 

= ~l ~ f dX' f dV' Fbo(V')gII(X',9,V') 

= f dX' f dV' ~l ~Fbo(9,-lV')g1I(X"V') 
= (f(~), g), 

where the equilibrium distribution is given by 

f(~)(X,V) = IS 1-lr'(X')(l/NI) 

(147) 

X ~ L, dY' f dI(Y',9, V')8(X ")8(V"). 

(148) 

The various factors of this stationary distribution are easily 
interpreted: The function of X ' shows that all configurations 
with the same order as the initial one become equally prob
able for large times; this is a consequence of the confinement 
of the particles. The function of V' indicates that in equilibri
um every distribution of the initial velocities onto the N par
ticles is equally probable. Since this does not occur for nonin
teracting particles this fact has to be attributed to the 
collisions between the particles (cf. I, Sec. 3). 

It remains to prove that (147) follows indeed from the 
previous definitions and assumptions. The first equality fol
lows from (142). Because of(41), 

(f/,g) = (ftlI,gII)S, = ICI-1ISI(f,lI,glI)e, (149) 
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where the barred functions Ii II ( = l,lI, gil) are, by definition 
(36), periodic inX' with respect to translationsB. According 
to our second assumption the function Ii II may be represent
ed as Fourier series with coefficients 

H~(V') = IC I-I L dX' Ii II(X',V')exp( - iaA .X') 

= ICI- I 2: 1 dx'li II(X',V') 
r S,+Dr 

Xexp( - iaA ·X') 

= IC 1- 1 2: 1 dX' Ii II(X',&',-IV') 
r SI+D1 

xexp( - iaA . &' ,X') 

= IC 1- 1 2: 1 dX' h lI(X',&' ,-IV') 
r S, 

xexp[ - iaA • &' AX' +DtlJ (150) 

[cf. (140)]; this explains the second equality. The third one 
follows from (141), which in tum is a consequence of (74). 

We conclude this section by pointing out that the dis
cussion is easily extended to time-dependent correlation 
functions of the form 

(gh,)~ = f dX f dVld(X, V)g(X,v)h, (X, V), (151) 

with 

(152) 

All the previous arguments may be repeated if/(X, V)g(X, V) 
is substituted for g(X, V) and ht(X,V) forft(X, V). For a com
plete coincidence one would have to change also + t into 
- t [cf. Eqs. (152) and (69)], but this does not affectthe result 

becauseif(142)isvalidfor + titis also valid for - t. Thus if 
the limit of ( 151) exists, 

(153) 

then h (I",) is given by 

hl",)(X,V) = ISI-lr'(X')~ 2:1 dX' ho(X,&'r V ), 
N. r s, 

(154) 

The velocity autocorrelation function, calculated in the fol
lowing paper in full detail, is an example that fits into this 
scheme. For a smallest stationary ensemble this function is 
almost periodic [cf. example (i') above]. For the microcanon
ical and the canonical ensemble the limit (153) exists and it is 
zero because of the symmetrization with respect to the veloc
ities, Eq. (154) and the factor c5 (V")inl d. From examples (i) 
and (iii) it may conjectured that the function decays faster for 
the canonical ensemble than for the microcanonical one; this 
is indeed verified by explicit calculation (see, e.g., I, Figs. 6 
and 13). 

VII. THE PAIR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

The pair distribution function is defined by 

g(r) =..!.. 2: 2: (/:,c5(j,k;r) , 
N j k(#,,) 
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(155) 

where I: is a stationary distribution function of the form 
(117) and 

(156) 

Since the observable (115) depends only onX the rhs of (155) 
is the same for (T = {vj{) }, E, T, i.e., for almost all stationary 
distributions (cf. Sees. IV and V). The quantity 
(I ;,c5(j,k;r)dr is the probability for Xj - xkE(r + dr); 
therefore 1: k "" j • .. dr is the number of particles expected to be 
in the interval (r,r + dr), where r is counted from the position 
of the particle j. The normalized sum (1/ N )1:j ... expresses 
the fact that the tagged particle is chosen at random. The 
normalization 

f dr gIrl = N - 1 (157) 

is a direct consequence of the definition (155) and consistent 
with the interpretation given above. In this interpretation it 
has been tacitly assumed that the particles are arranged in a 
definite order s. But the relation 

I~(X, V) = 1';( &'.- lX, V) (158) 

can be used to show that the rhs of (155) is the same for all 
orders s as has been already anticipated in the notation of the 
lhs. 

Choosing s = I the mathematical task reduces to the 
computation of the quantities 

qj,k(r) = (I ';,c5(j,k;r). (159) 

In doing so we may exploit the symmetry properties of the 
simplex Sl and its characteristic function XS, contained in 
I';. From (131) and the orthogonality of the transformations 
&', and &'3 lAl =AN' we get 

f dX f dVI,;(X,V)c5(j,k;r,x) 

= f dX f dVI,; (&'~- [f
d 

]Al>V)c5(j,k;r,x) 

= f dX f dVI ,;(X,Vjc5 ~,k;r,&' 3-
IX + [fJ AN )-

(160) 
This implies that many of the q's coincide, namely 

l<J<k<N: qj,k(r) = ql,l +k_j(r), 

(161) 
N;;4>k>l: qj,k(r) = qN,N+k-j(r), 

so that only ql,k' 2<k<N, and qNJ' l<J<N - 1, have to be 
calculated. The second equality of (131) entails 

f dX f dV/,;(X,V)c5(j,k;r,x) 

= f dX f dV 1';( - &' ;zX,v)c5(j,k;r,x) 

= f dX f dVI,;(X,V)c5(j,k;r, - &'~), (162) 

whence 

qj,k(r) = qN+ l-j,N+ I_k(r), (163) 

and it is sufficient to calculate qN,k(r) for k = 1, ... ,N - 1. 
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Note that these functions have a simple geometrical meaning 
from which their support is easily deduced: 

qN,k(r) = ISI-IISlnplane XN-Xk =rl 

= 0, for ~([N - k]d,L - kd), (164) 

Since the intersection (164) is not easily computed for larger 
values of N, we consider the symmetry properties of the ob
servable (156), which have not been exploited so far. To this 
end we rewrite qN,k as 

q N,dr) = IS -II ( dX' 8(N,k;r,x ') Js, 

= lSI-I ( dX'8(N,k;r- [N-k]d,x'). 
JS,+D, 

(165) 
The function 8 (N,k;r,x ') is invariant under all transforma
tions r!J1 with Pk = k and PN = N. Now let the transforma
tions r!J1 u be related to the permutations Pu with 

j(U)E{ I, ... ,k - I}, for j = 1, ... ,k - 1; 

k(u)=k; 

l(u)E{k+ 1, ... ,N-lJ, for l=k+ I, ... ,N-l; 

N(u)=N 

(166) 

(the first relation has to be dropped for k = 1 and the third 
one for k = N - 1). Then 

8(N,k;r,x) = 8(N,k;r,r!J1 uX), 

qN,dr) = lSI-I (k_I)!(NI_I_k)! 

(N,k) r 
X~ JS,+D, dX' 

X8 (N,k;r - [N - k ]d,r!J1 uX') 

= lSI-I 1 
(k - 1 )!(N - 1 - k )! 

(167) 

X r dX' {)(N,k;r - [N - k ]d,x'), (168) 
JV\N.k) 

with 

V\N,k) = IN,k)r!J1 u(SI + DI)' (169) 
u 

The closure of the set (169) is 

{ 

Xk,XN,Xk +Ld } 
V\N,k)= X' XN -Ld,xj,Xk, forj= 1, ... ,k-I . 

xk,X/'XN, forl=k+ 1, ... ,N-I 

(170) 

To verify that the rhs of(I70) is indeed the closure of the rhs 
of (169) assume first that X'Er!J1 u(S1 + DI)' Then r!J1 u-IX' 
ESI + D I, i.e., XI(u) <x2(u) < ... <XN(u) <XI(u) + L d. But this 
implies (i) Xk <XN <Xk + L d, (ii) XN - Ld <xj(u) <Xk, for 
j(u) = I, ... ,k - 1, and (iii) Xk <x/(u) <XN, for 
/(u) = k + 1, ... ,N - 1; hence X'EV\N,k). Next assume 
X'EV\N,k), i.e., Xk ,XN,Xk + L d, etc. Now order the varia
bles Xj and x / according to their magnitude: x N - Ld 'x I(u) 
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,X2(u) ,,,,,X(k_I)(u) ,xk 'X(k+ I)(u) '''''X1N - I)(u) ,xN with 
j(U)E{ I, ... ,k - I} and/(u)E{k + I, ... ,N - I}. The vectors X , 
for which at least one equality holds form a set of measure 
zero. Removing this set from V\N,k) we see that for each of 
the remaining elements of V\N,k) there exists a unique permu
tation P u of the form (166) such that r!J1 u- lX' ESI + D I' 

To calculate the integral (168) we pass from the orthog
onal coordinates XI, ... ,xN _ I (cf. Sec. II B) to the nonortho
gonal coordinates 

Ym =XN -Xm, m = I, ... ,N - 1. (171) 

The functional determinant is 

\
i?(YI""'YN-I) \ = \B(YI""'YN_I'XN) \ 
B(XI,· .. ,xN_d B(XIJ· .. ,xN_I,XN) 

= \ B(YI,""XN) \ =.[fi. (172) 
B(XI""'XN) 

Recalling that (.[filS I)-I = (N - I)!L ~ - N we finally arrive 
at 

(N-I)! 
qN,dr) = L~-I(k _ I)!(N - 1- k)! 

where 

[i
Ld ]k-I [i~k ]N-I-k 

X dYj dYI 
Yk 0 

= (N - 1 )! 0 (L _ kd - r) 
Ld(k - I)!(N - 1- k)! 

X(I - (r - [N - k]d )/Ld)k-I 

XO(r- [N-k]d), 

X((r- [N-k]d)/Ld)N-I-k, 

o (x) = {I for x > 0, 
o forx<O. 

(173) 

(174) 

The functions (173) are the so-called/3 distributions.7 Then, 

lim q,'I':dr) = {)kN-I [(N - I)/Ld]' 
rld' . 

(175) 

It follows from the definition ( 155) that g is an even function, 

gIrl = g( - r). (176) 

Ifr>Othenqj,dr) = Oforj<k,asmaybededucedfrom(I63) 
and (164); this and the second relation (161) yield 

1 N-2 

gIrl = - L (N -1 - n)qN,N_I_n(r), for r>O. (177) 
N n=O 

Combining (177), (173), and (176) we finally obtain 

g(r) = (N -I)! Ni 2 (N - 1 - n) 
LdN n=O n!(N - 2 - n)! 

XO(lrl- [n + l]d)O(Ld + [n + l]d -Irl) 

x(lrl- id + I]dY( 1- Irl- id + I]dr-
2-", 
(178) 
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limg(r) = (N - If/NLd 
r~d 

= [(N -I)/N] limqk+lk(r), 
dlO ' 

for 1 <:.k<:.N - 1. (179) 

In the thermodynamic limit (N too, N / L = P = const; 
Ldtoo, N /Ld =Pd = const; r finite) the functions qj,l be
come the Poisson distributions 

and 

qj,dr) = B (r - [j - l]d lPd [1I(j - 2)1] 

X[Pd[r-(j-1)d]V- 2 

xexp[ -Pd[r-(j-1)dl} 

00 1 
gIrl =Pd L B(lrl- [n + l]d)-

,,=0 n! 

X [Pd [irl - (n + l)d 1l" 

xexp{ - Pd [lrl - (n + 1)d 1}, 

(180) 

(181) 

limg(r) =Pd = lim qk+ I,dr), for l<:.k< 00. (182) 
rId rId 

The pair distribution function (181) has been already 
derived by several authors, both heuristically8,9 and formal
ly.lO 

The above results simplify for point particles (d = 0). 
Splitting the sum into two parts, the summation over n may 
be carried out and g becomes 

( N - 1) [N - 2 ( Irl) 1 ] g(r)=B(L-lrl) -L- -P{ 1-1: +N' 

for N < 00, 

gIrl = P, for N too. 

(183) 

(184) 

The arguments used to derive the polynomial represen
tation (178) of the pair distribution function may be general
ized to derive similar formulas for multiplet distribution 
functions. II However, to illustrate the difference between 
finite systems and their thermodynamic limit it is quite suffi
cient to see how the function (178) varies as the size of the 
system increases. This can be seen in Fig. 14 of! which sug
gests that the first few peaks of the pair distribution function 
for N too, Eq. (181), agree well with those obtained for rather 
small systems (N:::::20). 

VIII. THE EQUATION OF STATE 

If one wants to calculate the pressure of a one-dimen
sional hard rod system, the problem consists less in evaluat
ing a given formula than in finding an appropriate definition 
of this quantity. Different authors have used different defini
tions of the pressure (see, e.g., Refs. 2, 11, and 25 ofI) and it is 
by no means obvious that they all lead to the same equation 
of state. Here we start with a definition in terms of point 
mechanics: what we call "pressure" is the time average of the 
force exerted onto a tagged particle from its left neighbor. 
After having found the corresponding phase space function 
we calculate its expectation value for the various distribu
tions considered in this paper. The results for the microcan
onical and canonical ensembles are then compared with 
those derived from the corresponding partition functions 
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and found to coincide or at least to approach each other in 
the thermodynamic limit. 

The equivalence of the "mechanical" and the "thermo
dynamical" definitions of the pressure for systems with fixed 
walls, onto which the particles are elastically reflected, has 
been proven by Presutti. 12 However his proof does not in
clude the model considered here in which the positions of the 
walls, even if they were completely specified, change in the 
course of time. The following calculations may therefore be 
regarded as a simple variant of Presutti's general consider
ations. 

The observable measuring the change of momentum of 
a tagged particle, which is caused by collisions with its left 
neighbor during the time interval (O,T), is 

m(j,T;X,V) = iT dt m(j;X, [X,Vl,V, [X, v]), (185) 

m(j;X, V) = m(j;r!Jl X,r!Jl V), 

x'eSl : m(j;X,V) 

= lim 8(xj, -T [X,V] 
TIO 

-Xj _ 1 +Nl3
jl
,-r [X,V] - d + L8jl ) 

X IVj - vj _ 1 +Nl3j1 Im(vj - vj_1 +Nl3
jl

)' 

(186) 
In interpreting Eqs. (185) and (186) one should take the fol
lowing into account: (i) what is measured for the particle 
with number j, if x'eSl , is measured for the jth particle 
counted from the left, in general; (ii) the left neighbor of the 
first particle is the Nth particle; and (iii) if one assumes that 
exactly one collision takes place in (O,T), then 
Sdt8(···)lvj ···1 = 1 and m(vj - vj _ d is the transferred mo
mentum since Vj is the velocity of particle j after and Vj _ I the 
velocity before the collision. 

For stationary distribution functions fq(X, V) 
=fq(X -I [X,V], V -I [X,v]) so that 

(fq,m(j,T) = T (fu,m{jl). (187) 

The expectation value of the average force exerted onto the 
jth particle by its left neighbor is therefore 

Fiou = (lIT)(fu,m(j,T) = (fu,m{jl)· (188) 

The vectors X, Vin (186) contain the positions and velocities 
at an infinitesimal time after the collision where Xj + 8jl L 
= Xj _ I + Nl3

jl 
+ d. For sufficiently small times after a colli

sion all particles move freely. Thus defining uj [ V'] by 

uj [V'] = sgn(Vj - vj _ 1 +Nl3
jl

)' (189) 

we may write (186) as 

x'eSl : m(j;X,V) 
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+ L8j1 - Uj [V']S) 

xmuj [V'](Vj - Vj _l +N8
J
/' (190) 

For the distribution function I~, given by Eq. (117) with 
s = 1, one obtains, using (159), (164), and (175), 

pl,u = (I ~,m(j) = fdV' tpu(V')lim qjJ-l +N8J1 
s~o 

X(d-L8)1 +uj[V']s) 

Xu} [V']m(vj - V}_1 +N8j/ 

= J dV' tpu(V')O(vj - vj _ 1 +N8JI ) 

X((N -1)ILd)m(vj - Vj - 1+ N8j/' 

(191) 
In the following we drop the superscript 1 because the same 
integral is obtained starting from any I:. Because tpu(V') 
= tpq(&' V')(seeSec. V)tpq(V') may be replaced by Utpq(V') 
+ tpu(&'(j,)-1 +N8jl ) V')] in the integral (191). The two con

tributions may be combined to obtain 

Pj,u = NL~ 1 J dV'tpu(V'); (Vj -Vj-l+N8jf (192) 

Instead of tpu(V') we may write (1/N!)l:rtpu(&' r V') without 
altering the result. Substituting V'~&' r- 1 V' in each ofthe 
N I integrals, we see that it is also possible to replace the func
tion (Vj - Vj _ 1 + N8jl )2 in (192) by its symmetrized mean 

N(; _ 1) ~ (Vj - vkf = N ~ 1 (V')2; (193) 

this implies Pi,u = Pk,u = PU' Carrying out the integration 
one finds 

m~2 
P[v.,1 =-L ~vjO' 

d j 

PE = 2EILd, 

PT = (N - l)kT ILd • 

(194) 

(195) 

(196) 

It is instructive to obtain the pressure PT from (192) 
using the weight function tpT(V)8(V") and integrating over 
all velocities Vi' For N> 2, 

J dV(~) N; 1 exp[ - r(vi + ... + v~)] 

x..JN8(v! + ... + vN)8(vj - v)8(vj _ 1 +N8jl - w) 

= (yhr)exp[ - r(v2 + w2)]FN ,r(v + wI, (197) 

FN,r(z) = [N I(N - 2)j1/2exp[ - y~/(N - 2)], (198) 

and therefore 

PT =.J'f J dve-r.rPN,r(v), (199) 

PN,r(V) =.J'f f dw e- rw' ; (v - W)2 

XPd (1- ~) FN,r(v + wI. (200) 

Here, P N,r (v) may be interpreted as the pressure onto a parti
cle with velocity v moving in a system of N particles with 
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Maxwellian velocity distributions. The factor (1 - 1/ N)F N,r 
results from the assumption that the center of mass is at rest. 
The influence of this constraint decreases with increasing 
size of the system and vanishes completely in the thermody
namic limit. 

In the thermodynamic definition of the pressure we 
start from a partition function Z, build the thermodynamic 
potential k In Z, and obtain from it the equation of state, i.e., 
the pressure as a function of the variables characterizing the 
underlying ensemble. For the microcanonical ensemble (of 
systems with resting center of mass and fixed order, e.g., 
X'ES1), 

Z(E,L,N) = (m)N-!i dx'l dV' 
h S, ..:IV'(E) 

= (;r-1IS 11.:i V'(E)I, (201) 

where 

.:i V'(E) = {V'I2E <m(V')2<2(E +.:iE)} (202) 

is an (N - I)-dimensional spherical sheet of radius ~2E 1m 

and thickness.:iE 1~2mE (.:iE<E). Its volume l.:i V'(E)I can 
be calculated by means of spherical coordinates!3; it is ap
proximately 

l.:i V'(E)I z 'j1T ~ E (N - 4)12.:iE. 
r= (2 )(N - 2)/2 

(N-1)/2 m 
(203) 

Hence 

= (E,LN) = (alaL )klnZ(E,L,N) 
PE P , (alaE)klnZ(E,L,N) 

N-1 2E 
(204) 

This expression is, of course, meaningless for N < 5 but ap
proaches the mechanical pressure (195) with increasing N. 

For the canonical ensemble (with constraint X II = 0, 
V" = 0, and order X'ES!), 

__ (21TmkT)(N - !)/2 L '1- 1 , 

h 2 ..IN(N - I)! 

so that 

a 
PT =p(T,L,N) = - T-klnZ(T,L,N) 

aL 

= (N-l)kT 

Ld 

(205) 

(206) 

That this coincides with the mechanical pressure (196) even 
for arbitrarily small systems (N)2) seems to be fortuitous in 
view of the difference between (204) and (195). It is, however, 
well known that the thermodynamical pressure (206) is relat
ed to the pair potential and the pair distribution function 
through the virial theorem. For a one-dimensional system 
with potential 

¢N(Xl>· .. ,xN;L) 

= L [¢(lXj - Xk I) + ¢(L -Ix) - xkl)], 
j<k 
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¢ = smooth function with lim ¢(x) = + 00, (207) 
xlO 

this relation reads 

PT = N-l + N (dr[g(r)+g(L-r)] 
kT L L Jo 

XeM(r)r~e-f3<P(r). (208) 
dr 

Assuming as usual that the functions g(r)exp[ f3¢ (r)] and 
g(L - r)exp[ f3¢ (r)] are continuous also in the limit of hard 
rod potential, 

exp[ - f3¢ (r)]~e (r - d), (209) 

one finds 

PT N - 1 Nd. [ s;: ] -=--+-hm g(d+8)+g(L-d-u) , 
kT L L 510 

(210) 

in agreement with (206), (179), and 
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lim g(r) = (liN) lim qN,1 (r) = (N - l)1NLd 
n(L - d) n(L - d) 

(211) 
[cf. (177) and (173)]. 
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Finite hard rod systems and their thermodynamic limit. III. Collision 
frequency, no-collision probability, and velocity autocorrelation function 

P. Kasperkovitz and J. Reisenberger 
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We use the methods developed for the one-dimensional hard rod gas in the preceding papers to 
derive exact expressions for the average number of collisions per unit time, the probability that a 
tagged particle does not collide with other ones within a given time interval, and the velocity 
autocorrelation function. It is discussed how these expectation values, obtained for finite systems 
and three kinds of ensembles (smallest stationary, microcanonical, and canonical), behave as the 
size of the system increases (thermodynamic limit). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the third of a series of papers on hard rod sys
tems. In the first two papers, 1,2 cited as I and II in the follow
ing, we stated and discussed our results and established nota
tion. This paper contains the proofs of our results on 
time-dependent quantities. In Sees. II and III the collision 
frequency and the no-collision probability are derived; in the 
remaining part of the paper (Sec. IV) the velocity autocorre
lation is calculated by two complementary methods that are 
specially suited to finding the form of this function for short 
and long times, respectively. 

II. THE COLLISION FREQUENCY 

If one considers the form of time-dependent expecta
tion values for very short times a characteristic time unit 
emerges quite naturally. It is given by the inverse of the colli
sion frequency which is defined as the average number of 
collisions a tagged particle undergoes per unit time. To cal
culate this quantity we start from the observable 

c(j,T;X,V) = iT dtc(j;Xt [X,V],Vt [X,V]), 

c(j;X, V) = c(j; 91 x, 91 V), (1) 

X· ES1: c(j;X,V) = lim8(xj._ T
[X,V] 

TID 

- X j _ 1 +N[jjl._T [X,V] 

- d + L8jdlVj - vj _ 1 +N[jjJ (2) 

The form of this observable and its interpretation are similar 
to the one used to calculate the pressure (II, Sec. VIII). Thus 
if the interval (O,T) is so short that thejth particle, counted 
from the left, collides with its left neighbor only once, the 
integral (1) is just equal to 1. 

The expectation value of ( 1) for a stationary distribution 

fa(x,V) =fa(X -t [X,V],V -t [X, V]) (3) 

is 

(4) 

so that the average collision frequency of the jth particle is 

vi,a = (lIT)(fa,c(j,T) + c(j + 1 - N8jN ,T) 

(5) 

We assume again that the particles are ordered in such a way 

that their number index increases from the left to the right. 
Thenf" =f~, Eq. (117) of II, and 

(f~,c(jl) = (f~,c(j + 1 - N8jN ) = !v~, (6) 

because of the cyclic symmetry of this distribution function 
[cf. the first ofEqs. (131) ofII]. Equations (1) and (6) entail v~ 
= v:,. for s=ll so that we drop the superscript indicating the 

order of the particles. Following the calculation of p" [II, 
Eqs. (189)-(191)] we find 

v" = 2 J dV' 'P,,(V') lim qjJ _ I + N[j (d + (Tj [V'15 - L8jl ) sID ~l 

x I Vj - Vj - I + N[jjl I 

= 2 J dV' 'Pa(V')8(vj - vj _ 1 +N[jjJ (NL~ 1 ) 

X IVj - vj _ 1 +N[jj11 

= N - 1 J dV' 'Pa(V'lIVj - vj _ 1 +N[jj\l. 
Ld 

(7) 

For the smallest stationary ensemble with 'PI v., I given by Eq. 
(119) of II the integration is easily carried out to yield 

(8) 

To obtain the collision frequency for the microcanonical 
ensemble the frequency (8) has to be averaged over all initial 
velocities V~ with (V~)2 = v~ = 2E 1m [cf. II, Eqs. (120)
(125)]. To this end we introduce polar coordinates 
v,w1, ... ,WN _ 2 for the vectors V' = (vs) E R ' such that3 

vI=VCOSWN_ 2 ' 

v2 = v sin W N _ 2 cos W N _ 3' 

V3 = v sin wN_ 2 sin wN_ 3 cos WN_ 4 ' 

VN_ 2 = v sin WN_ woo·sin W2 cos WI' 

VN_I = v sin WN_2oo·sin W2 sin WI; 

O<w t <21T, O<w/ <1T, for 1 = 2, ... ,N - 2; 
N-2 

dw #(w) = II dWk sink - I Wk' 
k~1 

dV' = dv vN - 2 dw #(w). 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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Without loss of generality the first of the Cartesian coordi
nates Us may be chosen to be 

uI=(lIv12)(vj-Vj-I+Nc5J')' (12) 

Inserting (12), (9), and (11) in (7) and using the integrals4 

[d 
. n r((n + 1)/2) r= (13) 

tl) sm tl) = 'ITT, 
o r((n + 2)/2) 

one finally obtains 

V
E 

= 2(N - 1) r((N - 1)/2) fI.. 
Ld r(N 12) "mTT 

(14) 

The collision frequency for the canonical ensemble can 
be obtained from (14) by integrating V E over E with the 
weight function hT(E) given in II, Eq. (129). The result is 

V T = [2(N - 1)ILd ]~kT ImTT. (15) 

It can also be obtained directly from (7), (12), and Eq. (126) of 
II, and be written as 

VT = ~ I dve-,..,rvN.r(v), (16) 

VN,r(V) = ~ I dwe-rw'lv-wl 

XPd (1- ~)FN,r(V+W) (17) 

[cf. II, Eqs. (197H199)]. The thermodynamic limit of these 
equations is the collision frequency of Lebowitz and Percus.5 

III. THE NO-COLLISION PROBABILITY 
In this section we calculate the probability for a speci

fied particle to move freely during the time interal (O,t). This 
probability has already been termed "no-collision probabil
ity" and denoted by W(t) in paper I, If the first particle is 
considered the corresponding probability WI (t ) is the expec
tation value of the observable 

w(l,t;X, V) = w(l,t;&' X,&' V), 
(18) 

where X'" is the characteristic function of the parallelepiped 
QI defined in Sec. II E of II. To see that XQ, = 1 if the first 
particle did not collide within (O,t ), and X'" = 0 if it did, one 
has to recall the evolution of the system as described in Sec. 
III of II. The ray X I + DI + V't,t>O,describestheevolution 
in the extended configuration space, starting with 
Xo =X' eSland Vo = V'.Acollisionhappenswheneverthe 
point of the ray passes from one simplex to a neighboring one 
and the reflection transforming the two adjacent simplices 
into each other indicates which pair of particles did just col
lide. If the first particle is not allowed to collide the admissi
ble transformations are of the form &,(1) [II, Eq. (22)] and the 
region reached from Sl + DI by these reflections is just the 
parallelepiped QI' These facts are easily visualized for 
N = 3, where Ql consists of two triangles (see Sec. 4 of I, 
especially Figs. 7, 8, and 11). The situation for N = 3 sug
gests that, if the jth particle is considered instead of the first 
one, the appropriate observable is 
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w(j,t;X, V) = w(j,t; &' X, &' V), 

X'eSI: w(j,t;X,V) =X"rUJ(X ' +DI + V't), 

where Qj = &,{-IQI and 
j-I }-I 

(19) 

~ = L Ak = L &,~-IAI for 2<j<:.N, (20) 
k=1 k=1 

i.e., Qj + ~ is obtained from QI by j - 1 applications of the 
transformation X I-+&, ~ I - A I' In fact this may be proven 
for arbitrary N }Ising Eqs. (30) and (32) of II. 

The no-collision probability is the expectation value of 
(19) for one of the stationary distributions defined in Sec. Vof 
II: 

W~)t) = (f~,w(j,t ). (21) 

Because of the first of Eqs. (19) and the relation between 
distribution functions belonging to different valuess W~,j is 
the same function for all values of s. Moreover the symmetry 
properties of f~ [II, Eqs. (130) and (131)] and definition of 
Qj + ~ entail W~,j = W~,I' We therefore write 

Wu(t) = W~)t) (22) 

and calculate W~,I (t). Noting that 

CPU(V') = CPu(&' V'), (23) 

G C R I: XG(&,-I[X' - yl]) = X&'G+ Y'(X ' ), (24) 

x",(&,(1)X ' ) = X"'(X ' ), 
we find 

WAt) = W~,I(t) 

= I dX ' dV/ISI-lr'(X ' ) 

X CPu (V ')XQ,(X I +DI + V'tI 

= I dV' CPu (V ') IS I-I 

X I dX ' r,+D,(XI)x"'(X ' + V'tI 

= IdVI cP (V'liS I-I 1 
u (N-1)! 

X ) IdX'r'+D,(&'(1)X') 
#(I) 

XX",(&,U)[X ' + V't]) 

= I dV' CPu(V/)IQ I-I 

X I dX I xQ,(X ')X", - Y't (X') 

(25) 

= I dV' CPu(V')IQ I-IIIQI + V't)nQII· (26) 

For fixed V' the volume of the intersection of QI + V't 
and QI decreases monotonically from IQ I to 0 as It I in
creases. Since CPu is a normalized measure, Wu(t) therefore 
decreases monotonically from 1 to o for increasing t (>0). To 
compute HQI + V't )nQII we introduce suitable (nonortho
gonal) coordinates in R I: 

Z} =X}+l -Xl' j= 1, ... ,N-l, (27) 
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I:~ I =IN. (28) 

Then 

QI + Y' = {XIX" = 0; 0<X1+1 -XI - Y1+ I + YI<Ld} 
(29) 

and 

where 

(31) 

Inserting (30) into (26) one obtains for a smallest station
ary ensemble 

1 
Wlv.,Jlt) = N _ I L II (Ld - IVkO - vplt )+. (32) 

NLd j k#j 

The WI V.,) vanishes for r~tmax where tmax = max tj and 
t) = Ld (max of IVk 0 - vpl for fixed Jr I. For t E (O,tmax ) 

WI V.,) (t)isapolynomialofdegreeN - 1, but the form of this 
polynomial changes whenever t transcends one of the t) 'so 
The first polynomial, representing WI V.,) for O<t<min tj is 
obtained from (32) putting a+ = a( > 0) everywhere. Collect
ing the terms according to the powers of t, one finds 

WI V.,) (t) = 1 - V lv.,) t + 0 (t 2), (33) 

in accordance with the interpretation of Wand v. 
The no-collision probability WE is obtained from WI V.,) 

by averaging over all initial velocities with I Vol = I V ~ I 
= VE • This is practicable only for sufficiently small times 
where the functions W lv.,) are all represented by their first 
polyomial. This is the case if 

t<.Ld/VE..fi = (Ld/2),Jm/E, (34) 

because (lIV2)lv)o - VkO I<IV~ 1= VE' If we use the nota
tion of II, Eqs. (122H124), note that 

I dal/L(aI)g(E(aI)) = I dal/L(aI)g(fllE(aI)), (35) 

and define the unit vectors Djk E R ' by 

Djk = (1I..fi)(8ij - 8ik ), 

we have 

2619 

WE(t) = IK I-I I dal/L(aI)WlVE"Awl) (t) 

= IKI- I f dal/L(aI)L~-N 
x II (Ld - IDjl . E (aI)i..fivEt) 

j>1 

= 1 - (..fivEt /Ld)IK I-I 

X Idal/L(aI) L IDjl ·E(aI)1 + ... 
j> I 

+ (- ..fivEt /Ld)N-IIK I-I 

X f dal/L(aI) I~ IDjl . E (aI)i 
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(36) 

= I + Nil (_ ..fiVEt)n (N - 1) IK I-I 
n= I Ld n 

(37) 

To calculate the integrals appearing in (37) it is advantageous 
to rotate the coordinate system in such a way that the vector 
D)I is transformed into a vector Cj _ I, the components of 
which vanish for s<.,N - j: 

Cj = (Cjs) = (Cjl , ... ,Cj\N_II) E R', 

CjS = 0, for s<.N - 1 - j. 

This convention and the relations 

~ ,Ck =D(j+111 .D(k+111 

= !(1 + 8jk ), j,k = 1, ... ,N - 1, 

fix the vectors Cj up to a common sign: 

{

o for s < N - j, 

CjS = [(j + 1)/2j] 1/2 for s = N - j, 
[2(N -s)(N -s + 1)] -1/2 for s>N - j. 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Now let the unit vector E (aI) CKbe parametrized in the same 
way as the vector V' E R 'in Eq. (9) before. The components 
of interest are then 

N-I 

es(aI) = e~_N+1+s(all, ... ,alj_l) IT sin all 
I=j 

for N - j<.s<.N - 1, (41) 

the quantities e j being the components of a j-dimensional 
unit vector [cf. Eq. (9)), and 

el = 1; ei (all) = cos all' e~ (all) = sin all; 

e~ (alI ,al2) = cos all' ei (all,al2) = sin all cos al2' (42) 

e~ (allOal2) = sin all sin al2; etc. 

Using (10), (11), (13) one finds for n = 1, 

I 
2.,rN - 2112 

dal/L(aI)ICI·E(aI)1 = r(N/2) , (43) 

and for n;;..2, 

I dal/L(aI) JX ICj .E(aI)1 

= .,rN-I-nI/2 (n - 1)1 2nH 
r((N - 1 + n)/2) n' 

Hn = 2~ I daln /L(aln)Fn (aln), (44) 

where al
n = (all, ... ,aln _ I ) are the angular variables of n-di

mensional polar coordinates [cf. (9), (10)) and 

X ~tI; sin all I· (45) 

The intregal Hn can be calculated analytically for n = 2, 
while for n > 2 this has to be done numerically: 

H2 = ./3/4 + 1T/24:::::0.56, H 3 :::::O.25, etc. (46) 

Combining these results we finally arrive at 
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N-I 

= I ani - VEt)", 
n=O 

ti t / 2r((N + 1)/2) orvE ... , 
..[iTr(N 12) 

(47) 

with 

(N - 1)!r((N - 1)/2) [r(N 12) ]nH 
an = (N _ 1 _ n)!r((N - 1 + n)/2) 2r((N + 1)/2) n' 

Ho = HI = 1. (48) 

We did notattemptto calculate WElt )forvEt> 2r((N + 1)/ 

2)/ [ ..[iT r (N 12)] ; we only recall that WE is a monotonically 
decreasing function. A short reflection shows that 

4r((N + 1)/2) (N - 1 - EN) 112 
WE(t) = 0, for vEt> , 

r(N 12) 2 

EN = (1I2N)[ 1 + (- I)N], (49) 

because the largest diameter of Qj is Ld (N - 1 - EN ). 
In the thermodynamic limit an = Hn and (47) becomes 

00 

Woo.r(t) = I Hn( - V oo.r t )n, (50) 
n=O 

with r = ml(4E) and V oo.r being the limit of(14) for Ld = N I 
Pd, E = EN, N t 00 [cf. I, Eq. (131)]. Equation (50) is valid for 
all finite t since the domain of the first polynomial increases 

as,fN. 
It is not possible to obtain the no-collision probability 

WT by integrating over the polynomial (47) or the first po
lynomial WI V.,} because the domains of these polynomials 
depend on I V'I which varies within the canonical ensemble. 
It is, however, possible to derive upper and lower bounds for 
W T which approach each other for t Wand in the thermody
namic limit. For the lower bound note that WE(t »0; hence 

rE
, 

WT(t) = Jo dE hT(E)WE(t) (51) 

is a lower bound for W T for every E2> O. For the upper 
bound note that I(QI + V't)nQII < I(QI + W't)nQII for 
I V'I> I W'I, whence WI villi (t) < Wlw.,1 (t ) for I V'I> I W'I and 
WE(t)< WE.(t) for E>E'. Furthermore integral calculus 
tells us that 

WT(t) = loo dE hT(E)WE(t) 

= rE'dEhT(E)WE(t)+ roo dEhT(E)WE(t) 
Jo J~ 

= WE, (t) r
E
, dE hT(E) + WE, (t) foo dE hT(E), Jo JE, 

(52) 

with O<EI <E2 <E3 < 00. Therefore WE, < WE, and 

Sg'dE hT(E)WE(t) 
W (t) - (53) 

E, - Sg'dE hT(E) 

is an upper bound of WT • If the denominator of (53) is ex
pressed in terms of gamma functions6 the bounds of W Tare 

w. () W ( ) r((N - 1)/2) w. (t) 
T t.;;; T t .;;; r((N _ 1)/2,E2IkT) T . 

(54) 
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Up to now E2 has been an arbitrary positive number. We 
now choose 

E2 = mL ~/4t 2 = mN214p~t 2, (55) 

so that WE(t )in (51) can be represented by (47). Forfixedt the 
ratio before WT in (54) tends to 1. This follows from 
r(a,x) <r(a,y) <r(a),forO<x<y< 00,E2 = bN2/4>bM 2, 
where M = (N - 1 )/2, and 

r(M,bM2)lr(M) = 1 - O(bMM M exp[ - bM2 +M]). 

(56) 

The thermodynamic limit of W T can therefore be obtained 
by first integrating each term of (51), multiplied with the 
weight function h T(E ), from 0 to Ez and then performing the 
limit N too. The result has exactly the form (50) except that 
now r = ml(2kT). 

Lebowitz and Percuss found an integral representation 
of the thermodynamic limit of W T: 

Woo.r(t) = ~ f dvexp( - yv2)Woo .r(v,t), (57) 

Woo.y(v,t) = exp[ - Vy(v)t], (58) 

vr(v) = lim vN.y(v) = rifdW exp( - yw2)lv - wlPd Ntoo '"V 1T 

= Pd [v erf(vrv) + (lI..[iTr)exp( - yv2)]. (59) 

This integral representation can also be obtained from (32) if 
all particles are assumed to have Maxwellian velocity distri
butions and the thermodynamic limit is performed. Expand
ing the exponential (58) and integrating each term in (57), one 
obtains the power series 

Woo.y(t) = n~o (~;)" ~ f dv exp( - yv2)[Vy(V)]". 

(60) 

Comparing (60) with (50) we see that 

..!.. rifdv exp( - yv2)[Vy(V)]" 
n!'"V 1T 

= ~!~ ~d -JBn f dv dwl· .. dwn 

X Iv - wtl"'lv - Wn lexp[ - (v2 + wi + ... + w:)] 
= v"oo.yHn • (61) 

This identity may be checked by introducing polar coordi
nates in the integration domain R n + I . Instead of the origi
nal definition in terms of angular variables, Eqs. (40)-(45), 
Eqs. (61) and (59) withpd = r = 1 may be used to calculate 
numerically the integrals Hn , which are also needed for the 
first polynomial of WE if the system is finite [cf. I, Eqs. (100)
(103)]. 

IV. THE VELOCITY AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 

A. Definition of the function 

The velocity autocorrelation function (V AF) is, up to a 
scaling factor, the expectation value of the observable 

g(t;X,V) = Ig(j,t;X,V), 
j 
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g(j,t;X, V) = g(j,t;fJl X,fJl V), (63) 

X' eSt: g(j,t;X,V) 

=vjVjt[X,V], if Vt [X,V] is defined, 
= 0, if Vt [X, V] is undefined. (64) 

The subset of the phase space K where Vt [X, V] is undefined 
for a given instant t has dimension 2N - 1 and may be ne
glected for the distribution functions considered here. It fol
lows from the evolution of the system as discussed in Sec. III 
of II that Vjt [X, V] may be expressed as follows: 

X' eSt: Vjt[X,V] = I Vi x Q}"+ ~+B(X' +DI + V't), 
i,B 

(65) 

(66) 

The vectors ~ have already been defined in (20). 
It follows from (62), (63), and f:(fJl-IX,fJl-IV) 

=f~(X,V) that 

(f~,g(t) = (f~,g(t). (67) 

Moreover the symmetry properties of f ~, Eqs. (131) and 
(132) of II, and the transformation properties 

g(j,t; fJl :0 - (L / Ld )A I' fJl 3 V) = g(j - 1 + NOjl ;X, V), 

(68) 

resulting from Eqs. (81) and (11) of II, entail 

(f~,g(j,t) = <f~,g(l,t). (69) 

These relations allow us to define the V AF in several equiva
lent ways: 

'" (t) = (f~, g(t ) = (f~, g(l,t ) 
(7 (f~, g(0) (f~, g(l,O) 

(70) 

The denominators of (70) are 

(f~, g(O) = N <f~, g(l,O) = J dV' qJO(V,)V,2. (71) 

For the calculation of the numerator note that 
g(l,t;fJl(I)X, V) = g(l,t;X,fJl(l) -I V) because of (63). Recall
ing the definitions of fJl(l) and Qt, Eqs. (22) and (23) onl, one 
therefore has 

<f~,g(l,t) = (N ~ I)! ~(I) <f:,g(l,t) 

= J dX' dV'IQ 1-IXQ'(X')qJq(V') 

x Iv;vj xQt+B(X' + V't) 
j,B 

= ~J dV'qJ,,(V')v;vj IQI-I 

X I I(QI + V't)n(Qj +B)I· (72) 
B 

For the following it will be useful to transcribe (72). If V' is 
replaced by fJl ~ - iV' in (72) then 

(f~,g(l,t) = ~ J dV' qJ,,(V')V~N)Vj+ I-I(N) IQ 1-1 
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X I I (Qi(N) + V't)n(Qj+i(N) +B)I, (73) 
B 

n(N) = n (modulo N) e (l, ... ,N), (74) 

because (fJl~ -IV')j = Vj+i-I(N)' fJl~ -IQj = Qj+I-I(Ni' 
and I fJl G I = I G I. Summing (73) over all values of i one final
lyobtains 

(f~, g(t) = f dV' qJ,,(V')G (t, V'), (75) 

G(t,V') = Iv;vjIQI-I I I(Qi + V't)n(Qj +B)I, 
I,j B 

(76) 

which is the starting point for all further calculations. 

B. Series expansion for short times 

If we take into account that Ui,B(QI + B) = R', and 
hence 

I I(Qi + V't)n(Qj +B)I 
B 

= IQ 1- I I(QI + V't)n(Qj +B)I, (77) 
B,j(#ll 

we may write (76) as 

G(t,V') = IV;2+ I(v;vj-v;2)IQI-I 
i I#j 

X I I(Qi + V't)n(Qj +B)I· (78) 
B 

The task is now to compute the volumes of the various inter
sections appearing in (78). If t is sufficiently small, i.e., 

(79) 

then only those parallelepipeds Qj + B will have a possibly 
nonempty intersection with a given QI + V't, which are ad
jacent to Qi' The common boundaries of Qi and Qj + B with 
Qin(Qj + B );60 are again parallelepipeds spanned by vec

tors of length IAi 1 = Ld..J(N - l)/N but of dimension 
N - 1 - n, n = 1, ... ,N - 1. These dimensions induce a nat
ural classification scheme. If i and j are fixed there exists only 
a finite number of B 's such that Qin(Qj + B ) is nonempty. 
The various possibilities may be analyzed noting that X' EQI 
if, and only if, X' = l'.kakAk withO<ak <1 andai = O. For 
X' to belong to the boundary of QI one or more of the ak 's 
with k;6i have to take the value ak = 0 or ak = 1. The re
sult of these geometrical considerations is summed up in 
Table I. Ifnow Qi is shifted by V't, it penetrates either Qj or 
Qj + Bij with which it has common surfaces of dimension 
N - 2. If Vi >Vj thenonemptyintersectionis(QI + V't )nQj' 
which is contained in the intersection of the sheet {X'IO <XI 

TABLE I. Intersection of parallelepipeds Q, and Q) + B. 

class (I) (2) (3) etc. 

dimension N-2 N-3 N-4 
vectorsB O.Blj B}k.Bk' Bk1.Bj , + Bkl 

i#k#j i=#h. i#l h. k#l 
possibilities 2 2{N-2) 2{N - 2){N - 3) 
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- XJ < (VI - vJ)t } and QJ; likewise if VI < Vj then (QI + V't) 
n(QJ + Bjl)e [X'ILd <Xj - XI <Ld + (Vj - VI)t }n(Qj 
+ Bq). Therefore in any case I (QI + V't )n(Qj + B II 
= Ott 1) if the pair i,jbelongs to class (1), and, generalizing 
this argument, one sees that HQI + V't )n(Qj + B II = 0 (t n) 
if i,jbelongs to class (n). Thus the sum over B is split accord
ing to 

I = I(1) + I(2) + ... + I(N-I). (80) 
B B B B 

The partial sums 1:(n') with n' > n all may be neglected when 
the coefficient of 1" is computed. To compute the value of 
this coefficient we have to compute, however, all contribu
tions of the classes n' <n up to the order 1" . 

To see how this can be done in a systematic way, consid
er, forinstance, class (1) and (QI + V't )nQj = J. Let the do
mains K and L k , k i=i,j, be defined by K = Qjn[X'IO<xI 
-xj«vi -Vj)t} and Lk[X'lxk -XI -(Vk -vl)t<O or 
>Ld)' Then 

IJ I = IK I - I IKnLk I + I IKnLknLk, I 
(k) (k,k') 

- )' IKnLknLk,nLk'" I + "', 
(k,fr,'k ") 

where 1:(k,k ', ... ) means that terms where two or more indices 
coincide have to be excluded. The first term is the volume of 
a parallelepiped containing J. The remaining terms allow for 
the difference between the fiat parallelepiped K and the disk
like domain J along the narrow parts of the surfaces. The 
second term in the sum counts all points inside K outside of a 
sheet Lk formed by two parallel planes contributing to the 
surface of QI + V't. Since these sheets are considered inde
pendently of each other there is an overcounting of points 
which lie outside of two or more sheets. For points lying 
outside of only two sheets this error is removed by the third 
term in the sum. It is not difficult to verify that if the whole 
sum (ending with N-fold intersections) is performed, each 
interior point of J is counted exactly once while the contribu
tions of points X' E K \J vanish. The various volumes ap
pearing in the sum may be explicitly calculated if suitable 
nonorthogonal coordinates are introduced [cf. Eq. (27)]. The 
advantage of this iterative method to compute IJ I lies in the 
fact that IK 1= Ott 1), IKnLk 1= 0(t 2

), IKnLknLk, I 
= 0 (t 3), etc., so that it is clear how many terms have to be 
taken into account for a given order of t. This convenient 
feature is also present in those modifications of the method 
which apply for intersections belonging to higher classes. 

This outline of the method clearly shows that the effort 
to compute the coefficient of 1" increases drastically with the 
order n. Even for n = 2 the calculations become so lengthy 
that we refrain from reproducing them here and only state 
their result: 

I(I) I(QI + V'tjnQjl 
B 
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~(2) I(QI + V't)nQjl 

t 2 L N - 3 

= __ d_)' [Iv; - vic)+(vj - vic)+ 
4 .,fN 7' 

- (u; - vic)+(v; - v;)+ 

- (v; - vj)+(v; - vic)+ + (vic - v;)+(uic - vj)+ (81) 

- (vic - u;)+(v; - v;)+ 

- (v; - v;)+(vic - vj)+1 + 0(t 3), 

I(n) /(QI + V't )nQj I = 0 (t n), for n = 3, ... ,N - 1. 
B 

Inserting this into (78) we obtain, after some algebraic mani
pulations, 

G(t,V') = I V;2 - _t_ I Iv; - v;1 3 

I 2Ld I.} 

+ ~ I [3(v; - u;lI v; - v; I 
4L d I.j.k 

X(u; - uic)lu; - uic I 
- (v; - Uj)2(V; - Vic)2] + 0(t 3

) 

for t I V'I <LdIJi. (82) 

If this is averaged with 'PI V.ol one obtains the leading terms of 
the first polynomial representing (f 1 V.oJ ' g(t ): 

(flv.oJ,g(t) =G(t,V~). (83) 

It is also possible to average (82) over 'PE since the time 
up to which the first polynomial represents V· Vt is the same 
for all members of the microcanonical ensemble. The nor
malization constant (71) is easily calculated in this case and 
the average of each term of (82) may be calculated analytical
ly if polar coordinates are introduced for V' (cf. Sec. III): 

tfE(t) = 1 - 4 N - 1 r((N - 1)12) rI. t 
Ld r(N 12) \j m1T 

+9.,[3 (N-2)N ~t2+0(t3) 
(N + 1)L~ m1T 

= 1 - 2VEt + 0(t 2), for 4Et 2 <mL~, (84) 

the thermodynamic limit of (84) is 

tf "".r(t) = 1 - 2v"",rt + (9.,[3/8)(v "".rt)2 + 0 (t 3), (85) 

with r = ml(4c), E = lim E IN. By a different method, de
scribed in Sec. IV C below, the following series representa
tion of tf "".r may be derived: 

00 

tfco.r(t)= I In(-v"",rtr, 
n=O 

n+lf In = fii du exp( - u2
) 

X [f(u)]n-21 [g2(U)]/_I_ 
~ (n - 21)! 4 (/ W ' 

g2(u) = f2(U) - (1T12)u2, 

flu) = _1_ fdW exp( - w2)lu - wi 
Ji 
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= .Jf [v erfv + (lIfo)exp( - v2
)]. (89) 

Using tabulated integrals4 the first three terms of (86) can be 
shown to coincide with those of(85). Equations (84) and (86) 
form a base from which one can speculate about the coeffi
cient of t" for finite N. We already know that the coefficient 
Pn of(vEt t has to satisfy three properties: (i) the limit ofPn 
for N t 00 is In; (ii) the coefficients with n..; 3 must be of such a 
form that (84) is obtained if VE is expressed by Eq. (14); and 
(iii) Pn = 0 if n>N because the definition (76) shows that 
V· Vt is represented by polynomials of degree N - 1. Our 
guess of the first polynomial of,pE is 

N-l 

,pElt) = 1 + L Pn ( - VEt)" for V t < _2F_("'-(N_+----'1 ),-/2-'.) 
E r(NI2) , n=1 

(90) 

N! r((N - 1)/2) 

2(N - 1- n)! r((N + 1 + n)/2) 

X [ r(N /2) ]n1 
2r((N + 1)/2) n' 

(91) 

The first polynomial calculated according to Eqs. (90) and 
(91) has been compared with the function,pE obtained by a 
different method [see Eq. (105) below). Since we found com
plete coincidence for N..; 6 we believe that (91) holds true for 
arbitrary N. 

The limited validity of the first polynomial prevents 
(/~, g(t)} from being obtained from (/1, g(t)} by integra
tion. It is, however, possible to obtain bounds of (/~, g(t) 
similar as it has been done before for the no-collision probab
lity (cf. Sec. III). To this end note that I V· Vt I..; V 2 implies 
1,p,,(t)I..;l. Since the normalization constants (71) are 
(/1, g(O) = 2E 1m and (/L g(O)} = (N - l)kT 1m, re
spectively, the following ineqUality holds true: 

I(N - 1) k; ,pT(t) - iE2 dE hT(E)E,pE(T)I 
..; roo dE hT(E)E 

JE2 

= (N - 1) kT [1 _ 11(N + 1)/2,E2IkTl] . (92) 
2 r((N + 1)/2) 

The right-hand side vanishes in the thermodynamic limit if 
E2 is chosen as in Eq. (55) (cf. Sec. III). Therefore,pT is also 
given by (86) in this limit but v oo.r is now the limit of the 
collision frequency (15). 

C. Series expansion for arbitrary times 

Ifwe want to know the V AF for arbitrary times we have 
to start afresh from Eq. (76). We write 

~ I(Qi + V't)n(Qj +B)I = f dX' XQi+V't(X')xj(X'), 

(93) 

xj(X') = LXQj+B(X'), (94) 
B 

and emphasize that X j is a periodic function, the periods 
being given by the lattice [B }. Therefore, X j may be repre
sented by the (Fourier) series 
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xj(X') = LX~ exp(iaA ·X'), 
A 

with A E [A} (see Sec. II C ofII), 

a = 211'IL~, 

and (Fourier) coefficients 

x~ = ICI- I L dX''?(X')exp( -iaA ·X') 

= ICI- I r dX' exp( - iaA .X'). JQj 

(95) 

(96) 

(97) 

The integrals (96) are easily calculated if coordinates of the 
form (27) are used: 

j N -lp I - N ( :Q) II - I . Q X A = exp -lpaj ak SlDpak, 

for A = (ad, 

P=11'ILd • 

k#j 

If Xj is represented by the series (95), Eq. (93) becomes 

L I(Qi + V't)n(Qj +B)I 
B 

= LX~ { dX' exp[iaA. (X' + V't)] 
A JQ, 

= IC I LX ~ .. X~ exp(iaA. V't). 
A 

This leads us to the series representation 

G(t,V') = N L X ~ .. X~ exp(iaA. V't)(v;v; - V;2), 
A#O 
i#j 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

(101) 

which follows from (78), (100), X~ = liN, and ~iV; = O. 
Equation (101) shows explicitly that the VAF (83) is quasi
periodic since every Vo may be approximated with any de
sired accuracy by a multiple of a vector BE [B } (cf. Sec. VI 
of II). 

The products X ~ .. X~ appearing in (101) can be writ
ten as 

X~"X~=X~X~" 
N 

= N-2P2-2N(sin2 PaJ!N-Iaiaj II ak2. (102) 
k=1 

In (102) we have used the fact that sin2 pai = sin2 pal be
cause the definition of the vectors A impliesp (a i - aj ) = in
teger multiple of 11' (see Sec. II C of II). Inserting (102) into 
(101) one obtains 

G(t,V')=N-1p 2- 2N L (sin2 paJ!N-I 
A#O 

X Ctl ak
2) (A. V')exp(iaA. V't) 

= - ~N-1P2-2N L (sin2pa1)N-I 
a(at) A #0 

X Ctl ak-
2

) exp(iaA . V't), (103) 
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the last form being especially suited for the calculation of!/JE 
and !/Jr. Averaging the exponential over the microcanonical 
ensemble yields integrals of the form (13) and integral repre
sentations of Bessel functions4

: 

IK I-I f dw ,u(w)exp [iaA • VEE '(w)) 

= F((N - 1)12) ('IT dtJ sinN- 3 tJ 
..[iiF((N - 2)12) Jo 

Xexp(ialA IVEt cos tJ) 

= 2(N-3)/2F((N - 1)/2)(aIA IvEt)(3-N)l2 

zr,A =alA I/~ = (21TIL~)IA l.jmlkT. (108) 
Since A 2 = oi + ... + 01 and Z r,A is a symmetricfunction of 
the OJ'S, one can replace the factor A 201- 2 ••• aN 2 in (107) by 
Na 1- 2.··a N!. I • Having this done it is convenient to parame
trize the A's in the way described subsequent to Eq. (106). 
This gives 

!/Jr(t) 1 , (1 . n1T )2N - 2 [N - I ( n ) - 2] = --L -stn- II nk --
N - 1!/ 17' N k= I N 

X (1 - z},!/ t 2)exp( - !z},!/ t 2), (109) 

XJ(N - 3)12 (alA IvEt). (104) L' = L with Nnk =/=n, (110) 

The derivatives of the Bessel functions can be transformed 
by means of the well known recursion formulas. We have 

!/JE(/) = N- I/32- 2N2(N- 3)12F((N - 1)/2) 

X L (sin2 /301)N-l (IT Ok2) IA 12 
A ,",0 k= 1 

X [(ZE,A t )(3 - N)l2J(N _ 3)/2 (ZE,A t) 

- (N - 2)(ZE,A t )(I-N)/2J(N_ 1)/2 (ZE,A t )1, (105) 

ZE,A =alA IVE = (21T1A I)lL~).j2Elm. (106) 

The vectors A = (a j ) may be parametrized by N - 1 integers 
n\O ... ,nN_I such that OJ = Ld(n j - nIN), nN = 0, n = ~jnj' 
The resulting formula can be found in I [Eqs. (116)-(121)], 
where the form of the function!/JE and its asymptotic decay 
have been discussed. 

The V AF for the canonical ensemble can be obtained by 
averaging (11, g(t) = (2E Im)!/JE(t) with the weight func
tion h r (E), Eq. (129) of II, or simply by averaging (103) with 
tpr(V') = (rI1T)(N - 1)/2 exp( - rV,2), r = ml(2kT), 

!/Jr(t) = [(N - I)N] -1/32 - 2N 

n=n1+···+nN_iJ (111) 

zT,'1 = ~: .J!!- (ni + ... + n1_1 - ~)1/2. (112) 

Equation (109) has been used to discuss the form of!/Jr for 
finite systems, especially for small ones (see Sec. 5 of I). 

Because of the rapidly increasing number of terms the 
numerical evaluation ofthe series (109) is limited to systems 
with N;S 10. Larger systems call for a transformation of 
(109), which will now be performed in several steps. We first 
change the time variable from I to vrt: 

(113) 

(114) 

t,b(r) = _1_ L' (J.- sin n1T)2N-2 [Nif (nk _ .!!-.) -2] 
N - 1!/ 17' N k= I N 

xexp[ -(ni + ... +n1_1 -(n2IN))7]], (115) 

7] = ~r/2(N - 1)2. (116) 

Next we use 
lJn , + ... + nN_l + /,0 

= _1_[ ds-exp[is-(n l + ••• +nN_ I +/)] 
217' - 'IT 

(117) 

X(1 -zb/ 2)exp( - !z},At2), (107) to replace the (N - 1 )-fold sum in (115) by an N-fold one: 

1 1 f'IT t,b(r) = --- dS-
N - 1 217' -'IT 

The sum in the curly bracket is periodic in I with period N. 
This allows us to introduce two new summation indices n I 
andpby 

I=Nn l +p, p= 1, ... ,N-l. (119) 
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(118) 

Using the definitions 

SI(5,7],A.) = L (n +A )2exp[ -7](n +A)2 + is-In +A )], 
n 

(120) 
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S2(S,1],).) = L exp[ -1](n +A)2 + is(n +A )], (121) 
n 

S3(S,1],).) = L (n + A )-2 exp[ -1](n + A f + is(n +A I], 
n 

(122) 

we may then write rp and t[I as 

rp (r) = ds L - sin 17".£.. 
1 [ N - I ( 1 )2N - 2 

(N - 1)217" -TT p= I 17" N 

XS2(S,1],pIN)S';-I(S,1],pIN), (123) 

t[I (r) = ds L - sin 17".£.. 
1 JTT N - I ( 1 )2N - 2 

(N - 1 )217" - TT P = I 17" N 

X {S2(S,1],pIN)S';-I(S,1],pIN) 

- 21][ SI(S,1],pIN)S';-I(S,1],pIN) 

+ (N - I)S~(S,1],pIN)S';-2(S,1],pIN)]). (124) 

Equation (124) is suited to compute the VAF "'T for systems 
with up to 100 particles. The resulting curves are shown in 
Fig. 17 of I. 

It is also possible to derive from (124) the thermody
namic limit of "'T found by Lebowitz and Percuss almost 
twenty years ago. To this end we have to find approxima
tions of the series Si(S,1],). ) for large N. It is sufficient to find 
approximations for S2(S,1],). ) and S3(S,0,). ) since 

S3(S,1],). ) = S3(S,0,). ) - [ d1]' S2(S,1J',). ), (125) 

and SI does not appear in rp. An obvious approximation for 
S2 is 

S2(S,1],).):::: f dz exp( -1]r + isz) 

= (; y12 exp ( _ !;). (126) 

The series S3(S,0,). ) can be summed up without any approxi
mations. Consider the function/A defined for 0 <A < 1 by 

/'d~)=/,d~+217")= I_1_e- in{J= _._17"_eU ({J-TT) 
n n +A Sln17"A 

for ~ E (0,217"). (127) 

Now if S E ( - 17",17") then 

fTT d~/!WlhW-s) 

= 217" L 1 eins 
n (n +A)2 

= +e-us [217"+ 2iSsin17"A exp(i17"A sgnS)] 
sm 17"A. 

(128) 

so that 

S3(S'0,). ) = + [1 - J... Is Isin2 17"A 
sm 17"A. 17" 

+ ~ S sin 17"A cos 17"A ]. (129) 
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Inserting (129) and (126) into (125) one obtains 

S3(S,1],). )::::(17"/sin 17"A f[ 1 + (i/217")sin 217"A ] 

- 2fii7i exp( - S 2/41]) - 17"S erf\s 12.[q). 

(130) 

Besides (126) and (130) we make the following substitutions 
and approximations: 

x = (2N17")P' Nil _ (~) (2TT dx, 
p=1 217" Jo (131) 

y = s 1(2.[q), (132) 

and N::::N - 1. This yields 

1 [12.,[ij i2TT 
t/> (r):::: -- dy dx exp( _ y2) 

217".,fiT - TT12.,[ij 0 

X {I + .[q[i(yl17")sinx _17"-3/2(1 - cos x) 

Xexp( - y2) -17"-1(1 - cos xlv erfy] }N-I. 

(133) 

For fixed r, 

.[q = ~ ri.. = 0 (_1_), (134) 
N-1V2 N-l 

so that for N f 00 the curly bracket can be approximated by an 
exponential and the integration over y may be extended from 
- 00 to + 00. In this approximation 

1 JCC> t/> (r) = -- dy exp[ - y2 -r/(y)] 
217".,fiT - 00 

X fTT dx exp [ r/( y)cos x + ir ~ y sin x], 

(135) 

where/is the function (89). Ifwe put 

r/(y)=a, r~17"/2y=b, bla=tanhs, (136) 

then 

a2>b 2, a = (a2 _ b 2)1/2 coshs, 

b = (a2 - b2)1/2 sinh s, 

exp(a cos x + ib sin x) 

= exp[(a2 - b 2)1/2 cosh(s + ix)]. 

(137) 

Now the integral representation of the modified Bessel func
tion of order zero,6 

fTT dxexp[rcosh(s+ix)] =i L dzexp[rcosz] 

= 217"10(r), (138) 

CC: ( 00, - i17"HO, - i17")-(O,i17"H 00 ,i17"), 

can be used to carry out one integration in (135). The final 
form of rp is then 

rp(r) = _1_Jdy exP[ -y2-r/(y)]10[rg(y)], (139) 
.,fiT 

g(y) = [Ply) - (17"/2lv2F12 >0. (140) 
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From this, we get 

1/1(1') = _1_ f dy exp[ - y2 - TJ(y)] 
fi 

X{[I-TJ(y)]Io[Tg(y)] + Tg(y)IdTg(y)J}. (141) 

This is the V AF found by Lebowitz and Percuss by a differ
ent method. If the exponential and the modified Bessel func
tions4 are represented by power series and equal powers of l' 
are collected one obtains the series representation (86) of 
"'oo.r(t) = I/I(voo.rt). 

We conclude this section by discussing the asymptotic 
form of the V AF's for t too. For finite systems the dominant 
contributions to "'E and "'T are terms with A = ± AJ , 
j = 1, ... ,N; the corresponding formulas are Eqs. (121) and 
(124) of I. It is clear from the form of the VAF's for larger 
systems that the long-time behavior", oo.r emerges from the 
short-time behavior of "'E and "'T for large N (see Figs. 16 
and 17 ofI). The short-time behavior of "'E is given by its first 
polynomial, which in the limit N t 00 becomes the power se
ries (86). To deduce the asymptotic form of this function it is 
more convenient to start from the integral representation 
(135). Changing the integration variable fromy to 

W=yr, 

we obtain 

~(1') = _1 _ i 2

". dx exp [(~) (cos X-I)] 
21'fffi 0 ~ 

X f: 00 dw F ( ~ ) exp (iW ( ; ) 1/2 sin x) , 

(142) 

(143) 

F(~) =exp {- (~r +Ticosx-l) [J(~) - ~]} 

= i: Ck (~)2k = 1 _ ..!.. (2 + 2c) (~)2 
k=O l' 2 l' 

+ (1/4!)(12 + 28c + 12c2)(w/T)4 

- (1/6!)(120 + 504c + 480e2 + 120e3)(w/T)6 

+ (1/8!)( 1680 + 11 664c + 18 704c2 + 10 080e3 

+ 1680e4)(w/T)8 - "', 

C = (T/~)(1 - cos x). (144) 

The integral over W may be performed for each term of (144) 
seperately if the result is considered as the generalized func
tion 

2626 

f dU 
dw wk exp( - iwq) = 21T( - l)k ---u; 8(q). 

dq 
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(145) 

To perform the integration over x we shift the boundaries 
and split the integral: 

i
2

". [12 13
".12 

dx··· = dx··· + dx···, , 
o -"./2 ".12 

(146) 

For the first integral we use sin x instead of x as integration 
variable, 

z = sin x = ~2/ff q, 

so that 

[
/2 dx exp [(~) (cos X-I)] 

- "./2 .,fi 

and 

X f dw wkexp (iW .Jf sin x) 
= ( - 1)\/21T'( - 2Iff)kexp( - T/~) 

X I d 2k exp(T~(1- ?)/2 1 

dz2k (1 _z2)I12 z=o 

(147) 

(148) 

~1(1') = ..!.. ~ +..!.. 2~ (1 - ~) + ..!...!. (3 _ .!.) 
l' ff ~ r 2ff 1'4 r ff 

+ ..!.. ~ (18 + ~ _ 461) + ... . (149) r r ff 2r 
If the second integral (146) is calculated in an analogous way 
one finds 

(150) 

whence these contributions of ~ may be neglected. From 
(149) and (114), we get the asymptotic expansion 

I/I(T)-2~(2ff - 5)(ffT)-3 - 24(3ff - 8)(ff1')-4 

- 2~(3W + 72ff - 461)(ffT)-5 - .•.. (151) 

The leading term was first reported by Jepsen in his funda
mental paper.7 
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Brownian dynamics approximation to the decay rate of a metastable state 
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Department of Physics, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155 
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An integrodifferential equation for the time dependence of the unabsorbed fraction in a finite 
diffusion system is derived and solved approximately. The lowest-order approximate solution is 
equivalent to the first-passage time approximation to the decay rate of the system whether or not 
the absorbing boundary probability of absorption varies with time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The decay rate of a metastable state is an important pa
rameter in the study of a number of physical systems in
volved in first-order phase transitions. 1 In these systems, one 
assumes that the underlying process has a stochastic nature 
and is describable, at least approximately, as the motion of a 
classical Brownian particle, the decay rate then being found 
by calculating and inverting the first passage time2 for the 
physical system in question, for example, the switching of 
states for a homogeneously broadened two-mode laser char
acterized by a bistable potential,3 or the desorption from a 
surface.4 The method of calculation used in these examples is 
to set up a totally or partially absorbing barrier and to then 
find the mean time for absorption to occur by the standard 
methods for calculating the first-passage time.2

•
S
-8 

In the present paper, a point of view complementary to 
the first-passage time approximation to the decay rate is in
troduced. It is to derive an integrodifferential equation for 
the time dependence of the unabsorbed fractionN (t ) at time t 
[the integral over the (finite) diffusion space of the position 
probability density ofthe Brownian particles]. The equation 
can, then, be solved approximately. One ofthe approxima
tions is identical to the first-passage time approximation to 
the decay rate. 

The derivation is of interest both as an alternative view 
of the first-passage time approximation, and as a possible 
method to be used when the first-passage time approxima
tion is invalid because of time-dependent boundary param
eters. The derivation is carried out in the next section, and 
the final section is devoted to a discussion of the results with 
a possible application to more complicated boundaries. 

II. THE DERIVATION 

A. Boundary conditions with constant coefficients 

The approach to be taken below is to derive from the 
diffusion equation and boundary conditions an integrodif
ferential equation for the unabsorbed fraction N (t ) and then 
to analyze the conditions that lead to useful approximations. 
For illustrative purposes, a one-dimensional derivation will 
suffice with uniform initial density. 

Consider, therefore, the one-dimensional diffusion 
equation (diffusion constant D ) 

ap =D azp 
at ax2 

(1) 

for probability density p(x,t) defined in the space x = 0 to 
x = b at time t. At x = b, assume that no absorption occurs 
and, therefore, that the boundary condition is for total re
flection 

ap =0, x=b. 
ax 

(2) 

Recall that - D apl ax is the flux of probability at x, t. At 
x = 0, where a partially absorbing barrier is located, the 
boundary condition is 

ap =KP, x=o, 
ax 

(3) 

with K a constant determined by the absorption mechanism. 
In general, K = /3 II, where I is a length parameter and/3is an 
absorption probability parameter, both determined by the 
particular absorption mechanism of the barrier. 

Integrating Eq. (1) twice with respect to x and using the 
boundary conditions, one obtains 

p(x,t) = - - dy...1!....(y,t) -- dz dy...1!.... (y,t). 1 i b 

a 1 iX i b 

a 
DKO at Do z at 

(4) 

Defining 

N(t) = fob dxp(x,t), (5) 

interchanging the order of integration and differentiation in 
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), and then 
integrating Eq. (4) over the entire diffusion space, one ob
tains 

N(t)= _...!!....dN _1.i
b 

dxixdZ rb 

dyap(y,t) .. (6) 
DK dt D 0 0 Jz at 

A differential equation for N (t ) will be found by approximat
ing the triple integral term in Eq. (6). Standard mathematical 
methods9 lead to 

dx dz dy .::!?(v,t ) i
b iXib a 

o 0 z at 

= !!... i
b 

dx p(x,t )(X)(b - 1. x). 
dt 0 2 

(7) 

The mean value theorem allows one to rewrite the right
hand side of Eq. (7) as 

di
b (1 ) d - dx p(x,t)x b - - x = -(g(t )N (t )), 

dt 0 2 dt 
(8) 

whereg(t) is the appropriate value ofx(b -! x) for time t to 
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give the correct value of the integral. Substituting Eq. (8) in 
Eq. (6), one obtains 

d {( b g(t l) } - -+- N(t) = -N(t). 
dt DK D 

(9) 

If g(t ) were known for all t, then N (t ) could be calculated 
exactly. Conversely, approximating g(t ) in some reasonable 
way will produce an approximate solution for N (t). For ex
ample, suppose that g(t ) is constant as an approximation. If 
p(x,t) is known for a particular value of t, say t', then the 
integral in Eq. (8) may be carried out to determine g(t '). In 
fact, the initial probability distributionp(x,O) is known to be 
uniform in this example, that is, p(x,O) = lib. Thus, 
N(O) = 1, and 

g(O) = b 2/3, (10) 

so that Eq. (9) becomes 

dN -N(t) 
Tt- b/DK + b 2/3D . 

The result for N (t ) is 

N(t)';;;t,N(O)e- tIT, 

(11) 

(12) 

that is, approximatingg(t ) ';;;t,g(O) results precisely in the first
passage time approximation to the decay of N(t), where 
r==b / DK + g(O)/ D is the first-passage time known from oth
er methods.5,6 

The analysis of Eqs. (1)-(12) works equally well when 
there is a potential energy function in Eq. (1). Then, one is 
dealing with the Smoluchowski equation. The details are 
presented in Appendix A for the equivalent one-dimensional 
problem with potential; the conclusions being the same as 
those found above, namely, that using g(t) ';;;t,g(O) leads to the 
first-passage time approximation to N (t ), including potential 
energy effects in r (see Refs. 5, 6, and 8). 

The first-passage time approximation is known to be 
accurate for all but the shortest times (compared to r) when
ever b/DK>g(O)/D. An example is shown in Fig. I, which 
illustrates the goodness of the approximation. Even in the 
worst case, which occurs in one-dimensional problems when 
g(O)/ D>b / DK, the first passage time approximation is quite 
good. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 in which the numerical 

1.0....---.--...,....-r---,.--....,--r--,.-..,.---,-'I 

o 2 
TIME 

4 

FIG. 1. Plot of N (t), the fraction unabsorbed, versus time in units of l' = b / 
DK + g(O)/ D with bK = 10-6

• Both the exact numerical solution and the 
exponential approximation ofEq. (12) are represented by the curve. 
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4 
TIME 

FIG. 2. Plot of N(t), the fraction unabsorbed, versus time in unitsofb 2/3D 
for the example in which b / DK is neglected in Eq. (9). The solid curve is the 
exact numerical solution and the dashed curve is the exponential approxi
mation ofEq. (12) with N(O) = 1 and l' = b 2/3D. 

value of N (t) calculated from Eq. (B2) in Appendix B is com
pared to the approximation ofEq. (12) using r = b 2/3D. For 
this case, g( t ) has also been calculated numerically according 
to the equation 

g(t) =~Joo dt' N(t'), 
N(t) t 

(13) 

using the results of Appendix B. The result for g(t ) is shown 
graphically in Fig. 3. As illustrated, g(t ) starts at t = 0 with 
the value g(O) = b 2/3 = Dr and rises rapidly to a limiting 
value of g( 00 ) = 4b 2/"r = D / Ao, where Ao is the smallest 
eigenvalue of Eq. (1) for the given boundary conditions. 

To improve the first-passage time approximation to N (t ) 
defined by g(t )';;;t,g(O), one might take a two-exponential ap
proximation 

(14) 

with Ao and Ao being defined in Appendix B. This approxi
mation satisfies the initial condition N(O) = 1, and also the 
sum rule So dt N(t) = r when one chooses for A the value 

A=(I-Ao)/(r-AoIAo). (15) 

In the particular example evaluated in Appendix B, Ao = 8/ 

.41.--.---.--,---.--,.---.--.---.--,.--, 

.33~~ __ -L __ ~ __ ~~~~ __ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ 
o 5E-001 

TIME 

FIG. 3. Plot ofg(t), defined by Eq. (13), versus time in units of b 2/D. 
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z 

1.0 r--~--.--...--r--.--r--'--..---r-., 

o 2 
TIME 

4 

FIG. 4. Plot of N (t), the fraction unabsorbed, versus time in units of b 2/3D 
for the example in which b 1 DK is neglected in Eq. (9). The solid curve is the 
exact numerical solution and the dashed curve is the exponential approxi
mation of Eq. (15) with T=b 2/3D, A=1T4/(12T), g(O)=b 2/3, and 
g(QO)=4b2/~. 

.,r = 0.8106. The fit using Eq. (14) is shown in Fig. 4 and is 
seen to be indistinguishable from the numerical evaluation of 
N (t ).It should be emphasized, however, that in many cases of 
physical interest, the approximation g(t ) ~g(O) is very good, 
as long as K is independent of time. 

B. Boundary conditions with time-dependent 
coefficients 

The analysis leading to Eq. (9) may be extended to in
chide physical situations in which the partially absorbing 
boundary, described by Eq. (3), has a time-dependent coeffi
cient K(t). Such a situation could arise because of a well-de
fined physical or chemical modulation of the absorption 
probability at the boundary. To treat this possibility, Eq. (9) 
must be modified to 

_b_ dN + !!....(g(t) N(t)) = _ N(t). 
DK(t) dt dt D 

(16) 

As a first approximation to solving Eq. (16) for N (t ), one may 
replaceg(t) by its initial valueg(O) as proved successful in the 
preceding case of constant K. With this approximation, Eq. 
(16) becomes 

[ 
b b

2
]dN --+- -=N(t). 

DK(t) 3D dt 
(17) 

Equation (17) may be integrated in cases of interest to give an 
approximation to N (t ), 

( 
(t dt') 

N(t)~exp - Jo 1-(t') , (18) 

where 

.r(t )=b /DK(t) + b 2/3D, (19) 

the time-dependent analog of the first-passage time found in 
the preceding section. Comparison of numerical solutions of 
the diffusion equation for N (t) with analytical integration of 
Eq. (18) have produced excellent agreement (details to be 
published elsewhere lO

), thus indicating the validity of the 
g(t) ~g(O) approximation even for time-dependent K(t). 
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If the absorption probability modulation is periodic, one 
may use the time integral in Eq. (18) to define a time-average 
passage time (.r) by 

(.r) 
t 

(20) 
f~ dt' [1/1-(t ')]' 

where t is an integer mUltiple of the period of f3 (t) in the 
definitionK( t ) = f3 (t )/1 as discussed above. For a square wave 
absorption probability, that is f3 = 1 for a time t 1 followed by 
f3 = 0 for time to, the cycle repeating with period t 1 + to, one 
obtains 

(21) 

where r==b /(31) and T =b 2/3D. For a sawtoothed absorp
tion probability, that is, f3 rises linearly to one from zero in 
time t l' and subsequently falls linearly to zero in time to, with 
periodic repetition, one finds that 

(.r)SAW = T /[ 1 - (1/y)ln(1 + y)] . (22) 

For a sine-squared absorption probability, that is, 
f3 (t ) = sin2(at) with a = 21T / P and P the period of modula
tion, one obtains 

-A -, =- t- tan-1(.Jl +ytan(at)) i t dt' 1 [1 ] 
o T(t ) T 2a.JT+r 

(23) 

and 

(.r)SIN = T/[1-1/2.Jl +y]. (24) 

Clearly the time-averaged passage time only gives a reasona
ble approximation to the overall time dependence of N (t) 
when the periodicity of the absorption probability is either 
smaller than or not much bigger than the characteristic dif
fusion time T. 

III. DISCUSSION 

In this paper, a differential equation has been derived for 
the unabsorbed fraction in a finite diffusion system with a 
partially or totally absorbing boundary. The equation has 
been solved approximately both for boundaries with time
independent parameters, in which case it represents the first
passage time approximation, and for boundaries with time
dependent parameters. 

Although the analysis has been restricted to one dimen
sion, it may be readily extended to more complicated situa
tions, including two- and three-dimensional spherically 
symmetrical situations, and motion on the surface of a 
sphere. 

This work is somewhat complementary to the recent 
study of Bunde and Gouyet,11 in which the modulation of 
various parameters from Brownian motion in a double-well 
potential was investigated in the WKB approximation. Re
lated work has also been carried out recently by Northrup, 
Zanin, and McCammon 12 and by Szabo et al. 13 on the bind
ing rate of ligands to proteins in which the reactivity of the 
binding site fluctuates in time. However, the latter studies13 

involve absorption probabilities that fluctuate stochastically 
in tlme rather than in the well-defined manner considered 
above, and both studies are applied to biomolecular diffu-
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sion-influenced reactions, rather than the unimolecular, fin
ite diffusion-space cases discussed in the present paper. 
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APPENDIX A: THE DERIVATION WITH EXTERNAL 
POTENTIAL 

The one-dimensional Smoluchowski equation is 

ap =D~(ap +p dV) = -~J(x,t), 
at ax ax dx ax 

(AI) 

where the units are such that k B T = 1 with k B the Boltz
mann constant and T the absolute temperature. The bound
ary conditions are 

J(b,t) =0 (A2) 

and 

ap dV 
-+P-=KP, x=O. 
ax dx 

(A3) 

Integrating Eq. (AI) twice with respect to x and using 
the boundary conditions one obtains 

p(x,t) = __ 1_ eV(O) - V(x) (b dz ap(z,t) 
DK Jo at 

e d V(y) d up z,t - V(x) LX ib!l ( ) 
---- ye Z---. 

D 0 y at 
(A4) 

Using the definition in Eq. (5) for N(t), interchanging the 
order of integration and differentiation in the first term on 
the right-hand side ofEq. (A4), and then integrating Eq. (A4) 
over the entire diffusion space, one obtains 

I
b eV(O) - V(x) dN 

N(t)= - dx -
o DK dt 

_ J.. (b dx e - V(x) (X dy eV(y) [ dz ap(z,t) . 
DJo Jo y at 

(A5) 

Further integration of N (t) over all time leads to the first 
passage time including potential energy effects.5.6·8 The re
sult for an initial condition in which all the probability den
sity is at one point x = Xo is 

r(xo) =_1_ (b dzeV(O)-VIZ)+J.. (XOdyev(y) (b dze-V(z). 
DK Jo D Jo Jy 

(A6) 

Rewriting the last term on the right-hand side ofEq. (A5) as 

dx e - V(x) dyeV(Y) dz _'P __ 
L

b LX i b a Iz,') 

o 0 y dt 

d lb = - dx p(x,t V(X), 
dt 0 

(A7) 

where 
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fIx) = LX dy eV(y) Lb dz e - Viz) 

+ LX dy e- V(y) [ dz eVlz), (A8) 

one uses the mean-value theorem to obtain 

d Sob d - dx p(x,t V(x) = .:;-(g(t)N (t j), 
dt 0 dt 

(A9) 

where,g(t) is the extension to include potential energy effects 
of the quantity defined in Eq. (8), that is, the appropriate 
value off(x) for time t to give the correct value of the integral. 
Substituting Eq. (A9) in Eq. (A5), one obtains 

d{(ib eVIO)-V(x) ,g(t)) } 
- dx +- N(t) = -N(t). 
dt 0 DK D 

(AW) 

If one chooses to approximate g(t ) with g(O), one obtains 
the result 

g(O) = 1"0 dy eV(y) ib 
dz e - Viz), 

and, thus, 

So
b eV(O) - V(x) 8(0) 

r(xo)= dx +-, 
o DK D 

(All) 

(AI2) 

so that there is a complete parallel with Eqs. (IHI2) when 
potential energy effects are included in the analysis. 

APPENDIX B: EXACT SOLUTION WITH K = 0 

Solving Eqs. (1 H3) with p = 0 at x = 0 one obtains, us
ing standard mathematical methods, 

( t ) _ 4 ~ 1 • ((,2_n ....:...+_I!,;.;.)1TX.:.....) px, -- £., ---sm-
1rb n =02n+I 2b 

xexp( _ ~ [(2n; I)1rrt). (BI) 

where a uniform initial distribution p(x,O) = lib has been 
chosen. Using Eq. (5), one obtains 

N(t) = fAne-A.·, 
n=O 

=.! f 1 exp( _ ~[(2n + I)1r]2t ) 
r n = 0 (2n + 1)2 b 2 2 ' 

(B2) 

with An and An [the eigenvalues of Eq. (1) for the given 
boundary conditions] being defined by Eq. (B2). From N (t ). 
one obtains the integral 

JOO dt' N(t') = 32b
z i 1 

, 1r4D n=O (2n + 1)4 

xexp( _ ~ [(2n; I)1rrt). 

From Eqs. (B2) and (B3), one sees that 

lim g(t) = lim ~ (00 dt' N(t')= 4b
2 

' ..... 00 , ..... ""N(t)J, r 
=DIAo· 
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Global instability of a monoparametric family of vector fields representing 
the unfolding of a dissipative structure 
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The continuous structural stability (CSS) of arcs of vector fields defined on a Banach space or, in 
general, on a normed space is introduced. It is shown that the nonequilibrium sensitivity of 
reaction-diffusion systems to external fields reflects itself in the lack of CSS for a family of arcs, 
which model the onset of two equally probable spatial organizations. It is therefore demonstrated 
that a universal model up to topological equivalence for the unfolding of a spatial dissipative 
structure does not exist. The results generalize some conclusions already available for bifurcation 
of stationary states in arcs of vector fields on compact manifolds. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Perhaps the best studied example of a monoparametric 
family (arc) of vector fields, {N (A. ) J, on a Banach space B of 
vector fields is the one provided by the Navier-Stokes equa
tions. 1-3 The time evolution of a vector field VElJ is given at a 
fixed value of the parameter A. (here, the ReynoldS or the 
Rayleigh number) by N (A. )v: 

it = dv = N (A. )v. 
dt 

The notion of continuous structural stability (CSS) of arcs 
{ N (A. ) J with A. in an interval I of the line was introduced 
initially for vector fields on a compact manifold.4

,5 It can be 
considered in the case of vector fields defined on a space of 
vector fields, 6 

We intend to formalize the notion of CSS for arcs 
{N (A. ) J, whereN (A. ) is a vector field (operator) on thenormed 
space 

C[ -1,1 I' r>2, 

II. THEORY 

Weare interested in arcs presenting a bifurcation at a 
critical value A. = A.e in the interior of the interval I, The 
results are applied to reaction-diffusion models operating far 
from the thermodynamic equilibrium regime. 

The influence of external (gravitational or electric) fields 
in the selection of a dissipative structure over another in the 
critical region near A.e (see Ref. 7) will reflect itself in the lack 
of CSS of the arc, which represents the case in which both 
dissipative structures are equally probable. In the present 
work, we shall be concerned with steady-state-spatial organ
izations. The notion of CSS naturally extends the concept of 
structural stability of a fixed vector field representing far
from-equilibrium kinetics8

,9 to the case in which a locally 
attractive and locally invariant center manifold appears in 
the phase space indicating that a dissipative structure has 
emerged. 10-12 Consider the arc N( ):1- Op(C' _ C'-2). 
This arc maps the real interval Ion a space of operators on 
q -1,1 I' 02. Each operator N (A. ) defines a vector field that 
assigns the vector N (A. ) I belonging to C [" = 7,1 I to each vec
tor I of C [" _ 1,1 I' The associated dynamics is given by 

i=N(A.)f (1) 

C f _ 1,1 I is a normed space with the norm 

Il/IIp = sup (I ddjjl(Z) I) . 
ze[ -I,ll Z 

(2) 

O<.j<'P 
Operators such as d 21 dz2 or d I dz are bounded seen as 

elements of OPt C' _ C' - 2 ) with the supreme norm since 

II dill <Ilfll" forall/eC[_I,1 I' (3) 
dz r-2 

and 

Therefore 

II !!...II =sup (11(d IdZ)/llr-2)<I, 
dz feC' Ilfllr 

(4) 

and also 

(5) 

We shall also introduce the restriction that the map 
(f, A. ) - N (A. )/ is C I. (Throughout this paper this will be 
referred to as restriction R.) 

The distance d between arcs M (A. ) and N (A. ) is given by 

d(M,N) = sup(IIM(A.) -N(A. )11). 
AeI 

(6) 

Now we extend the concept of CSS: An arc N (A. ) satisfying 
the restriction R has CSS if there exists a number l) > 0 such 
that for all arcs M (A. ) satisfying restriction R and 

d(M,N)<l), (7) 

there exists a family of bijective bounded operators with 
bounded inverse {h (A. ) J operating on C r - 2 (hence also on 
C r), which make the diagram 

N(A.) 

h(A) 1:-----+4.[: h~) (8) 

M(S(A. )) 
commutative for a continuous parametrization S:1 _l. The 
family h (A. ) is also subject to restriction R. As a consequence, 
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if "Ker" denotes the kernel of an operator, we have that the 
restriction h (A ):Ker N (A ) ---+ Ker M (S (A )) is a homeomor
phism for every A in 1. 

Precisely, consider the case in which Ker N (A ) becomes 
nontrivial for A > Ac. (As we shall see, this corresponds in a 
reaction-diffusion model to the onset of dissipative struc
tures in form of spatial-steady-state organizations.) This 
means that a bifurcation occurs at A = Ac. The fact that an 
arc has CSS or not depends on the type of bifurcation. For 
mathematical simplicity consider the arc 

A---+[D:;+F( ,A)]=-N(A), (9) 

representing the behavior of the concentration I in a reac
tion-diffusion system operating far from equilibrium. Here 
D is Fick's diffusion coefficient and the nonlinear function 
F (/,A ) expresses the kinetics. Equation (1) gives the time evo
lution of the concentration. Such models were considered by 
Kondepudi and Prigogine,7 and a simple realization of them 
is the coupling of autocatalysis with rate constant A of a 
single chemical to diffusive transpot to produce a "freezed 
wave" of concentrations in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky batch 
reactor of Busse.13 Zero-flux boundary conditions are im
posed: 

d/l =0 (10) 
dz Z= ±1 . 

The bifurcation of a spatial dissipative structure occurs at 
A = Ac if an eigenvalue of the f-Frechet derivative of N (A ) 
(aN (A )Jal), which is negative for A <Aeo becomes positive 
for A >Ac • We recall that restriction R holds and therefore 
the center manifold theorem applies. 14 

Near criticality, the stationary states are 

Jo(z) = Co + a sin(nc 1Tz/21 ), (11) 

where Co is the stationary state of the kinetics [F(Co.A ) = 0], 
the wavenumber nc is given by 

( 
nc1T)2 a FI -D -- +- =0, 
21 al f=C",A=Ac 

(12) 

and the amplitude a = alA ) obeys the bifurcation equation 
of the form 

Ba3 +AI(A -ic)a = o. (13) 

Here B and A I are constants that can be obtained, using 
Sattinger's method, from group representation theoryl5 and 
they depend on thel and A derivatives of N (A ) at criticality. 

In general, each arc N (A ) has, associated with it a bifur
cation equation whose real roots a = alA ) give the ampli
tude of the attractors that form Ker N (A ). The set of these 
roots is called the bifurcation set. 

We have the following general result. 
Lemma: If two arcs N (A ), M (A ) subject to restriction R 

are topologically equivalent in the sense that the family 
{ h (A ) 1 exists, then their respective bifurcation sets are ho
meomorphic. 

This result follows from the fact that h (A ):Ker N (A ) 
---+ Ker M(S(A)) is a homeomorphism for each AEl and 
{ h (A ) 1 is subject to restriction R. We can now state and prove 
the following theorem. 
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Theorem: The arc N (A ) given by Eqs. (9) and (10) is not 
continuously structurally stable. The arcsMg (A ):A ---+ D (d 2/ 
dr) + F( .A) - ILg(d /dz), which have CSS and correspond 
to the coupling of a reaction-diffusion system with an exter
nal field of intensity g can approximate N (A ) as much as de
sired by regulating g but they are not topologically equiva
lent to N (A) in the sense described by Eq. (8). (Here IL 
represents the drift of the molecules, cf. Ref. 7.) 

Proof: The bifurcation set for the arcs Mg (A ) is the set of 
real solutions of the equation 

Ba3 +A I(A-Ac!a+A 2 g=0, A2 ,e0. (14) 

The corresponding curve in the a-A plane is a Newton tri
dent asymptotic to the A axis with minimum separation 
kg = H - 4A2 g/B ] 1/3 between the stable branches. So if 
g,eO, no bifurcation occurs, and the presence ofthe external 
field precludes it by "helping" the system to select one stable 
branch over the other. 

Clearly, for any interval I containing Ac in its interior, 
the bifurcation sets given by Eqs. (13) and (14) are not homeo
morphic. In the first case both stable branches are equally 
probable and their amplitudes are proportional to 
± [A-Ac ] 1/2, respectively. In the second case, however, the 

second stable nonthermodynamic branch emerges suddenly 
separated by a distance kg from the first branch. Given 8 > 0, 
arbitrarily small, we can always find an arc Mg such that 
d (Mg ,N)<8. It suffices to take the intensity of the field as 
g = MIILI, since from Eq. (3) 

IIMg -Nil = IILlgll!11 <gIILI· (15) 

The theorem is proved. 
It has been established that the CSS condition holds in 

many cases of arcs of vector fields on compact manifolds 
presenting bifurcation of steady states. The reader can con
sult Ref. 2 for the saddle-node and "flip" cases. However, the 
present results show that this is not the case in the more 
general context where nonhomogeneous steady states can 
bifurcate from the homogeneous phase corresponding to the 
"thermodynamic branch." 
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Discussions and generalizations of the usage of variational methodology for second-quantized 
quantum field theories are presented, including extensions to situations [which mimic quantum 
electrodynamics (QED)] in which the new canonical variables obtained for different pictures are 
not the simple images of the interaction picture canonical variables. Methods helpful for 
segregating the new canonical variables and for insuring Poincare invariance of the .resultant 
theories are included; the latter being necessary because most of the state-evolution equations are 
not explicitly invariant (covariant). A parametrization of the boson commutators is introduced 
which includes the Proca and Coester fields as special cases and which, in the zero-mass limit, 
includes the Yennie, Landau, and Feynman gauge fields. If the Coester fields satisfy the Lorentz 
condition in the weak-convergence limit, then it is shown that all fields parametrized in this 
fashion satisfy the Lorentz condition in the weak-convergence limit, and that invariance under 
field interchange of such heavy-meson field operators reduces to special gauge invariance in the 
zero-mass limit. Superfield formalism for the spinor fields is introduced in which none of the 
spinor fields are segregated as "physical" fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article and its sequel! are devoted to the discussion 
of a parametrization (based on gauge and renormalization 
parameters) of a subset of the neutral massive vector fields 
which reduces to quantum electrodynamics in the zero-mass 
limit. This particular subset is chosen such that all admissi
ble vector fields satisfy the subsidiary condition in the weak
convergence limit (for restricted values of the commutator 
parameters), and such that field interchange within this sub
set reduces to special-gauge invariance in the zero-mass lim
it. Zero-mass limits will be specifically avoided so that the 
results will be infrared convergent. 2,3 Theories based on vec
tor fields within this group, with interactions of the form 
(j . A + renormalization terms + whatever else is neces
sary), will be referred to as "pretheories of QED" (quantum 
electrodynamics ). 

The existence of an interaction picture will be assumed 
so that the commutation relations and field equations at all 
points in space-time will be available.4 The existence of a 
constant-state picture in which the field equations and trans
formation properties of the fields are a priori known (i.e., 
Heisenberg picture) will not be assumed because such as
sumptions overspecify the pretheories.5 

The ultraviolet divergences (mass, charge, wave func
tion) will be controlled by introducing a sufficient but unspe
cified number of auxiliary fields.6,7 This regulation prescrip
tion is simpler to implement within a variational formalism 
than some ofthe other methods of regulation (e.g., analytic 
regulation8

), and alternate methods of regulation and renor
malization do not appear to contribute additional informa
tion. Renormalization group methods9 will not be incorpo
rated at this time because the procedure is well defined only 
when the renormalization constants are finite, and because 
the procedure has been developed for the control of time
ordered exponentials based on interactions that do not, in 

general, yield all of the proper Heisenberg picture field equa
tions even in the weak-convergence limit. An auxiliary-field
regulated pretheory, which assumes only the existence of an 
interaction picture, will be referred to as a "practical pre
theory of QED." 

Readers familiar with the ultraproduct construction 
from sentential logic (often associated with nonstandard ex
tensions lO

) will recognize the possibility of defining QED as 
an ultraproduct based on the practical pretheories because 
only those results which are independent of both the com
mutator parameters and the renormalization parameters are 
to be retained. Ultraproducts may prove to be very useful in 
quantum field theory because they provide a mathematically 
well-defined procedure to replace (heuristically) the state
ment "for every· .. " by the less restrictive statement "for 
almost every .... " A suitably restricted set of practical 
pretheories would form an acceptable base for the represen
tation of QED as an ultraproduct. The C· algebras, II used to 
extend the appearance of separability to situations that are 
not separable, may approximate (if not duplicate) the later 
use of a Fermi operator defined on one arbitrarily chosen 
space-time surface. 

The construction of pretheories with stationary subsi
diary conditions (as weak-convergence relations) in con
stant-state pictures based on (j . A + ... )-type interactions 
has, in the absense of the Boson mass counterterms, been 
successfully completed.5 Such pretheories are still ultravio
let divergent, but they supplement the zero-mass works!2-!6 
and the massive meson work!7 by the inclusion of the spinor 
mass splittings and by the emphasis on the properties of the 
constant-state pictures, which are really being used. Our pri
mary focus is on the constant-state pictures, which can be 
connected with the interaction picture before the zero-mass 
limits are taken (i.e., adjusting the series "sum" before at
tempting term-by-term corrections), and on the modifica-
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tions to the interaction operator, which are required to make 
the constant-state pictures which are accessible (when start
ing from the interaction picture) more closely approximate 
the desired Heisenberg picture. The boson mass counter
terms have not yet been successfully incorporated: the impli
cation is that the symmetry group for the pretheories does 
not yet simultaneously include the Poincare, renormaliza
tion, and gauge symmetries.5 

This article will focus on the restrictive role that the 
action plays for second quantized field theories, the prob
lems associated with attempting to reach constant-state pic
tures which resemble the Heisenberg picture, and the selec
tion of appropriate interaction picture fields. 

II. CONSTANT-STATE PICTURES: INTERACTION 
PICTURES: INTERACTIONS 

An interaction picture is a picture for which the spinor 
and boson fields satisfy the source-free field equations and 
commutation relations. The emphasis on interaction pic
tures is predicated both by the frequent use of these pictures 
as starting points, and the fact that a choice of picture speci
fies the action integral. By this last statement, it is implied 
that if Lrree (t,at) is the free-field Lagrangian density and if 
Lw(t W,at W) is the Lagrangian density in any picture con
nected to the interaction picture via t w = U wtU W 1 and 
llw = Uwll, then 

Lw(t W,at W) = Lrree((U;lt WU w), a(U;lt WU w)). 

Variational principles which do not contain specific in
formation within L concerning the commutation relations 
appear to retain sufficient freedom to reach almost any pic
ture of interest because fewer questions are being answered. 
Variational principles, which contain specific information 
on the commutation relations in one picture (e.g., 
Schwinger's generalized action principle), or which have 
such information postulated externally (e.g., free-field com
mutation relations in the interaction picture), limit the col· 
lection of pictures which can be reached using canonical 
transformations of the form U wtU; I. In discussions of the 
Feynman gauge massless fields, 12.18.19 the Proca fields,20 and 
the pretheory fields,s reaching constant-state pictures in 
which the desired field equations (including gauge condi
tions) are at least satisfied in the weak-convergence limit re
quires sacrificing either the spinor transformation properties 
of the images of the Fermi fields or the vector transformation 
properties of the images of the boson fields. To avoid over
specifying the problem, one may postulate only two of the 
following: an interaction picture; a Heisenberg picture (con· 
stant-state picture satisfying particular properties); or the 
interaction operator defining the canonical transformation 
connecting the two. Only those pictures which may be con
nected to the interaction picture via a canonical transforma
tion U w will be considered. Therefore, the form of the inter
action is assumed to be at least partially known, i.e., 

.dll W( 
I dr = r)ll. 

Under the assumption of integrability (path independence) 
ofthe Schrodinger equation, S.20 a constant-state picture can 
always be reached via 
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i :r llw = Uw(r,ro)(Ww(r) + W(r))Uw(r,ro)-lll w, 

where llw = Uw(r,ro)fl and i(d/dr)U w = UwWw.by 
choosing Ww(r) = - W(r). The relative field equations can 
be obtained via 

ajLO(x,r)w = Uw(r,ro)(ajLO(x,r) 

+ inlL lim ([ Ww(r),O(x,r)))) 
X __ (XET) 

xUw(r,ro)-t, 

and the relative transformation properties can be obtained 
via 

150(x,r)w = Uw(r,ro)(150(x,r))U w(r,ro)-1 

+ (I5U w(r,ro))O(x,r)U w(r,ro)-1 

+ Uw(r,ro)O(x,r)(I5U w(r,ro)-I). 

The constant-state picture reached often only poorly 
approximates the desired Heisenberg picture.s,2o One meth
od for adjusting the form of W so that the constant picture 
reached more closely approximates the desired Heisenberg 
picture is the introduction of a Fermi operator. 

III. FERMI OPERATORS 

To minimize the difference between the desired Heisen
berg picture and constant-state pictures which can be 
reached using a canonical transformation,s,12.20 it is often 
useful to split the interaction UH into two parts G and U 
(
. U _ IH . • IH 
I.e., H - G UIH = UIH G), where UIH satisfies an mtegra-

ble (path-independent) Schrodinger equation of the form 

i ~ UIH = UIH WIH 
dr 

and G is an operator defined on a single spacelike surface r, 
where n . x + r = O. Here, G will be called a Fermi operator 
(compare with "eD" in Refs. 12 and 17). This splitting will 
not lead to a Lorentz-invariant theory unless the Fermi oper
ator G can be specified in a Lorentz-invariant manner. Since 
all properties on a spacelike surface r can be specified using 
Lorentz invariants and the timelike normal n which defines r 
(i.e., n . x + r = 0 implies xer), then the evolution of the 
state equations will proceed in a path-independent manner 
by assuming that the timelike normal n takes the same form 
(same c?efficients) in all Lorentz frames.s.2o The Fermi oper
ator G IS most often used to make the subsidiary condition 
stationary as time proceeds (i.e., G is used to maintain the 
gauge symmetry). In Ref. 5, it is proposed that G also be 
utilized to mediate the splitting of the boson masses into 
:'interaction" and "fie.ld" masses (i.e., G also be used to help 
mcorporate renormahzation group symmetries). 

The presence of G will, in general, allow the specifica
tion of the field equations on only one surface. It will then be 
necessary to check time derivatives of some of the field equa
tions (notably, the gauge conditions) to insure that they do 
not drift as time progresses. Therefore, G represents a funda
mental change in the interaction operator WIH connecting 
the Heisenberg and interaction pictures unless (d / dr) G = O. 

Two additional useful pictures are suggested by the 
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splitting of UH • They will be designated as the "intermediate 
Heisenberg" (IH) and "intermediate interaction" (II) pic
tures, defined by ~ IH = UIH ~UiH 1 and ~ II = G~G -I, respec
tively. These intermediate pictures are related to the interac
tion and Heisenberg pictures as shown in the following 
diagram: 

IH picture 

H picture I picture 

II picture 

The superscript on G implies that G1H = UIH GUi./' The 
choice of the operator WIH , which appears in the Schro
dinger equation for UIH , reflects a "best guess" for the inter
action. 

The connection 

LH(~H,a~H) = Lrree((UH I~HUH),a(UH I~HUH)) 

= Lrree (~,a~ ) 
implies that the action may be written as a composite of 
fields from different pictures. In particular, it has been 
shown5 that for the class of meson fields which have been 
studied, L takes the familiar "Heisenberg" form4 provided 
that the spinor fields are expressed in the IH picture while 
the vector fields are expressed in the Heisenberg picture. 

IV. SPINOR FIELD CHOICE 

Ns spinor fields rpj are chosen which satisfy the usual 
free-field commutation relations and field equations, i.e., 

(y. a + ms)rpj = 0, 

{rpj(X)'~k(y)} = i(Oijlcs)S(x - y;ms), 

{rpj,rpk} = 0, 
- t rpj(x) = rpj(x) (3, 

where /3 = in . y and n . x + T = O. These may be generated 
from the Lagrangian density4 

Ns _ . ( 1" ) 
Lso = L CSjrpj(x) - 7'Y' a + mSj rpj(x). 

j= 1 2 
To simplify the notation, it is convenient to introduce 

4Ns X 4Ns matrices 

yP 
o 

o 

o 

o 

and 
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o 

and I X 4Ns and 4Ns X I spinors 

rpl(X) 
rp2(X) 

If/(X) = 

and 

o 

q/ (x) = If/ (x)t{3 = [rpl(X),rp2(X), ... ,rpNs(x)] , 

where {3 = in· y. The field equations, commutation rela
tions, and Lagrangian density may be written as follows: 

(y. a + Ms)lf/(x) = 0, 
- ... 
If/(x)( - y' a + Ms) = 0, 

Lso(x) = q/(x)Cs( -!y' a + Ms)If/(X). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

It will not be necessary to restrict Cs and Ms to the forms 
given previously, but 

(4) 

will be necessary to maintain the transformation properties 
of the bilinear covariants. 

V. BOSON FIELD CHOICE 

The boson fields are chosen by parameterization of the 
commutation relations such that the following conditions 
can be met. 

(B1) The limit as mB __ 0 is explicitly not taken. 
(B2) The Yennie and Landau gauge fields may be ob

tained in the zero-mass limit. 
(B3) The Proca and the Coester fields are included in the 

set. 
(B4) The fields all satisfy the Lorentz condition in the 

weak-covergence limit (i.e., (a· (boson field) = 0). 
(BS) Invariance under interchange of the fields reduces 

to special gauge invariance as a weak-convergence relation 
in the zero-mass limit. The justification for the above restric
tions will be given before presenting the fields. 

The zero-mass limits are avoided so that only infrared
convergent theories will be considered4 to focus concentra
tion solely on the ultraviolet divergences in theories that are 
otherwise finite. Splitting the masses into "interaction" 
masses and "field" masses to remove the infrared diver
gences from the propagators introduces both ultraviolet 
problems into the time-ordered exponential via the boson 
mass counterterms,4 and serious problems with the time
independence of the subsidiary condition even in the weak
convergence limit.5,20 

Fields which reduce to the Yennie and Landau gauge 
fields in zero-mass limits should be included to accommo-
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date the following methodology: transform to the Yennie 
gauge to minimize the infrared divergences and remove 
them2; then transform to the Landau gauge to minimize the 
ultraviolet divergences and remove them.21 

The Coester fields should be included because they are 
the only massive vector-meson fields with well-defined com
mutation relations in the zero-mass limit, and because they 
reduce to the Feynman-gauge photon fields in the zero-mass 
limit.22 The Proca fields should be included because they 
give results which are equivalent to those obtained by using 
the Coester field,23 and because they satisfy the Lorentz con
dition as an operator relation, and because they are the limit
ing case (for the parametrization to be considered here) such 
that "ghost fields" are not required.5.24 

The Coester fields satisfy the Lorentz condition in the 
weak-convergence limit when indefinite-metric methods are 
used.23.25 Indefinite-metric methods are desirable because 
they are relativistically invariant.2o This is extremely impor
tant in a formalism that is not necessarily covariant.5 Inde
finite-metric methodology has the consequence of restrict
ing all (except the Proca field) of the pretheory boson fields to 
satisfy the subsidiary condition as weak-convergence rela
tions. 

If all of the fields satisfy the subsidiary condition at least 
as weak-convergence relations, then the zero-mass limit of 
an interchange of fields in this set mimics special gauge in
variance. Every example of special gauge invariance is not 
included; excluded are those fields whose commutator rela
tions dictate that additional "ghost" fields be present. 24 

NB vector fields VdX;17du,lo;;;;ko;;;;NB, are chosen such 
that they satisfy the following conditions: 

(0 - m~.)Vk(x;17K)P = 0, 

[ VK(X;17k)P, V1(Y;171),,] (5) 

= - i(~k 1 !cB.l(gpv - (17k/m~.lap a,,)..::1 (x - y;mB.l, 
(6) 

(7) 

The Proca and Coester fields are obtained when 17k = 0 and 
17K = 1. The Feynman, Landau, and Yennie gauge fields are 
obtained in the zero-mass limits when 17k = 0, - 1, - 2. If 
Vk(X;17k) has only four independent canonical components, 
then Vk(x;17k) may be written as follows: 

VdX;17k)p = Cdx)p + Ek ap a· Ck(x), (8) 

where 

€k = (-1 ±~I-17k )/m~ •. 
The commutators take the following form: 

[Vk(X;17k)I',V1(X;171)" ] 

-i(8k1 !cB.)(gI'A - [(1-(1 

+ m~.€k?)lm~k ]ap a,,)..::1 (x - y;mB.J. (9) 

If Vk(X;17k) remains uncharged (17k 0;;;; 1) and if Vk(x;O)p 
= Ck (x)p, (see Ref. 4) then 

Ek = (-1 +~I-17k )/m~k' (10) 

Self-adjoint fields with 17 > 1 can be constructed in the fol
lowing fashion: 
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Vk(X;17k)p = Vk(X;17~)p + apBk(x), 

where 

and 

17~ 0;;;; 1, 

(0 - m~k )Bk(X) = 0, 

[Bdx),vl(Y;171)P] = 0, 

[Bk(X),Bl(y)] = -i(8k1 8k!cB.mi.)..::1(x-y;mB.). 

The commutation relations imply 

17k = 1 - (1 + mi.Ed2 + 15k 

and the subsidiary condition becomes 

a· VdX;17k) = ~1 -17~ka. Cdx) + m~.Bk(x). 
Additional Fock space restrictions will be necessary to in
clude the "ghost" fields Bdx) (see Ref. 24). Since limiting the 
number of independent canonical components to not more 
than four includes the required fields, the ghost fields will 
not be included. 

When 17k < 1, the expression for Vk(X;17k) in terms of 
Cdx) can be inverted to give 

Cdx)p = VdX;17k)p + [Ek/(1 + m~kEk)] ap a· VdX;17d. 
(11) 

Therefore, any of these fields except the Proca field can be 
used as a basis. The Proca fields will not form an acceptable 
basis for construction of the other fields because they have 
only three independent components, while the other fields 
have four independent canonical components. 

The free-field Lagrangian density LB 0 (x) may be chosen 
as 

NB 

LBO(X) = I cB.LB.(x), (12) 
k=l 

where 

LB.(x) = (- !Fdxt"Fdx)~ 

-"mik VdX;17d· Vk(x;17k) 

- !(a. Vk(X;17k))(a· Vk(X;17k)))' (13) 

Up to a four-divergence, LBO(x) does not depend upon the 
value of 17k because it is chosen to produce only one result5: 
namely, 

(0 - m~.)vdx;17k)p = o. 

VI. FINAL COMMENTS 

More detail can now be given on the construction of 
QED as an ultraproduct since the pretheory boson fields 
have been presented. If 17k is restricted such that 17k 0;;;; 1, the 
set of real values which 17k may take is still an infinite set 
which lacks a "0;;;;" lower bound contained in the set. There
fore, a mathematical filter F7J can be defined based on the 
acceptable values of 17k such that F7J is the set of all subsets 
f 7J• of the real numbers such that each.(7Jk contains all real 
numbers less than or equal to 17k' If the set of all true state
ments about a neutral meson field of mass m B. and commu
tator parameter 17k is labeled as the structure Q7J., it is well 
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known that (in principle) it is possible to construct (using an 
ultrafilter containing F7J as a subset) a logically consistent 
structure (the ultraproduct) U such that U contains all state
ments which are true in "most" of the structures Q7Jk (see 
Ref. 10). The zero-mass limit of U should, if it exists, be a 
candidate for QED. Since the filter F7J is free, it will not 
necessarily be true that any single one of the structures re
duces unambiguously to QED in the zero mass limit (that 
QED is not in the original collection of structures would be 
expected because the structure Q7Jk would contain TJ k -depen
dent statements). 

Heisenberg picture relations have the advantage of de
scribing properties of the entire expansion for the interaction 
UH • Some specific examples for the interaction operator 
W(r) will be discussed in the next article.! 
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An interaction ofthej.A form is introduced. The Coester transformation, which connects the 
Proca and the Coester fields, is extended to the ptetheory boson fields when the boson mass 
counterterms are absent. The Fermi transformation, used to make the Lorentz condition 
stationary in the weak-convergence limit, is shown to be extendable to the pretheories (sans the 
freedom of commutator choice, which is usually associated with it). The familiar consequences of 
including a Fermi transformation (the Heisenberg picture images of the spinor fields do not 
transform as spinors) are retained, but a suitable limitation on the choice of the spinor charge and 
mass counterterms will allow the Heisenberg picture forms which are bilinear in the spinor 
operators to retain their transformation properties. In particular, familiar choices for Lint require 
that the spinor fields be expressed in the intermediate-Heisenberg picture. The introduction of 
boson mass counterterms into the practical pretheories is shown to give infinite gauge shifts which 
are independent of the zero-mass limit. Sufficient conditions for a modified Fermi operator are 
presented, and an "obvious" candidate is eliminated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the first article of this series, 1 modifications to the 
variational principle were discussed, and the choices of the 
interaction picture pretheory field operators were presented. 
In this article, it will be shown that many of the early results 
for quantum electrodynamics (QED) are not only indigen
eous to zero-mass theories, but are general properties of a 
wide class of heavy-meson theories. Interactions that are fa
miliar in appearance, but that are not ultraviolet-convergent 
(because of the absence of boson mass counterterms), are 
considered first. The spinor mass counterterms are included 
since they introduce no additional complications. 

The boson mass counterterms are then introduced and 
severe problems with the subsidiary condition2 are shown to 
follow from the separation of the "physical" (Heisenberg 
picture) boson masses into "field" masses and "interaction" 
masses required for constructing an ultraviolet-convergent 
time-ordered exponential. This demonstrates that the renor
malization and gauge symmetries may not be considered 
members of the symmetry group for Poincare-invariant the
ories with interactions of the form 

(j-A + mass counterterms 

+ multiples of free-field Lagrangians). 

The difficulties associated with the inclusion of the bo
son mass counterterms have not yet been successfully re
solved? In this paper, the origin of the problem (subsidiary 
condition becomes time dependent) and the reason why a 
"standardized" Fermi operator cannot completely resolve 
the problem (no Bose-Bose terms) are demonstrated, and the 
restrictions which a modified Fermi operator must satisfy (if 
the Lagrangian approach to QED is to be successful) are 
presented. Ultimate success would imply that the symmetry 
group of the pretheories includes the Poincare, gauge, and 
renormalization group symmetries so that a well-defined 
Schrodinger picture may be constructed. That would allow 
discussions of the scattering offree states into bound states to 

be treated on an equal footing with discussions of the scatter
ing of free states into free states (usual scattering calcula
tions) and bound-state energy-level shifts (Lamb shifts, 
anomalous magnetic moments).3 

The notation and definitions presented in the first paper 
of this sequence (1) will be used throughout this paper. As 
before, it will be assumed that no zero-mass limits have been 
taken (i.e., the theory is infrared convergent) so that atten
tion may be focused on the ultraviolet divergences. 

II. THE INTERACTION 

The operator UH(1",1"o) which connects the interaction 
picture with a constant-state picture is defined by 
UH(1",1"o) = G(1")IH U1H (1",1"0)' where UIH (1",1"o) is a time-or
dered exponential satisfying 

i ~UIH(1",1"O) = U1H (1",1"0)W(1"), 
d1" 

where 

W(1") = ido1j(X)' C(x) - ift(x)Cs(I5Ms)qt(x)), 

j(x) = - iift(x)CsEyqt(x), 

(1) 

and G(1")IH is an operator yet to be determined. The "charge" 
matrix E and the spinor mass-counterterm matrix 15M s are 
assumed to be arbitrary except that 

[E,yP] = [I5Ms ,YP] = O. (2) 

In particular, a ·j(x) = 0 is not required. 

III. EXTENTION OF THE WORK OF COESTER AND 
STUEKELBERG TO THE PRETHEORY BOSON FIELDS 

The interaction operator is expressed in terms of the 
Coester fields instead of the general pretheory boson fields. 
If a canonical transformation Gc (1") is introduced by 

U1H (1",1"0) = Gd1")IHUiH (1",1"0)' 

then the Schrodinger equation for UiH is given by 
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i ~ UiH(r,rO) = UiH (r,ro) W'(r) 
dr 

= UiH(r,rO{ Gc!'T) -I W(r)G(r) 

+ iGc(r)-1 ~ Gc(r)). 
dr 

W'(r) will take the form 

W'(r) = i doV(X)' k~ICBk Vk(X;1/k) 

- Vi(x)Cs8Ms lJI(x) -An .j(x)n .j(X)) 

for the general pretheory boson fields when 

Gdr) = eU(T), 

where 

[ E, (Ms + 8Ms)] = O. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

IfEq. (5) is not satisfied, then W' would be amended by the 
addition of the infinite series 

- f (_,i)R Vi (x) [ E;(Ms + 8Ms) rlJl (x), 
R=I n. 

where [A;B]R = [A,[ ••• [A,[A,B]} .. ]] (see Ref. 2). The four
spinor interaction is required to make Eq. (3) integrable.2

•
4 

Since matrix elements are unaffected by cannonical 
transformations, nothing is lost by using the simple choice 
for W(r). This is an extension of the connection between the 
Coester and Proca fieldss.6 (1J k = 1) to a connection between 
the Coester and the general pretheory fields (1J k < 1 ). 

IV. FAILURE IN THE FIELD EQUATIONS 

IfG(r) = 1, then the IH and H pictures coincide. The 
spinor operators satisfy the following equations2

: 

(y. a + (Ms + 8Ms))IJI(X)IH = iEy. C(X)IHIJI(X)IH, (6) 

Vi(X)IH( - y. a + (Ms + Cs8MsC s I)) 
= iVi(x)IH(CsEC S-I)y. C(X)IH , (7) 

a .j(X)IH = jVi(X)IHCS [(Ms + 8Ms),E]C S-I IJI(X)IH; (8) 

ViIH and \IIIH transform as spinors, and ifEq. (5) is satisfied, 
then a • j(X)IH is stationary,2 i.e., 

~(a • j(X)IH) = n . a (a· j(X)IH) = O. 
dr 
The difficulties which arise for the pretheory boson op

erators in the IH picture are the following2
: Vk (X;1Jk)IH is 

not a vector operator; Vk (X;1Jk )IH does not satisfy a "recog
nizable" field equation; 

a· Vk(X;1Jk)IH = (a. Vk(X;1JkWH - Ekal .j(X)IH; 

(a· VdX;1Jk)IH)IH#(a. Vdx;1Jd); 
and 

(:r }a. Vk(X;1Jk)IH)#O. 
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The first two problems can be handled using methods 
analogous to the methods used for the Proca field.4 If 
Ak (X;1Jk )IH is defined by 

Adx;1Jk)~H = Vk(X;1/k)~H + Ekn,..n ·j(X)IH, 

Ek = ( - 1 + ~ 1 - 1Jk )lm1k, 

then A k (x;1J k )IH is a vector operator and A k (x; 1J k )IH satisfies 
the following conditions: 

(0 - m1.)Adx;1Jk)~H - a,.. a • Ak(x;1Jk)IH 

= - j(X)~H - ~1 -1Jk n,..n .j(X)IH, (9) 

a·Adx;1Jk)IH =(a. Vk(X;1JkWH -Eka·j(x)IH, (10) 

d 
dr (a. Adx;1Jk)IH) = n· ala • Ak(x;1Jk)IH) 

= (n • aa· VdX;1Jk WH 

- (1 + EkO)n ·j(X)IH. (11) 

Condition (11) is particularly troublesome because, although 
indefinite-metric methods may be applied on one timelike 
surface r to fix the subsidiary condition on that surface, as 
time progresses the subsidiary condition will drift away from 
the weak-convergence Lorentz condition, introducing spur
ious interactions which are gauge dependent.4

,7,8 This prob
lem requires the introduction of a nontrivial Fermi operator 
[i.e., G(r) # 1]. 

V. FERMI OPERATORS 
The gauge problems for the boson operators can be cor

rected by introducing additional terms into the interaction 
with a Fermi operator G(r) chosen to be the operator GF(r) 
defined as follows: 

UP(T) GF(r) = e , 

where 

.2'F(r) = idO' Vdx)B (x), 

v: ( ) - 1 id ' n .j(x') cX--- 0' , 
41r T IXl - x~ I 

NB 

B (x) = L cBk(ak al • Vk(X;1Jk) + bk a· VdX;1Jk)) 
k=1 

NB 

= - LCBkal'Cdx)= -al·c(x). 
k=1 

(12) 

The restriction on B (x) must be stronger than the usual as
sumption4 that b k is arbitrary to make the results valid for all 
of the pretheory boson fields (Le., for all1Jk < 1). 

The vector operator in the Heisenberg picture is now 

VdX;1Jk)H = Ak(X;1Jk)IH, 

and Vk (X;1Jk)H satisfies the following properties2
: 

(0 - m1k)Vk(x;1Jk)~ - a,.. a· Vk(X;1Jk)H 

= - j(x)~ - ~1 -1Jk n,..n .j(X)H, 

a· Vk(X;1Jk)H = (a· VdX;1Jk))H - Ek a .j(X)H, 

d 
~a . VdX;1Jk )H) = n . a a· Vk (X;1Jk)H 
dr 

= (n • a a· VdX;1Jk))H. 
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Equations (14) and (15) guarantee that indefinite-metric 
methods may be used to fix the Lorentz condition in the 
weak-convergence limit for all times r in both the Heisen
berg and interaction pictures. The interaction operator W(r) 
becomes 

W(r) = 1 daV(x). C(x) - ip(x)Cs8Ms tJt(x) 

+X(X)al·j(X)+ vc!x)n.aal.c(X)}. (16) 

X(x)= __ I_Ida' B(x') , 
41TJ IXl -x~1 

where [E,M s + 8M s] = 0 and l:::' I C Bk = 0 have been 
used.2 The interaction has become nonlocal in order to ob
tain the proper boson field equations. 

Fermi operators introduce minor problems for the 
pretheory spinor fields,2 which are analogous to the ones 
that are introduced when only the Proca fields are consid
ered.4 The ipH and tJtH no longer transform as spinors, and 
they may be expressed as follows: 

ip(X)H = ip(x)IHe - iX(x)IH(CsEC s 'l, 
tJt(X)H = eix(4HEtJt(x)IH. 

If l:::' I CBk = 0 and [E,Ms + 8Ms] = 0 are used to make 
the field equations well defined [no 8 (0) terms] and of finite 
length, then the following field equations are obtained on a 
single space-time surface r: 
(y. a + (Ms + 8Ms))tJt(x)H 

= iEy· (C(X)H + aX(x)H)'II(x)H, (17) 

ip(X)H( - y. a + (Ms + Cs8MsC s I)) 
= ip(x)H(i(CsEC S-I)y. (C(X)H + ax(x)H)). (IS) 

Equations (17) and (IS) will not be valid in arbitrary Lorentz 
frames. This can be avoided, and an effective Lagrangian 
density which has a familiar appearance can be obtained 
with the choice 

4ree ( tJt, ip, V) 

= L(UIHltJtIHUIH,Uil/ipIHUIH,UH 1 VHUH) 

= Lfamiliar(tJtIH,ipIH,VH), 

i.e., the boson fields are expressed in the Heisenberg picture 
and the spinor fields are expressed in the IH picture. 

The forms of q,H and 'IIH imply that q,H r'llH 
= iplHr'llIH provided that Cs , M s , 8Ms , and E all com

mute with F. Therefore, a sufficient condition for the preser
vation of the transformation properties of a general bilinear 
covariant r is the commutation of these four matrices with 

Y,... 

VI. MODIFICATIONS WHEN BOSON MASS 
COUNTERTERMS ARE PRESENT 

The interaction operator W (r) will be chosen as follows: 

W(r) = idaV(X). C(x) - ip(x)Cs8Ms tJt(x) 

- k.~ I CBk Ck(X)1'8M~klC/(Xr). 
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The results for the IH picture pretheory spinor operators are 
unchanged because the term added to W(r) commutes with 
them and their derivatives, i.e., ip IH and tJt IH are spinors if ip 
and tJtwere spinors; a ·j(X)IH is stationary ifEq. (5) is valid; 
and Eqs. (6HS) are still true. 

The changes for the boson operators may be summar
ized by replacingj(x) by an effective currentjelf(x) defined as 

NB 

jetf(x) = j(x) - L TkIC/(x), 
1=1 

where 

Tkl = (/ /cBk) ( cBk8M~kl + cBI8M~lk)· 
The IH picture vector operator A k (X;7/k)IH is now given by 

Adx;7/k)~H = Vk(X;7/k)~H + Eknl'n ·jetf(x)IH, 

and A k (X;7/k )IH satisfies the following conditions: 

(0 - m~k)Adx;1/k)~H - al' a· Adx;7/k) 

= - jetf(X)IH - ~ 1 - 1/k nl'n . jetf(x)IH, (9') 

a • Adx;77k)IH = (a. VdX;1/kll IH - Ek a ·jetf(X)IH, (10') 

.!!....-(a . Ak(x;7JSH) 
dr 

= n· ala • Adx;7Jk)IH) 

= (n . a a· VdX;7JkWH - (1 + EkO)n ·jetf(X)IH. (11') 

Equations (10') and (11') again imply that state restrictions 
such as those introduced by indefinite-metric methods9 will 
not make the subsidiary condition stationary even in the 
weak-convergence limit. Equation (11') also implies that at
tempts to remove the regulation (i.e., taking the limit as 
8M~---+cx:» will give infinite gauge shifts as time progresses. 
The IH picture theory then has no gauge symmetry, and a 
nontrivial Fermi operator G(r) will be necessary. 

The situation will not improve substantially when 
G(r) = GF(r) because GF(r) will remove thej(x) terms while 
leaving the mass-counterterm contributions untouched. 
Therefore, it will be necessary for G(r) to be a nontrivial 
extension ofGF(r). 

VII. GENERAL FERMI OPERATORS WHEN BOSON 
MASS COUNTERTERMS ARE PRESENT 

The Fermi operator method will work if a G(r) can be 
found such that the following conditions are satisfied by all 
of the pretheory fields: 

Vk (X;7Jk)H is a vector operator if 

VdX;7Jk) is a vector operator; 

a· Vk(X;7Jk)H = (a. Vdx;7Jd)H; 

.!!....-(a. Vk(X;7Jk)H) = (.!!....-(a. Vk (X;7Jk)))H 
dr dr 

or 

(19) 

(20) 

n . a a· Vk(X;7Jk)H = (n • a a· Vk (X;7Jk))H. (21) 

Conditions (19H21) will be satisfied for all pretheory 
boson fields when they are satisfied for the Coester fields 
because VdX;7Jk)1' = Ck(x)1' + Ek a!, a· Cdx). Since UH is 
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a function of 1" and 1"0 only, then al UH = (a + nn • a )UH 

= 0 and (21) implies 

a" a· Ck(X)H = (a" a· CdX))H. 

Equations (9'), (10'), and (II') and the relationships 

UH = GIH UIH = UIH G and a H = UH aUM 1 imply that the 
Fermi operator G(1") will satisfy the following: 

G(1")Cdx)G(1")-1 = Ck(x), (22) 

G(1")(a· Ck(x))G(1")-1 = a· Ck(x), (23) 

G(1")(n . a a· Ck(x))G(1")-1 

= n • a a· Cdx) + n ·jeff(x). 

If G(1") is given by 

G(1")=e'"};(T), 

(24) 

where.I (1") =.IF (1") + .IB (1") and.I B (1") is bilinear in the bo
son operators, then Eqs. (22)-(24) become the following: 

a"B(T)C ( ) - iZB(T) - C ( ) e kxe - kX, 

ea"B(T)(a. Ck(x))e-a"B(T) = a. Cdx), 

ea"B(T)(n • a a • Cdx))e - iZB(T) 
NB 

(22') 

(23') 

= n·a a,cdx) - n· L TkIC/(x). (24') 
1=1 

It should be noted that assuming commutivity of.I F and.I B 
is not necessary to obtain Eqs. (22')-(24'), but it is necessary 
to avoid a proliferation of terms of different operator type 
(i.e., different products of creation and annihilation opera
tors).2 The problem is reduced to finding a .I B (1"), which 
commutes with al • Ck (x) and which satisfies (22')-(24'). An 
appropriate .I B has not yet been successfully constructed. 
One special case which is suggested by the results presented 
in this article will be discussed below. 

The special case is 
NB 

j(x)-jeff(x) = j(x) - L TkIC/(x). 
1=1 

This substitution cannot be used directly in.I F(1") because 
there is an unsummed boson index injeff' However, if .I B (1") 
has the form 

i i ' ~ (n . c/(x')al • Ck(X)) 
.IB (1") = dO'dO' £.. Gkl , 

T T k,l=1 IXl-xII 
then Gkl = - (l/41r)Tkl to satisfy (24'). This choice for 
.I B (1") satisfies (22') as well and [.I B (1"),.I F (1")] = 0, but it will 
not satisfy (23'). In fact, condition (23') will yield 

1 i l;NB T a'· C (x') =a,cdx)+- dO" 1=1 kl 1 / . 

417' T Ix 1 - xI I 
This can be shown to make the gauge condition for even the 
Proca field nonstationary. 2 Therefore, .I B (1") in this form is 
not sufficient. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The Fermi-operator methodology was first applied to 
the general pretheory fields in the absence of the boson mass 
counterterms. It was shown that if the Lagrangian density L 
is to have the expected appearance with proper spinor and 
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boson fields as the field variables, then the boson fields must 
be expressed in the Heisenberg picture to preserve the subsi
diary condition and, by default, the spinor operators must be 
expressed in the IH picture. Therefore, canonical commuta
tion relations can no longer be assumed in a single constant
state picture because the images of the interaction picture 
field variables are not the new canonical field variables in 
either the IH or the Heisenberg pictures. In particular, it is 
impossible to reach a constant-state picture from the interac
tion picture in which well-defined spinor and Bose variables 
simultaneously exist and satisfy the expected field equations. 
It was shown that this is not a serious liability because the 
spinor observables (bilinear covariants) can be maintained. 
This approximation of the practical pretheories is not ultra
violet convergent because of the absence of the boson mass 
counterterms. 

Amending the IH picture interaction operator by add
ing boson mass counterterms is shown to cause the subsi
diary condition to drift away from the Lorentz condition as 
time evolves, even in the weak-convergence limit. Removing 
the regulation will often (possibly always) make these terms 
infinite (indefinite), so the full theory includes infinite gauge 
shifts (i.e., gauge invariance is not a good symmetry). Since 
the gauge failure is independent of the physical masses, no 
improvement is obtained by taking zero-mass limits. This is 
a proof that QED is not well defined until the effects of mass 
splitting (e.g., gauge shifting) are removed by means external 
(at this time) to the variational methodology, i.e., the theory 
derived by variational means does not have the proper sym
metry group. Conditions (22')-(24') will allow incorporation 
of the mass-splitting effects within the variational formalism 
while maintaining the gauge condition in the weak-conver
gence limit if a suitable .I B can eventually be constructed. 
Infinite gauge shifts in the Heisenberg picture preclude the 
possibility of constructing a Schrooinger picture because 
such shifts will appear in the Hamiltonian.3 Further work 
will be necessary to determine whether or not these shifts are 
the sole source of the difficulties associated with simulta
neously regulating both the interaction and SchrOdinger pic
tures. 
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The periodic non-Abelian space-independent solutions to Yang-Mills SU(2) equations are 
studied. Hopfbifurcation is shown to appear. New analytic solutions generating a simple Abelian 
source are found and their stability is discussed. The source can be produced by a fermion field; a 
self-consistent solution of Yang-Mills-Dirac equations is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our objective is to study solutions of the so-called 
Yang-Mills mechanics. 1 Up to now, some numerical investi
gations were made, which suggested the existence of at least 
a countable number of periodic oribits. 1

,2 We will comple
ment those studies and find analytic approximate and exact 
solutions. 

The program of the paper is the following. At first. we 
will do a qualitative analysis, i.e .• we will prove the existence 
of periodic solutions. using bifurcation theory. Next. some of 
these solutions are studied numerically. This is done in Sees. 
II and IV. The kind of bifurcation studied is known as Hopf 
bifurcation. 

In Sec. III we present in detail an exact Weierstrass 
function solution. which corresponds to an Abelian source. 
Section V is devoted to stability analysis. Stationary solu
tions appear to be unstable, which is not surprising. since 
Yang-Mills mechanics is known to be chaotic. I- 3 What is 
new is the existence of such perturbations that do not lead to 
chaos. 

The above solutions generate a static Abelian charge. In 
Sec. VI we present a fermion field. which generates just such 
a current. 

The last section contains a short summary and specUla
tions about the physical relevance of the obtained results. 

II. BIFURCATION SOLUTIONS IN YANG-MILLS 
MECHANICS 

The Yang-Mills SU(2) equations read 

ap.Fap.v + rbeA !FCp.v = jV. (1) 

where Fap.v = ap.A av - aVA ap. + labeA /Jp.A cv, labe denotes 
the completely antisymmetric structure constants of the 
SU(2) algebra, Greek space-time indices range from 0 to 3 
and Latin upper isospin indices a,h,c .... range from 1 to 3. 
Assuming A ~ = O. A : = A ; = 0, defining 

A : = s, A i = z. A ~ = u, A i = w, (2) 

and supposing that gauge potentials A; depend only on 
time. Eqs. (1) can be reduced to the following system of ordi
nary differential equations: 

sz - sz + uw - wu = 8"3 const. 

s = - w(sw - uz), u = z(sw - uz), 

z = u(sw - uz), iii = - s(sw - uz). 

(3a) 

(3b) 

These equations describe the so-called Yang-Mills mechan
ics1

•
2 [but note that in Ref. 2 Eq. (3a) is lacking). 
In this section we will consider only the evolution equa

tions (3b). 
Further simplification follows after introducing new 

variables 81>82,rl>r2 such that 

(lIv2)(s + w) = r l cos 810 

(lIv2)(u - z) = r l sin 81, 

(lIv2)(u + z) = r2 sin 82, 

(lIv2)(s - w) = r2 cos 82, 

Inserting this into (3b) one obtains2 

ri 01 = const = LIO ~ O2 = const = L 2, 

i\ - L Vt1 + (rI /2)(ri - ~ = 0, 

r2 - L Vr1 + (r2/2)(~ - ri) = O. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Remark 1: These equations possess a simple solution for 
Ll = L2 = L. It reads 

r l = r2 = (lID)((D 2t + C)2 + L 2)1/2, 

8 = (LID)arctan((D2IL 2)t + (CIL 2)), 

where D and Care iIitegration constants. However, it is rath
er trivial since its holonomy group is U( 1). Thus it represents 
a solution of Maxwell theory embedded into SU(2). 

Our objective is to find static solutions of Eqs. (6) and 
next to look for periodic solutions that bifurcate from these 
solutions. At first, note that Eqs. (6) do not possess any static 
solutions when both constants are nonzero (LIo£2#0). So, 
let us study Eqs. (6) under the assumption that LI = 0, 
L2 #0. Now they read 

rl + (rI /2)(ri -~) = 0, (7) 

r2 - L i/r1 - (r2/2)(ri - ~) = O. (8) 

There exists a static solution 

rl = 0, r2 = 21
/
6L i/3. (9) 

To save some writing we define 

a = 21/6L f3, rl = x, r2 = a + y. (10) 

With these conventions the equations of motion become 

x + (xI2)(X2 - (y + a)2) = O. (1Ia) 

ji - a 6/2(y + a)3 - [(y + a)/2](x2 - (y + a)2) = O. 
(lIb) 
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We now show the existence of nontrivial solutions satisfying 
periodic boundary conditions x(o) = y(o) = x(w(a)T) 
= y(w(a)T) = 0, where w(a) is a frequency and t E (O,2T). 
The period 2Tis arbitrary. 

Theorem 1: The system (11) possesses one and only one 
nontrivial solution which bifurcates from (x = 0, y = 0) at 

values an = mr/,j3T and satisfies periodic boundary condi
tions x(O) = y(O) = x(w(a)T = 1r) = y(w(a)T = 1r) = 0. For a 

sufficiently close to an = n1r/,j3T, the bifurcating solution is 
given by the following formulas: 

x(t,a) =0, 

y(t,a) = JL sin (,j3an t) + 0 (JL2), (12) 

a2( JL) = n2r /3T2 + 2n1r JL/33/2T + 0 (JL2). 

Proof: Let us note that the nonlinear part of (11) and 
their first derivatives with respect to x and y vanish at 
x = y = 0. The linear part of (11) is 

x - (a2/2)x = 0, 

y+ 3a2y=0, 

and there are nonzero solutions 

~ = Cin(~nt) 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(14) 

with frequencies Wn = ,j3an being equal to n1r/T. All eigen
values Wn are simple. For definiteness we assume n = 1. 

Now we can apply standard results of bifurcation the
ory (for instance, Theorem 5.1, p. 188 in Ref. 4), which assert 
that the above described properties are necessary and suffi
cient to guarantee the existence of new solutions of Eqs. (11). 
These nontrivial solutions read 

x(t,a) = O(JL2), 

y(t,a) = JL sin ((1r/T)t) + 0 (JL2), 

a2(JL) = r/3T2 +K(JL) + o (JL2). 

(15) . 

Morever, all small solutions to (11) are either the trivial one 
x = y = ° or these given by (15 ). [A solution (x( JL), y( JL)) is 
said to be small ifit tends to (0,0) aSJL tends to zero.] Now we 
are in a position to compute the factor K of JL in the last of 
formulas (15) and to find all possible solutions of the form 
already described. Let us insert (15) into (11), multiply the 
resulting equations by the transpose,IT of,I and integrate 
over the half-period T. Integrating by parts and discarding 
boundary terms, using the fact that,I solves the linear equa
tion (13) and performing some calculations yields 

3 JL(K (JL )T /1r - 2 JL/33/2) + 0 (JL3) = 0. (16) 

Thus we obtain 
K = 21r JL/33/2T + 0 (JL2). 

Dividing (16) by JL gives 

F K(JL)T /1r - 2JL/33/2 + O(JL2) = 0, 

whereas 

aF /,,-0 = I..#o; 
a(K(JL II K(/L)=O 1r 

(17) 

therefore using the implicit function theorem argument, one 
obtains the existence of exactly one small solution of (16). 
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Since the number of small solutions of the reduced bifurca
tion equation (16) is equal to the number of small solutions of 
the original equations (11), we get the desired uniqueness 
result already stated in Theorem 1. To complete it, let us 
notethatEqs. (11) are solved by x(t,JL) = Oandy(t,JL)beinga 
solution of (l1b), which becomes now 

y - a 6/2(y + a)3 +!(y + a)3 = 0. (18) 

Remark 2: The bifurcation we found is usually called 
Hopf bifurcation in western literature. The plane x = x = ° 
in the phase space of the system, forms a central manifold for 
the trivial solution. What was proved above, reflects simply 
the fact that perturbation within the central manifold gives 
rise to periodic orbits. Note also that our bifurcation is non
generic, in the sense of Ref. 4, and that it exists above and 
below the bifurcation point an' 

We made some numerical investigations of Eq. (18). 
Figure 1 shows a logarithmic (log 10 D ) plot of the deviation 
of the numerical solution from the approximate solution 
JL sin(w It), i.e., 

D = IYn - (e33/2/21r) sin (wlt)l. 

In computer calculations we used the initial momentum 

Py= :t(JLsin(wltlll,=o = 33/2e/2, 

the half-period T= 1, WI = 1r, and a new parameter 

e=21rJL/33/2 = 10-5,10-3,10- 1,1. 

Transparently there is a quite good agreement of both solu
tions up to e = 10-3

, where the deviation is of order 106 

smaller than the amplitude of y n • Figures 2-4 show numeri
cal solutions for values e = 10-5,10- 1,1.0, respectively. One 
can see the increasing-with-"e" deviation from the value 
2T = 2. This is due to the fact that the frequency w(a) of a 
solution depends on the amplitude "e"; our solution is a 21r
periodic function of w(a)t, not of t alone. 

III. EXACT SOLUTION 

Theorem 1 states that bifurcation solutions describe os
cillations along the y axis whose x position is fixed and whose 
y position is governed by Eq. (18). Note that the original 
equations (11) conserve an energy 

0.0 
-1.0 

-10.0 

0.2 1.0 2.0 

FlO. 1. The logarithmic plot of the deviation D of the numerical solution 
from the approximate sine solution for e = 10-5,10-3,10- 1,1.0, respective
ly. 
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• 2 '2 1 6 
E = ~ + L + -:1X2 - (y + a)2)2 + a 2 

2 2 S 4(y + a) 
(19) 

and therefore Eq. (IS) conserves 

E =:l + l(Y + a)4 + a 4/4(y + a)z. 

Thus instead of (IS), which is an equation of second order, 
one can write 

(dz)2 - = 4r - 32EZ - Sa6 

dt' 
(20) 

[where Z = - (y + a)2, t' = t 12], which is a first-order dif
ferential equation that can be obtained from the last expres
sion for E. Its solutions are the Weierstrass elliptic functionsS 

z(t) = P (t' + C,32E,Sa6
). 

The constant C has to be determined from our periodicity 
condition and it should ensure that z(t) is real negative and 
has no singularities for t E ( - 00,00). It follows from proper
ties of the WeierstraSs elliptic function that the imaginary 
part of the appropriate C must be equal to 

Wz = K (~(el - e2l/(e l - e3))/~el - e3. (21) 

Here K is the complete elliptic integral and el > e2 > e3 are 
the roots of the equation 

4r - 32Ez - Sa6 = O. 

The roots are real in our case since the discriminant 
..::1 = (32E)3 - 27(Sa6)2 is non-negative. The minimal value of 
E is E = ia4 and then ..::1 = O. The real part of C is just the 
usual integration constant and is determined by the initial 
condition z(O). One can check that for those a that are close 

to the already known critical value.J3a = 1T/T, and for ener
gies E, which differ slightly from the minimum ~a4, this solu
tion is close to our approximate sine solution. In particular 
the period 

WI = 4K(~(e2 - e3)/(e l - e3))I~el - e3 

of the Weierstrass ellipticfunction P (t' + C,32E,Sa6
) is close 

to 2T = 2, which is the period of the approximate solution 
p, Sin(Wlt) = P, sin(1Tt IT). Morever, for p, -+ 0 the Weier
strass function tends to - a 2

, which implies that 

y = ~ - P - a tends to 0; therefore y =.r=P - a can be 
identified, using the uniqueness result of Theorem 1, with 
the already described bifurcation solution. 

IV. BIFURCATION SOLUTIONS IN YANG-MILLS 
MECHANICS (CONTINUATION) 

In this section we assume LI = L2 = O. In such a case 
Eqs. (3) reduce to those already studied in Ref. 1: 

s+sw2 =0, 

ib+ w~ =0. 

(22a) 

(22b) 

Here the notation is the same as in Sec. II. All components of 
potentials A ~ vanish, saveA !,A ~. These equations possess a 
static solution s = 0, w = a. Define "v" by w = v + a and 
insert it into (22). Then we arrive at 

S + a 2s + 2sva + sv2 = 0, (23a) 

ii + s2a + vs2 = O. (23b) 

Repeating the procedure already applied in the case L I = 0, 
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L2 =1= 0 and appealing to Ref. 4, one comes to the following 
result. 

Theorem 2: The system (23) has a solution (s(t, p,), 
v(t, p,)), which bifurcates from (s = 0, v = 0) at an = n1TIT, 
and 

e) = P,ein ;n t) + 0 (p,Z), 

where p, is related to a by a 2 = n2~ /T2 + 0 (p,). The coeffi
cients of the leading terms of the expressions can be calcu
lated analogously as in the proof of Theorem 1. 

V. STABILITY 

The solution of an evolution system is said to be stable if 
its perturbation «5x(t) is controllable, that is 

II«5x(t)1I < C I I «5x(to)II, (24) 

where C is a constant independent of time as well as of «5x(to) 
and «5x(to) is an initial perturbation; the norms II . II are those 
of a suitable function space. Note that decreasing the initial 
perturbation lI«5x(to)1I yields II«5x(t)1I tending to O. It could be 
shown (e.g., Ref. 6) that ifthe evolution system is 

i=/(x), (25) 

with x, I belonging to a Banach space.! being nonlinear in x 
and satisfying certain smoothness conditions, then a solution 
Xo of (25) is stable if the eigenvalues A of 

f'(xo)«5x = A«5x 

have a negative real part. 
Heref'(xo) denotes a linearization oflat xo' And con

versely, for the real part of A being a positive number, the 
condition (24) is violated and the solution is unstable. 

This criterion gives in our case the following result. The 
trivial solution (9) is unstable against perturbations in the 
plane x - i, since Eq. (13a) has exponentially growing solu
tions (positive eigenvalues a2/2). This could be expected 
since Yang-Mills mechanics is known to be chaoticl-3

; per
turbing its initial state one cannot predict its further evolu
tion. The notion of chaos is narrower than of instability, in 
the sense that chaos requires instability but not on the con
trary. Thus it is of interest that the trivial solution appears to 
be stable under perturbations in the y-y plane, since all solu
tions of (13b) are bounded. This means that such perturba
tions do not imply chaotic behavior. 

The analogous analysis for the Weierstrass elliptic func
tion solution is much more complicated, since then the cor
responding linearized equations contain double-periodic co
efficients (Weierstrass elliptic functions). These are of the 
type known as Hill's equation.7 We expect similar results as 
above, although the confirmation of this expectation would 
be troublesome. 

VI. YANG-MILLS MECHANICS COUPLED TO A DIRAC 
FIELD 

As we pointed out earlier, the solutions considered in 
Sec. II generate an Abelian source, which in explicit form 
reads 
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y 

0.2 1.0 2.0 

FIG. 2. Plot of the numerical solution for e = 10-'. 

It is shown in Ref. 8 that this source is generated by a con
stant bispinor 

( gUZ + XulUZ ) 
'" = \g*UZ + X *ulUZ ' (26) 

where a 3 = - 2,fi.(g*X + gx*) and arg g = arg X ± 11". The 
two previously found solutions, the trivial one and the 
Weierstrass function solution, and (26) form a self-consistent 
solution of Yang-Mills fields coupled to massless Dirac 
fields. 
VII. SUMMARY 

We proved the existence of new periodic solutions 
which bifurcate from a known static solution. Next, some of 
the solutions were found explicitly. In our original notation 
they read 

(i) 

(ii) 

y 

A~ =0, A:=A; =0; 

A 1 = -A ~ = a' cos(a't), 

A 1 =A f = a' sin a't, a' = a/,fi.; 

A 1 = -A ~ = (l/,fi.)( - PIt /2 + C,32E,8a6W12 

xcos Ott), 

A 1 = A f = (l/,fi.)( - PIt /2 + C,32E,8a6W/2 

XsinO(t); 

0.01 
0.0 

0.2 1.0 2.0 

FIG. 3. Plot of the numerical solution for e = 10-'. 
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y 

0.1 

0.2 1.0 2.0 

FIG. 4. Plot of the numerical solution for 1.0. 

where P is the Weierstrass elliptic function, C, E, and a are 
defined as in Sec. III and 

_a3 it dt' 
Ott) = ,fi. 0 P(t'/2 + C,32E,8a6 j" 

In the limit E ~ ia4 the solution (ii) coincides with (i). 
In the easeLI = 0, L2 :;eO, these solutions describe oscil

lations along the y axis near r2 = an = 21
/
6LY3 for 

an = n11"/{3T, where T is (approximately) a half-period of 
the oscillations. The smallest value a at which bifurcation 

can occur is a I = 11"/ {3 T, that is, coming back to our original 
notation, (A 1)2 + (A f)2 =!af = rr/6T2. In the case 
LI = L2 = 0, the new solutions describe rotations in the sow 
plane around s = 0, w = an = n11"/T. The smallest value of 
potentials at which bifurcation can appear is (A 1)2 + (A ~)2 
= a~ = rr/T2. Thus bifurcation solutions appear in there-

gion of strong potentials. This is in accord with earlier re
suIts. 9 

The periodic-in-time solutions, which we found, could 
be physically relevant if the recent suggestion of PalumbolO 

that imposition on potentials of time-dependent boundary 
conditions will remedy QCD is true. The periodic boundary 
conditions cannot be imposed directly since they are incon
sistent with hyperbolic equations (which Yang-Mills equa
tions are). The natural way to implement them is to quantize 
QCD around solutions that are periodic in time. There are 
three candidates, that of Baseyan et al. II and those repro
duced above [note that together with (26) they solve the 
Yang-Mills-Dirac system]. 
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T~e radial equation (or set of e.quations) derived in scattering theory is analyzed by means of 
Tltchmarsh-Weyl theory for smgular second-order differential equations. In particular we have 
foc~sed on the spectral density concept and the corresponding relation to the scattering cross 
section .. The method of complex deformations is brought in as a necessary ingredient in the 
e~aluat~on ofth~ underlying pole strings, which together with the background build up the actual 
dIspersIon relation data. The analysis is supported by numerical applications to a centrifugal 
family of simple potentials. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a scattering experiment the goal of the experimental
ist is to determine the cross sections for the different pro
cesses that may occur. The information gained from such 
experiments, complemented by information from different 
types of spectroscopy, gives us a picture of the physics of the 
colliding system. 

An important feature in the scattering experiments 1,2 is 
the occurrence of resonances in the observed cross sections, 
which are related to quasibound states formed by the collid
ing particles. Such resonances can be related to complex 
poles of the scattering matrix describing the collision. One 
should note in this context that the definition of a resonance 
is not unique. It can either be introduced in terms of its phys
ical effects3 or as an eigenvalue of an analytically continued 
Hamiltonian.4

,5 Even though for resonances with small 
widths the two points of view may be intimately related, they 
are different. We will here exploit the last definition. From a 
theoretical point of view the ability to look at the extension of 
scattering quantities to complex energy values is therefore of 
great interest. This extension provides the experimentalist 
with a possibility of interpreting the cross sections, labeling 
the resonance structure in terms of "generalized" quantum 
numbers, and unites the bound state and scattering theory in 
an attractive framework. 

In this work we will return to the connection between 
Titchmarsh-Weyl (TW) theory for singular second-order 
differential equations6,

7 and the scattering formulation. 8,9 

We will apply TW theory to the radial equation, or set of 
equations, derived in scattering theory and show that 
uniquely defined spectral densities can be obtained. In parti
cular, we will concentrate on the spectral density as given by 
the boundary value problem and its associated expansion 
theorems. Furthermore, we will investigate the asymptotic 
behavior of the spectral density for large energy values. Sta
bility questions in connection with the numerical determina-

a) Permanent addres~: Quantum Chemistry Group for Research in Atomic, 
Molecular and Solid State Physics, University ofUppsala, S-75 1 20 Upp
sala, Sweden. 

tion of resonance information on the second sheet are ana
lyzed in the light of complex deformations. The formulation 
is supplemented with some examples. 

The paper is outlined as follows. In Sec. II we will em
phasize the formulation embodying the case of a differential 
operator defined on an interval containing two singular end
points. In our applications we have usually applied a one 
singular endpoint theory, i.e., on the interval [a; ao). The 
trick has then consisted of choosing a boundary condition at 
the point a, corresponding to a solution regular at origin. 
This would seem to introduce an energy-dependent bound
ary condition (b.c.), which is not in accordance with a proper 
definition of a self-adjoint differential operator. It is shown, 
however, that our "boundary-dependent" spectral density 
can be identified with the trace of the Coddington-Levinson 
spectral matrix lO for a two singular endpoint interval, and 
hence our problem on [a, ao ) is part of a more general formu
lation and can be imbedded in the theory for the two singular 
endpoint problem with energy-independent b.c.'s. Rigorous 
expansion theorems based on the Coddington-Levinson 
spectral density and in terms of general completeness rela
tions are then obtained. Section III gives some examples of 
the spectral density function and comments on their dis
played properties. 

In Sec. IV we will consider the dependence of the spec
tral density for large values of k =.,fE. Many results on 
asymptotic forms of m functions exist, see, e.g., Ak
hiezer. 11,12 Rather than going into this general development, 
we will here present a simplified analysis derived from our 
physical assumptions and knowledge of the properties of the 
potential. Section V contains some additional numerical ap
plications to scattering cross sections. 

In Sec. VI we will present the idea of incorporating 
complex deformation techniques into the theory. This is nec
essary in order to understand the details of the spectral den
sity or the scattering cross section. In particular, we will aim 
at the detection of complex poles and their physical occur
rence in dispersion relation data. Numerical difficulties asso
ciated with complex pole evaluations are analyzed in Sec. 
VII. Some typical examples showing various types of pole 
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strings are supplemented. 
Section VIII, finally, contains a summary of the spec

tral density concept and the information obtained from the 
physical information on the real axis. 

II. WEYL'S THEORY FOR A SECOND-ORDER 
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR 

A. The two singular endpoint case 

Weyl's theory6,7,l0 has been shown to be a useful tool in 
the investigation of the bound as well as the continuous spec
trum. Applications not employing the complex deformation 
techniques described in Sec. VI have been made on the Stark 
effect on hydrogen,13 predissociation by rotationy,14,15 

Weyl's theory, in the context of ordinary differential 
equations, refers to Weyl's extension of the Sturm-Liouville 
theory for a finite interval [a,b] to an infinite interval 
(0, + (0) or ( - 00, + (0). The theory is also applicable to 
integration intervals containing points where the potential 
may be singular. For a detailed description the reader is re
ferred to Everitt and Bennewitz. 12 

Since the extension problem of formally self-adjoint op
erators is vital to any quantum theoretical formulation, al
beit seldom mentioned, we will here give a rather expository 
account of the two singular endpoint case. We will later see 
that this point of view is even more important in the context 
of spectral deformations. Note that modem treatments of 
functional analytic approaches 16-18 interpret mathematical 
physics to explain these things. 

Consider the differential operator L, defined by 

L (u(t)) = - (p(t )u(t)')' + q(t )u(t), (2.1) 

where pIt ) and q(t ) are assumed to be real and continuous and 
p(t»Oon [a, + (0), 

The Titchmarsh-Weyl m coefficient is related to the 
spectral density of L and the following theorem holds. 

m theorem: Let the interval I = [a, + (0) and the coeffi
cients p and q be given as above and two initial value solu
tions be defined by (O<a < 1T/2) 

({J (a,A ) = sin a, ¢(a,A ) = cos a, 

p(a)({J '(a,A ) = - cos a, p(a)¢'(a,A) = sin a. 

Then there exists at least one pair of analytic functions 
(m+,m_), which have the following properties: (i) m ± maps 
the complex number fields C onto itself, i.e. 
m ± : C ± _C ± ; (ii) m ± belongs to the class of Cauchy 
analytic functions holomorphic in C ± ' i.e., m ± E H (C ± ); 

(iii) X ± (A ) = ({J (A ) + m ± (A )¢(..1, ) E L 2(a, (0) (A E C ± ); 

(iv) (m ± (A ))* = m 'f (A *) (A E C ± ); (v) either (a) there is a 
limit circle (LC) at 00, ({J (A ) E L 2(a, 00 ) and ¢(..1, ) E L 2(a, 00 ) 

(A E C), in which case m is not unique or (b) there is a limit 
point (LP) at 00, ({J (A ) Ei L 2(a, (0) and ¢(..1,) Ei L 2(a, 00 ) 

(A E C ± ), in which case m ± is unique. 
In the m theorem above a is a regular point of the inter

val. Ifboth endpoints, however, are singular, the associated 
m function has to be determined via appropriate matchings 
oflogarithmic derivatives of the left- and right-hand regular 
solutions at some nonsingular a within the interval. This 
situation is incorporated in our Titchmarsh-Weyl form8 for 
m via the phase angle a determined so that tan a becomes 
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the logarithmic derivative of the solution regular at the left 
boundary. A careful study ofWeyl's theory for the singular 
case in both endpoints can be found in Coddington and Le
vinson. 10 The development follows closely the formulation 
deduced for one singular boundary. 

At the matching point a we define two solutions ({J1 and 
({J2 with the dependence on the complex parameter 
A = E + iE, € > 0, 

({J1(a) = 1, ({J2(a) = 0, 

p(a)({J ; (a) = 0, p(a)({J ; (a) = 1. 

By assigning the real boundary conditions 

XIB)B1)coS{31 + p(B1)XIB/(B1)sin{31 = 0, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where 1= 1 (2) corresponds to the left (right) part of the 
interval ( - 00, + (0) partitioned by the point a, we will 
study the limiting procedures B 1- - 00 and B2- + 00. 

Since the problem [a, + (0) and ( - 00 ,a] yields, point 
by point, 

X-oo =({J1+({J2m -00 = lim X1B, 
B 1-- 00 

= ({J1 + ({J2( lim mIB,), 
B 1-- 00 

(2.4a) 

= ({J1 + ({J2( lim m2B,), (2.4b) 
B 2---+ 00 

it is a simple matter to match X _ 00 and X + 00 in order to 
obtain eigensolutions of (2.1) that are regular at both end
points. The spectral matrix associated with (2.1) and (2.3) is 
directly obtained from the continued use of the general form 
of Parseval's relation as 

i If(t lh(t )dt 

= ntl (ilf(t)h/in(t)dt )(ih1n(tlf2(t)dt), (2.5) 

where /;, i = 1,2, are square integrable functions, lj is the 
interval (B1' B2), and h/in are Sturm-Liouville normalized 
eigenfunctions of (2.1 ) [with b.c. (2.3), 1= 1,2] on the interval 
lj with eigenvalue E/in' One also gets 

(2.6) 

where r/in are complex constants. For/l = 12 = J, we obtain 

il I(t W dt = f-+ 0000 j,~ I g/ij(W)g1k(W)dp/ijd w), (2.7a) 

with 

(2.7b) 

and 

m 

where the sum is taken over all m such that E/im = E/in' In 
the limits B l - - 00 and B 2- + 00 one finds 

L+oooo I/(t W dt = f-+ 0000 j,~ I gj(w)g!(w)dpjdw), (2.9a) 
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with 

f
+ 00 

gj(W) = _ 00 rp t(w,t If(t )dt. (2.9b) 

A closer analysis based on the appropriate Green's func
tions of the left and right boundary value problem shows that 
the matrixp can be obtained from the Coddington-Levinson 
M matrix, via 

M l1(A) = (m _ 00 (A) - m + 00 (A ))-1, (2.1Oa) 

MdA ) = m _ 00 (A )m + 00 (A )(m _ 00 (A ) - m + 00 (A )) -I, 

MdA) = M 21(A ) = ! (m _ 00 (A) + m + 00 (A )) 

X (m _ 00 (A ) - m + 00 (A )) - I, 

and the Stieltjes inversion formula (W2 > wd 

(2.1Ob) 

(2. We) 

Pjd ( 2) - pjdwd = lim J.- [2 Im(~dE + iE))dE. 
E-+O+ 11" (;)) 

(2.11) 

The formulation above applies as well to any interval 
with a singularity in both the left and the right boundary 
point, whether it is finite or not. 

Defining the Wronskian as 

W(u,v) = (uv' - u'v)p, (2.12) 

we note that the "Titchmarsh-Weyl" m expression on the 
interval (0,00), with a energy dependent, can be written as 

m (A) = W(rp,X + 00) 

(TW) Wlx + 00 ;,p) 

= 
Zsina+cosa 
sina-Zcosa 

Ztana+ 1 
tana-Z' 

(2.13) 

where Z (a) = p(a)x'+ 00 (a)/x + 00 (a) and tan a = p(a),p'(a)/ 
,pta) (,p regular at the origin). From Eq. (2.13), it follows that 
m(TW) (A ) is related to the Coddington-Levinson M matrix 
with the left singular boundary being the point at zero, via 

Tr(M) = m(TW)' (2.14) 

Relation (2.14) follows simply from the fact that m with 
the initial conditions (2.2) is directly given by the logarithmic 
derivatives of respective regular solution at the endpoints. 
For details, see Refs. 8 and 19. 

It is important to point out, however, that the simple 
expression derived by Titchmarsh should, strictly speaking, 
be considered only for energy-independent boundary condi
tions, i.e., a independent of A. In this context one may, for 
a=/=1T/2, deduce the Hille-Wray20,21 function theoretical 
form 

f+ 00 dp(wa) 
m(A)= -tana+ ' , a=/=1T/2, (2.15) 

-00 w-A 
or in its most general Nevanlinna form II (including also 
a = 1T/2) 

m(A)=,8+rA + f_+oooo CE~A) - (E2E+ 1))dP(E), 

(2.16) 

with,8 and r real and A independent with r>O. Since m given 
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by (2.13) necessarily implies a = a(A), the forms (2.15) and 
(2.16) are not strictly valid, although they can be simply gen
eralized to the A-dependent case. In the latter case one must 
interpret the Titchmarsh-Weyl expression (for a being an 
interior point of the interval I) in terms of the expansion 
theorem (2.9)-(2.13) and m(A ) = m(TW) as the appropriate 
trace associated with the singular endpoint theory, 

B. Connections with scattering theory, completeness 
relations 

In the applications treated below, we will putp = 1, and 
let q(r) = I (I + 1)/ r + V (r), where V (r) is less singular than 
r- 2 at the origin and decreases faster than the centrifugal 
term at infinity. Since the origin for I =/=0 is also a singular 
point, we will develop the explicit m expression for each 
partial wave corresponding to the actual rotational quantum 
number. For simplicity we begin with the case 1= O. We can 
here choose a = 0 and a = 1T/2. The regular solution ,p(r) is 
defined by the conditions ,p(0) = 0 and ,p'(0) = 1. Although 
I = 0 corresponds to a limit circle situation, with all solu
tions square integrable at origin, the condition 1/1(0) = 0 is 
necessary to assure self-adjointness of the three-dimensional 
Laplacian. This means that, with k = (E - q( 00 W/ 2 and E 
real, we have 

lim(l/r),p(r) = 1, (2.17a) 
r---+O 

lim (I/I(r) - W(k )!/k )sin(kr + 8(k))) = 0, (2. 17b) 
r~oo 

wheref(k,r) is the exponential solution (Jost solution), i.e., 

lim exp( + ikrlf ± (k,r) = 1 (2.18) 

and 

f(k) =f(k,O) = W(!.,p) = If(k)!exp( - i8) (2.19) 

is the Jost function. Using the relation between m andf(k), 
one obtains [E E 0' c (L )] the Kodaira form for the spectral 
density,9,22 

1T(dp ) -Im(m(E))- iW(j+,J-) _ k 
dw - - 2!W(j+,,pW - If(kW' 

(2.20) 
Although (2.13) is valid for alII (and even for more gen

eral potentials like the Coulomb or Stark potentials), the lim
it a-A> cannot be taken directly. To treat the case I> 0 we 
instead proceed by defining the regular solution by 

and 

lim(21 + 1)!!r- I - 1,pI(r) = 1 (2.21) 
r---+O 

lim (,pl(r) - [t;(k )! sin(kr - 11T + 81)) = O. (2.22) 
r~oo k l + 1 2 

In (2.22) the partial wave Jost functionfz(k) is given by 

fz(k) = ( - k )IW(fz(k,r),,pd = [t;(k )!exp( - i81), 

(2.23a) 

lim(;! exp(ikr) - fz(k,r)) = O. (2.23b) 
r~oo 

Note that the two branchesfl± (k,r) are defined as 
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lim (( ± lY exp( ± ikr) - ! r± (k,r)) = 0, (2.24) 
r~oo 

with (k real) 

U / (k,r))* =! r- (k,r) = ( - 1)1t ( - k,r), (2.25a) 

U/(k))* =!r-(k) =/r( - k). (2.25b) 

Generalizing (2.20) to I> 0, one obtains 

(dpr) iW(!r+,fn k 21 + I 
1T dw = 21 WU/, tflW = It;(kW' 

(2.26) 

As mentioned for I = 0 and E> 0, it is possible to take the 
limit a-o in (2.13). At a bound state, E < 0, the spectral 
function has the jump 

lajl2 = ((00 ItP(Ej, rW dr) -2, (2.27) 

valid for alII. 
We note that for 1 = 0, q=O (a = 0 and a = 1T/2), 

m = i.,f): is its Nevanlinna form. However, for t~o the 
growth of P with E is too rapid to allow for a direct represen
tation ofNevanlinna character (seep theorem in Ref. 12). We 
then construct the completeness relation as 

f
+OO 

~ (r - r) = _ 00 tfl(w,r)tfr(w,r)dPr(w). (2.28) 

The spectral density thus has the form 

dPr { ! ~~~;~;12 ' 
CJ .. E ~ ~lajl'6IE-Ejl, (2.29) 

E<O. 

The spectral density derived here can be found, for in
stance, in Newton's book.23 It is interesting to note, however, 
that (2.13) for a =1= 0 is of general validity, covering all values 
of 1, and, as we will see, it will be of practical value in search
ing for the poles. 

Summarizing this section, we have derived two types of 
spectral densities. The first one, given by formula (2.13), as
sociated with expansion theorems (2.9)-(2.11), is the Titch
marsh-Weyl spectral density. The other one, defined by 
(2.26), associated with the completeness relations (2.28) and 
(2.29), will be called the Kodaira form. For 1= 0 one can 
make the two types coalesce by taking the limit a-o, where
as for I > 0 this is not directly possible. 

III. SPECTRAL DENSITIES 

The spectral densities defined in the previous section, 
i.e., for E E uc(L), 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

are straightforward to evaluate numerically. In particular 
(3.1) is simple to obtain, since m(TWl' see Eq. (2.13), only 
depends on logarithmic derivatives and can be determined 
from the Riccati equation. 19 The Kodaira density (3.2) on the 
other hand depends on the Jost function, see (2.26), and 
hence the Wronskian between the regular solutions at both 
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8 
L=O-4 

a: 
(5 4 

0 

o 4 8 12 

R 

FIG. 1. The potential V(r) = Vor exp( - r) was chosen in our numerical 
illustrations. The five different curves show, from bottom to top, the poten
tial including the centrifugal term for I = 0, 1,2, 3,4. 

endpoints has to be calculated. Unlike (3.1), the Kodaira 
form (I =1=0) is not derivable from a Nevanlinna function and 
hence the information from the Riccati equation is not suffi
cient to obtain (3.2). 

In order to compare the different spectral densities de
rived above, we made a numerical investigation of their 
properties using the model potential of Bain et al.24 

VIr) = Vor exp( - r) (3.3) 

and a Hamiltonian which in our units is (here p = !) 

H= - ~~ + V(r) + 1(/+1). (3.4) 
2 dr 2r 

Theeffectivepotential,q(r) = VIr) + 1(1 + 1)/2r,isshownin 
Fig. 1. 

To obtain the Titchmarsh-Weyl form for the spectral 
density, the required logarithmic derivatives [see Eq. (2.13)] 
were calculated by numerical integration of the Riccati 
equation using the method by Johnson. 25 To evaluate the 
Wronskian in the Kodaira expression the regular solutions 
were integrated using the Numerov technique. The resulting 
spectral densities are displayed in Figs. 2-4 for 1 = 0-2 (Ko
daira) and Figs. 5-7 for 1 = 0-2 (Titchmarsh-Weyl) with 
varying matching point a. 

Note the difference between the Titchmarsh-Weyl den-

Z 8 L=O 

w 
Q 

0: en 
c( 4 
a: 
;;: 
Q 
0 
lII:: 

0 

0 4 8 12 16 
ENERGY 

FIG. 2. The Kodaira spectral density for the illustration potential with 
1= O. Note the sharp peak indicating the resonant state. 
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ENERGY 

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 but for I = I. Note that the peak here is less pro
nounced. 

sity and the Kodaira density. For 1= 0, (2.26) or (2.20) corre
sponds to (2.13) if the matching point a is zero. In Fig. 5 the 
difference is displayed explicitly. The spectral density given 
by formula (2.20) approaches k for large energies and I = 0, 
and k 21 + 1 for I> O. As will be shown in the next section, an 
oscillatory behavior of m(TW) for a > 0 appears in the region 
of large energy. This is clearly brought out in Figs. 5-7, 
where different matching points a have been used. Note that 
if a increases so do the oscillations. Only for a = 0 or by 
using (2.26) does one get the free-particle density k 21 + 1. 

Since peaks in m, corresponding to resonances, have differ
ent magnitudes for different matching points, earlier nu
merical treatments were somewhat dependent on a. In the 
complex scaling approach (see below), this is no longer the 
case. 

For an isolated resonance close to the real axis, one 
finds that the real part of m rapidly changes sign around the 
maximum of the imaginary part. This feature is indeed very 
important in locating sharp resonances. It is illustrated for 
1= 0 and a = 0 in Fig. 8. However, as resonances move 
down in the complex plane, the sign change in the real part 
will not occur on the maximum of the imaginary part. The 
latter will show non-Lorentzian behavior, and the associated 
width is much broader than the one given by the actual pole. 

.
'" o 

.... 4 

z 
w 
c 

2 
D. 
tn 
c( 
~ 

~ 01----./ 
o 
~ 

o 4 8 

ENERGY 
12 16 

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 2 but I = 2. Here only the most optimistic reader will 
find a hint of a peak structure around 7 to 8 energy units. 
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FIG. 5. Spectral densities for 1= O. The full line (-) shows the Kodaira 
form. The semidashed line (- - -) and the dashed line (- - - -) show the Titch
marsh-Weyl densities for a = 1.0 and a = 2.5, respectively. 

When poles approach and go beyond the complex threshold 
(26), the corresponding real parts of the pole may be of the 
same magnitude. Due to such pole interactions, one will find 
that the real part of m may no longer change sign. The onset 
of this trend is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. In such cases we 
have found that ansatz-dependent analytical procedures, as 
well as phase shift methods, become very unreliable. In ob
taining the appropriate background the properties of the po
tential become crucially important. To deal with this situa
tion we will show that the combination of the Titchmarsh
Weyl theory with complex scaling techniques supplies us 
with a rigorous formulation with attractive consequences for 
numerical applications. 

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE TITCHMARSH
WEYL THEORY AND ITS RELATION WITH THE 
SCATTERING CROSS SECTION 

The spectral densities derived in the previous section 
are intimately connected with the scattering matrix and thus 
with the total and differential cross sections. Previously this 
has been demonstrated in terms of Wronskians involving 
regular, irregular, and Jost solutions. As commented upon in 
Sec. II, the direct evaluation of resonance poles via the Titch
marsh-Weyl m function (2.13) becomes particularly attrac
tive when angular momentum quantum numbers become 

4 
L=1 

" , . , . , . , . , . , . 
.- ' . , . 
i ' . , 0 , . , . 
t- o • 

2 ' . 
i ' . , . , . . . 
i o • , . , . , . , . , . , ' . , . 

, 
0 

, 

0 4 8 12 16 
ENERGY 

FIG. 6. Im(mTW(E)) for 1= 1, a = 0.5 (full line) and a = 2.5 (dashed line). 
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FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for I = 2, a = 0.5 (full line) and a = 2.5 (dashed 
line). The maximum that usually is associated with the resonance is here 
only an asymmetry in a shoulder of an oscillation. 

large as well as in more general cases like the Coulomb inter
action or the Stark effect. As we will be interested in the 
asymptotic behavior of the m function (2.13), the trace of the 
Coddington-Levinson spectral matrix, a simple evaluation 
of the appropriate Wronskian forms (see previous section) at 
an asymptotic region (kr large) will be carried out and tested. 

In principle, this asymptotic formulation will yield 
complete spectral information, and hence scattering data, 
without explicitly having to determine Riccati-Bessel and 
Riccati-Neumann functions for alII values of interest. Al
though the latter conclusion is of practical significance in the 
actual resonance pole determination, the scattering informa
tion will be much more difficult to obtain, due to slow con
vergences. Nevertheless, our asymptotic formulation ex
plains the oscillatory behavior of the spectral density 
previously noted as well as is entirely expressed in resonance 
parameters. 

To proceed we notice that the asymptotic form of the 
regular solution is 

"'I (kr) -- exp(iol(k ))sin(kr - hr/2 + ol(k)). (4.1) 

...... 
'" o ,.... 

kr_oo 

1.0 
L=O 

i O.O~_------
.... 
i 
iii 
ex: -1.0 

o 4 8 

ENERGY 
12 16 

FIG. 8. For isolated resonances close to the real axis Re(mTW(E)) rapidly 

1.0 

...... 
i .... 0.0 i 
iii ex: 

-1.0 

0 4 8 

ENERGY 

L=1 

12 16 

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for / = 1 and a = 0.5. The behavior for reson
ances close to the real axis, i.e., the sharp down-up variation, has almost 
disappeared here. 

The Weyl solution is proportional to the Jost solution, 
EEUc(L), 

XI (kr) cr.J;(kr) -- exp(ikr). 
kr_oo 

(4.2) 

We may now evaluate m(TW) as kr--oo by using the 
asymptotic expressions above in (2.13): 

I, (I (k) ik 2 cot(ka - hr/2 + ol(k)) + 1) 
1m m(TW) ,a - = 0 

a_a> k cot(ka - hr/2 + ol(k)) - ik 

or (4.3) 

lim (m[TW) (k,a) - (l/2ik )(( 1 - k 2)exp(2i(ka 
a_a> 

and 

lim (1m m[TW) (k,a) - (l/k)((k 2 - l)cos2(ka 
a_a> 

(4.4) 

For a free particle, where V(r)=O for all r, we have that 
the solution regular at the origin is the Riccati-Bessel func
tion 

-0.5 

...... 
i .... -1.5 i 
iii ex: 

-2.5 

0 4 8 

ENERGY 

L=2 

12 

(4.5) 

16 

changes sign from plus to minus around the resonance position. This is here FIG. 10. Same as in Fig. 8 but for / = 2 and a = 0.5. Here the sharp vari-
illustrated for I = 0 and a = 0.5. ation close to the resonant level has disappeared completely. 
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wherejl(kr) is the spherical Bessel function. For large ka the 
asymptotic form of the Riccati-Bessel function, 

il(kr) -+ sin(kr - 111'/2), (4.6) 
kr __ oo 

together with the asymptotic form of the Jost solution now 
gives 

r (I (k) _ ik2 cot(ka - 111'/2) + 1) - 0 a:n; m(TW)O ,a k cot(ka _ 111'/2) - ik -

or 

lim (m!TW)O (k,a) - (1I2ik )(( 1 - k 2)exp(2i(ka 
a~oo 

- 111'/2) - (1 + k 2)))) = 0 

and 

lim (1m m!TW)O (k,a) - ( 11k )((k 2 - 1 )cos2(ka 
a~oo 

by 

- 111'/2) + 1)) = O. 

We may now express the scattering amplitude 

FI(k) = (11k )exp(ic5l(k ))sin c51(k) 

The total elastic cross section may be written as 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

0' = LUI' (4.11) 
I 

in which the contribution to the total cross section by each 
partial wave is 

O'I(k) = 417'(21 + 1)/FI(k W. (4.12) 

Using (4.10) we get 

(
Iml (ka) ml (ka)1 2) 

(k) = 4-'21 1) lim (TW)' - (TW)O , • 
0'1 ,,\ + Hoo 11-k 212 

(4.13) 

From the asymptotic formulas above, it is obvious that 
the Titchmarsh-Weyl m function will display oscillatory be-
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FIG. 11. The partial cross section u, for I = 0 calculated with the method of 
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10 

FIG. 12. Same as in Fig. 11 but for I = 1. 

havior for large k. This is clear from (4.7) and (4.8) with 
q(r)=O, and from (4.3) and (4.4). In the latter case the phase 
shift appears explicitly. Consequently the oscillatory behav
ior of the Titchmarsh-Weyl spectral density as compared to 
the free particle spectral density will yield information on the 
partial wave cross section. We will come back to this prob
lem in the following sections. 

v. CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS 

To give an idea of the usefulness of the asymptotic for
mulas of the previous section, the partial cross section for 
1=0 was calculated (see Fig. 11). The Titchmarsh-Weyl 
form for the m function was again obtained by the numerical 
integration of the appropriate logarithmic derivatives. For 
I = 0 the convergence was satisfactory but for higher I values 
the convergence properties got worse, as expected, and the 
evaluation had to be made at very large r values. For com
parison, the partial cross section. was obtained from the K 
matrix using the method of Johnson25 via 

S=(l +iK)(l-iK)-I. (5.1) 

In this case explicit evaluation of Riccati-Bessel and Ric
cati-Neumann functions is required. Although the conver
gence using asymptotic formulas of the last section was bad 
for I > 0 it is interesting to note that even if background scat
tering data evidently becomes very difficult to obtain from 

8 
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::::Ii! 
CJ 
c;; 
..J 
<C 

4 

t= 
a: 
<C 
Q. 

0 

2 4 6 8 10 

ENERGY 

Johnson.2~ FIG. 13. Same as in Fig. 11 but for 1=2. 
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(4.13), the associated pole search was very efficiently deter
mined through m(TW) for all values of I. 

In order to see how the actual poles of the potential 
shown in Fig. 1 show up in the various spectral densities, we 
will in addition to the Kodaira densities (Figs. 2-4) and the 
Titchmarsh-Weyl densities (Figs. 5-7) also display the par
tial cross section (Figs. 11-13). For I = 0 and I = 1, the reso
nance closest to the real axis can be easily detected. The case 
1=2 is more difficult to analyze. In the Titchmarsh-Weyl 
case (Fig. 7) an outgrowth on the harmonic feature of the 
density tells us that something is to be found further down in 
the complex plane. In the Kodaira case (I = 2) (Fig. 4) this 
feature is hardly noticeable. In the cross section the reso
nance shows up as a shoulderlike behavior (Fig. 13). Note 
that the partial cross section dips to zero as it should, and 
that the total cross section (Fig. 14) is quite insensitive in the 
corresponding region, except the small bump coming from 
the zero partial wave. In the next two sections we will return 
to the actual determination of the whole string of complex 
resonance poles. 

VI. COMPLEX ROTATION 

In earlier applications m(TW) was calculated on the real 
axis and continued out in the complex plane by an ansatz of 
rational fractions. 13,14 This method makes it possible to de
termine positions and widths of narrow resonances rather 
accurately. It is, however, dependent on the particular an
satz chosen. With the introduction of complex scaling4,5,26 
one is freed from this dependence and can, in principle, cal
culate pole strings in the whole section of the complex plane 
opened up by the rotation.27-31 The exterior scaling3o,32,33 
allows, furthermore, the accurate determination of reson
ances associated with sets of numerical potentials.30 

Complex scaling is generated by the densely defined op
erator (p = - iii d /dx) 

A = 1/2(px +xp). (6.1) 

The extension problem here is by no means trivial; for in
stance, the operator 

A' = 1/2(px3 + x 3p) (6.2) 

has no such extension. For discussions on self-adjointness of 

'0 
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FIG. 14. Total cross section associated with the illustration potential evalu
ated with the method of Johnson. 25 
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A and related problems see Thirring.17 
In this section we will assume that the potential q(r) [or 

in the couple equation variant, the matrix q(r)] satisfies the 
conditions ofWeyl's limit point. We will further require the 
analytic extension q(17r), 17 = eilJ

, to be such that there exists 
one unique square-integrable solution of the complex de
formed differential operator along the complex path. Obvi
ously this includes dilation analyticity as a special case. In 
addition to the spectral properties derived by Balslev and 
Combes5 we may encounter new complex structures such as 
limiting rotation angles, different pole strings for different 
angle intervals, etc. (see below). We will here proceed to give 
some examples and demonstrate how the actual computa
tion can be carried out. 

By scaling r--w, 17 = eilJ in (2.1) one obtains the differ
ential equation (p = !) 

u;(r) + 2172(A - q(w))u,.,(r) = 0, (6.3) 

in which 17 appears as a complex parameter. To (4.3) we have 
the associated scaled Riccati equation 

Z ~ = 2172( q(17r) - A) - z~, (6.4) 

z,., = u~ (r)u; l(r). (6.5) 

If needed, numeric potentials with analytic tails can also be 
handled by the exterior scaling method,3o,32,33 i.e., 

{
r, r<Ro, 

r__ 'IJ 
Ro + e' (r - Ro), r>Ro. 

(6.6) 

Before analyzing the effect of the scale transformations T1], 

or (6.6) we see immediately that (2.13) can be analytically 
extended as 

(6.7) 

with Z ~ being the logarithmic derivative of the square-inte
grable solution at infinity [that is, square integrable after 
rotation, provided arg(17) is sufficiently large, see below], i.e., 

(6.8) 

and 

z'" = .1,' .1,-1 
,., '1"',.,'1"',." (6.9) 

with tP,.,(r)--O (all values of l). 
r-+O 

At the complex energies Eo for which (6.7) blows up, 
direct numerical integration of(6.3) yields the scaled outgo
ing wave which asymptotically behaves as 

(6.10) 

By putting 17 = 1 and evaluating (6.3) with A = Eo, we 
get the asymptotically growing solution traditionally asso
ciated with a Gamow wave. In Fig. 15, the scaled and non
scaled Gamow waves are shown for a resonance energy of 
the potential in Fig. 1 for I = O. Note how the scaling forces 
the otherwise exponentially growing solution to zero for 
large r values. 

It is interesting to investigate why a Gamow wave can
not be directly obtained from (2. 1) or (2.3) with 17 = 1, using a 
complex A and allowing for a change of the boundary condi
tion at infinity. The situation has been analyzed from the 
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L=O 

o 4 8 

R 

12 

FIG. 15. Our illustration potential with 1=0 (dashed line). The full line 
shows the real part of the associated Gamow wave for the unsealed problem 
whereas the half-dashed line shows the corresponding exterior scaled Ga· 
mow wave. The difference between the unsealed and the scaled Gamow 
waves starts with the onset of the exterior scaling at Ro = 4.0. 

point of view of Titchmarsh-Weyl theory.34 We will here 
give a more direct argument. 

Since the actual stability problem of the nonlinear Ric
cati equation focuses on the logarithmic derivative, we will 
analyze the logarithmic derivative (/ = 0 for simplicity) 

Z (TJ,k,r) = X'(TJ,k,r)/X(TJ,k,r), (6.11) 

with 

(6.12) 

First put TJ = 1. Then in the upper half-plane of k we have 
the following: 
limZ(k,r) __ -ik, kEC+, IS(k)l<oo, (6.13) 

limZ (k,r) __ ik = - K, kEC+, l5IS(k)1 = 00 (6.14) 

(K> 0 for a bound state). 

However, for k being continued into the lower half of 
the complex plane we have 

limZ(k,r)--ik, kEC-, IS(k)l<oo, (6.15) 

limZ(k,r) __ ik, kEC-, liIl!IS(k)1 = 00. (6.16) 
r_oo k_k 

Hence, unlike when k belongs to the upper half-plane (phys
ical sheet), the logarithmic derivative for the solution corre
sponding to a pole of S (k ) in the lower half-plane is the same 
as the logarithmic derivative for any other solution [except 
the one corresponding to S (k ) = 0]. When one starts a nu
merical procedure for the Riccati equation with k E C - and 
Z (k,r) equal to ik in the asymptotic region oflarge r values, 
all solutions, except the one corresponding to S (k ) = 0, will 
thus have the same asymptotic value of Z (k,r) for r large. The 
solution corresponding to a pole of S (k ) mixes with other 
solutions in the Riccati procedure, and the latter becomes 
unstable. 

However, if we spectrally deform the differential opera
tor, i.e., let r--TJr, TJ = exp(iO), 0> 0 (k E C -) and further
more let the pole k of S (k) be exposed by the rotation TJ, i.e., 
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arg TJ> larg k I, it then follows immediately that 

lim Z (TJ,k,r) = - ikTJ, k E C -, k =/=k, (6.17) 

lim Z (TJ,k,r) = ikTJ, k E C -. (6.18) 
r~", 

Hence the resonance solution, for k = k leads to a logarith
mic derivative numerically different from other solutions in 
the asymptotic range. The spectral deformation makes the 
branch of the Riccati equation associated with the resonance 
solution stable, and the corresponding starting asymptotic 
value of Z = ikTJ does not "mix" with other solutions. 

We also note that S, being the quotient of the J ost func
tions, 

(6.19) 

with 

(6.20) 

wheref ± (k,r) are the Jost solutions35 and", the regular solu
tion, seems to indicate that scaling changes f ± (k) into 
f ± (TJ,k ) andS (k )intoS(TJ,k). However, in a numerical com
putation of the analytic continuation of S (k ) it is, in general, 
necessary to calculatef+ andf- using different TJ factors. 
From the Jost-Pais theorem36 one finds, for instance, that 
f(k ) can be identified with the determinant of (1 - GoV), with 
Go being the resolvent (E + iO - Ho) -1 and Ho defined from 
(2.1) without the potential q. Since Go V, spectrally deformed 
via the associated scaling operator, will not alter the determi
nant of (1 - GoV), one finds thatfis independent of scaling 
for fixed k. This yields the necessary invariance condition for 
the Jost solutions and the S matrix. The present argument is 
somewhat sketchy. A more detailed account will be given 
elsewhere. 

In the next section, we will comment on some examples 
of complex resonance pole determination and their role in 
building up the spectral density or scattering background. 

VII. CALCULATION OF COMPLEX POLES 

The present theory has been tested on several model 
potentials, both analytically as well as numerically defined 
ones.24-28 We will here apply our formulas to the model po
tential used in the previous sections, see Eq. (3.3). For such 
model potentials (see below) a rigorous analytic theory that 
does not employ spectral deformation has been formulated 
by Meyer. 37.38 Unfortunately, this theory does not apply di
rectly to the Coulomb problem or to the case of / > 0 or even 
for the Gaussian potential of Moiseyev et aI.39 As we have 
seen, a particular stability problem appears in the complex 
energy plane, which necessitates the employment of a com
plex deformation technique. 

To find the location of resonant states we can either 
focus on the evaluation of the Wronskian corresponding to 
f / (k) or, equivalently, examine the function appearing in 
the denominator ofEq. (6.7). We have here chosen the latter 
procedure. This is a convenient choice, especially in the case 
of several coupled channels where instabilities frequently oc
cur in the numerical integration of the wave function matri
ces. The log-derivative method does not suffer from such 
problems. Ifwe, however, are interested in obtaining an ana-
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lytic continuation of the whole S-matrix element we must 
return to the evaluation of the wave function. 

In Fig. 16 we show the resulting pole strings for several I 
values for our model problem. The obtained pole strings 
have certain features in common with the ones associated 
with the Moiseyev-type potential studied by Rittby et al.26

,29 

For both types of potentials there exist a real energy well 
above the potential maximum such that for all resonance 
energies €res' we will have 

(7.1) 

The resonance that defines the complex threshold-the 
threshold resonance fulfilling the equality sign in (7.1 )-de
fines further a natural partitioning point between the two 
classes of primary and secondary resonances. 

The primary class contains all resonances and bound 
states with 

Im(€res) < Im(€thresh)' (7.2) 
and we assume that these resonances correspond to the 
peaks found in the velocity dependence of the scattering 
cross section. The secondary class of resonances would, with 
this assumption, only contribute to the background effects in 
potential scattering, We will return to this division of the 
pole distribution in connection with a paper discussing the 
Breit-Wigner ansatz and the analytic continuation of the 
whole S-matrix element. 

In connection with the Moiseyev model potential two 
separate pole strings appeared: Rittby et al. 26 and Korsch et 
al.40 An explanation of this phenomenon was given by 
Rittby et al.29 in terms of the existence of a critical rotation 
angle. In rotations larger than the critical angle one needs to 
account for a Stokes-like behavior which, if erroneous 
boundary conditions are supplied, leads to false resonances. 
An interesting supporting analysis has been given by Atabek 
and Lefebvre.41 A recent study of confinement potentials of 
Moiseyev and Katriel42 shows that different pole strings for 
different rotation angles are possible. 

At first glance it is remarkable that the pole string asso
ciated with the Bain potential has resonances for I> 1. This 
can, however, be understood if it is recognized that only the 
real part of the potential is affected by the addition of the 
centrifugal term. One can also notice that the pole spectrum 
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FIG. 16. The pole strings associated with different I values of the illustration 
potential. The I values range from I = 0 to I = 4. The first pole for I = 0 has 
the lowest real energy of all the first poles in the respective strings. Note that 
all strings, although somewhat displaced, follow a similar trajectory. 
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associated with the potential for 1= 3 and 4 only has a secon
dary class. One sees that when poles reach the threshold, i.e., 
become secondary, the effect on the spectral density is a 
shoulderlike behavior, see, e.g., Rittby et al. 31 The secondary 
poles or "background poles," iflocated, can be used to model 
the S matrix via a pole ansatz. Recent progress along those 
lines has been obtained by A tabek et al.43 and Korsch et al.44 

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this work we have emphasized the use of the Titch
marsh-Weyl approach in connection with studies of analytic 
properties of scattering theory. In particular we have uti
lized the completeness of the TW theory to combine the de
scription of the continuum with that of the bound states. In 
addition to yielding information of the relevant point spectra 
it also supplies a rigorous inclusion of the appropriate scat
tering background. 

In the development of the theory, various types of spec
tral densities related to exact completeness relations were 
derived, analyzed, and computed. It was also pointed out 
that the extension of Hermitian operators is far from a trivial 
problem but necessary for further analysis. The analytic con
tinuation of the unique square-integrable solution associated 
with the (limit-point) differential operator, defined as a two 
singular endpoint problem, was further carried out, calculat
ed, and interpreted. 

Since our main objective is to find the underlying ana
lytic structure associated with the behavior of the actual 
spectral density as a function of k (or E) on the real axis, a 
theory that elucidates the full analytic content of the differ
ential operator is needed. Titchmarsh-Weyl theory is pre
cisely the answer to this demand, which furthermore is a 
formulation that is computationally very attractive. As has 
been shown here, the combination of complex scaling with 
TW theory allows a numerical description of pole strings 
valid far out into the complex plane. 

The actual need for doing complex scaling has also been 
analyzed in connection with general numerical integration 
techniques applicable to potentials of a very general class. 
Note that equations are written so that a generalization to 
coupled equations is straightforward.45 

In comparison with WKB approaches, one may also 
bypass the need for a convergence analysis as well as the 
investigation of problems related to Stokes phenomena. 
Complex scaling and Titchmarsh-Weyl theory focus direct
lyon the square-integrable solution, i.e., a change of asymp
totic branch is automatically picked up. Furthermore one 
can also apply the TW theory numerically to the case when 
the asymptotic form of the solution is not known, providing 
that the potential belongs to Weyl's limit-point classifica
tion.46 

Finally we would like to stress that the present formula
tions provides a first step towards an alternative solution of 
the inverse problem. Using pure resonance information as 
well as the remaining background, this approach can in prin
ciple be applied to, for example, barrier penetration phenom
ena. Work along these lines is in progress. 
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SUSYalgebras, in d = 4 and 11, are analyzed, extended by the addition of both spinorial and 
bosonic central charge generators. It is found that only limited extensions are possible, on use of 
Jacobi identities. Casimirs, irreps, and spin reduction are discussed, and the problems of 
constructing actions for SUSY and supergravity theories as full superspace actions are 
considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been a great deal of interest in theor
ies of gravity in higher dimensions I and especially in those 
involving N-extended supergravity (N-SGR). In particular, 
the process of spontaneous compactification has led to var
ious possible models in which the "standard model" gauge 
group SU(3) X SU(2) X U( 1) is the symmetry of the compacti
fied solution. 2-4 

Even though these models still have problems associat
ed with the possible fermion representations there remains 
the more fundamental question as to their quantum proper
ties. In particular, it is not known if any version of supergra
vity, in higher dimensions or not, has sufficient cancellation 
of the usual ultraviolet divergences to be finite on-shell. 

The most appropriate way to tackle this problem is to 
construct a superspace version of the corresponding theory 
so as to "automate" the Fermi-Bose ultraviolet divergence 
cancellation mechanism. Such an approach has been used 
with great effect to prove the finiteness of d = 4, N = 4 super 
Yang-Mills theory (N = 4 SYM) to all orders of perturba
tion theory.s,6 A similar prooffor d = 4, N = 8 SGR is lack
ing due to the existence of a barrier at N = 3 for the construc
tion of extended supergravities in superspace.7,8 Since the 
N = 3 barrier in d = 4 becomes even more restrictive with a 
barrier at N = 1 for the case of d = 10 and even N = 0 for 
d = 11, it is necessary to take seriously the question of evad
ing these various barriers for constructing N-SGR's in d>4. 

The methods used in the proof of finiteness of N = 4 
SYM were either by use of light-cone variables and gauge,S 
or by use of an N = 2 superfield formulation of the theory. 6 

A light-cone or N /2 superspace formulation of extended su
pergravities in d>4 seems possible, especially following the 
recent construction of a component version of N = 1 super
gravity in light-cone coordinates in closed form.9 Even if a 
light-cone superspace version ofmaximalN-SGR in various 
dimensions could be constructed it is not clear that this 
would allow a proof of finiteness.1O The discovery of the 
N = 4 relaxed hypermultiplee 1.12 should allow a complete 
version of N = 8 SGR in terms of N = 4 superfields. How
ever, this theory would suffer from the existence of a putative 
three-loop counterterm. I3 Higher-dimensional SYM and 
SGR's are expected to be even more ultraviolet divergent. 

The explicit preservation of maximal symmetry may be 
of importance in achieving finiteness of N = 8 SGR. There is 
an alternative approach to the construction of superspace 

.) On leave of absence from Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science 
Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt. ' 

versions of N-SYM and N-SGR beyond the Nbarrier which 
uses the notion of "spin reduction" and which avoids the loss 
of explicit Lorentz invariance (as in the light-cone gauge) or 
full internal symmetry (as in the N /2 version of N-SYM or 
N-SGR). 

Spin reduction arises when only massless representa
tions are allowed, through the imposition of a suitable con
straint. In order to achieve this, it is essential that off-shell 
central charges are introduced. The appropriate constraints 
can then be obtained by means of consideration of represen
tations of supersymmetry algebras in the presence of central 
charges l 4-16 or by means of the Casimirs of the supersym
metry algebra. 17 It has proved possible to construct a full 
superspace version of N = 4 SYM by these means,18 using 
the analysis of linearized actions for N = 2 (Ref. 19) and 
N = 4 and 8 (Ref. 20). 

A similar approach to d = 11, N = 1 SGR will require 
the introduction of central charges in the supersymmetry 
algebra. So far we have assumed that the central charges are 
always bosonic. However, a geometric formulation of d 
= 11,N = 1 SGR required the introduction of spinorial cen-

tral charges. 21 We must therefore also consider such a possi
bility seriously in the construction of full superspace ver
sions of extended supergravities. 

The need to consider additional fermionic central 
charges also stems from the problem of obtaining a measure 
in full superspace which has the correct dimensions. Thus 
for d = 4, N-SGR requires 2(N-l) extra central charge di-

. 22 h'l . d 11 . menSlOns, WiSt m = , N = 1 SGR reqUlres seven ex-
tra such dimensions. Both of these cases are not natural, in 
the sense that the d = 4 case has N (N-l) such bosonic (real) 
central charges Z ij in the algebra for the spinorial SUSY 
generators S ~ (we use chiral-projected notation in d = 4 
withSa ± =Wl ±irs)S]a) 

[S i Sj] C- 1 Zij 
a+' fJ+ += a+fJ+ . (1.1) 

Thus for N = 8 there are 56 such central charges, whereas 
only 14 are required to give a measure in full superspace 
d 4X n 14/= 1 di n8 

i = 1 d 4() i with suitable length dimension 
of 2. In d = 11 there are 55 two-tensor central charges Z"v 
and lICS five-tensors Z"vMp arising in the anticommutator 

[Sa,sfJ] + = L (Zk/k !)(rkC -1)aP, (1.2) 
k= 1,2,5 

where ZI = !PI' J, Z2 = !ZI'V j, Zs = !Zl'v,t" j, with asso
ciated antisymmetrized products r I, r 2, r 51' defined in the 
usual way from the II-dimensional Dirac algebra. Again it 
appears unnatural to attempt to choose a subset of seven of 
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these central charges Zz and Zs. It is possible that additional 
spinorial central charges will redress this imbalance and lead 
to a satisfactory full superspace measure. This paper is an 
attempt to analyze this possibility. 

An immediate question which arises from the introduc
tion of spinorial central charges is the existence of any limit 
to the number of these charges which may be introduced. 
Since there are further bosonic charges which may also arise, 
this question does not have an obvious answer. We follow the 
analysis of N = 1 SUSY algebras in d = 2,3,4 mod 8 (Ref. 
23) and use Jacobi identities to impose constraints on possi
ble additional central charges. We do this only for the Poin
care case, unlike the above-mentioned discussion which is 
mainly concerned with the conformal and de Sitter cases; 
our analysis could be extended to these latter situations by 
similar techniques. 

We consider the case of N-SUSY in d = 4 in the next 
section, and show that provided there are no tensorial cen
tral charges then the SUSY algebra may only be extended to 
a spinorial central charge S ~i and a new bosonic central 
charge Z; which is a Hermitian N X N matrix. Our spinor Sf 
is defined by the commutator 

[p Si ] - I P- Sfi J.L' a + - - iY J.La + P- (1.3) 

and its complex conjugate. Other additional spinorial cen
tral charges may be introduced which commute with PI" but 
do not obviously relate to those arising from the reduction of 
those in d = 11 (Ref. 21). We hope to discuss aspects of the 
former elsewhere. In the following section we extend our 
analysis to d = 11 and show that a similar limitation arises. 
Construction of the Casimirs for the new algebras is then 
considered in Sec. IV, and the Nbarrier against the construc
tion of N-SYM or N-SGR in superspace shown to exist for 
these extended algebras in d = 4 and 11. Spin reduction is 
then discussed in Sec. V, and a suitable constraint obtained 
which achieves off-shell character for all the central charges. 
We then consider in the following section the dimension
matching problem in the light of our results. A final section 
on extensions of our work concludes the paper. 

II. THE EXTENDED ALGREBRA IN d = 4 DIMENSIONS 

Our aim in this section is to obtain a maximal extension 
of the usual supersymmetry algebra with central charges in 
four dimensions via the introduction of a new set of spinor 
generators which arise from the commutators of the momen
tum generator PI' with the chiral supersymmetry generators 
S ~ + and Sa _ i; this approach has already been discussed for 
N = 1 supersymmetry algebras in various dimensionsz3 after 
such a spinor generator was first introduced in an II-dimen
sional N = 1 context.ZI 

Our discussion here is thus not completely general, since 
we sidestep the introduction of independent spinor genera
tors (i.e., those not arising from [P",S] commutators), which 
would be distinguished from extra supersymmetry genera
tors by their transformation properties under the internal 
symmetry group, e.g., S:i+ ,S:i~ Sa+i> etc. We also avoid 
here the introduction of tensorial central charges, restricting 
such generators to be Lorentz scalars. Both these omissions 
deserve, we feel, further investigation. 
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We begin with the Poincare algebra, for the momentum 
generator PI" and the angular momentum Jl'v' We have 

[PI',Pv ] =0, (2.1) 

[JI'V'P p] = i(Pl'gvp - PvgI'P)' 

[Jl'v,JAU ] = - i(gJ.LAJVU + gvuJI'A 

(2.2) 

-gl'uJ~ -gvAJI'U)' (2.3) 

where the metricgJ.LV = diag(l, - 1, - 1, - 1). 
Next we introduce the supersymmetry generators 

S ~ + ,Sa _ i [where (S ~ + )* = Sa _ i] and the central charge 
generators Z ij,(Z ij)* with anticommutation relations 

[S~ + ,SP_j) = (pC -I)a + p_ D~, (2.4) 

lS i Sj )-ZijC- 1 
a+' P+ - a+p+, 

[Sa_i>SP_j) = (Zij)*C ;;':'P- , 

where C is the charge conjugation matrix. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The supersymmetry generators are spinors, with com
mutation relations 

[JI'V'S~+] = -i(l7l'vfa!S~+, 
[JI'V,Sa_i] = - i(l7l'vfa= SP_i> 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where l7l'v = H YI',Yv]· Then, Zij,(Zij )* will be scalars un
der Lorentz transformations, i.e., 

(2.9) 

Normally, the next step in the derivation of the super
symmetry algebra is to write down a general form for the 
[ PI' ,S ~ + ] commutator. Using Lorentz covariance, unless 
new spinor generators are introduced this could only be of 
the form [PI' ,S ~ + ] = C ij ~;; + Sp _ j for some constant 
C ij of dimension - 1. But, no such constant is available to 
us, and we are thus required to put [ PI' ,S ~ + ] equalto zero. 

Instead, we introduce new spinors S ~ + i> and their 
complex conjugates S ;; _ , and write 

[PI"S~+] =!~;;+S;L, (2.10) 

[PI',Sa_i] = !~!_ Sp+i' (2.11) 

We now postulate anticommutation relations for S '+ 

and S '_ both among themselves, and with the S + and S_ 
supersymmetry generators. In doing this, we restrict our
selves to the introduction only of new Lorentz scalar genera
tors, in order to avoid problems of working with tensorial 
objects and subsequent breaking of the Lorentz invariance 
on reduction to a single central charge. We take 

[S ' S j ) - C - I Z j (2 12) a+i> P+ - a+p+ i' . 

[S'i S )-C- 1 (Zj)* (2.13) a-' p-j - a+p- i' 

[S~+i,Sp_j) =0, (2.14) 

{S;;_ ,S~+ ) = 0, (2.15) 

{S~+i,Sp+j) =Ca-1p+Z;j (Z;j = -Z;;), (2.16) 

{S'i S'j )-C- 1 (Z')* (2.17) a-' P- - a-p+ ij' 

{S~+i>S;J_ ) = 0. (2.18) 

We may now analyze the remainder of the algebra, to-
gether with any restrictions on our assumed anticommuta
tion relations by means of the graded Jacobi identities; if B 
denotes a Bose, and F a Fermi operator, these are 
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(Bl.B2.B3): [B1,[B2.B311 + [B2,[B3.B11l 

+ [B3,[B1.B2]] = 0, 

(B1.B2,F1): [B1,[B2,FIll + [B2,[Fl.B1]] 

+ [F1,[B1,B21l = 0, 

(B1,FI,F2): [BI>{F1,F2J1 + {F1,[F2,B1ll 
- {F2,[B1,F21} = 0, 

(FI,F2,F3): [F1,{F2,F311 + [F2,{F3,FI11 

+ [F3,{F1,F2J1 = 0. 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

For example, considering the identity (PIt'S~ + ,SP_j)' 
we have 

[PIt'{S~+ ,SP_j 1] + {S~+ , [SP-j'PIt 1l 
- {Sp_j,[PIt,S~+]J =0. 

This may be rewritten as 

[PIt,Py](rYe-l)a+P- 155 -1(rlt)~~ {S~+ 'S~+jJ 

-!(rlt)~-:;: {Sp_j'S~_ J =0 

or 

( )r+ e -I Zi + ( )r- e -I (Zj)* - ° r lt P- r+a+ j r lt a+ r-P- i - , 

or finally as 

(rite l)a+P_ (Z5 + (Z{)*) = 0. 

This requires 

(Z{)* = -Z5, 

so that Z{ is an anti-Hermitian matrix. 

(2.23) 

We list the important identities, and the properties they 
impose upon our algebra: 

(P,P,S +) leads to [ Pit'S:: _ ] = 0, 

(P,S+,S+) leads to [PIt,Zi j ] = 0, 

(P,S+,S'+) leads to [PIt,Z{j =0, 

(P,S+,S'_) leads to {S::_ ,S;1- J =0, 

so Z 'ij = (Z'ij)* = 0, 

(S+,S_,S'+) leads to [Sa_;.ZJ] = 0, 

(S:'S+,S+) leads to [S~+i,Zjk] =0, 

(S'+ ,S_,S_) leads to [S~+i,(Zjk)*] =0, 

(S'+ ,S'_ ,S+) leads to [S::_ ,Z'] =0, 

(S_,S+,S+) leads to [Sa i'Z jk] 

=S:! D~-S~k ~. 

(2.24) 

The identities (Z,S+,s_) and (P,S+,Z) imply that 
[ S ~ + ,Z jk ] is an object which commutes with Pit and anti
commutes with Sp _ I' Without introduction of more spinor 
generators, we must write this as [S ~ + ,Z jk] = M ~jkS ~I + ' 
where M Vk is a Lorentz scalar of dimension zero. In the 
absence of such an object, we set it to zero to obtain 
[ 

i jk] Sa+'Z =0. 

Then 

(Z,s+,S+) leads to [Zij,Z jk] = 0, 

(Z,s+,S'+) leads to [Zij,ZU =0, 
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(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(Z,S_,S_) leads to [(zlm)*,zij] 

= Z~ D~ - Z~ 151- Z{ D~ + Z{" D~. (2.27) 

All other Jacobi identities between P,S +,S _,Z ij,(Z i~*, 
S'+ ,S'_ , and Z{ are then satisfied trivially. 

We mentioned briefly how the algebra may be enlarged 
still further if we allow spinor generators with more compli
cated internal symmetry structure to occur. We may intro
duce 

Vijk = [Si Zjk] a+ a+' , 

which will satisfy the Jacobi identity (S+,S+,S+) if V!!~ is 
totally antisymmetric on ijk. Further analysis of the Jacobi 
identities sets the graded commutator brackets of all other 
generators except S i + and Z ij (and V +' itself) with V + to be 
zero. Other commutation relations are preserved. 

The brackets of V + with S i + ,Z ij may be nonzero, but 
further generators with "exotic" internal symmetry repre
sentations would be required if these are to be incorporated. 
Setting these to zero then restricts the anticommutator 
{ Vijk v lmn J to be zero and thus Vijk (anti) commutes a+' P+ ' a+ 
with everything. 

The implicit use of Lorentz covariance throughout en
sures that S'+ ,S'_ ,and Z { transform as spinors and scalars, 
respectively, 

[Jlty,S ~ + i] = - i(ultvfa:t: S P+ i> 

[Jltv,s;L] = -i(ultvfa- S;L, 

[Jlty,Z I] = 0, 

as can be checked explicitly from the relevant Jacobi identi
ties. We have thus determined, under the above provisos, the 
maximum extension of the supersymmetry algebra when 
spinorial and further bosonic central charge generators are 
allowed. 

III. THE EXTENDED ALGEBRA IN 11 DIMENSIONS 

In this section we will try to extend the d = II algebra 
in an analogous way to that used in d = 4. First we list the 
d = 11 algebra mentioned in23: 

{Sa,spJ= L ~zdrkC-l)ap, 
k= 1,2,5 k! 

[Zk,Sa] = ( - l)kuk(rkS')a (no sum over k), 

[Zk,Z/] = 0, Vk,l = 1,2,5, 

[Jltv'S'] = -! rltys', (3.1) 

where S' commutes with the remaining generators and Uk 

satisfies U 1 + 5u2 - 6u5 = 0. This implies that if Z2 = Z5 
= ° then alsoS' = 0. 

We start the extension by assuming the commutation 
relations, obtained from (3. 1) by setting Uk = - l(k = 1,2,5) 

{Sa,SpJ = L ~zdrke-I)ap, 
k k! 

[Zk,Sa] = (- It-l(rkS')a, (3.2) 

[PIt,Pv ] = 0. 

We then investigate the case that S' is not a central charge so 
that we may introduce further bosonic central charges 
Z k'Z k by the definitions 
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{s S'} = ~ ~Z"(rnC-I) a' P L.J, n ap, 
n=O n. 

(3.3) 

{S' S'} = ~ ~Z' (rkC- I
) • 

a' P L.J k' k ap 
k= 1,2,5 • 

An analysis of Jacobi identities leads to the result that 

Z:; = Z;v = 0, and thence Z ~ = 0, 

(61]I'[vZ ' pu] - 41]v[pZ' u]l') - Il ~ v = 0, 

(101]u[I', Z ~, .. 'I',]p - [2/(5!)2]EUMN~N, Z;'I) 

-p~(}"=o, 

which gives-by contracting the indices Il p in the first, and 
(}" III in the second equation 

Z Ie = 0, Vk = 1,2,5. (3.4) 

Thus, finally, we get the closed algebra 

[Zk,s'] =0, Vk= 1,2,5, 

[Z;,S] = [Z;,S] = [Z;,Zd = [Z;,Z;;'] = 0, 

Vm,n = 1,3,4,5, 

[PI"Zpu] = 41]1'[ pZ::] + 2Z ;Ul" 

[ PI' ,Zvl •• ·V, ] 

= 10001'[v,Z :, .. . v,] + (2iI5!)El'v", .v,MZ "M, 

[ZI'V'Zpu] = 0, 

ZI'I" '1', ,ZAI" .A, 

-- -E, --£ ' 5! {2i Z Hv 5i Z IIV,V, 
- 2 2! MvM + 5! 1'1" '1'4y,v,M 1', 

+ 10i E ,ZIIV,Y,V,} -M~M' 
3( 5i) 1',I',I',v,v,v,M 1',1', ' 

whereM=IlI' ... ,1l5,M' =A. I, ... .A5· 

(3.5) 

We can therefore state that starting from an algebra sa
tisfying (3.2) the maximum extension is to introduce another 
type of central charge Z; and the maximal algebra is then 
given by the commutation relations (3.5). We point out here 
that there is no possible introduction of further spinorial 
central charges as there was in the four-dimensional case for 
the bracket [S ~ + ,Z jk ] _. This is because we assumed the 
stronger commutator in (3.1) defining S ~ , [ Z k ,sa ] _ 
= ( - WUk(rkS')a. This could have been relaxed, so intro

ducing more spinorial central charges. 

IV. ON THE CASIMIRS OF HIGHER-DIMENSION 
SUPERSYMMETRY ALGEBRAS 

We first investigate the Casimirs of the Poincare alge
bra in d dimensions starting from the algebra (2.1)-(2.3), 
wherell = 1,2, ... , d. An obvious generalization of the d = 4 
Casimirs p! and W! is P! and 

( WI'II',· . 'I'd - 3)2: = WI'I" 'I'd - 3 W where 
JLl··-JLd-3' 

WI'I···l'd-3. = €1"'l'd-3PUAJ P (4.1) . pu A' 
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This can alternatively be written as J[ PUPA] and called 
W j;J.A . Other Casimirs can be obtained by including further J 
operators; for example, (W(5))2 is a Casimir where W~~PUA 
: = J[tJ.J puPA] (or equivalently, it can be called W d - S). In 
general there are (d 12 - 1) such Casimirs for even d and 
(d - 1)/2 for d odd. The Casimirs (w(r))2 (r = 3,5, ... ,[d I 
2] + 1) are just those expected for the group I 0 (d - 1,1). 

Next we study the Casimirs of the graded Poincare alge
bra without central charges, i.e., the algebra given by 

{Sa'Sp J = P I'(r I'C -1)aP' [P I',s] = 0, 

[J I'V'S] = -!F I'vS, 

For such an algebra p 2 is still a Casimir but the other Casi
mirs have to be modified. This follows the standard proce
dure for introducing compensator terms in the Pauli-Lu
banski vector in d = 4. For example, (WI'I" 'I'd - 3)2 is 

modified to be (WI'I"'l'd-3 + flCl'l"'l'd-31)2, where 

KI'," 'I'd- 31 = KI'," 'I'd- 3 _ p-2p [I'I(P. K 'f'" 'I'd- 3] 

(4.2) 

and KI""·l'd-3=srpr Ur As€'···l'd-3PUA. An alternative 

form for this Casimir is (W pu + K pu )2, where 

Wpu =J[pUPA ]p A and Kpu =-bSrpuASpA. (4.2') 

It is straightforward to modify the other Casimirs. Thus the 
notion of a single superspin developed for irreps of d = 4 
unextended SUSY24 must now be extended to a set of 
([d 12] + 1) such quantities. 

When we include the bosonic central charges Z I'v,ZM 
without the spinorial central charge [cf. (3.1) with Uk = 0, 
V k ] we do not seem able to obtain a suitable generalization of 
the extended Pauli-Lubanski vectors w(r) defined above. 
Obviously, p2, Zl'vZI'v, and ZMZM are Casimirs for this 
algebra. 

As will be discussed later, the algebra (3.1) seems more 
suitable for the study of N = 1, d = 11 supergravity than the 
extended algebra (3.5). Therefore we will discuss the Casi
mirs of the first one. We find that the inclusion of the spinor
ial central charges S ~ changes things drastically. First, P 2 is 
no longer a Casimir, ifu l =1=0, and instead we obtain the Casi
mir 

g;2=p2_~Z2 +~Z2 +2u caPs S'. (4.3) 
2' 2 5' 5 I a P 

'U 2 'U5 

Second, since S' has nontrivial commutation relations only 
with J tJ.V' it is impossible, we think, that J can enter into any 
Casimir of this algebra. The argument for this is the follow
ing. If JA + B is an operator that commutes with S' such that 
A does not contain any J, then A will commute with S '. Then 
[JA,s'] = -! r tJ.yS'A •. ·[B,s'] =! r tJ.yS'A.SinceB does 
not commute with S' then B has to contain J. Therefore 
B = JC for some C. Here, A does not contain J, so that C 
does not contain J, otherwise one gets 
[B,s'] = Jrs 'CI =1= [JA,S ']. Thus Cwill commutewithS ' and 
hence C = A. The case A contains J can be treated similarly 
by setting A = JA I' A I does not contain J, and so on. Thus 
for this algebra there appears to be no simple generalization 
of the superspin Casimir. We note that besides (4.3) another 
Casimir for this algebra is S ' S ' . 
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Finally, this discussion does not guarantee to give the 
whole Casimirs of super symmetry algebras. We may appeal 
to arguments from the contraction of OSP(n 11) to our alge
bra that indeed we have obtained all the Casimirs for the 
SUSY algebra (3.1) in d = 11 when Z = O. The situation is 
clearly unresolved in the alternative case. 

v. THE N BARRIER FOR THE EXTENDED ALGEBRAS 

The original proof's of the existence of a barrier at var
ious values of N for different dimensions to the construction 
of auxiliary fields for N-extended super Yang-Mills and su
pergravities required knowledge of the dimensions of the 
fundamental irrep of the N-SUSY algebra in the various di
mensions being considered. As N increases the dimensions of 
these irreps increase exponentially, so making it ever more 
difficult to redefine the component fields so as to be either 
the appropriate physical or possible auxiliary fields for the 
N-extended supergravity. We now attempt to answer the 
question as to whether or not the extended algebras we have 
constructed in Sees. II and III can help bypass the N barrier 
in either d = 4 (when the barrier is at N = 3) or in d = 11 
(when the barrier is at N = 0). 

Let us first consider the case d = 4. We may regard the 
anticommutation relations (2.4)-(2.6) as being those for the 
elements of a Clifford algebra, with quadratic form having 
values in the algebra d generated by the purely bosonic 
generators {Z ij,(Z ij)* ,Z ('Pf'} with commutators being giv
en by (2.24)-(2.27). If this algebra were Abelian, as it would 
be if Z ( = 0, and the quadratic form nondegenerate then the 
standard representation theory of Clifford algebras would 
show that there exists a unique irrep of dimension 22N. In the 
more general case d can be written as the semidirect pro
duct AoEfisAI' where Ao={Z(,Pf'},AI={Zij,(Zij)*}, 
with [Ai.A j J _ CAi+j(mod 2). We may then represent Zij 
and Z ( as functions of the variables ij,zij 

Zij = ~ + .1.. (Z~I~ _ Z·jk~) 
a 2 'a I k ' 'Zij 'Z j aZi 

. a 
Z'·=-

J a" Iz'j 
(5.1) 

I 

Again we expect d to have the features of a field, so that 
there are no divisors of zero, and there is a unique irrep of 
{S ~ + ,sp _ j} of dimension 22N. Since the dimension 22N is 
the same as if there were no central charges, the N = 3 bar
rier still exists. The introduction of the spinorial central 
charges S I have not helped the situation. This argument is 
not, however, an exact proof though we feel it can be made so 
by suitable analysis. 

For d = 11 a similar situation persists. Since the central 
charges Z k defined in (3.1) are Abelian, then provided the 
quadratic form 

Q(I1) = ~ l.z (rkC I) 
a{3 ~ k' k ap 

k= 1.2.5 • 

(5.2) 

is nondegenerate the dimension of the unique irrep of the 
Clifford algebra generated by the set {Sa J will be 216

, as it is 
without the presence of the extra spinorial central charges S I. 

We note here that if we take representations of the total 
algebra in either d = 4 or 11 for which S I is nontrivial then 
ghost states will be present. This may be seen following the 
arguments used in analyzing all supersymmetries of the S 
matrix.25 For expectation values in a given state of the anti
commutators (2.17), (2.18) (for d = 4), or (3.3) with Z" = 0 
(for d = 11) can only be zero if there are intermediate state 
contributions on the left-hand side (lhs) which have negative 
norm. 

To avoid this unphysical feature of the representations, 
but yet not require the new spinorial central generators S I to 
vanish identically, we must require the S I to vanish on-shell. 
They are thus "off-shell" central charges. To achieve this 
off-shell character, and at the same time avoid the above N 
barrier, we must require the degeneracy of the quadratic 
forms discussed above. In the case of d = 11 this degeneracy 
is given simply by the requirement that 

det Q~J) = 0, (5.3) 

whereas the corresponding matrix Q ~b (the index a has both 
a chiral spinor index a ± together with either an upper or a 
lower internal index) in the d = 4 case is, from Sec. II, 

( Z'JC;;;6+ (pC I tji )a+P- j iC I -Zj a+p+ 

ZiC 0, ) Q(4) = (pC-I)a_P+ tj( (Zij)*C a-Ip- 0 

ZJC -I 0 0 i a+p+ 
0 _ZtC -I 

J a-p- 0 

In either d = 4 or 11 the condition that Q ~ is singular 
is equivalent to the existence of a spinor X ~) for which 

Q~~x~) = O. (5.5) 

The only spinors available for d = 11 are Sa and S ~. If 
we take X~I) = Sa in (5.3), then the commutators (3.1) set 
S I = O. We thus take X~) = S ~, and have consistency, from 
(3.1), provided 

(5.6) 
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, a-p-
(5.4) o . 

0 

For the case d = 4, we have four possible choices for X 
[these are dictated by the need for the matching of both spin
orial and internal indices in the summation over {3 in (5.5), 
and also by the dimensions of the various entries in the ma
trix Q J:b]. These are 

(S'+ ,S'_ ,S+,S_), (pS_,jS+,j-IS'_ ,j-IS'+), 

(pS_,jS+,S+,S_), (S'+ ,S'_ ,j-I,s'_ ,j-IS'+). 

For each of these choices the imposition of (5.5) together 
with the commutation relations of See. II seem to restrict 
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both Z ~ and S ' to be zero, so that the algebra reduces to the 
original one without the extra central charges. 

This reduction will still occur even if the three-index 
spinorial central charge, mentioned in Sec. II, is included, 
since this will also be set to zero by the spin reduction condi
tion in a similar manner to S' discussed above. 

We conclude that degeneracy may be achieved in d = 4 
only by loss of the additional central charges, whilst in 
d = 11 it is possible for it to occur provided the massless 
constraint (5.4) is valid. In both cases the mass-shell con
straint p2 = 0 will set all central charge variables to zero. 

VI. DIMENSION MATCHING 

The problem of constructing a full superspace version of 
N>2, d = 4 or N = 1, d = 11 supergravities is still unsolved. 
One of the first questions related to this for N = 8 is the set of 
extra fermionic and bosonic variables, beyond the set of 
d XIL'S (d = 4 or 11) and 32 e ~ 's, over which integration is to 
be performed. We will consider first the case d = 4, where 
we showed in Sec. II that the maximal set of off-shell central 
charges is given by the set {Z ij,Z /,S ~ + r'S:: _ }. The asso
ciated variables lengths dimensions are {Zij(I), Z~(2), 
e:: + W, e ~ _ rW}, The maximal measure for a full super
space integral will therefore be 

dI-L4 = d 4x d32ed28Zjj d64Z~ d 32e'. (6.1) 

Taking into account the complex (Hermitian) nature of 
Zjj (Z ~), respectively, the (length) dimension of (6.1) is found 
to be 60, which is very unsatisfactory. Nor can removal of 
integration over one or more of Zjj ,Z ~, or e ' make this value 
better. It would appear that only the reduced case of seven 
complex Zij 's is possible, with no Z ~ or e ' integration. How
ever, there are measures which can be constructed from ex
tra spinorial generators S' oflength dimension ~ (not ~) and 
associated bosonic generators of dimension one which are 
satisfactory but had been excluded in Sec. II. We propose to 
discuss these elsewhere. 

The case of d = 11 is more hopeful. If we take Z5 = 0, 
the measure 

dJill =d11xd32ed55Zjj d 32e' (6.2) 

has net dimension (for real Zij) of 2. Thus a possible candi
date action for supergravity in d = 11 would be 

f d Jill det Et- .z, (6.3) 

where .z is a scalar with dimension L - 2 and E t;f is the usual 
multibein with A denoting the indices for the various coordi
nates in (6.2). Suitable torsion constraints would have to be 
determined in order that (6.3) has the correct field equations 
and also satisfies the degeneracy condition (5.3) and (5.4) of 
the previous section. The only nonzero dimension-zero tor
sions would be expected to be those of the flat algebra of Sec. 
III. However, a detailed analysis would appear necessary in 
order to construct such a theory, and again that is outside the 
scope of this analysis. In any case the simple and most natu
ral case 

.z = lIKfI (6.4) 

is excluded by the above dimensional reasons. 
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VII. DISCUSSION 

We have shown that it is possible to extend the maximal 
supersymmetry algebras in d = 4 or II by addition of a limit
ed set of bosonic and fermionic central charges. This restricts 
the allowed set of superspace measures, all of which appear 
unsatisfactory if they are to give a simple action based on the 
volume of the associated superspace. In all the cases consid
ered it is necessary to perform integration over a subspace of 
the full supers pace obtained by reducing the number of bo
sonic variables. This has serious consequences for d = 11, as 
we shall now discuss. 

We have already seen how the enlarged algebra in 
d = 11 has a Clifford algebra for the SUSY generators Sa' 
The dimension 216 of the unique irrep of this Clifford algebra 
was that used in the original proof of the No-Go theorem in 
d = 11 (Ref. 7). 

To avoid the resulting N = 0 barrier a spin-reducing 
constraint was required, arising from the degeneracy of the 
quadratic form of the Clifford algebra. It is necessary to in
terpret an action in the enlarged superspace with the spin
reducing constraint. 

This question has been analyzed in d = 4 (Ref. 22), 
where the further requirement that the difference between 
the (mass) dimensions of the bosonic (dB) and fermionic (dF ) 

central charges in the measure is dB - dF = 2. This insures 
that integration over all of these central charge variables pro
duces only two bosonic central charge derivatives, as has 
been shown explicitly for linearized actions with N = 2 (Ref. 
19) and N = 4 and 8 (Ref. 20). The detailed extension of these 
results to d = 11 should be straightforward, with the same 
criterion 

(7.1) 

In order to satisfy (7.1) we must break the full SO(I, 10) invar
iance by keeping at most seven extra central charges if we 
wish also to have (6.3) and (6.4) in d = 11. Such breaking is 
clearly unappealing, though we expect the full invariance to 
be restored on-shell. However, if we wish to have maximal 
uv-divergence cancellation we must have maximal invar
iance. Thus the construction of a superspace version of 
d = 11 with maximal local SO(I,IO) symmetry is not possi
ble. A similar problem does not arise for d = 4, where the 
local sot 1,3) can be preserved off-shell in the construction of 
a full superspace form of d = 4, N = 8 SGR.26 However, the 
use of the extended algebra discussed in Sec. II does not seem 
possible in that case, since we showed in Sec. V that the 
degeneracy constraint required to bypass the N = 3 barrier 
annihilates the extra central charges of Sec. II. 

We conclude that there are serious difficulties in con
structing a fully symmetric full-superspace version of d = 11 
SG R. If such a construction is essential in showing the possi
ble finiteness of the theory we see that such finiteness will 
therefore be impossible to determine. The dimensionally re
duced version d = 4 of N = 8 SGR is a much more interest
ing situation; its finiteness is still allowed to be analyzed us
ing full superspace techniques. Such a possibility may be an 
indication of potential finiteness as distinct from that for 
d = 11, N = 1 SGR. This may well be the reason why we live 
in four dimensions; all higher-dimensional maximal super-
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gravities are ultraviolet infinite on-shell. 
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Quantum theory of particles of Indefinite mass: Spin-! 
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The quantum theory of particles of indefinite mass investigated earlier by Hostler [J. Math. Phys. 
21,2461 (1980); 22, 2307 (1981)) is adapted to apply to spin-! particles. The proposed wave 
equation is {! n.(l + ;u)·n + (11z1(a faA)J t/J = 0, n,.. = PI' - eA,.., in which t/J is a 2X 1 Pauli 
spinor and u is a spin tensor whose Lorentz components are 2 X 2 Pauli spin matrices. Particle 
scattering by an external c-number static field is computed within the framework of the new 
formalism, and agreement with the known physics of a charged spin-! particle is obtained for this 
special case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The "second-order Dirac equation,,1 

{n.(1 + ;u).n + m2 J t/J = 0, (Ll) 

n = P - eA, has been investigated earlier.2.3 In Eq. (Ll) t/J is 
a 2X 1 Pauli spinor, and u is a self-dual spin tensor, whose 
Lorentz components are 

v-----~· 

0 U 3 -U2 U 1 

-U3 0 U 1 U2 (1.2) 

U2 -U1 0 U 3 

-Ul -U2 -U3 0 

where u 1.2.3 are the ordinary 2 X 2 Pauli spin matrices. It has 
been shown2 that Eq. (1.1), equipped with the inner product 

1 J _ ...... 
(t/Jb; t/Ja) = i d 3rt/Jb n4 t/Ja, (1.3) 

provides an equivalent alternative description of a Dirac par
ticle. Indeed, a full quantum electrodynamics (QED) based 
on Eq. (1.1) has been investigated,4 and has been proven en
tirely equivalent to conventional QED. The dual vector ~ in 
Eq. (1.3) is defined through the equation 

~ = t/J t( - ll4 - a-rr), (1.4) 

and plays a role in the second-order Dirac equation, which 
corresponds to the role of ~ = '/pt r4 in the conventional 
Dirac equation (herein called the "first-order Dirac equa
tion"). 

Our present interest in Eq. (1.1) stems from the fact that 
it contains the mass only quadratically. This feature enables 
us to convert Eq. (Ll) into a Fock-type wave equation. The 
resulting wave equation 

{~ n.( 1 + ;u).n + + ~} t/J = 0 (1.5) 

differs from the original Fock equationS primarily in that it 
involves a 2 X 1 Pauli spinor, rather than a 4 X 1 Dirac 
spinor. Accordingly, we avoid the doubling of the number of 
states associated with the original Fock equation; according 
to which there are two wave functions, rather than only one, 
belonging to each physical particle state. 

We here propose to adopt Eq. (1.5) as the wave equation 

for a charged spin-! particle, rather than the second-order 
Dirac equation from which we started. A wave packet in our 
theory will be a superposition of states of different mass. The 
author has investigated such "indefinite mass quantum the
ories" earlier6

•
7 in the spin-O and spin-l cases. The present 

work merges the two earlier lines of research involving the 
author's indefinite mass quantum theory and the theory of 
the second-order Dirac equation. 

Analogous theories have been proposed by a number of 
authors including Stueckelberg,8 Davidon,9 Horwitz and co
workers,1O and Fanchi and Collins. 11 These theories are 
characterized by the use of Fock-type wave equations in
volving a new evolution parameter corresponding to our A in 
Eq. (1.5). The new evolution parameters all are related to 
proper time. The "mass Hamiltonian" methods of Enatsu 
and co-workers 12 and ofFeynman, Kislinger, and Ravndal13 

are quantum theories of this same general type as well. An 
alternative treatment of spin-! using Fock-type methods has 
been given earlier by Piron, Reuse, and Grelland. 14 Also, the 
concept of mass wave packets has been explored before by 
Greenberger. IS 

We will here continue the program of Refs. 6 and 7 but 
using the Fock equation (1.5) instead of the scalar form de
scribed earlier. In Sec. II a five-current conservation law for 
Eq. (1.5) is derived. It follows from this conservation law that 
the not-positive-definite inner product 

(t/Jb; t/Ja) = J d 4x ~b t/Ja (1.6) 

is independent of "evolution time," A. In analogy to the sca
lar case; we shall give (t/Jb; t/Ja) the physical interpretation of 
the probability amplitude, and 1 ( t/J b; t/J a ) 12 the probability, to 
see the state t/Jb if a suitable measurement is made on the 
system when its state is originally t/Ja. In Sec. III we apply 
this rule to calculate the scattering cross section for scatter
ing of a charged spin-! particle by a static (in XO and in A ) 
external potential A,... We find agreement with the known 
physics of a Dirac particle in this case. Indeed, our spin-! 
wave equation (1.5) has been carefully designed to preserve 
this known body of knowledge in a suitable limiting case, in 
this example the static case. 

II. FIVE-CURRENT CONSERVATION LAW 

Our calculation is greatly simplified by recognizing that 
the operator - fl.( 1 + iu)·n factorizes in the form 
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- H.(l + io}H = A B, where 

A = A t = - iH4 + O'"n 
and 

B =Bt = - iH4 - O'"n. 
Then the new Fock equation (1.5) can be written 

{~ A B + ~.i... } '" = O. 
2 i aA Of' 

+-

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Taking the adjoint and then acting with B on the right gives 
the differential equation of the dual state in the form 

- { 1 +-+- 1 a } '" -AB+-- =0 
Of' 2 i aA ' 

equivalently 

~ { ~ jj.( 1 + i(1).jj + + ! } = O. (2.4) 

This calculation assumes the four-potential A", to be inde
pendent of evolution time A. 

Now let ¢a obey Eq. (1.5) and ~b Eq. (2.4). By multiply
ingEq. (1.5) on theleftbY~b' andEq. (2.4) on the right by ¢a' 
and subtracting, we can proceed in a standard way to obtain 
a conservation law. This conservation law is 

apba + aj",ba =0, 
aA ax", 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
and 

(2.7) 

It is characteristic of Fock-type wave equations that the 
four-current (2.7) is not a conserved four-current. On the 
other hand, a conserved four-current does emerge after inte
grating Eq. (2.5) over all evolution time: 

aJ ba 
--"'-=0, 

ax", 

J ba = f dAjba. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

It is this J ba that is the conserved transition current that we 
are accustomed to. This point will be critical for the cross
section calculation taken up in Sec. III. 

Instead of integrating over evolution time, we may inte
grate Eq. (2.5) over all Minkowski space. Dropping surface 
terms gives the identity 

.!....fd4X~b ¢a =0. 
aA 

This justifies the statement made in the Introduction that the 
dot product (1.6) is independent of the evolution time at 
which it is calculated. Now let ¢ be normalized at one evolu
tion time in such a way that the probability to see the state ¢, 
if a suitable measurement is made on the system when it is 
already known to be in the state ¢, is 1 s d 4X H 12 = 1. Then 
¢ will remain so normalized for all evolution time, thereby 
justifying our choice of inner product (1.6) for the new Fock 
equation. 
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III. POTENTIAL SCATTERING 

We will here apply Eq. (1.5) and its inner product (1.6) in 
a situation for which known physics is expected to prevail
scattering by a four-potential independent of A. For simpli
city we assume the four-potential independent of XO as well. 
The standard lore of scattering theory will be assumed as 
needed, but will be rephrased in terms of the evolution pa
rameter A instead of the usual xO. The calculation follows 
closely a similar calculation for spin-O carried out in Ref. 7, 
Appendix B. The initial state at A = - 00 is taken to be 

¢i(X.A) = (VTm)-1/2 uP' (Pi) e/{prx+(..tIl){m,)'), (3.1) 

with dual state 

~i(X.A) = (V Tm)-1/2 iiP,(p/) e - i(Prx+ (..tIl){m,)'); (3.2) 

in which the plane wave spinors uP(p), iiP(p) are defined by 

uP(p) = [(E + m + O'"p)/(2m(E + mW/2] uP(O), (3.3) 

and 

iiP (p) = uP(O)tm(E + m - O'"p)/(2m(E + m))1I2, 

u
1(0) = (~). u

2(0) = (~) . 
(3.4) 

The state ¢i(X.A ) is normalized to unity in a space-time box 
with three-volume V and duration T = S dx° in "observers 
time," xo. The plane wave spinor uP(p) corresponds to a 
particle which has spin up (p = 1) or spin down (p = 2) in 
the comoving frame, and is obtained by Lorentz transform
ing from the comoving frame back to the frame in which the 
three-momentum is Pi' 

First we convert Eq. (1.5) into an equivalent integral 
equation that incorporates the boundary condition at 
A = - 00: 

¢ E+(Xl.Al) = ¢i(X2.A2) + ~ f dAI f d 4 
Xl 

XG~(X2.AZ;XI.AI) V(x l ) ¢ /(XI.AI)' (3.5) 

In Eq. (3.5) strictly retarded boundary conditions in evolu
tion time are assumed:G~(Xl.A2;XI.AI) is the retarded 
Green's function ofthe free Fock equation (1.5), with Four
ier representation 

G~(X2.AZ;XI.AI) 

f dNfd 4p 
= 41r (217')4 

xexp[ip·(xz -xd + (i/2)N(A2 -Ad] G~ (p,N), 

(3.6) 
in which 

G~(p,N) = 2/(pz + N - iE), E>O. (3.7) 

As has been noted before/·16 for Fock-type wave equations 
retarded boundary conditions in evolution time correspond 
to Feynman propagation of the timelike states, character
ized by N> 0: for the timelike states, positive frequencies 
propagate forward in observer's time, xO, and negative fre
quencies backward. This is evidenced by the - iE in the de
nominator of Eq. (3.7). 

By expanding in a Born series, the integral equation (3.5) 
can be formally solved for ¢ E+ (X2.Al): 
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(3.8) 

in which G~(X2.A~1.Al) is the interacting Green's function 
ofEq. (1.5), obeying the differential equation 

[ ~ll2·(1 + iu)·ll2 + ~~ - iE] G~(X2.A2;Xl.Al) 
2 I aA2 

= 8(..1.2 - AI)8'(x2 - XI)' (3.9) 

Now we employ the dot product (1.6) to calculate the 
probability amplitude to see the particle in a state cfJ f(X2.A2) 
in the remote future in evolution time, A2~ 00. This prob
ability amplitude is 

Sfi = lim J d 4X2 ~f(X2.A2) cfJ / (X2.A2)' 
;(.2-00 

where cfJ / (X2.A2) is the interacting wave function (3.8). By 
use of standard reduction techniques, and assuming f #-i, 
this can be rewritten in the form 

Sfi = i J d 4
x2 J dA2 J d 4

xI J dAI ~f(X2.A2) 
... 

X [~(a2)2 + ~ ~ - iE].G~(X2.A2;XI.AI) 
2 I aA2 

X [ ~ (al)2 + ~ l_ iE] cfJ/(XI.AI)' 
2 I aA I 

(3.10) 

If AJl is independent of evolution time A; then the propa
gator G:(X2.A2;XI.AI) has the form 

G A.(x 1;X 1) - J dN e(i/2)iN(..1.2 - A.,) G A.(x ,x N) 
" 2""'2 1""'1 - 417' " 2 I, , 

(3.11) 

in which G :(X2,x I,N) is proportional to the familiar interact
ing Green's function of the second-order Dirac equation, Eq. 
(1.1), with "mass squared" = N: 

! [ll2'(1 + iu).ll2 + N - 2iE] G:(x2,x]JN) = ~(X2 - XI)' 

(3.12) 

When the representation (3.11) is substituted in Eq. (3.10) 
and explicit expressions are substituted for the initial and 
final plane wave states; it becomes possible to perform theA I 

and ..1.2 integrals explicitly, with the result 

Sfi = [41T8((mf )2 - (mi)2)1V T] Mfit (3.13) 

M - i J d 4 J d 4 - PI ( ) - iPI" X
2 fi - - X 2 XI U Pf e 

mi 

X~ [(a2)2 + (mi)2] G:(x2,x1,(mi )2) 
2 

X~ [(al)2+(m/)2]uPI(pi)iprx,. (3.14) 

Next we use the relation 

41T8( N = 0) = J dA e- i(1/2)N..1.IN=o =A, 

where A is the duration of the scattering in evolution time, to 
obtain the probability Wfi = ISfi 12 to see the state cfJt!X2.A2) 
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as A2~00 in the form Wft = A 41T8((mf)2 - (m/ )2) 
X IMfi 12/(V2T2). This gives a probability per unit of observ
er's time, T, of seeing the final state cfJf (X2.A2) in the form 

Wf;lT= (A /V2 T 3 )41T8((mf )2 - (mY)IMfi I2. (3.15) 

We divide this probability per unit of observer's time by the 
total incident current, in order to obtain a differential cross 
section. Note that by the total current here we mean the 

empirical conserved four-currentJJl = J dAjJl' wherejJl is 

given by Eq. (2.7) with cfJb = cfJa = cfJi' The magnitude ofthe 
space part of JJl for the state (3.1) is 

Jinc=(A/VT)Pi' (3.16) 
The duration A in evolution time cancels out when the cross 
section du' = ( WfJT)/Jinc is formed, and we find 

du' = 41T8((mf)2 - (mi)2)(lMfiI2/VT2 p;). (3.17) 

The cross section du for scattering into a final state with 
three-momentum in the range d 3PJ irrespective of the final 
mass squared is obtained by multiplication of Eq. (3.17) on 
both sides by d 4 nf = V T d (mf)2 d 3PJ/((217'f2 Etl = the 
number of final states for which the final mass squared and 
final linear momentum lie within specified limits, followed 
by integration over all (mf)2. Actually, the mass squared con
serving delta function in Eq. (3.17) has the effect of eliminat
ing all contributions to the (mf)2 integration except contribu
tions for which (mf)2 is in an infinitesimal neighborhood of 
(mi)2. We have here a guarantee that the timelike initial state 
cfJi(XI.AJ! shall scatter into a timelike final state of the same 
mass squared. For du = S d 4 nf du', we get 

du= d
3 
Pf IMfi1

2
• 

(217')3 Ef Pi T 
(3.18) 

Note that all reference to the evolution time A has here dis
appeared: the right-hand side ofEq. (3.18) involves the famil
iar space-time degrees offreedom only. The expression (3.18) 
is precisely the expression for du that one would obtain in a 
standard treatment of the second-order Dirac equation, Eq. 
(1.1), with inner product (1.3), and is in agreement with the 
known physics of a charged Dirac particle. 
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The strong potential Born approximation has been applied to evaluate the transition amplitude 
for the collision process in which a fast ion of charge Z p captures an electron from the K shell of an 
atomic target with nuclear charge ZT' where ZT>Zp, The transition amplitude has been 
evaluated analytically in terms of Gauss hypergeometric functions. No peaking approximation 
h~s been made. We have considered the K-shell capture of electrons by high-energy protons from 
Lt, C, Ne, Na, and Ar. Our results for C, Ne, and Ar are in good agreement with the available 
experimental data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past several years a variety of methods l
-6 have 

been developed to deal with the relatively difficult problem 
of electron capture. The development of the strong potential 
Born (SPB) approximation, among them, has led to signifi
cant progress in understanding the nature of electron cap
ture. In this approximation the weaker of the two interac
tions--electron-target nucleus and electron-projectile 
nucleus interactions--is taken to first order and the stronger 
interaction is kept to all orders via Coulomb Green's func
tion, whereas the nuclear-nuclear interaction is completely 
neglected. 

Following the work of Briggs, 1 Macek and co
workers2

-4 first systematically derived the SPB amplitude as 
a three-dimensional integral using an off-energy-shell Cou
lomb wave function. Employing a further peaking approxi
mation they4 also reduced their three-dimensional integral 
into a closed form. In this peaking approximation the main 
assumption was to neglect angular dependence in the inte
grand and consequently their calculations were restricted to 
electron capture in the final s states for systems asymmetric 
in the projectile and target charges, Zp and ZT' 

In a later development Alston5 employed a less restric
tive transverse peaking approximation to reduce the Is-Is 
capture amplitude to a one-dimensional integral. In this ap
proximation the author considered only the component of 
the intermediate momentum parallel to v, the relative im
pact velocity, while the perpendicular component was ne
glected. Dube6 has proposed explicit expressions for capture 
of an electron to and from arbitrary hydrogenic states for 
various multiple scattering approaches with peaking ap
proximations. 

Sil and McGuire7 reported a treatment for the evalua
tion of the SPB amplitude in principle accurate to the error 
of the SPB approximation itself. They treated the term re
sponsible for the Thomas peak exactly and expanded other 
terms in powers of Zp/v, of which terms through first order 
were considered. They obtained the amplitude as a linear 
combination of one-dimensional integrals, each of which can 
be derived from a basic integral by suitable parametric differ
entiation. This method is applicable to electron capture into 
final higher angular momentum states as well. They also 
discussed briefly the possibility of evaluating this basic inte
gral analytically in terms of Gauss hypergeometric func
tions. In another work McGuire and Sil8 computed some Is
Is differential capture cross sections by evaluting the one
dimensional integrals numerically. 

In this work we calculate in the framework of the SPB 
approximation the Is-Is capture cross sections at high inci
dent energies for some asymmetric systems where the pro
jectile charge is smaller than the target charge, viz., protons 
on Li, C, Ne, Na, and Ar. We present the detailed analytic 
evaluation of a basic integral in terms of a single Gauss hy
pergeometric function from which the SPB amplitUde can be 
derived easily. 

II. EVALUATION OF THE SPB AMPLITUDE 

Using an integral representation9 for the off-shell Cou
lomb wave function, Macek and Alston derived the expres
sion 10 for the capture amplitude from the ground state to a 
final state ¢f (hydrogenic), for the case ZT>Zp as (in their 

notation) 

(1) 
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which is correct to the order (Zp/vf Sil and McGuire7 gave 
an elaborate treatment for the reduction of the SPB ampli
tude to a linear combination of one-dimensional integrals by 
expanding the terms Ip - KI-2, 1'", and (v2 + 2v 0 p)-T in 
powers of po KlK2 and po v/v2, which is equivalent to an 
expansion in Z p/v since K,v/2 and p may be taken to be of 
the order of Z p. Results8 for the Is-Is is differential capture 
cross sections at several energies were obtained by them for 
the p-H and p-He systems by evaluating the terms through 
first order in Zp/v. The zeroth-order term in their expansion 
is given by 

T~~B = cho .!...-. [Ii'iV-2JdP¢J'(P)(TS)-iV] , (2) 
K2 ap, 

where 

c= 16 (ZT)3/2 Zp, ho = 2v
2 

' V= ZT, 
2 1-e~ v 

Ii' =p,2 +J2, T= (p,- iV)2 +K2 + 2p 0 (J - ip,v), (3) 

S= (p2 +A 2)14u2, A =Zp/n, 

and ¢f(P) is the Fourier transform of the final bound state 
wave function: 

¢AP) = (217")-3/2 J elp·rt/Jf(r)dr. (4) 

We consider the type integral 

IMN = J dp{p2 +A 2)-M-iVT -N-iv, (5a) 

where M and N are integers such that M>2 and N>O. 
We note that for an arbitrary t/Jf(r) all the integrals in Eq. 

(2) can be derived from I MN . 
Separating the angular dependent part of the integral 

IMN in Eq. (Sa) we write 

IMN = 1"" p2(p2+ A 2)-M-i'f(p)dp, (5b) 

where 

f(p) = J(A+2poLrdfl 

with 

A = (p,- iuf + K2, L = J - ip,v, 

and 

1'"= -N-iv. 

(6a) 

(6b) 

For a real vector L we could choose the Z axis along L 
and carry out the fJ,t/J integrations to get 

f(p) = [217"/(1'" + 1)2Lp][(A + 2Lpr+ I - (A - 2Lpr+ I]. 
(7) 

For a complex vector L as in our case the validity of the 
result in Eq. (7) has been justified (see the Appendix). 

Substituting the value ofthe angular integralf(p) from 
Eq. (7) in Eq. (5b) and puttingp = AX we can write 

I = DMN .!...-. {(2L )T'H J 
MN 2L aL ' (8) 

where 
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and 

H = f: "" (x
2 + It'(x + ar' dx, 

1'"1= -M-iv, 1'"2=1'"+2, 

a =A /2£A, L = (L 0 L)1/2, 

1T(Zp) -2M -N+ 3 - 3iv 
DMN = -----------

(-iv-N + 1)( -iv-N +2) 

(9a) 

(9b) 

On writing (x + a) = (a - ilm, the basic integral H can be 
recast as 

H = [ - (a + iW' [ - (a - I) r'(a + it. + I 

xL wT'(I-wr'(I-wzr'dw, (10) 

where z = (a + i)l(a - i) and r is a suitable contour in the 
complex w plane. 

The contour integral in Eq. (10) is a solution of the hy
pergeometric equation 

{ 
d2 d } 

z( 1 - z) dr + [c - (a + b + 1)z] dz - ab 

X u(a,b;c;z) = 0, (11) 

with a = - 1'"1' b = 1'"2 + 1, and c = 1'"1 + 1'"2 + 2, since the 
function wb (1 - w)e - b (1 _ wz) - a - I vanishes at the end 
points of the contour r (see Ref. 11). SoH can be expressed as 
a linear combination of an independent pair of two Gauss 
hypergeometric functions satisfying Eq. (11). Thus we may 
write 

H = (a + it· +T.+ I(a - it· 
X [E 2FI( -1'"1,1'"2 + 1;1'"1 + 1'"2 + 2;z) + DZ-T. -T.-I 

X 2FI( - 21'"1 -1'"2 - 1, -1'"1; -1'"1 -1'"2;Z)]. (12) 

It is to be noted that the physical values of a always lie in 
the lower half of the complex a plane where the function 
(a + it· + T. + I has a branch point at a = - i, but the func
tion (a - W, q being any complex number, is single valued 
and analytic. So we rewrite 

H = (a _ i)2T. + T, + I 

X [EZT. + T, + I 2FI( - 1'"1,1'"2 + 1;1'"1 + 1'"2 + 2;Z) 

+ D 2FI( - 21'"1 - 1'"2 - 1, - 1'"1; - 1'"1 - 1'"2;Z)]. 

(13) 
The transformation a-.z maps the entire lower half of 

the a plane into the unit circle in thez plane. SinceH must be 
single valued and analytic around the point z = 0 (corre
sponding to a = - I), the constant E is identically zero. 
Thus we have 

H = D (a _ i)2T. + T, + I 

XzFI( - 21'"1 -1'"2 - 1, - 1'"1; - 1'"1 -1'"2;Z). (14) 

We note that by using relation (3.251 (2) on page 295 of 
Ref. 12 the value oftheintegralHin Eq. (9a) asa-.oo can be 
obtained in closed form as 

(15) 
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where B stands for the beta function. So we can obtain the 
constant D by comparing the asymptotic value (as a-+ CIJ ) of 
H from Eq. (14) with that from Eq. (15). 

With the help of the linear transformation, formula 
15.3.6 on page 559 of Ref. 13 for the Gauss hypergeometric 
functions, Eq. (14) can be recast as 

H = D(a _ i)2T, + T,+ I [r( - 1"1 - 1"2)F(21"1 + 1) 
r(1"! + l)r( - 1"2) 

+ ( - 2i)2T' + I r( - 1"1 - 1"2)r( - 21"1 - 1) 
a-i r(-21"1-1"2-1)r(-1"I) 

(16) 

This expression for H can be checked by directly evalu
ating the basic integral H in Eq. (9a) for a = 0 and compar
ing this result with the corresponding result obtained from 
Eq. (19). 

For the direct evaluation of H in Eq. (9a) we split the 
range of integration into two parts and write 

H = 1'" (x2 + ltl(X + ar' dx 

(20) 

Changing x to - x in the second integral and taking the 
phase term consistent with the imaginary part of x, which is 
negative in our case, we obtain 

H = 1'" (x2 + lr'(x + ar' dx 

+ e- i1TT, 1'" (x2 + lr'(x - ap dx. (21) 

Setting a = 0 and using the relation 3.251 (2) on page 295 of 
Ref. 12, we arrive at 

H =1+e-
i1TT

'B(1"2+ 1 -21"1-1"2- 1 ). 
a-+O 2 2' 2 

(22) 

We now evaluate H for a = 0 from Eq. (19). Putting a = 0 
we get 

Ha-+o = D ( - i)2T, + T, + I zF'1(a,b;c; - 1), (23a) 

where a = 21"1 - 1"2 - 1, b = - 1"1' and c = - 1"1 - 1"2' 
Since a - b + 1 = c, we can use the relation 15.1.21 on page 
557 of Ref. 13 to obtain 

H -+0 = D (_ 2i)2T' + T,+ I rmr( - 1"1 - 1"2) 
a r( - 1"1/2 + ~)r( - 1"1 - 1"2/2) 

(23b) 

Substituting the value of D in Eq. (23b) and using the 
results 14 
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As a-+CIJ the second term within the large bracket in 
Eq. (16) is the dominating one since Re(21"1 + 1) is negative. 
So we can write 

x r( - 1"1 - 1"2)r( - 21"1 - 1) . (17) 
r( - 21"1 - 1"2 - l)r( - 1"Il 

From Eqs. (15) and (17) we have 

(18) 

Substituting the value of D from Eq. (18) in Eq. (14) we 
finally get 

I 
r( - 21"1 -1) = (211rl/22-2T,-3/2r( - 1"1 - !)r( - 1"Il, 

r( - 21"! - 1"2 - 1) 

= (21T)-1/22 -2T1 -T,-
3/2r( - 1"1 - 1"2/2 -!) 

Xr( - 1"1 - 1"2/2), 

and 

r( - 1"2/2 + !)r(1"2/2 +!) = 1T csc 1T{1"1/2 + !), 
we finally get exactly the same result for H as in Eq. (22). 

III. 1s-15 CAPTURE 

For Is-Is transition, 

¢f(P) = (2-fU 5/2 hr)(p2 + A 2)-2, 

so that Eq. (2) becomes 

T (0) = ch02-fU 5/2 ~ (,(2iv - 2[ ) (24) 
SPB 1TK2(4v2) - iv aJ.L 20' 

Differentiating with respect to J.L, we obtain 

T~~B = cl(TI + T2), (25) 

where 

ch 2 !2J.s/2k 2iv - 2 c = _""-O.....:,,~"" ___ _ 

1 1TK2(4v2)-iV' 

TI = 2J.L(iv - 1)K-2120, 

120 = D20 [ 2(2 - iv)(2L ) - iVH + (2L )1 - iv ~~] , 
D20 = 1T{Zp - I - 3iv /(1 - iv)(2 - iv), 

T2 = D20[ {4(2 - iv)( - iv)(2L) -1-ivH 

+ 2(1- iv)(2L )-iV aH} aL 
aL aJ.L 

+ 2(2 _ iv)(2L ) - iv aH + (2L )1 - iv ~ (aH)] , 
aJ.L aJ.L aL 
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N 
'Q 

z 
0 

~ w 
(f) 

(f) 
(f) 

0 
0:: 
0 

X 2F1( - 21"1 -1"2 - 1, -1"1; -1"1 -1"2;Z) 

+ (a _ i)2,-, + '-2 + 1 .!!.... 
aa 

XJ; (- 21"1 -1"2 - 1, -1"1; -1"1 -1"2;Z)] , 

~H =D [(21"1 + 1"2 + 1)(21"1 + 1"2)(a _ i)2,-,+1"2- 1 

aa2 (26) 

XJI( - 21"1 -1"2 - 1, -1"1; -1"1 -1"2;Z) 

+ 2(21"1 + 1"2 + l)(a - i)2,-, +1"2 :: 

X 2F;( - 21"1 -1"2 - 1, -1"1; -1"1 -1"2;Z) 

+ (a - if?"' +1"2 + 1 {(:: r 
+ ~~ 2F; ( - 21"1 - 1"2 - 1, 

aa 

-1"1; - 1"1 -1"2;Z)}] , 

~(aa) __ 1 ( __ 1 aA + 2A aL) 
aIL aL - U L 2 aIL L 3 aIL ' 

300 

..... _-----

10 

2 

0.1 

i 
f 

p-c 

t 

ENERGY (MeV) 
FIG. 1. Cross sections for electron capture by protons from C (in units of 
10-21 cm2) for the energy range 0.1 to 2.0 MeV: full curve, present result; 
dashed-dotted curve, results ofSPB full peaking (Ref. 4); dashed curve, re
sults ofSPB transverse peaking (Ref. S);., experimental data of Rodbro et 
al. 16 
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aa A - = - UL 2 ' aL 
az 2i 
-= 

(a-if' aa 
~z 4i 
aa2 (a - zj3 ' 

and the primes on the JI functions denote the derivatives 
with respect to z. 

The total cross section can now be calculated from the 
integral over the transverse momentum transfer Kl : 

d~~B = (21TV2)-1 fO IT~~B 12Kl dKl , (27) 

where Kl is defined by the relation 

Kf =K2_K;, 

with 

K z = - !(v + (z} - Z~)/v). 

For ls-nlm capture with I> 0 further dependence on p 
in Eq. (2) occurs through ~;(P). In that case also the SPB 
amplitude can be calculated from the integral I MN by suit
able parametric differentiations following the method dis
cussed in Sec. III of the work of Sil and McGuire. 7 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A generalized computer program has been developed to 
evaluate the JI functions appearing in Eq. (19) for any value 

I I 

60 

N 

E 
<.> 

N 
N 

IQ 10 

Z 
0 
i= 
0 
w 
(f) 

(f) 
(f) 

0 
0:: 
0 

0.3 1D 5.0 
ENERGY (MeV) 

FIG. 2. Cross section for the electron capture by protons from Ne (in units 
OflO-22 cm2) for the energy range 0.3 to 5 MeV. Full curve, present results; 
dashed curve, results of SPB transverse peaking (Ref. 5); 0, experimental 
data of Cocke et al. 17;0, experimental data of Rodbro et al.16 
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--'" E 
u 

;t 
's;! 

.; 10 

.. .. 
e 
u 

5 
Energy (MeV) 

FIG. 3. Cross section for the electron capture by protons from Ar (in units of 
10-2

4 cm2
) for the energy range 2 to 20 MeV. Full curve, present result; 

experimental data, 0, Horsdal-Pedersen et 01. 18 from University of Aarhus; 
e, experimental data from Kansas State University; ., Andriamonje et 
01. 19

; "', Macdonald et 01.20 

of the complex argument z. Using this program we have cal
culated the results for the integral H from Eq. (19) for several 
physical values of the parameters and compared these re
sults with the corresponding values obtained by directly 
evaluating the integral in Eq. (9a) numerically; the two sets of 
results are in very good agreement with each other. We have 
computed the Is-Is cross sections for electron capture by 
protons from the atomic targets Li, C, Ne, Na, and Ar for the 
energy range 400 keV to 20 MeV (lab). The Hylleraas l5-type 
effective target charge has been taken. 

Figures 1 and 2 present our Is-Is capture cross sections 
following Eq. (27) for protons on carbon and neon along with 
the theoretical results in the full peaking and transverse 
peaking SPB approximations and also the experimental find
ings. For the carbon target our results are in good agreement 
with the experimental data of Rodbro et al. 16 for the energy 
range E;;;;o400 keV. Results in full peaking and in transverse 
peaking SPB approximations also agree well with the experi
ment for the same energy range. Below this energy range our 
results are 5%-10% smaller than the results of Macek and 
Alston4 but 20%~0% larger than the experimental data. 
Our results for the Ne target are in close agreement with the 

TABLE I. Cross sections (in units of 10-20 cm2) for the electron capture by 
protons from the K shell of Li. 

2674 

E(MeV) 

0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
2.0 

Total cross sections (10- 20 cm2
) 

78.18 
36.04 
18.12 
9.774 
5.584 
3.346 
2.088 
0.0715 
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TABLE II. Cross sections (in units of 10-22 cm2) for the electron capture by 
protons from the K shell of Na. 

E(MeV) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Total cross section (10-22 cm2) 

6.48 
6.45 
3.59 
2.00 
1.12 
0.65 
0.39 
0.24 
0.15 

experimental data of Cocke et al. 17 for the energy range E;;;;o 1 
MeV but below this energy range our results underestimate 
the experimental data of Rodbro et al. 16 The discrepancy 
between our results and the experimental data in the low
energy region may be due in part to the fact that we have 
calculated only the zeroth-order term in the expansion ofSil 
and McGuire. 7 

In Fig. 3 our results for the electron capture from the K 
shell of Ar by protons are shown together with the experi
mental data of Horsdal-Pedersen et al.,18 Andriamonje et 
al., 19 and Macdonald et al.20 Our results agree well with the 
experimental data for E;;;;o5 MeV. 

The calculated cross sections for the electron capture by 
protons from theK shell ofLi and Na are tabulated in Tables 
I and II, respectively; the energy ranges considered are 
0.4<E <2 MeV for the Li target and 1 <E <9 MeV for the Na 
target. 

Since there are two electrons in the K shell the calculat
ed cross sections for a single electron capture have been mul
tiplied by 2 for the presentation of the results in all the figures 
and tables. 
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL f (p) FOR 
COMPLEXL 

In our problem 

where LI = J and L2 = p,v. 
We choose the Z axis along LI and the XZ plane is taken 

as the plane containing LI and L2, so that in the polar coordi
nates, LI = (LI'O,O) and L2 = (L2 , (J,O). 

Then 

A+2poL=A+BcosO + Csin o cos t,6, (AI) 

where 
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B = 2p(LI - iL2 cos{3), (A3) 
(A2) where 

C = - 2iL2P sin{3. L = (L i - L ~ - 2iLIL2 cos {3 )1/2 = (L· L)1/2. (A4) 

Here we note that UsingEq.(A1)inEq. (6a) we can write, for IA I>IBI + ICI, 

_ [L21T ( - r), +sA T - ,- 5( - B n - C)S cos' 0 sin' + I 0 coss tfJ dO dtfJ 
J(p)-~~ 0 0 rls! ' 

(A5) 

where (a), stands for Pochhammer's symbol, (a), = ala + l)· .. (a + r - 1), for r = 1,2,3, ... , and (a)o = 1. 
For odd values of s, the tfJ integral in Eq. (A5) vanishes. So putting s = 2h and using the relation 3.621 (1) on page 369 of 

Ref. 12 we obtain 

L21T 22h+ I[r(h + 1)j2 
COS2h tfJ dtfJ = ---=--....:....--'--'~;:...:.... 

o r(2h + 1) 
(A6) 

The 0 integral will survive only for even values of r. We put r = 2j and use the relation 3.621 (5) on page 369 of Ref. 12 to get 

L1T cos2j 0 sin2h + 10 dO = r(h + 1)F(j + !) . (A7) 
o rU+h +~) 

On substitution of (A6) and (A 7) in Eq. (A5) we arrive at 

_ T ~ (- rhU+h,(B2/A 2Y(C 2/A 2)h22h [r(h + !wr(h + 1)F(j + !) 
J(p) - 2A -t +' (2j)!(2h )!r(2h + 1)F(j + h +~) . (AS) 

Using the result14 

r(2h + 1) = (22h /fii)F(h + !)F(h + 1), 

and noting that 

r(n +!) = 1T1/2(!)n 

and 

(2n)! = 22nn!(!)n' 

we can write 

(A9) 

W ritingj + h = I and performing the summation over h we 
obtain 

(- rhl (B2 + C 2)1 
J(p) = 41TA T ~ 221HV! A 2 • (AlO) 

We now show that the above expansion ofJ(p) is equivalent 
to the expression in Eq. (7) 

Substituting the value of 2Lp from Eq. (A3) in Eq. (7) 
and using binominal expansion we get 

21TAT+I [-(r+1)Jm 
J(p) = (r + 1)(B2 + C 2)1/2 ~ m! 

X [{ _ (B2 +AC
2
)1/2r _ {(B

2 
+AC

2
)1/2rl . 

(All) 
The condition for convergence of each series is automatical
ly satisfied when IA I > IB I + I C I. It is clear that only odd 
values of m will survive in the expansion (A 11). So we take 
m = 21 + 1 to obtain 

I( ) = _ 41TA T '} [ - (r + l)J2I+ I (B2 + C 2)1. 
P (r+l)~ (2/+ I)! A2 

(A12) 
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I 
Using the results 

[ - (r + 1)J21+ I = - (r + 1)( - r)2I 

and 

(21 + 1)1 = 2211!(~)1 

in Eq. (A12) we finally obtain the same expression forJ(p) as 
in Eq. (AlO). This proves that the result in Eq. (7) is justified 
for a complex vector L as well under the restriction 
IA I > IB I + I C I· Validity of the result for the general case 
follows from analytic continuation. 
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Hamilton-Jacobi formulation and quantum theory of thermal wave 
propagation in the solid state 
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A mathematical formalism has been developed for the description of the propagation of thermal 
waves in solids. The theory is based on the analogy between thermal waves and mechanics as 
manifested upon expressing the heat conduction equation in the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. The 
transition of the classical formulation to quantum mechanics is accomplished by defining thermal 
wave operators for the generalized coordinates and the canonically conjugated momenta. The 
resulting theory shows that propagating, albeit heavily damped, thermal waves can be formally 
described by a quantum mechanical thermal harmonic oscillator (THO). The expectation values 
of observables, derived from Ehrenfest's theorems, are found to be of practical importance for the 
description of the thermal wave field in solids with inhomogeneous thermal and thermodynamic 
properties. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years photoacoustic spectroscopy has been 

used for the creation and detection of thermal waves in solids 
in general,l-8 and in crystalline semiconductors in particu
lar.9-12 The ability of thermal waves to perform nondestruc
tive depth-profiling studies in materials has been exploited 
mainly qualitatively due to the lack of appropriate theoreti
cal models in the literature. It has been recognized for some 
time that the depth profiling of dopant concentrations in 
semiconductors may be the single most important applica
tion of thermal wave physics.l0.11.13 An important theoreti
cal obstacle, however, to the realization of the full potential 
ofthermal wave depth profilometry appears to be the com
plexity of the mathematical description of thermal wave 
propagation in continuous solids, especially those which ex
hibit large local variations of their relevant thermal and ther
modynamic properties, i.e., the thermal conductivity, the 
density, and the specific heat. As a result of the mathemat
ical difficulties, only two theoretical treatments have ap
peared in the literature, which assume discrete,multilayered 
solid structures with constant thermal and thermodynamic 
properties within each thin layer. 13.14 Furthermore, 
Afromowitz et al. 15 have applied discrete Laplace transfor
mations to the heat conduction equation to treat the produc
tion of the photoacoustic signal in a solid with continuously 
variable optical absorption coefficient as a function of depth, 
however, the thermal parameters ofthe solid were assumed 
constant. Thomas et al.3 calculated the Green's function for 
the three-dimensional heat conduction equation describing 
thermal wave propagation in a thermally uniform solid with 
a subsurface discontinuity ("flaw"). In most experimental 
situations of interest one has to deal with thermal wave prop
agation in fields where drastic variations of thermal proper
ties occur within a thermal wavelength16 from the source of 
oscillation. In this limit the thermal wave behavior can be 
described formally by using the analogy between classical 
mechanical plane wave propagation and thermal wave mo-

tion. The crucial difference between these two types of waves 
is that the former kind is a result of the time harmonic solu
tions to the Helmholtz equation, which is a hyperbolic par
tial differential equation of second order in the derivative of 
the wave-function field, whereas the latter kind is a result of 
time harmonic solutions to the Fourier equation of heat con
duction, which is a parabolic partial differential equation of 
first order in the time derivative of the thermal field wave 
function. The above difference has a profound effect in the 
nature of the two kinds of waves: the hyperbolic type is able 
to propagate freely within matter and suffers attenuation 
only when the wave vector in the medium has an imaginary 
component, while the parabolic type always exhibits heavy 
attenuation as a function of propagation distance in the me
dium. 

In this paper the formal analogy between classical and 
quantum wave fields and a thermal wave field will be investi
gated. It will be shown that the thermal wave field Hamilton
ian is nondissipative irrespective of the spatial dependence of 
the relevant thermal/thermodynamic properties of the sys
tem. This property, in tum, allows the definition of an ei
konal equation and Fermat's principle for thermal wave 
propagation, as well as the definition of a fundamental spa
tial eigenfrequency of the thermal oscillations. 

The classical mechanical Hamiltonian of the thermal 
wave field will be further shown to be that of a harmonic 
oscillator in the temperature potential field. This observa
tion allows the quantization of the thermal wave field, which 
sets the foundations of the microscopic description of wave 
phenomena occurring within propagation distances on the 
order of a thermal wavelength, such as thermal diffraction. 
The macroscopic thermal wave equations can indeed be re
covered in a quantum mechanical expectation function form 
after introducing expansions of the thermal wave field obser
vables in terms of integrals over complete sets of eigenfunc
tions of the thermal Schrooinger equations. The formalism 
allows the explicit evaluation of the macroscopic tempera-
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ture field in continuous solids with nonhomogeneous ther
mal/thermodynamic properties as a result of the propaga
tion of thermal wave fronts in the potential field defined by 
the temperature-dependent generalized coordinate. A simi
lar approach was used successfully 17. 18 in the quantization of 
light rays propagating in solids, where both Schrodinger
type17 and Dirac-typel8 theories were advanced for the de
scription ofthe optical wave field observables. 

II. HAMILTON-JACOBI FORMULATION OF THERMAL 
WAVE PHYSICS 

The generation of thermal waves in a medium is the 
result of the presence ofa harmonic heat source at the origin, 
modulated at some angular frequency mo. The most com
monly used heat sources are modulated laser beams, 1.3-5.8.12 
electron beams,2.9.11 or ac current sources. 19 The tempera
ture field () (r,t) in the medium excited by the heat source is 
given by the macroscopic Fourier heat conduction equation, 
which is a statement of energy balance in the medium: 

a 
V·[k (r)V() (r,t )] - p(r)c(r) at () (r,t) = 0, (2.1) 

where k (r), p(r), and c(r) are the (generally spatially variant) 
thermal conductivity (W 1m OK), density (kg/m3), and specif
ic heat (J/kg OK), respectively, of the medium. For most ex
perimental thermal wave solid state geometries c(r) implies 
the specific heat at constant volume, however, constant pres
sure specific heats must be used when the experimental con
ditions require it. In this work the one-dimensional counter
part of (2.1) will be used in order to simplify the formalism, 
with the three-dimensional case constituting a straightfor
ward extension of the fundamental concepts developed here-
in. 

A harmonic time dependence of the one-dimensional 
temperature field of the form 

() (x,t) = T(x) exp (imot) (2.2) 

yields the Fourier-Helmholtz equation 

~ [k (x) ~ T (X)] - imop(x) c(x) T (x) = o. 
dx dx 

(2.3) 

In passing we note that (2.3) is in the form of the Liouville 
equation with the single eigenvalue A = imo. The Lagrangian 
function, which corresponds to (2.3), is20 

1 [dT(x)]2. LT ..? = -k (x) -- + lmo y dy 
2 dx 0 

(2.4) 

and satisfies the Euler equation 

a..? d a..? --- -0 
aT dx a (dTldx) - . 

(2.5) 

In thermal wave configurations the following boundary con
ditions are usually assumed13

•
14: 

T(x=O)= To, 

- k (x) dT(x) I = Qo, 
dx x=o 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

where the domain of the temperature field encompasses the 
one-dimensional volume (x). The surface (s) which encloses 
(x) is defined by the origin (x = 0) and some suitable point 
L" + 00. The Hamiltonian is given by 
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H(x,T,PT) = PT [d~~x)] -..? 

= p~/2k (x) - (iI2) mtP(x)c(x)T2, 

withpT the generalized momentum defined by 

= a..? = k(x) dT(x) 
PT a(dT Idx) dx . 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) show that for the thermal wave 
problem the generalized coordinate and momentum are the 
field temperature and heat flux, respectively. The Hamilton
ian form (2.7) is not appropriate, however, for use in the 
consideration of thermal wave dynamics, because it is an 
explicit function of the spatial coordinate (x). A canonical 
transformation is required, such that both coordinate and 
momentum will be constants of the motion. Consider the 
following parametric transformations: 

=.! LX [p(y)c(y)] 112 d 
~ J 0 k(y) Y, 

(2.9) 

r== [k (xlo(x)c(x)] 1I4T (x), (2.10) 

and 

_ 1 LL [p(y)c(y)] 1/2 J=- -- dy. 
L 0 k(y) 

(2.11) 

The generating function, which produces the desired canoni
cal transformation, is Hamilton's principal function21 S, in 
which the time coordinate has been replaced by the spatial 
coordinate (x). The Hamilton-Jacobi equation 

as = -H(X T. as) 
ax ' 'aT 

1 (as)2 i = --- -- +-mop(x)c(x) T2 
2k(x) aT 2 

(2.12) 

transforms to the following equations, after introduction of 
the new variables ~ and '1': 

Using separation of variables in the form 

S(r,~, a) = W(r, a) - a~ 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

yields an equation for Hamilton's characteristic function 
W(r, a): 

(2.15) 

Equation (2.15) is the canonical transformation in which the 
new coordinate ~ is cyclic and the transformed Hamiltonian 
is a constant of the motion and assumes the meaning of the 
total generalized energy of the thermal wave field: 

H ('1', ~;) = a=E. (2.16) 

In the Hamilton-Jacobi theory ofthermal waves the gener
alized coordinate is r(~) and the generalized momentum is 
Pr = aw lar. The functional form ofthe canonical Hamil
tonian 

(2.17) 

shows that thermal wave field behavior is equivalent to that 
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of a thermal harmonic oscillator (THO), with the effective 
mass m = J -I and spring constant K, which is subject to a 
restoring, conservative force F = - K T generated by the ef
fective harmonic potential field VITI = ~r. The frequency 
of the oscillation in the canonical coordinates can be found 
via the use of the action-angle variable 

IT = fPTdT = f [ aw~~ ,a) ]dT. (2.18) 

Defining the spring constant 

K = - ;wal, (2.19) 

the integral of (2.18) can be evaluated between 0 and 21T to 
yield the frequency ofthe motion21 of the THO, 

v = aH = _1_ (KJ )112 (2.20) 
T aI

T 
21T ' 

so that an angular frequency can be written as 

!1T=21TVT = (KJ)1/2 [m- I
] 

or 

!1 (w) = ± (1 - 11 (L [ WcP (.v) C (.v) ] 112 d 
T 0 L Jo 2k (.v) Y 

_ (1-11 SaL 
= ± -- as (wo, y) dy, 

L 0 
(2.21) 

where as (wo'Y) is the local thermal diffusion coefficient of the 
Rosencwaig-Gersho theory22 at depth y in the medium. 
Here, !1.,. is the spatial angular frequency of oscillation o( the 
THO and is defined in terms of the spatial extent of the medi
um or, in the case of semi-infinite media, in terms of 

lim (1. (L as (wo, y) dY). 
L-oo L Jo 
The Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of the thermal wave 

problem leads to an eikonal equation of thermal wave phys
ics, upon combination of(2.15) and (2.16): 

(2.22) 

Equation (2.22) is the rule for the construction of the surfaces 
of constant phase, via the equation 

WIT, a) = const. (2.23) 

The thermal gradient of W determines the normal to 
such surfaces. Any surface (s) that satisfies the condition 
(2.23) is a surface of constant thermal phase and thus defines 
a thermal wave front. The thermal ray trajectories are deter
mined everywhere in space by (2.22) and are perpendicular 
to the wave fronts, whose phase velocities are given by 

E (J)1I2 E (v) = = - . 
T P law faTI 2 .JE - VITI 

(2.24) 

At this stage, a variational Fermat's principle can be formu
lated for the description of geometrical thermal ray trajec
tories, analogous to those of classical mechanics and geomet
rical optics. This principle can be expressed as follows: 

8 J ...!!!.... = 8 J PT ds = 0, (2.25) 
(vT)p 

where ds is the incremental length in the configuration space 
spanned by the generalized coordinate T and the conjugate 
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momentump.,.. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that there exist three 

Poisson brackets for the canonical variables of the one-di
mensional thermal wave problem, 

{T,PT} = 1, 

{T,H} = JpT' 

{PT' H} = ;woTJ, 

along with the relation 

dH aH 
d; = a;' 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

(2.26c) 

(2.27) 

which is a consequence of the fact that the total generalized 
energy of the medium is conserved over one cycle of spatial 
oscillation of the THO. 

III. QUANTUM THEORY OF THERMAL WAVE PHYSICS 

The classical theory of thermal wave fields in one di
mension, which was presented in Sec. II above, is capable of 
describing only macroscopic thermal wave phenomena, 
such as the trajectories of thermal rays and the eikonal equa
tion (2.22). In this limit of geometrical thermal wave physics 
the Fermat's principle (2.25) can be used successfully; how
ever, it cannot rederive the Fourier-Helmholtz equation 
(2.3) through purely algebraic manipulations. Furthermore, 
the Fourier-Helmholtz equation is itself a reduced form of 
the canonical Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.16) and thus it 
suffers from the mathematical disadvantages of noncanoni
cal differential equations with regard to the degree of diffi
culty in obtaining the most general solution. In this section it 
will be shown that the thermal wave equation can be recov
ered and the most general solution can be obtained relatively 
easily from geometrical thermal ray physics via quantiza
tion, as by-products of thermal wave Ehrenfest's theorems. 
A complete analogy to the traditional quantum theory can 
be drawn upon replacing all classical variables of the Hamil
ton-Jacobi theory with thermal wave quantum mechanical 
operators: 

T---+ T = T, 
A .r- a 

P ---+P = - loT TaT' 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The constant fj appearing in (3.1 H3.3) is the thermal wave 
equivalent of Planck's constant. The Hamiltonian operator 
H is in units of the generalized energy of the THO: 

[H] = [E] = W °K/m3 

so that 

[fj] = WOK/m2. 

Equation (3.3) is now assumed to admit eigenfunction solu
tions 

(3.4) 

Use of the definitions (3.1) and (3.2) in (2.17) and insertion in 
(3.4) yields the canonical coordinate-dependent "Schro
dinger equation" of thermal wave quantum mechanics: 
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_-6 2 
( ~) ~ '" (r,~) + V(r)f/!(r,~) = i6 ~ f/!(r,~), (3.5) 

where 

VIr) = !Kr. 

Separation of variables in the form 

f/!(r,~) = ;(r) exp ( - iE~ 1-6) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

gives the coordinate-independent "SchrOdinger equation" 

d 2 2 
dr ;(r) + fj 2J [E - VIr)] ; (r) = O. (3.8) 

The solutions to (3.8) are, in principle, the eigenfunctions of 
the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator; however, at 
this point it must be recognized that the constant fj is consis
tent with real values of the generalized energies only if it is a 
complex quantity of the form 

fJ = (1 + 11~ I. (3.9) 

If (3.9) is satisfied, the anticipated harmonic oscillator eigen
values23 En = (n + ~)6nr will be real, as can be verified from 
(2.21). Using (3.9) and (2.19) in (3.8) results in the following 
equation: 

d 2 

1-61 2J dr ;(r) + (liJol)r;(r) = 2iE;(r). (3.10) 

Defining a new variable 

ZI=( 4mollfJ' 12) 1/4r, 

Eq. (3.10) becomes 

£;(ZI) + [~ - i (_E_)] ;(zd = O. 
d~ 4 liJolfi IJ 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Equation (3.12) has well-defined solutions if and only if 

E lliJ~ If) IJ = p + ~ (3.13a) 

and 

can be expressed by means of Hermite polynomials25: 

Dn(z) = 2 - (n/2)e-z'/4H(z/..j2) (3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

In the particular case where p = n the eigenvalues of the 
Weber-Hermite equation are 

En = (n +~) liJ~/2lfi IJ. (3.19) 

Equations (2.11), (2.20), and (2.21) give 

Inri = liJ~/2 J, 

so that (3.19) can be written 

En = (n + ~lIfi I Inri 
= (n + !)6nr • 

(3.20) 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

Now Eq. (3.21) can be used to interpret-6 of the thermal wave 
quantum theory in terms of the generalized energy of ther
mal wave packets (thermionsl), as the constant ratio of the 
energy to the angular frequency of such wave packets: 

E=IJnr =bvr • (3.22) 

Equation (3.22) in conjunction with (2.22) and (2.24) yields a 
thermal wave equivalent of the de Broglie relation, 

(3.23) 

Farther insight into the nature of the constant-6 is obtained 
upon writing (3.22) in the form 

E E 
-6= =--, 

(I-i) [(l!L)f~a.(liJoJl)dy] (kth ) 

(3.24) 

where k th is the one-dimensional component of the complex 
(3.13b) thermal wave vector16 

(3.14) 

Equation (3.14) is a parabolic wave equation or Weber-Her
mite equation24 with eigenvalues 

(3.15) 

For general values ofp the solutions to (3.14) are the Weber 
functions,25 ;p (z) = Dp (z), where 

D (z) = 2(P/2)e-z'/4 { Iii F (_ L.~. z2) 
p r[(I-p)/2] 11 2' 2' 2 

z.,ffii F (I-P. 3.r)} (316) 
- r(-pI2) 11 -2-'2'2 ' . 

where IFI (a;c;z) is a degenerate hypergeometric function 
given bf6 

IFl(a;c;z)=-- e- uuo
-

l 1 +- du, eiOfTz-Oi"" (u )C-a-l 
rIa) 0 z 

(3.17) 

with z = Izlei9
, - 'fr < () < 'fr. For integral values of p, i.e., 

for p = n, where n is a positive integer, the Weber functions 
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(3.25a) 

(3.25b) 

The presence of an imaginary component in the thermal 
wave vector is responsible for the exponential attenuation of 
thermal waves propagating in a continuous medium. From 
another point of view, a medium whose thermal wave vector 
is given by (3.25) can be described as thermally lossy, in ana
logy to optically lossy media arising in the propagation of 
electromagnetic radiation.27 Equations (3.24) and (3.25b) 
show that fj is proportional to the wavelength (A th) of the 
thermal wave packet, averaged over the entire extent of the 
propagation medium. The proportionality of1J to (A th) is 
analogous to that observed between the Planck's constant of 
the quantum theory of light rays and the wavelength of the 
optical radiation. 17 It is also consistent with the correspon
dence principle of quantum mechanics: The thermal wave 
SchrQdinger equation (3.5) can be transformed using the sub
stitution 

f/!(r,~) = A exp [iW(r,~ )/", ] 

to an equation for W: 
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(3.27) 

Letting 1) - ° in accordance with the requirement of the 
correspondence principle, Eq. (3.27) becomes identical to 
(2.15) of the classical mechanical Hamilton-Jacobi theory: 

H(T,pT) + ~ W(T,~) = 0, (3.28) 

with W(T,~) being Hamilton's characteristic function, for 
which the eikonal equation (2.22) is valid. 

In the thermal wave quantum mechanical theory, the 
eigenvalue equation 

iNn (T,~) = En t/ln (T,~) 
has the set of eigenfunctions 

t/ln(z,~) = NnDn(z) exp (- iEn~ IfJ), 

where 

Z = (4aloItfJI2)1/4e - /1I"/4T, 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

the En are given by (3.21), and the Nn are normalization 
constants, which can be determined using the orthogonality 
property of the Weber functions24

: 

f: co D : (z)Dn(z)dz = (21T)1/2nll5mn · (3.32) 

The normalization condition for t/ln is 

f: co t/I~(z,~ )t/ln (z,~)dz = 1. (3.33) 

Equations (3.30), (3.32), and (3.33) determine the normaliz
ing constants 

Nn = [1I(21T)1/2nl] 112. (3.34) 

IV. EXPECTATION FUNCTIONS AND EHREN FEST'S 
THEOREMS 

The most important application of thermal wave quan
tum mechanics is its ability to calculate expectation func
tions for various macroscopic observables, especially those 
which are difficult or impossible to derive explicitly from the 
macroscopic Fourier-Helmholtz equation, such as the tem
perature and the heat flux fields in the medium of thermal 
wave propagation. In this section we shall derive the expec
tation values for the potential energy of the THO, expecta
tion functions for the temperature and the heat flux, and a 
macroscopic heat diffusion equation of the thermal wave 
center of gravity in the sense and form of Ehrenfest's theo
rems. 

A. Potential energy of THO 

We have 

(V(z)n = f: co ~ (z,~~t/ln(z,~)dz 

= N~ IGnltW f: co z2D~(z)dz, 
where 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Using (3.18a) in (4.2), and the Hermite polynomial identity28 

f: co x2e -:i' H ~ (x)dx = JX(2n + 1 )2n - Inl (4.4) 

it can be shown that 

(z2)n = (V(z)n = 2n + 1 (4.5) 

and, substituting (3.31) in (4.5), 

(V(T)n = !(2n + l)(k If) 1/2w~12 e- 11I"/2, 

= !In + !)CiJ~12 J Iv I 
= !En' (4.6) 

Equation (4.6) indicates that, for any value of n, the average 
potential energy is half of the total generalized energy per 
cycle of oscillation, a result similar to that obtained in the 
case of the classical mechanical harmonic oscillator. 

B. Temperature field 

It should be noticed that expectation values are calculat
ed as integrals over the variable z, which is related to the 
generalized temperature T via (3.31) and, ultimately, to the 
temperature Tvia (2.10). In the present quantum formalism, 
however, z is considered a dummy variable when under the 
integral sign, spanning the range of values ( - 00, + 00). The 
expectation function for T(x) can be found from 

(z)n,m = f: co ~(z,~)Zt/lm(z,~)dz (4.7) 

Therefore, 

= (NnN m/2 l/2(n + m) - I) G ~(~ )Gm It) 

{ 

[ v'1T2n(n + 1) 1 m = n + I, 

X [v'1T2n- Inl,1m=n_I, 

0, m#n ± 1. 

{

(n ~ 1 y12 G~It)Gn+ I It), m = n + 1, 

(z)n,m = (n/2)1/2G~It)Gn_IIt), m=n-l, 

0, m#n ± 1. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

For the purpose of obtaining an expression for the tempera
ture field that is consistent with direct solutions 16 to the mac
roscopic Fourier-Helmholtz equation (2.3) in the limit of 
constant k, p, and c, we choose the particular eigenmodes 
n = 0, m = 1 in (4,9), and we get 

(Z)O,I = (1Iv2) G~(~)Gl(~) (4.10) 

(4.11) 

and using (3.31), (2.9), and (2.10) in (4.11), the expectation 
(macroscopic) function for the temperature can be written as 

1611/2e - /11"/4 
T(x)=(T(x)O,1 = 2 [wok (xlo(x)c(x)P/4 

X exp [ - f Us (wo,x/)dXl (4.12) 

where 

(4.13) 

Gnlt) = exp( - i En~ /6). (4.3) is the complex local thermal diffusion coefficient of the ex-
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tended Rosencwaig-Gersho theory.22 Equation (4.12) is val
id for semi-infinite solids, for which the positive root for 
IJ.,. (mo) was rejected in (2.21). This situation reflects the use of 
thermal wave physics for quantitative analysis leading to 
depth-profiling at high source modulation frequencies mo, so 
that 

(4.14) 

whereL is the thickness of the propagation medium.If(4.14) 
is not satisfied, then the term exp [ - S~ u. (mo,x')dx' ] in 
(4.12) must be replaced by 2 cosh [S~u.(mo,x')dx'], which is 
the result of the retention of the positive root for IJ.,.(mo) in 
(2.21). Using 

Eo=Wjllll.,.1 =(1/J)IIl.,.12~ = Jp}(O) (4.15) 

for the average total macroscopic generalized energy of the 
THO in (4.12), with ro = r (t = 0), the expectation function 
for the temperature becomes, after some algebraic manipula
tion and use of (2.6) and (2.8H2.11), 

T(x) = Q(x) exp [_ (X u.(mo,x')dx'] , (4.16) 
k (x)u.(mo,x) Jo 

where 

Q (x)=Q [k (Xlo(x)c(X)] 1/4 
o k (01o(0)c(0) 

X { 1 + ( e ~;;4 ) [p~~~)] 1/2 

X [!In(kpC)L =or 1
. (4.17) 

Equation (4.16) reduces immediately to 

T(x) = [QoI(1 + l)k (mlPc/2k )1/2] 

xexp [ - (1 + I) (mlPc/2k )1/2
X ], (4.18) 

in the limit of constant k, p, and c. Equation (4.18) has been 
previously derived by a number of authors. 13,16.29,30 

c. Ehrenfest's theorems 

These theorems can be easily formulated upon introduc
ing quantum mechanical commutation relations to replace 
the Poisson brackets (2.26). For the conjugate variables r and 
p.,. the following operator relations can be easily proven: 

[f,p.,.] = i5, (4. 19a) 

[f,il] =oJ.!.-, (4. 19b) a; 
[p.,.,k] = -JjmoJr. (4. 19c) 

Ehrenfest's theorem for the generalized thermal momentum 
can be derived from consideration of the expectation value 

d d fco 
d; (z) n,m = l3; _ co t/J: (z,; )zt/lm (z,;)dz (4.20) 

= ~ [f~ 00 t/J: (Hz - ZH)t/lm dZ ] 

= (i/o )( [H,z]) n,m . (4.21) 

Equation (4.21) was obtained under the assumptions31 that 
H is Hermitian and that z is not an explicit function of ;. 
Equations (3.11), (3.13b), (4. 19b). and (4.21) give 
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:; (z) n.m = ( ~~) e - ;'T14 (:; r(t)) n,m' (4.22) 

Using the defining equations (2.9H2.11) the term in the 
brackets can be calculated: 

(~ r(;))n,m = Fl/~(t) [~ F1I4(;)] (r(;)n,m 

+ [J /Fl/4(;)] (P,.(t)n,m (4.23) 

d 
= d; (r(t )n,m' 

where 

F (t )=k (; 10(; )c(; ). (4.24) 

The equality of expectation values, 

(~ r(t))n,m = ~ (r(;)n,m' (4.25) 

originates in the fact that the potential field (3.6) for the THO 
is harmonic and does not involve terms higher than second 
order.32 Equations (4.22) and (4.23) yield the following ther
mal wave Ehrenfest equation, which relates the expectation 
values of the generalized thermal velocity (d / d; ) ( r) and the 
generalized thermal momentum (P.,.): 

~ (r(t)n,m = Fl/:(t) [J (p.,.(;) .. ,m 

+ (~ F 1/4(t))(r(t))n,m]. (4.26) 

For F = const, (4.26) reduces to 

d 
(PT)n,m = k dx (T)n,m' (4.27) 

in agreement with (2.8). 
Furthermore, an equation for the motion of the observ

able thermal ray center of gravity can be derived in the form 
of an Ehrenfest relation 

( 
d2 ) d 2 d 
d;2 r(;) n,m = d;2 (r(;)n,m =J d; (ll.,.(;) .. ,m' 

(4.28) 

where il.T (t) is the effective generalized thermal momentum 
in a medium with variable thermal/thermodynamic param
eters k (x),p(x), and c(x): 

ll.,.(t) F 1/\;) [p.,.(t) + ~ (:; F1I4(;)) r(;)). 
(4.29) 

Ehrenfest's theorem (4.26) can now be written in a suggestive 
form as 

d 1 
-(r) =-(ll) d; ",m J-1 .,. .. ,m' (4.30) 

where J -1 plays the role of a generalized mass of the system, 
in agreement with (2.17). Differentiating ll.,. (; ) with respect 
to; and inserting the resulting expression in (4.28) gives 

d 2 

d;2 (r(;)n,m 

[1l2 _ 1 ~Fl/4(r)](-tr) =0 + .,. Fl/4(;) d;2 ~,~ n,m . 

(4.31) 
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Equation (4.31) is Ehrenfest's theorem, which governs the 
motion of the thermal ray heat centroid in the presence of a 
harmonic generalized potential energy field V (1") and for gen
eral functional forms ofF (t ). An equation similar to (4.31) in 
structure has been derived in connection with the eigenvalue 
problem of the Liouville equation by Morse and Feshbach 
[Ref. (26), Eq. (6.3.22)]. The analogy of the Ehrenfest ap
proach to the classical mechanical theory became apparent 
with (4.30), which involves generalized thermal displace
ment and momentum. This analogy becomes complete once 
(4.28) is written in terms of an integral over eigenfunctions: 

d 2 eit,./4 d 2 JCO 
d~2(1")",m = (4<t>oIlfjI2)1/4 d~2 -co f/J:(z,~)zrPmz,~)dz 

= ~ [J: co rP~ (HUT - UJf) rPm dZ] 

= (i/JJ)([ H,UT ]) ",m' (4.32) 

To evaluate this commutator, the commutation relation 

(4.33) 

can be easily verified from the definition (3.2) of the general
ized thermal momentum operator PT' Using (4.33) in (4.32) 
and comparing with (4.28) yields the following form of Eh
renfest's theorem (4.31): 

d ( au) d~ (llT)",m = - a1" ",m' 

where U is the effective potential energy 

U(1") = !Keffr, 
with the generalized effective spring constant 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

K I!-)==I( _ 1 ~FI/41!-) (4,36) 
eff~ JFl/4(~) d~2 ~ . 

Equation (4.34) is Ehrenfest's approach equivalent to the 
classical relationship between a restoring force, - V T U, and 
the rate of change of momentum due to the action of the 
force. The equations of motion (4.30) and (4.34) ofihe heat 
centroid of the thermal rays demonstrate the correspon
dence between macroscopic heat conduction theory and the 
expectation values of our microscopic approach. 

D. Position of heat centroid and uncertainty principle 

For experimental purposes the position of the heat cen
troid at a given modulation frequency (do is extremely impor
tant, as its determination substantiates the depth-profiling 
capacity of thermal wave physics. The observed (measured) 
wave centroid is mathematically a well-defined quantity for 
thermal waves, unlike unattenuated electromagnetic and 
other plane waves, due to the damped nature ofthe former: 

(~) = Sa ~ G~ (t)GI(~)d~ 
0.1 So' G~ (~)Gg)d; 

(4.37) 

= (../2/1 + 11 (lI1T ((dO)I)-I, 

so that 

I (!- ) I L a (x) _ k (x) 
~ 0.1 = (dJ12 sf; dx/a1/2(x) , s - p(x)c(x), (4.38) 
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where a. (x) is the local thermal diffusivity of the propaga
tion medium.22 If the medium is semi-infinite, (4.38) is un
derstood to mean 

(~)O,I = ((d~/2) L~co C{; dx~a~/2(x,} (4.38') 

A combination of (4.38) or (4.38') and (4.16), together with a 
measurement of T(x) or of a quantity proportional to T(x), 
demonstrates the potential of our quantum theory for quan
titative analysis of depth-profiling studies through thermal 
wave physics in media of 'arbitrarily variable a. (x). This as
pect of the present theory will be examined in detail in a 
future publication. 

For completeness of the thermal wave quantum treat
ment an uncertainty principle with an interesting interpreta
tion will be established. By analogy to quantum mechanics, 

(.:11")",,, + 1==[ (r) "," + I - (1")~,,, + I f12, (4.39) 

(.:1PT)","+I=[(P~)",n+1 - (PT)~,n+1 f12· (4.40) 

The expressions involve integrals of the Weber functions 
with powers or derivatives of 1" (or z). They can be simplified 
upon noticing that 

(z2)",,,+1 ex: J:co z2D~(z)D,,+dz)dz=O (4.41) 

and 

(P~)",n+ I 

ex: (P;)",n+ 1 ex: _15
2 f: co D~(z) [:; D,,+ 1 (Z)] dz 

= -JJ 2 {(n + l)n J: co D ~(z)D" - 1 (z)dz 

-(n+ 1) f:co zD~(z)D,,(z)dz 
1 Sco - - D ~(z)Dn+ dz)dz 
2 -co 

+ ~ Sco z2 D ~(z)D" + 1 (Z)dZ} = 0, (4.42) 
4 -co 

as each and every integral inside the brackets can be shown 
to vanish due to the orthogonality ofihe Weber polynomi
als.24 Taking (4.41) and (4.42) into account, (4.39) and (4.40) 
give 

(.:11")",,, + d.:1PT)"," + 1 = (1")",,, + 1)( (PT) n," + tI, (4.43) 

where eit
,./4 (n + 1)112 

(1")",n+ 1 = (4<t>oIf612)1/4 -2- G:(~)Gn+ d~) 
(4.44) 

and 

and 

(PT) n," + 1 = [(4<t>oII612)1I4/e i1T
/
4] (Pz) n,n+ 1 (4.45) 

. J"" a (Pz) n," + 1 = - i6 _ co f/J: (z,,, az rPm (z,~)dz 

= -ifJN"N"+l G~(~)G"+l(" 

XJ"" D,,(z) [!!.-D" + dZ)] dz. - co dz 
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It can be shown that 

f: 00 Dn(z) [! Dn+ dZ)] dz = (;y/2(n + I)! (4.46) 

so that 

(PZ> n,n + I = - (io /2)(n + 1)112 exp [ - e;'TI4In.,.l~ ] 

and 
(P.,.) n,n+ I = - [iO (4<tJoIlh 12)1/4/2ei1T14 ] 

X(n + 1)112 exp [ _ ei1T/4In.,.I~]. 
(4.47) 

Equations (4.43), (4.44), and (4.47) yield the uncertainty prin
ciple 

(il1')n,n + I (ilPr)n,n + I 

= +n + 1)6 exp [ - 2 LX u. (mo,x')dx'] , (4.48) 

which indicates that the uncertainty in either the thermal 
wave temperature excursion or its momentum decreases 
with increasing modulation frequency mo. The form of the 
uncertainty principle is unlike that of ordinary quantum 
mechanics23 due to the fact that the quantal thermal wave 
formalism requires coupling between the nth and (n + 1 )th 
eigenmodes to produce temperature expectation functions 
with the correct limiting forms. If coupling were considered 
entirely within the nth eigenmode, then (i) the relations 
(1') n,n = (P.,.) n.n = 0 would be true, also familiar from the 
quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator theory 
( (x) = (P) = 0)23; and (ii) a more typical uncertainty rela
tion would be obtained: 

(4.49) 

The thermal-wave uncertainty relation (4.48) is important in 
that it sets a lower limit in the precision with which the tem
perature of the heat centroid of the thermal wave packet can 
be measured, when the thermal fluxp.,. is known with a pre
cision ilp.,. Po: 

lil T( )1 b [(2m )1/2lx dx' ] 
x ;;. 41rpoF 1/ 4(X) exp - 0 0 a~/2(x') . 

(4.50) 

This inequality is a mathematical statement for the maxi
mum depth resolution with thermal waves in a medium in 
which temperature is modulated at mo. Equation (4.48) im
plies the spread of thermal waves due to diffraction, as the 
wave packet travels away from the surface and into the medi
um. The rapid decrease in the uncertainty minimum with 
increasing mo indicates a more precise thermal imaging and 
information transfer from subsurface features at high fre
quencies due to decreased diffraction limitations. This theo
retical observation has been borne out in several experi
ments. I ,4,9,IO 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The thermal wave quantum mechanical formalism de
veloped in this work as the extension of the thermal-wave 
Hamilton-Jacobi theory has been shown to be capable of 
providing exact analytical expressions for the temperature 
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distribution and heat flux for general solids with contin
uously variable thermal/thermodynamic parameters. These 
macroscopic expressions are in the form of Ehrenfest-type 
expectation functions and are expected to be useful to depth 
profiling analysis in solids with rapidly varying thermal pa
rameters locally, especially close to the surface, for instance, 
to microelectronic processing (e.g., impurity doping, ion im
plantation, radiation damage). 
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Fermi states of Bose systems in three space dimensions. II. The solvable 
version of the Hubbard model 
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An exact spectral solution of the Hubbard problem on the tetrahedron is given. It is demonstrated 
that it provides at the same time a partial spectral solution for the Bose version of this (Fermi) 
model. A remarkable relationship of the Hamiltonians H B = H F + (1 - P)H B (1 - P) is 
established, where P is a projection in the state space of the interacting Bose system. This partial 
observation is then extended to the spatial lattice composed of the four-site Hubbard cells, which 
interact due to the superimposed perturbation of the hopping type, affecting all sites of the lattice; 
H = .I(ij) .IO'= ± bij C:. cjO' + U.Ii ni+ ni_ being the corresponding Hamiltonian. It is thus 
demonstrated that the joint Bose-Fermi spectral problem (previously established in 1 + 1 
dimensions) makes sense in 1 + 3 dimensions as well. 

I. MOTIVATION 

Models are the necessary artifice in the study of any 
realistic physical problem. In both high-energy and many
body physics, the phenomenological analysis leads to model 
Hamiltonian systems, which are used to approximate rea
lity. If one is happy to solve any such model or to solve at 
least its somehow simplified version, there is always a hope 
that some amount of knowledge about reality has been 
gained. 

With respect to quantum field theory on a lattice and in 
continuum, modeling has proved successful in 1 + 1 (and 
1 + 2) space-time dimensions. The situation is dramatic in 
1 + 3 dimensions, where the variety of solvable (at least per
turbatively) models is severely limited. Therefore it seems 
advantageous either to propose a new solvable model in 
three space dimensions, or to demonstrate a solvability of 
any known model. 

Since the ultraviolet and infrared cutoffs are the stan
dard regularizations of any reasonable quantum field theory, 
it is not unnatural to confine our attention to the lattice mod
els in three space dimensions. 

The aim of the present paper is the direct solvability 
proof for a certain version of the well-known many-body 
problem, the so-called Hubbard model. 1-5 This particular 
goal arises as a by-product of our previous studies of the 
relationships between the quantized Bose and Fermi sys
tems; see, e.g., Refs. 6-11 and references therein. Though we 
were mostly confined to 1 + 1 dimensions, the (1 + 3)-di
mensional case was investigated as well; see Refs. 8-11. The 
present paper can be viewed as a continuation of the papers 
referred to as I in the present series. Previously we have ac
complished the study of Fermi (state space) sectors in the 
Hilbert space of the Bose system, for the family of the Lee
type models; the pure Fermi model is known there to be an 
exactly solvable example. 

The Bose-Fermi relationship we have in mind can be 
characterized as follows. Given the Hamiltonian Bose sys
tem H B with a certain projection P in its state space, 
JYB:JY F = PJYB , which commutes withH B' If this projec
tion coincides with the unit operator in the "bosonized" Fer
mi (CAR) algebra of Refs. Wand II, thenJYF is exactly the 

(Hilbert) space of Fermi states of the Bose system H B' Since 
H B acts invariantly on JY F its restriction to JY F' denoted 
PH BP, can be used instead of H B itself. For the Bose models 
we have studied before, the following exact equivalence on 
JY B has been established: 

PHBP=HF, (Ll) 

whereH F is received fromH B through a simple replacement 
of canonical Bose variables (fields) by Fermi ones. 

The situation became more involved once we passed to 
the solvable (fermionic Lee) model in 1 + 3 dimensions. S 

Then the object PH BP can be equivalently described by the 
pure fermionic operator 

PHBP= G F , (1.2) 

but G F is formally non-Hermitian. An analogous effect ap
pears if we invert the procedure, and depart from the pure 
fermionic Lee model H F' We have proved that the Bose
Fermi relationship of the type (1.1) exists, but then 

HF =PGBP, (1.3) 

where the Bose operator G B is formally non-Hermitian, and 
hence cannot play the role of the standard (physical) Hamil
tonian. In the case of the Lee-type models it means that one 
can consistently introduce Fermi fields within the Bose mod
el, but no reasonable physical Hamiltonian system can be 
attributed to them. 

Since (1.1) was characteristic for Bose systems in 1 + 1 
dimensions, while features (1.2) and (1.3) were displayed in 
1 + 3, our aim is to verify whether (Ll) is merely the (1 + 1)
dimensional peculiarity, or rather a general feature of some 
Bose models independent of the space-time dimension. Our 
answer, as given in the present paper, is in favor of the second 
alternative. The problem of correlated electron motions has 
attracted the attention of solid state physicists for a long 
time, culminating in the so-called Hubbard model l whose 
simplified version of Ref. 2 is described by the Hamiltonian 
on the (one-, two-, or three-dimensional spatial) lattice 

H=HF=IEdnk+ +nk_)+UIng+ng_, (1.4) 
k g 

where nk is an electron number operator in the momentum 
space, an arrow indicating the spin-up or down cases. 
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The second term in H describes the repulsion between 
two electrons of opposite spin which happen to be in the 
same orbit around a particular lattice site; g is thus a configu
ration space index, and 

ngq = C;q Cgq , [cgq,Crr ] + = /jUT /jgh' 

(1.5) 

Ct,. = _1_ I. exp(ikg),c;q. 
P{g 

As is well known, the exact solution (in the sense of solving 
the spectral problem for H) has been produced in one space 
dimension only.3 

The obvious difficulty in (1.4) is that the Hamiltonian 
consists of the two parts: the momentum and the configura
tion ones. Each of them is separately solvable, but a simulta
neous diagonalization of them is not that trivial, especially if 
one, following the solid-state physics tradition, translates the 
whole problem to the momentum space language; see, e.g., 
Ref. 4. Even in Ref. 3 where the original configuration space 
formula is reproduced for the 1 + 1 dimensional model 

H = t I. I. ct,. cju + UI. cr+ c j + cr_ Ci _, (1.6) 
(i)l u j 

the use of the Bethe ansatz route leads to the (quasi) momen
tum space picture again. 

We shall be interested in the less restrictive than (1.4) 
version of the Hubbard model, and admitS 

H = I. I. bij ct,. cju + U I. n i + n i - , (1.7) 
(i)l u . 

where the specification of hopping amplitudes bij will be 
made in the course of the paper. 

II. THE HUBBARD MODEL ON THE TETRAHEDRON 

We shall begin from the study of the Hubbard model on 
the simplest example of the three-dimensional spatial lattice. 
The underlying structure is the tetrahedron, whose sites we 
enumerate 0,1,2,3. The nearest neighbors form pairs 
(i,)! = (0,1), (0,2), (03), (1,2), (13), (2,3). The Hamiltonian 
reads 

H = HF = t I. (ar aj + iir iij) + U I. nj·n i , (2.1) 
(ij) i 

3 3 

I. ar aj = I. (a~ai + ar ao) + I. (aT ak + at a l ) 
~j) i-I k-2 

+ (a! a3 + ar a2 ). 

The particle number operators are here the constants of mo
tion 

M = I. at ak , M = I. iit ii k , N = M + M, (2.2) 
k k 

by virtue of 

[a"a!l + = 0, 

(2.3) 

[ aj>aj*] + = /jij = [iij>iij] + , 

other anticommutators vanishing. We obviously admit the 
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existence of the Fock vacuum 10) 

aj 10) = ° = iij 10). (2.4) 

If, following Ref. 4 we restrict considerations to the sectors 
N = 4, M + M = N, then one refers to the so-called half
filled band case of the model. We shall, however, not insist 
on this restriction, and our aim is to demonstrate that the 
particular four-site (tetrahedron) Hubbard problem is calcu
lable in all its N, M, M sectors. 

A. The M = M = 1 sector 

The basis system in this case reads 

li;j) = ar iij 10), (2.5) 

and the action of the pure hopping, (a* ,a) part of H, which we 
denote H hop' reads 

t- I I°;j)--+11;j)+ 12;j) + 13;j), 

t -Ill ;j)--+ I O;j) + 12;j) + 13;j), 

t- 112;j)--+I°;j)+ 11:j)+ 13;j), 

t-
113;j)--+I°;j)+ 11;j) + 12;j), 

(2.6) 

and analogously for H hop' It is not that useless to mention 
that the eigenvectors for the pure hopping (i.e., U = 0) case 
of (2.1) arise immediately by observing that (2.6) implies, for 
example, 

HhoP [Ik;j) -Il;j)} = - t [Ik;j) -1l:.t1J. (2.7) 

for all k,l, = 0,1,2,3. 
For any vector It!') in the M = M = 1 sector we have 

It!') = I. akj Ik;j), 
kj 

H hop It!') = t I. akj I. IS:1! = t I. {I. alj - a kj } Ik:j), 
ki s#k kj I 

H hoP It!') = t I. {I. a k1 - a kj } Ik;j), (2.8) 
kj I 

v It!') = U I. akk Ik:k), 
k 

H = H hop + HhoP + V. 

It amounts to the following eigenvalue problem: 

HIt!') = E It!') 

{

k =j, t I. (a1k + akl) + (U - E)akk = 0, 
l#k 

~ 

k #j, t I. alj + t I. akl - Eakj = ° . 
l#k l#j 

(2.9) 

Such a homogeneous system of 16 linear equations is in 
principle solvable but the straight algebraic route is not eco
nomic. We shall use the ordering (i,O), (i,l), (i,2), (i,3), 
i = 0,1,2,3, to count the a's, which implies the following 
block form of the matrix of the system (2.9): 

.J __ [~I ~2 :~ :~] 
.Jd' (2.10) 

tl tl A3 tl ' 

tl tI tl A4 

where each of the 4 X 4 entries is either proportional to a unit 
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matrix I, or can be deduced from 

[U~E t t 

1 -E t 
(2.11) Al= 

t -E t 

t t t -E 

since Ai differs from A I by permuting the (U - E) element 
along the diagonal to the ith place. 

Due to the particular form of (2.1 0), we can look for the 
coefficient representative la) of the vector It/I) given as a di
rect sum of the four-dimensional vectors, so that 

4 

la) = L ai' a l = (a,O,O,O), 
i=1 

a2 = (O,b,O,O), a3 = (O,O,c,O), 

a4 = (O,O,O,d), a = (all>a 12,a13,a I4 ), ... , 

and consequently 

dla)=O 

{

Ala + t(b +c+d) =0, 

:::} ta +A2b + t(c+ d) = 0, 
t (a + b ) + A3C + td = 0 , 

t (a + b + c) + A4d = 0 , 

which furthermore implies the identities 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(AI-tI) a=(A2-tI) b=(A3-tI) C=(A4-tI)d, 
(2.14) 

and hence 

a+b+c+d=O. (2.15) 

If we observe that 

det(AI - t1) = det(Ai - tI), 't/ i = 2,3,4, (2.16) 

then it is natural to demand 

det (AI - t1) = 0, (2.17) 

which immediately leads to 

(E + 2t )2(E 2 - UE + t (U - 4t)) = O. (2.18) 

It provides us with the spectral solution for our problem 

Eo= - 2t, 

and 

E2 - UE+ t(U -4t) = 0, 

~ = U 2 -4t(U-4t) 

:::}E ± =!( U ± ~ 1/2). 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Let us observe that since ~ > 0, then if either U or t differs 
from 0, the spectrum consists of the three real eigenvalues 
except for the so-called band (t = 0) and atomic (U = 0) lim
its of the Hubbard model4 when 

t~E+ = U, Eo=E_ =0, 

(2.21) 

U~E+ =2t, Eo=E_ = -2t. 

The eigenvectors of matrices (Ai - t1), i = 1,2,3,4 can 
be easily found by means of the Cramer formulas. To obtain 
the eigenvector la) one must satisfy the linear dependence 
condition (2.15). But it is in fact an automatic consequence of 
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(2.17). For example, the three eigenvectors of (A I - tI) have 
the form 

a(x,y,y, 1), P (x,y, 1,y), r(x,l,y,y), (2.22) 

t(E+2t) 
x= 

(U-E-t)E+2t 2' 
Ut 

y - x + --------: 
- (U-E-t)E+2t2' 

a, P, r being arbitrary real numbers. 

B. The N = 4, M = 1, M = 3 sector 

We can here exploit (2.6). The basis system reads 
li;ikl) = ar aj ar arlO), (2.23) 

and it is enough to consider vectors 1012), 1013), 1023),1123) 
ofthe tilde contribution, which under the action of t -IH hop 

transform as follows: 

1123)--1023) - 1013) + 1012), 

1012)--1123) - 1023) + 1013), 

1023)--1123) + 1013) - 1012), 

1013)-- - 1123) + 1023) + 1012). 
If we relabel the basis vectors according to 

1012)= 10), 1013)= 11), 

1023)= 12), 1123)= 13), 

we find that 

{

10)--13) - 12) + 11) , 

t-liI . f1)---13)+12)+10), 
hop' 12)--13) + 11) -10), 

13)--12) -11) + 10). 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(Notice that, e.g., (10) + 11)] is an eigenvector of H hop with 
the eigenvalue t.) If compared with the action of 
t -I H hop on the Ik:llbasis [see (2.6)] we encounter the change 
of sign in the even (odd) contribution when the even (odd) 
vector is acted upon by t -I H hop' 

The M = 1, if = 3 version of (2.6) thus reads 

It/I) = L akj Ik :ll, 
kj 

HhoP It/I) = t.t {~ak/( - 1Y -I + I + a kj } Ik:lJ, (2.27) 

H hop It/I) = t .t {~alj - akj } Ik;i), 

while the action of V leads to 

Vlt/I) = U It/I) - U {ao3 10:3) + ad 1:2) 

+ a2112:1) + a3oI 3:O)}. (2.28) 

Consequently 

H It/I) = E It/lj:::}t ~[ak/( _1)1-1+ 1+ alj] + (U - E)akj 

- U(t5ko t5j3 + 15k I t5j2 + 15k 2 t5jl 

+ t5k3 t5P )akj = 0, (2.29) 

which is the homogeneous system of 16 linear equations with 
respect to the coefficient representative la) ofthe vector It/I) 

dla) = O. (2.30) 

If we adopt the ordering previously used, the matrix d has 
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again the form (2.10) but the 4 X 4 matrices on its (block) 
diagonal are different from (2.11) 

[

u -E t - t t] 
t U-E t -t 

AI= . 
-t t U-E t 

t - t t U-E 

(2.31) 

Here, Ai' i> I differs from A I in that the diagonal element 
(- E)ispermutedfromthefourthtothe[(4 - i) + I)thposi
tion on the diagonal. 

All the arguments used in Sec. II A apply to the present 
case as well, and we arrive again at the demand 

det(A1 - tI) = 0, 

implying 

(U _E)2[E2 +E(4t - U) - Ut] = 0, 

i.e., 

Eo=U, 

or 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

t -IIOl:kl)---+121:kl) + 131:kl) + 102:kl) + 103:kl), 

t -1102:kl)---+112:kl) + 132:kl) + 101:kl) + 103:kl), 

t -1103:kl)---+I13:kl) + 123:kl) + 102:kl) + 101:kl), 

t -II 12:kl)---+1 13:kl) + 132:kl) + 102:kl) + 11O:kl), 

t -II 13:kl)---+103:kl ) + 123:kl) + I 12:kl ) + 11O:kl), 

t- 1123:kl)---+I13:kl) + 103:kl) + 120:kl) + 121:kl). 

Hence 

H hop Jij:kl) = t 2: jpj:kl) + t 2: I iq:kl), 

V Jij:kl) = U [(8Ik + 8j1) + (8il + 8jk )] Jij:kl). 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

The eigenvalue problem is investigated on vectors of the 
form 

ItI) = 2: aij:kJ' Jij:kl), (2.40) 
ijkl 

so that H ItI) = E ItI) implies (we admit aii:kl = aij:kk = 0) 

E2+E(4t- U)- Ut=O. (2.34) t 2: a pj:kl + t 2: a jq:kl + t 2: aij:pl + t 2: aij:kq 

Upon 

we get 

(2.36) 

Let us also observe that t~Eo = U, E + = U, E _ = 0, 
U~Eo=E+ =O,E_ = -4t. 

c. The M = M = 2 sector 

The basis system in this case reads 

I" kl) •• -. -·10) lj: = a j aj ak al , (2.37) 

and the complicacy of the algebra involved in the eigenvalue 
problem grows essentially. 

As previously, let us first investigate the action of H hop 

on the basis vectors 

The form of A I reproduces that of d 

2U-E t t -t -t 

t U-E t t 0 

t t U-E 0 t 
AI= 

-t t 0 U-E t 

-t 0 t t U-E 

0 -t t -t t 

For a coordinate representative of I tI) we adopt 

dla) = 0, la) = la,b,c,d,e/), (2.44) 
where each entry is the six-dimensional vector, and la) is 
understood as an element of the direct sum of six six-dimen
sional spaces. Here, dla) = 0 implies 
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p#i q#j p#k q#l 

+ [U(8ik + 8jl + 8i/ + 8jk ) - E ]aij:kl = O. (2.41) 

Let us renumber the basis vectors (2.38) to form the sequence 
II:kl), 12:kl),,,.,16:kl) and then turn them to the form Im:n), 
where both m and n vary from I to 6. Then (2.41) becomes 
the homogeneous system of linear equations whose square 
matrix d (36 X 36) has the following block form: 

Al tI tI -tI -tI 0 
tI A2 tI tI 0 - tI 

tI tI A3 0 
d= 

- tI tI 0 A4 

tI tI 

tI -tI 

- tI 0 tI tI A5 tI 

o -tI tI -tI tI A6 
(2.42) 

where the 6 X 6 matrices A j differ from each other by a per
mutation of the (2 U - t) entry along the diagonal to the ith 
place. 

0 

-t 

t 

-t 

t 

-E 

Ala + t(b + c - d - e) = 0, 

A 2b + t(a +c +d -I) = 0, 

A3C + t(a +b +e +/) = 0, 

A4d + t ( - a + b + e - I) = 0, 
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Ase + t ( - a + c + d + I) = 0, 

Ad + t ( - b + c - d + e) = 0, 

which is still too complicated unless a guess 

Ala = aa, A 2b = ab, ... , Ad = al (2.46) 

is made. The system describecl by (2.46) admits nontrivial 
solutions only if 

det(A j - aI) = 0, Vi = 1,2, ... ,6. (2.47) 

One should observe that each matrixA j - aI can be mapped 
into Aj - aI, i=/=j through subsequent rows-columns-rows 
transpositions which are followed if necessary by a simulta
neous multiplication by (- 1) of the column-row pair. 
These operations do not affect the determinant value, hence 
it is enough to consider 

det (AI - aI) = O. (2.48) 

To furth~r simplify our problem, let us admit that the 
first component of each vector a,b,c,d,e! coincides with 
some component of the vector a according to 

ai' hi = a2, CI = a3' d l = a4 , e l = as, II = a6 • 

(2.49) 
By virtue of (2.45) these components must satisfy the system 
of six linear equations governed by the matrix X 

Xa=O, 
(2.50) 

X=,=AI(each element of the diagonal replaced by a). 
Then det X = 0 must hold true, while det(A I - aI) = 0 is 
valid simultaneously. We thus conclude that the vector a 
must solve 

(X + Al - aI)a = 0, (X - Al + aI)a = 0, (2.51) 

and the necessary condition for the solvability of the second 
vector equation is that 

det(X-A I +aI) 

i.e., 

= [2a - (2U-E)].[2a - (U-EW (2a +E) =0, 
(2.52) 

a=!(2U-E) or a=!(U-E) or a= -!E. (2.53) 

Since (2.50) must be solvable as well, with a bit tedious alge
bra we finally arrive at 

detX = (2t - a)2(2t + aHa3 - a2t(1 + t) - 4t 3] = 0, 
(2.54) 

which implies 

a = 2t, a = - 2t, 

(2.55) 

Since we solved the problem for Hermitian matrices, 
and (2.53) holds true for all E, one of the a's should be elimin
ated. The study of the atomic (U = 0) limit leads here to the 
conclusion that 

a = ±2~E=2U +4t, E= U +4t, E= +4t. 
(2.58) 

To demonstrate that this result is correct, we shall give the 
explicit examples of the eigenvectors of H hop + H hop in the 
N = 4, M = M = 2 case (more detailed study of the issue will 
be given in Sec. III). 

One immediately observes that 

H hop IlP ) = 2t IlP ), 
IlP) = lP (a*,allO) = (a~ ar + a~ ar + a~ ar)IO), (2.59) 

and analogously for the vector (ar ar + ar ar + ar arllO). 
Consistently 

(2.60) 

is a common eigenvector of H hop and Hhop corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 2t. It implies that 

(Hhop + HhoplllP'~) = 4t IlP,~). (2.61) 

An analogous procedure for the 
11J) = 1J(a*, a)IO) = (ar ar + a~ ar + ar a~)IO) 
strates that 

(Hhop + Hhop)I1J,~) = - 4t 11J,~), 

11J,~) = 1J(a*, a)'1J(a*, a)IO). 

vector 
demon-

(2.62) 

Consequently, the strikingly simple result (2.58) solves the 
spectral problem under consideration. 

Getting the eigenvectors for .If I a) = 0 reduces now to a 
simple though a bit tedious algebra with 6 X 6 matrices. 

D. The N = 3, M = 1,M = 2 sector 

Since the basis in the present case reads 

Ik:ij) = ar ar arlO), 

(2.63) 
111) = L ak:ij Ik:yl, 

ijk 

it is enough to combine the studies of previous sectors. The 
action of H hop was considered in Sec. II A, while that of HhoP 
in Sec. II B. 

Since the tilde basis has six elements while the nontilde 
basis has four, the eigenvalue problem in the N = 3, M = 1, 
M = 2 sector will lead to the 24 X 24 matrix governing the 
homogeneous system of 24 linear equations with respect to 
24 variables. We observe that 

The third-order equation has a standard form V Ik:ij) = U(8kj + 8kj )lk:ij). (2.64) 

a 3 + pa + q = 0 to which the Cardano formulas apply. The Hence HIli) = E I I/J) implies 
discriminant reads 

(2.56) 

and is positive for t> O. Then the third-order equation ad
mits the single real root 

a = (q/2 + ..1 1/2 )1/3 + (q/2 - ..1 1/2)1/3. (2.57) 
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t L a/:ij +t L ak:pj +t L ak:iq 
l#k p#i q#j 

+ [U(8kj + 8kj ) - E ]ak:ij = O. (2.65) 

To construct the matrix .If we use the 1= 0,1,2,3 ordering 
with respect to the row index while that of 
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(ij) = (01),(02),(03),(12),(13),(23) with respect to the column 
label. 

The final ordering of rows and columns of .s;/ comes 
from the sequence (0:01), ... , (0:23), (1:01), ... , (3:23) oflabels 
for ak:Ij' .s;/ has the following 6 X 6 block form: 

.s;/ = tI A 2 tI tI , 

[

AI tI tI tI] 

tI tI A3 tI 
tI tI tI A4 

(2.66) 

where the matrices A j differ in the diagonal elements only 
A I:U - E,U - E,U - E, - E, - E, - E, 

A2:U - E, - E, - E,U - E,U - E, - E, (2.67) 

A3: -E,U-E, -E,U-E, -E,U-E, 

A4: - E, - E,U - E, - E,U - E,U - E, 

and the matrix A I is given as follows: 

U-E t t -t 
t U-E t t 

t t U -E 0 
-t t 0 -E 
- tOt t 
o -t t -t 

-t 

o 
t 

t 

-E 
t 

o 
-t 

t 
-t 

t 

-E 
(2.68) 

The problem of determining the coefficient representative 
la) of the vector I¢') is here reduced to the method of Sec. 
IIA. 

det(A I - tI) = 0, (2.69) 

with the difference that the computation involves 6 X 6 ma
trices and thus becomes a bit tedious. The final result, we 
arrive at, is 

(t+ U -E)·(E+ t).W(U,E,t) =0, (2.70) 

where W ( U,E,t ) is the fourth-order polynomial with respect 
toE 
W(U,E,t) = - 3E 4 + E 3(4U - 18t) + E2( - 4t - 21t 2 

+ 24Ut - 2U 2) + E(6t 2 + 9Ut 2 - lOt 2 

-4U2t+4Ut) 

+ (6t 3 - Ut 3 _ 2t 2U + 2t 2U2), (2.71) 
which is in principle solvable. Namely, the use of the Des
cartes-Euler prescription to solve the equation 
X4 + ax3 + bx2 + cx + d = 0 is that the substitution 
x = y - (a/4) yields y4 + py2 + qy + r = 0, whose four 
roots are given by the formula ±..[i; ±..[i; ±,fi;, pro
vided the signs are reconciled with the demand 

( ±..[i;)( ± ..[i;)( ±,fi;) = ~ZIZ~3 = - q/8, and ZI,z2,z3 

are the roots of the cubic equation 
p p2-4r q2 

z3+-r+ z·--=O. 
2 16 64 

Remark: We have thus concluded the study of nontri-
vially solvable sectors. The case of the pure hopping spec
trum e.g., M = OM <N or M = 0, M <N, we shall discuss in 
another context, in Sec. III. 

m. BOSE VERSION OF THE HUBBARD MODEL ON THE 
TETRAHEDRON AND IT$ FERMI STATES 

Let us consider the four-site spatial problem of the pre
vious section upon the change of the canonical anticommu-
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tation relations into the canonical commutation ones, which 
we implement through changing the notation from all,all to 
bll,b ll 

[b~,bn _ =0, 

[bob!l_ ==8ij= [bob!l _ , 
(3.1) 

other commutators vanishing, and the notation = indicat
ing that a proper domain must here be chosen in the state 
space of the system. The Fock-ness property is assumed as 
well: 

(3.2) 

To distinguish between the Fermi and Bose Hamiltonians 
we shall use the abbreviation Hp and HB , respectively. Hp 
coincides with the previous notation H and HB = Hp 
(aII,all_b lI,b II) while 10)p coincides with the previous 10). 

In the M = M = 1 sector it is trivial to observe that the 
mere replacement all,iill-b lI,b II transfers all the formulas to 
the Bose case, with the result that both the spectrum and the 
coefficient representative la) of the eigenvector (2.12) are the 
same for the Bose and Fermi cases 

I¢')B = L a j :j ar iifIO)B, 
ij 

I¢')F = L aj;j b r b fIO)p. 
ij 

The situation becomes less trivial in other sectors when the 
Pauli principle at each lattice site may nontrivially intervene. 
To understand the issue let us consider the pure hopping 
nontilde term of (2.1) which, irrespective of the definite 
choice of statistics, has the form 

.!.HhOP = ± (A ~ Aj +A r Ao) 
t j=l 

3 

+ L (ATA k +A r AI) + (A r A3 +A r A2) 
k=2 

3 

= L Ar WIjAj , 
jj=O 

where the square 4 X 4 matrix W reads as follows6
: 

W=(WIj)' 

{

W= Nilcli, 

Wij = 1-81j=} _(1
1
=0 £ ) 

CI - -VOl' 

r"=I,N=4, 

r~ [~ ~ ; rl 
It implies, furthermore 

rlk = AJk' Ak = exp i1Tk /2=tp k, 

tp = exp i(1T/2), k = 0,1,2,3, 

Ik = {ilea }a=o,I.2.3 , 

IkO = 1, Ikl =tpk, Ik2 =tp2k, Ik3 =tp3k. 
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Here 

1 3 

gk = 2" ik' (gk,g/) = a~o gkagka = lJkl , (3.6) 

and, consistently, 
3 3 

Bk = L gkaA", Bf= L gka A ! 
a=O a=O 

(3.7) 

preserve the (anti) commutation relations ofA,A •. Moreover 
(weuseN=4) 

~A! WaPAp = ~ (~Clipkl) Bf Bk 

L B f Bk + (N - 1)B ~ Bo 
k#O 

3 

= - L B f Bk + 4B ~ Bo· (3.8) 
k=O 

It means accordingly that in the pure Bose case 

3 

H:op = -t L SfSk +4ts~So' 
k=O (3.9) 

while in the pure Fermi case 

3 

H~op = - t L l1f 11k + 4t 11~ 110' 
k=O (3.10) 

[l1k,l1r] + = {)kl' 

The respective pure hopping eigenvectors have the form 

(3.11) 

PI = 0 or 1, 

n; 's being the arbitrary positive integers. 
At this point let us follow our previous analysis of Ref. 6 

(there being applied to the harmonic chain in one space di
mension) to demonstrate that both Bose and Fermi versions 
of the pure hopping problem (3.3) can be solved in the com
mon state space as the joint Bose-Fermi spectral problem; 
further studies in this connection can be found in Refs. 7 and 
8. 

In the state space K B of the Bose system let us intro
duce the two-level projection for each k th mode 

Pk = :exp( - sf Sk): + sf:exp( - sf Sk):Sk, (3.12) 

and then form the product 

3 

P= II Pk' (3.13) 
k=O 

which is a projection in K B with properties 

2690 

[H:op,P]_ =0, PsfP=ul, PSkP=u;:, 

[uk-,ul] + =Pk, [uf,urJ_ =0, k#/, (3.14) 

H:op =PH:op P+ (I-P)H:op(I-P). 
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In particular 

(3.15) 

vanishes if any nj > 1. 
In the terminology of Refs. fr.8, P selects the subspace 

Kp of Fermi states in K B • Indeed by using the Jordan
Wigner formulas we immediately realize that Pauli opera
tors both in (3.15) and in 

3 

PH:opP= -t L u k+ Uk- +4tuo+ uo- (3.16) 
k=O 

can be replaced by Fermi operators 

• (. ~ + -) + 11k = exp 11r ~ UI UI • Uk , 
'#k 

11k = exp(i1r L u/ UI- )'Uk
'#k 

(3.17) 

acting on the proper subspace K p of the state space K B for 
the Bose system. It proves that if we solve the spectral prob
lem for H ~oP and H ~oP in the Bose state space, then each 
Fermi eigenstate (3.11) is as well an exact eigenstate with the 
same eigenvalue for H~op.· 

The same analysis applies to the pure hopping tilde con
tribution to (2.1). 

Since 

*..., *" 10) =110'''113' B' (3.18) 

and l1f 's are linear combinations of the former Fermi opera
tors af we have also a guarantee that 

(3.19) 

i.e., 

n! = P n! P + (1 - P) n!(1 - P) 'Va, (3.20) 

and analogously for ii!, which proves furthermore that for a 
complete Hubbard problem on the tetrahedron we have 

[HB,P] _ =0, (3.21) 
HB =Hp +(I-P)HB(I-P), Hp =PHBP. 

Hence the solution of the standard Fermi model provides us 
with the partial spectral solution for the associated Bose 
model in all N ,M,M sectors. If compared with Ref. 4, where 
the half-filled-band case was considered, one should realize 
that presently both models are governed by the same (in 
form) Hamiltonian, while in Ref. 4 the so-called pair Hamil
tonian (which is to be a pure Bose reconstruction of the origi
nal Fermi model), significantly differs from the Fermi one. 
In fact, the result of Ref. 4 comes from the traditional "fu
sion" ideology of incorporating two Fermi modes in a single 
Bose one, albeit the domain constraints were necessary to 
establish the equivalence. In our case each Fermi mode has 
its unique Bose image; compare, e.g., also Chapter 10 oCRef. 
9, where a more detailed discussion ofthe Bose-Fermi rela
tionship can be found. 
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IV. THE SOLVABLE HUBBARD-TYPE PROBLEM IN 
THREE SPACE DIMENSIONS 

Let us tum back to the general form of the Hubbard 
Hamiltonian in its Anderson's versionS 

H = L bij C:. cju + V2: nj + nj _ . (4.1) 
iju i 

Our aim is to incorporate the previously solved tetrahedron 
problem into this general lattice framework. The appropri
ate definition of bij 's follows from the ansatz we make about 
the form of H = H F 

H = ~ Hk + 1'L L C:. cju==.Ho + 1'V. (4.2) 
~ (ij) u 

Here each Hk represents the four-site (tetrahedron) problem 
of Sec. II and k is used to indicate the pairwise disjoint quar
tets of sites (independent tetrahedrons) 

(4.3) 

In principle k is the three-dimensional lattice label. The 
strength of hopping within each tetrahedron we admit to 
equal t> 0 while the external pure hopping "noise" is under
stood to provide the very weak perturbation 0 < 1'< 1 of the 
set of tetrahedrons. 

Since l' is very small, the problem (4.2) can be solved by 
means of the standard stationary state perturbation theory 
for the case of the degenerate spectrum. Here Ho is the solv
able unperturbed problem, while the 1'V term is the underly
ing perturbation. 

Due to the previous considerations we have in hand the 
complete spectrum and (up to algebraic manipulations) ei
genfunctions of Ho. Presently we shall follow a bit simpler 
route by explicitly considering the half-filled-band variant of 
the model, where the overall number of electrons coincides 
with the (actually large) number of sites N. Then in agree
ment with Ref. 4 the M,M must satisfy N = M + M. In our 
case the additional conservation rules should be observed. 
Namely, Vk, Nk = 4, and MkoMk are the constants ofmo
tion. 

We admit that the set of tetrahedrons exhausts the 
whole of the lattice, which is thus a net ofn = N /4 Hubbard 
cells 

Ho=LHk' [Hk,Hd- =0, 
k (4.4) 

Hk =H(ar,adir,iid· 

We use the notationJYk for the k th (cell) state space so that 
the state space of Ho emerges as the direct tensor product of 
distinct JY k'S 

JY = II* JYk , 10) = II* 10)k' (4.5) 
k k 

10)k being the Fock vacuum in JY k' Let us recall that, tradi
tionally, (4.5) is meant to describe the lattice of elementary 
(pointlike) quantum systems, each one being attributed to its 
(k th) site. In our case each "site" stands for a four-site cell 
which has a nontrivial spatial structure. Upon introducing 
the 1'V perturbation, the interaction between the Hubbard 
cells is generated by the interaction of their constituents. 
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Since the half-filled-band case is presently of interest for 
us, only the 4 = M + M sectors are of interest at each cell. It 
means that each k th cell may contribute the following non
zero energies to the spectrum of Ho: 

M=l, M=3, (M=3,M=1), 

E~3= U, 

E'~ =! [U-4t±(12t2+(2t- U)2)] '/2, 

M=M=2, 

Er2± = 2U ± 4t, 

E~2± = U±4t, 

E;2± = ±4t. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Since the eigenvalues of M = I.kMk do not exceed the value 
N /2 we can easily reconstruct the spectrum of the N-site 
lattice (N = 4n) by considering the sequence 
m=1,2,3=(1+2), 4=(2+2) or (1+1+2) or 
(1 + 1 + 1 + 1), 5 = (2 + 2 + 1), and so on, up to 2n.Jfwe 
denote 

E, = Er2+, E2 = Er2_, ... , E6 = E;2_ , (4.8) 

E7=E~3, Eg=E'!, Eg=E'':, (4.9) 

then the energy of Ho is given by the formula 
9 

E(a) = L ajEj> 
j=, 

where aj's are the positive integers satisfying 
6 9 

2 L a j + L a j = m, 
;=1 ;=7 

N 
l<m<-, 

2 

m being the eigenvalue of M = I.kMk. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Obviously this spectrum is degenerate. Let E(a) be the 
degenerate eigenvalue of Ho, the respective eigenvectors we 
denote 11,a), 12,a), ... ,lk,a). 

As is well known, the effect of the perturbation 1'V is 
the fine splitting of each energy level E(a) into (the first-order 
contribution is accounted for) 

E(a).fJ = E(a) + 1if31 VIP), (4.12) 

where (131 VIP) stands for the eigenvalue of the square k X k 
matrix (i,a I V li,a), ij, = 1,2, ... ,k. 

We claim that the spectrum (4.12) of the just-introduced 
Fermi model is also an exact (albeit partial only) spectrum of 
the related pure Bose model, the respective eigenvectors be
ing the Fermi states of this Bose system. To have this conjec
ture justified it is enough to exploit the discussion of Sec. III 
and to observe the following property of the pure hopping l' 
perturbation. We have N large, hence up to the boundary 
terms, the simple momentum space version of 1'V can be 
introduced4 

(4.13) 

provided 

Ep = -1' L exp(ip.Ry), (4.14) 
y 

where Ry denotes the nearest-neighbor lattice vector, and 
the passage to the configuration space is realized via 
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a. =_I_ Iap exp(ip·R.), 
.JNp 

where s is the site label. 

(4.15) 

By making use of the general construction of Refs. 10 
and 11 allowing us to embed the canonical Fermi algebra 
(CAR) in the canonical Bose algebra (CCR), one finds the 
trivially realized relations 

rVB = I Ep(b; bp + b fbp), 
P 

[P,VB ] _ = 0, (4.16) 

PVBP= VF = V, 

where the projection P in the state space of the Bose system 
coincides with the operator unit IF of the (bosonized) Fermi 
algebra. 

We cannot completely debate on the utility of the just
constructed model in the solid state physics, though its insu
lating--conducting properties might deserve further study. 
Let us, however, emphasize a feature of the model which 
seems to be of interest from the point of view of high-energy 
physics. 

Namely, in our case we deal with the three-dimensional 
"gas" of four-site "composites," each one being nontrivially 
structured in space. The interaction between the separate 
Hubbard cells is then mediated (generated) through interac
tions of the constituents. It makes a significant difference if 
compared with the standard concept of interaction of ele
mentary pointlike quantum objects widely used in the litera
ture. 

Since in 1 + 1 the Hubbard model can be related to the 
continuum field theory model, the chiral-invariant Gross-
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Neveu one, it could be quite instructive to investigate the 
(continuum) limiting behavior of our model. 

Note added in proof: After completing the present paper 
I have realized that an independent group theoretical analy
sis of the tetrahedral Hubbard problem was made in L. M. 
Falicovand R. H. Victora [Phys. Rev. B 30, 1695 (1984)]. 
The secular equations for the energy values were found in all 
O<.N <.8 sectors, albeit with no details of the derivation. Since 
we did not achieve complete agreement with these results, 
and since the method of Sec. I allows to get an insight into the 
structure of eigenvectors (which was also the problem of Ref. 
4) the interested reader should view both approaches as com
plementary up to possible inaccuracies in computing the en
ergy spectrum (e.g., determinants). 
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Hydrodynamic self-similar solutions, as obtained by Chi [J. Math. Phys. 24, 2532 (1983)] have 
been generalized by introducing new variables in place of the old space and time variables. A 
systematic procedure of obtaining a complete set of solutions has been suggested. The Newtonian 
analogs of all homogeneous isotropic Friedmann dust universes with spatial curvature k = 0 and 
± 1 have been given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In hydrodynamics the idea of self-similarity has been 
exploited with considerable success to simplify time-depen
dent problems. Self-similar solutions are often the leading 
terms in an asymptotic expansion of a non-self-similar evolu
tion, in a regime far from the initial conditions and far from 
the influence of boundary conditions. The behaviors of the 
self-similar solutions are likely to be encountered in nature 
and as such they have greater physical interest than merely 
being a special class of mathematical solutions. This con
cerns the concept of intermediate asymptotics as reviewed 
by Barenblatt and Zeldovich. I 

In a recent paper Henriksen and Wesson2 have dis
cussed some Newtonian and relativistic self-similar cosmo
logical models. They have presented some solutions by con
sidering two constants of nature, viz., the Newtonian 
gravitational constant "G" and a characteristic velocity. 
ChP has extended their work giving a set of new solutions 
considering G as the only constant in nature. One of the 
interesting solutions obtained by ChP is the Newtonian ana
log of the Einstein-de Sitter cosmological model with van
ishing spatial curvature. 

In the present paper, while going for a complete set of 
hydrodynamic self-similar cosmological model solutions, 
we find the Newtonian analogs of all homogeneous isotropic 
Friedmann4 dust universes with spatial curvature k = 0 and 
±l. 

The complete set of hydrodynamic equations that go
verns spherically symmetric, isentropic fluid flow in an in
ternal gravitational field includes the continuity equation, 
the momentum equation, the energy equation, and the gravi
tational equation. These equations are 

Bp + v Bp = _!!... 4-!rv), 
at ar rar 

(1.1) 

av +~=g_J.. ap , 
at ar par 

(1.2) 

a _ a_ 
fiiPp "1 + 7,.(pp "1 = 0, (1.3) 

ag+ig= _2vg , 
at ar r 

(1.4) 

where p, p, and v are, respectively, the local density, pres-

sure, and velocity; g is the local gravitational acceleration; 
and r is the polytropic index. 

Now, a one-parameter self-similar solution (which rep
resents the intrinsic evolution behavior of a system not de
pendent on the incidental details of particular initial or 
boundary conditions) is sought for the density, velocity, 
pressure, and gravitational acceleration. If the Newtonian 
gravitational constant G is assumed to be the only constant 
in nature and further if there is no characteristic velocity, 
one can then introduce the dimensionless quantities 'T/, V, 
and (J, and Q to obtain the general forms of the physical 
quantities as follows: 

p = (A II1)'T/(5), 
g = (rlt 2)(J(s), 

v = (rlt)V(5), 
p = (A II1-2t 2)Q(5), 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

Here () is a constant of the order unity. The parameter A is 
introduced to make S dimensionless. 

Now Eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) can be simplified in the following 
manner without assuming self-similarity. Since rand tare 
independent variables, Eq. (1.1) can be rewritten as 

~(rp) + ~(rpv) = 0, 
at ar 

and so there must exist a function t/!, such that 

rp = at/!, rpv = _ at/! . 
ar at 

(1.7) 

The relations (1. 7) lead us to write the equation 

at/! + vat/! = o. 
at ar (1.8) 

Comparing Eq. (1.8) with Eq. (1.3) it is possible to obtain the 
relation 

(1.9) 

which implies that the quantity (pp - Y) must be a function of 
t/!. We therefore write 

pp - Y = I(t/!). (1.10) 

Further in view of (1.9) one can express the velocity v as 
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arl v=-
at "'= const. 

(1.11) 

Equation (1.11) implies that the new variable t/! characterizes 
the individual fluid particles. 

In the following sections we have given a number of 
solutions of the set of hydrodynamic equations in the pres
ence of gravity. These equations are written in terms of new 
variables t/! and t in place of rand t, so that on introducing the 
self-similar variables it is possible to get more general solu
tions in different cases. The technique followed in this paper 
leads us to a systematic derivation of different solutions, in
stead of obtaining only a few as special cases in an ad hoc 
manner from the equations given by Chi.3 It is to be noted 
that the solutions are finally expressed in terms of the old 
variables rand t. 

In Sec. II we introduce the new variables in place of the 
old space and time variables rand t in the hydrodynamic 
equations, without introducing the assumption of self-simi
larity at this stage. Finally, in Sec. III the self-similar varia
bles are introduced in the equations. Explicit solutions in 
different cases are given in Secs. IV and V. Some of these are 
identical to those given by Chi.3 In Sec. V, we discuss the 
isotropic homogeneous dust universes with spatial curvature 
k=O, ± 1. 

II. CHANGE OF VARIABLES 

In this section we shall change the set of independent 
variables from (r, t) to (t/!, t) in the following manner: 

~I -~I +at/!~ 
at old - at new at at/!' 

(2.1) 

a I 1 a 
ar old = r", at/! ' 

where (a fat )IOld implies a time derivative keeping r con
stant, (a fat lInew implies a time derivative keeping t/! con
stant, and (a /ar) 1 old implies a derivative with respect to the 
radial vector r keeping t constant. 

So, 

avl =V +v at/! 
at old 'new '" at ' 

where v'now implies (av/at)lnew' i.e., at constant t/!. We also 
have 

avl at/! 
ar old = v"'Tr' 

where v", implies av/at/!. Combining these two equations 
with Eq. (1.8) we obtain quite naturally (from now on we 
shall refer to v'new at constant t/! as v,) the relation 

avl avl - +v- =vt • 
at old ar old 

Again, 

: IOld = ~: . 
So combining Eqs. (1.2), (2.2), and (2.3) we obtain 

rtt + (1Ip)(p",/r",) - g = 0, 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

where we have written rt for (ar/at )1",. 
Again by the above transformation rule given by Eq. 

(2.1) we further obtain 

agl at/! 
at old = g'new + g"'-at' 

where gt
new 

is ag/at at constant t/!. Also (ag/ar)IOld = g",new 
X (at/!/ ar), where g"'new is ag/ at/!. Using these relations in Eq. 
(1.8) we get 

agl + $.1 =g,. 
at old ar old 

Here and in what follows we write only g, for (ag/at )1", and 
similarly for other variables. The above equation together 
with Eqs. (1.4) and (1.11) yields 

g,lg + 2r,lr = 0, 

which on integration gives us the relation 

gr = C(t/!). (2.5) 

Equation (1.7) further implies that 

p = 1Irr",. (2.6) 

Using the relation (2.5), Eq. (2.4) can be written as 

1 ap C rtt +-;;Tr - r =0. (2.7) 

We make it clear at this point that the use of new variables, 
that is (t/!, t ) instead of the old (r, t ), will help us to derive many 
solutions systematically. But sometimes we use the old var
iables as well for convenience. To find the pressure, for ex
ample, we use Eq. (2.7), where p is written as a function of the 
old variable r. Finally, of course, all the quantities have to be 
obtained as functions of rand t. 

III. SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS 

In view of Eqs. (1.5), (1.6), (1.9), and (2.5) we readily 
obtain the following relations: 

pp-r =/(t/!) = GA (2- r),J9(r- 2)+2)1J- rQ5 -I, (3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

One can conclude from (3.1) that unless Orr - 2) + 2 = 0, 
the expression for the spatial coordinate r must be in the 
form of a product of a function of t/! and a function of 5. The 
same conclusion can be made without any loss of generality 
from the relation (3.2) unless (3 - 0) = O. These results lead 
us to consider Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) only for two distinct cases, 
viz., 0 = 3 and 0 ¥= 3. Again for the case 0 = 3 it is found 
from the Eq. (3.2) that, if C (t/!) is not a constant, 5 must be a 
function of t/!. This in turn yields, in view of (3.1), the result 
o (r - 2) + 2 = 0 or the r = ~ polytropic relation. 

IV. SOLUTIONS FOR 0 = 3 

A. Case 1. 0 = 3, C(I/I) ¥= const, i.e., 5 = 5(1/1) and r = 4 
In view of Eqs. (1. 5) and (1.11) we find 

v = rt = (r/t)V. (4.1) 

Finding r, from Eq. (1.6) and substituting its value in the 
above equation one finds 
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(4.2) 

Let us consider here a special case for the matter content, 
that is, for dust withp = O. Using in this case Eq. (4.2) in (4.1) 
one can calculate rtt as 

rtt = - i(r/t 2), 

which, when substituting in Eq. (2.7), gives 

C(tP) = - i(GA /t)· (4.3) 

The above expression for C (tP) being substituted in (3.2) im
mediately yields 

t/J= -i· 
Again Eqs. (1.5) and (2.6) are combined to give 

p = lIrr", =A1//iJ. 

(4.4) 

Computing r", from Eq. (1.6) and using it in the above equa
tion we finally obtain the relation 

1/ = - (3/A )ttPs ' (4.5) 

So ultimately with the values of V and t/J given by Eqs. (4.2) 
and (4.4), it is quite easy to find v and g from Eq. (1.5). Also 
since 1/ is given as a function of t by Eq. (4.5) it is possible to 
findpfromEq. (1.5) as a function oft, wheretisgivenbyEq. 
(1.6). Thus the solutions are obtained for the dust case p = O. 
It is interesting to note that for the special choice of () = 3 
and C (tP) # const, the values of the parameters r and V are 
uniquely determined, viz. r = ~ and V = i. 

B. Case 2. (} = 3, C(¢) = const 

In this case g is a function of r only, as can be quite easily 
observed from Eq. (2.5). Also from Eq. (3.2) it is found that 

t/J = (C /GA )t. (4.6) 

In view ofEqs. (1.5), (1.11), and (2.6) we obtain the two rela
tions 

rr/l =rIA1/, rt = (rlt)V, 

which in tum further yield 

- ~~ 1 r= const = A~V. 
The above relation can be written in a useful form like 

atP 1 atP 1 A1/ V 
a(GAt 2/iJ) r= const = at r= const = - ~' 

the integration of which can be immediately made to yield 

tP= _fA1/
V 

dt+b(r)=a(t)+b(r), (4.7) 
2t 

where b (r) is an arbitrary function of r. We should note that 
t (tP, t ) and r( ¢, t ) are related to each other in the form given in 
(4.7). From Eq. (4.7) one can obtain 

da(t ) (S ) at 1 + db (r) ar 1 = o. 
dt at '" = const dr at '" = const 

Using the definition of t given in (1.6) and (1.11) in the above 
equation, we get for V # 0 

da(S)t(~ _ 3) = _ ,db(r) . 
dt V dr 

Since the left-hand side is a function of t and the right-hand 
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side is a function of r, the above equation holds in view of 
(1.6) only ifboth the sides are separately equal to a constant, 
sayD. Then 

,db (r) = D = S-da(t) (3 _ ~). (4.8) 
dr dt V 

The relation (4.8) on integration yields 

b (r) = D In r + const, 

and Eq. (4.7) takes the form 

¢ = a(S ) + D In r + const. (4.9) 

Equation (4.9) has been obtained with the only assumption 
that V # o. If we consider V = i, then from Eq. (4.8) we get 
D = 0 and as such tP = ¢(t ), which has already been consid
ered in case 1. So in the following section, the V # i cases are 
discussed. Let us also consider dust for which p = O. Equa
tions (2.4) and (2.2) together yield 

aul avl - +v- =g. 
at r = const ar t = const 

Finding the values of (av/at )Ir and v(av/ar)lt from Eq. (1.5) 
and substituting these values together with that of g from Eq. 
(2.5), in the above equation, we readily obtain the relation 

t dV(2_3V)+ V2_ V=~. 
dt GA 

This equation has the solution 

V=..[f, C/GA= -!. (4.10) 

Using Eqs. (1.5), (3.2), and (4.10) we arrive at the two rela
tions 

v = ..[f(r/t) (4.11) 

and 

t/J= -!S. (4.12) 

Further finding the values of atP/atanda¢/arfrom Eq. (4.9) 
and substituting these values in Eq. (1.8) together with the 
value of v from Eq. (4.11) we obtain 

da(t) = [D /(3t - 2..[f)] dt, 

which on integration yields 

a(S) = ~D In(..[f - j) + const. (4.13) 

With this value of a, tP ofEq. (4.9) can be explicitly written in 
the form 

¢ = ~D In(..[f - j) + D In r + const. (4.14) 

Again a combination ofEqs. (1.5) and (2.6) yields 

~ ~~It=const=~' 
We can obtain (a¢/ar)lt fromEq. (4.14), which, when used in 
the above relation, gives 

(4.15) 

where 1/1 is a constant, given by 1/1 = 2D /A. 
So ultimately we obtain the complete solution for this 

case with () = 3, C = const, and V #~. All the dimensionless 
quantities are known, viz. V(S)fromEq.(4.1O),t/J (S )fromEq. 
(4.12),1/(t)fromEq. (4.15),andQ = O,sincep = O. Thissolu-
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tion has already been obtained by ChP [see solution (9)], But 
here in Eq. (4.8) one can choose Varbitrarily as a function of 
S or a constant, so that a(S) can be found from Eq. (4.8) and 
thus r/J is known explicitly from Eq. (4.9). Thus other quanti
ties can also be easily obtained and hence all possible solu
tions for different values of V can be generated, whereas ChP 
could obtain only a few special solutions. We shall now dis
cuss some of the solutions with a special choice of V. Since 
the solution for V = 1 has already been obtained by ChP [see 
Eq. (5)] we shall consider in the following examples some 
other values of V. 

Example 1. V =2: With this value of V, it is possible to 
find a(S) from Eq. (4.8) as 

a(S) = (D 12)ln S + const. (4.16) 

With the help ofEq. (4.16), r/J can be found from Eq. (4.9) as 

r/J = (D 12)ln S + D In r + const. (4.17) 

So now TJ can be found out from Eqs. (1.5), (2.6), and (4.17) as 

TJ= -!(DIA)=TJo, (4.18) 

where TJo is a constant. We obtain <p from Eq. (3.2) as 

<P = (C IGA )s = <PoS, (4.19) 

where <Po = C IGA is a constant. For V = 2 it is found from 
(1.5) that 

v = rt = 2(rlt), 

and a second differentiation with respect to time coordinate 
at constant r/J yields 

Vt = rtt = 2(rlt 2). 

Further using (1.5) in the relation (4.9) one finds also 

g = <po(rlt 2)S· 

With the help of the above two equations one can directly 
integrate Eq. (2.7) and get the solution for p in the form 

p = UTJoIt 2r - CATJ0I4~ + T(t), (4.20) 

where T (t ) is an arbitrary function of t. So all the quantities 
are known with this special choice of V = 2. This is a new 
solution. It is to be noted that to find p, Eq. (2.7), instead of 
Eq. (2.4), has been utilized, because it gives directly the solu
tion for p as a function of r and t. 

Example 2. V = s: In this example, instead of consider
ing V to be a constant, we have chosen Vasa simple function 
of s. The solution can be obtained by the above procedure. 
We obtain a(S) from Eq. (4.8) as 

a(S) = (DI3)ln(3s - 2). (4.21) 

We can obtain r/J from Eqs. (4.9) and (4.21) as 

r/J = (D 13)ln(3s - 2) + D In r + const. (4.22) 

We obtain TJ from Eqs. (1.5), (2.6), and (4.22) as 

TJ = TJoI(2 - 3s), (4.23) 

where TJo = 2D I A is a constant quantity. We find <p from Eq. 
(3.2) as 

<p = <poS. (4.24) 

The pressure p can be obtained again in the same way as in 
the previous example. Also, p, g, and v can be known from 
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the value of S given in Eq. (1.6). All these give another set of 
new solutions. 

V. SOLUTION FOR 0#3 

We have already seen that if 0 i= 3, the variable r, which 
is actually a function of the new variables r/J and t, can be 
expressed in view of(3.1) and (3.2) in the form 

r=a(r/J) PIS), (5.1) 

where a(r/J) and P (s) are functions of r/J and S, respectively. 
Equations (1.5) and (2.6) together give a relation like 

p = lIrr", =ATJI,.e, (5.2) 

so that one can write 

r", = r9- 2)/ATJ. 

Again from Eq. (1.5) we know 

v = rt = (rlt)V, 

and as such one gets 

rt _ ar/JI _ ATJV 
r", - at r= const - - tr9 - 3) , 

from which it immediately follows that 

ar/J I ar/J I ATJV 
as r= consl = a (GAt2/,.e) r= consl = - 2S(ap)(9-3) . 

Again from Eq. (5.1) one gets 

dr = pa", dr/J + aPs ds, 

which enables us to write 

ar/J I = -~ Ps 
as r=consl a", p . 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Comparing Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), we arrive at the following 
results: 

a",la = a(9-3)IH 

and 

Ps/P = (A IH)[ TJV 125P(9- 3)], 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

whereH is a constant. Integrating Eq. (5.5), one further gets 
forO #3 

a(3 - 9) = [(3 - O)/H 1r/J + const. 

Again Eq. (5.1), in view of (1.6), gives 

r", =pa",/[l +OsPs/P]. 

(5.7) 

We use this expression for r", in (5.2) and further utilizing 
(5.5) we obtain a relation 

P (9- 3)/TJ [l + OSPs/P] = A IH. (5.8) 

Equations (5.6) and (5.8) together now yield 

V = 2sPsI(f:J + OSPs). (5.9) 

Also with the help ofEq. (5.1), Eq. (3.2) can be written in the 
form 

C(r/J)la(3 - 9) = GAP(3- 9)<pS -1. 

Since the left-hand side of the above equation is a function of 
1/1 and the right-hand side is a function of S' the equation 
holds only ifboth sides are equal to a constant, that is 
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C(tP) =EaI3 -
6

) (5.10) 

and 

1,6($) = (EIGA )S/316
-

3
), (5.11) 

where E is a constant. 
Now the complete solutions for the B =I- 3 case are ob

tained from the set of equations (5.7)-(5.11). If, for example, 
V is given as a function of S, then from Eq. (5.9) /3 can be 
found as a function of S and as such/3 can be written explicit
lyas a function of rand t. Hence 1/ and 1,6 can be obtained 
from Eqs. (5.8) and (5.11), respectively. As/3is now known, a 
can also be found as a function of rand t from Eq. (5.1). So 
from Eq. (5.7), tP can be determined as a function of rand t. 
All the quantities being known, it is now easy to find the 
solution from the pressure p from Eq. (2.7). At this point we 
proceed to find the solutions identical with those appearing 
in the case of a Friedmann universe with zero cosmological 
constant, spatially uniform density distribution [p = p(t)], 
and p = O. We define the function R (t) as (see Ch?) 

vir = Vlt=RIR, (5.12) 

where an overdot represents the time derivative. In Eq. 
(5.12), R (t) is analogous to the scale factor of the Friedmann 
universe and is dependent on time alone. Therefore, V must 
be either a constant or a function of time alone. In the case 
V = V(t), s is a function of time only, which implies B = 0 
from the definition of S. Again spatially, uniform density 
distribution is a necessary condition for the Friedmann uni
verse. Equation (1.5) implies that p = p(t) is satisfied either 
forB = Oorfor1/($)""S -1. So in order to deal with the Fried
mann model we have to consider either V = const and 
1/':::::.S -lor B = O. The second case, that is, B = 0, however, 
gives only a limiting value for S = S (t ). 

A. Case 1. ()# 3, V = Vo (constant), and 1/ = 1/oS-1 

Under these conditions, Eq. (5.9) can be easily integrat
ed and one gets 

/312 - 6Vo)IVo=AS, (5.13) 

whereA is the constant of integration. Since 1/ = 1/oS -1, Eq. 
(5.8) can now be easily simplified by using Eq. (5.13) to yield 

/312 - 3Vo)IVo = (AA1/oIH)[(2 - BVo)/2]. 

Since the right-hand side of the above equation is a constant, 
it is satisfied only if the left-hand side is also equal to a con
stant, that is, when 

(2 - 3Vo)/Vo = O. 

This immediately gives us 

V= Vo=1' 

which implies, in view of Eq. (1.5), 

v = '(rlt). 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

From Eq. (1.5) one can find the value ofp by using Eq. (1.6) 
and it is given by 

p = 1/oIGt 2
• (5.16) 

Combining Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) one gets 

S/316 - 3) = 1/A. 
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Applying the above result in Eq. (5.11) it is not difficult to 
find that 

(5.17) 

where 1,60 = E I A GA, E being a constant quantity. Therefore 
from Eq. (1.5) one finds 

g=1,60(rlt 2
). (5.18) 

Since v = rt is known from Eq. (5.15) and also, since g has 
already been given by Eq. (5.18), it is now possible to solve 
easily Eq. (2.7) for p = 0 to obtain 

1,60 = - §, (5.19) 

which, when applied in Eq. (5.18), finally yields 

g = - §(rlt 2). (5.20) 

Now with V = ~, Eq. (5.12) becomes 

R IR = 2/3t, (5.21) 

and it is thus possible to express the fluid density p in the 
form 

(5.22) 

by suitably choosing the constant 1/0' This is simply the 
Friedmann differential equation with zero cosmological 
constant and zero curvature constant (k = 0). It is a case of 
the Einstein-de Sitter universe as given by Chi3 [see the solu
tion (13) ofCh?]. 

B. Case 2. () = 0 

In this case it is obvious from Eq. (1.5) that 
p = p(t) = A1/. Now since S is a function of t alone, so un
doubtedly 1/($) is also a function of t only. So in view ofEqs. 
(5.11), (1.6), and (1.5), one gets 

g=E/3-3r. (5.23) 

Again, since /3t = /3dt> one can find St from Eq. (1.6) and 
hence s/3 s can be obtained as 

s/3s = t/3J2, 

which, being used in Eq. (5.9), yields 

V= t/3J/3. (5.24) 

Using Eqs. (5.12) and (5.24) we find 

RIR =PI/3, (5.25) 

which on integration yields 

/3=/3oR· (5.26) 

Here, /30 is the constant of integration, and 1/ can be found 
from Eq. (5.8), which, again being applied in the equation 
(1.5), gives 

p/33 =H, 

and the above equation, together with Eq. (5.26) finally ex
presses the density p in the form 

p = poiR 3, (5.27) 

where Po is constant. This is a well-known result for the 
Friedmann dust universe. Again from Eqs. (1.5) and (5.11) 
we have 

g = E/3 -3r. (5.28) 
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Also using Eqs. (1.5) and (5.24) one finds 

rt = r{3J{3, 

from which r tt can be easily found. With the value of r tt 
being calculated from the above expression and using the 
result of Eqs. (5.28) and (2.5) it is possible now to solve Eq. 
(2.7) for dust, that is, p = O. We get 

{32{3tt = E. 

Integrating the above equation we find 

p /{3 = ± (l/{3)( - E /{3 + Ed 1
/
2

, 

where E 1 is a constant of integration. Combining the above 
equation with Eq. (5.25) and using the result ofEq. (5.26) we 
find 

R 2 = ( - ~ ! + :i)-
Assuming (- E{3o- 3) to be positive everywhere, i.e., 
( - E{3o- 3) = m 2, where m is any real number, and also writ
ing E ~ 0- 2 = - k, we find 

R2=(m2/R -k), 

where k may be positive negative or zero. The above equa
tion leads to the result 

R2/R2+k/R2=m2/R3. 

Using Eq. (5.27) in the above relation, we have 

R 2/R 2 + k /R 2 = (m 2/polo. (5.29) 

Identifying m2 
/ Po with 81TG /3, it is now possible to recog

nize the above equation to be the differential equation for the 
Friedmann universe with zero cosmological constant and 
non vanishing spatial curvature (k = ± 1). So the integra
tion constant E 1 is associated with the space curvature k of 
the Friedmann universe. The vanishing of the spatial curva
ture (k=O) leads to R_t 2/3 or {3_t 2/3 and '1J=1J~-1, 
which is exactly the Einstein--de Sitter solution obtained by 
Chi,3 except for the fact that here () assumes only a fixed 
value zero. 

We shall now give more solutions with different choices 
of V for a perfect fluid (P#O) and for a spatially uniform 
density [p = p(t)] with () = O. 

1. Case 2a. V = Vo = const () = 0 

So from Eq. (1.5) we have 

We can obtain r/J from Eq. (5.11) as 

r/J = (E /GA )s{3 -3. 

Equations (1.5), (5.31), and (5.35) together give 

g =E{3-3r. 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

With these values of v, p, and g, Eq. (2.7) takes the form 

ap = A1Jo(GA ) - (3/2)Vot - 3Vo[ Er 
ar (j3oGA )(3/2)Vot 3 Vo 

- (V~ - Vo~]. (5.37) 

Ifwe now consider the case V =1, with the help of the set of 
equations (5. 30H 5.37), we arrive at the following set of solu
tions: 

v = r/t, p = A1Jo(GA ) - 3/2t -3, 
(5.38) 

g = Er(j3~ )-312, P = (EA'1Jol2p3/2(GA )3)(r2/t 6) + T(t). 

Here the constant of integration T(t) must be equal to zero, 
sinces = s(t )andp = (Ar2/t 2)Q (5)[fromEq. (1.5)]. Finding 
(a/at)(pp-r) and (a/ar)(pp-r) and using Eqs. (1.3) and 
(5.38) one finds immediately that r = t. So the above uni
form density solution (5.38), with () = 0 and V = 1, is valid 
only for a r = t poly trope. 

If we now consider Vo = 2 using the set of relations 
(5.30)-(5.37), we can again obtain the following solutions: 

and 

v = 2(r/t), p = (H /P~)(l/s3)ex:(l/t6), 

g = (Er/p ~ GAt 25 2) ex: (r/t 6), 

2 ~ a 1 r2 
p=-- - --+ const. 

3a2 t 8 2a2 t 6 

In the above a 1 and a2 are two constants given by 

a 1 = E /(j30GA )3, a2 = (j30GA )3/ H. 

This is again another new set of solutions. 

2. Case2b. V=2s, ()=o 

(5.39) 

In this case instead of considering V to be a constant, we 
have considered a simple functional relation of Vand 5. It is 
possible to get the relevant solutions by the same procedure 

v = Vo(r/t). (5.30) and these are given by 

Equation (1.6) yields 

5 = GAt 2. (5.31) 

Equation (5.9) can be easily integrated to yield 

{3 = (j3~ t ol2, (5.32) 

where Po is a constant of integration. We can obtain '1J from 
Eqs. (5.2) and (5.32) as 

1J = 1J~ - 3VoI2, (5.33) 

where 1Jo = (H / A )/3 0- 3VoI2 is a constant. So p can be found 
from Eqs. (1.5), (5.31), and (5.33) as 

(5.34) 
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v = 2GArt, p = HP 0- 3 e - 3GAt\ 
(5.40) 

g = EP 0- 3re - 3GM', P = F(t )r2. 

The solutions (5.40) are also another new set of solutions 
obtained by our procedure. So in this way we can now choose 
any arbitrary form for V to generate all possible solutions. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In effect we have systematically derived a complete set 
of solutions for the hydrodynamic self-similar cosmological 
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models with the help of a new set of independent variables ("', 
t) in place of the old variables. Finally all the physical quanti
ties have been expressed in terms of the old variables (r, t). 
Some of these solutions are in agreement with those pre
viously obtained by Chi in an ad hoc manner. We have 
further obtained the Newtonian analogs of all homogeneous 
isotropic Friedmann dust universes with spatial curvature 
k = 0 as well as ± 1. 
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